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  1                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the videotaped

  2              deposition of Robert Eastin taken by the plaintiff

  3              in the matter of United States of America, ex rel

  4              Taylor Smith, Jeannine Prewitt and James Ailes vs.

  5              The Boeing Company and Ducommun, Inc., f/k/a

  6              AHF-Ducommun, in the United States District Court

  7              for the District of Kansas, Case No. 05-1073-WEB.

  8              This deposition is being held at Aircraft

  9              Certification Office, 3960 Paramount Boulevard,

 10              Lakewood, California, on July 27th, 2010.  My name

 11              is David Tackla from the firm of Tackla &

 12              Associates with offices at 1020 Ohio Savings

 13              Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio.  I am the videographer.

 14              The reporter is Lora Appino from Appino & Biggs

 15              with offices located at 5111 Southwest 21st

 16              Street, Topeka, Kansas.

 17                   We are going on the record at 9:27, and will

 18              counsel now state their appearances for the

 19              record.

 20                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Bill Skepnek, Dean

 21              Rauchwerger and Corlin Pratt for the plaintiffs,

 22              and Jeannine Prewitt is here personally and with

 23              us is Pat Duggins.

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  Alicia Bentley for the

 25              United States Department of Justice for the
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  1              witness.  Doug Anderson with the FAA for the

  2              deponent.

  3                        MR. KOH:  Steve Koh and Jim Armstrong for

  4              The Boeing Company.

  5                        MR. ROBISON:  And Steve Robison for

  6              Ducommun.

  7                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Can we go off the

  8              record for one second, please.

  9                        (THEREUPON, a discussion was had off the

 10              record.)

 11                                     ROBERT EASTIN,

 12              called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiffs,

 13              was sworn and testified as follows:

 14                   DIRECT-EXAMINATION

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Good morning, Mr. Eastin.

 17                   A.   Good morning.

 18                   Q.   After all this.

 19                   A.   Yes.

 20                   Q.   My name is Bill Skepnek, and I represent

 21              the plaintiffs who are Relators in an action

 22              pending in the United States District Court for

 23              the District of Kansas that's captioned U.S., ex

 24              rel Prewitt, et al., vs. The Boeing Company and

 25              AHF-Ducommun.  Have you been made aware of that
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  1              case?

  2                   A.   Yes.

  3                   Q.   You understand that we're here to take

  4              your deposition today in that case and find out

  5              what you know.  We've been given a Declaration

  6              that you prepared or that was prepared and that

  7              you signed, I guess, at the end of May in this

  8              year?

  9                   A.   Correct.

 10                   Q.   We'll have it -- I mean, the exact date

 11              we'll have in just a second, but I -- we're here

 12              to talk to you about -- about that Declaration and

 13              about your qualifications to give it and about the

 14              information that you utilized in making it.

 15                   A.   Okay.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  In looking through your resume, I

 17              notice that you worked for McDonald Douglas?

 18                   A.   Yes.

 19                   Q.   For how long?

 20                   A.   I was there a total of 21 years, I

 21              believe.

 22                   Q.   And we are -- we are here near the Boeing

 23              Long Beach facility and that was formerly the

 24              McDonald Douglas facility?

 25                   A.   Correct, yes.
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  1                   Q.   Were you stationed out here?

  2                   A.   Yes, I was in Long Beach.

  3                   Q.   So, when you left McDonald Douglas in

  4              1997, were you in Long Beach then?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   So, you just stayed in Long Beach?

  7                   A.   Yes.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  And was that at the time that

  9              Boeing acquired McDonald Douglas?

 10                   A.   It was before.

 11                   Q.   How long before?

 12                   A.   Probably, as I recall, it was something

 13              maybe a year before.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  And you were a design engineer for

 15              McDonald Douglas?

 16                   A.   No, I was an analyst.  I was a structures

 17              analyst.  I guess I'd characterize my job as a

 18              structures analyst, strength and fatigue and

 19              damage tolerance.

 20                   Q.   So, you didn't -- you're an engineer?

 21                   A.   Yes.

 22                   Q.   Are you an aeronautical engineer?

 23                   A.   Yes, I have an aerospace degree.

 24                   Q.   And so, as a structures analyst, were you

 25              actually involved in designing aircraft for
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  1              McDonald Douglas?

  2                   A.   I worked with designers.

  3                   Q.   And the work that you did with designers,

  4              was that to evaluate the structures that the

  5              designers designed?

  6                   A.   It was to work with them to come up with

  7              a design; and then once the design was set, to

  8              evaluate the design.  So, there was a period of

  9              interaction to actually size the structure, then

 10              the designers went ahead and put it on paper, then

 11              we did the evaluation.

 12                   Q.   Right.  And what was the purpose for your

 13              evaluation of the structure?  Why did you do that?

 14                   A.   To show that it met the requirements that

 15              were set for us.

 16                   Q.   By whom?

 17                   A.   I worked both military and commercial.

 18              And depending on who the customer was, they had

 19              their own sets of requirements.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  So, the service requirements, is

 21              this what you're talking about?

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Have you given a deposition before?

 25                   A.   No.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  I'm guilty of jumping in too fast.

  2              A couple of rules that -- that I need to -- need

  3              to apprise you of.  First, is that one of -- one

  4              or more of the other lawyers may make objections.

  5              And when they make objections, those are for the

  6              record and for the court to rule upon at a later

  7              date.

  8              Now, your lawyer, who's Miss Bentley, if your

  9              lawyer makes the objection where she says for some

 10              reason that you are not to answer the question,

 11              under those circumstances you don't answer the

 12              question.

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  And you won't be confused

 14              about when that happens.

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not in doubt at all

 16              about that.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   But otherwise, unless -- unless she tells

 19              you not to answer the question, if somebody

 20              objects to a question, that's for the judge to

 21              rule on at a later time, but then we expect you to

 22              go ahead and answer the question.

 23              The other -- the other little rule that I need to

 24              tell you about is one that seems awfully rude

 25              while we're doing it, and that is in ordinary
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  1              conversation, as you're nodding to me right now, I

  2              understand that you're -- you're telling me that

  3              you understand what I'm saying.  The court

  4              reporter can't take a nod.  So, if from time to

  5              time one of us says to you please, Mr. Eastin,

  6              answer audibly, answer verbally, we are not being

  7              rude, we simply have to do that.

  8                   A.   Sure, okay.

  9                   Q.   And then finally maybe a third, and that

 10              is we're going to be talking engineering and we're

 11              dumb lawyers and you're the smart engineer.  So,

 12              if I ask you a dumb lawyer question about

 13              engineering that makes no sense, I'd like you to

 14              tell me it makes no sense.  You won't be rude to

 15              me if you're telling me that it makes no sense?

 16                   A.   Okay.

 17                   Q.   So, if I'm unclear about a question or if

 18              you're unclear about what I mean by a question,

 19              please let us know.

 20                   A.   Okay.

 21                   Q.   Okay.

 22                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Now, what was -- what was

 23              that last question before the -- it was objected

 24              to?

 25                        THE REPORTER:  "So, the service
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  1              requirements, this is what you're talking about?"

  2              Do you want me to read the question before that?

  3                        MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I'll go back and I'll

  4              reask it.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   You testified that as a structural

  7              analyst working together with the design

  8              engineers, your purpose was to help design an

  9              aircraft that met requirements?

 10                   A.   Uh-huh.

 11                   Q.   And the requirements that we're talking

 12              about are the requirements of the customer?

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  And I guess my question, maybe not

 15              very artfully phrased, was those would be the

 16              service parameters, the -- what the -- what the

 17              customer wanted to do with the aircraft?

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  You can

 19              answer.

 20                   A.   That's -- I'm not sure what you're

 21              asking.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   Well, then, what are the requirements?

 24                   A.   Okay.  We have documented strength

 25              requirements.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.

  2                   A.   They have -- they have -- the structure

  3              has to meet certain -- be able to carry certain

  4              loads and they're specified by the customer in the

  5              military case.  For the FAA, they're specified by

  6              the FAA in our F.A.R.s.  And then for the

  7              military, they have specific fatigue and damage

  8              tolerance requirements that you have to meet.

  9              They're explicit; you have to meet them.  On the

 10              FAA side, there are no explicit fatigue or damage

 11              tolerance requirements.

 12                   Q.   Okay.  So, the -- so the requirements

 13              that you're talking about would be the -- would be

 14              the strength requirements required by the

 15              particular governmental agency involved, either

 16              the military or the FAA?

 17                   A.   Uh-huh.

 18                   Q.   And that would be a yes?

 19                   A.   That's a yes.  Sorry.

 20                   Q.   And -- and then would the work that you

 21              do, would that be documented in some way?

 22                   A.   Yes.  It would be documented in reports.

 23                   Q.   What would -- what would those reports be

 24              called?

 25                   A.   Stress analysis reports, damage tolerance
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  1              evaluation reports, fatigue reports, damage

  2              tolerance analysis reports.  I'm thinking -- the

  3              reports -- the sum total of reports that would go

  4              to military or FAA.

  5                   Q.   And why would they go to -- let's talk

  6              about the FAA in particular.  Did you work on

  7              commercial aircraft?

  8                   A.   Yes, I did.  Early in my career, I worked

  9              on commercial aircraft.

 10                   Q.   And those -- those stress analyses that

 11              went to the FAA, why would they go to the FAA?

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 13                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 14                   Q.   If you know, because -- because what we

 15              want is your own direct personal knowledge.

 16                   A.   Okay.

 17                   Q.   Do you know why those -- and so if you

 18              don't know the answer to a question, please say I

 19              don't know.  But my question is, do you know why

 20              those stress analyses were given to the FAA?

 21                   A.   Yes.

 22                   Q.   What's -- why were they given to the FAA?

 23                   A.   The OEM is responsible for showing

 24              compliance and the FAA is responsible for finding

 25              compliance.  And in order to find compliance, you
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  1              need the data.  So, the data is submitted to the

  2              FAA and the FAA makes a determination.

  3                   Q.   Now, are these materials that are -- that

  4              are given to the FAA in connection with type

  5              certification?

  6                   A.   Yes.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  So, would your stress analyses

  8              become a part of the type certification data?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   And would type certification data then be

 11              a part of the type design of the aircraft?

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 13                   A.   You're getting into an area that I'm not

 14              super comfortable with because I don't find

 15              compliance in my position.

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   What's your understanding?

 18                   A.   My understanding is it is part of type

 19              design.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and by type design -- we'll

 21              get into this in a little more detail later, but

 22              just so that while we're at it, type design,

 23              what's the definition that you understand for that

 24              phrase or that word, term type design?

 25                   A.   I believe, I don't know, we may have a
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  1              definition for it, but the drawings set a standard

  2              for the design, and so that defines what the

  3              airplane is supposed to end up looking like

  4              ideally.

  5                   Q.   Uh-huh.  And those drawings would be the

  6              blueprints?

  7                   A.   The blueprints or any -- any data that

  8              defines the design.

  9                   Q.   And which would, you believe, include

 10              your stress analyses?

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go

 12              ahead.

 13                   A.   The stress reports, as I understand, are

 14              part of the data package that's submitted, along

 15              with anything else that supports the definition of

 16              the design.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Now, back -- back when you were with

 19              McDonald Douglas and you submitted these packages

 20              to the FAA, would -- would the FAA then accept or

 21              reject, approve or reject those packages?  Is that

 22              how it worked?

 23                   A.   When I was with the FAA, I was in a

 24              position that my reports --

 25                   Q.   No, no, I'm talking about when you were
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  1              with McDonald Douglas.

  2                   A.   I'm sorry.  When I was with McDonald

  3              Douglas, I was in a position when I was done with

  4              my report, it went to the certification office who

  5              dealt with the FAA and went to the FAA, and I

  6              personally didn't really get involved with it

  7              after that.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and -- and what -- there

  9              are delegated responsibilities that OEMs have from

 10              the FAA.  Is that correct?

 11                   A.   Correct.

 12                   Q.   Now, is the -- is the approval of a type

 13              certificate a delegated authority that goes from

 14              the FAA to an OEM?

 15                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

 16              Calls for a legal conclusion.  You can answer.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   And again, sir, I'm talking about your

 19              understanding.  Does -- by your understanding --

 20              let's talk about delegation.  Let me maybe back up

 21              a couple of steps.  Maybe I went too fast.

 22              By delegated authority, the FAA delegates to -- to

 23              companies and to private individuals authority of

 24              the FAA to do certain things?

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Is that true?

  3                   A.   As I understand.

  4                   Q.   And, for instance, a DER or a DAR, those

  5              would be delegated authority, people with

  6              delegated authority from the FAA?

  7                   A.   Yes.

  8                   Q.   You are involved in the DER program, are

  9              you not, sir?

 10                   A.   No.

 11                   Q.   You're not.  DER, what is a DER?

 12                   A.   Designated engineering representative.

 13                   Q.   And what is a DER?  What's the function

 14              of a DER?

 15                   A.   As I understand, they have certain

 16              authorities to make approvals on behalf of the

 17              FAA.

 18                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and a DER, that would be an

 19              engineer, correct, DER?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   And then a DAR, what is a DAR?

 22                   A.   I'm not -- I know of them.  I couldn't

 23              give you the acronym.

 24                   Q.   Designated airworthiness representative?

 25                   A.   Okay.
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  1                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   If you don't know --

  4                   A.   No.

  5                   Q.   Okay.  Now, does the OEM, and that's the

  6              original equipment manufacturer, OEM?

  7                   A.   OEM, original equipment manufacturer,

  8              yes.

  9                   Q.   Does the OEM have designated authority

 10              from the FAA?

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You

 12              can answer.

 13                   A.   For certain things, as I understand, but

 14              not for everything.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Right.  What -- as you understand it,

 17              what are the -- what are the delegated -- what's

 18              the delegated authority of an OEM?

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 20                   A.   I don't know.  I wouldn't even want to go

 21              there, that's not my area.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   Okay.  Can an OEM certify a -- a part as

 24              airworthy?

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
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  1              ahead.

  2                   A.   I don't know if that's an authority that

  3              we delegate.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   Can an OEM certify an aircraft as

  6              airworthy?

  7                        MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection, foundation.

  8                   A.   I don't know for sure.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know whether an OEM

 11              can, without -- can utilize in its delegated

 12              authority from the FAA, whether an OEM can certify

 13              a type design?  Can issue a type certificate; do

 14              you know?

 15                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 16                   A.   No.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   You don't know?

 19                   A.   I don't know for sure.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  What do you think?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  I'm

 22              not going to allow the witness to speculate.  He's

 23              not here as an expert, he's not here as the FAA's

 24              representative for all purposes, his testimony is

 25              limited to the topics in the Touhy letter, and I
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  1              don't believe this topic was designated.

  2                        MR. SKEPNEK:   So you're directing him

  3              not to answer?

  4                        MS. BENTLEY:  I'm enforcing the Touhy

  5              regulations the way they were -- absolutely, I am

  6              directing him not to answer because you are not

  7              following the applicable F.A.R.s.

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Now, you've been -- strike that.

 11              You've been involved in aviation for how many

 12              years now?

 13                   A.   40 plus.

 14                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Do we have Exhibit

 15              stickers?

 16                        (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit

 17              No 677 was marked for identification by the

 18              reporter.)

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   First, with a -- first, you were with

 21              McDonald Douglas and then since '97, so I guess

 22              for 13 years now with the FAA?

 23                   A.   Yes.

 24                   Q.   And your official title with the FAA is

 25              what?  It is Chief Scientific and Technical
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  1              Advisor for Fatigue and Damage Tolerance?

  2                   A.   Correct.

  3                   Q.   Have you had that same title your whole

  4              time with the FAA?

  5                   A.   Yes.  Well, let me clarify.

  6                   Q.   Okay.

  7                   A.   When I first started, the official title

  8              was Chief Scientific Technical Advisor, but it was

  9              for fracture mechanics and later changed to

 10              fatigue and damage tolerance.

 11                   Q.   And is -- and is your position within --

 12              is there a -- is there an organization within the

 13              FAA that is responsible for safety?

 14                   A.   The whole FAA is responsible for safety.

 15                   Q.   And is there within -- within the FAA, is

 16              there a particular organization which is

 17              designated as responsible for safety?

 18                   A.   Not that I know of.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  What -- what is -- what is meant

 20              by safety?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You

 22              can answer.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Well, you said that -- you said that the

 25              whole FAA is responsible for safety.
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  1                   A.   Yes.

  2                   Q.   What do you mean by that?  What do you

  3              mean by safety?  When you say the FAA is

  4              responsible for safety, what do you mean by that?

  5                   A.   No -- no failures during the operation of

  6              the life of any aircraft.

  7                   Q.   So, that would be no failures due to

  8              structural failure?

  9                   A.   Anything.

 10                   Q.   Well, on the structure side, it would be

 11              no failure due to a structural failure?

 12                   A.   Correct.

 13                   Q.   Then I guess the FAA also has an

 14              operations end and there would be an operational

 15              safety part of the FAA?

 16                   A.   Correct.

 17                   Q.   Like pilots and maintenance and all that

 18              stuff?

 19                   A.   Correct.

 20                   Q.   I flew a 737-900 last night in from -- in

 21              from Houston. I stole the card from it.  I hope --

 22              since I'm here at the FAA, if that was a crime,

 23              then you can -- you can cuff me right here and I

 24              -- but one of these yellow cards that say

 25              B737-800, -900.  I think they told me it was a 900
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  1              when they announced it.  Can you tell us whether

  2              that airplane was safe?

  3                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

  4              Calls for opinion testimony.  It's beyond the

  5              scope of the designation.  Give me a second.

  6                        MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun joins the

  7              objection.  Lack of foundation.

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  This is beyond the scope of

  9              what was designated for this witness.  It's an

 10              improper question.  I'm going to instruct him not

 11              to answer.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   Now, safety -- I'll hand you what I've

 14              marked as Eastin Exhibit -- here's the way I'm

 15              going to do this.  We're going to show these on

 16              the -- on the -- is that the way I need to do it?

 17                        MR. ARMSTRONG:  Where are you going to

 18              show it?

 19                        MR. SKEPNEK:   It's showing right here.

 20              I'm going to give it to you in a second.  Don't

 21              worry about it.

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, it's for the computer,

 23              it's for the tape.  Okay.  I understand.

 24                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, I want to go

 25              off the record just for a second so we can handle
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  1              some technical things.

  2                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.

  3                        (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)

  4                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.

  5              The time is 9:35:29.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what I've

  8              marked as Exhibit 677, which is a Appendix A AIR

  9              Data, AIR Mission Statement, Aviation Safety

 10              Begins With Safe Aircraft.  Are you familiar with

 11              this?

 12                   A.   I don't think I've ever seen this

 13              particular document, no.

 14                   Q.   I found it because on -- back on page 6

 15              of it, it has your name?

 16                   A.   Yes, I see that.

 17                   Q.   And -- and I notice the second page is a

 18              map, which actually tracks with the map on the

 19              wall at the other end of the room?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   Have you had a chance to look at this,

 22              look at the -- this first page, which is the only

 23              page that really says anything?

 24                   A.   Yes.

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Take a moment and look at
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  1              it, sir.  They're going to ask you questions about

  2              it.

  3                   A.   Yes.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   Okay.  What is AIR?

  6                   A.   That's the -- I think of it as the

  7              engineering side of the house, as opposed to the

  8              inspection side of the house.

  9                   Q.   AIR is an acronym?

 10                   A.   It's an acronym.

 11                   Q.   Do you know what the acronym stands for?

 12                   A.   No.

 13                   Q.   But are you part of AIR?

 14                   A.   I'm part of AIR.

 15                   Q.   And -- and the title of this document is

 16              Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft.  I

 17              think that's kind of what you said that the FAA's

 18              mission is safety?

 19                   A.   Yes.

 20                   Q.   And then it says the Aircraft

 21              Certification Service, ACS.  Is ACS an

 22              organization within the FAA?

 23                   A.   Aircraft Certification Service, in my

 24              understanding, is AIR.

 25                   Q.   Is AIR.  Okay.  And so, you're part of
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  1              ACS?

  2                   A.   Yes.

  3                   Q.   Which is part of AIR?

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                   Q.   And so one of your jobs or one of the

  6              jobs of your organization is responsibility for

  7              safety?

  8                   A.   Correct.

  9                   Q.   It says, "The inherent safety of an

 10              aircraft is a function of its design integrity and

 11              its manufacturing quality."   What is meant by

 12              design integrity?

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

 14                        MR. KOH:  Let me also just object, Bill.

 15              This is, obviously by its title, a part of some

 16              larger document, and to the extent there are other

 17              portions that relate to this that would need to be

 18              in front of the witness, we object for that

 19              reason.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Okay.  What is meant by design integrity?

 22                   A.   The goodness of the design itself.

 23                   Q.   Goodness?

 24                   A.   Which would be -- goodness would be

 25              meeting requirements.
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  1                   Q.   So, those would be --

  2                   A.   Working like it should.

  3                   Q.   So, those would be those F.A.R.

  4              requirements that you talked about earlier?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   So, the -- so, the integrity of design

  7              and its manufacturing quality, what's meant by

  8              manufacturing quality?

  9                   A.   What happens in the shop.

 10                   Q.   How do we know what happens in the shop?

 11                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Lack of foundation.  If you

 13              know.

 14                   A.   Not my area.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Well, do you know that there are records

 17              that are kept in the shop?

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

 19                   A.   Yes, I knew that.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Do you know what the purpose of the

 22              records that are kept in the shop is?

 23                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague and overbroad

 24              as to records.

 25                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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  1                   A.   We'll get more specific, but do you know

  2              what the purpose of the record keeping is?

  3                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

  4                   A.   It's to keep track of the manufacturing

  5              process.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   So that we have verifiable data

  8              concerning what happened during the manufacturing

  9              process?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Same objection.

 11                        MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun also objects to

 12              the form.  It's vague.

 13                   A.   You want a record of what went on in

 14              manufacturing.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   And -- and when I use the phrase

 17              verifiable data, is that a phrase with which you

 18              are familiar?

 19                   A.   I've heard it used before, yes.

 20                   Q.   The process of designing and

 21              manufacturing an airplane involves data, correct?

 22                   A.   Correct.

 23                   Q.   And, in fact, the type certification

 24              process involves the submission of data to the FAA

 25              that is used to approve the design?
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  1                   A.   Correct.

  2                   Q.   Now, so when we're talking about

  3              verifiable data, we're  talking about -- what are

  4              we saying in addition to data?  When we attach

  5              verifiable to it, what do we mean?

  6                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

  7                        MR. KOH:  Join.

  8                   A.   In my opinion, having a credible source.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Okay.  Going back to my question about

 11              the safety of that airplane I flew last night, we,

 12              as a system, system-wise, we trust that that

 13              aircraft is safe for operation based upon a lot of

 14              data from a lot of people over a long period of

 15              time, correct?

 16                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 18              foundation.  I'm going to instruct the witness not

 19              to answer.  He's not to opine about the safety of

 20              any particular aircraft.  It was not in the Touhy

 21              designation.

 22                        MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not -- I'm not asking

 23              for clarification of the record, I'm not asking

 24              about the safety of a particular aircraft, I'm

 25              asking system-wide how our safety system works and
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  1              my question, I'll rephrase it and see if this

  2              helps.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   My question is, the foundation of our

  5              safety system is a -- is a reliance upon layers of

  6              data that goes -- that commence with the beginning

  7              of the design of the aircraft, and the manufacture

  8              of the aircraft, all the way up through the

  9              completed aircraft, and then the maintenance of

 10              the aircraft.  We have a system that relies upon

 11              verifiable data.  Is that true?

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, that's a speech, not a

 13              question.  The witness was not designated as an

 14              expert on behalf of the FAA.  The entire Touhy

 15              designation focused on a Declaration that he had

 16              written and the research and the materials that

 17              went into this.  You are beyond the scope of your

 18              designation of what you want to depose this

 19              witness for, and the purpose of the Touhy

 20              regulation is to allow the government to designate

 21              the appropriate witness to talk about these

 22              things.

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, now, the witness, in

 24              his -- in his -- in his Declaration, gave an

 25              opinion that these aircraft are not unsafe and
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  1              that these aircraft are -- let's see.  "There is

  2              an absence of evidence that would support the

  3              plaintiff's fundamental allegation that affected

  4              airplanes are not safe and should be grounded."

  5              So, I'm asking him about the basis for his

  6              determination that they are not not safe.  I don't

  7              know how else to do it, other than to talk about

  8              what safety means.  And when I'm -- I'm sorry,

  9              she's not going to want you to talk until she and

 10              I are finished with this colloquy.  And so I'm

 11              looking at his conclusions in paragraph 14 at page

 12              5 of his Declaration.  And if we're going to

 13              withdraw his opinion that they are not not safe,

 14              then I can understand it, but right now --

 15                        MS. BENTLEY:  I need -- you need to

 16              tailor your questions more to the statements in

 17              the Declaration as opposed to the generalized

 18              function of the FAA, which is what you seem to be

 19              focusing on.

 20                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well he says, "I see no

 21              need for the FAA to take any actions," so that's

 22              the last sentence of paragraph 14.  I'm trying to

 23              understand what the -- what the obligations are of

 24              the FAA.  Again, if he's --

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you --
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:  -- if we are going to

  2              withdraw the last sentence, because what he says

  3              in the last sentence of paragraph 14 is, "I see no

  4              need for the FAA to take any actions related to

  5              the safety of the affected airplanes, including

  6              issuance of any airworthiness directives."  I'm

  7              trying to -- I'm trying to get at the foundation

  8              of safety and that's what this document, Exhibit

  9              677 is.

 10                        MS. BENTLEY:  You can ask him what the

 11              basis of his statement is.  Document 677 is a

 12              document he's never seen before and you're asking

 13              him to opine about the general functions of the

 14              FAA.  That is not why the witness is here.

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:   So -- well, I'll proceed.

 16              I'm not sure where we are.  What was my last

 17              question, Lora?

 18                        THE REPORTER:  "Going back to my question

 19              about the safety of that airplane I flew last

 20              night, we, as a system, system-wise, we trust that

 21              that aircraft is safe for operation based upon a

 22              lot of data from a lot of people over a long

 23              period of time, correct?"

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.  Same

 25              instruction.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Paragraph 14 of your Declaration you

  3              stated, "Based on my review, there is an absence

  4              of evidence that would support the plaintiff's

  5              fundamental allegation that affected aircraft are

  6              not safe and should be grounded."  Did I read that

  7              correctly?

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  Can he have a copy of his

 10              Declaration in order to look at it?

 11                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, we can mark it,

 13              we can do it however you want.  But I don't want

 14              him being asked if he said something and not have

 15              the Declaration.

 16                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.  Happy to.  Happy

 17              to.  I think everybody's got a copy of it.  Let's

 18              make this 678.

 19                        (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit

 20              No 678 was marked for identification by the

 21              reporter.)

 22                        MR. KOH:  Bill, before you go on, I'm a

 23              little concerned about the way the video

 24              transcript is going to come out.  Whenever you

 25              have that on there, that just remains as the
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  1              primary picture throughout your questioning or

  2              when did you shift off of that.

  3                        MR. SKEPNEK:   That's going to be a

  4              matter for later editing.

  5                        MS. BENTLEY:  We are getting video of the

  6              witness.

  7                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Right.  Yeah, video of the

  8              witness never stops.

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.

 10                        MR. SKEPNEK:   That's why we've got two

 11              cameras.

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, okay.

 13                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 14                   Q.   Okay.  Do you want me to read that again

 15              or did I get it right the first time?

 16                   A.   You got it right.

 17                   Q.   Okay.  You have 678 is your -- is your

 18              Declaration that's in front of you, and you said

 19              airplanes are not safe.  What standard were you

 20              using for safe?

 21                   A.   My statement, basically, I did not see

 22              anything that would indicate that there was the

 23              potential for a catastrophic failure during the

 24              operational life of the aircraft.

 25                   Q.   So, potential for a catastrophic failure
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  1              is your definition of safe?

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation,

  3              form.

  4                        MR. KOH:  Misstates his testimony.

  5                   A.   That's not my definition of safe.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   That's what I'm trying to get to.

  8                   A.   You said what did I think about when I

  9              said this, and that's what I was looking for was

 10              evidence that would point to the potential for a

 11              catastrophic failure during operational life.

 12                   Q.   I'm sorry, I must have misled you.  I

 13              thought what I told you was or what I asked you

 14              was for your definition of safe, what definition

 15              of safe are you using?  Is that your definition of

 16              safe?

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 18              foundation.

 19                   A.   I don't have a -- I don't have a precise

 20              definition of safe.  It entails a lot of things

 21              and it depends on the situation, and every case is

 22              unique.  So, you have to really apply a different

 23              standard depending on the situation.  The bottom

 24              line is you don't want to have an incident, and

 25              certainly not a catastrophic failure.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Okay.  So, when you -- when you -- in

  3              paragraph 14, are talking about safety?  Are you

  4              using a Robert Eastin definition of safety or are

  5              you using an FAA definition of safety?

  6                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.

  7                   A.   I go back to the requirements for

  8              strength and fatigue and damage tolerance.  And if

  9              there's an indication that there is an issue with

 10              respect to meeting those basic type design

 11              requirements, that's when my flag goes up.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   Okay.

 14                   A.   So, my baseline are those requirements.

 15                   Q.   The requirements for strength, fatigue

 16              and damage tolerance?

 17                   A.   Yes.

 18                   Q.   Correct?

 19                   A.   Yes.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  Now, how do you know whether a

 21              particular part meets the requirements for

 22              strength, fatigue and damage tolerance?

 23                   A.   You have to quantify the parts and you

 24              have to quantify what those parts are supposed to

 25              do and then you have to make a determination can
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  1              those parts in their defined state do what they're

  2              supposed to do.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  So, quantify parts, quantify what

  4              they're supposed to do in their defined state?

  5                   A.   (Nods head up and down.)

  6                   Q.   Yes?

  7                   A.   Correct.

  8                   Q.   So, how do we quantify parts?  What do

  9              you mean by quantify parts?  Is that just numbers

 10              of parts?

 11                   A.   No, that would be -- that would be

 12              defining quantitatively the physical state of the

 13              parts, the size, the material, the things that

 14              basically define the design.

 15                   Q.   Okay.  And then supposed to do in their

 16              defined state, what do you mean by defined state?

 17                   A.   Whatever state that you are -- whatever

 18              line you're drawing.  If it's -- if it's in the

 19              as-designed condition, then you'd look at the

 20              engineering drawings, take the physical

 21              information from those.  If you are assessing a

 22              part that was in an airplane, then you would have

 23              to quantify that particular part in its physical

 24              state.  Without that, you can't move forward with

 25              any kind of determination at all.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  So, when you expressed the

  2              conclusion that these parts are not not safe, that

  3              I see no need for the FAA to take any action

  4              related to the safety of the affected airplanes,

  5              including issuance of any airworthiness

  6              directives, were you quantitatively analyzing the

  7              parts as designed or of particular parts?

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.  I'm

  9              sorry, sir.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   If I got that wrong, let me know --

 12                        MR. KOH:  And let me just object.  That

 13              it mischaracterizes paragraph 14 in which his

 14              Declaration states that he saw no evidence, no

 15              evidence was presented to him of any safety issue.

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   Okay.  Did you understand the question?

 18                   A.   Yes.

 19                   Q.   Yeah.  So, are we talking about as

 20              designed or are we talking about an analysis of

 21              particular parts?

 22                   A.   I was -- I was -- when I looked at the

 23              evidence, I was looking for quantification of

 24              condition and an engineering evaluation of the

 25              parts.  I found neither.  So, based on the
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  1              evidence I reviewed, there was not enough

  2              information or there was not any data to make a

  3              determination that there was an unsafe condition.

  4              So, there was a lack of evidence to support that

  5              there was an unsafe condition.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  Now, if you're going to -- if

  7              you're going to evaluate parts, do you start with

  8              the design of the parts?

  9                        MR. ROBISON:  Form, foundation.

 10                   A.   If I'm going to evaluate parts at what

 11              stage?

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   At any stage.  Do you need to know --

 14                   A.   For type certification, I use the

 15              drawings.

 16                   Q.   Okay.

 17                   A.   For evaluating an in-service situation, I

 18              use the parts that are in service that I need to

 19              understand.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  So, if you've got parts in service

 21              that you're evaluating, what is the standard

 22              against which you evaluate them?

 23                   A.   The type design requirements.

 24                   Q.   Okay.  So, that would be the drawings?

 25                   A.   No, you're back to the F.A.R.s.  You take
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  1              the parts and say do these parts, as they exist,

  2              as I have documented and quantified that they

  3              exist, do they still meet the F.A.R. requirements

  4              for strength and fatigue and do they function like

  5              they're supposed to, et cetera.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  Now, the F.A.R. requirements are

  7              what was met in the type certification process,

  8              correct?

  9                   A.   Correct.

 10                   Q.   So, if we're going to determine whether a

 11              particular part meets the F.A.R. requirements, do

 12              we look at the type certification data?

 13                   A.   You start there.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  So, if I've got a part in service

 15              and I'm trying to evaluate that part, do I look at

 16              the type certification data as a baseline for

 17              determining the safety of the part?

 18                   A.   Someone has always -- already done that,

 19              so there's probably no need to do that, but

 20              sometimes people do go back and replow that

 21              ground.  But the basic, the basic type design was

 22              evaluated and the data was given to the FAA and a

 23              finding of compliance is already done if it's got

 24              a type certificate.

 25                   Q.   Okay.  There is -- there is a finding of
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  1              compliance in the type certificate, so that the

  2              design of the parts by the type certificate is

  3              deemed to be satisfactory for the requirements of

  4              the F.A.R.s, right?

  5                   A.   Correct.

  6                   Q.   And then there is an airworthiness

  7              certificate that says that the airplane as built

  8              met its type design, correct?

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 10              foundation.

 11                   A.   I don't get involved in airworthiness

 12              certificates, so I'd be just giving you an opinion

 13              on the airworthiness.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   How do we know that the actual

 16              fabrication of the parts and the manufacture of

 17              the airplane met the type design?  How do we know

 18              that?

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

 20                   A.   Engineering is responsible for defining

 21              the design with the engineering drawings.

 22              Manufacturing takes those and it's their

 23              responsibility to come up with a means of

 24              manufacture that creates parts that meet those

 25              drawings.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   So, when you're talking about a part in

  3              service, you said someone has already done that.

  4              What you meant was -- by that was that there has

  5              already been an engineering determination about

  6              the design of the parts and there has already been

  7              a manufacturing determination about the conformity

  8              of those parts to the design?

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

 10                   A.   For clarification of my answer, I guess,

 11              if you have a service problem, if you have a

 12              service problem on a particular airplane, say you

 13              found a part that's cracked and you need to

 14              evaluate that situation and determine if indeed

 15              you do have an unsafe condition, then you usually

 16              zero in on that particular case.  You don't go

 17              back and redo the original certification analysis.

 18                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 19                   Q.   You don't redo the type certification

 20              analysis and you don't redo the conformity

 21              analysis and you don't redo the airworthiness

 22              certificate analysis, right?  You don't redo any

 23              of that.  You go from -- you go from a baseline

 24              that this airplane in operation has been certified

 25              and it's safe?
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  1                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

  2                        MR. KOH:  Join.

  3                   A.   You may go -- on occasion, you may go

  4              back and make sure that what was done originally

  5              was the right stuff.  And in some cases you find

  6              that even though it got a type certificate,

  7              someone may have made an error and then you fix

  8              that.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   An error in design?

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

 12                        MR. KOH:  Object to the hypothetical

 13              nature of these questions.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   I want to know what you mean by an error.

 16                   A.   Could be in design.

 17                   Q.   Could be in manufacture?

 18                   A.   Could be in manufacture.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Have you -- have you ever, in the

 20              course of your career with the FAA, gone back and

 21              found an error in design in an aircraft?  Been

 22              involved in going back, as you say, in finding an

 23              error?

 24                        MR. KOH:  Let me just object to vague as

 25              to error, if you're referring to airworthiness
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  1              directives.

  2                        MR. SKEPNEK:  You are trying to instruct

  3              the witness.

  4                        MR. KOH:  I am not trying to instruct the

  5              witness.

  6                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Yeah.  You are because you

  7              understand what the rules are.  He's not even your

  8              witness.  You understand that the rules are that

  9              you make an objection as to form.  That's the

 10              rules.

 11                        MR. KOH:  And that is my objection.

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  If you can answer the

 13              question.

 14                   A.   I'm thinking about the question because

 15              --

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  If you can -- if there's

 17              anything confidential that you can't disclose for

 18              ongoing investigations, that's fine, but otherwise

 19              you do need to answer the question, if you know.

 20                   A.   You could -- you could say there's an

 21              argument to say that any AD that gets written is

 22              an indication that we didn't get everything right.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Okay.  And what I'm trying to do is to

 25              distinguish -- I understand that and I think
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  1              that's a fair answer, and -- but I'm trying to --

  2              I'm trying to understand whether, in doing one of

  3              those ADs, airworthiness directives, you've gone

  4              back and you've  been able to distinguish between

  5              a design error and a manufacturing error, if

  6              you've ever done that?

  7                   A.   I haven't done it with the FAA.  I have

  8              done it with -- in the military world.

  9                   Q.   Have you found instances where an AD was

 10              caused by a manufacturing error?

 11                   A.   On rare occasion.

 12                   Q.   So, on this issue of safe, trying to get

 13              to this definition of safe, when you -- when you

 14              evaluate these parts, are you making any

 15              assumptions about the parts?

 16                        MR. KOH:  Vague.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   I just want to know if you are.

 19                   A.   I don't -- I try not to make any

 20              assumptions.  I try to work with data.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  So, when you say there was an

 22              absence of evidence to support the fundamental

 23              allegation, you start out with -- you start out

 24              with a presumption that the aircraft, a documented

 25              aircraft from the ground up certified all the way
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  1              along, that it is -- that it's airworthy and

  2              you're looking for some evidence to suggest it's

  3              not airworthy?

  4                   A.   That would be correct.

  5                   Q.   Okay.  So, there's a -- there's a -- and

  6              it may not be assumption, there's a presumption,

  7              based upon the certification process, that the

  8              aircraft is airworthy and you're looking for

  9              evidence to show that it's not airworthy or data,

 10              correct?

 11                   A.   Correct.

 12                   Q.   Okay.  And that -- and that presumption

 13              of airworthiness is based upon a lot of verified

 14              data over a long period of time?

 15                   A.   Might not be over a long period of time.

 16                   Q.   That's a good -- you're right.  It would

 17              be a lot of verified data over the life of that

 18              aircraft?

 19                   A.   No.

 20                   Q.   No?

 21                   A.   For a brand new type design, like a 787,

 22              it wouldn't be data over a long period of time.

 23              It would be the data that was generated to support

 24              type certification.

 25                   Q.   That's why I pulled out my long period of
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  1              time out of the question because you were right,

  2              it's not over a long period of time.  When we're

  3              looking at, as you are here at these 737NGs,

  4              you're giving them a presumption of airworthiness

  5              based upon verified data over the life of the

  6              program and the aircraft?

  7                   A.   In this particular case, there is service

  8              information, so that plays into the -- would play

  9              into the considerations.

 10                   Q.   Right.  Right.  And -- but this

 11              verifiable data that I'm talking about would be --

 12              there would be -- there would be verifiable design

 13              data that went into the type certification

 14              process, correct?

 15                   A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.

 16                   Q.   I'm sorry.

 17                   A.   Sorry, yes.

 18                   Q.   I feel rude doing it.  And -- and then

 19              there would be verifiable data during the

 20              manufacturing process?

 21                   A.   Yes.

 22                   Q.   And then there would be verifiable

 23              maintenance data?

 24                   A.   Yes.

 25                   Q.   Those would be the in-service stuff that
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  1              you're talking about, correct?

  2                   A.   Including inspection findings.

  3                   Q.   Sure.

  4                   A.   All of that.

  5                   Q.   Sure.

  6                   A.   Yeah.

  7                   Q.   And so that verifiable data that you're

  8              relying upon gives a presumption of airworthiness,

  9              and what you were looking for was evidence to

 10              support or data to support the allegation that the

 11              airplanes are not safe and you didn't find any?

 12                   A.   Correct.

 13                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, what I want to do is I

 14              want to go back to the very beginning of your --

 15              of your statement, I guess your Declaration , and

 16              I -- let me give you another -- let's go off the

 17              record just for a second.

 18                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.

 19                        (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;

 20              WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 679 was

 21              marked for identification by the reporter.)

 22                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.

 23              The time is 10:20:27.

 24                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 25                   Q.   Mr. Eastin, we took a short break.  Have
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  1              you ever spoken with Mr. Koh alone?

  2                   A.   Alone, no.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  Have you ever spoken with him

  4              together with other people?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   When was the last time?

  7                   A.   We had a meeting here a couple months

  8              ago.

  9                   Q.   Okay.  And that was the -- that was the

 10              meeting during which he made a Power Point

 11              presentation to you?

 12                   A.   Correct.

 13                   Q.   And if you look at Exhibit 679 that's in

 14              front of you and you flip about, oh, maybe a third

 15              of the way into the document, maybe 40 percent,

 16              TBC 247916, is that the Power Point?  I think it's

 17              to the end.

 18                   A.   It looks like it, yes.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  We'll go through that in some

 20              detail, but -- and then the front -- the front

 21              part of Exhibit 679, I will go ahead and put that

 22              on the screen for us, Exhibit 679 is a -- is a

 23              series of e-mails between you and -- and Mr. Koh

 24              and Mr. Anderson, your counsel, correct?  And take

 25              your time.  I don't want to hurry you through
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  1              this.

  2                   A.   Yes, this is one from me and I was copied

  3              on some as well.

  4                   Q.   Right. The -- if you go -- if you go to

  5              the lower right-hand corner of each of these

  6              documents, do you see it says TBC and then there

  7              is a number?

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                   Q.   You know, right here on the document and

 10              in the lower right-hand corner, and if you go to

 11              TBC 247896, I think you'll see -- is that right?

 12                   A.   896?

 13                   Q.   Yeah.  You've got it right there, the

 14              first page.  I haven't conformed mine yet.  That's

 15              my problem.  247896 is -- is an e-mail from Mr.

 16              Koh to Mr. Anderson in which he states, "Mr.

 17              Robert Eastin may have information relevant to a

 18              lawsuit."  Now, before you were contacted by Mr.

 19              Koh, had you made any contact with anybody with

 20              Boeing about information you may have that was

 21              relevant to a lawsuit?

 22                   A.   No.

 23                   Q.   Okay.  This is April 2nd of 2010 is the

 24              date of this e-mail.  And in looking back at that,

 25              at that Power Point presentation, that was April
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  1              22nd.  So, was this -- was around April the 2nd,

  2              the first week of April, the first contact you had

  3              from Mr. Koh about this matter?

  4                   A.   The first time I met Mr. Koh was at the

  5              meeting here.

  6                   Q.   And if -- if that's the date on the Power

  7              Point, that would be the date?

  8                   A.   That would be the date.

  9                   Q.   Okay.  So, do you recall a couple, three

 10              weeks before that meeting with Mr. Koh is when you

 11              had your first contact from anybody about it,

 12              about meeting with Mr. Koh?

 13                   A.   That's probably correct.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know how Mr. Koh came

 15              to know that you had information relevant to a

 16              lawsuit that he was -- in which he was counsel for

 17              Boeing?

 18                   A.   No.

 19                   Q.   If you go to the next page, which is TBC

 20              247897, Mr. Anderson wrote you and Doctor Khaled

 21              or Khaled?

 22                   A.   Khaled.

 23                   Q.   Khaled?

 24                   A.   I get it wrong, too.

 25                   Q.   Doctor Khaled, who is a metallurgist?
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  1                   A.   Correct.

  2                   Q.   And in this one he says, "He's asking

  3              that we provide a brief telecon to determine

  4              whether you both have knowledge of the facts

  5              involved.  He's assured me that he does not intend

  6              to seek opinions from you."  Do you see that?

  7                   A.   Yes.

  8                   Q.   Now, knowledge of the facts, were you at

  9              all involved in any of the design of the 737NG?

 10                   A.   No.

 11                   Q.   See, on the first page of your

 12              Declaration, it says you have personal knowledge

 13              of the facts. "Except as otherwise stated, I have

 14              personal knowledge of the facts stated herein."

 15              And what I want to know is what personal knowledge

 16              -- first of all, what do you understand personal

 17              knowledge to mean when you signed this?  What did

 18              you understand you meant by that?

 19                   A.   What I looked at personally.  What I

 20              actually reviewed myself in coming up with this

 21              Declaration.

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, you have to let

 23              him finish his question first.  It's not a

 24              conversation.

 25                        THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   So, personal knowledge, now, did you --

  3              did you draft that language?

  4                   A.   As -- as I recall, the first draft came

  5              from Mr. Koh. And when I reviewed it, I believe I

  6              did not change that.  I did make changes, but I

  7              didn't change that, as I recall.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  And I think we in here we have

  9              that first draft from Mr. Koh.  We've been looking

 10              at -- at the second page of Exhibit 679, and

 11              that's TBC 247897, and here it says -- that's the

 12              place where it says that -- that he wants to

 13              determine whether you both have knowledge of the

 14              facts involved. "He's assured me he does not

 15              intend to seek opinions from you."  Do you see

 16              that?

 17                   A.   Yes.

 18                   Q.   I want to know what your understanding of

 19              the difference is between facts and opinions?

 20                        MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  This is

 21              not his e-mail.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   Well, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, this was an

 24              e-mail sent to you, right?

 25                   A.   Yes.
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  1                   Q.   You received this e-mail.  You read it?

  2                   A.   Yes.

  3                   Q.   What did you understand the distinction

  4              was between knowledge of facts and opinions was?

  5              What was your understanding?

  6                   A.   The facts would be factual information.

  7              Opinions would be not necessarily based on fact,

  8              but just conjecture, possibly.

  9                   Q.   The conclusions you reached from looking

 10              at the facts?

 11                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   That would be opinion?

 14                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   I just want to know what opinions means

 17              to you?

 18                        MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  He can answer.

 20                   A.   To me, to me, it would be a derived

 21              position based on information that you had looked

 22              at.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Okay.  So, the facts -- give us an

 25              example of facts that you know.  What are some
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  1              facts that you know, just as an example, so I know

  2              what you mean by facts?

  3                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

  4                   A.   Fact:  No data was included in any of the

  5              material I looked at.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   Okay.

  8                   A.   Fact:  No quantified -- no quantification

  9              of anything that I could find, that was a fact.

 10                   Q.   Okay.  So, what you were really doing was

 11              you were judging, and this gets us back to

 12              paragraph 13 of your Declaration, which was

 13              Exhibit 678.  The copy that we've -- this is out

 14              of order.  I've got to fix this.  My co-counsel

 15              gave me a Declaration with the pages out of order,

 16              and it's all his fault that I'm confused right

 17              now.

 18                   So, when we get to paragraph 13, when you say

 19              that -- when you say, "Based upon my review, there

 20              is an absence of evidence," what you're really

 21              doing is you're judging the quality of the

 22              plaintiff's case on the basis of the information

 23              that was given to you?

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 25              foundation.
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Same objection.  And just for

  2              the record, that's paragraph 14.

  3                        MR. SKEPNEK:   14.  You're right, it is

  4              14.  I meant to say 14.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   Now let's go ahead and show it.  You're

  7              judging -- you're judging the -- "Based on my

  8              review, there is an absence of evidence that would

  9              support the plaintiff's fundamental allegation

 10              that affected airplanes are not safe and should be

 11              grounded."  What you're doing is you're really

 12              judging the quality of the evidence based upon the

 13              information that was given to you?

 14                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Correct?

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join.  You can answer.

 18                   A.   No.

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   Well, then, what are you doing?

 21                   A.   I'm not judging the quality of anything.

 22              I'm just saying there is a void, it's devoid of

 23              quantifiable data that anyone can make a finding

 24              of an unsafe condition on.

 25                   Q.   Right, based on what was given to you?
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  1                   A.   Based on the -- well, that's all I had to

  2              look at was what was given to me.

  3                   Q.   Right.  And what I want to do is I want

  4              to figure out who gave you what so I can

  5              understand the basis for this conclusion.  Who

  6              gave you information?

  7                   A.   Dean Smyth, DCIS, sent me a box of

  8              information.

  9                   Q.   And when was that?

 10                   A.   When was that?  I'd have to check my

 11              records.  I've had it for several months, at

 12              least.

 13                   Q.   Okay.  So, it was -- it was within the

 14              last year?

 15                   A.   Yes.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  Now, prior to receiving the box

 17              from Mr. Smyth, did you -- did you know anything

 18              about this case?

 19                   A.   Mr. Smyth called me on the phone.

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and

 21              instruct the witness not to disclose anything he

 22              learned in the course and scope of the

 23              investigation.

 24                   Additionally, we have a small group of

 25              documents, I should have given them to you at the
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  1              beginning of the deposition - we can deal with

  2              that whenever you want - that are not privileged.

  3                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.

  4                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Let's go ahead.  Perfect

  5              time to take a break and let me see what you've

  6              got.

  7                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record,

  8              10:32:42.

  9                        (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

 10                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.

 11              The time is 10:46:33, tape 2.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   You are a chief scientific and technical

 14              advisor?

 15                   A.   Correct.

 16                   Q.   To the FAA?

 17                   A.   Correct.

 18                   Q.   CSTA, is there a cadre of CSTAs?

 19                   A.   Yes, there are.

 20                   Q.   And what are the CSTAs?

 21                   A.   As far as their function goes?

 22                   Q.   Uh-huh.

 23                   A.   We are, I would say, analogous to

 24              consultants on staff. So, we give advice and

 25              consult as requested from primarily the agency,
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  1              but our job scope is also includes industry, if

  2              they want advice or opinion or guidance.

  3                   Q.   In your Declaration you, Exhibit 678, you

  4              make some statements about the role of CSTAs on

  5              page 2 of it.

  6                   A.   Page 2, okay.

  7                   Q.   Do you see that, under 13?  Do you see

  8              that?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   And I think you say somewhere in there

 11              about being at the forefront of scientific and

 12              technological activities?

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   The forefront of scientific and

 15              technological activities, does -- does the

 16              state-of-the-art change?

 17                   A.   Yes.

 18                   Q.   And so when we say state-of-the-art,

 19              we're talking about a state at some point in time,

 20              right?

 21                   A.   At any given time, the state is -- it is

 22              what it is and it changes hopefully for the

 23              better.

 24                   Q.   Right.  And so if -- if we were to say

 25              state-of-the-art at any given point in time, what
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  1              would we be meaning by that?

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form.

  3                   A.   How things are done.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   Okay.  Best practices at a particular

  6              point in time?

  7                   A.   Best practices.

  8                   Q.   Preferred processes?

  9                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   Have you ever heard of preferred

 12              processes?

 13                   A.   No, I guess I haven't.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  You've heard of best practices?

 15                   A.   Yes.

 16                   Q.   And you've heard of state-of-the-art?

 17                   A.   Yes.

 18                   Q.   Okay.  So, state-of-the-art might be best

 19              practices?

 20                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 21                   A.   State-of-the-art might be best practices?

 22              I'm sorry, I'm not making much sense out of that

 23              one.

 24                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 25                   Q.   Okay.  Well, when you say that you're at
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  1              the forefront of scientific and technological

  2              activities, are scientific and technological two

  3              different things?

  4                   A.   Most people will separate things into one

  5              of those buckets.  I don't think it's always

  6              accurate to do so, but people like to do that.

  7                   Q.   Technological means what?

  8                   A.   Technological would be the engineering

  9              side of it and the scientific would be the science

 10              part of it.  Engineer as opposed to a scientist.

 11                   Q.   So, as the -- when we're talking about

 12              forefront in technological activities -- let's

 13              see, you started doing engineering, aeronautical

 14              engineering what year?

 15                   A.   1969.

 16                   Q.   In 1969 did you have any CAD drawings?

 17                   A.   No.

 18                   Q.   When you left McDonald Douglas in 1997,

 19              were you doing CAD drawings?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   Were you involved in using CAD drawings?

 22                   A.   Yes.

 23                   Q.   So, would the forefront -- would CAD

 24              drawings be at the forefront of technological

 25              activities in 1997?
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  1                   A.   Certainly in 1997 -- repeat the question,

  2              please.

  3                   Q.   Would CAD drawings be at the forefront of

  4              scientific and technological activities in 1997?

  5                   A.   I would say no.

  6                   Q.   When -- was CAD at the forefront at some

  7              point in time?

  8                   A.   Let me retract that.  In 1997, CAD was

  9              state -- becoming state-of-the-art.

 10                   Q.   Okay.  When did --

 11                   A.   Put it that way.

 12                   Q.   When did CAD become state-of-the-art, as

 13              you recall?

 14                   A.   It depends on who you talk to.

 15                   Q.   I'm talking to you.  I'm talking to you.

 16              When did CAD come --

 17                   A.   I would say in 1997 it hadn't fully

 18              matured to the point it was commonly used.

 19                   Q.   Okay.

 20                   A.   People were still trying to use it.

 21                   Q.   And CAD means, is an acronym meaning

 22              computer-assisted drawing or design?

 23                   A.   Computer-aided design.  I've heard

 24              computer-assisted design.

 25                   Q.   Okay.  And are you familiar with
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  1              something called CAM?

  2                   A.   No.

  3                   Q.   Never heard of CAM?

  4                   A.   I think I've heard of it, but I couldn't

  5              tell you what the acronym was.

  6                   Q.   Are you familiar with computer-aided or

  7              assisted manufacturing?

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                   Q.   Okay.  Was -- was -- has computer-aided

 10              or assisted manufacturing become state-of-the-art?

 11                   A.   Again, it depends on what -- how you want

 12              to define state-of-the-art.  It's being used, but

 13              it isn't being used universally.

 14                   Q.   And when did -- when did CAM, or

 15              computer-assisted manufacturing, begin to be used?

 16                   A.   You'd need a manufacturing historian for

 17              that one. People were probably dabbling with that

 18              way, way back when.

 19                   Q.   Was it being used by McDonald Douglas

 20              when you left McDonald Douglas?

 21                   A.   We were dabbling in it.

 22                   Q.   Do you know if it was being used by

 23              Boeing at the time you left McDonald Douglas?

 24                   A.   I couldn't speak for Boeing.

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   That's why I asked do you know.  Do you

  3              know what -- are you familiar with CAI, C-A-I?

  4                   A.   No.

  5                   Q.   Computer-assisted inspection.  Familiar

  6              with CMM machines?

  7                   A.   I am familiar.  I know of them.

  8                   Q.   Have you ever done any CAD drawing?  Have

  9              you ever actually used CAD to draw?

 10                   A.   Not for a production drawing.

 11                   Q.   What have you used CAD for?

 12                   A.   I took a course and did a simple course

 13              problem and designed a simple part.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  But in terms of actually designing

 15              a part for an airplane, you've never done that

 16              with CAD?

 17                   A.   No.

 18                   Q.   And actually you were a structural

 19              analyst and so have you ever blueprint, you know,

 20              pen and ink drawn a part?

 21                   A.   I did that early, very earlier in my

 22              career.

 23                   Q.   Okay.  And so have you -- have you ever

 24              utilized any particular -- have you used -- are

 25              you familiar with CATIA?
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  1                   A.   I know of it.

  2                   Q.   And CATIA is -- is one of the CAD

  3              systems?

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                   Q.   Do you know whether CATIA was used -- was

  6              required by Boeing to be used in the manufacture

  7              of its parts in this case?

  8                   A.   Do I know if it was required?  No.

  9                   Q.   Do you know if any particular format of a

 10              computerized model was required by Boeing to be

 11              used in the manufacture of its parts in this case?

 12                   A.   No.

 13                   Q.   Have you ever -- have you ever been

 14              involved in the computerized operation of

 15              machines?

 16                   A.   Only as a engineer responsible for

 17              structure that was being manufactured.  We had

 18              automated hole drilling on the C-17 aircraft on

 19              parts that my group was responsible for.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  So, what did you do in relation to

 21              the use of these automated hole drillers, hole

 22              drilling machines?

 23                   A.   Nothing.

 24                   Q.   Did you ever operate one?

 25                   A.   No.
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  1                   Q.   Did you design a program for such a

  2              machine?

  3                   A.   No.

  4                   Q.   You don't have any computer design

  5              capability?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  Have you ever been involved in --

  8              in the computerized inspection of parts?

  9                   A.   No.

 10                   Q.   Have you ever seen a CMM machine be used?

 11                   A.   Yes.

 12                   Q.   Often?

 13                   A.   No.

 14                   Q.   How many times have you seen a

 15              computerized machine being used?

 16                   A.   Three times, maybe.

 17                   Q.   Have you --

 18                   A.   A handful.

 19                   Q.   Have you -- have you attempted to operate

 20              one?

 21                   A.   No.

 22                   Q.   Have you ever analyzed the efficacy of

 23              computerized inspection of parts?

 24                   A.   No.

 25                   Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
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  1              the efficacy of computerized manufacturing of

  2              parts?

  3                   A.   No.

  4                   Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of

  5              the efficacy of computerized design of parts?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   Now, are you aware of any -- any studies

  8              or any analysis of the effect of computerized

  9              design on the usefulness of parts?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form as vague.

 11                   A.   Repeat that.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   That was probably not a very good -- let

 14              me try and restate that question.  Probably not a

 15              very good question.

 16              Are you familiar with any studies about the impact

 17              of computerized design on the design of parts, you

 18              know, what computerized design has accomplished or

 19              achieved in the design of parts?

 20                   A.   Studies, when you say studies, I'm not

 21              sure what is studies.  What are studies?

 22                   Q.   Studies or papers, analysis, any

 23              quantitative analysis of improvements to the

 24              design because of the use of computers, some --

 25              some professional discussion or analysis of the
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  1              use of computerized design.

  2                   A.   Okay.

  3                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form.

  4                   A.   You're going to have to get a little more

  5              specific.  You threw too many things in there.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   Are you familiar with any studies by

  8              others in your field of the use of computerized

  9              design and how it has impacted the aviation

 10              industry?

 11                   A.   No.

 12                   Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with any

 13              papers that have discussed that subject?

 14                   A.   How it has impacted the industry, no.

 15                   Q.   Have you seen papers that have discussed

 16              how it will impact or may impact the industry?

 17                   A.   I have seen presentations from

 18              manufacturing engineering to indicate the

 19              possibilities that computer-aided design could

 20              have in the manufacturing arena.

 21                   Q.   Is there a generally accepted view within

 22              the industry of what the impact of computer-aided

 23              design will have?

 24                   A.   Repeat that.

 25                        THE REPORTER:  "Is there a generally
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  1              accepted view within the industry of what the

  2              impact of computer-aided design will have?"

  3                   A.   I don't know of one.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   Do you have a personal view as to what

  6              the impact of computer-aided design will be?

  7                        MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and

  8              instruct the witness not to answer.  This is

  9              beyond the Touhy designation of this witness.

 10              We're here to talk about his Declaration, and that

 11              is solely what you limited your Touhy notice to

 12              and I'm not going to let you go this far afield.

 13              You are instructed not to answer the question.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   Are you familiar with any studies about

 16              computer-aided manufacturing techniques and how

 17              they've impacted the aircraft industry?

 18                   A.   No.

 19                   Q.   Is there a generally accepted view or

 20              general view within the industry as to the impact

 21              of computer-aided manufacturing on the manufacture

 22              of airplane parts?

 23                   A.   Not that I know of.

 24                   Q.   Now, what are your responsibilities as a

 25              CSTA?
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  1                   A.   I give advice and guidance on requests in

  2              my subject area.

  3                   Q.   Can you give us an example of the kind of

  4              requests and advice that you give issues?

  5                   A.   I get inquiries about service problems

  6              that occur, and based on what has been found at an

  7              engineering evaluation, many times it gets back to

  8              the question of is there an unsafe condition,

  9              should there be AD action.

 10                   Q.   Okay.  From whom do you get inquiries?

 11                   A.   I get inquiries from certification

 12              offices, as well as directorates.

 13                   Q.   So, these are all people within the FAA?

 14                   A.   Yes, these are FAA people.

 15                   Q.   Do you get inquiries from industry?

 16                   A.   I don't -- I can't think of an example

 17              like that from industry.

 18                   Q.   Have you ever performed the role of a

 19              liaison engineer?

 20                   A.   No.

 21                   Q.   Have you ever dispositioned parts on an

 22              MRB?

 23                   A.   As far as signing off the part

 24              personally, no.

 25                   Q.   Are you familiar with MRB procedures?
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  1                   A.   Yes.

  2                   Q.   How do you -- how are MRB procedures

  3              defined?

  4                   A.   MRB procedures are defined with operating

  5              procedures within each company.  They all have

  6              different systems to handle MRB.

  7                   Q.   For the proper disposition of an MRB, is

  8              a liaison engineer required to follow the -- the

  9              stated MRB procedure?

 10                   A.   Yes.

 11                   Q.   Did you review the MRB procedures for

 12              Boeing in your work in this case?

 13                   A.   No.

 14                   Q.   Did you perform any MRB analysis in this

 15              case?

 16                   A.   No.

 17                   Q.   Do you consider yourself qualified to

 18              perform an MRB analysis?

 19                   A.   Yes.

 20                   Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed

 21              by anybody else relating to your Declaration in

 22              this case?

 23                   A.   In my career?

 24                   Q.   No, relating to your Declaration in this

 25              case.
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Let me just object to the form.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed

  4              by anyone else relating to your Declaration in

  5              this case?

  6                        MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as

  7              well.

  8                   A.   I have not seen an MRB analysis

  9              performed.  I have not watched anybody do an MRB

 10              analysis, no.

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   Have you seen a report of an MRB analysis

 13              from anyone else relating to your Declaration in

 14              this case?

 15                   A.   No.

 16                        MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.  It's

 17              vague as between MRB and NCR or non-conformance

 18              report.  I think there's a terminology confusion.

 19                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, you can clear that

 20              up on your cross-examination, can't you, because

 21              your objection should be as to form.

 22                        MR. KOH:  I'm making my objection as to

 23              the form of that question.

 24                        MR. SKEPNEK:   No, you went beyond that.

 25                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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  1                   Q.   So, have you -- have you evaluated any

  2              MRB analyses by others relating to your

  3              Declaration in this case?

  4                   A.   No.

  5                   Q.   Have you seen an evaluation of MRB

  6              analyses by anyone else done in this case?

  7                   A.   No.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  As a CSTA, how do you keep

  9              up to speed on the forefront of technological

 10              activities, scientific and technological

 11              activities?

 12                   A.   I work -- I work with OEMs on issues.  I

 13              work with the ACOs on new type design programs and

 14              see, relative to designs, what the latest design

 15              concepts are and where we're moving and the

 16              materials that are being used.  I also attend

 17              conferences and hear presentations on where the

 18              industry is at, where we might be going relative

 19              to designs and materials.

 20                   Q.   Are you familiar with the concept

 21              statistical process control?

 22                   A.   Yes.

 23                   Q.   What is meant by process control?

 24                   A.   You're monitoring the processes that

 25              proceeds in real time and measuring, say, a point
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  1              that's supposed to be achieved and seeing how you

  2              vary about that point during the process.

  3                   Q.   Have you -- have you discussed

  4              statistical process control with OEMs?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   What OEMs have you discussed statistical

  7              process control with?

  8                   A.   Specifically there was a company called

  9              Eclipse that was building a small aircraft and

 10              they had some automated processes that they were

 11              using statistical process control on.

 12                   Q.   Have you discussed statistical process

 13              control with any other OEMs?

 14                   A.   No.

 15                   Q.   Have you done any -- have you published

 16              any papers on statistical process control?

 17                   A.   No.

 18                   Q.   Have you done any research into

 19              statistical process control or presented any

 20              presentations to groups about statistical process

 21              control?

 22                   A.   No.

 23                   Q.   Do you have any particular views about

 24              the efficacy of statistical process control?

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
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  1              foundation.  Outside the scope of the designation.

  2                   A.   I'm -- I'm -- I'll waive that one.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   You don't know.  I'm asking --

  5                   A.   Particular views, I mean --

  6                   Q.   Well, do you think it's a useful --

  7                   A.   Specific to what?

  8                   Q.   Statistical process control, do you think

  9              it's a useful process or not?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Object, foundation.

 12              Outside the designation.

 13                   A.   Is it a useful tool?

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   Right.

 16                   A.   Yes, it's a useful tool.  It's about the

 17              only tool that exists to watch what the process is

 18              doing.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  How often do you visit aircraft

 20              manufacturers?

 21                   A.   On average, I'd say over the course of

 22              the last 13 years, maybe a couple times a year.

 23                   Q.   And do you have a particular purpose in

 24              visiting -- I mean, is this a part of a routine --

 25              strike that.  Let me ask it again.
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  1              Do you routinely visit aircraft manufacturers?

  2                   A.   No.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  Is it a part of your job to view

  4              -- to visit aircraft manufacturers and review

  5              their processes and how they are actually doing

  6              the job of manufacturing aircraft?

  7                   A.   No.

  8                   Q.   Do you -- is it a part of your job to

  9              routinely visit any -- any of the suppliers of

 10              detail parts for aircraft?

 11                   A.   No.

 12                   Q.   Do you have any -- do you have any

 13              training in quality systems?

 14                   A.   No.

 15                   Q.   Have you ever visited Boeing or any

 16              Boeing plants to review or evaluate their

 17              manufacturing processes?

 18                   A.   No.

 19                   Q.   Have you ever gone to the AHF-Ducommun

 20              manufacturing facility or one of the AHF-Ducommun

 21              manufacturing facilities?

 22                   A.   No.

 23                   Q.   Do you know anybody at AHF-Ducommun?

 24                   A.   Not until just now.

 25                   Q.   Do you have any -- any particular contact
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  1              points or focals with whom you interact at Boeing

  2              in their design community?

  3                   A.   Occasionally.

  4                   Q.   Do you have any particular interaction

  5              with Boeing's production or quality community?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   Have you spoken with -- with the people

  8              you know at Boeing about the design of 737NG

  9              parts?

 10                   A.   No.

 11                   Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with the

 12              difference between the design of the 737 Classic

 13              -- let me strike that and start again.

 14              Are you familiar with the differences between the

 15              design of the 737 Classic fuselage and the 737NG

 16              fuselage?

 17                        MR. ROBISON:  Object.  Assumes facts not

 18              in evidence.

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.

 20                   A.   I am familiar with some of the

 21              differences.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   What differences are you familiar with?

 24                   A.   I do know that they increased skin gauges

 25              between the Classic and the NG on the fuselage
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  1              skins in some areas.

  2                   Q.   Are there any other differences that

  3              you're familiar with?

  4                   A.   Not any that come to mind.  I know there

  5              are differences.

  6                   Q.   How would we go about determining the

  7              differences between the design of the Classic and

  8              the design of the NG?

  9                   A.   Pull out the engineering drawings.

 10                   Q.   And those engineering drawings are in the

 11              possession of the FAA?

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 13              foundation.

 14                   A.   I suppose they would be up in Renton as

 15              part of the certification data package.

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   In doing any of the work that you did in

 18              this case, did you -- did you pull the engineering

 19              drawings for the NGs and the Classics to compare

 20              them?

 21                   A.   No.

 22                   Q.   Did you pull any of the drawings for the

 23              NGs to look at the requirements of the -- of the

 24              engineering drawings for the NGs?

 25                   A.   No.
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  1                   Q.   Were you given any drawings of 737NGs to

  2              review?

  3                   A.   To review, no.

  4                   Q.   So, did you actually review any drawings

  5              for 737NGs as part of your work in this case?

  6                   A.   Only the information that Mr. Koh

  7              presented at our meeting.  He showed some

  8              information off of drawings.

  9                   Q.   Let's -- let's get -- while we're there,

 10              let's go ahead and make sure we -- if I can find

 11              that exhibit.  That was -- oh, here it is.  It's

 12              right in front of me.  That's why I couldn't find

 13              it.  It was the one right on top of my pile.

 14              And what you're talking about now would be, well

 15              let's see, Exhibit 679.  Is that right?

 16                   A.   Yeah.

 17                   Q.   And beginning with the -- with the Power

 18              Point presentation that was given on April 22nd,

 19              2010?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.

 22                        (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)

 23                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.

 24                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 25                   Q.   Okay.  Now, we're looking at Exhibit 678?
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  1                   A.   Correct.

  2                   Q.   679.

  3                   A.   679.

  4                   Q.   679, and the drawings that you saw were

  5              presented to you by Mr. Koh?

  6                   A.   Yes.

  7                   Q.   And those were on April 22nd, 2010 as

  8              part of the Power Point?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   And moving this around, it's all right

 11              there, that's TBC 247916, right?  247916, right?

 12                   A.   Yes.

 13                   Q.   Okay.  Now, you -- you had flipped back

 14              to some pages in that Power Point, and what I want

 15              you to do is tell me what pages you're looking at?

 16                   A.   Well, there's -- there's a number of

 17              pages in here that actually have bits of drawings

 18              on them, starting with, let's see, the first one

 19              that shows up just talking about -- I mean, there

 20              may even be pages that had drawing notes before

 21              this, but on page 20 there's a excerpt from a

 22              drawing showing assembly location, and then

 23              there's -- 21 has some drawing information, and 22

 24              and 23, and then back into the discussion section

 25              there's more drawing information.
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  1                   Q.   Now, when -- when you were given these

  2              drawings, I've got the one from page 20 up on the

  3              screen shows how a chord goes into an assembly,

  4              right?

  5                   A.   Uh-huh.

  6                   Q.   Into a stick figure of the fuselage?

  7                   A.   Right.

  8                   Q.   Did you actually -- did you actually --

  9              were you actually given a copy of any of these

 10              drawings?

 11                   A.   No.

 12                   Q.   Did you actually see anything more than

 13              that up on a screen in front of you in a room?

 14                   A.   No.

 15                   Q.   Were you -- were you asked to look at

 16              drawings relating to any of these things?

 17                   A.   No.

 18                   Q.   Did you ask -- did you ask for drawings?

 19                   A.   No.

 20                   Q.   So as you're sitting here today, have you

 21              actually looked at any of the drawings for any of

 22              the parts of these aircraft other than just up on

 23              a screen with a Power Point?

 24                   A.   No.

 25                   Q.   Do you know what a parts list is?
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  1                   A.   Yes.

  2                   Q.   What is a parts list?

  3                   A.   A parts list usually is on an assembly

  4              drawing.  It lists all the parts that come into

  5              the assembly.

  6                   Q.   And are those part of the drawings, a

  7              considered part of the drawings?

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                   Q.   Have you looked at any parts lists for

 10              any of the -- any of the parts in this case?

 11                   A.   A parts list as part of an assembly

 12              drawing?

 13                   Q.   Well, like -- would you like to see a

 14              parts list?  Because I've been given parts lists

 15              by Boeing in this case.

 16                   A.   I've seen lists of parts, but they didn't

 17              look like they came from the assembly drawing that

 18              brings in the parts.

 19                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Give me 604, Exhibit 604.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   I want to make sure I'm using the right

 22              terminology because we've, you know, we've had

 23              witnesses testify about drawings and parts lists

 24              and I seem to be confusing you and I want to make

 25              sure that we're working on the same page.
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  1                   A.   Okay.

  2                   Q.   While they're digging up Exhibit 604, are

  3              you familiar with the -- with the custom in the

  4              industry of having a blueprint drawing and then

  5              having a document that's associated with that

  6              drawing that describes details or specifications

  7              about the drawing?

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

  9              foundation.  Outside the scope.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   And if you're not, just tell us what I

 12              said makes no sense to you.

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form.

 14                   A.   Repeat it.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Well, I'll just show you something.

 17              Let's do this. I'll show you what has been marked

 18              in this case as Exhibit 604. Can you tell us, are

 19              you familiar with what that is?

 20                   A.   I have never worked with the Boeing

 21              drawing system, and everybody's drawing systems

 22              are different.

 23                   Q.   Okay.

 24                   A.   So  -

 25                   Q.   What I'm particularly concerned about is
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  1              whether you were shown any documents like Exhibit

  2              604 relating to this case?

  3                   A.   No.

  4                   Q.   Relating to your Declaration in this

  5              case?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   Testimony of Boeing witnesses has been

  8              that this -- that Exhibit 604 is part of the

  9              drawing or the drawings in this -- for Boeing.

 10              I'm going to -- guess I'm going to get a storm of

 11              objections about that, but I think that's what

 12              their testimony has been.

 13                        MR. KOH:  Just object to the extent it

 14              mischaracterizes the testimony, since I want to

 15              meet your expectation.

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   And I just want to make sure that in

 19              doing the work that you did, I want to know

 20              whether you saw anything that described the

 21              specifications or the details or the requirements

 22              of the -- of the drawings?

 23                   A.   Nothing other than what Mr. Koh presented

 24              at our meeting.

 25                   Q.   Okay.
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  1                   A.   Yeah.  And I don't recall.  If I saw it,

  2              I didn't know what I was looking at.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  Now, so I can understand about

  4              CSTAs, is that -- is a CSTA, are you at all

  5              involved in making type certification decisions?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   So, do you -- are they -- you called upon

  8              to review type data to determine whether it meets

  9              requirements?

 10                   A.   On occasion I am asked to give my advice

 11              relative to a data submittal, but at the end of

 12              the day it's not my responsibility to make an

 13              approval.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  So, you're not one of the --

 15              you're not the person that signs off?

 16                   A.   I do not approve anything.

 17                   Q.   Are you at all involved in reviewing

 18              production certificates?

 19                   A.   No.

 20                   Q.   Are you familiar with 14 C.F.R. Part 21?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 22              foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.

 23                   A.   A little bit.

 24                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 25                   Q.   Okay.  What I want to know is whether
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  1              you're familiar with the type certificate

  2              requirements under -- under Part 21 of Title 14 of

  3              the Code of Federal Regulations?

  4                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.  Sorry,

  5              sir.  You can answer.

  6                   A.   I am aware that they -- there are

  7              requirements, and I could not recite them.  I

  8              don't work with Part 21.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Well, are you aware that the applicant is

 11              required to submit type design test reports and

 12              computations necessary to show that the product to

 13              be certified meets its applicable airworthiness

 14              requirements?

 15                   A.   Yes.

 16                   Q.   Are you aware that part of it is that the

 17              drawings and specifications and a listing of those

 18              drawings and specifications necessary to define

 19              the configuration and the design features of the

 20              product must be shown to the FAA?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 22              foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Are you aware of that?

 25                   A.   Yes.
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  1                   Q.   And are you aware that the applicant is

  2              -- is required to make inspections and tests

  3              necessary to determine that the materials and

  4              products conform to the specifications and the

  5              type design?

  6                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

  7              foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.

  8                   A.   I guess I am aware that that goes on.  If

  9              you would have asked me is that specifically

 10              written down in those terms, I'm not that familiar

 11              with Part 21.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   But are you aware that the applicant is

 14              required to make inspections and tests necessary

 15              to determine that the manufacturing processes,

 16              construction and assembly conform to those

 17              specified in the type design?

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 19              foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation

 20              and asked and answered.

 21                   A.   I'm just -- I'll abstain on that one.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   You just don't know?

 24                   A.   Yeah.

 25                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, why don't you
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  1              get that big book back, that same book that you've

  2              already put away.  I want 603.

  3                   Q.   Are you aware -- strike that.  Before I

  4              -- if I'm looking at a drawing part, blueprint

  5              drawing -- well, let me just get one and show it

  6              to you.  I show you what's been marked as Exhibit

  7              603.

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  Counsel, I'm going

  9              to need copies.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   Can you tell us -- tell us what that is?

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 13              foundation.

 14                   A.   It's -- says it's a fail-safe chord

 15              detail Section 43.

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   All right.  And actually, in part of the

 18              Power Point we saw -- we saw a graphic of

 19              something like this curve right here that we see

 20              in the upper right-hand corner of this drawing.

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,

 22              foundation.  Sir, you have to give me time to

 23              object.

 24                        THE REPORTER:  I didn't hear the answer.

 25              I'm sorry, can you repeat it?
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  1                   A.   Yes, we saw it.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   And I -- and I -- and you haven't seen

  4              this before, correct?

  5                   A.   I can't tell you if I've seen anything

  6              off of that specific, you know, part number.  This

  7              could have been the drawing that Steve was showing

  8              us.  I don't know.

  9                   Q.   But -- but as we've been talking about

 10              drawings as being part of the type design data for

 11              the aircraft, is this the kind of thing that

 12              you're talking about?

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  Are there parts of -- is there

 15              some of the information on this drawing that is

 16              important in that it defines the -- it's data that

 17              you use in defining the design of the aircraft and

 18              some of it that's not important?

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 20              foundation. It's outside the scope of his

 21              designation.  He's not the type certificate person

 22              and I instruct him not to answer.  It calls for an

 23              opinion and it's outside the Touhy designation.

 24                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 25                   Q.   Well, in determining whether or not these
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  1              parts in these aircraft conform to type design,

  2              what did you do to determine conformity?  Did you

  3              make a determination that the parts in question

  4              conformed to the type design of the aircraft?

  5                   A.   No.

  6                   Q.   Did you make a determination as to

  7              whether any of these parts were approved?

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  Go ahead.

  9                   A.   No.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   As you sit here today, can you tell us

 12              whether these parts conform to the type design

 13              data of the aircraft?

 14                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 15                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join.

 16                   A.   Can I tell you --

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  Do you know,

 18              sir?

 19                   A.   Well, I don't have the data sitting here

 20              that bounces the parts off the drawing.  So, with

 21              respect to that, I can tell you I believe they

 22              conform.  But if you say where is the data, I

 23              don't have the data.  I just have to -- as we said

 24              before, there is a lot of data that supports

 25              conformance that a lot of people have had a part
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  1              of.  Based on that, I believe they conform.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Okay.  So, you believe that they conform

  4              because they've been certified at various steps

  5              along the way and that those certifications would

  6              authenticate their conformity?

  7                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form.  You can answer.

  8                   A.   That, yes.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Okay.  And in terms of -- in terms of

 11              making an actual conformity determination

 12              yourself, you haven't done that?

 13                   A.   I have not measured physical parts.  I

 14              have not gone any place and taken any measurements

 15              and compared them to the drawing.

 16                   Q.   Nor have you compared any of the

 17              manufacturing documentation to the engineering

 18              drawings to determine whether the manufacturing

 19              documentation conforms to the engineering

 20              drawings?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation,

 22                   A.   No.  I can say no to that.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   All right.  And you say that there is

 25              data that you don't have here, but -- but I want
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  1              to make it clear you haven't actually looked at

  2              any of that, have you?

  3                   A.   No.

  4                   Q.   There's data out there that somebody else

  5              could look at, but you've not been asked to look

  6              at that data?

  7                   A.   Correct.

  8                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague as to data.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   I'll make it clear.  The data -- the data

 11              of these drawings, the data of the manufacturing

 12              processes, the data of the design requirements,

 13              you haven't looked at any of that data?

 14                        MR. KOH:  Objection, overbroad.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Go ahead.

 17                   A.   I have looked at -- in Steve's

 18              presentation there is data.

 19                   Q.   Okay.

 20                   A.   I have looked at data.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  So, the only data that you've

 22              looked at was in Mr. Koh's presentation?

 23                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 24              foundation.

 25                        MR. KOH:  Mischaracterizes his testimony.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   I -- I'm not trying to mischaracter --

  3              I'm trying to get the universe of the data that

  4              you've utilized  - that you've reviewed.  And

  5              you've testified that you've reviewed the data

  6              that was in Mr. Koh's presentation, right?

  7                        MR. KOH:  Let me just object.

  8                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  9                   Q.   I want to go beyond that.

 10                        MR. KOH:  He testified as to a large

 11              volume of materials that he received.  He

 12              testified to that.

 13                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Is that an

 14              objection as to form?

 15                        MR. KOH:  Yes.

 16                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay, thank you.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Now, did you understand from Mr. Koh that

 19              you're supposed to say now that there's a large

 20              volume of data that you've received?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, argumentative.

 22                        MR. KOH:  Objection.

 23                        MS. BENTLEY:  This witness is a third

 24              party.  I won't tolerate this.  I want both of you

 25              to behave, and I mean that.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Now, my question is, I'm just trying to

  3              get the universe of data that you've received and

  4              reviewed.  And you've testified that part of the

  5              data that you considered is the data that was in

  6              Mr. Koh's Power Point presentation, correct?  I'm

  7              talking about data about type design --

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                   Q.   -- and conformity to type design, right?

 10                   A.   Yes.  There is -- there is what I would

 11              call data in here.  There are dimensions and there

 12              are hole sizes and that's data.

 13                   Q.   Right.  And -- but now you were shown

 14              that on a screen. You never actually analyzed --

 15                   A.   No.

 16                   Q.   -- that data?

 17                   A.   No.

 18                   Q.   Okay.

 19                   A.   No.

 20                   Q.   Mr. -- Mr. Koh was analyzing that data to

 21              you, correct?

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 23              foundation.

 24                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 25                   A.   I wouldn't characterize it as an
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  1              analysis, no.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Was anybody analyzing that data for you

  4              when Mr. Koh did his Power Point presentation?

  5                   A.   I would not characterize it as an

  6              analysis.  It was being presented as information.

  7                   Q.   Okay.

  8                   A.   As far as when I think of an analysis, I

  9              think of a critical review of some sort.  There

 10              was nothing like that that was going on.

 11                   Q.   Okay.  Now, other than -- other than the

 12              information you saw on the screen that was not

 13              analyzed by you or anyone else during that

 14              presentation, what other data about type design

 15              and conformance to type design did you receive and

 16              review?

 17                   A.   I would say when I say data, I didn't

 18              look at any other data.  I looked at a lot of

 19              information.  But as far as what I would call

 20              data, like hard dimensions, hole locations, hole

 21              sizes, material call-outs, what I saw was

 22              basically confined to what was in Mr. Koh's

 23              presentation.

 24                   Q.   Which is Exhibit -- which is part of

 25              Exhibit 679?
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  1                   A.   Yeah.  Yeah.

  2                   Q.   Now, when you -- when you met with Mr.

  3              Koh, did you understand that he was a lawyer?

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                   Q.   And did you understand that he

  6              represented a party to litigation?

  7                   A.   Yes.

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, take your hand away

  9              from your mouth.

 10                        THE WITNESS:  Sorry.

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   And did you understand that as a lawyer

 13              representing a party to information, that Mr. Koh

 14              was an advocate?

 15                   A.   Yes.

 16                   Q.   Did Mr. Koh tell you that he was an

 17              advocate, or was that just something you already

 18              knew about lawyers?

 19                   A.   I don't recall if he said those exact

 20              words.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  Now, when you met with him, at

 22              that point in time had you reviewed the Second

 23              Amended Complaint that was filed in this case?

 24                   A.   I don't know.

 25                        MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.
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  1              Without showing it to him, it's difficult to

  2              answer.

  3                   A.   I don't recall.  I'd have to go back and

  4              look at my records.  I don't recall.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   You recall having seen a Second Amended

  7              Complaint?

  8                   A.   I went through the Second Amended

  9              Complaint.

 10                   Q.   Right.  That's in your Declaration?

 11                   A.   Yeah.  Yeah, I have been through that.  I

 12              don't know if it was before or after we sat down.

 13                   Q.   Did you understand that the Relators in

 14              the Second Amended Complaint were also represented

 15              by lawyers?

 16                   A.   Repeat that.

 17                   Q.   Did you understand that the Relators who

 18              -- who filed the Second Amended Complaint were

 19              also represented by lawyers?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   And you know that I'm one of those

 22              lawyers?

 23                   A.   Yes.

 24                   Q.   Did you -- did you ask to meet with any

 25              of the lawyers who represented Relators?
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  1                   A.   No.

  2                   Q.   Did -- did you believe, after meeting

  3              with Mr. Koh, that you had been -- that Mr. Koh

  4              had made available to you all of the information

  5              and data that had been developed by the Relators

  6              in the course of discovery in this case?

  7                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

  8                   A.   You're going to have to repeat that.

  9                        THE REPORTER:  "Did you believe, after

 10              meeting with Mr. Koh, that Mr. Koh had made

 11              available to you all of the information and data

 12              that had been developed by the Relators in the

 13              course of discovery in this case?"

 14                   A.   I never -- I never even questioned

 15              whether or not he had presented all the material.

 16              That wasn't -- that wasn't a question in my mind

 17              because it was clearly not the intent.

 18                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 19                   Q.   What was the intent?

 20                   A.   For me -- for me, it was an informational

 21              session to understand what the parts were, where

 22              they were located in the airplane, what some of

 23              the physical characteristics were.  It was more of

 24              -- to me, it was more of an orientation kind of a

 25              meeting, what's the, you know, what is this that
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  1              we're talking about.

  2                   Q.   Okay.  So, did you express any opinions

  3              to Mr. Koh at that meeting?

  4                   A.   I believe I did express some opinions

  5              based on what he -- he presented.

  6                   Q.   And what opinions did you express to him?

  7                   A.   Oh, I -- I'd have to go back and look at

  8              my own notes.

  9                   Q.   Well, if you turn to Exhibit 678.

 10                   A.   Okay.

 11                   Q.   That's your -- this is your Declaration?

 12                   A.   Oh, Declaration, okay.  Where are we at?

 13                   Q.   I want you to -- I want to take you to

 14              paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and 14.

 15                   A.   Okay.

 16                   Q.   At the -- at the time that you met with

 17              Mr. Koh on April the 22nd, had you formulated any

 18              of your opinions?

 19                   A.   Like in paragraph 11?

 20                   Q.   Yeah.

 21                   A.   No.

 22                   Q.   Okay.  How about in paragraph 12?

 23                   A.   I don't -- I don't know.

 24                   Q.   Are you suspecting that you did formulate

 25              some of those opinions in paragraph 12?
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  1                   A.   No, I can't remember if -- when I went

  2              through the material Mr. Smyth gave me, I can't

  3              remember if that was before or after I met with

  4              Mr. Koh, and these opinions are based on going

  5              through Dean Smythe's material.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  Now, Dean Smythe's material, do

  7              you believe that you received that sometime

  8              perhaps in December or January of 2009, 2010?

  9                   A.   Again, I'd have to go back and look.  I

 10              know it came into the office, I told them I would

 11              look at it, but my schedule was such I did not

 12              immediately look at it.  It sat for a while.

 13                   Q.   When you -- after reviewing the materials

 14              from Mr. Smyth, did you tell Mr. Smyth that those

 15              materials were not sufficient for you to reach a

 16              conclusion?

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  To the extent

 18              he had discussions with Mr. Smyth, those are

 19              within the work product and attorney/client

 20              privilege doctrine and I'm going to instruct the

 21              witness not to answer.  We have been trying to

 22              come across a line here of how to handle the fact

 23              that the materials are provided as part of the

 24              investigation.  I'm happy to talk to counsel off

 25              the record at some point about coming to a
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  1              stipulation because I don't -- about how to handle

  2              this, but I cannot disclose the entirety of the

  3              DOJ investigation.

  4                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's -- here's the

  5              problem.  Off the record, at one of our breaks,

  6              Mr. Anderson informed us that opinions formulated

  7              by Mr. Eastin become facts that become

  8              discoverable, did I get that right?  And so,

  9              therefore, when in his Declaration or when in this

 10              correspondence, e-mail correspondence with Mr.

 11              Koh, that Mr. Koh is just going to ask him about

 12              facts or information, that those facts or

 13              information can include opinions that had been

 14              formulated by Mr. Eastin.  Now, I just want to

 15              know if -- if I got that right.  Mr. Anderson, did

 16              I get that right?

 17                        MR. ANDERSON:  That's correct.  When an

 18              FAA employee has stated opinions, documented

 19              opinions in the past, the Office of Chief Counsel

 20              position is that it is not expressing an opinion

 21              to state what that opinion expressed in the past

 22              was.

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  So, expressing an

 24              opinion with in-house or with out-house?  In other

 25              words, if that -- if that -- because if we're
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  1              going -- if Mr. Eastin is going to express his

  2              opinions as facts, then I'm going to have to go

  3              and explore the basis for those opinions.

  4                        MS. BENTLEY:  You are not attempting to

  5              explore the basis for the opinions.  You're trying

  6              to get to the substance of counsel between --

  7              substance of communication between a federal

  8              investigator and a federal employee, and I'm not

  9              going to permit it to happen.  Maybe we can come

 10              to some agreement.  I think there's an easy way

 11              for us to work this out, but I'm not going to do

 12              it on the record and I don't think it's a good use

 13              of the time here in this deposition.

 14                        MR. KOH:  Bill, let me make a suggestion,

 15              take it or leave it.  One of the documents that

 16              was just provided to us actually provides

 17              something of a time line of the work that he did,

 18              including reference to a conclusion that he

 19              reached prior to April 22nd, and that may clarify

 20              the sequence, at least.

 21                        MR. SKEPNEK:   What time is it right now?

 22                        MR. KOH:  11:45.

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask a few more

 24              questions and maybe we'll take a break for lunch,

 25              and at lunch I can look at that and maybe we can
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  1              -- we can also talk perhaps at lunch.

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:   Yeah, 'cause I think I

  3              have a way to deal with this.  I'm not trying to

  4              keep you from finding out the basis of his

  5              opinions.  What I'm trying to keep is the

  6              government's investigation which is somewhat

  7              separate than the work he did separate.

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's the conundrum for

  9              me; that if -- if the opinion, as Mr. Anderson

 10              says, the opinion that was expressed becomes a

 11              fact, well, as far as I'm aware, the only

 12              expression of that opinion was to the government

 13              agents, to the --

 14                        MS. BENTLEY:  That's not true.

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Well, then --

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   Other than to Mr. -- prior to your

 18              meeting with Mr. Koh, other than to Mr. Smyth, to

 19              whom did you express the opinions that you had

 20              reached before your meeting with Mr. Koh, other

 21              than to Mr. Smyth?

 22                   A.   Before the meeting with Mr. Koh?

 23                   Q.   Right.

 24                   A.   Maybe Mr. Khaled because we discussed

 25              this issue.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.

  2                   A.   That's probably would be it.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  And did Mr. Khaled, to your

  4              knowledge, did Mr. Khaled express that opinion to

  5              anybody other than you or to Mr. Smyth?

  6                   A.   You'd have to ask Mr. Khaled that.

  7                   Q.   To your knowledge.

  8                   A.   I just don't know.

  9                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than to Mr.

 10              Khaled and to Mr. Smyth, had you expressed any

 11              opinions about this matter before your meeting

 12              with Mr. Koh?

 13                   A.   Not that I recall at this -- at this

 14              moment.

 15                   Q.   Now, the expression of the opinion to Mr.

 16              Khaled, was that in writing or was that an oral

 17              thing?

 18                   A.   Verbal.

 19                   Q.   Verbal.  Verbal meaning it was by mouth?

 20                   A.   (Nods head up and down.)

 21                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and to Mr. Smyth, was that

 22              a written opinion that you gave to Mr. Smyth?

 23                   A.   I believe I sent him an e-mail.

 24                   Q.   Okay.  Now, did you send that e-mail to

 25              anybody other than Mr. Smyth?
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  1                   A.   I think I copied Mr. Khaled.

  2                   Q.   Okay.  Let's just ask a couple more

  3              questions about this and then we can take maybe a

  4              lunch break and maybe solve some of these problems

  5              at lunch.

  6              So, you think you may have formulated some of the

  7              opinions in paragraph 12 before you met with Mr.

  8              Koh?

  9                   A.   Again, I would have to check my notes.  I

 10              did write down a time line.  I don't have that

 11              with me as the key events that I remember as they

 12              occurred.

 13                   Q.   Okay.  Now, paragraph 13, could you read

 14              that out loud?

 15                   A.   Sure. "In the review, I also looked for

 16              any evidence of in-service findings; for example,

 17              corroded, cracked, failed or otherwise distressed

 18              parts.  I found none."

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Had you done that before your

 20              meeting with Mr. Koh?

 21                   A.   I don't believe so.

 22                   Q.   So, you believe you did that after your

 23              meeting with Mr. Koh?

 24                   A.   I believe so.

 25                   Q.   And what -- what did you do to research
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  1              in-service findings?

  2                   A.   I looked -- I looked for any evidence in

  3              the material that Mr. Smyth had sent me.

  4                   Q.   Oh, okay.

  5                   A.   My -- for clarification, my review is

  6              based on -- limited to the data that Mr. Smyth

  7              gave to me.  That was it, except for the

  8              additional information from Mr. Koh's presentation

  9              and the presentation that was made to Peggy

 10              Gilligan by yourselves, I believe.

 11                   Q.   That was the Power Point?

 12                   A.   So, there's basically three buckets of

 13              information and there is nothing beyond that.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  But, now, so, so, who told you

 15              that there were no in-service findings?

 16                   A.   In the material -- well --

 17                   Q.   Oh, so -- you saw an absence of it in the

 18              materials?

 19                   A.   I looked for any evidence of in-service

 20              findings.  I found none.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  But, but that would be -- you

 22              looked for evidence of in-service finding in those

 23              three buckets?

 24                   A.   Correct.

 25                   Q.   You didn't do any independent research on
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  1              that?

  2                   A.   No.

  3                   Q.   For instance, the -- what's it called,

  4              SDR?

  5                   A.   Service Difficulty Reports.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  That's a Boeing -- I mean, that's

  7              not a Boeing, that's a -- that's an FAA system,

  8              correct?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   And so do you have access to the

 11              information in the SDR system?

 12                   A.   I believe I could gain access.  I have

 13              never accessed it.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  Have you ever asked others to do

 15              searches in the SDR system for you?

 16                   A.   No.  It's been done -- it's been done for

 17              me, but not requested by me.

 18                   Q.   So, others within the FAA have researched

 19              SDRs and then provided that information to you?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  But on this, you didn't request

 22              anybody search the SDR system?

 23                   A.   I very, very rarely make a request

 24              because my -- basically, I respond on request and

 25              people bring me data to look at.
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  1                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Maybe one more question then we can take

  4              a break.

  5              Did Mr. Koh, when he gave his presentation, did

  6              Mr. Koh tell you that there were no in-service

  7              difficulties?

  8                   A.   Not that I recall.

  9                   Q.   And did anybody else tell you there were

 10              no in-service difficulties?

 11                   A.   Not that I recall.

 12                   Q.   Now, paragraph 13 in your -- in your

 13              statement, was that actually prepared by Mr. Koh?

 14                   A.   I would have to look at the first draft,

 15              but I think I might have put this in specifically

 16              to clarify my thinking and my position in what I

 17              did.

 18                   Q.   Okay.  And we're going to find that in

 19              the draft?

 20                   A.   Yeah, we would have to look at the draft

 21              and then we could compare the draft and this

 22              product.

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We can take a break

 24              here.

 25                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.  End
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  1              of tape 2, 11:52:05.

  2                        (THEREUPON, a lunch recess was taken.)

  3                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.

  4              This is the beginning of tape No. 3.  The time is

  5              1:15:58.

  6                        MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  Before we start, I

  7              previously instructed the witness not to answer a

  8              question about his initial opinion given to

  9              Special Agent Dean Smyth of DCIS.  I am still

 10              optimistic that we might be able to work something

 11              out.  What I am willing to do, since everybody's

 12              here in Long Beach, which is not where we're all

 13              native, except for Mr. Eastin, is to if people

 14              will agree that by disclosing this opinion in this

 15              deposition, that that disclosure does not work a

 16              further waiver, to the extent any previous waiver

 17              has occurred.  I will allow him to answer the

 18              question subject to that agreement, if people are

 19              willing to live with that, and that would still

 20              permit people to argue that they believe that

 21              there was a prior waiver based on the government's

 22              -- the interaction of the government, FAA

 23              personnel and DCIS personnel, but it would not

 24              allow anyone to use this deposition as evidence of

 25              the waiver.
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm fine with that.

  2                        MR. KOH:  Boeing agrees to that.

  3                        MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun agrees.

  4                        MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  So, we've all

  5              stipulated no one's going to -- then you can go

  6              back and reask your question however you see fit

  7              to ask it.

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  And additionally, during

 10              the break, you indicated to me that you believe

 11              that there was additional materials that the

 12              Relators had that I knew of that had not been

 13              provided to Mr. Eastin.  Well, I deny that I know

 14              that.  If there are things that you want to

 15              provide to Mr. Eastin either in this deposition or

 16              later, we will -- you know, I will arrange for

 17              them to be provided to him for his review.

 18                        MR. SKEPNEK:   In our conversation out

 19              here?

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  Yes.

 21                        MR. SKEPNEK:   No, what I said to you in

 22              our conversation out there was that since last --

 23              last winter, I had repeatedly asked you and Mr.

 24              Smyth for an opportunity to meet with the FAA

 25              person who Mr. Smyth had been talking to, who was
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  1              not named to me.  I asked you to identify the name

  2              of that person and you refused to do it, and so

  3              did Mr. Smyth.  We didn't find out about Mr.

  4              Eastin's existence until we received an affidavit

  5              from Boeing, and I simply asked you the question

  6              why you would disclose his identity and give

  7              Boeing access to him when you would not disclose

  8              his identity to us and give us access to him.

  9              That's what I raised outside in the hallway.

 10                        MS. BENTLEY:  But You also said that

 11              there were additional materials that you felt I

 12              had not provided to him.  If there are such

 13              materials, I'm giving you an opportunity either in

 14              this deposition or after the deposition to provide

 15              them either to me or directly through FAA counsel

 16              to the witness, and that remains -- that option

 17              remains open.

 18                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We'll see how far

 19              we get today.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Before getting to that, the opinion that

 22              you gave Mr. Smyth, I just want to finish up one

 23              little thing on paragraph 13 on -- on your

 24              statement.

 25                   A.   Uh-huh.
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  1                   Q.   That's the one in which you say, "In the

  2              review I also looked for any evidence of

  3              in-service findings."

  4                   A.   Uh-huh.

  5                   Q.   "I found none."

  6                   A.   Yeah.

  7                   Q.   And that was -- the only thing we talked

  8              about were SDRs in relation to that, correct?  Do

  9              you remember the conversation you and I had about

 10              that?

 11                   A.   As SDRs being a potential source of

 12              findings?

 13                   Q.   Right.  Right.  And I wanted to know

 14              where else you would look for in-service findings

 15              other than SDRs?

 16                   A.   Again, I confined my data-mining to the

 17              information that Mr. Smyth sent.

 18                   Q.   I'm sorry, my question was not very well

 19              put.

 20              I'm not asking where you did look, because I think

 21              your testimony is that you limited yourself to the

 22              materials that were given to you by Mr. Smyth and

 23              by Mr. Koh, correct?

 24                   A.   Uh-huh.

 25                   Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude.
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  1                   A.   No, that's fine.

  2                   Q.   No, you need to answer yes.

  3                   A.   Yes.

  4                   Q.   Okay.

  5                        MS. BENTLEY:  Or no.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   Well, I mean, the reason I said you need

  8              to answer yes is that I took it that was an yes?

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  That was an attempt at

 10              humor and it failed miserably, sorry.

 11                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it wasn't quite that

 12              funny, but it was --

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  It was a failure, I

 14              understand.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   But I just want to know what other places

 17              you could look if you were to look for that

 18              information?

 19                   A.   SDRs are the official source.  Lots of

 20              times things come in from operators that an SDR

 21              may not even get generated on, but a big source is

 22              operator findings.

 23                   Q.   And the source of the information for you

 24              was Mr. Smyth and Mr. Koh, and neither of them

 25              showed you any SDRs?
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  1                   A.   I did not see any SDR data.

  2                   Q.   Now, could you also look at service

  3              bulletins to determine whether or not any of the

  4              areas of the aircraft or any of these parts had

  5              been -- might have been involved in service

  6              bulletins?

  7                   A.   That would be a place you could look for

  8              service bulletins against those parts.

  9                   Q.   Right.

 10                   A.   I did not do that.

 11                   Q.   And another place you could look would be

 12              airworthiness directives?

 13                   A.   That would be another place.

 14                   Q.   Right.  And if you found cracks or

 15              corrosion to parts in the air frame in the areas

 16              that these parts were located, those might lead

 17              you to further information about the -- of

 18              in-service findings?

 19                   A.   Not necessarily.  That would depend on

 20              the proximity and the behavior of the parts under

 21              consideration relative to the areas where the

 22              concerns are.

 23                   Q.   Absolutely.  I didn't say would, I said

 24              could.

 25                   A.   Could.
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  1                   Q.   Right.  Okay.  And -- but you didn't --

  2              you didn't look at any ADs either?

  3                   A.   Nothing other than the AD that was part

  4              of Dean Smythe's on the intercostal cracking above

  5              the air stair.

  6                   Q.   And that would --

  7                   A.   There was an AD out on that, and that was

  8              contained in the information and I did peruse

  9              that.

 10                   Q.   Okay.  Now, a moment ago as we came back

 11              from lunch, Miss Bentley indicated to us that I

 12              could ask you what opinion you expressed to Mr.

 13              Smyth, so I'm going to ask you some questions

 14              about that.

 15              When did you first express an opinion to Mr.

 16              Smyth?

 17                   A.   I would -- it was -- it was probably in

 18              the March, April time frame.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  And now, at that point in time,

 20              you talked about different buckets of information.

 21              I take it that you had -- I'm sorry.  In the

 22              March, April time frame, I guess this -- I guess

 23              you expressed your opinion to Mr. Smyth earlier

 24              than April because it had to be earlier than April

 25              2nd?
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  1                   A.   Because April 2nd was?

  2                   Q.   Was the day that Mr. -- Mr. Koh sent his

  3              e-mail, right?

  4                   A.   Yes, it was earlier than that.

  5                   Q.   So, it's earlier than April 2nd and --

  6              and so because it was before you had the bucket of

  7              stuff from Mr. Koh, right?

  8                   A.   That's correct.  All I had was the bucket

  9              of stuff from Mr. Smyth.

 10                   Q.   Right.  Right.  And you didn't have a

 11              bucket of anything from us?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Objection, misstates --

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   We're going to get into that.  You didn't

 16              -- you made no contact with us, right?

 17                   A.   I made no contact with you.

 18                   Q.   Right.

 19                   A.   But in Mr. Smythe's information that he

 20              sent me there were many letters from you.

 21                   Q.   Right.

 22                   A.   And e-mails.

 23                   Q.   We submitted stuff to Mr. Smyth over a

 24              period of time. Did you recognize that?

 25                   A.   Yes.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  And did you understand from your

  2              conversations with Mr. Smyth that the discovery in

  3              the case was ongoing, or did you know?

  4                   A.   I didn't even know.

  5                   Q.   You didn't know.  And so did Mr. Smyth

  6              tell you anything about the extent to which the

  7              discovery in the case had completed?

  8                   A.   No.

  9                   Q.   Did he tell you anything about the -- the

 10              depositions that had been taken, the documents

 11              that had been produced up to that point in time?

 12                   A.   No.

 13                   Q.   Now, when you expressed your opinion to

 14              Mr. Smyth, you had reviewed the materials in the

 15              Smyth bucket?

 16                   A.   Yes.

 17                   Q.   And how much time had you spent reviewing

 18              those materials?

 19                   A.   I had probably -- I had probably spent

 20              about a week.

 21                   Q.   So, a week solid?

 22                   A.   A week -- probably three days solid,

 23              something like that.

 24                   Q.   So, 24 hours?  I mean, I don't --

 25                   A.   No -- well, yeah.
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  1                   Q.   30 hours?

  2                   A.   Around 24 hours.  24 hours.  Yeah, 24

  3              hours maybe.

  4                   Q.   So three eight-hour days?  I don't know

  5              what your work schedule is.

  6                   A.   The equivalents of three eight-hour days.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  And what particular materials do

  8              you recall reviewing before expressing an opinion

  9              to Mr. Smyth?

 10                   A.   I pretty much flipped through everything

 11              I had --

 12                   Q.   Okay.

 13                   A.   -- in that -- in that box.

 14                   Q.   And what I want to do is I want to try

 15              and find out, as you sit here right now, what it

 16              is you recall.  What do you recall being of

 17              significance to you from flipping through the

 18              materials in the box?

 19                   A.   That there wasn't any data.

 20                   Q.   No data.  Were there any materials that

 21              you reviewed that -- that you paused and had to

 22              spend some time looking at or that you thought

 23              about?

 24                   A.   The only thing that I would say I paused

 25              on was the note, the point that there were, I
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  1              think it was, 186 discrepant parts.  93 discrepant

  2              parts went on line No. 624, or I forget what it

  3              was, and there is no record of any MRB action

  4              addressing those discrepancies.  That caused me to

  5              dig a little deeper into that and see, well, maybe

  6              there's something here that there is a little

  7              smoke.

  8                   Q.   So, what did -- what did -- what digging

  9              did you do?

 10                   A.   I looked for -- I looked for some

 11              connection between discrepancies or squawks and

 12              actual MRB tags, and I didn't find anything that I

 13              recognized as correlating squawks and their

 14              quantification, and then an MRB engineer taking

 15              that and doing an engineering evaluation and

 16              either saying, you know, yes or no.

 17                   Q.   What's a squawk?

 18                   A.   I would call a squawk a discrepancy

 19              report that someone writes up out in quality as,

 20              you know, typically if it -- if it doesn't exactly

 21              conform to what the people that wrote the planning

 22              paper said should be checked to make sure we're on

 23              track with producing this part correctly and

 24              you're not exactly on the money, then someone will

 25              say, okay, we didn't -- we didn't hit this exactly
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  1              right, we're outside of tolerance on this, we

  2              didn't pass conductivity, something like that.

  3              That would just be a squawk that there has been no

  4              further action on.

  5                   Q.   So, is a squawk different from an NCR?

  6              Are you describing an NCR or are you talking about

  7              something different?

  8                   A.   Whatever you want to call it.  What I

  9              would call it is it's the first level

 10              documentation of something looks like it's amiss.

 11                   Q.   On a particular part?

 12                   A.   On a particular part.

 13                   Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what an NCR is?

 14                   A.   A non-compliance record.

 15                   Q.   Okay.  And so is this squawk something

 16              different from an NCR?  Is the -- is the NCR the

 17              first level document --

 18                   A.   You know, I'm just not that familiar with

 19              the term NCR. We used different kinds of paper at

 20              -- at McDonald Douglas.

 21                   Q.   Well, and what I need to know is you

 22              talked about you were looking for discrepancy

 23              squawks.

 24                   A.   No.

 25                   Q.   Okay.  Then I wrote that down wrong.
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  1                   A.   Well, what I was -- what I was looking

  2              for is evidence of an unsafe condition.  Now,

  3              something that might lead you to believe there

  4              might be some evidence is something like a squawk.

  5              Many squawks never get to the MRB point because

  6              they get dispositioned with in-house equivalent of

  7              SRMs from manufacturing.

  8                   Q.   What's an SRM?

  9                   A.   There is lots of squawks that basically

 10              get taken care of and don't even get advanced to

 11              the MRB world.

 12                   Q.   What's an SRM?

 13                   A.   An SRM is a standard -- is a structural

 14              repair manual, and it's something that's created

 15              by the OEM for operators to use to fix problems on

 16              the airplane without having to go back to OEM

 17              engineering.  It's already like we've already

 18              thought about this deficiency and we've considered

 19              it and -- and you can -- you can rectify it like

 20              this.  In the manufacturing world you usually have

 21              a similar mechanism so that certain squawks below

 22              a certain noise level automatically get

 23              dispositioned based on authority that's already

 24              been created by engineering and the equivalent of

 25              an SRM.  Different people call that different
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  1              stuff, use different nomenclature.

  2                   Q.   Okay.  So, there's squawk -- and now, the

  3              document that ends up being MRB'd, Material Review

  4              Boarded, right?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   Do you understand that that's an NCR, or

  7              do you know that?

  8                   A.   I don't -- I don't know that.  I know --

  9                   Q.   So, you didn't -- when you -- when you

 10              met with Mr. Koh, did you ask Mr. Koh how the MRB

 11              process worked?

 12                   A.   No.

 13                   Q.   So, do you know, as you sit here today,

 14              whether an NCR is what results in an MRB?  Do you

 15              know?

 16                   A.   No.

 17                   Q.   Okay.  And do you know if Boeing has

 18              anything in its quality system that is before MR

 19              -- you know, the NCR/MRB step? Do you know if

 20              there is another thing that they call a squawk or

 21              that is a squawk?  Do you know if that exists?

 22                   A.   I don't know.

 23                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and so when you -- you

 24              learned that there were 186 discrepant parts on a

 25              particular line unit, is that what you said?
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  1                   A.   No.  I said the point -- the point in

  2              there was confusing and I couldn't quite make

  3              sense out of it, but it was something like it

  4              said, you know, there were 186 discrepant parts,

  5              and out of these there is 93 part numbers that got

  6              on to line No. 624, or whatever it was.  I think

  7              it was a Navy airplane.  And there is no record of

  8              an MRB tag addressing the discrepancies associated

  9              with those 93 parts.  That was a statement that

 10              was made; however, I could not see -- I couldn't

 11              find any information that corroborated that.

 12                   Q.   Okay.  And where you looked for that

 13              information was within the bucket supplied to you

 14              by Mr. --

 15                   A.   Smyth.

 16                   Q.   -- Smyth?  Okay.  And then after you

 17              couldn't find that in the bucket provided to you

 18              by Mr. Smyth, did you make any other effort to

 19              research that issue?

 20                   A.   No.

 21                   Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't ask Mr. Koh

 22              about it?

 23                   A.   No.

 24                   Q.   And you didn't contact us or ask us about

 25              it?
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  1                   A.   No.

  2                   Q.   Did you know that we were trying to find

  3              you?

  4                   A.   No.

  5                   Q.   You didn't know that?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   Did anybody ever come to you and say, ask

  8              whether your name could be given to us?

  9                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 10              foundation.

 11                   A.   I don't recall.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than that thing,

 14              was there anything else that, you know, that you

 15              recall of -- I'm sorry, before we get to that, one

 16              other question.

 17              The structural repair manual --

 18                   A.   I'm using that as an analogy for someone

 19              who understands what a structural repair manual

 20              is.

 21                   Q.   I do, but the structural repair manual is

 22              typically used by the operator in his maintenance

 23              of the aircraft?

 24                   A.   Right.  Correct.

 25                   Q.   And what you're saying is that the --
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  1              your understanding of the manufacturing system is

  2              that the parts suppliers have something equivalent

  3              to a structural repair manual?

  4                   A.   At McDonald Douglas, and it's kind of a

  5              standard business practice, manufacturing

  6              typically does not want to have to go back to

  7              engineering with every single squawk.  They would

  8              like to be able to handle them on their own.  So,

  9              usually what happens early in the manufacturing

 10              program is that there is a document created that

 11              engineering basically has generated that says even

 12              though the drawing says this, there are certain

 13              things in here that if you're within -- you might

 14              be out of tolerance with the drawing, but if

 15              you're within these tolerances we've already

 16              looked at those discrepancies and you have our

 17              authority to disposition those and you don't have

 18              to come back to us for engineering sign-on.

 19                   Q.   Do you know if there was such a document

 20              that was created by Boeing engineering?

 21                   A.   No.

 22                   Q.   You haven't seen it?

 23                   A.   No.

 24                   Q.   Are you familiar with -- with the term

 25              green-line?
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  1                   A.   No.

  2                   Q.   So, you're not familiar with any

  3              green-lines that Boeing used to -- to disposition

  4              discrepant parts?

  5                   A.   No, I'm not familiar with that term.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than this issue

  7              about 186, or whatever the number was, discrepant

  8              parts on line unit 624, or whatever that number

  9              was, was there anything else that stood out to you

 10              from your review of the documents in that three

 11              days or so of time that you spent on it?

 12                   A.   Not -- not relative to what I was looking

 13              for, and that was to answer is there a safety

 14              issue.  Do you -- if you -- basically the question

 15              I got from Dean was would you look at this bucket

 16              of data and tell us if you see any safety issues

 17              here, even though he posed some questions that I

 18              didn't feel related to safety.  So, I said, Dean,

 19              this is what I'm going -- I'm going to give you a

 20              call on safety.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  Now, at the -- at the -- there

 22              were three buckets.  The first bucket was from Mr.

 23              Smyth, another bucket was from Mr. Koh, but

 24              actually there was a third bucket and that was a

 25              Power Point presentation that was given to Miss
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  1              Gilligan?

  2                   A.   Yeah.

  3                   Q.   You weren't -- you weren't at that

  4              presentation?

  5                   A.   No.

  6                   Q.   And --

  7                   A.   No.

  8                   Q.   And was -- other than the Power Point

  9              itself, were you given any other materials in that

 10              bucket?

 11                   A.   No.  I was just sent that presentation.

 12                   Q.   Did you -- were you sent any accompanying

 13              materials that explained it or expanded upon the

 14              issues in it?

 15                   A.   No.

 16                   Q.   Did you do any investigation of that

 17              Power Point?

 18                   A.   No.

 19                   Q.   So, how much time did you spend reviewing

 20              the Power Point?

 21                   A.   About as long as it took to look through

 22              it, which was maybe 30 minutes.

 23                   Q.   And did it raise any questions in your

 24              mind?

 25                   A.   No.
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  1                   Q.   Now, the third bucket would be Mr. Koh's

  2              materials?

  3                   A.   (Nods head up and down.)

  4                   Q.   And -- and those are part of Exhibit --

  5              what number is that?

  6                   A.   679.

  7                   Q.   How much time did you spend reviewing --

  8              well, strike that.  Did -- Exhibit 679 is really

  9              composed of two different kinds of information.

 10              The first are a series of e-mails, and I take it

 11              you didn't spend any time reviewing the e-mails of

 12              substance?

 13                   A.   No.

 14                   Q.   Right?

 15                   A.   No.

 16                   Q.   And then the second part of it is the --

 17              well, there is a draft of the report, of your

 18              Declaration, and then finally there's the Power

 19              Point that Mr. Koh presented.  Now, did you

 20              receive that Power Point prior to your meeting

 21              with Mr. Koh?

 22                   A.   No.

 23                   Q.   Who was at that meeting with Mr. Koh?

 24                   A.   Myself, Mr. Koh, Terry Khaled, Doug.

 25                        MR. ANDERSON:   By telephone.
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  1                   A.   By telephone.  Ted, I don't recall his

  2              last name, and Dean was on --

  3                        MR. ANDERSON:   Telephone.

  4                   A.   -- the telephone.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   Dean Smyth?

  7                   A.   Smyth was on the telephone.

  8                   Q.   So, Dean Smyth was on the phone, Mr.

  9              Anderson was on the phone?

 10                   A.   Uh-huh.

 11                   Q.   Khaled was in person?

 12                   A.   Yes.

 13                   Q.   Who's Cole?

 14                   A.   Steve.

 15                   Q.   Oh, I'm sorry, Koh.  I thought it was Nat

 16              King Cole.  That was an attempt at humor.  It was

 17              not any better than yours.

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Actually it was sounding

 19              like Kohl's, the department store, to me, but

 20              that's just a shopping reference.

 21                        MR. SKEPNEK:   And I'm musical, buy

 22              records.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   And then Ted, who did you understand Ted

 25              to be?
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  1                   A.   A manufacturing -- well, somebody who

  2              knew all about ATA.

  3                   Q.   Knew all about ATA.  And you understood

  4              him to be an engineer?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   Was he physically here?

  7                   A.   Yes.

  8                   Q.   So, so Mr. Koh and Ted came here?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   Did Ted present his credentials to you?

 11                   A.   For example?

 12                   Q.   For example, I'm the senior scientific

 13              officer, you know, you've got -- it's impressive,

 14              I mean, you know, what are you -- I'm forgetting

 15              what you call yourself.  You're the Chief

 16              Scientific and Technical Advisor For Fatigue and

 17              Damage Tolerance.  That's credentials.  I want to

 18              know what his credentials were?

 19                   A.   I don't recall his title.

 20                   Q.   Other than engineer?

 21                   A.   He -- he discussed some of his background

 22              and what he had done, but I don't recall his

 23              title.

 24                   Q.   Was he an employee of Boeing?

 25                   A.   There was an issue of he -- I remember it
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  1              was -- he was either going to retire or he had

  2              retired and he had come back, I don't recall.

  3                   Q.   How does Gladhill sound to you?  Was it

  4              Mr. Gladhill?

  5                   A.   I don't recall.

  6                   Q.   Happy Mountain?

  7                   A.   I don't recall.

  8                   Q.   That was another attempt at a joke, but

  9              it was Mr. Gladhill's joke, not mine.  So, what

 10              did Mr. Gladhill tell you about ATA?  I'm sorry,

 11              not Mr. Gladhill.  I'm assuming that.  It may not

 12              be true.  What did Ted tell you about ATA?

 13                   A.   He basically walked -- walked us through

 14              the slides and explained ATA as a assembly

 15              philosophy and, you know, how it worked.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  Did -- did he tell you that Boeing

 17              actually had documents that described ATA?

 18                   A.   I don't recall.

 19                   Q.   Would it surprise you to learn that

 20              Boeing has documents that describe ATA?

 21                   A.   Not at all.

 22                   Q.   You'd expect Boeing to have documents

 23              that describe ATA, would you not?

 24                   A.   Yes, I would.

 25                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Would you get me 602?
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Well, let's find out what Mr. Gladhill --

  3              did you think Mr. Gladhill was being candid with

  4              you about ATA and what it meant?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   You believed him?

  7                   A.   Yes.

  8                   Q.   And in fact, the reason it was relevant

  9              to know what ATA meant, what ATA is, is because if

 10              you look at Exhibit 603, you look over here and it

 11              says this drawing contains Advanced Technology

 12              Assembly locations?

 13                   A.   Correct.

 14                   Q.   Right.  And so you understood that since

 15              that's on the drawing, that's important?

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form and

 17              foundation.

 18                        MR. KOH:  Object.

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   Right?

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.

 22                   A.   Yes.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Right.  It's part of the drawing.  And

 25              so, you need to know, to know what ATA -- what
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  1              that means, you have to know what Boeing means by

  2              ATA, or Advanced Technology Assembly?

  3                   A.   Correct.

  4                   Q.   Now, what did he tell you Advanced

  5              Technology Assembly means?

  6                   A.   It's a -- I'm paraphrasing him.  I can't

  7              remember his exact words, but I came away, my

  8              conclusion was, based on what he said, that ATA

  9              was a manufacturing assembly philosophy.

 10                   Q.   Did he --

 11                   A.   It's a way -- it's a way to bring parts

 12              together.

 13                   Q.   So, does -- now, manufacturing assembly,

 14              is assembly the only aspect of manufacturing or

 15              are there others?

 16                   A.   There's others.

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 18                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 19                   Q.   Right.  What are the other aspects of

 20              manufacturing other than assembly?

 21                   A.   Fabrication.

 22                   Q.   Okay.  What about design?

 23                   A.   No.

 24                   Q.   Okay.  So, fabrication and assembly would

 25              both be aspects of manufacturing?
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  1                   A.   Yes.

  2                   Q.   Now, did -- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted tell

  3              you that ATA applied only to assembly?

  4                   A.   I don't recall if he said those exact

  5              words, but that certainly would be my observation.

  6              And based on my past experience, ATA is all about

  7              assembly.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  So, so, you reached the conclusion

  9              from your conversation or your meeting with Mr.

 10              Koh and Ted that ATA did not have to do with

 11              fabrication?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Objection.

 13                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Form?

 14                        MR. KOH:  It misstates what he just said.

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, then, okay, form.

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 17                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.

 18                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 19                   Q.   I just want to know if Mr. -- Mr. -- or

 20              Ted and Mr. Koh, in their meeting, left you with

 21              the impression that ATA did not have anything to

 22              do with fabrication?

 23                   A.   What do you mean when you say do not have

 24              anything to do with?

 25                   Q.   Well, that -- okay.  You had said that
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  1              ATA was a manufacturing assembly process, correct?

  2                   A.   It's a philosophy.

  3                   Q.   Philosophy.  Is that a -- is it -- is it

  4              a process?

  5                   A.   I would say at the highest level it is a

  6              philosophy, as opposed to hard tooling, other ways

  7              to bring parts together.  It is a way, but not the

  8              only way.

  9                   Q.   A way.  A way of what?

 10                   A.   Of bringing parts together, of assembling

 11              parts.

 12                   Q.   Okay.  So, it is a manufacturing assembly

 13              philosophy?

 14                   A.   That's what I would call it.

 15                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and then I asked you

 16              whether manufacturing includes something, anything

 17              other than assembly, and you said that there's

 18              another aspect of manufacturing and that would be

 19              fabrication?

 20                   A.   In my mind, when I say fabrication, I

 21              reserve, and everybody may not do this, I reserve

 22              that for individual part creation is fabrication,

 23              and then assembly is when you bring more than --

 24              well, two or more parts together, and then

 25              manufacturing would be kind of all of that stuff.
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  1                   Q.   Right.  Both the --

  2                   A.   Just to get an understanding of

  3              semantics.

  4                   Q.   Right, and that's what I'm trying --

  5              that's what I'm trying to get to.  And I think we

  6              understand each other because I think I understand

  7              that in your conception of manufacturing,

  8              manufacturing contemplates both fabrication and

  9              assembly?

 10                   A.   Right.

 11                   Q.   And -- and you are limiting ATA, as I

 12              understand, to the assembly aspect of

 13              manufacturing?

 14                   A.   I'm not sure what you mean when you say

 15              limiting.

 16                   Q.   Well, I mean that ATA does not -- ATA is

 17              not concerned with fabrication?

 18                   A.   Let me clarify my thoughts.

 19                   Q.   Okay.

 20                   A.   If you're going to follow an ATA

 21              philosophy, which I would say, simply stated, is

 22              you're going to assemble parts by using key

 23              characteristics on those parts, like holes in this

 24              specific case.  If that's the approach you're

 25              going to use, then you have to put the holes in
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  1              the right places at the fab level when you fab the

  2              parts that are going to come together later on.

  3              So, in that sense you could say ATA has an impact

  4              on the engineering drawings because those holes

  5              need to be there for assembly, but they don't need

  6              to be there for anything other than that.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  And so -- and so to make -- to

  8              make it clear, my question is whether you

  9              understood, from your conversation with Ted,

 10              whether you understood that ATA required any

 11              particular fabrication processes?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.  I objected

 13              that it was asked and already answered.

 14                        MS. BENTLEY:  You can still answer the

 15              question, but you got to take your hand away from

 16              your mouth.

 17                   A.   Other than you need -- if manufacturing

 18              needs these key characteristics to assemble the

 19              part, then those things need to be put on the

 20              part, whether they're holes or notches or whatever

 21              they happen to be, and people use different key

 22              characteristics to bring parts together.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   There can be key characteristics of angle

 25              to the part?
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   Do you know?

  5                   A.   You can -- you can -- I have seen people

  6              leverage inherent key characteristics to

  7              facilitate ATA.

  8                   Q.   Well, you used -- you used the phrase key

  9              characteristics is something that is used in ATA

 10              to put the holes in the right places.  Using key

 11              characteristics --

 12                   A.   The holes, the holes would be the key

 13              characteristics.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  So, the only key characteristics

 15              for ATA would be the holes?

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   If I'm getting you right.  I'm trying to

 19              understand.

 20                   A.   For these -- for these particular parts,

 21              what I -- my observation is that the things that

 22              are important to get these parts assembled and

 23              what manufacturing is relying on is these holes,

 24              which I would call key characteristics that

 25              facilitate ATA assembly.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  So, when you say key

  2              characteristics, you're talking about the holes?

  3                   A.   Yeah.

  4                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and your understanding of

  5              the holes as being the key characteristics is

  6              based upon what Ted told you?  And if there's

  7              more, that's what I'm trying to get to.

  8                   A.   I've seen -- I've seen ATA before I even

  9              talked to Ted. When I talk to people about this

 10              and people ask me what is ATA, I said have you

 11              ever assembled a piece of Ikea furniture?

 12                   Q.   Okay.  So, it's Ikea furniture to you?

 13                        MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer.

 14                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm sorry, I thought he

 15              had.  I'm not -- I think the record is going to

 16              show that I was not being --

 17                   A.   When I'm trying to explain it to a layman

 18              on what -- it's very simple.  You're not -- you're

 19              not having to build a hard jig to hold parts.  You

 20              pre-drill the parts, so when you assemble them you

 21              just line up the holes, peg it together, and then

 22              finish whatever processes you need to -- you need

 23              to finish up.  So, it's -- you know, that's the --

 24              that's the simplistic analogy that I would use to

 25              explain.  When people say what's the ATA
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  1              philosophy that you're talking about to assemble

  2              stuff, I say, well, you see it in a lot of -- in

  3              a lot of cases.  It's -- it's not anything that's

  4              magical and new.  The basic philosophy has been

  5              very common for years.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   Okay.  So, so, based on your -- based

  8              upon your experience and on what Ted told you,

  9              your conclusion was that ATA was the use of key

 10              characteristic holes to put parts together?

 11                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   Tell me where I'm wrong.  Tell me where

 14              I'm wrong. Obviously I -- obviously I didn't pass

 15              the Koh test, so tell me where I'm wrong.

 16                        MR. KOH:  No, my objection is that you

 17              didn't exhaust all the sources of his information.

 18                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I'm getting there.

 19                        MR. KOH:  It sounded like that was

 20              implicit in your question.

 21                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 22                   Q.   No, no, no, no.  I want to know all of

 23              your sources of information about ATA, and I've

 24              got two sources of information so far about ATA

 25              and I want to exhaust them.  I've got -- I've got
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  1              Mr. Koh and his engineer, Ted.  That's one source.

  2              Your experience, your general experience in the

  3              industry is another source, and I want to run

  4              through them all.  Give us all of them.

  5                   A.   Okay.  The term ATA was not familiar to

  6              me.  We used a philosophy on some assemblies on

  7              some parts to bring parts together based on key

  8              characteristics.  When Mr. Koh and Ted told us

  9              what ATA is, it was, okay, I've seen this before.

 10              It wasn't called ATA, but I understand what you're

 11              doing.

 12                   Q.   Okay.  So, that's your prior experience,

 13              and I'm trying to get beyond Mr. Koh and Ted and

 14              prior experience.  What else was there that

 15              informed you about ATA?

 16                        MR. KOH:  I just have a  - I have an

 17              objection that in the room we have a huge stack of

 18              documents that he said he reviewed.

 19                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, and I'm going to get

 20              to that in a minute.  I'm trying to get to what he

 21              remembered, and I think you understand -- I mean,

 22              you're trying to tell him that he should refer to

 23              something else.

 24                        MR. KOH:  I am not.

 25                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Do you want to just go
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  1              ahead and tell him?

  2                        MR. KOH:  No.  I'm objecting that I think

  3              it's misleading to the witness.

  4                        MS. BENTLEY:  I think for everyone this

  5              will go a lot faster if we limit the speaking

  6              objections.

  7                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  8                   Q.   Okay.  So, so, Mr. Koh is trying to

  9              suggest to you that there's a stack of stuff over

 10              here that you should look in, in answer to my

 11              question.  And if that's true, that's where I was

 12              going next.  I was going to have you look through

 13              the stack and tell us what else in the stack might

 14              have informed you about ATA. But as you sit here

 15              today, having done a Declaration about a month,

 16              two months ago now about this, I'm trying to find

 17              out what you know, as you sit here today, about

 18              ATA and your sources of it?

 19                   A.   Okay.  Another -- in -- in Smyth's bucket

 20              of data --

 21                   Q.   Uh-huh.

 22                   A.   -- there was also some Boeing documents

 23              that talked about ATA.

 24                   Q.   Right.

 25                   A.   Which I read through.
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  1                   Q.   So, you read through -- you read through

  2              -- and I think I've seen there.  I think there's a

  3              thing in there called the ATA Design Guide, the

  4              Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide for

  5              New/Emerging Programs.  Did you see that?

  6                   A.   Yes.

  7                   Q.   And you read that?

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                   Q.   And you carefully considered it?

 10                   A.   Yes.

 11                   Q.   And you incorporated it into your

 12              opinion?

 13                   A.   Not the opinion about unsafe condition.

 14                   Q.   What -- what opinion did you incorporate

 15              it into?

 16                   A.   Into -- in the Declaration, I made some

 17              statements about the ATA process.

 18                   Q.   And -- and what -- what -- what

 19              statements about the ATA process did you make that

 20              you incorporated that into?

 21                   A.   Okay.  Well, I'll give you the paragraph.

 22                   Q.   It's paragraph 11, I think.

 23                   A.   Yes.  So, based on my past experience,

 24              the meeting with Steve Koh and Ted, and the Boeing

 25              information that I had from -- from Dean Smyth's
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  1              bucket of information, it just continued to

  2              reinforce my observation that, well, look at the

  3              acronym, ATA assembly.  It's all about assembly.

  4              And when I read the Boeing documents, the whole

  5              thrust was assembly.  Now, the parts do need stuff

  6              to facilitate this, but ATA is all about assembly.

  7              That's what I came away with.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  And you reached the conclusion

  9              from your review of the Boeing documents and Mr.

 10              Koh and Ted and your prior experience that the

 11              only key characteristics were holes, right?

 12                   A.   For these particular parts.

 13                   Q.   And you're talking about the parts

 14              involved in our case?

 15                   A.   Well, this one right here, for example.

 16                   Q.   Well, for instance, on Exhibit 603, which

 17              is in front of you, does Exhibit 603 call out any

 18              key characteristics?

 19                   A.   It locates the holes.

 20                   Q.   Well, is there actually something on

 21              there that says key characteristics?

 22                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  The document speaks

 23              for itself.

 24                        MR. SKEPNEK:  You're right, it does, and

 25              I'm asking him whether it speaks to key
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  1              characteristics.

  2                   A.   I don't know if it uses those terms.

  3              That's my term.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   And -- and your term is based on what?

  6              Was it based on what Ted and Mr. Koh told you?

  7                   A.   That's what we used to call those things

  8              that you used to bring parts together.

  9                   Q.   Well, look over here.  Do you see key

 10              characteristics?

 11                   A.   Uh-huh.

 12                   Q.   That would be a yes?  Is that yes?

 13                   A.   I don't -- I wouldn't -- I don't know if

 14              that's in the same context or not.

 15                   Q.   Let me first ask, before we get to

 16              context, let's first ask whether the drawing says

 17              key characteristics?

 18                   A.   Yes, it does say key characteristic.

 19                   Q.   And it has three of them, right?

 20                   A.   Yeah.

 21                   Q.   So, that would be plural, key

 22              characteristics.  There are three key

 23              characteristic, right?

 24                   A.   Okay.

 25                   Q.   And this is -- we're looking at Kuss
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  1              Exhibit No. 603.  Do you see that?

  2                   A.   Uh-huh.

  3                   Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude, yes?

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                   Q.   And -- and -- and so is today the first

  6              day that you've noticed that this drawing, 603, or

  7              any of the part drawings say key characteristics?

  8                   A.   Yes, I think it is.

  9                   Q.   Do you know whether all of the part

 10              drawings contain a box that identifies key

 11              characteristics?

 12                   A.   No.

 13                        MR. KOH:  Do you mind if I take a look at

 14              that?

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.

 16                        MR. KOH:  Thank you.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Now -- now, from your review of the

 19              materials, did you -- did you reach the conclusion

 20              that for Boeing, ATA was viewed as a comprehensive

 21              overhaul to the current manufacturing processes at

 22              Boeing?  Did you know that?

 23                        MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,

 24              foundation.

 25                   A.   I have heard people say that, but did I
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  1              know that?  That's a claim.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   How would you determine whether it's a

  4              claim that's true or not?

  5                   A.   When you get to the point that that's the

  6              only way that you assemble aircraft from front

  7              bulkhead to aft bulkhead, then I think you could

  8              say that is a complete overhaul.  But if you're

  9              only doing it with parts of the airplane and other

 10              parts you're not using ATA, then I wouldn't call

 11              it an overhaul.

 12                   Q.   Did you -- did you research Boeing's own

 13              engineering documents to determine whether Boeing

 14              engineers described it as a fabrication process

 15              variability control?

 16                   A.   No.

 17                   Q.   Do you know what a process variability

 18              control is?

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 20                   A.   I believe I do.

 21                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 22                   Q.   Do you know what HVC is?

 23                   A.   I'm not familiar with that acronym.

 24                   Q.   Hardware variability control, are you

 25              familiar with that?
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  1                   A.   Not -- no, I can't say that I am.

  2                   Q.   Did you -- did you -- were you given the

  3              Boeing document, the Boeing process, HVC process

  4              documentation document that is described as

  5              D681654, were you given that?

  6                   A.   I don't recall.  Don't recall.

  7                   Q.   Were you told that the Boeing process,

  8              HVC process capability document was applicable to

  9              the Renton final assembly and all of its

 10              supporting organizations, including Boeing

 11              suppliers for the 737NG aircraft?  Were you told

 12              that?

 13                   A.   No.

 14                   Q.   Do you know what the requirements of HVC

 15              are?

 16                   A.   No.

 17                   Q.   Do you know -- were you told by Boeing or

 18              by Mr. Koh or by Ted that the foundation to ATA is

 19              hardware variability control, HVC?  Were you told

 20              that --

 21                   A.   No.

 22                   Q.   Were you told by Mr. Koh or by Ted that

 23              tolerance analysis is required to determine the

 24              feasibility and requirements for ATA details and

 25              assemblies?
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  1                   A.   No.

  2                   Q.   Were you told that a tolerance analysis

  3              must be based on documented preferred

  4              manufacturing processes and capabilities?  Were

  5              you told that?

  6                   A.   I don't recall.

  7                   Q.   Were you told that the design fabrication

  8              and assembly using ATA manufacturing methods

  9              require that process capabilities be understood

 10              and that some processes must be under statistical

 11              process control?  Were you told that?

 12                   A.   I don't recall.

 13                   Q.   Would that be significant to you?

 14                   A.   No.

 15                   Q.   It wouldn't be.  Were you told that the

 16              ATA Design Guide -- did you actually review it?

 17              Did you actually read it?

 18                   A.   I -- I did go through it.  I picked stuff

 19              out.

 20                   Q.   What stuff did you pick out?

 21                   A.   I picked the stuff out that tried -- the

 22              definition of ATA, I picked out that, when they

 23              were trying to -- what is this beast that -- I

 24              picked that out.  Okay, I tried to understand, you

 25              know, what is this thing they called ATA.
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  Well, let's -- I know that's in

  2              here and let's find it.  Just take us a second

  3              because I know that a minute ago when I was

  4              looking through here I saw that.

  5              Going through the stack of materials that we were

  6              given just a minute ago, that would be among the

  7              things that you reviewed, and here I found it.

  8              It's -- it's actually in a letter -- it's in an

  9              envelope from me to Mr. Smyth dated -- I don't

 10              have a date on it. I can't see a date, but I'll

 11              hand you that.  Is that your handwritten note on

 12              there?

 13                   A.   No.

 14                   Q.   Let's move it up here.  It's a sticky.

 15              Now --

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  That is mine identifying a

 17              letter that was taken out of the packet.

 18                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Do you want it -- do

 19              you want it back?

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  No, I want -- but you

 21              didn't know what the date is.  That is the date.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   Okay, so, so this is a -- counsel has

 24              indicated that this came together with a letter

 25              from me dated December 14th, 2009.  Do you recall
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  1              seeing the letter --

  2                   A.   Yes.

  3                   Q.   -- from me?

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                   Q.   So you knew who I was?

  6                   A.   Yes.

  7                   Q.   You knew my address and phone number and

  8              e-mail?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   Okay.  Now, what is that document that

 11              you're looking at?

 12                   A.   Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide

 13              for New/Emerging Programs.

 14                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Would you get Exhibit 590?

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Did you look at that?

 17                   A.   I flipped through it.

 18                   Q.   Well, what did you -- what did you see

 19              when you flipped through it?

 20                   A.   I didn't see anything relative to

 21              evidence of an unsafe condition.

 22                   Q.   Well --

 23                   A.   It did give me a better knowledge of what

 24              ATA was all about.

 25                   Q.   Well, why don't you tell us what you
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  1              looked at in there that gave you knowledge of what

  2              ATA was about?  And here's what I'm -- I just want

  3              to make sure that we're looking at the same thing.

  4              This has been previously marked as an exhibit in

  5              this case, Exhibit 590.  Am I showing you Exhibit

  6              590?  Is that the same thing that you looked at?

  7                   A.   Looks like it.

  8                   Q.   Okay.

  9                   A.   Looks like it.

 10                   Q.   So, as you look at Exhibit 590 --

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Counsel, when the -- when

 12              the court reporter prepares the booklet, will the

 13              exhibits be attached?

 14                        MR. SKEPNEK:  We can talk about that

 15              later.  I don't know.

 16                        MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yes.

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  We will have to

 18              have those.  Thank you.

 19                   A.   What I got out of this were these --

 20              these were things  you had to think about if you

 21              were going to be successful with ATA and the

 22              design of individual parts.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   What were the things you had to think

 25              about?
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  1                   A.   Well, the shape and the dimensions and

  2              where you located these things to bring parts

  3              together, et cetera, et cetera.

  4                   Q.   What's an abstract?  What's an abstract?

  5                   A.   What's an abstract?

  6                   Q.   Right.

  7                   A.   Would be just --

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form.

  9                   A.   -- a quick overview of the document.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   Okay.  Well, go to -- before you go to

 12              the abstract of that document, let me show you

 13              Exhibit 602.  Were you shown Exhibit 602?

 14                   A.   I don't recall it.

 15                   Q.   It says, "Advanced Technology Assembly is

 16              marketed as a strategic plan for aircraft

 17              manufacturing at Wichita Division."  This is a

 18              Boeing document.  Do you see that -- do you see

 19              that stamp down and the BTL 1084.  That means that

 20              when we went and looked at the Boeing Technical

 21              Library, this is a document that we pulled out of

 22              the Boeing Technical Library.

 23              So, did-- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted show you this

 24              document which is Boeing's own description of ATA?

 25                   A.   I don't recall seeing this; however, this
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  1              reinforces my feelings.

  2                   Q.   Okay.

  3                   A.   Because everything about it, shim

  4              elimination, simplified tooling, flow production,

  5              this is all about assembly.

  6                   Q.   What about -- what about the last bullet

  7              -- what does it say assembly, fabrication process

  8              variability control?

  9                   A.   It says the big thing is assembly.

 10              That's where the bang for the buck is here is

 11              assembly, assembly, assembly.

 12                   Q.   So, what about where it says fabrication

 13              process variability control, are you ignoring

 14              that?

 15                   A.   I'm not ignoring that, but that's just,

 16              to me, to me, that's a -- just an empowering thing

 17              that you need to do to really get at the crux of

 18              the issue, which is assembly.  Assembly flow,

 19              tooling and things like that.

 20                   Q.   Well, how does HVC apply to the assembly?

 21                   A.   I don't have a clue.

 22                   Q.   Well, it says, it says, "The foundation

 23              to ATA is hardware variability control."  Is that

 24              what it says?

 25                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
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  1                   A.   I am -- I am trying to tell you my

  2              opinion and how I arrived at my opinion.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   Is -- are you familiar with the Latin

  5              term ipse dixit?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   That it is so because I say it's so; are

  8              you familiar with that at all?

  9                   A.   I've heard that in English, yes.

 10                   Q.   Okay.  So, it's so because I say it's so.

 11              Now --

 12                        MR. ROBISON:  I object.  Argumentative.

 13                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it's kind of hard to

 14              be argumentative until I get it out.  I'll give

 15              you a chance to say it again.

 16                        MR. ROBISON:  I'm ready.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   So, your opinion about -- about ATA, is

 19              your opinion based upon the documents from Boeing

 20              that describe ATA, or is that opinion based upon

 21              because you say it's so?

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form and

 23              foundation.

 24                        MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.

 25                        MR. ROBISON:   And argumentative.
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  1                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join in the argumentative.

  2                   A.   It's based on my interpretation of what I

  3              have read, including Boeing documents.  You know,

  4              what's the bottom line? What are people trying to

  5              accomplish?  It's all about assembling airplanes

  6              any more efficient, fast, less expensive process.

  7                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  8                   Q.   Let's go to the abstract on page 2 of the

  9              Boeing design guide.  Why don't you read that?

 10                   A.   This further reinforces --

 11                   Q.   Good, read it.

 12                   A.   -- my feeling because it says,

 13              "Successful ATA is dependent on the accuracy of

 14              the detail parts key features." They're two

 15              different things.  There's the parts that come in

 16              and then there's the ATA.  So, in my mind, ATA is

 17              assembly, and you need to do certain things to the

 18              parts to be successful at it. But if you want to

 19              know what ATA is, it's all about assembly.

 20                   Q.   Well, go ahead and read the rest of that?

 21              What does it say?

 22                   A.   "A tolerance analysis is required" --

 23                   Q.   No, let's read the whole paragraph.

 24              "Successful ATA," go ahead from there. "Successful

 25              ATA is" --
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  1                   A.   "Dependent on the accuracy of the detail

  2              parts key features."

  3                   Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what a key

  4              feature is?

  5                   A.   I think I do.

  6                   Q.   What's a key feature?

  7                   A.   I would say these holes in these parts

  8              are an example of a key feature.

  9                   Q.   But are there other key features?

 10                   A.   There could be.

 11                   Q.   Do you know what they might be?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Object.  Lack of foundation.

 13                   A.   I won't speculate.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   But you've given opinions about what ATA

 16              means, and I want to know what you think that

 17              means when it says "dependent on the accuracy of

 18              the detail parts key features."  You've said holes

 19              are key features.  I want to know if there are

 20              other key features other than holes?

 21                        MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.

 22                   A.   Yeah, I think I answered that.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Well, are key features and key

 25              characteristics the same thing?  Because if you
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  1              have, then you've answered the question already.

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

  3              foundation, argumentative.

  4                   A.   These things that we're talking about

  5              that it says have to be accurate, whatever it is

  6              that the ATA process is dependent upon, those

  7              things have to be right, whatever you want to call

  8              them.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Okay.  So, those might be -- those might

 11              be the surface of the part?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.

 13                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 14                   Q.   You don't know?

 15                   A.   Perhaps.  It depends on -- it depends on

 16              the part.

 17                   Q.   And to know that, you would have to look

 18              at the drawing for the part, right?

 19                   A.   Exactly.

 20                   Q.   Right.  So, the drawing for the part says

 21              what are the key features or key characteristics?

 22                   A.   I don't know enough about these

 23              particular parts to be able to say exactly what it

 24              is that has to be exactly right to have a

 25              successful ATA.
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  1                   Q.   The next sentence reads:  "A tolerance

  2              analysis is required to determine the feasibility

  3              and requirements for ATA details and assemblies."

  4              What does that mean?

  5                   A.   I'm not sure.

  6                   Q.   The next sentence says, "The tolerance

  7              analysis shall be based upon documented preferred

  8              manufacturing processes and capabilities."  Do you

  9              know what that means?

 10                   A.   No.

 11                   Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing process

 12              is?

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing

 15              capability is?

 16                   A.   Yes.

 17                   Q.   How would you assess -- how would you

 18              assess manufacturing processes and capabilities?

 19                   A.   What I don't know is what does documented

 20              preferred imply.  I don't know what that means.

 21                   Q.   When you read the -- this ATA Design

 22              Guide as you were -- as you were -- this -- was

 23              this during the 24 hours or so that you spent

 24              studying this before you gave an opinion to Mr. --

 25                   A.   Uh-huh.
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  1                   Q.   -- Smyth?

  2                   A.   Yes.

  3                   Q.   Well, when you -- when you did that, did

  4              you -- did you try and determine what that means?

  5                   A.   No.

  6                   Q.   It says "design, fabrication and assembly

  7              using ATA manufacturing methods."  Did I read that

  8              right?

  9                   A.   I guess, yeah, you read the words right.

 10                   Q.   "Require that process capabilities be

 11              understood and some processes must be under

 12              statistical process control."  Did I read that

 13              right?

 14                   A.   You got the words right.

 15                   Q.   Can you tell us what that means?

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 17                        MR. KOH:   Join.  Lack of foundation.

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.

 19                   A.   It means you need to control the process

 20              and make sure these things that need to be right

 21              are right.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   Now, you -- you've expressed the opinion

 24              that ATA does not require machine tooling or

 25              computerized tooling.  You've expressed that
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  1              opinion.

  2                   A.   I don't think I said that.

  3                   Q.   What did you say?

  4                   A.   I said that ATA is a approach to assembly

  5              parts that can minimize the need for rigid tools

  6              and fixtures and, therefore, reduce -- potentially

  7              reduce time and costs and et cetera, et cetera.

  8                   Q.   Well, are you -- are you telling us -- do

  9              you know whether ATA requires computerized

 10              machining of the parts?  Can you tell us?

 11                   A.   In my opinion -- can I give an opinion?

 12              ATA would not require computerized fabrication of

 13              the parts.

 14                   Q.   And the basis for that opinion is what?

 15                   A.   As long as you locate these things that

 16              are important to be successful at ATA, in my

 17              opinion, it wouldn't matter how you created them

 18              as long as they're right.

 19                   Q.   Does it matter what the engineers who

 20              drew -- who drew the drawings, made the drawings

 21              and what they put on the drawings, does it matter

 22              what they say?

 23                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can

 25              answer.
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  1                   A.   Does it matter what they say?

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Yeah.

  4                   A.   Maybe.

  5                   Q.   Does it matter what the drawings say?

  6                   A.   It matters what the drawings say.

  7                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

  8                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  9                   Q.   Right.  So, what they say after the fact

 10              about the drawings is not what's important, it

 11              matters what the drawings say?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:   Foundation.

 14                        MR. ROBISON:  Argumentative.

 15                   A.   Most drawings make allowances so that

 16              manufacturing planning can choose what they feel

 17              is the most optimum way to manufacture parts.

 18              It's not the purview of design engineering to make

 19              the call on how things are fabbed or assembled.

 20              That's my experience.

 21                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 22                   Q.   Do you see right here?  Can you look in

 23              this box right here?  Do you see an S-3?

 24                   A.   Yeah.

 25                   Q.   Do you know what that means?
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  1                   A.   No.  I couldn't say I know what that

  2              means.

  3                   Q.   Can you see it better that way?

  4                   A.   Yes, I see the S-3, yes.

  5                   Q.   So that's a flag note.  Do you know what

  6              a flag note is?

  7                   A.   It's a note in a flag.

  8                   Q.   Well, when there's a flag note on a

  9              drawing, what does that mean?

 10                   A.   It's part of the drawing.

 11                   Q.   So, so, do we need to know what that flag

 12              note means before we start interpreting the

 13              drawing?

 14                   A.   Certainly manufacturing would need to

 15              understand what that meant so they can put

 16              together the build paper to build the part.

 17                   Q.   Right.  Do you need to know what that

 18              means for you to understand what the engineering

 19              requirements are?

 20                   A.   Do I need to know it?

 21                   Q.   Yeah.

 22                   A.   Not necessarily.

 23                   Q.   Well --

 24                   A.   For me --

 25                   Q.   Where would you go to find out what --
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  1                        MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer,

  2              Bill.

  3                        MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I actually think he

  4              jumped in on me, but fine, you know.  This is, by

  5              the way, being videotaped.  So if you're going to

  6              try and make a record that I'm being abusive to

  7              the witness, then you're going to fail in it

  8              because I'm not.

  9                        MR. ROBISON:  Real simple.  Let him

 10              finish.  Don't step on him.

 11                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I didn't step on him.

 12              Okay.  Now, what was the last question?

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:   Mr. Eastin, you have to

 14              let counsel finish his question and he will afford

 15              you the same courtesy.

 16                        THE WITNESS:  Okay.

 17                        THE REPORTER:   The last question was:

 18              "Where would you go to find out what" --

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   Where would we go to find out what S-3

 21              means?  Where would you look?

 22                   A.   I'm not -- I don't know with Boeing's

 23              drawing system.

 24                   Q.   Well, did Mr. Koh or Ted tell you where

 25              you'd look to find out what S-3 means?
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  1                   A.   I don't recall.

  2                   Q.   Well, this says ATA on the drawing,

  3              right?

  4                   A.   Yeah, it's an advanced assembly piece of

  5              -- it's an advanced assembly part.  It's basically

  6              telling the world that we are going to assemble

  7              this part with the ATA philosophy, so there are

  8              things in here that need to be right.

  9                   Q.   Right.  So, so, might you -- might you

 10              not look at Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide?

 11              You think there might be some help for you in

 12              that?

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 14              foundation.

 15                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 16                   A.   Certainly the designer who's laying this

 17              thing out needs to be cognizant of this.

 18                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 19                   Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out

 20              need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?

 21                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.

 22                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 23                   Q.   Is that what you said?

 24                        MR. KOH:  Lack of foundation.

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out

  3              need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?

  4                   A.   I would say it would be a good idea.

  5                   Q.   Would the liaison engineers who

  6              disposition parts on Material Review Board, should

  7              they be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.

  9                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 10                   A.   Let me think about that.  I would say not

 11              necessarily.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   What if the MRB -- what if there is a

 14              statistical tolerancing approach for MRB

 15              evaluation that's discussed in the ATA Design

 16              Guide?

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Same objections.

 18                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 19                   A.   In my experience, when you get -- when

 20              you get to the -- at the end of the day when you

 21              have to make a decision on whether this part that

 22              has a discrepancy can be, you know, how to

 23              disposition it, it basically becomes an issue of

 24              quantitatively defining what the part is, what the

 25              dimensions are, holes, whatever it is, and what
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  1              those mean relative to the type design

  2              requirements.  And however this part got made, I

  3              would say might be interesting, but at the end of

  4              the day it's what's the physical condition of the

  5              part.

  6                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  7                   Q.   Well, let's --

  8                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  One minute on tape.

  9                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay, take a break.

 10                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.

 11                        {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

 12                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.

 13              The time is 2:20:43.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   Okay.  Now, we've been looking at FS-3,

 16              flag note 3?

 17                   A.   Uh-huh, okay.

 18                   Q.   And -- and then if you go to page 8, in

 19              Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide, do you find

 20              FLS-3?

 21                   A.   Uh-huh.

 22                   Q.   Flag note S-3.  It says, "Features

 23              identified as statistically toleranced shall be

 24              produced with statistical process controls."  Do

 25              you see that?
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  1                   A.   Uh-huh.

  2                   Q.   What does that mean?

  3                        MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  That's an

  4              incomplete reading of the flag note.

  5                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form foundation.

  6                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm not finished with it.

  7              I'm going sentence-by-sentence.  I'm going to go

  8              through every word of it.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   What does that first sentence mean?

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 12                   A.   Well, just what it said.  It's talking

 13              about statistical process controls.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   So, does that mean that this part, this

 16              part that's described by Exhibit 603, is to be

 17              produced with statistical process controls?

 18                        MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.

 19              Object to the form.

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join.

 21                   A.   I'm not -- I don't know -- I don't know

 22              the Boeing drawings enough to be able to answer

 23              this line of questions. You're going to a level of

 24              detail that I'm just going to have to basically

 25              say I don't know.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Well, now, I don't want Mr. Koh to be

  3              throwing rocks at me if I don't go through the

  4              next -- the rest of flag note S-3 --

  5                   A.   You can go through every note you want

  6              and I'm going to just have to say I don't know.

  7                   Q.   So, in your understanding and

  8              interpretation of ATA, you don't know what flag

  9              note S-3 means?

 10                   A.   No.

 11                   Q.   On page 8, page 8 of the ATA Design

 12              Guide, Exhibit 590. Is that what we're looking at?

 13                   A.   Yeah.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  Get 643.  I'll hand you what's

 15              already been marked and identified by Mr. Paul

 16              Wolfe in a deposition a few weeks ago, less than a

 17              few weeks ago, up in Seattle as Exhibit 643.  Were

 18              you shown Exhibit 643?

 19                   A.   Not that I recall.

 20                   Q.   What's it called, HVC Process

 21              Documentation.  Do you see that?

 22                   A.   Yes.

 23                   Q.   Do you recognize it as a Boeing document?

 24                   A.   Yes.

 25                   Q.   It's actually signed off by Mr. Wolfe.
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  1              Do you see that two lines up from the bottom?

  2                   A.   Uh-huh.

  3                   Q.   And --

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                   Q.   Now, going back to the ATA Design Guide,

  6              actually I want -- what happened to Exhibit 602 --

  7              602, is that one page?  Right there, there it is.

  8              Exhibit 602 says the foundation -- the foundation

  9              of -- it says foundation -- my bifocals are

 10              getting me right there.  I can't quite read it.

 11              Could you read that?

 12                   A.   "The foundation of ATA is hardware

 13              variability control."

 14                   Q.   And then we're looking at Exhibit 643,

 15              and -- and will these documents typically have a

 16              definition of the scope of the document?  In other

 17              words, what it applies to?

 18                   A.   Uh-huh.

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Go to page 8 of Exhibit 643.  See a scope

 22              provision there?

 23                   A.   Uh-huh.

 24                   Q.   It says what?

 25                   A.   "This document is applicable to the
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  1              Renton final Assembly," with a Big A, assembly,

  2              "and all of its supporting organizations,

  3              including Boeing suppliers."

  4                   Q.   It supports references 1 through 3 and

  5              provides concepts, methods and responsibilities

  6              required to implement and sustain hardware

  7              variability control, correct?

  8                   A.   Right, yeah.

  9                   Q.   And do you understand that the final

 10              assembly of the 737NG aircraft is in Renton?

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

 12                   A.   Yes.

 13                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 14                   Q.   And then when you look at -- when you

 15              look at the ATA Design Guide, Exhibit 590, do you

 16              see the key words, do you see HVC?

 17                   A.   Yes.

 18                   Q.   Now, would you want to know what Boeing

 19              says about the meaning of hardware variability

 20              control in understanding ATA?

 21                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 23                   A.   To the level I wanted to understand what

 24              it was they were talking about when they said ATA,

 25              no.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Well, would you want to know what

  3              Boeing's requirements for product acceptance to

  4              statistical tolerance were?

  5                   A.   No.

  6                   Q.   So, you wouldn't want to know about

  7              document or drawing No. 800-10438, Exhibit No.

  8              625?

  9                        MR. KOH:  Object --

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   You wouldn't care about that?

 12                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   You wouldn't care about that?

 16                   A.   No.

 17                   Q.   Would you want to know how Boeing made

 18              its own supplier ATA capability assessments?

 19                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.  Know for

 20              what purpose?

 21                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 22                   Q.   For expressing your opinion,

 23              understanding ATA?

 24                        MR. KOH:  That's two different things.

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's the opinion

  2              we're talking about.

  3                        MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as

  4              well because his opinion is within his

  5              Declaration.  You're way off base on that and I

  6              object to continued questions on things outside

  7              his Declaration.

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I just love being directed

  9              back to his Declaration.  Let's go back there.

 10                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 11                   Q.   What you say here in your Declaration is,

 12              "based on my understanding of ATA."

 13                   A.   There you go.

 14                   Q.   Right.  And so we're trying to -- we're

 15              trying to know what your understanding of ATA is

 16              and what the basis for that understanding is.  And

 17              my question is, whether knowledge of Boeing's own

 18              supplier ATA capability acceptance document would

 19              be important to you in understanding ATA?

 20                   A.   Not to the level I felt I needed to

 21              understand it.

 22                   Q.   Well, and that, by the way, is Exhibit

 23              587.  You weren't shown that either, were you?

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 25              foundation.
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  1                   A.   I don't recall.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   If it's not in the documents, I guess you

  4              weren't shown it?

  5                   A.   If it was in the Dean Smyth package, I

  6              may have flipped through it.

  7                   Q.   Were you given the -- were you given the

  8              -- I'll go ahead and show it to you, Exhibit 587.

  9              Have you seen it?

 10                   A.   Not that I recall.

 11                   Q.   So, if it says that -- if -- if it says

 12              that ATA capability is based upon machine tooling,

 13              you couldn't -- you wouldn't know one way or

 14              another about that?

 15                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Go to page 1.  What does it say in the

 19              second paragraph?

 20                   A.   Well, I haven't seen this before, but

 21              it's -- to me it's interesting.  It says -- I go

 22              back to, for me, ATA is an assembly philosophy at

 23              the high level.  Now, all the things you need to

 24              do to be successful at that, and I paraphrase

 25              what's in this Boeing document, it includes part
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  1              fabrication and it says there are alternatives

  2              available to the supplier to establish an ATA

  3              process.  Now, I would say the process gets into

  4              the nitty-gritty details of how you're going to

  5              implement this ATA approach to assembly, and it

  6              says certainly the preferred process would be one

  7              in which the supplier uses CATIA for their CAD

  8              system and CNC mill for establishing part geometry

  9              and hole placement, blah, blah blah.  None of

 10              these is a requirement, however, in place of

 11              CATIA.  So, there's provisions made, precision

 12              jigs may and in some instances should replace the

 13              CNC mill.  There is -- there's ways to get to a

 14              successful ATA assembly.  For me, ATA does not

 15              connotate you must absolutely have to, under any

 16              circumstances, produce the parts with computer

 17              controlled equipment, do CNN, statistically

 18              control your processes.  It doesn't say that.  I

 19              don't see anything in -- in any of this stuff.  In

 20              fact, it's the other way around.  There is more

 21              than one way to skin the cat and accomplish a

 22              successful ATA.

 23                   Q.   Are you done?

 24                   A.   No.

 25                   Q.   Okay.  Go on.
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  1                   A.   Yes, I'm done.

  2                   Q.   Well, I want you to go back to page 1.

  3                   A.   Page 1.

  4                   Q.   Did you -- did you just read page 1 to

  5              us?

  6                   A.   No, I read -- I read Section 2, Process

  7              Validation.

  8                   Q.   Well, let's -- let's go to Section 1,

  9              Advanced Technology Assembly.

 10                   A.   This means you are not required to have a

 11              CNN -- CMM.

 12                   Q.   CMM.  We're going to go back to the CMM.

 13                   A.   But I just read a paragraph here which

 14              basically, to me, supports my position that ATA is

 15              an assembly philosophy, not necessarily contingent

 16              on statistical process control, CNN, CATIA, all of

 17              those things.  Those are just ways to accomplish

 18              the end, which is ATA.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Now, let's go back to page 1.

 20              What does it say? What's the heading?

 21                   A.   Advanced Technology Assembly.

 22                   Q.   What does it say under paragraph 2?

 23              Would you read paragraph 2?

 24                   A.   Now, this is how Boeing has chosen to go

 25              about and do this.
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  1                   Q.   What does it say?

  2                   A.   Although, in here, they say --

  3                        MS. BENTLEY:  Sir --

  4                   A.   -- some of these things are not required.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   What does it say?

  7                   A.   I just read what it said.

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, just answer his

  9              question or we'll be here until --

 10                        THE WITNESS:  Sorry.

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   What does it say, paragraph 2, read it,

 13              please.

 14                   A.   "In order for ATA to be successfully

 15              implemented, several tools and processes are

 16              required.  Amongst them was critical or digitally

 17              engineered models as a controlling drawing used in

 18              conjunction with CNC machine tools."

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Now, stop there for a second.

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   I'm perfectly willing to read on, but

 22              what is a CNC machine tool?

 23                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation

 24              as to this document.  He's testified he's never

 25              seen it before.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   What is a CNC machine tool?

  3                   A.   It's a computer controlled machine.

  4                   Q.   So, it says -- it says that's required,

  5              doesn't it?

  6                        MR. KOH:  The document speaks for itself.

  7                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  8                   Q.   Well, I mean, if it doesn't say that,

  9              tell us it doesn't say that because I'm going to

 10              go to page 2, which is where you wanted to read,

 11              and we're going to talk about that.

 12              What is a -- what is -- what is a CNC machine

 13              tool?

 14                   A.   It doesn't -- to me, this doesn't say the

 15              CNC machine tool is required.  It doesn't say that

 16              to me.

 17                   Q.   It says, it says, "In order for ATA to be

 18              successfully implemented, several tools and

 19              processes are required."

 20                   A.   Yeah.

 21                   Q.   It says, "Among the most critical are a

 22              digitally engineered model as the controlling

 23              drawing used in conjunction with CNC machine

 24              tools," and it's your testimony that does not

 25              require CNC machine tools?
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  1                   A.   That's not the way I read the sentence,

  2              no.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  On down it says, it talks about

  4              CMMs, right?

  5                   A.   Uh-huh.

  6                   Q.   "The final element" -- well, I don't want

  7              to skip anything.  The next sentence is:  "This

  8              marriage allows us to ensure accurate first

  9              generation engineering to drive reliable accurate

 10              production methods."  Then it goes on, "The final

 11              element is the acceptance of the product and the

 12              assurance of product integrity.  While not

 13              required for ATA, coordinate measuring machines

 14              have proven to be invaluable."  Isn't that what a

 15              CMM is?

 16                   A.   Yeah.

 17                   Q.   Okay.  Now, you wanted to read from the

 18              second page. Now, I'd like you to read from the

 19              second page because that talks about CMM machines,

 20              doesn't it?

 21                   A.   Let me read from the first page:  While

 22              not required for ATA production, coordinate

 23              measuring machines have proven to be invaluable in

 24              performing blah, blah, blah, but that right there

 25              says not required.
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  1                   Q.   Well, wasn't my question about

  2              computerized CNC machine tools?  I was asking if

  3              CNC machine tools were being -- were required.

  4              Are CNC machine tools and CMM measuring machines,

  5              are those the same thing?

  6                   A.   No.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  So, it says CNC machine tools are

  8              required?

  9                   A.   No, it doesn't.  I'm sorry, I interrupted

 10              you.

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Yes, you did.

 12                   A.   Go back.

 13                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 14                   Q.   It says CNC machine tools are required;

 15              it says CMMs measuring machines are an option?

 16                        MR. KOH:  Objection, argumentative,

 17              misstates the document, asked and answered.

 18                   A.   I'm sorry, I do not see in here that CNC

 19              machine tools are required.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Nor do you see that in Exhibit 590,

 22              right?

 23                        MS. BENTLEY:  Which one is 590?

 24                        MR. SKEPNEK:   That's the ATA Design

 25              Guide.  That's that one that we've been talking
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  1              about.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Right?

  4                   A.   Yes.  If you are going to use CNC

  5              machines, you must have a digital description of

  6              the part or it just stands to reason, you know, if

  7              you're going to use CNC, you've got to have a

  8              digital -- the database.  But just because you

  9              have a digital database, doesn't mean you have to

 10              use -- it's illogical because I can get the data

 11              from the CATIA digital database, I can get that

 12              data and get enough information to hand-build a

 13              part if I want to.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   Now, when you --

 16                   A.   It's not -- it's -- you know, if you're

 17              going to CNC machine, you've got to have the

 18              digital database.  But if you've got a --if you

 19              got the digital database, it doesn't mean you have

 20              to CNC machine.  Why would you have to?

 21                   Q.   And that's your interpretation of the

 22              Boeing ATA documents that we've just reviewed?

 23                   A.   That's based on my experience with not

 24              CATIA, but Unigraphics databases for parts that I

 25              was responsible for where we actually had a
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  1              digital description of the part, but we didn't use

  2              CNC to make the parts.

  3                   Q.   All right.  So, based -- your opinion is

  4              based upon your experience in doing work in the

  5              past, right?

  6                   A.   Correct.

  7                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form.

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and is that opinion also

 11              based upon your interpretation of these Boeing

 12              documents I've just shown you?

 13                   A.   For me --

 14                        MR. KOH:  I'm going to object to the

 15              form.

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   Yeah, I mean, are --

 18                        MR. KOH:  How can his opinion expressed

 19              be based on what you just showed him?

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   No, no.  Is that opinion supported by

 22              these documents I've just shown you?

 23                   A.   I would say the point that you're raising

 24              is very arguable.

 25                   Q.   Meaning that it's not clear from the
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  1              documents that computerized machining is required?

  2                   A.   No.

  3                        MR. KOH:   Object to the form.

  4                   A.   Not to me.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   Meaning what?  What's arguable?

  7                   A.   That statement.

  8                   Q.   Right.  Okay, so, you're saying it's --

  9              it's arguable that computerized machining is

 10              required?  You're saying that's arguable, right?

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,

 12              foundation.

 13                        MR. ROBISON:  Misstates his testimony.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   Are you saying that's not arguable?

 16                   A.   I'm saying based on what I've seen, I

 17              think that's a questionable position.

 18                   Q.   Okay.

 19                   A.   And to me, it's not logical either from

 20              an engineering perspective.  There's no logic to

 21              support that.

 22                   Q.   Right.  And -- and -- and your testimony

 23              is that based upon the materials I've just -- I've

 24              just shown you, because counsel earlier asked me

 25              to show you documents, and based on the documents
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  1              I just shown you, you believe that that position

  2              is not logical?

  3                   A.   Even more so.

  4                   Q.   Right.  So, so your view is that these

  5              documents do not support the proposition that

  6              computerized machining is required for these ATA

  7              parts?

  8                   A.   That's where I'm at right now.

  9                   Q.   Okay.  Now, in paragraph 11 of your -- of

 10              your statement -- I think it's right here --

 11              something called -- let's go through paragraph 11

 12              because this is the ATA paragraph.

 13                   A.   Uh-huh.

 14                   Q.   It says something called Advanced

 15              Technology Assembly was required.  Based on my

 16              understanding of ATA, it was an assembly approach

 17              that uses certain holes in individual parts to

 18              facilitate -- facilitate assembly of these parts.

 19              And that -- that, you believe, is supported by

 20              Exhibit 590, Exhibit 602, and Exhibit 643?

 21                   A.   I don't recall what those numbers were.

 22                   Q.   Well, we're going to have to do for the

 23              record, will everyone stipulate that those are the

 24              ones we've been looking at? If not, we're going to

 25              have to go back and do it.
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  1                        MS. BENTLEY:  I have to know what

  2              exhibits they are because I don't have copies.

  3                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm going to do it.  I'm

  4              going to do it.  Right here.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   You believe that that opinion is -- is

  7              supported by Exhibit 602?

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.

  9                   A.   Where I say based on my understanding --

 10              well, when I wrote this Declaration, I hadn't seen

 11              some of this stuff.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   Right, but what you say in this

 14              Declaration, you still believe today after having

 15              seen these documents?

 16                   A.   Oh, even more so.

 17                   Q.   Even more so, right.  So, so, what I'm

 18              asking you is whether your opinion as expressed in

 19              paragraph 11 is supported by Exhibit 602?

 20                   A.   I believe it is.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  Is your opinion supported by

 22              Exhibit 590?

 23                   A.   What little bit I've looked at, yes.

 24                   Q.   Is your opinion supported by Exhibit 587?

 25                   A.   I -- I believe -- it certainly isn't
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  1              negated.

  2                   Q.   And is your opinion supported by Exhibit

  3              643?

  4                   A.   Same thing.  I see no reason to change my

  5              Declaration based on what I've seen.

  6                   Q.   Right.  And would you agree with me that

  7              these four documents that I've shown you are

  8              relevant to a consideration and understanding of

  9              ATA?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:   Object to form,

 12              foundation.

 13                   A.   It depends on the level of understanding

 14              that one is trying to get to.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Are you aware of any other documents that

 17              relate or relate to ATA or describe it or define

 18              it, other than these four documents?

 19                   A.   From Boeing?

 20                   Q.   Yes.

 21                   A.   No, although I did -- yes, I did see

 22              something else, but I didn't see it in here that

 23              basically was what I thought was a very good

 24              high-level definition of ATA.

 25                   Q.   Okay.  Is it among the documents that you
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  1              reviewed?

  2                   A.   It was in the Dean Smyth information.  I

  3              would have to go dig that up.

  4                   Q.   I'm going to need -- I'm going to need to

  5              see it.  What we can do is we can take a break

  6              and on the break you can look for it, because I

  7              need to know what it is you're talking about

  8              because I'm not aware of it.  So, let's take a

  9              break.

 10                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.

 11                        (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;

 12              WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 680,

 13              No 681, No 682, No 683, No 684 and No 685 were

 14              marked for identification by the reporter.)

 15                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.

 16              The time is 14:58:28.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Okay.  Just for clarity of the record,

 19              we've been talking about Exhibit 590, which we

 20              have another copy here someplace, but what we were

 21              talking about was actually the copy that was in

 22              your files that was given to us a little bit

 23              earlier with Miss Bentley's sticky on it with the

 24              date of the letter, and I've put an exhibit

 25              sticker on that so that we know exactly what we've
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  1              been looking at, and that's Exhibit -- my eyes

  2              aren't good enough to tell me.

  3                   A.   684.

  4                   Q.   684.

  5                        MR. KOH:  For the record, that's --that's

  6              one of the attachments to a letter that you sent

  7              to the government dated December 14th, 2009,

  8              because there are others that are below that which

  9              I don't think you're including as part of the

 10              exhibit.

 11                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.  Right.  And which

 12              I'm sure you can do if you choose, but and I'm not

 13              sure -- I mean, that's what Miss Bentley has told

 14              us.  I'm not stipulating to that.  It may well be

 15              true, I just don't have a copy of my own records

 16              on that.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Okay.  What I want you to do is I want

 19              you to go into Exhibit, what is it, 5 --

 20                   A.   684.

 21                   Q.   684.  Would you -- would you tell us all

 22              of the parts -- all of the underlines or notes or

 23              comments that you made in that document when you

 24              reviewed it?  I didn't see any, but if I missed

 25              them, I want to know if you highlighted anything
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  1              or --

  2                   A.   Is this -- did this -- is this the

  3              document that came out of the Dean Smyth's

  4              submittal.

  5                   Q.   It is.

  6                   A.   Then -- then I didn't do anything to it.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  Well, the other stuff that we were

  8              given just at the beginning of the last -- at the

  9              end of the last break or the beginning of the last

 10              segment were -- are here on the floor next to you.

 11              And what I want you to do is I want you to find

 12              all of the documents that you got in there in

 13              which you made some comment or made some note in

 14              the documents.

 15                   A.   I don't believe I made any in those

 16              documents.

 17                   Q.   Okay.  Did you make any comments or notes

 18              in any documents?

 19                   A.   I made -- I made a number of notes in the

 20              -- there is a three-ring binder that Dean Smyth

 21              put together that had letters and various things

 22              that I would call like a top level binder, if you

 23              will.  And then if the -- if the references

 24              supporting any of that was too voluminous to get

 25              into the three-ring binder, then it was in one of
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  1              the packages.  So, where my notes and comments and

  2              tabbed pages, et cetera, et cetera, were in the

  3              three-ring binder that Dean gave me and I left the

  4              other stuff clean.  At least that was my intent.

  5              My intent was not to mark that stuff and I put all

  6              of my marks, either my separate notes or I marked

  7              and commented on the three-ring binder stuff.

  8                   Q.   Then I guess I'm confused.  I thought

  9              that Exhibit 684 came out of the Smyth bucket?

 10                   A.   It came out of the Smyth bucket, but

 11              there's two buckets.  There's sub-buckets within

 12              the Smyth bucket.  There's a blue three-ring

 13              binder where he very nicely tabbed all the letters

 14              and a lot of e-mails and stuff that were, I would

 15              say, high-level stuff.  And then if there was

 16              backup reference stuff, for example, he had one of

 17              your letters in -- in one of those as an item, and

 18              then all the exhibits that supported that letter

 19              were in a reference package.  And so what I did is

 20              I took the three-ring binder and that's where I

 21              put all my stuff.

 22                   Q.   Okay.

 23                   A.   And I left this stuff clean.

 24                        MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to

 25              interrupt, but I need to make a record on
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  1              something and I'd like -- this might be just the

  2              right opportunity --

  3                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask one more

  4              question and then make your record.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   So, then Exhibit 684, there would also be

  7              a parallel Exhibit 684 in those binders?

  8                   A.   There would be something that pointed to

  9              the package. Like he numbered these 1 through 7, I

 10              think.  There would be -- there would be -- in his

 11              three-ring binder there would be a page  -- or

 12              pages.  And if in those pages it referenced this,

 13              then he sent me to the package that this was in.

 14                   Q.   Right.  What I'm trying to understand is

 15              in the three-ring binder would we find the ATA

 16              Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs?

 17                   A.   Not necessarily because he -- because the

 18              binder wasn't that thick.  So, he basically put a

 19              top-level document that might have referred to

 20              that, but then he sent me to, you know --

 21                   Q.   So, then when you reviewed this ATA

 22              Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs, which

 23              we've now marked as Exhibit 684, any comments you

 24              had about it you would have made in the blue

 25              binder?
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  1                   A.   Yes.

  2                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Go ahead.

  3                        MR. KOH:  So, for the record, Relators

  4              noted this deposition and have requested that the

  5              government provide the documents that the witness

  6              reviewed prior to issuing his Declaration, and

  7              Boeing made its position clear in some prior

  8              e-mail correspondence that it thought that it

  9              would be unfair and prejudicial to ask this

 10              witness to provide the documents he reviewed, but

 11              to withhold from that correspondence or other

 12              materials that the Relators provided to the

 13              government.  We've had in the deposition several

 14              examples come up already in which, counsel, you've

 15              elicited testimony about information contained in

 16              correspondence written by Relators' counsel, to

 17              include just before the break a reference to a

 18              letter in which there's a description of ATA.

 19              Previously there was a discussion of a claim of

 20              185 parts on line No. 684, he mentioned a line

 21              number, that was claimed to be discrepant.  And in

 22              one of the documents that we were provided this

 23              morning that describes the contents of packages

 24              supplied by Dean Smyth, there's a reference to a

 25              Clausen Miller letter to Alicia of 9-29-2006,
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  1              which describes these 93 part numbers and 185

  2              parts and a line number.

  3                   Most recently, we've had some testimony with

  4              respect to notes written on what I understand to

  5              be correspondence that Relators's counsel

  6              generated.  There may be other materials.  For all

  7              those reasons, it's Boeing's position that for any

  8              examination of this witness, and particularly for

  9              the implied criticism with regard to what the

 10              witness has reviewed, I mean, implied criticism by

 11              Relators' counsel, we need to have those

 12              materials.

 13                   My proposal is that we would agree, just as

 14              we agreed shortly after lunch regarding the

 15              conversation with Dean Smyth, it would be Boeing's

 16              position that provision by the government of

 17              Relators' correspondence and other materials that

 18              were provided to Mr. Eastin can be provided

 19              without any waiver of privilege beyond those

 20              documents themselves.

 21                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I don't know what

 22              documents are at issue here because --

 23                        MR. KOH:  We have a log.

 24                        MR. SKEPNEK:  No, let me just --let me

 25              just finish.
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Okay.

  2                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know precisely what

  3              documents are at issue because even though we have

  4              a log, entries on a log don't tell me the

  5              substance of the documents, and I would need to

  6              see the substance of the documents before I --

  7              before I could assess that part of the issue.

  8                   The rest of the issue is this: It is a --

  9              there is a joint representation privilege that,

 10              obviously, is -- was to some extent waived, I

 11              believe.  I don't know if it was properly waived,

 12              but it appears to have been waived by Miss Bentley

 13              when she told you about Mr. Eastin and his

 14              opinions.  Now, I may need to take your deposition

 15              about that to find out how -- what you learned

 16              about those opinions and how you learned about

 17              those opinions because that's how we ended up here

 18              today was that you were enabled to meet with him

 19              and obtain a Declaration from him apart from us, I

 20              think also in violation of Touhy.  But, I mean,

 21              that can be resolved at a later time and a later

 22              place.  You made your record, I'm going to make

 23              mine.  Okay.

 24                   Now, in order for us to -- obviously, Miss

 25              Bentley and the government are in control of their
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  1              own documents.  I can't -- I can't stop her from

  2              giving you whatever she chooses to give you. I can

  3              object to it, which I have.  I objected to her

  4              giving anything to you.  I would have objected to

  5              her giving to you the opinion of Mr. Eastin on my

  6              documents, which she apparently gave you and which

  7              you got from Mr. -- or Mr. Anderson, I don't know

  8              who gave it to you, but somebody gave it to you.

  9              And so it's going to be up to the government, Miss

 10              Bentley, to make a decision as to what she wants

 11              to do about it.  I have -- we have never waived

 12              any -- any privilege insofar as we have the power

 13              to do it.  You gave us a Declaration that you had

 14              from Mr. Eastin.  We had no choice but to depose

 15              Mr. Eastin on the basis of that Declaration.  We

 16              -- we are not waiving anything, and we have not

 17              waived anything.

 18                        MR. KOH:  And I'm asking you for a

 19              stipulation that we may --

 20                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Won't give it to you.

 21              Won't give it to you because we can't unring the

 22              bell.  If I give you -- if I give you my

 23              correspondence, then you know my correspondence,

 24              you know my thought processes.  I think you

 25              already have a great deal of information about
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  1              that that you never had a right to and I don't

  2              know how and why you got it, but you've gotten it,

  3              but I don't think -- I'm not going to offer or

  4              agree to a stipulation relating to the disclosure

  5              of my -- my correspondence that I sent on a

  6              confidential basis to the government.

  7                        MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  I'm sorry, it's my

  8              turn, gentlemen.  First of all, I made a privilege

  9              log last night after reviewing Mr. Eastin's

 10              documents.  I made my best efforts to do that

 11              properly and expeditiously.  The government at

 12              this point, we have never provided Boeing with any

 13              copies of the materials. However, we have received

 14              materials that have suggested to us that there

 15              were significant safety issues involved with these

 16              parts.  Because I am not an engineer, nor is

 17              anyone in my office an engineer, we've gone to

 18              both the FAA and other agencies of the federal

 19              government and in their investigatory and

 20              administrative capacities and provided them with

 21              these materials.  We have not done it for

 22              litigation purposes.  The government has twice

 23              declined this case.  And we did it because, quite

 24              frankly, I was concerned that if the allegations

 25              were correct that people at Justice would be
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  1              accused of ignoring the safety issue and be

  2              responsible possibly for the deaths of people on a

  3              commercial airliner that if it failed based on the

  4              allegations you made.  I had no choice.

  5                   At this point, we continue to assert the

  6              privilege.  I'm not sure what would happen if a

  7              motion is filed.  I'm not sure whether, you know,

  8              what my official office -- my office's official

  9              position will be, but I will vet it through the

 10              chain like I would anything else.

 11                   As for disclosures of witnesses, I believe

 12              that you asked me who was supporting us in our

 13              investigation, which related to an investigation.

 14              We would never give that information out.  I

 15              believe that I was asked by counsel who was most

 16              knowledgeable, and I don't know if the question

 17              was directed to me or to Mr. Smyth about these

 18              parts.  I really don't know because, quite

 19              frankly, I have other cases and this case doesn't

 20              really even make my radar screen on a routine

 21              basis.

 22                   That being said, I have no doubt that someone

 23              in the government identified to Mr. Koh, whether

 24              it was me or Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, I don't

 25              know, nor I take full responsibility for the
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  1              disclosure that was made, whether it was by me,

  2              Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, of Mr. Eastin and his

  3              name.  And you know, there was no -- there was no

  4              bad intent.  But if you feel there was, I direct

  5              you to the Office of Professional Responsibility

  6              of the Department of Justice and have them start

  7              an investigation of me because there is nothing

  8              else I can do here.  I have done everything in

  9              accordance with the DOJ rules.  If you want to

 10              make a personal attack on me, that's certainly

 11              fine.  You won't be the first, and in this career

 12              you will not be the last.

 13                        MR. KOH:  If I could just make a couple

 14              comments in response to what you said, Bill.

 15              First of all, the -- the -- Mr. Anderson or the

 16              FAA provided you a list of the correspondence that

 17              you and your co-counsel had submitted to the FAA

 18              -- to the government and asked you whether those

 19              documents should be provided to us.  So, I don't

 20              think it's fair to say that you have no idea what

 21              those materials are.  You've been told about what

 22              those materials are for quite some time.

 23                   Secondly, this is our opportunity with the

 24              witness as well.  And if you're not going to agree

 25              to allow us to have access to letters and
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  1              information which you are questioning the witness

  2              on, you are eliciting his testimony about things

  3              in your own letters and not give us an opportunity

  4              to review those materials and potentially question

  5              the witness on them, then we're going to have a

  6              very good position with the court to exclude your

  7              criticisms of this witness.

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.

  9                        MR. KOH:  So I give you one last

 10              opportunity.  Will you agree to stipulate to --

 11                        MR. SKEPNEK:  No.

 12                        MR. KOH:  -- us reviewing those

 13              materials?  And we will agree that it is not a

 14              waiver of other privileged information that you

 15              may have.

 16                        MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I won't.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Now, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, have you

 19              testified about any of the letters that you

 20              received from me?

 21                   A.   Testified?

 22                   Q.   You didn't receive any letters from me.

 23              Have you testified about any of the letters that

 24              you had written by me that went to Mr. Smyth or

 25              Miss Bentley?  Have you testified about any of
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  1              those letters?

  2                   A.   What does testify mean in that context?

  3                   Q.   Well --

  4                   A.   In the deposition?

  5                        MR. KOH:  Today's deposition, he's

  6              asking.

  7                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you going to give me a

  8              chance here?

  9                        MR. KOH:  I'm just trying to help.

 10                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, no, you're not.

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   Have you -- have you -- have you, in

 13              answer to any of my questions, testified on the

 14              basis of any letters that I wrote?

 15                   A.   Okay.  Well, I can -- I'll give you an

 16              example and you can tell me what the answer is.

 17                   Q.   No, we first need to know --

 18                        MR. KOH:  Don't cut him off.

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   We first need to know yes or no.

 21                        MR. KOH:  Bill, don't cut him off.  He's

 22              explaining.

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I mean, I don't want

 24              --

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Can you answer the question
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  1              yes or no?

  2                   A.   I don't think I can answer it yes or no.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   Well, then --

  5                   A.   Because I don't understand -- I don't

  6              understand -- let me give you an example.

  7                   Q.   No.  No.  No.  That's a problem because I

  8              don't want -- I don't want the substance of a

  9              letter disclosed until first we've identified

 10              whether or not some of your testimony that you've

 11              given so far has been based upon some letter that

 12              I wrote.

 13                        MS. BENTLEY:  Can you give him an example

 14              without disclosing the substance of the

 15              communication?

 16                        THE WITNESS:  Yeah, okay.

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  And if you get close to it,

 18              I will shut him down.

 19                   A.   Okay.  This is precisely to the point

 20              that we were talking about just before we took a

 21              break.  I said I read something someplace that

 22              affected the way I was thinking and you said you

 23              need to show me that.

 24                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 25                   Q.   Okay.
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  1                   A.   And your letter of November 30th --

  2                        MR. SKEPNEK:  See, he's going to read it.

  3                   A.   No, I'm not.

  4                        MS. BENTLEY:   He's not going to read the

  5              substance, he's going to give you the date and the

  6              page cite.  Right, sir?

  7                   A.   In your letter of November 30, 2009 to

  8              Miss Bentley, on the second and third page --

  9                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 10                   Q.   Okay.  Let's go get that letter.  I want

 11              to look at -- I want to look at the letter, I want

 12              to look at the letter together with Miss Bentley

 13              and make a decision as to whether or not it's

 14              appropriate that that letter should be disclosed.

 15                   A.   Do you want me to tell you what was in

 16              there?

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  We can go off the record

 18              and you and me and him can go out in the hall

 19              without these people.  I know you're going to

 20              object to this, but it's the only way I can see to

 21              resolve the issue for this, and you can fight it

 22              out later.  At this point, I have no choice.

 23                   A.   I think I can --

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  No, let's go off the

 25              record.
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Real quick before we do.

  2              What I'd like to do is while we're off the record,

  3              I'd like to have him get all such letters where he

  4              believes that he may have given testimony today on

  5              the -- where his opinions or his testimony was

  6              based upon some letter written by one of us and

  7              given to -- I mean, sent to Miss Bentley.

  8                        MR. KOH:  Before you go off the record, I

  9              mean, he's testified as to his review of all of

 10              the materials.  So in my view, that includes those

 11              letters.  He said he read them.  So, my position

 12              would be that we're entitled to see all of that

 13              material.

 14                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I disagree, but let's

 15              go and --

 16                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  The

 17              time is 15:16:14.

 18                        {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

 19                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.

 20              The time is 15:35:29.

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  During the break, we had

 22              some discussions concerning these documents

 23              between the government and Relators's counsel.

 24              It's our position that if you work something out

 25              with the defendants, we will agree to whatever you
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  1              want with the defendants; however, absent some

  2              sort of deal between counsel for the defense and

  3              counsel for the Relator, the government will not

  4              voluntarily provide the materials that were given

  5              to Mr. Eastin by Mr. Smyth.  And by the materials,

  6              I mean the narrative letters from counsel for the

  7              Relator, as well as the internal government

  8              documents from the Krumlauf investigation and the

  9              Smyth investigation.  I believe some of those were

 10              actually FOIA'd out in redacted form.  These are

 11              unredacted ones.  But in any event, we are not

 12              going to produce those voluntarily.

 13                   In the event a court of competent

 14              jurisdiction orders us to do so and, you know, our

 15              office does not appeal it or any of that sort of

 16              stuff, we will obviously comply with all, you

 17              know, applicable court orders.  I'm not asking

 18              anyone to file a motion, I'm not saying I'll join

 19              a motion, I am not saying that our office will

 20              oppose a motion.  I don't know what our official

 21              position will be on that.  But as I sit here now,

 22              we are not voluntarily producing these materials.

 23              And in fact, previously when a document that had

 24              been given to the NTSB from Relator to me to the

 25              NTSB ultimately ended up in the possession of
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  1              Boeing, we clawed that document back and Boeing

  2              counsel did return it.

  3              So, that's -- that's the extent of our position on

  4              these documents.  There is an index or some notes

  5              that Mr. Eastin has prepared that have been

  6              distributed today, and I think that those should

  7              be used in lieu of going to the original source

  8              documents.

  9                        MR. KOH:  So, Miss Bentley, just for the

 10              record, Boeing is interested in a stipulation with

 11              the plaintiffs with respect to correspondence and

 12              other materials that they provided to the

 13              government, which in turn were provided to Mr.

 14              Eastin for his review.  I stated one version of

 15              that.  We are open to other possibilities.  The

 16              concern we obviously have is that we feel we're

 17              entitled to that information and the day is

 18              getting late and we're not going to have an

 19              opportunity to review them and to question the

 20              witness about them.  So, we would ask again that

 21              we reach that stipulation as soon as possible.

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Well, the other thing that

 23              needs to be pointed out here is that those

 24              materials were not provided to Mr. Eastin for the

 25              purpose of preparing either for his deposition,
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  1              which was not even contemplated at the time, or

  2              for preparing the Declaration.  They were provided

  3              to him as part of the government's evaluation of

  4              any safety implications in materials given to the

  5              Department of Justice and DCIS by the Relators.

  6              So, this is not a situation where the witness has

  7              used these materials in order to prep for his

  8              deposition or to provide a Declaration based on

  9              them and, therefore, intentionally waive the

 10              privilege.

 11                        MR. KOH:  And I understand that.  My

 12              point was simply that the witness has already

 13              testified as to those materials.  And in addition,

 14              the Relators in their notice and in their request

 15              for this deposition specifically asked to have the

 16              witness provide the documents that he reviewed

 17              prior to giving his Declaration.

 18                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Which they have not been

 19              given, by the way, but the -- the -- I don't

 20              believe that the record supports your statement

 21              that the witness has testified from those

 22              documents or on the basis of those documents.

 23                        MR. KOH:  If I have an opportunity today,

 24              I'll try to make a record of that because I think

 25              it's quite clear from the documents provided that
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  1              he has spoken to the letters that you -- that you

  2              had provided to the government.

  3                        MS. BENTLEY:   On the issue of the

  4              letters, we have not produced them in this

  5              setting, and I believe we notified counsel for the

  6              Relator that if they were produced pursuant to the

  7              FOIA request that had been issued that once

  8              something has been FOIA'd, even if it's FOIA'd

  9              back to its original author, the document has no

 10              privilege under the applicable FOIA regulations.

 11              Therefore, I believe the FOIA request was narrowed

 12              to not to include those documents.

 13                        MR. KOH:  We did not receive a copy of

 14              any response to Mr. Henderson's inquiry.  Was

 15              there one?

 16                        MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, who is Mr.

 17              Henderson?

 18                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know who Mr.

 19              Henderson is.

 20                        MR. KOH:  Oh, I thought you were

 21              referring to --

 22                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, Mr. Anderson.

 23                        MR. KOH:  Mr. Anderson's e-mail in which

 24              he identified the correspondence and said that if

 25              you request this in FOIA, then it's going to be
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  1              waiving any privilege.  We stated our position in

  2              a response to everybody.  I did not see a response

  3              from the Relators.  If there was one, it wasn't

  4              provided to me.

  5                        MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving

  6              privilege.

  7                        MR. KOH:  Did you respond to Mr.

  8              Anderson?

  9                        MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving

 10              privilege.

 11                        MR. KOH:  That's not an answer.

 12                        MR. SKEPNEK:  We go?

 13                        MR. KOH:  Sure.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what has been

 16              marked as Exhibit -- well, if you take that apart,

 17              we risk that we're going to get all that separated

 18              -- Exhibit 682.  This was given to me earlier

 19              today by Miss Bentley.  Can you tell us what it

 20              is?

 21                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Can you move your mic

 22              back up, please?

 23                        THE WITNESS:   Oh, higher?

 24                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Please.  Thank you.

 25                        THE WITNESS:   Okay.
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  1                   A.   This is the index that Dean Smyth

  2              provided.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   It's the first two pages?

  5                   A.   It's the first two pages, he provided

  6              those.

  7                   Q.   And then the next few pages are a copy of

  8              the --

  9                   A.   A draft report from a tooling audit.

 10              Those go back, I don't know, you want me to count

 11              through these pages?

 12                   Q.   No, but then the next thing is a copy of

 13              the C.F.R.s?

 14                   A.   A copy of 121.704, 121.705, 707.  Then

 15              there is part number nomenclature, and then it

 16              looks like there's an e-mail string, a transcript

 17              of Exley, and then looks like a organizational

 18              chart for Ducommun, some declarations from Air

 19              Force and Navy -- Air Force and Air Force.  Looks

 20              like they didn't get the Navy one in here.  Oh,

 21              two Air Force ones, okay, Suhr and Butler, and

 22              then a FA audit closure action, and my

 23              Declaration.  And then I've got a summary of the

 24              review, two pages that specifically address

 25              thoughts on the primary conclusion, and then
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  1              there's four pages that is basically a compilation

  2              of all the notes that I made when I went through

  3              this.  And then there is a -- yeah, there's a copy

  4              I get off the Internet of a 2006 Washington Post

  5              article.  And then I've got some pages that have

  6              different parts and part numbers and locations and

  7              stations, and then aircraft.  And then -- then

  8              I've put together just enough to jog my memory

  9              about what was in each of the packages that Dean

 10              Smyth supplied as reference material to the

 11              three-ring binder that he created.  And then I've

 12              got a -- out of all that material, I found a good

 13              cross-section of the fuselage showing one of the

 14              parts, and then a cross-section of a frame showing

 15              one of the parts.  And then I've got a copy out of

 16              the Second Amended Complaint, I guess it is, from

 17              package 1, and then a copy -- or excerpt of

 18              basically I pulled this out to have 39.5, F.A.R.

 19              39.5 requirements for when FAA issues an

 20              airworthiness directive.  And then there's some

 21              stuff from package No. 2 which talks about some

 22              discrepancies, and then there's a supplier defect

 23              information that I pulled out that's got some,

 24              what I would call, squawks or discrepancies

 25              listed.
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  1                   Q.   So, what does this group of documents

  2              represent; do you know?

  3                   A.   This -- for me, what this group of

  4              documents was stuff that, well, I'm not sure why,

  5              yeah, I'm not -- I'm not sure why some of this

  6              stuff is in here.  I don't know.

  7                   Q.   I don't know either.  It's just what we

  8              got a little while ago.

  9                   A.   Now, some of this information I pulled

 10              together, as I was going through this, just for

 11              quick reference.  And if we start at the back,

 12              those back two pages of squawks I pulled out as an

 13              -- of an -- as an example I found in the Smyth

 14              information, as an example of what I did find with

 15              respect to discrepancies, that was, you know, an

 16              example.  I did see stuff like this, yeah, there

 17              were some discrepancies in the second to the last

 18              page.  And then the 39.5 was something that I

 19              pulled out to remind myself what AD writing is all

 20              about.  And then I also made the copy of the

 21              Second Amended Complaint page because I wanted

 22              that -- I had like a binder that I used for quick

 23              reference to go to and jog my memory, and then the

 24              pictures of the structure I wanted that handy.

 25              And then you got my notes.  I created that for the
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  1              reason stated.  And then the aircraft affected was

  2              something I wanted handy.  And these pages with

  3              all these part numbers, that wasn't part of my

  4              ready reference.  The Washington Post article was.

  5              And my notes, of course, were part of my reference

  6              package, and then -- and, of course, I had my

  7              Declaration with part of my ready reference.

  8              These pages from the Air Force, I don't know why

  9              these are in here.  And then this Exley

 10              transcript, I don't know why that's in here.

 11                   Q.   Okay.  So, is this a packet of materials

 12              that you gave to Miss Bentley?

 13                   A.   I think -- I think this might have been

 14              pulled out of the three-ring binder, perhaps.

 15                   Q.   This three-ring binder that we're talking

 16              about, that's -- just show that on the camera --

 17              that's a, what, a two-inch or so three-ring

 18              binder.  And that's the three-ring binder that we

 19              talked about earlier that has all of the

 20              correspondence and -- and reports between you and

 21              Mr. Smyth and the letters?

 22                   A.   No, this -- this is what came direct --

 23              this is what Dean Smyth put together for me.  I

 24              got a box.  It had the three-ring binder in it all

 25              tabbed with information in each tab and it had an
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  1              index.  You've got a copy of that.  That's the

  2              first two pages.  This is Dean Smyth's index of

  3              what was in here. And then -- and then for some of

  4              these if you look at the index, like No. 11, there

  5              was a letter and then there were a whole bunch of

  6              exhibits that he didn't try to stuff in the binder

  7              and he put in envelope No. 1.

  8                   Q.   So, is everything that's in Exhibit 682

  9              in the binder?

 10                   A.   No.

 11                   Q.   Some of Exhibit 682 is from the binder

 12              and some of it is not?

 13                   A.   Some of it is from this blue binder, some

 14              of it is from a binder I created for myself which

 15              was a ready reference for myself.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  And that ready reference binder

 17              would be some of these other materials?

 18                   A.   Yes.

 19                   Q.   That you talked about?

 20                   A.   Right.

 21                   Q.   And would that -- would that ready --

 22              would all of that ready reference binder be in

 23              Exhibit 682?

 24                   A.   Yes.

 25                   Q.   Okay.
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  1                   A.   I don't recall anything else that I just

  2              copied for quick reference that's not in here.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  What it looks like to me is maybe

  4              I've got -- I've got two groups of documents here

  5              in one clip because that's how they were given to

  6              me.  The first part of the clip goes from this

  7              page 1 thing back through the deposition of Exley

  8              and the -- there's a September 11th, 2000 letter.

  9              Is that that?  Do you see that's the first?

 10                   A.   Yeah, I --

 11                   Q.   Is that from the binder?  Is that from

 12              the blue binder?

 13                   A.   I believe we will find it in the blue

 14              binder.

 15                   Q.   In other words, what I'm trying to do is

 16              I'm trying to figure out what -- is the second

 17              part, which is a bunch of separately stapled

 18              stuff, is that the stuff that's not in the blue

 19              binder?

 20                   A.   Well, the only way I can tell you for

 21              sure is to go through it.

 22                   Q.   That's what we're going -- that's what

 23              we're going to have to do that because if -- if

 24              the first half of it is what's out of the binder

 25              and the second half of it is your second binder,
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  1              we need to know that.  So, do you want to take a

  2              few minutes and figure that out?

  3                   A.   We can do it right here.

  4                   Q.   Okay.

  5                   A.   Okay.  First two pages --

  6                   Q.   No.  No.  Let's do this.  Let's go off

  7              the record and not burden this with the record.

  8              What I'd like you to do is I'd you to you get to

  9              an answer to that question.  And when you feel --

 10              and you can meet with counsel and do that, but

 11              once you meet -- I mean, figure out what is from

 12              the blue binder and what is not from the blue

 13              binder and what comes from that other binder.

 14                   A.   I think it's going to turn out that these

 15              came, as you pointed out don't take them apart,

 16              but I think if you take them apart, what you've

 17              got is that's out of the blue binder, this is out

 18              of my ready reference.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Do you feel good enough about that

 20              to have that be your testimony, or do you want to

 21              confirm that?

 22                   A.   I feel 80 percent certain.  How's that?

 23                   Q.   Let's get to -- let's get to at least 95.

 24                   A.   Okay.

 25                   Q.   So let's take a break and do that.
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  1                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.

  2                        {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

  3                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.

  4              The time is 15:57:21.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   Okay.  Mr. Eastin, we went off the record

  7              for a break. And during that break, you -- you

  8              separated 682 into two documents.  The first part

  9              is what was in your blue file that we've looked

 10              at, right?

 11                   A.   Correct.

 12                   Q.   And that's Exhibit 682?

 13                   A.   The source of it is the blue file.

 14                   Q.   Is the blue file.  And then Exhibit 685

 15              comes from that -- that other file that you

 16              created as a reference?

 17                   A.   Personal notes and personal reference

 18              material.

 19                   Q.   And -- and would 685 be the totality of

 20              that other reference file?

 21                   A.   That's documented, yes.

 22                   Q.   I just want to know if this is the whole

 23              file?

 24                   A.   That's documented, yes.

 25                   Q.   Is there some other part of the file
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  1              that's not documented?

  2                   A.   It's up here (indicating).  It's on the

  3              hard drive.

  4                   Q.   Okay.  Now, so, I want to go through -- I

  5              want to talk about 682 for just a moment.  In 682,

  6              the third page starts with a -- an audit document?

  7                   A.   Uh-huh.

  8                   Q.   Did you -- did you make any notes or

  9              comments when you reviewed that document?

 10                   A.   I did.

 11                   Q.   Okay.  What did you --

 12                   A.   I highlighted a sentence in the document

 13              that struck me as interesting.  And whenever I

 14              stumble against interesting comments, I note them

 15              maybe for future reference, and so this is one I

 16              stumbled on.

 17                   Q.   Is that paragraph 2.3?

 18                   A.   Yeah.

 19                   Q.   And what I'd like you to do on the -- on

 20              the exhibit is to go ahead and mark, highlight the

 21              sentence that you highlighted in your file?

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  Is that empty?

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Pretty empty.

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  I'll take it.

 25                   A.   (Indicating.)
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me borrow that back

  2              and I'll give you the same thing here in a second,

  3              Steve.  The use of?

  4                        MR. ROBISON:  Can you read the Bates

  5              number into the record, Bill?

  6                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.  It is TBC 17456.

  7                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  8                   Q.   And -- and what I've -- and is that the

  9              only thing that you highlighted?

 10                   A.   Yes, that was it.

 11                   Q.   And this is the August 21st, 2000 report

 12              of the Boeing internal auditors?

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   And -- and you highlighted one sentence

 15              that's on page 6 of the document, which is TBC

 16              17456?

 17                   A.   Right.

 18                   Q.   What sentence did you highlight?

 19                   A.   It's the sentence that says, "The use of

 20              steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts

 21              changes the molecular structure."

 22                   Q.   Why did you -- why did you highlight

 23              that?

 24                   A.   That's kind of an incredulous statement.

 25                   Q.   An incredulous statement?
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  1                   A.   Yeah.

  2                   Q.   What do you mean by --

  3                   A.   There is no scientific basis for that.

  4                   Q.   Okay.  So, that's just wrong?

  5                   A.   It's just wrong.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  So, that steel ball-peen hammers

  7              against steel parts changes the -- okay.  So, it's

  8              the steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts.

  9              Did you understand that the parts being made by

 10              Ducommun were aluminum?

 11                   A.   It didn't have anything to do with my

 12              highlighting it. It was just a very interesting

 13              statement that I --

 14                   Q.   If --

 15                   A.   -- would not expect anyone to make that

 16              knew what they were doing.

 17                   Q.   If it's a typographical error and if it's

 18              meant that the use of steel ball-peen hammers

 19              against aluminum parts changes the molecular

 20              structure, how would you -- what would you say

 21              about that?

 22                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 23                        MS. BENLEY:  Go ahead.  You can answer.

 24                   A.   Bogus as well.

 25                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  So, that would be -- that would be

  2              incorrect?

  3                   A.   Absolutely incorrect.

  4                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Is there anything -- okay.

  5                   A.   Trust me.

  6                   Q.   The next document is this 121.704, 14

  7              C.F.R. Chapter 1. Do you see that?

  8                   A.   Yeah.

  9                   Q.   Now, this came out of the --

 10                   A.   Smyth, the Smyth book, the Smyth blue

 11              book.

 12                   Q.   And there's a star next to 121.704?

 13                   A.   Yeah.

 14                   Q.   Whose star is that?

 15                   A.   I have no idea.

 16                   Q.   Do you know how this got in the blue

 17              book?

 18                   A.   Dean put it there.

 19                   Q.   Did Dean ask you to -- and then up at the

 20              top it has his name and phone number handwritten?

 21                   A.   Uh-huh.

 22                   Q.   Is that his handwriting?

 23                   A.   I don't know.

 24                   Q.   Is that your handwriting?

 25                   A.   No.
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  1                   Q.   The 171 -- 121.704 reference is to

  2              Service Difficulty Reports structural?

  3                   A.   Uh-huh.

  4                   Q.   Is that what we talked about earlier

  5              today, the SDRs?

  6                   A.   Yes.

  7                   Q.   Was he asking you to check into the SDRs?

  8                   A.   No.

  9                   Q.   Do you know why he included this in the

 10              book?

 11                   A.   No.  It was just part of the body of

 12              information that he had.

 13                   Q.   But to your knowledge, no one ever

 14              inquired into the SDRs?

 15                   A.   Not to my knowledge, no.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  A couple pages later, we have a

 17              part number nomenclature?

 18                   A.   Uh-huh.

 19                   Q.   Do you know what that's about?

 20                   A.   Well, it's Boeing's part number

 21              nomenclature guide, it looks like, for the 37 and

 22              others.  It's just like their format and their

 23              system for part -- part of their part

 24              identification system.  Why it was in the book, I

 25              didn't do anything with it.  It didn't affect my
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  1              conclusions.

  2                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  The next page is a series

  3              of e-mails.  Did you make any notes on that?

  4                   A.   No.

  5                   Q.   Did you -- was there any significance to

  6              you?

  7                   A.   No.

  8                        MR. KOH:  Let me just object to this

  9              series of questions.  You're asking him why these

 10              things were included. They appear to be

 11              attachments to letters that Relators' counsel sent

 12              to the government.  There are references to

 13              attachments in the corners of some of these

 14              documents.

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:  May or may not be.

 16                        MR. KOH:  We're entitled to know.  I made

 17              my record on that.

 18                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 19                   Q.   Now, the transcript of Exley, did you

 20              make any notes on the transcript of Exley?

 21                   A.   No.

 22                   Q.   Did you read it?

 23                   A.   Yes, until I got tired.

 24                   Q.   Did you attach any significance to it?

 25                   A.   No.
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  1                   Q.   Do you know what Mr. Exley said?

  2                   A.   You know, some things -- there wasn't

  3              anything in here that affected my final call,

  4              certainly.  It was -- it was interesting, but I

  5              didn't find anything that was of substance that

  6              affected, you know, my conclusions.

  7                   Q.   Going back to the Boeing Internal Audit

  8              Report --

  9                   A.   Uh-huh.

 10                   Q.   -- going to the executive summary on the

 11              second page of the document, TBC 17452, did you

 12              read that?

 13                   A.   I believe I did.

 14                   Q.   Did the executive summary cause you any

 15              concern?

 16                        MR. KOH:  Can I just object, Bill, to the

 17              form of the question.

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 19              foundation.

 20                        MR. KOH:  And you know why.

 21                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 22                   Q.   Okay.  Did the -- did the executive

 23              summary cause you any concern about what happened

 24              out there?

 25                   A.   Not -- not really from, you know, from a
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  1              safety perspective.  I mean, this is the sort of

  2              thing that, in my experience, is you see

  3              especially at the beginning of a manufacturing

  4              program until you get all the wrinkles worked out.

  5                   Q.   Okay.  And go to page 5.  Did you read

  6              the --

  7                   A.   Page 5 of the audit?

  8                   Q.   Yes.  Paragraph 2.2 says Evaluation of

  9              Tooling?

 10                   A.   Uh-huh.

 11                   Q.   Did you read that?

 12                   A.   Yeah.

 13                   Q.   Did that concern you?

 14                   A.   No.

 15                   Q.   Paragraph 2.3, further on down the page,

 16              two sets of planning documents were found to

 17              exist?

 18                   A.   Uh-huh.

 19                   Q.   Did you read that?

 20                   A.   Yeah.

 21                   Q.   Did that cause you any concern?

 22                   A.   No.

 23                   Q.   2.4, Delegation of Authority - Product

 24              Acceptance, did you read that?

 25                   A.   I'm not sure.  You know, I think I did.
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  1              I think I did read through that.  I know at some

  2              point I did -- I did stop reading this stuff with,

  3              you know, management action, da-da, da-da, da-da.

  4                   Q.   Well, did 2.4 cause you any concern?

  5                   A.   There was nothing -- there was nothing in

  6              this that gave me a big concern relative to, you

  7              know, establishing there was an unsafe condition.

  8              I didn't see anything in here that, you know,

  9              affected my final conclusion.  It did look like

 10              there were issues with, you know, tooling and --

 11              and, you know, quality, and Boeing recognized it

 12              and Boeing went in and did an audit.  And like I

 13              said, that's kind of routine stuff that you don't

 14              like to see happen, but it happens.

 15                   Q.   Did you believe, on the basis of reading

 16              this, that Boeing had actually gone in and

 17              resolved the problems identified by this audit?

 18                   A.   Again, I would say at the end of the day

 19              to -- what I was doing is I was mining for data

 20              that would be evidence of an unsafe condition that

 21              would be likely to occur on other aircraft, and

 22              basically I didn't find any.  There was none here.

 23                   Q.   There is --

 24                   A.   You certainly, with this kind of thing,

 25              you would be so far away from making a
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  1              determination of an unsafe condition there would

  2              be many, many, many steps you would have to go

  3              through from here just with -- just with this

  4              snapshot of what's going on with respect to

  5              tooling and that sort of thing, I mean, you are so

  6              far away from saying I got evidence of an unsafe

  7              condition because, you know, to get there you're

  8              going to have to identify parts, identify

  9              quantitatively what their physical condition is

 10              and then do an engineering evaluation with the

 11              correct loads and say what is the impact on that

 12              to this particular airplane.  At this stage of the

 13              game, you are so far away from that it's -- it's

 14              interesting, but it's really not relevant to me.

 15                   Q.   Did you -- did you inquire as to whether

 16              Boeing engineers reviewed the findings in this

 17              audit and did any sort of an engineering analysis

 18              to determine the nature and extent of any

 19              problems?

 20                   A.   No.  I looked for that in the package.

 21              In fact, when I saw this, what I thought might be

 22              in the package would be, in fact, this caused

 23              these physical non-conformities, we did an

 24              engineering evaluation of those and we see that we

 25              do not meet requirements because of that.  That's
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  1              what I was looking for.  You know, when I saw this

  2              kind of stuff, it's like, oh, okay. Well, let's --

  3              let's see the next step, and the next step, and

  4              the next step, and the next step, but it's like

  5              things kind of stalled out here.

  6                   Q.   Why would you be looking for an

  7              engineering evaluation?

  8                   A.   That's the final determination -- well,

  9              the engineers are the ones who have the knowledge

 10              and data to determine if there's a, I'll say a

 11              suspected unsafe condition.  Once they complete

 12              their work, that usually gets reviewed and

 13              determined if -- and the FAA are the ones that

 14              would make the final decision is that based on the

 15              data collected and the engineering evaluation, we

 16              do have an unsafe condition.

 17                   Q.   So --

 18                   A.   In my mind, if you don't have an

 19              engineering evaluation of the parts as they appear

 20              on the airplane, then you don't -- you don't have

 21              it.  It's not there.  You know, that's what you

 22              have to have when the FAA writes an AD, it's not I

 23              think or maybe, it is basically smoking gun kind

 24              of stuff.  We have the engineering data that shows

 25              that we are not going to -- we are not meeting the
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  1              type design requirement, specifically strength. Or

  2              if it's in the fatigue area, then we may not have

  3              the airworthiness limitations items that we need

  4              to manage the fatigue on the aircraft.  So, it --

  5              it takes -- it takes a lot of quantitative

  6              information to get to that point, and the person

  7              who makes the final call would be the directorate

  8              manager.  He would be the one that would actually

  9              sign out the AD and release it, as a rule, and

 10              those do not get signed out unless all the data is

 11              there.

 12                   Q.   Do you know what a DAR is?

 13                   A.   Designated airworthiness representative.

 14                   Q.   That's a delegated representative by the

 15              FAA?

 16                   A.   They are delegated to do certain things,

 17              yeah.

 18                   Q.   And do you know what an ODAR, O-D-A-R,

 19              organizational DAR?

 20                   A.   Not really.  That's not my area.  I know

 21              they get to do certain things, but I'm not

 22              familiar with it.

 23                   Q.   Would you expect that with some of the

 24              issues raised by the -- this Internal Audit

 25              Report, that there would be a review of it by the
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  1              organizational DAR for Boeing?

  2                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation,

  3              calls for speculation.

  4                   A.   I don't know.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   How -- how would -- strike that.

  7              Okay.  So, the next step that you'd want to see

  8              would be an engineering analysis of the problems,

  9              correct?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his

 11              testimony.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   If I misstated it, correct me.

 14                   A.   Let me tell you the way things usually

 15              work when I'm asked to make a determination or

 16              give advice.  I don't make a determination, I give

 17              advice.  People come to me with engineering

 18              analyses of the situation and then I'm asked to

 19              review the analysis to see if what they've done is

 20              correct technically.  You know, usually if -- if

 21              this is -- no one comes to me with stuff like this

 22              and asks me about -- within the FAA, no one would

 23              even come to me with this and ask me about an

 24              unsafe condition because we're so far away from

 25              the point of anybody being able to make that
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  1              determination with this kind of information.

  2              Usually what they come to me is that we've got

  3              these parts, they should be one inch, they're only

  4              half an inch; they should be aluminum, they're

  5              copper; they should have this detail here and this

  6              detail here, and they got this detail here and

  7              this detail here.  Then someone takes that and

  8              they take the type design data, the loads and does

  9              stress evaluations and they do crack growth and

 10              fatigue evaluations and then they come up with a

 11              quantified impact, either we think we meet type

 12              design, we don't need anymore ALIs, or we do.  And

 13              that's usually the pack -- the package that I'm

 14              used to looking at is quite comprehensive in an

 15              engineering data package.

 16                   Q.   And -- and what Mr. Smyth gave you was

 17              simply not sufficient information for you to make

 18              that determination?

 19                   A.   Well, let me put it this way.  I was

 20              mining for data that would -- that would provide

 21              evidence that there was an unsafe condition.  I

 22              was looking for quantified discrepancies.  I mean,

 23              tell me not just the hole is mislocated, but say

 24              how much, where.  Not just it flunked

 25              conductivity, but by how much and so on and so
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  1              forth.  And then besides that, tell me what you

  2              think this means to the part not meeting

  3              requirement.  I mean, that's the kind of thing I

  4              was looking for, and basically, I mean, to be

  5              perfectly blunt, the mine was empty.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  Did you tell Mr. Smyth what you --

  7              what you needed, what you wanted in order to have

  8              enough information to make a decision?

  9                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his

 10              testimony.

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 12                   A.   Mr. Smyth asked me to look at the bucket

 13              of data that he supplied and tell me what I

 14              thought, and what I told him is reflected almost

 15              verbatim in the Declaration.  I find no evidence

 16              to support that there is an unsafe condition.

 17                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 18                   Q.   Okay.

 19                   A.   And I didn't ask him to feed me more

 20              information because that wasn't part of my task.

 21              My task was to look at this bucket and tell me

 22              what you think, and so that's what I did.

 23                   Q.   Okay.

 24                   A.   I said there is no evidence here --

 25                   Q.   Okay.
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  1                   A.   -- that would support a finding of an

  2              unsafe condition.

  3                   Q.   Okay.  And -- and you believe that he got

  4              that information from us, from the Relators or did

  5              you not?

  6                   A.   It wasn't -- it wasn't -- it didn't

  7              matter.

  8                   Q.   Okay.

  9                   A.   I mean, as I went through it, I could see

 10              where different information came from.  I could

 11              see there was Boeing data and there was -- there

 12              were, you know, transcripts of depositions and

 13              there were all kinds of information.  Now, exactly

 14              where it came from was kind of irrelevant, you

 15              know.  The task was take this data, tell us what

 16              you think.

 17                   Q.   Okay.  And when Mr. Koh, when you met

 18              with Mr. Koh and -- and Ted -- Ted?

 19                   A.   Ted.

 20                   Q.   When you met with Mr. Koh and Ted, did

 21              you ask them for this data?

 22                   A.   No.

 23                   Q.   Did they tell you that no such data

 24              existed?

 25                   A.   I didn't ask them for it.
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  1                   Q.   Did it come up in the conversation?

  2                   A.   No.

  3                   Q.   And do you know Jeannine Prewitt back

  4              there?

  5                   A.   We met, yes.

  6                   Q.   Did you know -- you saw the amended --

  7              the Second Amended Complaint.  You saw her name on

  8              that?

  9                   A.   Yes.

 10                   Q.   Did you think to call her and find out

 11              whether she had data?

 12                   A.   As far as I was concerned, that was not

 13              part of my tasking.  My tasking was to look at the

 14              data I was provided, period.

 15                   Q.   So, you're -- your -- your opinions are

 16              based upon and limited to the data provided to you

 17              by Mr. Smyth?

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,

 19              foundation.

 20                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 21                   A.   I believe I've stated that several times

 22              over the course of the day, correct.

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   Okay.  And then -- and then that -- those

 25              -- that testimony or those opinions were supported
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  1              by the presentation that Mr. -- Mr. Koh and Ted

  2              made to you?  I'm trying to figure out how that

  3              worked together.

  4                   A.   The present -- for me, the value of the

  5              presentation that Mr. Koh and Ted provided was to

  6              clarify in my mind what the heck this thing called

  7              ATA was all about.  That's really -- it didn't --

  8              for me, it didn't have anything to do with the

  9              unsafe condition, it was just to inform me -- I

 10              mean, that's what I got out of it.  If you want to

 11              know what I got out of it, what I got out of it

 12              was what the heck is ATA.

 13                   Q.   Okay.  And that didn't really affect your

 14              opinion about the safety issue because you can't

 15              make a safety determination without some data to

 16              suggest that an unsafe condition exists?

 17                   A.   Correct.

 18                   Q.   Okay.

 19                   A.   And the reason --

 20                   Q.   And Mr. --

 21                   A.   Let me --

 22                   Q.   Go ahead.

 23                   A.   Let me qualify that.  That's correct.

 24              Because to make a finding of an unsafe condition,

 25              it doesn't matter how the parts were made.  It
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  1              doesn't matter.  Now, if you find an unsafe

  2              condition, part of the corrective action may be to

  3              go and figure out maybe it was because of the

  4              parts, but just -- if an engineer is asked to

  5              determine is there an unsafe condition on a

  6              particular aircraft, he doesn't get involved in

  7              how these parts were made.  He gets basically

  8              involved with physically what are they and what

  9              impact does that have on the requirements.

 10                   Q.   Now, did anyone limit the scope of your

 11              work or was that a decision that you made?

 12                   A.   It was based on the request from Dean to

 13              look at the data -- he called me up and he said

 14              I'd like you -- to send you some day today and you

 15              give me your read on it.

 16                   Q.   Okay.

 17                   A.   Okay.  So that's what he did, and I

 18              performed as I understood I was requested to

 19              perform.

 20                   Q.   Okay.  Now, looking at your -- looking at

 21              the second document, which is --

 22                   A.   The second one in here?

 23                   Q.   -- 685, I want to go through that with

 24              you a little bit.  The first part is a -- it looks

 25              like another copy of your -- of your statement.
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  1              Is that correct?

  2                   A.   Well, I --

  3                   Q.   It doesn't look like it's a signed copy,

  4              but it looks like a copy of your Declaration?

  5                   A.   Which?  This one here?

  6                   Q.   Yes, sir.

  7                   A.   Okay.  The first -- the first sheet in

  8              685?

  9                   Q.   Right.  The first few sheets, actually.

 10                   A.   Got it.  Got it.

 11                   Q.   And -- and there -- looks like there is

 12              some handwriting on here?

 13                   A.   Yeah.

 14                   Q.   Is that your handwriting?

 15                   A.   Yes.

 16                   Q.   And when did you make this -- when did

 17              you do this handwriting?

 18                   A.   I think I did this handwriting last week

 19              as I got prepared for the deposition and I was

 20              going back through material.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  And you say, "Supplied by Dean

 22              Smyth" on page 3. Do you see that?

 23                   A.   Yes.  Yes.

 24                   Q.   And what is that -- what does that

 25              reference?
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  1                   A.   That was just -- that was just saying all

  2              these government files, Complaint, correspondence,

  3              certain Boeing engineering drawings, quality

  4              system drawings, audit records, you know, it's

  5              like this -- this whole big thing includes the

  6              data supplied by Dean Smyth, and then there was a

  7              presentation and I said, okay, that's the Peggy

  8              Gilligan thing.  So, you know, this was like the

  9              stuff I looked at.  I reviewed the materials and I

 10              was just making a note to myself, okay, yeah, that

 11              was the source of that, that was the source of

 12              that.

 13                   Q.   Did you actually talk with Peggy Gilligan

 14              about what was presented to her?

 15                   A.   No.  No.

 16                   Q.   And how did the -- how did the Peggy

 17              Gilligan materials affect your opinions?

 18                   A.   Not at all.

 19                   Q.   On -- on page 5 you say, "I found no

 20              evidence of any such," that seems to be underlined

 21              or highlighted?

 22                   A.   I circled it.

 23                   Q.   And then it's a check mark with a what?

 24                   A.   I put check on because when I went back

 25              through this in preparation last week, I said, you
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  1              know, I need to go back through that stuff one

  2              more time because maybe I'm missing something with

  3              this, you know, discrep -- I was particularly --

  4              like I told you before, I saw this point that

  5              there was 86 discrepant parts, 93 got on ship No.

  6              6 whatever, there is no record of MRB and it's

  7              like, well, if I could find evidence of that, then

  8              that would certainly change the statement that I

  9              had made before.  So, I went back and plowed

 10              through that and I said I would hold to that

 11              statement.  So, that was basically a note to

 12              myself go back and check on that and make sure

 13              that I still believe that's the case.

 14                   Q.   So, the check on that was to look through

 15              the Dean Smyth bucket?

 16                   A.   Yeah, and see if there was something

 17              there that I missed.

 18                   Q.   So, you didn't check outside the bucket,

 19              that was check within the bucket.

 20                   A.   Nope.

 21                   Q.   Okay.  Now, then, a couple pages later

 22              we have RGE up in the right-hand corner?

 23                   A.   Yeah.

 24                   Q.   7-21-10, what's that?

 25                   A.   This is a summary that I put together for
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  1              myself or, you know, anyone else, if they wanted

  2              to try to understand my thinking in arriving at my

  3              conclusion.  And so I said here is the question

  4              that I focused in on, however myopic it might be,

  5              that's what I drilled in on, there is my

  6              conclusion.  And if you want to know the key

  7              points that led me to that conclusion, you know,

  8              here they are and I -- and I bulletized all those

  9              and then I also added some additional thoughts.

 10              Now, these were ancillary to the other points.

 11              The major supporting information is there on page

 12              1, and then page 2 was, and, oh, by the way, here

 13              is some other miscellaneous thoughts.

 14                   Q.   Now, when you had the -- when you went

 15              back in and drilled down in on it, did you -- did

 16              you think to contact us as the lawyers for the

 17              Relators to find out whether we had any additional

 18              information?

 19                   A.   I'll repeat it again.  My tasking was to

 20              look at the data I was provided.  Dean did not say

 21              go ask other people, get their opinions, go

 22              anyplace else, look at SDRs.  He said look at the

 23              information I'm going to give you.

 24                   Q.   Well, and --

 25                   A.   That was -- that was the task I was
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  1              given, so that was the task that I did.

  2                   Q.   And here is why I'm asking.  You did meet

  3              with Mr. Koh and Ted; and having met with Mr. Koh

  4              and Ted and understanding that Mr. Koh is an

  5              advocate, did you think that it might help balance

  6              your opinion or balance your conclusions to meet

  7              with the advocate for the other side or to meet

  8              with the client for the other side, like Miss

  9              Prewitt down there?

 10                   A.   That was beyond --

 11                        MS. BENTLEY:  Object to the form.

 12              Foundation.  You can answer.

 13                   A.   Beyond the scope of my task.

 14                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 15                   Q.   And was this -- did the -- did the scope

 16              of your task include meeting with Mr. Koh and with

 17              Ted?

 18                   A.   Not necessarily.  That was a -- that was

 19              a meeting that was suggested, and I said, yeah, I

 20              can do that.  And so, we sat down and I got

 21              informed.

 22                   Q.   Suggested by who?

 23                   A.   I guess it came from Doug, maybe, was the

 24              first, you know.

 25                   Q.   That was Mr. Anderson?
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  1                   A.   Mr. Anderson.  I didn't have any

  2              objection to it, but I didn't seek it out.  I

  3              didn't call up Mr. Anderson and say I want to talk

  4              to Boeing people about this, I would like to talk

  5              to, you know, their lawyer.  As far as I was

  6              concerned, I was going to look at the data that

  7              Dean gave me.  This -- this opportunity came up to

  8              speak with some Boeing people and basically, as

  9              far as I was concerned, it was an informational

 10              meeting about what the heck is ATA.

 11                   Q.   Okay.  Mr. Anderson is a -- is an FAA

 12              lawyer.  Is that right?

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  And so the only -- the only

 15              contact suggested to you by the FAA lawyer was a

 16              contact with Boeing?

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection to the form.

 18                        MR. KOH:  Object to form.

 19                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with

 22              us?

 23                   A.   No.

 24                   Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with

 25              anyone else other than Boeing?
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  1                   A.   No.

  2                   Q.   Now, this -- this two-page document

  3              that's RGE and with 7-21-10 underneath it, I take

  4              it that RGE is you?

  5                   A.   Yes.

  6                   Q.   And 7-21-10 is the date that you did

  7              this?

  8                   A.   Yes.

  9                   Q.   How long -- how much time did you spend

 10              doing this on the 21st?

 11                   A.   Oh, I -- I had notes, I had handwritten

 12              notes to myself that I had developed over the

 13              course of all of this, and I basically just said,

 14              you know, I need to type all this up and put it in

 15              one place and that's what I did.  And it took me,

 16              because I already had this stuff pretty much

 17              written up, it was a matter of getting it into

 18              words.  So, in answer to your question how long

 19              did this take, I don't know, maybe -- maybe two

 20              hours.

 21                   Q.   Now, going through your bullets

 22              Supporting Information, the first bullet is no

 23              quantitative engineering evaluation.  I think

 24              we've talked about that?

 25                   A.   Uh-huh.
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  1                   Q.   Anything more you'd like to say about

  2              that?

  3                   A.   No.

  4                   Q.   The second bullet is:  "Relators's

  5              counsel acknowledges in his letter of December

  6              11th, 2009," is that me?

  7                   A.   That's you.

  8                   Q.   -- "that the allegation that the

  9              airplanes are dangerous is an opinion when he

 10              states, quote, we did not state any matters of

 11              opinion except that these aircraft are dangerous,"

 12              close quote?

 13                   A.   Uh-huh.

 14                   Q.   What's the significance of that to you?

 15                   A.   Well, one thing that puzzled me as I went

 16              through Dean's data was this lack of quantitative

 17              engineering evaluation material, like what I would

 18              call hard data, and -- and I felt like, well, I've

 19              heard this claim that aircraft are dangerous and

 20              should be grounded as a common theme, but there is

 21              no data that supports that.  And then when I saw

 22              that in your letter you weren't claiming that as

 23              any kind of fact, you were, in fact, saying this

 24              is just an opinion, then I said, oh, okay, now, I

 25              understand, you know, this lack of data.  No one's
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  1              saying there is any data, no one is really

  2              claiming there has been any engineering

  3              evaluations done.  This idea of these airplanes

  4              are dangerous and should be grounded is, in fact,

  5              just an opinion.  So, that was significant to me;

  6              that you weren't making a claim that that was a

  7              fact, you were saying, in your opinion, they are

  8              dangerous and should be grounded.

  9                        MR. KOH:  Bill, having asked the witness

 10              about your December 11th, 2009 letter, will you

 11              now agree to provide us a copy?

 12                        MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  I'm asking him about

 13              this note in a document that was produced by the

 14              government in this case without my consent or

 15              knowledge.  It was just produced.  So, I'm asking

 16              him about this which you already have.

 17                        MR. KOH:  I asked you a question and

 18              you've answered it.

 19                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.

 20                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 21                   Q.   Now, is dangerous an opinion?

 22                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 23                   A.   To me -- to me, when you say dangerous,

 24              these airplanes should be grounded, I basically

 25              say that's an unsafe condition likely to occur in
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  1              other aircraft.  You go to 39.5 that's AD

  2              material.  So, to me, when I -- when I take your

  3              statement and translate it, that means you are

  4              saying there should be an AD written.

  5                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   My question was, is -- is the conclusion

  7              that something is safe or dangerous, is that an

  8              opinion?

  9                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 10                   A.   No, it's not an opinion.  You need

 11              engineering data. You need -- like I said, go

 12              through it again, you need to quantify the

 13              discrepancy, engineering needs to evaluate its

 14              impact on the aircraft relative to structural

 15              integrity, strength, fatigue, damage tolerance.

 16              And then based on that body of engineering

 17              information, you draw a conclusion I got an unsafe

 18              condition.  And the other thing is you may have an

 19              unsafe condition, but if it's not likely to occur

 20              on other aircraft, you don't write an AD.

 21                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 22                   Q.   Okay.  So, you draw a conclusion and

 23              that's what I'm -- you look at the data and you

 24              draw a conclusion, right?

 25                   A.   You -- you look at the data and based on
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  1              the data you make a call.

  2                   Q.   Right.  You make -- you draw a

  3              conclusion?

  4                   A.   A conclusion.

  5                   Q.   Right?

  6                   A.   Yeah.

  7                   Q.   And that conclusion, is that same

  8              conclusion going to be reached by every

  9              aeronautical engineer?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for

 11              speculation.

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

 13                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 14                   Q.   In other words, the conclusion that --

 15                   A.   It's -- it's a pretty rigorous process

 16              that we typically go through before we produce

 17              that AD.  It's -- it's got to be pretty much of a

 18              consensus of the people involved, including

 19              management, that, yes, indeed, we have a -- we

 20              have a smoking gun.  We may not -- we may not have

 21              -- hopefully we don't have a catastrophic event,

 22              but we have a near miss and we've got all the data

 23              that says, by gosh, take it to the bank, we've had

 24              a near miss and the engineering data supports it.

 25                   Q.   I'm trying to get to the difference
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  1              between a conclusion drawn from the data and an

  2              opinion based on the data?

  3                   A.   Okay.  I think it's a question of

  4              semantics.

  5                   Q.   Okay.

  6                   A.   And me, and me, I would say this, and we

  7              can, you know, argue about this, but an opinion to

  8              me would be an unsubstantiated conclusion.

  9                   Q.   Okay.

 10                   A.   To me, an opinion would have connotations

 11              of you came to that conclusion, but you really

 12              didn't have substantiating information or very

 13              little.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  So, so, to you, the word opinion

 15              is really sort of a soft word, a bad word in

 16              relation to data?

 17                   A.   It's not a bad word, but to me if someone

 18              says, well, I have an opinion on that, there is

 19              probably -- to me, at least, that would mean,

 20              well, they probably don't have much data behind

 21              it.

 22                   Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, the next paragraph is

 23              Rolf Hamerquist?

 24                   A.   Yes.

 25                   Q.   Structures DER.  Do you know Mr.
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  1              Hamerquist?

  2                   A.   Yes.

  3                   Q.   Is he a -- is he a good engineer; do you

  4              know?

  5                   A.   I'll refrain from answering that

  6              question.

  7                   Q.   Okay.  And you saw a letter written by

  8              him in March of 2005?

  9                   A.   Uh-huh.

 10                   Q.   That's over five years ago?

 11                   A.   Uh-huh.

 12                   Q.   I'm sorry to correct you on this.

 13                   A.   Yes.

 14                   Q.   Yes.  And -- and what -- do you know what

 15              Mr. Hamerquist, what information Mr. Hamerquist

 16              had available to him in March of 2005?

 17                   A.   I have no idea.

 18                   Q.   Okay.  What significance do you take from

 19              the quote that you make from Mr. Hamerquist?

 20                   A.   The significance -- the significance I

 21              took from that quote is, my gosh, we both arrived

 22              at the same point because he's also saying he

 23              doesn't have enough data to make any call on these

 24              airplanes.

 25                   Q.   So, you interpret Mr. Hamerquist's
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  1              statement as saying he believes the airplanes are

  2              airworthy?

  3                   A.   No, I -- I interpret his statement to say

  4              that he does not have enough engineering data to

  5              make a call on we have an unsafe condition, these

  6              airplanes should be grounded, we should write an

  7              AD.  To me, he's basically said that because, you

  8              know, my conclusion was if he did have the

  9              information to be able to do that, then he

 10              certainly would have done it.

 11                   Q.   Okay.  Now, what he says is:  "I cannot

 12              make an estimate, using accepted engineering

 13              principles, of the fitness of any of these parts.

 14              I cannot make a determination of the airworthiness

 15              of any of these parts or the aircraft that were

 16              built with them."  Is that what you quoted?

 17                   A.   Yes, those are his -- that's straight out

 18              of his letter.

 19                   Q.   Right.  And did you take it that he was

 20              saying that being unable, using accepted

 21              engineering principles, to make an estimate of the

 22              fitness of these parts, being unable to make a

 23              determination of the airworthiness, he did not

 24              think that they were airworthy.  Did you make that

 25              -- did you reach that conclusion?
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Object to form.

  2                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  3                   Q.   Were you in doubt as to their

  4              airworthiness?

  5                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

  6                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

  7                   A.   I believe he had a doubt relative to

  8              their safety.  I'm going to use the word safety

  9              because you get talk -- get talking about

 10              airworthiness and there is other things that go

 11              on.  It's -- you write an AD if you find an unsafe

 12              condition likely to occur on other aircraft.  If

 13              you read 39.5, it doesn't say you write an AD if

 14              you find the airplane to be not airworthy.

 15                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 16                   Q.   Are airworthy and -- are airworthiness

 17              and safety, are those synonymous?

 18                   A.   No.

 19                   Q.   What's the difference between the two?

 20                   A.   I'm not even going to try to get into

 21              that.

 22                   Q.   Do you not know?

 23                   A.   I don't -- I've heard all kinds of

 24              discussions on that and I just -- I use the word

 25              safety and make a determination of an unsafe -- I
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  1              work in the 39.5 that says if you find an unsafe

  2              condition likely to occur on other aircraft,

  3              that's when you go for an AD.

  4                   Q.   Okay.  So, so, you can't, as we sit here

  5              today, you can't tell us based upon your knowledge

  6              and experience what the distinction is, if there

  7              is one, between airworthiness and safety?

  8                   A.   I -- I wouldn't even try because I've

  9              heard so many discussions on that subject, and I

 10              would say it's -- it's an arguable discussion and

 11              it's really not relevant in the end to determine

 12              -- to determine unsafe condition.

 13                   Q.   Now, you understand that Mr. Hamerquist

 14              is a DER?

 15                   A.   Yes.

 16                   Q.   And -- and that means he's a designated

 17              airworthy -- I mean, engineering representative of

 18              the FAA?

 19                   A.   Yes.

 20                   Q.   And do you understand that there -- he

 21              has an advisor within the DER hierarchy?

 22                   A.   Yes.

 23                   Q.   Do you know who that is?

 24                   A.   No.

 25                   Q.   Did you make any effort to investigate
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  1              this matter and talk to Mr. Hamerquist about it?

  2                   A.   I confined my investigation to the

  3              material that Dean Smyth provided.

  4                   Q.   Okay.  And among the material Mr. Smyth

  5              provided was the letter from Mr. Hamerquist?

  6                   A.   Correct.

  7                   Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't call Mr.

  8              Hamerquist?

  9                   A.   No.

 10                   Q.   "No failures noted in the complaint,"

 11              that means there were no -- none of these SDRs or

 12              crashes or anything like that?

 13                   A.   I was looking for -- we -- we do see

 14              operator reports crack found in part, operator

 15              reports distressed fasteners found, operator

 16              reports a failed part.  That's the kind of thing I

 17              was looking for was some problem with an airplane.

 18                   Q.   Okay.

 19                   A.   Primarily, the people who find these are

 20              operators, and they usually find them as part of

 21              their normal maintenance they discover these sort

 22              of things or when they are accessing areas they

 23              find them.  That's what I was looking for.

 24                   Q.   Now, fail-safe chords, how long are those

 25              supposed to last?
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form, lack of

  2              foundation.

  3                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join on foundation.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   Are those lifetime parts?

  6                        MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.

  7                   A.   Let's see, you've got to understand the

  8              requirements.  There is -- there is no requirement

  9              on how long those parts have to last.  How is

 10              that?

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   So, when I ask is -- are there -- when I

 13              say lifetime parts, are there parts on the air --

 14              well, strike that.

 15              Does lifetime parts have a meaning to you,

 16              lifetime parts?

 17                   A.   No.

 18                   Q.   Are there -- are there some parts of the

 19              airplane that are designed to be replaced

 20              periodically?

 21                   A.   Typically, no.

 22                   Q.   Tires, tires, are they replaced

 23              periodically?

 24                   A.   Parts, I almost don't consider tires a

 25              part, but strictly speaking they are a part, they
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  1              have a part number.  There are -- there are

  2              certain parts that are replaced, like windshields

  3              and transparencies.  Little, if any, of the actual

  4              air frame is designed to be swapped out over the

  5              expected operational life.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  So, if -- if you looked into the

  7              SDRs and you found that there were cracks or

  8              corrosion relating to fail-safe chords, would --

  9              on the airplane, would that cause you concern?

 10                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Assumes facts not

 11              in evidence.

 12                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can still

 13              answer the question.

 14                   A.   It would -- it would cause an

 15              investigation of that: Why did it happen and

 16              what's the effect of that on the safety of the

 17              aircraft?  But it would depend on the outcome of

 18              the evaluation what the action was.

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   Okay.  What if you -- what if you looked

 21              and you found one fail-safe chord had suffered

 22              crack and -- cracking and corrosion and needed to

 23              be replaced, would that have any significance to

 24              you?

 25                   A.   One?
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  1                   Q.   One, yeah.

  2                        MR. ROBISON:  Foundation.

  3                        MR. KOH:  Incomplete hypothetical as

  4              well.

  5                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's a complete

  6              hypothetical.

  7                   A.   Yeah, it depends.  I mean, you do a

  8              failure investigation and try to understand, you

  9              know, why this one did that and there is no others

 10              out there that did it.  And I have seen cases

 11              where, in the end it was, you know, this is unique

 12              to this tail number.  It -- it could result in an

 13              unsafe condition, but we are not going to write an

 14              AD because we have decided it's unique to this

 15              tail number.

 16                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 17                   Q.   You would try to decide whether it was

 18              normal or anomalous fatigue?

 19                   A.   Yes.  You must have read my paper.

 20                   Q.   I do, and I've got it here.  I mean it's

 21              all -- it's all marked up and highlighted.  In

 22              fact, in fact, a little bit ago, it was commented

 23              that we hadn't gotten to Exhibit 683.

 24                   A.   Oh, okay.

 25                   Q.   And this is Strategies For Ensuring
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  1              Rotorcraft Structural Integrity, which we are not

  2              talking about a rotorcraft here, but in terms of

  3              the concepts of normal and -- normal and anomalous

  4              fatigue, is there a difference -- I mean, are the

  5              concepts of normal and anomalous fatigue relevant

  6              to aircraft like the 737?

  7                   A.   Absolutely.

  8                   Q.   Okay.  And so what's the difference

  9              between normal and anomalous fatigue?

 10                   A.   A case -- if you -- well, one way -- one

 11              way would be to explain it is the outcome.  By

 12              definition, if you have a case of fatigue and you

 13              determine it's normal fatigue and it could lead to

 14              not meeting requirements, then you would have

 15              grounds to write an AD.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  Now --

 17                   A.   Because when it's normal, you're saying

 18              every other aircraft could end up looking the same

 19              way.  On the other hand, if it's anomalous, that

 20              would say you've done enough -- you've done enough

 21              analysis to determine that this particular

 22              incident is unique to this aircraft because of

 23              something someone did to this tail number, that

 24              would not be an AD.

 25                   Q.   Okay.  Look -- just so that we have it
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  1              identified for the record, I've marked as Exhibit

  2              683 a paper that you wrote, gosh, when did you

  3              write it, 2005?

  4                   A.   No, it's -- this was -- this was 1999 was

  5              when the conference was held on this one.

  6                   Q.   And the title of the paper is Strategies

  7              For Ensuring Rotorcraft Structural Integrity?

  8                   A.   Yeah.  Yes.

  9                   Q.   And -- and in this you discuss normal

 10              fatigue and anomalous fatigue?

 11                   A.   Yes.

 12                   Q.   And these concepts, you know, threats to

 13              structural integrity and normal and anomalous

 14              fatigue would be applicable to -- what would you

 15              call a 737?  Is that a fixed wing?

 16                   A.   Fixed wing, fixed wing aircraft.  Much --

 17              there are some things in here that are unique to

 18              rotorcraft because the rotorcraft rules are

 19              interestingly different, but the basic

 20              philosophies in here are generally applicable.

 21                   Q.   To fixed wing aircraft?

 22                   A.   Fixed wing, rotorcraft, engines, go

 23              carts, automobiles.

 24                   Q.   Now, what are -- what are the causes of

 25              anomalous fatigue?
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  1                   A.   The one example that I like to use, if

  2              you are familiar with the U.S. Air Force F-111

  3              incident where they -- are you familiar with the

  4              F-111?

  5                   Q.   The one where it broke in half?

  6                   A.   Well, a wing came off.

  7                   Q.   Wing came off.

  8                   A.   Wing came off.  And that was -- that was

  9              due to a defect in the wing carry-through forging.

 10              It was a very high-strength steel.  It caused a

 11              wing separation at 100 hours of service when the

 12              airplane was designed to fly for 6,000 hours, and

 13              they never saw that ever again on any F-111.  That

 14              would be an example of an anomalous event.

 15                   Q.   Okay.  And the causes of anomalous

 16              fatigue you have on page 2 of your paper?

 17                   A.   Uh-huh.

 18                   Q.   You say design oversights/errors is the

 19              first bullet on the second page.  Do you see that?

 20                   A.   Yeah.

 21                   Q.   And then the second one is manufacturing

 22              errors.

 23                   A.   Uh-huh.

 24                   Q.   And the third one is operational and

 25              service anomalies?
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  1                   A.   Uh-huh.

  2                   Q.   Now, on that one, the F-111, was that a

  3              design, a manufacturing or an operational anomaly?

  4                   A.   It was not an operational anomaly, but

  5              you could -- you know, in hindsight you could say

  6              they picked a very unforgiving material.  So you

  7              could say, you know, design, if they had it to do

  8              over again probably wouldn't have picked that

  9              material.  And certainly there was a fabrication.

 10              The defect got built in when the billet was made

 11              to start the part way back in the beginning of the

 12              birth of the part, if you will.  So -- (paused)

 13                   Q.   Now, the manufacturing errors slash

 14              mistakes is what you say here and then you have

 15              two sub-bullets under it:  Omission of critical

 16              processes or introduction of defects is the two --

 17                   A.   Uh-huh.

 18                   Q.   -- possible explanations for

 19              manufacturing error or mistake?

 20                   A.   Uh-huh.

 21                   Q.   What is the omission of a critical

 22              process?  What do you mean by that?

 23                   A.   Should be heat treated.  There -- an

 24              example of that is many years ago there were quite

 25              a bit of aluminum that was produced by, I think,
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  1              Alcoa that was, in fact, built into a number of

  2              aircraft.  And after the airplanes were out there

  3              flying, Alcoa realized that that particular

  4              product didn't get the heat treat it should have

  5              gotten, and so there had to be an investigation

  6              done of those -- of the airplanes that got that

  7              material, and I would -- you know, that wasn't a

  8              fatigue.  It didn't end up being a fatigue

  9              problem, but it could have been an under-strength

 10              issue, and that was -- that's what I would call an

 11              anomaly where there was something that was

 12              supposed to get done, it didn't get done, and it

 13              didn't get done on a specific number of aircraft.

 14              It wasn't a fleet-wide issue.

 15                   Q.   What if you've had the omission of a

 16              critical process for a prolonged period of time on

 17              a fleet-wide issue, would that be anomalous?

 18                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for

 19              speculation.

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.

 21                   A.   Let me -- let me explain.  I'm talking

 22              about anomalous fatigue and potential sources of

 23              that.  So, you may have a discrepancy, but if it

 24              doesn't create a fatigue problem, there is no

 25              anomalous fatigue to talk about.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   Right.  So, what got us into this issue

  3              was hypothetically we were talking about one -- if

  4              you found one fail-safe chord that had corrosion,

  5              one of the things you probably would be looking at

  6              would be to determine whether or not it was a

  7              isolated instance of, you know, for whatever

  8              reason, a bad chord that got incorporated in the

  9              aircraft, or whether there was -- whether this

 10              indicated a larger, deeper problem.  Isn't that

 11              one of the things you would be interested in?

 12                   A.   Following your example, you might find

 13              when you looked into it that you did have some

 14              parts that didn't get the corrosion protection

 15              treatment that they needed to have as a part of

 16              their fabrication process.  It got into an

 17              airplane, that airplane had a corrosion problem.

 18              You looked back and you say, okay, we've -- we've

 19              got six parts that went through the system like

 20              that and we probably need to go out there and look

 21              at those.  And if you could -- if you can really

 22              -- lots of times you don't have -- I mean, that's

 23              the good outcome is to be able to say there is

 24              only a few of the aircraft that are like this, we

 25              don't need to write an AD.  We basically take
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  1              corrective action in the process, but then you

  2              also -- the airplanes that actually have those

  3              parts, somebody has to make a determination what

  4              that means to those tail numbers and then you're

  5              going to have to deal with those particular tail

  6              numbers.

  7                        MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to derail

  8              you, but I just have a quick question that's

  9              actually addressed to Miss Bentley.  We are at

 10              4:55.  Do you have a position as to the

 11              availability of the witness beyond 5 p.m.?  We can

 12              discuss off the record as well.  I'm concerned, we

 13              have some questions and it's obviously getting

 14              late in the day.

 15                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Let me -- let me finish

 16              this line and we can take a break and we can talk

 17              about it.

 18                        MR. KOH:  That would be fine.

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   The -- but as you -- if you -- if on the

 21              other hand you, I don't know, what number would be

 22              significant, if you had 10, 15, 20, 30, you had --

 23              if you had a large number of reports of a

 24              particular problem with a particular part, like a

 25              corrosion, a cracking on a fail-safe chord, at
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  1              what point in time does it get to the level you

  2              start to become concerned?  How many?

  3                   A.   If you can't isolate it, then usually

  4              conservatively, you'd conservatively say this is

  5              systematic, I've got to go after the whole fleet.

  6                   Q.   Okay.  But what's the number that you

  7              would have -- I mean is there a number that you

  8              have in mind?

  9                   A.   No.  No.

 10                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   10?

 13                   A.   No, there is no -- it depends on --

 14                        MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, you have to give me a

 15              chance to object.  Objection, form and foundation.

 16                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 17                        MS. BENTLEY:  Now you can answer the

 18              question.

 19                   A.   It depends on the -- it depends on the

 20              criticality of the part; it depends on the

 21              situation; it depends on, you know, well, just

 22              this condition by itself does not make it not meet

 23              type design -- meet the type design requirements,

 24              but, you know, if -- if a certain chain of events

 25              occurs, we could get there.  And if you're way
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  1              down the food chain in that, it's different from

  2              if you say, you know, when this occurs we are

  3              almost at the edge of the cliff.  So, it depends.

  4              It depends on the criticality of the part,

  5              criticality of the situation, the impact on the --

  6              on the requirements.  But in the end, if you

  7              cannot -- if you can -- if you can honest to gosh

  8              limit it to these tail numbers, even if it's 100

  9              tail numbers, you can go out there and target just

 10              those tail numbers.

 11                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 12                   Q.   Well, if -- if -- you know, we are

 13              talking hypothetically about numbers, but we are

 14              not hypothetical about the part.  I mean, I was

 15              talking about a fail-safe chord.  If -- if we --

 16              which is primary structure of the aircraft,

 17              correct?

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form and

 19              foundation.

 20                        MR. KOH:  Join.

 21                   A.   You're -- what does primary structure

 22              mean?

 23                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 24                   Q.   I'm -- I'm -- I'm not the engineer, you

 25              are.
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  1                   A.   I don't --

  2                   Q.   What does primary structure mean?

  3                   A.   I don't -- I don't hardly ever use the

  4              term.

  5                   Q.   So, you don't know what primary structure

  6              of the aircraft is?

  7                   A.   I get down to what does the structure do

  8              in the aircraft, what is its importance to the

  9              aircraft, and then you do your evaluation of the

 10              discrepancy based on what that part does. You can

 11              call it -- you can call it a primary structure or

 12              an element of primary structure or a PSE or an --

 13              it doesn't really matter.

 14                   Q.   So --

 15                   A.   They are just words.  The bottom line is

 16              what's the importance of that to the structure;

 17              and this discrepancy that we found, how does it

 18              impact its performance?

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Now, did you look at the

 20              particular parts involved in this case to

 21              determine how those parts would impact on what, on

 22              the flight?  On the safety?  What's the critical

 23              thing?  How they would impact on what?

 24                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.

 25                   A.   Well, first -- I'm sorry.
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  1                        MS. BENTLEY:  You just have to wait until

  2              he finishes his question and give me a second.

  3              Thank you.

  4                   A.   Ask your question again.

  5              BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  6                   Q.   You said it's -- these are just words and

  7              you've got to get down to the basic issue which is

  8              what?  How do they impact the aircraft?

  9                   A.   What is it -- what does it do in the

 10              structure?  Why is it there?  What does it do?

 11              And then its discrepancy that it has, its

 12              documented discrepancy, how does it impact its

 13              function?  If it -- if it still will function the

 14              way it's supposed to function, then the

 15              discrepancy is okay.  If it impacts its function,

 16              then the discrepancy may not be okay and we may

 17              need to take the part out, we may need to impose

 18              an inspection and monitor the part.  I mean, there

 19              is different remedies if you get to the point that

 20              you say this part does not perform like it's

 21              supposed to perform.

 22                   Q.   Okay.  So, if the -- if the -- if the

 23              solution is to replace the part, you know, the

 24              engineer who reviews the part has become

 25              sufficiently concerned about it that he orders a
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  1              replacement of the part, what does that mean?

  2                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

  3                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  4                   Q.   In this analysis that we are talking

  5              about.

  6                   A.   What does it mean?  I mean --

  7                   Q.   I have seemed to confused you.

  8                   A.   Yeah, you have.  You would do the

  9              evaluation to make the determination if the part

 10              comes out or not.  I mean, you wouldn't say you've

 11              got to take the part out until you had made a

 12              determination that the way it is, it doesn't

 13              function the way it's supposed to.

 14                   Q.   Okay.  So, I take it if the -- if the

 15              engineer -- this would be a DER, right, on a

 16              repair -- like let's say there was an SDR and --

 17                   A.   You're getting out of the AD world now.

 18              Do you want to do that?

 19                   Q.   Well, I actually do for a moment because

 20              it starts outside the AD world.  It starts with a

 21              particular problem on a particular airplane and a

 22              -- and a particular solution to that particular

 23              problem, correct?

 24                        MR. KOH:  Object to the form.

 25                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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  1                   Q.   In other words, there is a particular

  2              part that's been found to have failed or not be

  3              functioning as it's designed, and then an engineer

  4              looks at it and makes a decision and then that

  5              decision is implemented to repair the aircraft.

  6              That's the way it starts, isn't it?

  7                   A.   There is -- there is as many scenarios as

  8              -- as there are people in the world probably.

  9                   Q.   Is that one of them?

 10                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,

 11              foundation.

 12                   A.   One of them would be that you -- I'll

 13              give you an example of one of them.  One of them

 14              would be as an operator finds a crack, he goes to

 15              the SRM, which we have talked about. The SRM

 16              covers that kind of a crack.  He takes the repair

 17              and the SRM, he does the repair and nobody knows

 18              about it.  Everybody is -- everybody is happy.

 19                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 20                   Q.   And in that circumstance, would there be

 21              an SDR that would be generated?

 22                   A.   Possibly not.

 23                   Q.   For there to be an SDR generated, does it

 24              have to go over a certain threshold for an SDR to

 25              be generated?
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  1                        MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join.

  3                   A.   I am not an expert on when SDRs get

  4              triggered and when they don't get triggered. I

  5              have heard, you know, discussions that if you can

  6              fix it with the SRM, you don't write an SDR.

  7                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  8                   Q.   By SDR, we are talking about that

  9              document that's part of Exhibit 682, aren't we?

 10              That's --

 11                   A.   That's out of the F.A.R.s.  There is some

 12              -- I think it's 121 has some stuff in it about --

 13              yeah, 121-704 SDRs.

 14                   Q.   All right.  So, for it to raise to the

 15              level of an SDR, I mean, you might have a problem

 16              with a particular part that is -- what's that

 17              acronym that you used?

 18                   A.   SRM, structural repair manual.

 19                   Q.   Structural repair manual; that the

 20              operator makes reference to the structural repair

 21              manual, fixes it and doesn't even make a report,

 22              right?

 23                   A.   That happens.

 24                        MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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  1                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  2                   Q.   That happens?

  3                   A.   That happens.  To qualify my point, I

  4              think that is okay.  If you can -- if you can take

  5              care of the repair with the SRM, which is

  6              developed by Boeing, by their engineers, they have

  7              basically said in that report we have looked at

  8              these kinds of discrepancies in the structure, we

  9              have already come up with a repair for that.  So,

 10              if you find it and it's within these bounds and

 11              you repair it with -- these are approved through

 12              engineering and FAA -- you can go do this.  You

 13              don't have to come back to Boeing.  If you have

 14              the capability, you're in-house or with someone

 15              else, to put this SRM repair on, you can basically

 16              do that and be done with it and go on with life.

 17                   Q.   Without a report?

 18                   A.   Without an SDR.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  Now, but if we have a report, an

 20              SDR report, under 14 C.F.R. what chapter, Chapter

 21              1, 121.704, does anybody at the FAA monitor those

 22              SDRs to determine if a pattern has developed

 23              concerning a particular part on the airplane?

 24                   A.   I know of -- I know of FAA people who

 25              have done SDR searches.  I don't know that there
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  01            is an organization that that's their sole purpose.

  02            I don't know.

  03                 Q.   Who's responsibility would that be within

  04            the FAA?

  05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.

  06                 A.   I don't know.

  07                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Two minutes to tape.

  08                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  09                 Q.   Does anybody -- is Boeing expected to

  10            monitor these SDR reports to -- to evaluate its

  11            own parts and to reach conclusions about patterns

  12            from the SDRs?

  13                 A.   I don't know.

  14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

  15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  16                 Q.   Do you know whether Boeing does that,

  17            whether Boeing monitors the SDRs?

  18                 A.   No, I don't.

  19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Take a break.

  20                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.

  21            17

  01:35.

  22                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

  23                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.

  24            The time is 17:23:20.

  25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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  1                   Q.   Okay.  We got on this -- on this talking

  2              about the SDRs basically out of your article,

  3              which is Exhibit 683, and talking about the

  4              difference between anomalous fatigue and normal

  5              fatigue.

  6                   A.   Yes.

  7                   Q.   And -- and if we -- and we were talking

  8              about the causes for anomalous fatigue being the

  9              omission of critical processes or the introduction

 10              of defects, and I didn't get to the introduction

 11              of defects part.  Could you tell us what you mean

 12              by that?

 13                   A.   Yes.  The introduction of defects would

 14              be like that F-111 example I gave you.  That would

 15              be a defect that was introduced into the billet

 16              and went all the way through the airplane.

 17                   Q.   Okay.  Now, the problem -- can you

 18              explain these two graphs that you have at the top

 19              of page 2 of Exhibit 683?

 20                   A.   I'll give it a shot.  The Figure 1 was

 21              meant to graphically illustrate normal fatigue

 22              over time, reducing the strength of the part and

 23              these curves out here represent the cumulative

 24              probability of the strength dropping down to

 25              either ultimate capability or limit capability.
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  1              The point of this figure was that normal fatigue

  2              is predictable if you have the right data.

  3                   Q.   Okay.

  4                   A.   Fatigue life follows a random

  5              distribution, and if you have enough data you can

  6              predict when it's going to occur statistically.

  7              It's statistically modeled.  Anomalous --

  8                   Q.   Before we get to anomalous, just about

  9              normal, what is the data that you need to have to

 10              predict normal fatigue?

 11                   A.   You need fatigue test data.

 12                   Q.   And so that would be the fatigue tests

 13              that were done during the type certification

 14              process?

 15                   A.   Normally, although people run fatigue

 16              tests after airplanes are in the air to further

 17              understand particular issues that might have

 18              cropped up.

 19                   Q.   Now, those -- the fatigue testing that is

 20              done before type certification, that is fatigue

 21              testing of structures that were built according to

 22              type design, correct?

 23                   A.   It can be -- it can be -- it can range

 24              anywhere from coupons, just to characterize

 25              material, to what I would call full-scale
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  1              components that are production representative and

  2              everything in between.

  3                   Q.   Right, but --

  4                   A.   Depending on what  - what you're trying

  5              to go after.

  6                   Q.   But the fatigue testing that we get to

  7              make predictable -- make the predictable failure

  8              occur, is a -- is testing on the airplane as

  9              described and the type design data?

 10                   A.   Not necessarily.  People take a very

 11              basic coupon test data and will make predictions

 12              of air frame structure and will extrapolate

 13              analytically to account for the differences

 14              between the coupons and the full scale article.

 15                   Q.   Right, and -- but they have mathematical

 16              computations available to make those calculations.

 17              I mean, they can -- they can -- they can take that

 18              coupon test and they can extrapolate that into the

 19              type designed airplane, correct?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   So, they can extrapolate it in to the

 22              type design data?

 23                   A.   You said type design data.  I got a --

 24              there is -- there is no requirement to do a -- up

 25              until recently, there has been no requirement to
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  1              run a fatigue test.  So, if you look at the

  2              compliance data packages, you would find for the

  3              737s, all the way through the NG, you will not

  4              find a fatigue analysis report submitted as part

  5              of the data, as part of the compliance data

  6              package.  This is getting into some details of the

  7              rules, but that's --

  8                   Q.   Well, we got into this because you said

  9              you determined normal fatigue on the basis of the

 10              fatigue test?

 11                   A.   If you -- if you want to make a

 12              prediction of when you would expect cracks to

 13              occur, normal fatigue is something that you can

 14              predict, how far out you would expect that to

 15              happen.

 16                   Q.   But if we want that fatigue testing to

 17              apply to a real airplane in the sky, then we are

 18              going to try to come up with tests of what we

 19              think that airplane is, right?

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 21              foundation.

 22                   A.   To get -- to get the most credible answer

 23              without having to get into discussions about

 24              assumptions and mathematical ways to extrapolate,

 25              the best way is to go to a full-scale structure,
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  1              but that's not the only way.  People do get by

  2              with less than that and there is no requirement to

  3              do either.

  4                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

  5                   Q.   But if you don't have that testing, then

  6              you're not going to be able to predict normal

  7              fatigue, right?

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.

  9                   A.   That would be true.  You do need some

 10              sort of a test basis to make a credible estimate

 11              of fatigue life.

 12                   BY MR. SKEPNEK:

 13                   Q.   Okay.  Now, you're getting into the

 14              second figure.  You are going to -- you are going

 15              to explain the second figure.

 16                   A.   The second figure was meant to -- the

 17              point here was that anomalies occur.  By

 18              definition, they are not predictable. Their

 19              seriousness is not predictable.  They may be

 20              benign, they may be -- cause catastrophic results.

 21              They can occur very early in the life of the

 22              aircraft.  Here is, you know, No. 6 is a bad

 23              anomaly that caused the strength to degrade very

 24              early in the life, and they can range all the way

 25              up to not so -- a more benign anomaly is depicted
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  1              in 2, and 1 is the reference, that would be

  2              something that was predictable.  But the point of

  3              figure 2 was anomalies are very, very difficult to

  4              deal with.

  5                   Q.   Why -- why are anomalies hard to predict?

  6                   A.   Because anomalies by definition are

  7              escapes.  They are things that you -- you design

  8              -- try to design around, manufacture around and

  9              your maintenance program is trying to prevent.

 10              The -- the example of the F-111, they did

 11              everything they could with the billet inspections

 12              to try to make sure that they didn't have defects

 13              in the first place, but things happen.  You know,

 14              we are human, there is escapes, things don't work

 15              exactly like we planned on, and it's -- it's like

 16              predicting you're going to get into a car accident

 17              tomorrow.

 18                   Q.   Now, that would be the introduction of

 19              defects example with the particular bad billet on

 20              one part that failed.  But on the omission of

 21              critical processes, you -- why would -- why would

 22              the -- why would it be hard to predict anomalous

 23              fatigue with the omission of critical processes?

 24                   A.   Well, if you -- if you've got -- if

 25              you've got a process and -- like a heat treat
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  1              process, and they are typically on the engineering

  2              drawing, if there has to be any post-fab heat

  3              treat to get to the heat final heat treat that you

  4              want.  It's on the engineering drawing.  They are

  5              supposed to be quality checks to make sure that

  6              gets done.  And if everybody does their job and

  7              the system works, it's going to get heat treated

  8              right.  Every now and then the system doesn't

  9              quite work and we will, like this soft aluminum

 10              example I gave, through nobody's intent the system

 11              didn't work and we ended up with a few parts out

 12              there that didn't have the strength that everybody

 13              thought they should have. That, to my -- that to

 14              my -- that would, to me, qualify as an anomaly.

 15              It wasn't predictable.  No one could have looked

 16              into their crystal ball and said Alcoa is going to

 17              forget to heat treat these particular extrusions

 18              that are going to go into these airplanes.

 19                   Q.   No, no.  My question is why can't you

 20              predict when the -- when those parts fail?  Why

 21              can't --

 22                   A.   Because you don't know the severity of

 23              the anomaly.  You can't predict how bad bad is

 24              going to be.  It could be -- you know, it could be

 25              a very benign escape or it could be a very severe
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  1              escape and there is no way to predict that.  Now,

  2              if you tell me what the escape is, if you say I

  3              want you to predict the life if this is what

  4              happens, then one could develop the data for that

  5              particular specified escape, but we don't -- we

  6              don't -- we don't design airplanes to tolerate

  7              every imaginable escape that might ever occur or

  8              has ever occurred, otherwise they wouldn't fly.

  9                   Q.   So, the predictability would come from

 10              build records that show conformity to the design

 11              records?  That's where predictability comes from?

 12                   A.   Well, you have to have -- you have to

 13              have some certainty.  When you -- when you are

 14              dealing with normal fatigue, I think I mentioned

 15              in there normal fatigue is manufacture with no

 16              surprises, operated as planned and maintained as

 17              intended.  So, the system is working.  If the

 18              system is working, you've got -- you've got a

 19              fighting chance to start predicting when you would

 20              expect the airplane to start cracking.  If the

 21              system breaks down, all bets are off and you

 22              better have some other way to, you know, to

 23              tolerate that defect, and hopefully you have

 24              bounded the defects that crop up in the future,

 25              but sometimes we don't.
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  I'll interrupt my --

  2              so the agreement is that I'm going to interrupt

  3              mine, you're going to ask a few questions, five,

  4              10, I don't care how long, about that -- about

  5              those two particular issues relating to the

  6              production of documents from the government.

  7                        MR. KOH:  And the resumption of the

  8              deposition.  There were two topical areas I wanted

  9              to cover.

 10                        MR. SKEPNEK:  And the resumption of the

 11              --

 12                        MR. KOH:  The fact that we are coming

 13              back and what's going to be involved with that.

 14              I'll ask the questions.

 15                        MR. RAUCHWERGER:  You mean about his

 16              availability?

 17                        MR. KOH:  Let me just ask the questions.

 18                        MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  We are letting the

 19              witness go at six o'clock.  Is that understood?

 20                        MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yeah.

 21                        MR. KOH:  So, let me just state for the

 22              record --

 23                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Because my only agreement

 24              is if we -- if we are interrupting it to deal with

 25              these sort of procedural things.
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  1                        MR. ROBISON:  Right.  Nobody is saying

  2              your examination is over.

  3                   CROSS-EXAMINATION

  4                   BY MR. KOH:

  5                   Q.   So, for the record, Steve Koh for Boeing.

  6              I actually have a number of areas I would like to

  7              ask the witness on, but our agreement is only to

  8              cover a couple of topical areas.

  9              First topical area is I want to talk a little more

 10              about the information provided by Relators'

 11              counsel and correspondence as reflected in

 12              documents.  So in Exhibit 685, which you testified

 13              was your sort of working file documents?

 14                   A.   Is that this one?

 15                   Q.   If you flip to the third page of your

 16              review notes?

 17                   A.   Okay.  Uh-huh.

 18                   Q.   There is a page with a large number of

 19              bullet points is your page 3?

 20                   A.   Yes.

 21                   Q.   Does -- and it continues on to the next

 22              page as well.  Does this list of quoted items

 23              include quotations from letters or e-mails from

 24              Relators' counsel or their experts to the

 25              government?
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  1                   A.   It goes back to the material in the blue

  2              binder, the three-ring binder.  And in fact, these

  3              numbers in parenthesis -- let's take the first one

  4              we talked about.

  5                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you talking about the

  6              page 3?

  7                        MR. KOH:  Yes.

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.

  9                   A.   The first one, that quote right there,

 10              you can go back to the blue binder that Dean Smyth

 11              provided me, go to the first tab No. 1, that's his

 12              tab, and go into that document and you can find

 13              that.  And the same on all of these.  You can go

 14              into Dean's tab 11 and find, you know, this quote,

 15              and so on and so forth.

 16                   BY MR. KOH:

 17                   Q.   I think I understand, but let's just go

 18              through a couple of examples so it's clear.  The

 19              second bullet point on this page states, quote,

 20              when improper or uncalibrated tools are used, the

 21              resulting parts do not conform to type design and

 22              are, thus, non-conforming, end quote, and it

 23              references 11?

 24                   A.   Yeah.

 25                   Q.   If we turn to Exhibit 682, which is the
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  1              index to the blue notebook, does that indicate to

  2              you that the quotation is from a letter from

  3              Clausen Miller to the Justice Department?

  4                   A.   Yes.

  5                        MS. BENTLEY:  Let him answer.

  6                   BY MR. KOH:

  7                   Q.   To take another example, if you'd flip to

  8              this next page?

  9                   A.   I'm sorry.

 10                   Q.   If you'd flip to the flex page of Exhibit

 11              685, the second bullet point talks about a July

 12              14, 2009 incident involving the rupture of the

 13              skin and sudden decompression of a Southwest

 14              Airlines aircraft.

 15                   A.   Uh-huh.

 16                   Q.   And at the end of that quotation there is

 17              a reference to 69?

 18                   A.   Yes.

 19                   Q.   Again, if we reference Exhibit 682, does

 20              that indicate that the quotation is from a letter

 21              from Sherwood Harper to the Justice Department?

 22                   A.   Let me look.

 23                        MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Koh, what line are you

 24              on in his exhibit.  Am I on the wrong page?  I'm

 25              sorry.  Okay.
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  1                   A.   That's out of a letter.

  2                   BY MR. KOH:

  3                   Q.   Okay.  And as you testified before, as

  4              this Exhibit 685 reflects, these were all

  5              materials that you reviewed in the course of your

  6              work on this matter?

  7                   A.   Correct.

  8                   Q.   If we flip further into page -- sorry,

  9              Exhibit 685, there is another document that you

 10              describe -- it's titled Summary of Contents of

 11              Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth?

 12                   A.   Which one are we on now?  Are we on the

 13              same four pages?

 14                   Q.   Same one, if you go back --

 15                   A.   Go back.

 16                   Q.   I'm sorry, forward.  After the list of

 17              the subject aircraft?

 18                   A.   After the list of the subject aircraft.

 19              Okay.  Oh, yeah.

 20                        MS. BENTLEY:  Give me a second.  That

 21              one.

 22                   BY MR. KOH:

 23                   Q.   And I was going to characterize what you

 24              said about it, but now frankly I'm not exactly

 25              sure.  So what is this page?
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  1                   A.   This -- this was my memory jogger for

  2              what was to make me remember a little bit about

  3              what was in each package, and this is by no means

  4              complete.  For example, on package 3 I wrote

  5              enough down there to jog my memory about what was

  6              in there, but that doesn't mean that's all that's

  7              in there.  And I -- I got -- I got lazy toward

  8              the end on package 7.  I just -- at that point

  9              there is a lot of other stuff in there and I just

 10              put enough down so I could say, oh, yeah, I kind

 11              of remember what was in package 7.

 12                   Q.   Okay.  The -- this document titled

 13              Summary of Contents of Packages Supplied by Dean

 14              Smyth references seven packages.  Is there a

 15              relationship to Exhibit 682, the index that

 16              references envelopes?

 17                   A.   Yeah, same thing.  Synonymous, envelope,

 18              package, synonymous.

 19                   Q.   Okay.  On your Summary of Contents of

 20              Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth on package 1, what

 21              you've written is Clausen Miller letter to an

 22              Alicia of 9-29-2006.  Do you see that?

 23                   A.   Yes.

 24                   Q.   And then there's a reference to, I'll

 25              just read the first couple bullet points. "Claims
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  1              93 P/Ns installed on LN 684 that were documented

  2              as discrepant were not included on list of NCRs

  3              for LN 684."  Second bullet, "Claims 185 parts

  4              documented as defective - proof of no MRB action?"

  5                   Does the information contained therein come

  6              from the Clausen Miller letter?

  7                   A.   Yeah, that was -- those were just bullet

  8              reminders to me what some of -- some of what I saw

  9              in that letter, and they were -- I mean, there is

 10              a lot more in there, but these were things that

 11              kind of stuck out to me that I saw in that letter

 12              just so, you know, when I look back at this, okay,

 13              now, what exactly was the point of some of the

 14              points in that letter.  Well, those were some of

 15              the points.

 16                   Q.   Okay.  The second paragraph talks about

 17              package No. 2 and a Clausen Miller letter to Dean,

 18              I presume, Smyth of January 19th, 2007.  The first

 19              bullet says, "Contains answers to questions

 20              submitted by e-mail to Dean."  Does that mean that

 21              the letter from Clausen Miller included answers to

 22              questions that Dean Smyth had e-mailed?

 23                   A.   As I recall, yes, I think that that was

 24              -- oh, oh, I'm not -- I'm not using my own system.

 25              Okay.  Yeah, so that would be package 2 supports
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  1              tab 12 and tab 12 is -- is specifically responding

  2              to questions that were posed by Dean Smyth and the

  3              letter is question 1, here is our response;

  4              question 2, here is our response; question 3, here

  5              is our response.

  6                   Q.   And then in your Summary of Contents of

  7              Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth in Exhibit 685,

  8              the next bullet on package 2 states:  "Contains a

  9              bit more explanation of the 93, quote, defective,

 10              end quote, parts on LN 684 A/P with no record of

 11              any MRB action.  (I.e., 93 parts not included in

 12              list of MRB parts on A/P.)"  That's, again, a

 13              reference to some information contained in that

 14              Clausen Miller letter to Dean Smyth of January 19,

 15              2007?

 16                   A.   Correct.

 17                   Q.   "Package 4 - various consultant reports"?

 18                   A.   Uh-huh.

 19                   Q.   Those would be reports of consultants to

 20              the Relators?

 21                   A.   Uh-huh.

 22                   Q.   Yes?  I'm sorry.

 23                   A.   Yes.  I'm sorry.

 24                        (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit

 25              No 686 was marked for identification by the
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  1              reporter.)

  2                   BY MR. KOH:

  3                   Q.   Thank you.  Mr. Eastin, I'm handing you

  4              what's been marked Exhibit 686, which is the

  5              privilege log that DOJ counsel provided to the

  6              parties this morning.  I just knew I was going to

  7              do that.

  8                        MR. ARMSTRONG:  You marked yours?

  9                        MR. KOH:  Yes.

 10                   BY MR. KOH:

 11                   Q.   Trying again.  Showing you 686.  I just

 12              had a couple of questions for you.  If you turn to

 13              the last page, there is an entry that, and I'll

 14              just read across what it says.  It's the very last

 15              one, "6-17-09, Terry Khaled, FAA.  SA Dean Smyth,

 16              DCIS.  Work product protection attorney/client

 17              privilege.  Memorandum.  FAA analysis of Relators'

 18              allegation."  First question I have for you is, to

 19              the best of your recollection, is this the correct

 20              date?

 21                   A.   I don't know.  I don't even know what

 22              that is at this moment.  I would have to --

 23                   Q.   From this description?

 24                   A.   From this description, I'm not -- several

 25              things come to mind and I would have to go check
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  1              and see which one that is.

  2                        MS. BENTLEY:  For the record, I think

  3              that might be an error by government counsel.  I

  4              think the date is wrong.  I also think there were

  5              two authors, and I think my -- it is a memorandum,

  6              but I think my statement that it's an FAA analysis

  7              of Relators' allegations is incorrect.  I think

  8              that's too broad and I would like to have an

  9              opportunity to submit a revised privilege log.

 10              For everyone, I did this last night in my hotel

 11              room between the hours of 11 and 1 a.m. based on

 12              handwritten notes that I had taken from the stuff

 13              we removed from the binders that privilege was

 14              being asserted to.  I really did the best I could.

 15                        MR. KOH:  And that's perfectly fine.  I'm

 16              just going to ask a couple of questions of the

 17              witness to try to understand what this is.

 18                   BY MR. KOH:

 19                   Q.   Doctor Eastin, did you -- did you

 20              co-author a memorandum relating to the allegations

 21              made by the Relators in this case?

 22                   A.   Yes.

 23                   Q.   And I mean separate, not the Declaration

 24              you've submitted, but a --

 25                   A.   A separate, separate from the
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  1              Declaration.

  2                   Q.   Okay.  And was that addressed to Agent

  3              Smyth?

  4                   A.   That -- that memorandum was.  Now, if

  5              this is -- if this is that memorandum, I can't say

  6              for sure, but there is a memorandum that I

  7              co-authored with Doctor Khaled that was addressed

  8              to Dean Smyth and answered two quest -- two or

  9              three questions that he posed.

 10                   Q.   And I was exactly going there.  So, try

 11              to piece that together with what we discussed

 12              earlier, you had -- we all reached an agreement

 13              that you would be permitted to convey what it was

 14              that you conveyed to Agent Smyth as your

 15              conclusion, and could you tell us what that

 16              conclusion was?

 17                        MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  Now, now we're -- I'm

 18              not done with my examination in this area and I

 19              don't think that this is properly within our

 20              agreement.

 21                        MS. BENTLEY:  And I'm going to object and

 22              instruct the witness not to answer because at this

 23              point the government is still taking the position

 24              that that material was not any of the stuff that

 25              was called for, but was rather a separate part of
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  1              the investigation.  So, I'm not going to let him

  2              answer the question.

  3                        MR. KOH:  Then I misunderstood what our

  4              agreement was earlier what it was -- because I

  5              don't think Mr. Skepnek actually asked him what

  6              you allowed him to speak to.

  7                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I -- I had -- I did ask him

  8              that question.

  9                        MR. KOH:  Then I forgot.

 10                        MS. BENTLEY:  This is a different

 11              document.

 12                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I asked him the -- I asked

 13              him the -- Alicia, for clarity of the record, I

 14              did not ask him about a document.  I asked him

 15              about the opinion that he gave to Mr. Smyth.

 16                        MR. KOH:  Okay.

 17                        MR. SKEPNEK:  That's what I asked him.

 18                        MR. KOH:  I'm trying to do what I need to

 19              do in order to have a record of what these

 20              materials may be so that we can decide whether to

 21              move on them, but --

 22                        MS. BENTLEY:  And for that, counsel, I

 23              will -- I will submit an Amended Privilege Log.

 24              Additionally, I did not include the Peggy Gilligan

 25              Power Point on that primarily because I've never
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  1              seen it.

  2                        MR. KOH:  Okay.  All right.

  3                   BY MR. KOH:

  4                   Q.   The second topic I wanted to briefly

  5              address with you is we talked about coming back

  6              and resuming your deposition.  I want to ask a

  7              couple questions related to that.

  8              So, you testified in response to Relators'

  9              questions about various materials that were

 10              provided by Agent Smyth for your review.  Was it

 11              your understanding that the materials that you

 12              reviewed were all of the evidence that Relators

 13              had of non-conforming parts on Boeing Aircraft?

 14                        MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and

 15              foundation.  You can answer.

 16                   A.   I didn't even consider if it was all or

 17              some.  Again, I go back to the request was here is

 18              the information, what do you think.

 19                   BY MR. KOH:

 20                   Q.   Well, did you expect that if there was

 21              evidence of non-conforming parts on aircraft, that

 22              that would be part of what would be provided to

 23              you?  Was that your expectation?

 24                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Object to form.

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
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  1                   A.   I didn't really have any expectations

  2              when I first talked to Dean Smyth.

  3                   BY MR. KOH:

  4                   Q.   Then let me ask you just a couple more

  5              questions.

  6                   Your counsel, Miss Bentley, stated on the

  7              record earlier today that to the extent that

  8              Relators' counsel had anything that they wanted to

  9              share that they felt was important for -- well, I

 10              don't want to characterize it, but to share

 11              information that they were invited to do so.

 12              And I want to ask you, to the extent the Relators

 13              have any evidence of non-conforming parts on

 14              Boeing Aircraft that they failed to provide to the

 15              government, would you like to see that material?

 16                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Now, now, wait a minute.  I

 17              -- this -- this goes beyond our agreement.  No, it

 18              does.  I agreed -- I agreed to step aside -- no,

 19              I'm going to go forward with my deposition now.  I

 20              agreed, I agreed to give you an opportunity to

 21              make your record about this privilege stuff, and

 22              now you're getting into the substance and I'm not

 23              finished with my examination on that area and I

 24              object to this.

 25                        MR. KOH:  Well, Mr. Skepnek --
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  1                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Counsel, and --

  2                        MR. KOH:  There may have been a

  3              misunderstanding, but this is the second topic

  4              that I wanted to --

  5                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, this -- but, no, this

  6              is not the -- I did not agree to this.

  7                        MR. KOH:  Well --

  8                        MR. SKEPNEK:  Show me on the record where

  9              I agreed to this.

 10                        MR. KOH:  I'm not saying you did.  You

 11              may have misunderstood what I intended.  So let me

 12              --

 13                        MR. SKEPNEK:  I object.  I object.

 14                        MR. ROBISON:  I'm going to -- we -- we

 15              agreed to this as a courtesy.  It is now seven

 16              minutes to six.  I'm not going to sit here and

 17              listen to the two of you argue.  It's after 5 p.m.

 18              I'm taking my witness and going home.

 19                        MR. KOH:  Miss Bentley, could I just say

 20              one more thing for the record.  To the extent this

 21              witness can be provided with information of

 22              non-conforming parts prior to the resumption of

 23              our deposition, can we all agree that it would be

 24              a good idea?

 25                        MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you put that in a
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  1              letter, sir. This is not appropriate to waste the

  2              witness's time with.  We are done.

  3                        MR. KOH:  Well, I object to the closure

  4              of the deposition.

  5                        MS. BENTLEY:  I didn't close the

  6              deposition --

  7                        MR. KOH:  I'm sorry, the --

  8                        MS. BENTLEY:  -- I ended the day.

  9                        MR. KOH:  -- the termination for the day.

 10                        THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  It's

 11              17:51:16.  End of this tape.

 12                        (THEREUPON, the deposition was

 13              adjourned.)

 14              .

 15              .

 16              .

 17              .

 18              .

 19              .

 20              .

 21              .

 22              .

 23              .

 24              .

 25              .
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  1                                       SIGNATURE

  2              .

  3                        The deposition of ROBERT EASTIN was taken

  4              in the matter, on the date, and at the time and

  5              place set out on the title page hereof.

  6              .

  7                        It was requested that the deposition be

  8              taken by the reporter and that same be reduced to

  9              typewritten form.

 10              .

 11                        It was agreed by and between counsel and

 12              the parties that the deponent will read and sign

 13              the transcript of said deposition.

 14              .

 15              .

 16              .

 17              .

 18              .

 19              .

 20              .

 21              .

 22              .

 23              .

 24              .

 25              .
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  1                                       AFFIDAVIT

  2              .

  3              STATE OF __________________________:

  4              COUNTY/CITY OF ____________________:

  5              .

  6                        Before me, this day, personally appeared,

  7              ROBERT EASTIN, who, being duly sworn, states that the

  8              foregoing transcript of his/her Deposition, taken in

  9              the matter, on the date, and at the time and place set

 10              out on the title page hereof, constitutes a true and

 11              accurate transcript of said deposition, along with the

 12              attached Errata Sheet, if changes or corrections were

 13              made.

 14              .

 15                           __________________________________

 16                                     ROBERT EASTIN

 17              .

 18                   SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this __________

 19              day of ________________________, 2010 in the

 20              jurisdiction aforesaid.

 21              .

 22              ______________________        _______________________

 23              My Commission Expires                Notary Public

 24              .

 25              .
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  1              .                 DEPOSITION ERRATA SHEET

  2              RE:       APPINO & BIGGS

  3                        REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

  4              FILE NO.:  15015

  5              CASE:   UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al. vs.

  6                      THE BOEING COMPANY, et al.

  7              DEPONENT:  ROBERT EASTIN

  8              DEPOSITION DATE:  July 27, 2010

  9              To the Reporter:

 10              I have read the entire transcript of my Deposition taken in the

 11              captioned matter or the same has been read to me.  I request that

 12              the following changes be entered upon the record for the reasons

 13              indicated.  I have signed my name to the Errata Sheet and the

 14              appropriate Certificate and authorize you to attach both to the

 15              original transcript.

 16              PAGE LINE  FROM          TO             REASON

 17              _______________________________________________________

 18              _______________________________________________________

 19              _______________________________________________________

 20              _______________________________________________________

 21              _______________________________________________________

 22              _______________________________________________________

 23              _______________________________________________________

 24              _______________________________________________________

 25              _______________________________________________________
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  1              PAGE LINE  FROM          TO             REASON

  2              _______________________________________________________

  3              _______________________________________________________

  4              _______________________________________________________

  5              _______________________________________________________

  6              _______________________________________________________

  7              _______________________________________________________

  8              _______________________________________________________

  9              _______________________________________________________

 10              _______________________________________________________

 11              _______________________________________________________

 12              _______________________________________________________

 13              _______________________________________________________

 14              _______________________________________________________

 15              _______________________________________________________

 16              _______________________________________________________

 17              _______________________________________________________

 18              _______________________________________________________

 19              _______________________________________________________

 20              _______________________________________________________

 21              _______________________________________________________

 22              _______________________________________________________

 23              _______________________________________________________

 24              SIGNATURE:_____________________________DATE:___________

 25                               ROBERT EASTIN
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 01                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the videotaped
 02             deposition of Robert Eastin taken by the plaintiff
 03             in the matter of United States of America, ex rel
 04             Taylor Smith, Jeannine Prewitt and James Ailes vs.
 05             The Boeing Company and Ducommun, Inc., f/k/a
 06             AHF-Ducommun, in the United States District Court
 07             for the District of Kansas, Case No. 05-1073-WEB.
 08             This deposition is being held at Aircraft
 09             Certification Office, 3960 Paramount Boulevard,
 10             Lakewood, California, on July 27th, 2010.  My name
 11             is David Tackla from the firm of Tackla &
 12             Associates with offices at 1020 Ohio Savings
 13             Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio.  I am the videographer.
 14             The reporter is Lora Appino from Appino & Biggs
 15             with offices located at 5111 Southwest 21st
 16             Street, Topeka, Kansas.
 17                  We are going on the record at 9:27, and will
 18             counsel now state their appearances for the
 19             record.
 20                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Bill Skepnek, Dean
 21             Rauchwerger and Corlin Pratt for the plaintiffs,
 22             and Jeannine Prewitt is here personally and with
 23             us is Pat Duggins.
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  Alicia Bentley for the
 25             United States Department of Justice for the
�0008
 01             witness.  Doug Anderson with the FAA for the
 02             deponent.
 03                       MR. KOH:  Steve Koh and Jim Armstrong for
 04             The Boeing Company.
 05                       MR. ROBISON:  And Steve Robison for
 06             Ducommun.
 07                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Can we go off the
 08             record for one second, please.
 09                       (THEREUPON, a discussion was had off the
 10             record.)
 11                                    ROBERT EASTIN,
 12             called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiffs,
 13             was sworn and testified as follows:
 14                  DIRECT-EXAMINATION
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Good morning, Mr. Eastin.
 17                  A.   Good morning.
 18                  Q.   After all this.
 19                  A.   Yes.
 20                  Q.   My name is Bill Skepnek, and I represent
 21             the plaintiffs who are Relators in an action
 22             pending in the United States District Court for
 23             the District of Kansas that's captioned U.S., ex
 24             rel Prewitt, et al., vs. The Boeing Company and
 25             AHF-Ducommun.  Have you been made aware of that
�0009
 01             case?
 02                  A.   Yes.
 03                  Q.   You understand that we're here to take
 04             your deposition today in that case and find out
 05             what you know.  We've been given a Declaration
 06             that you prepared or that was prepared and that
 07             you signed, I guess, at the end of May in this
 08             year?
 09                  A.   Correct.
 10                  Q.   We'll have it -- I mean, the exact date
 11             we'll have in just a second, but I -- we're here
 12             to talk to you about -- about that Declaration and
 13             about your qualifications to give it and about the
 14             information that you utilized in making it.
 15                  A.   Okay.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  In looking through your resume, I
 17             notice that you worked for McDonald Douglas?
 18                  A.   Yes.
 19                  Q.   For how long?
 20                  A.   I was there a total of 21 years, I
 21             believe.
 22                  Q.   And we are -- we are here near the Boeing
 23             Long Beach facility and that was formerly the
 24             McDonald Douglas facility?
 25                  A.   Correct, yes.
�0010
 01                  Q.   Were you stationed out here?
 02                  A.   Yes, I was in Long Beach.
 03                  Q.   So, when you left McDonald Douglas in
 04             1997, were you in Long Beach then?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   So, you just stayed in Long Beach?
 07                  A.   Yes.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  And was that at the time that
 09             Boeing acquired McDonald Douglas?
 10                  A.   It was before.
 11                  Q.   How long before?
 12                  A.   Probably, as I recall, it was something
 13             maybe a year before.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  And you were a design engineer for
 15             McDonald Douglas?
 16                  A.   No, I was an analyst.  I was a structures
 17             analyst.  I guess I'd characterize my job as a
 18             structures analyst, strength and fatigue and
 19             damage tolerance.
 20                  Q.   So, you didn't -- you're an engineer?
 21                  A.   Yes.
 22                  Q.   Are you an aeronautical engineer?
 23                  A.   Yes, I have an aerospace degree.
 24                  Q.   And so, as a structures analyst, were you
 25             actually involved in designing aircraft for
�0011
 01             McDonald Douglas?
 02                  A.   I worked with designers.
 03                  Q.   And the work that you did with designers,
 04             was that to evaluate the structures that the
 05             designers designed?
 06                  A.   It was to work with them to come up with
 07             a design; and then once the design was set, to
 08             evaluate the design.  So, there was a period of
 09             interaction to actually size the structure, then
 10             the designers went ahead and put it on paper, then
 11             we did the evaluation.
 12                  Q.   Right.  And what was the purpose for your
 13             evaluation of the structure?  Why did you do that?
 14                  A.   To show that it met the requirements that
 15             were set for us.
 16                  Q.   By whom?
 17                  A.   I worked both military and commercial.
 18             And depending on who the customer was, they had
 19             their own sets of requirements.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  So, the service requirements, is
 21             this what you're talking about?
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Have you given a deposition before?
 25                  A.   No.
�0012
 01                  Q.   Okay.  I'm guilty of jumping in too fast.
 02             A couple of rules that -- that I need to -- need
 03             to apprise you of.  First, is that one of -- one
 04             or more of the other lawyers may make objections.
 05             And when they make objections, those are for the
 06             record and for the court to rule upon at a later
 07             date.
 08             Now, your lawyer, who's Miss Bentley, if your
 09             lawyer makes the objection where she says for some
 10             reason that you are not to answer the question,
 11             under those circumstances you don't answer the
 12             question.
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  And you won't be confused
 14             about when that happens.
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not in doubt at all
 16             about that.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   But otherwise, unless -- unless she tells
 19             you not to answer the question, if somebody
 20             objects to a question, that's for the judge to
 21             rule on at a later time, but then we expect you to
 22             go ahead and answer the question.
 23             The other -- the other little rule that I need to
 24             tell you about is one that seems awfully rude
 25             while we're doing it, and that is in ordinary
�0013
 01             conversation, as you're nodding to me right now, I
 02             understand that you're -- you're telling me that
 03             you understand what I'm saying.  The court
 04             reporter can't take a nod.  So, if from time to
 05             time one of us says to you please, Mr. Eastin,
 06             answer audibly, answer verbally, we are not being
 07             rude, we simply have to do that.
 08                  A.   Sure, okay.
 09                  Q.   And then finally maybe a third, and that
 10             is we're going to be talking engineering and we're
 11             dumb lawyers and you're the smart engineer.  So,
 12             if I ask you a dumb lawyer question about
 13             engineering that makes no sense, I'd like you to
 14             tell me it makes no sense.  You won't be rude to
 15             me if you're telling me that it makes no sense?
 16                  A.   Okay.
 17                  Q.   So, if I'm unclear about a question or if
 18             you're unclear about what I mean by a question,
 19             please let us know.
 20                  A.   Okay.
 21                  Q.   Okay.
 22                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Now, what was -- what was
 23             that last question before the -- it was objected
 24             to?
 25                       THE REPORTER:  "So, the service
�0014
 01             requirements, this is what you're talking about?"
 02             Do you want me to read the question before that?
 03                       MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I'll go back and I'll
 04             reask it.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   You testified that as a structural
 07             analyst working together with the design
 08             engineers, your purpose was to help design an
 09             aircraft that met requirements?
 10                  A.   Uh-huh.
 11                  Q.   And the requirements that we're talking
 12             about are the requirements of the customer?
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  And I guess my question, maybe not
 15             very artfully phrased, was those would be the
 16             service parameters, the -- what the -- what the
 17             customer wanted to do with the aircraft?
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  You can
 19             answer.
 20                  A.   That's -- I'm not sure what you're
 21             asking.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   Well, then, what are the requirements?
 24                  A.   Okay.  We have documented strength
 25             requirements.
�0015
 01                  Q.   Okay.
 02                  A.   They have -- they have -- the structure
 03             has to meet certain -- be able to carry certain
 04             loads and they're specified by the customer in the
 05             military case.  For the FAA, they're specified by
 06             the FAA in our F.A.R.s.  And then for the
 07             military, they have specific fatigue and damage
 08             tolerance requirements that you have to meet.
 09             They're explicit; you have to meet them.  On the
 10             FAA side, there are no explicit fatigue or damage
 11             tolerance requirements.
 12                  Q.   Okay.  So, the -- so the requirements
 13             that you're talking about would be the -- would be
 14             the strength requirements required by the
 15             particular governmental agency involved, either
 16             the military or the FAA?
 17                  A.   Uh-huh.
 18                  Q.   And that would be a yes?
 19                  A.   That's a yes.  Sorry.
 20                  Q.   And -- and then would the work that you
 21             do, would that be documented in some way?
 22                  A.   Yes.  It would be documented in reports.
 23                  Q.   What would -- what would those reports be
 24             called?
 25                  A.   Stress analysis reports, damage tolerance
�0016
 01             evaluation reports, fatigue reports, damage
 02             tolerance analysis reports.  I'm thinking -- the
 03             reports -- the sum total of reports that would go
 04             to military or FAA.
 05                  Q.   And why would they go to -- let's talk
 06             about the FAA in particular.  Did you work on
 07             commercial aircraft?
 08                  A.   Yes, I did.  Early in my career, I worked
 09             on commercial aircraft.
 10                  Q.   And those -- those stress analyses that
 11             went to the FAA, why would they go to the FAA?
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 13                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 14                  Q.   If you know, because -- because what we
 15             want is your own direct personal knowledge.
 16                  A.   Okay.
 17                  Q.   Do you know why those -- and so if you
 18             don't know the answer to a question, please say I
 19             don't know.  But my question is, do you know why
 20             those stress analyses were given to the FAA?
 21                  A.   Yes.
 22                  Q.   What's -- why were they given to the FAA?
 23                  A.   The OEM is responsible for showing
 24             compliance and the FAA is responsible for finding
 25             compliance.  And in order to find compliance, you
�0017
 01             need the data.  So, the data is submitted to the
 02             FAA and the FAA makes a determination.
 03                  Q.   Now, are these materials that are -- that
 04             are given to the FAA in connection with type
 05             certification?
 06                  A.   Yes.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  So, would your stress analyses
 08             become a part of the type certification data?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   And would type certification data then be
 11             a part of the type design of the aircraft?
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 13                  A.   You're getting into an area that I'm not
 14             super comfortable with because I don't find
 15             compliance in my position.
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   What's your understanding?
 18                  A.   My understanding is it is part of type
 19             design.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and by type design -- we'll
 21             get into this in a little more detail later, but
 22             just so that while we're at it, type design,
 23             what's the definition that you understand for that
 24             phrase or that word, term type design?
 25                  A.   I believe, I don't know, we may have a
�0018
 01             definition for it, but the drawings set a standard
 02             for the design, and so that defines what the
 03             airplane is supposed to end up looking like
 04             ideally.
 05                  Q.   Uh-huh.  And those drawings would be the
 06             blueprints?
 07                  A.   The blueprints or any -- any data that
 08             defines the design.
 09                  Q.   And which would, you believe, include
 10             your stress analyses?
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
 12             ahead.
 13                  A.   The stress reports, as I understand, are
 14             part of the data package that's submitted, along
 15             with anything else that supports the definition of
 16             the design.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Now, back -- back when you were with
 19             McDonald Douglas and you submitted these packages
 20             to the FAA, would -- would the FAA then accept or
 21             reject, approve or reject those packages?  Is that
 22             how it worked?
 23                  A.   When I was with the FAA, I was in a
 24             position that my reports --
 25                  Q.   No, no, I'm talking about when you were
�0019
 01             with McDonald Douglas.
 02                  A.   I'm sorry.  When I was with McDonald
 03             Douglas, I was in a position when I was done with
 04             my report, it went to the certification office who
 05             dealt with the FAA and went to the FAA, and I
 06             personally didn't really get involved with it
 07             after that.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and -- and what -- there
 09             are delegated responsibilities that OEMs have from
 10             the FAA.  Is that correct?
 11                  A.   Correct.
 12                  Q.   Now, is the -- is the approval of a type
 13             certificate a delegated authority that goes from
 14             the FAA to an OEM?
 15                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 16             Calls for a legal conclusion.  You can answer.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   And again, sir, I'm talking about your
 19             understanding.  Does -- by your understanding --
 20             let's talk about delegation.  Let me maybe back up
 21             a couple of steps.  Maybe I went too fast.
 22             By delegated authority, the FAA delegates to -- to
 23             companies and to private individuals authority of
 24             the FAA to do certain things?
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Is that true?
 03                  A.   As I understand.
 04                  Q.   And, for instance, a DER or a DAR, those
 05             would be delegated authority, people with
 06             delegated authority from the FAA?
 07                  A.   Yes.
 08                  Q.   You are involved in the DER program, are
 09             you not, sir?
 10                  A.   No.
 11                  Q.   You're not.  DER, what is a DER?
 12                  A.   Designated engineering representative.
 13                  Q.   And what is a DER?  What's the function
 14             of a DER?
 15                  A.   As I understand, they have certain
 16             authorities to make approvals on behalf of the
 17             FAA.
 18                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and a DER, that would be an
 19             engineer, correct, DER?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   And then a DAR, what is a DAR?
 22                  A.   I'm not -- I know of them.  I couldn't
 23             give you the acronym.
 24                  Q.   Designated airworthiness representative?
 25                  A.   Okay.
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 01                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   If you don't know --
 04                  A.   No.
 05                  Q.   Okay.  Now, does the OEM, and that's the
 06             original equipment manufacturer, OEM?
 07                  A.   OEM, original equipment manufacturer,
 08             yes.
 09                  Q.   Does the OEM have designated authority
 10             from the FAA?
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You
 12             can answer.
 13                  A.   For certain things, as I understand, but
 14             not for everything.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Right.  What -- as you understand it,
 17             what are the -- what are the delegated -- what's
 18             the delegated authority of an OEM?
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 20                  A.   I don't know.  I wouldn't even want to go
 21             there, that's not my area.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   Okay.  Can an OEM certify a -- a part as
 24             airworthy?
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
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 01             ahead.
 02                  A.   I don't know if that's an authority that
 03             we delegate.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   Can an OEM certify an aircraft as
 06             airworthy?
 07                       MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection, foundation.
 08                  A.   I don't know for sure.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know whether an OEM
 11             can, without -- can utilize in its delegated
 12             authority from the FAA, whether an OEM can certify
 13             a type design?  Can issue a type certificate; do
 14             you know?
 15                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 16                  A.   No.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   You don't know?
 19                  A.   I don't know for sure.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  What do you think?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  I'm
 22             not going to allow the witness to speculate.  He's
 23             not here as an expert, he's not here as the FAA's
 24             representative for all purposes, his testimony is
 25             limited to the topics in the Touhy letter, and I
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 01             don't believe this topic was designated.
 02                       MR. SKEPNEK:   So you're directing him
 03             not to answer?
 04                       MS. BENTLEY:  I'm enforcing the Touhy
 05             regulations the way they were -- absolutely, I am
 06             directing him not to answer because you are not
 07             following the applicable F.A.R.s.
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Now, you've been -- strike that.
 11             You've been involved in aviation for how many
 12             years now?
 13                  A.   40 plus.
 14                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Do we have Exhibit
 15             stickers?
 16                       (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
 17             No 677 was marked for identification by the
 18             reporter.)
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   First, with a -- first, you were with
 21             McDonald Douglas and then since '97, so I guess
 22             for 13 years now with the FAA?
 23                  A.   Yes.
 24                  Q.   And your official title with the FAA is
 25             what?  It is Chief Scientific and Technical
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 01             Advisor for Fatigue and Damage Tolerance?
 02                  A.   Correct.
 03                  Q.   Have you had that same title your whole
 04             time with the FAA?
 05                  A.   Yes.  Well, let me clarify.
 06                  Q.   Okay.
 07                  A.   When I first started, the official title
 08             was Chief Scientific Technical Advisor, but it was
 09             for fracture mechanics and later changed to
 10             fatigue and damage tolerance.
 11                  Q.   And is -- and is your position within --
 12             is there a -- is there an organization within the
 13             FAA that is responsible for safety?
 14                  A.   The whole FAA is responsible for safety.
 15                  Q.   And is there within -- within the FAA, is
 16             there a particular organization which is
 17             designated as responsible for safety?
 18                  A.   Not that I know of.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  What -- what is -- what is meant
 20             by safety?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You
 22             can answer.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Well, you said that -- you said that the
 25             whole FAA is responsible for safety.
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 01                  A.   Yes.
 02                  Q.   What do you mean by that?  What do you
 03             mean by safety?  When you say the FAA is
 04             responsible for safety, what do you mean by that?
 05                  A.   No -- no failures during the operation of
 06             the life of any aircraft.
 07                  Q.   So, that would be no failures due to
 08             structural failure?
 09                  A.   Anything.
 10                  Q.   Well, on the structure side, it would be
 11             no failure due to a structural failure?
 12                  A.   Correct.
 13                  Q.   Then I guess the FAA also has an
 14             operations end and there would be an operational
 15             safety part of the FAA?
 16                  A.   Correct.
 17                  Q.   Like pilots and maintenance and all that
 18             stuff?
 19                  A.   Correct.
 20                  Q.   I flew a 737-900 last night in from -- in
 21             from Houston. I stole the card from it.  I hope --
 22             since I'm here at the FAA, if that was a crime,
 23             then you can -- you can cuff me right here and I
 24             -- but one of these yellow cards that say
 25             B737-800, -900.  I think they told me it was a 900
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 01             when they announced it.  Can you tell us whether
 02             that airplane was safe?
 03                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 04             Calls for opinion testimony.  It's beyond the
 05             scope of the designation.  Give me a second.
 06                       MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun joins the
 07             objection.  Lack of foundation.
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  This is beyond the scope of
 09             what was designated for this witness.  It's an
 10             improper question.  I'm going to instruct him not
 11             to answer.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   Now, safety -- I'll hand you what I've
 14             marked as Eastin Exhibit -- here's the way I'm
 15             going to do this.  We're going to show these on
 16             the -- on the -- is that the way I need to do it?
 17                       MR. ARMSTRONG:  Where are you going to
 18             show it?
 19                       MR. SKEPNEK:   It's showing right here.
 20             I'm going to give it to you in a second.  Don't
 21             worry about it.
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, it's for the computer,
 23             it's for the tape.  Okay.  I understand.
 24                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, I want to go
 25             off the record just for a second so we can handle
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 01             some technical things.
 02                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
 03                       (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)
 04                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
 05             The time is 9:35:29.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what I've
 08             marked as Exhibit 677, which is a Appendix A AIR
 09             Data, AIR Mission Statement, Aviation Safety
 10             Begins With Safe Aircraft.  Are you familiar with
 11             this?
 12                  A.   I don't think I've ever seen this
 13             particular document, no.
 14                  Q.   I found it because on -- back on page 6
 15             of it, it has your name?
 16                  A.   Yes, I see that.
 17                  Q.   And -- and I notice the second page is a
 18             map, which actually tracks with the map on the
 19             wall at the other end of the room?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   Have you had a chance to look at this,
 22             look at the -- this first page, which is the only
 23             page that really says anything?
 24                  A.   Yes.
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Take a moment and look at
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 01             it, sir.  They're going to ask you questions about
 02             it.
 03                  A.   Yes.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   Okay.  What is AIR?
 06                  A.   That's the -- I think of it as the
 07             engineering side of the house, as opposed to the
 08             inspection side of the house.
 09                  Q.   AIR is an acronym?
 10                  A.   It's an acronym.
 11                  Q.   Do you know what the acronym stands for?
 12                  A.   No.
 13                  Q.   But are you part of AIR?
 14                  A.   I'm part of AIR.
 15                  Q.   And -- and the title of this document is
 16             Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft.  I
 17             think that's kind of what you said that the FAA's
 18             mission is safety?
 19                  A.   Yes.
 20                  Q.   And then it says the Aircraft
 21             Certification Service, ACS.  Is ACS an
 22             organization within the FAA?
 23                  A.   Aircraft Certification Service, in my
 24             understanding, is AIR.
 25                  Q.   Is AIR.  Okay.  And so, you're part of
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 01             ACS?
 02                  A.   Yes.
 03                  Q.   Which is part of AIR?
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                  Q.   And so one of your jobs or one of the
 06             jobs of your organization is responsibility for
 07             safety?
 08                  A.   Correct.
 09                  Q.   It says, "The inherent safety of an
 10             aircraft is a function of its design integrity and
 11             its manufacturing quality."   What is meant by
 12             design integrity?
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 14                       MR. KOH:  Let me also just object, Bill.
 15             This is, obviously by its title, a part of some
 16             larger document, and to the extent there are other
 17             portions that relate to this that would need to be
 18             in front of the witness, we object for that
 19             reason.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Okay.  What is meant by design integrity?
 22                  A.   The goodness of the design itself.
 23                  Q.   Goodness?
 24                  A.   Which would be -- goodness would be
 25             meeting requirements.
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 01                  Q.   So, those would be --
 02                  A.   Working like it should.
 03                  Q.   So, those would be those F.A.R.
 04             requirements that you talked about earlier?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   So, the -- so, the integrity of design
 07             and its manufacturing quality, what's meant by
 08             manufacturing quality?
 09                  A.   What happens in the shop.
 10                  Q.   How do we know what happens in the shop?
 11                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Lack of foundation.  If you
 13             know.
 14                  A.   Not my area.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Well, do you know that there are records
 17             that are kept in the shop?
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 19                  A.   Yes, I knew that.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Do you know what the purpose of the
 22             records that are kept in the shop is?
 23                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague and overbroad
 24             as to records.
 25                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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 01                  A.   We'll get more specific, but do you know
 02             what the purpose of the record keeping is?
 03                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 04                  A.   It's to keep track of the manufacturing
 05             process.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   So that we have verifiable data
 08             concerning what happened during the manufacturing
 09             process?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Same objection.
 11                       MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun also objects to
 12             the form.  It's vague.
 13                  A.   You want a record of what went on in
 14             manufacturing.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   And -- and when I use the phrase
 17             verifiable data, is that a phrase with which you
 18             are familiar?
 19                  A.   I've heard it used before, yes.
 20                  Q.   The process of designing and
 21             manufacturing an airplane involves data, correct?
 22                  A.   Correct.
 23                  Q.   And, in fact, the type certification
 24             process involves the submission of data to the FAA
 25             that is used to approve the design?
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 01                  A.   Correct.
 02                  Q.   Now, so when we're talking about
 03             verifiable data, we're  talking about -- what are
 04             we saying in addition to data?  When we attach
 05             verifiable to it, what do we mean?
 06                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 07                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 08                  A.   In my opinion, having a credible source.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Okay.  Going back to my question about
 11             the safety of that airplane I flew last night, we,
 12             as a system, system-wise, we trust that that
 13             aircraft is safe for operation based upon a lot of
 14             data from a lot of people over a long period of
 15             time, correct?
 16                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 18             foundation.  I'm going to instruct the witness not
 19             to answer.  He's not to opine about the safety of
 20             any particular aircraft.  It was not in the Touhy
 21             designation.
 22                       MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not -- I'm not asking
 23             for clarification of the record, I'm not asking
 24             about the safety of a particular aircraft, I'm
 25             asking system-wide how our safety system works and
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 01             my question, I'll rephrase it and see if this
 02             helps.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   My question is, the foundation of our
 05             safety system is a -- is a reliance upon layers of
 06             data that goes -- that commence with the beginning
 07             of the design of the aircraft, and the manufacture
 08             of the aircraft, all the way up through the
 09             completed aircraft, and then the maintenance of
 10             the aircraft.  We have a system that relies upon
 11             verifiable data.  Is that true?
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, that's a speech, not a
 13             question.  The witness was not designated as an
 14             expert on behalf of the FAA.  The entire Touhy
 15             designation focused on a Declaration that he had
 16             written and the research and the materials that
 17             went into this.  You are beyond the scope of your
 18             designation of what you want to depose this
 19             witness for, and the purpose of the Touhy
 20             regulation is to allow the government to designate
 21             the appropriate witness to talk about these
 22             things.
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, now, the witness, in
 24             his -- in his -- in his Declaration, gave an
 25             opinion that these aircraft are not unsafe and
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 01             that these aircraft are -- let's see.  "There is
 02             an absence of evidence that would support the
 03             plaintiff's fundamental allegation that affected
 04             airplanes are not safe and should be grounded."
 05             So, I'm asking him about the basis for his
 06             determination that they are not not safe.  I don't
 07             know how else to do it, other than to talk about
 08             what safety means.  And when I'm -- I'm sorry,
 09             she's not going to want you to talk until she and
 10             I are finished with this colloquy.  And so I'm
 11             looking at his conclusions in paragraph 14 at page
 12             5 of his Declaration.  And if we're going to
 13             withdraw his opinion that they are not not safe,
 14             then I can understand it, but right now --
 15                       MS. BENTLEY:  I need -- you need to
 16             tailor your questions more to the statements in
 17             the Declaration as opposed to the generalized
 18             function of the FAA, which is what you seem to be
 19             focusing on.
 20                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well he says, "I see no
 21             need for the FAA to take any actions," so that's
 22             the last sentence of paragraph 14.  I'm trying to
 23             understand what the -- what the obligations are of
 24             the FAA.  Again, if he's --
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you --
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:  -- if we are going to
 02             withdraw the last sentence, because what he says
 03             in the last sentence of paragraph 14 is, "I see no
 04             need for the FAA to take any actions related to
 05             the safety of the affected airplanes, including
 06             issuance of any airworthiness directives."  I'm
 07             trying to -- I'm trying to get at the foundation
 08             of safety and that's what this document, Exhibit
 09             677 is.
 10                       MS. BENTLEY:  You can ask him what the
 11             basis of his statement is.  Document 677 is a
 12             document he's never seen before and you're asking
 13             him to opine about the general functions of the
 14             FAA.  That is not why the witness is here.
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:   So -- well, I'll proceed.
 16             I'm not sure where we are.  What was my last
 17             question, Lora?
 18                       THE REPORTER:  "Going back to my question
 19             about the safety of that airplane I flew last
 20             night, we, as a system, system-wise, we trust that
 21             that aircraft is safe for operation based upon a
 22             lot of data from a lot of people over a long
 23             period of time, correct?"
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.  Same
 25             instruction.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Paragraph 14 of your Declaration you
 03             stated, "Based on my review, there is an absence
 04             of evidence that would support the plaintiff's
 05             fundamental allegation that affected aircraft are
 06             not safe and should be grounded."  Did I read that
 07             correctly?
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  Can he have a copy of his
 10             Declaration in order to look at it?
 11                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, we can mark it,
 13             we can do it however you want.  But I don't want
 14             him being asked if he said something and not have
 15             the Declaration.
 16                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.  Happy to.  Happy
 17             to.  I think everybody's got a copy of it.  Let's
 18             make this 678.
 19                       (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
 20             No 678 was marked for identification by the
 21             reporter.)
 22                       MR. KOH:  Bill, before you go on, I'm a
 23             little concerned about the way the video
 24             transcript is going to come out.  Whenever you
 25             have that on there, that just remains as the
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 01             primary picture throughout your questioning or
 02             when did you shift off of that.
 03                       MR. SKEPNEK:   That's going to be a
 04             matter for later editing.
 05                       MS. BENTLEY:  We are getting video of the
 06             witness.
 07                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Right.  Yeah, video of the
 08             witness never stops.
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.
 10                       MR. SKEPNEK:   That's why we've got two
 11             cameras.
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, okay.
 13                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 14                  Q.   Okay.  Do you want me to read that again
 15             or did I get it right the first time?
 16                  A.   You got it right.
 17                  Q.   Okay.  You have 678 is your -- is your
 18             Declaration that's in front of you, and you said
 19             airplanes are not safe.  What standard were you
 20             using for safe?
 21                  A.   My statement, basically, I did not see
 22             anything that would indicate that there was the
 23             potential for a catastrophic failure during the
 24             operational life of the aircraft.
 25                  Q.   So, potential for a catastrophic failure
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 01             is your definition of safe?
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation,
 03             form.
 04                       MR. KOH:  Misstates his testimony.
 05                  A.   That's not my definition of safe.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   That's what I'm trying to get to.
 08                  A.   You said what did I think about when I
 09             said this, and that's what I was looking for was
 10             evidence that would point to the potential for a
 11             catastrophic failure during operational life.
 12                  Q.   I'm sorry, I must have misled you.  I
 13             thought what I told you was or what I asked you
 14             was for your definition of safe, what definition
 15             of safe are you using?  Is that your definition of
 16             safe?
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 18             foundation.
 19                  A.   I don't have a -- I don't have a precise
 20             definition of safe.  It entails a lot of things
 21             and it depends on the situation, and every case is
 22             unique.  So, you have to really apply a different
 23             standard depending on the situation.  The bottom
 24             line is you don't want to have an incident, and
 25             certainly not a catastrophic failure.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Okay.  So, when you -- when you -- in
 03             paragraph 14, are talking about safety?  Are you
 04             using a Robert Eastin definition of safety or are
 05             you using an FAA definition of safety?
 06                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
 07                  A.   I go back to the requirements for
 08             strength and fatigue and damage tolerance.  And if
 09             there's an indication that there is an issue with
 10             respect to meeting those basic type design
 11             requirements, that's when my flag goes up.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   Okay.
 14                  A.   So, my baseline are those requirements.
 15                  Q.   The requirements for strength, fatigue
 16             and damage tolerance?
 17                  A.   Yes.
 18                  Q.   Correct?
 19                  A.   Yes.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  Now, how do you know whether a
 21             particular part meets the requirements for
 22             strength, fatigue and damage tolerance?
 23                  A.   You have to quantify the parts and you
 24             have to quantify what those parts are supposed to
 25             do and then you have to make a determination can
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 01             those parts in their defined state do what they're
 02             supposed to do.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  So, quantify parts, quantify what
 04             they're supposed to do in their defined state?
 05                  A.   (Nods head up and down.)
 06                  Q.   Yes?
 07                  A.   Correct.
 08                  Q.   So, how do we quantify parts?  What do
 09             you mean by quantify parts?  Is that just numbers
 10             of parts?
 11                  A.   No, that would be -- that would be
 12             defining quantitatively the physical state of the
 13             parts, the size, the material, the things that
 14             basically define the design.
 15                  Q.   Okay.  And then supposed to do in their
 16             defined state, what do you mean by defined state?
 17                  A.   Whatever state that you are -- whatever
 18             line you're drawing.  If it's -- if it's in the
 19             as-designed condition, then you'd look at the
 20             engineering drawings, take the physical
 21             information from those.  If you are assessing a
 22             part that was in an airplane, then you would have
 23             to quantify that particular part in its physical
 24             state.  Without that, you can't move forward with
 25             any kind of determination at all.
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 01                  Q.   Okay.  So, when you expressed the
 02             conclusion that these parts are not not safe, that
 03             I see no need for the FAA to take any action
 04             related to the safety of the affected airplanes,
 05             including issuance of any airworthiness
 06             directives, were you quantitatively analyzing the
 07             parts as designed or of particular parts?
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.  I'm
 09             sorry, sir.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   If I got that wrong, let me know --
 12                       MR. KOH:  And let me just object.  That
 13             it mischaracterizes paragraph 14 in which his
 14             Declaration states that he saw no evidence, no
 15             evidence was presented to him of any safety issue.
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   Okay.  Did you understand the question?
 18                  A.   Yes.
 19                  Q.   Yeah.  So, are we talking about as
 20             designed or are we talking about an analysis of
 21             particular parts?
 22                  A.   I was -- I was -- when I looked at the
 23             evidence, I was looking for quantification of
 24             condition and an engineering evaluation of the
 25             parts.  I found neither.  So, based on the
�0042
 01             evidence I reviewed, there was not enough
 02             information or there was not any data to make a
 03             determination that there was an unsafe condition.
 04             So, there was a lack of evidence to support that
 05             there was an unsafe condition.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  Now, if you're going to -- if
 07             you're going to evaluate parts, do you start with
 08             the design of the parts?
 09                       MR. ROBISON:  Form, foundation.
 10                  A.   If I'm going to evaluate parts at what
 11             stage?
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   At any stage.  Do you need to know --
 14                  A.   For type certification, I use the
 15             drawings.
 16                  Q.   Okay.
 17                  A.   For evaluating an in-service situation, I
 18             use the parts that are in service that I need to
 19             understand.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  So, if you've got parts in service
 21             that you're evaluating, what is the standard
 22             against which you evaluate them?
 23                  A.   The type design requirements.
 24                  Q.   Okay.  So, that would be the drawings?
 25                  A.   No, you're back to the F.A.R.s.  You take
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 01             the parts and say do these parts, as they exist,
 02             as I have documented and quantified that they
 03             exist, do they still meet the F.A.R. requirements
 04             for strength and fatigue and do they function like
 05             they're supposed to, et cetera.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  Now, the F.A.R. requirements are
 07             what was met in the type certification process,
 08             correct?
 09                  A.   Correct.
 10                  Q.   So, if we're going to determine whether a
 11             particular part meets the F.A.R. requirements, do
 12             we look at the type certification data?
 13                  A.   You start there.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  So, if I've got a part in service
 15             and I'm trying to evaluate that part, do I look at
 16             the type certification data as a baseline for
 17             determining the safety of the part?
 18                  A.   Someone has always -- already done that,
 19             so there's probably no need to do that, but
 20             sometimes people do go back and replow that
 21             ground.  But the basic, the basic type design was
 22             evaluated and the data was given to the FAA and a
 23             finding of compliance is already done if it's got
 24             a type certificate.
 25                  Q.   Okay.  There is -- there is a finding of
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 01             compliance in the type certificate, so that the
 02             design of the parts by the type certificate is
 03             deemed to be satisfactory for the requirements of
 04             the F.A.R.s, right?
 05                  A.   Correct.
 06                  Q.   And then there is an airworthiness
 07             certificate that says that the airplane as built
 08             met its type design, correct?
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 10             foundation.
 11                  A.   I don't get involved in airworthiness
 12             certificates, so I'd be just giving you an opinion
 13             on the airworthiness.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   How do we know that the actual
 16             fabrication of the parts and the manufacture of
 17             the airplane met the type design?  How do we know
 18             that?
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 20                  A.   Engineering is responsible for defining
 21             the design with the engineering drawings.
 22             Manufacturing takes those and it's their
 23             responsibility to come up with a means of
 24             manufacture that creates parts that meet those
 25             drawings.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   So, when you're talking about a part in
 03             service, you said someone has already done that.
 04             What you meant was -- by that was that there has
 05             already been an engineering determination about
 06             the design of the parts and there has already been
 07             a manufacturing determination about the conformity
 08             of those parts to the design?
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 10                  A.   For clarification of my answer, I guess,
 11             if you have a service problem, if you have a
 12             service problem on a particular airplane, say you
 13             found a part that's cracked and you need to
 14             evaluate that situation and determine if indeed
 15             you do have an unsafe condition, then you usually
 16             zero in on that particular case.  You don't go
 17             back and redo the original certification analysis.
 18                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 19                  Q.   You don't redo the type certification
 20             analysis and you don't redo the conformity
 21             analysis and you don't redo the airworthiness
 22             certificate analysis, right?  You don't redo any
 23             of that.  You go from -- you go from a baseline
 24             that this airplane in operation has been certified
 25             and it's safe?
�0046
 01                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 02                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 03                  A.   You may go -- on occasion, you may go
 04             back and make sure that what was done originally
 05             was the right stuff.  And in some cases you find
 06             that even though it got a type certificate,
 07             someone may have made an error and then you fix
 08             that.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   An error in design?
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 12                       MR. KOH:  Object to the hypothetical
 13             nature of these questions.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   I want to know what you mean by an error.
 16                  A.   Could be in design.
 17                  Q.   Could be in manufacture?
 18                  A.   Could be in manufacture.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Have you -- have you ever, in the
 20             course of your career with the FAA, gone back and
 21             found an error in design in an aircraft?  Been
 22             involved in going back, as you say, in finding an
 23             error?
 24                       MR. KOH:  Let me just object to vague as
 25             to error, if you're referring to airworthiness
�0047
 01             directives.
 02                       MR. SKEPNEK:  You are trying to instruct
 03             the witness.
 04                       MR. KOH:  I am not trying to instruct the
 05             witness.
 06                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Yeah.  You are because you
 07             understand what the rules are.  He's not even your
 08             witness.  You understand that the rules are that
 09             you make an objection as to form.  That's the
 10             rules.
 11                       MR. KOH:  And that is my objection.
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  If you can answer the
 13             question.
 14                  A.   I'm thinking about the question because
 15             --
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  If you can -- if there's
 17             anything confidential that you can't disclose for
 18             ongoing investigations, that's fine, but otherwise
 19             you do need to answer the question, if you know.
 20                  A.   You could -- you could say there's an
 21             argument to say that any AD that gets written is
 22             an indication that we didn't get everything right.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Okay.  And what I'm trying to do is to
 25             distinguish -- I understand that and I think
�0048
 01             that's a fair answer, and -- but I'm trying to --
 02             I'm trying to understand whether, in doing one of
 03             those ADs, airworthiness directives, you've gone
 04             back and you've  been able to distinguish between
 05             a design error and a manufacturing error, if
 06             you've ever done that?
 07                  A.   I haven't done it with the FAA.  I have
 08             done it with -- in the military world.
 09                  Q.   Have you found instances where an AD was
 10             caused by a manufacturing error?
 11                  A.   On rare occasion.
 12                  Q.   So, on this issue of safe, trying to get
 13             to this definition of safe, when you -- when you
 14             evaluate these parts, are you making any
 15             assumptions about the parts?
 16                       MR. KOH:  Vague.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   I just want to know if you are.
 19                  A.   I don't -- I try not to make any
 20             assumptions.  I try to work with data.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  So, when you say there was an
 22             absence of evidence to support the fundamental
 23             allegation, you start out with -- you start out
 24             with a presumption that the aircraft, a documented
 25             aircraft from the ground up certified all the way
�0049
 01             along, that it is -- that it's airworthy and
 02             you're looking for some evidence to suggest it's
 03             not airworthy?
 04                  A.   That would be correct.
 05                  Q.   Okay.  So, there's a -- there's a -- and
 06             it may not be assumption, there's a presumption,
 07             based upon the certification process, that the
 08             aircraft is airworthy and you're looking for
 09             evidence to show that it's not airworthy or data,
 10             correct?
 11                  A.   Correct.
 12                  Q.   Okay.  And that -- and that presumption
 13             of airworthiness is based upon a lot of verified
 14             data over a long period of time?
 15                  A.   Might not be over a long period of time.
 16                  Q.   That's a good -- you're right.  It would
 17             be a lot of verified data over the life of that
 18             aircraft?
 19                  A.   No.
 20                  Q.   No?
 21                  A.   For a brand new type design, like a 787,
 22             it wouldn't be data over a long period of time.
 23             It would be the data that was generated to support
 24             type certification.
 25                  Q.   That's why I pulled out my long period of
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 01             time out of the question because you were right,
 02             it's not over a long period of time.  When we're
 03             looking at, as you are here at these 737NGs,
 04             you're giving them a presumption of airworthiness
 05             based upon verified data over the life of the
 06             program and the aircraft?
 07                  A.   In this particular case, there is service
 08             information, so that plays into the -- would play
 09             into the considerations.
 10                  Q.   Right.  Right.  And -- but this
 11             verifiable data that I'm talking about would be --
 12             there would be -- there would be verifiable design
 13             data that went into the type certification
 14             process, correct?
 15                  A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.
 16                  Q.   I'm sorry.
 17                  A.   Sorry, yes.
 18                  Q.   I feel rude doing it.  And -- and then
 19             there would be verifiable data during the
 20             manufacturing process?
 21                  A.   Yes.
 22                  Q.   And then there would be verifiable
 23             maintenance data?
 24                  A.   Yes.
 25                  Q.   Those would be the in-service stuff that
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 01             you're talking about, correct?
 02                  A.   Including inspection findings.
 03                  Q.   Sure.
 04                  A.   All of that.
 05                  Q.   Sure.
 06                  A.   Yeah.
 07                  Q.   And so that verifiable data that you're
 08             relying upon gives a presumption of airworthiness,
 09             and what you were looking for was evidence to
 10             support or data to support the allegation that the
 11             airplanes are not safe and you didn't find any?
 12                  A.   Correct.
 13                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, what I want to do is I
 14             want to go back to the very beginning of your --
 15             of your statement, I guess your Declaration , and
 16             I -- let me give you another -- let's go off the
 17             record just for a second.
 18                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
 19                       (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;
 20             WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 679 was
 21             marked for identification by the reporter.)
 22                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
 23             The time is 10:20:27.
 24                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 25                  Q.   Mr. Eastin, we took a short break.  Have
�0052
 01             you ever spoken with Mr. Koh alone?
 02                  A.   Alone, no.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever spoken with him
 04             together with other people?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   When was the last time?
 07                  A.   We had a meeting here a couple months
 08             ago.
 09                  Q.   Okay.  And that was the -- that was the
 10             meeting during which he made a Power Point
 11             presentation to you?
 12                  A.   Correct.
 13                  Q.   And if you look at Exhibit 679 that's in
 14             front of you and you flip about, oh, maybe a third
 15             of the way into the document, maybe 40 percent,
 16             TBC 247916, is that the Power Point?  I think it's
 17             to the end.
 18                  A.   It looks like it, yes.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  We'll go through that in some
 20             detail, but -- and then the front -- the front
 21             part of Exhibit 679, I will go ahead and put that
 22             on the screen for us, Exhibit 679 is a -- is a
 23             series of e-mails between you and -- and Mr. Koh
 24             and Mr. Anderson, your counsel, correct?  And take
 25             your time.  I don't want to hurry you through
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 01             this.
 02                  A.   Yes, this is one from me and I was copied
 03             on some as well.
 04                  Q.   Right. The -- if you go -- if you go to
 05             the lower right-hand corner of each of these
 06             documents, do you see it says TBC and then there
 07             is a number?
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                  Q.   You know, right here on the document and
 10             in the lower right-hand corner, and if you go to
 11             TBC 247896, I think you'll see -- is that right?
 12                  A.   896?
 13                  Q.   Yeah.  You've got it right there, the
 14             first page.  I haven't conformed mine yet.  That's
 15             my problem.  247896 is -- is an e-mail from Mr.
 16             Koh to Mr. Anderson in which he states, "Mr.
 17             Robert Eastin may have information relevant to a
 18             lawsuit."  Now, before you were contacted by Mr.
 19             Koh, had you made any contact with anybody with
 20             Boeing about information you may have that was
 21             relevant to a lawsuit?
 22                  A.   No.
 23                  Q.   Okay.  This is April 2nd of 2010 is the
 24             date of this e-mail.  And in looking back at that,
 25             at that Power Point presentation, that was April
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 01             22nd.  So, was this -- was around April the 2nd,
 02             the first week of April, the first contact you had
 03             from Mr. Koh about this matter?
 04                  A.   The first time I met Mr. Koh was at the
 05             meeting here.
 06                  Q.   And if -- if that's the date on the Power
 07             Point, that would be the date?
 08                  A.   That would be the date.
 09                  Q.   Okay.  So, do you recall a couple, three
 10             weeks before that meeting with Mr. Koh is when you
 11             had your first contact from anybody about it,
 12             about meeting with Mr. Koh?
 13                  A.   That's probably correct.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know how Mr. Koh came
 15             to know that you had information relevant to a
 16             lawsuit that he was -- in which he was counsel for
 17             Boeing?
 18                  A.   No.
 19                  Q.   If you go to the next page, which is TBC
 20             247897, Mr. Anderson wrote you and Doctor Khaled
 21             or Khaled?
 22                  A.   Khaled.
 23                  Q.   Khaled?
 24                  A.   I get it wrong, too.
 25                  Q.   Doctor Khaled, who is a metallurgist?
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 01                  A.   Correct.
 02                  Q.   And in this one he says, "He's asking
 03             that we provide a brief telecon to determine
 04             whether you both have knowledge of the facts
 05             involved.  He's assured me that he does not intend
 06             to seek opinions from you."  Do you see that?
 07                  A.   Yes.
 08                  Q.   Now, knowledge of the facts, were you at
 09             all involved in any of the design of the 737NG?
 10                  A.   No.
 11                  Q.   See, on the first page of your
 12             Declaration, it says you have personal knowledge
 13             of the facts. "Except as otherwise stated, I have
 14             personal knowledge of the facts stated herein."
 15             And what I want to know is what personal knowledge
 16             -- first of all, what do you understand personal
 17             knowledge to mean when you signed this?  What did
 18             you understand you meant by that?
 19                  A.   What I looked at personally.  What I
 20             actually reviewed myself in coming up with this
 21             Declaration.
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, you have to let
 23             him finish his question first.  It's not a
 24             conversation.
 25                       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   So, personal knowledge, now, did you --
 03             did you draft that language?
 04                  A.   As -- as I recall, the first draft came
 05             from Mr. Koh. And when I reviewed it, I believe I
 06             did not change that.  I did make changes, but I
 07             didn't change that, as I recall.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  And I think we in here we have
 09             that first draft from Mr. Koh.  We've been looking
 10             at -- at the second page of Exhibit 679, and
 11             that's TBC 247897, and here it says -- that's the
 12             place where it says that -- that he wants to
 13             determine whether you both have knowledge of the
 14             facts involved. "He's assured me he does not
 15             intend to seek opinions from you."  Do you see
 16             that?
 17                  A.   Yes.
 18                  Q.   I want to know what your understanding of
 19             the difference is between facts and opinions?
 20                       MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  This is
 21             not his e-mail.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   Well, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, this was an
 24             e-mail sent to you, right?
 25                  A.   Yes.
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 01                  Q.   You received this e-mail.  You read it?
 02                  A.   Yes.
 03                  Q.   What did you understand the distinction
 04             was between knowledge of facts and opinions was?
 05             What was your understanding?
 06                  A.   The facts would be factual information.
 07             Opinions would be not necessarily based on fact,
 08             but just conjecture, possibly.
 09                  Q.   The conclusions you reached from looking
 10             at the facts?
 11                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   That would be opinion?
 14                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   I just want to know what opinions means
 17             to you?
 18                       MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  He can answer.
 20                  A.   To me, to me, it would be a derived
 21             position based on information that you had looked
 22             at.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Okay.  So, the facts -- give us an
 25             example of facts that you know.  What are some
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 01             facts that you know, just as an example, so I know
 02             what you mean by facts?
 03                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 04                  A.   Fact:  No data was included in any of the
 05             material I looked at.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   Okay.
 08                  A.   Fact:  No quantified -- no quantification
 09             of anything that I could find, that was a fact.
 10                  Q.   Okay.  So, what you were really doing was
 11             you were judging, and this gets us back to
 12             paragraph 13 of your Declaration, which was
 13             Exhibit 678.  The copy that we've -- this is out
 14             of order.  I've got to fix this.  My co-counsel
 15             gave me a Declaration with the pages out of order,
 16             and it's all his fault that I'm confused right
 17             now.
 18                  So, when we get to paragraph 13, when you say
 19             that -- when you say, "Based upon my review, there
 20             is an absence of evidence," what you're really
 21             doing is you're judging the quality of the
 22             plaintiff's case on the basis of the information
 23             that was given to you?
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 25             foundation.
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Same objection.  And just for
 02             the record, that's paragraph 14.
 03                       MR. SKEPNEK:   14.  You're right, it is
 04             14.  I meant to say 14.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   Now let's go ahead and show it.  You're
 07             judging -- you're judging the -- "Based on my
 08             review, there is an absence of evidence that would
 09             support the plaintiff's fundamental allegation
 10             that affected airplanes are not safe and should be
 11             grounded."  What you're doing is you're really
 12             judging the quality of the evidence based upon the
 13             information that was given to you?
 14                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Correct?
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join.  You can answer.
 18                  A.   No.
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   Well, then, what are you doing?
 21                  A.   I'm not judging the quality of anything.
 22             I'm just saying there is a void, it's devoid of
 23             quantifiable data that anyone can make a finding
 24             of an unsafe condition on.
 25                  Q.   Right, based on what was given to you?
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 01                  A.   Based on the -- well, that's all I had to
 02             look at was what was given to me.
 03                  Q.   Right.  And what I want to do is I want
 04             to figure out who gave you what so I can
 05             understand the basis for this conclusion.  Who
 06             gave you information?
 07                  A.   Dean Smyth, DCIS, sent me a box of
 08             information.
 09                  Q.   And when was that?
 10                  A.   When was that?  I'd have to check my
 11             records.  I've had it for several months, at
 12             least.
 13                  Q.   Okay.  So, it was -- it was within the
 14             last year?
 15                  A.   Yes.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  Now, prior to receiving the box
 17             from Mr. Smyth, did you -- did you know anything
 18             about this case?
 19                  A.   Mr. Smyth called me on the phone.
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and
 21             instruct the witness not to disclose anything he
 22             learned in the course and scope of the
 23             investigation.
 24                  Additionally, we have a small group of
 25             documents, I should have given them to you at the
�0061
 01             beginning of the deposition - we can deal with
 02             that whenever you want - that are not privileged.
 03                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.
 04                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Let's go ahead.  Perfect
 05             time to take a break and let me see what you've
 06             got.
 07                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record,
 08             10:32:42.
 09                       (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
 10                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
 11             The time is 10:46:33, tape 2.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   You are a chief scientific and technical
 14             advisor?
 15                  A.   Correct.
 16                  Q.   To the FAA?
 17                  A.   Correct.
 18                  Q.   CSTA, is there a cadre of CSTAs?
 19                  A.   Yes, there are.
 20                  Q.   And what are the CSTAs?
 21                  A.   As far as their function goes?
 22                  Q.   Uh-huh.
 23                  A.   We are, I would say, analogous to
 24             consultants on staff. So, we give advice and
 25             consult as requested from primarily the agency,
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 01             but our job scope is also includes industry, if
 02             they want advice or opinion or guidance.
 03                  Q.   In your Declaration you, Exhibit 678, you
 04             make some statements about the role of CSTAs on
 05             page 2 of it.
 06                  A.   Page 2, okay.
 07                  Q.   Do you see that, under 13?  Do you see
 08             that?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   And I think you say somewhere in there
 11             about being at the forefront of scientific and
 12             technological activities?
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   The forefront of scientific and
 15             technological activities, does -- does the
 16             state-of-the-art change?
 17                  A.   Yes.
 18                  Q.   And so when we say state-of-the-art,
 19             we're talking about a state at some point in time,
 20             right?
 21                  A.   At any given time, the state is -- it is
 22             what it is and it changes hopefully for the
 23             better.
 24                  Q.   Right.  And so if -- if we were to say
 25             state-of-the-art at any given point in time, what
�0063
 01             would we be meaning by that?
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
 03                  A.   How things are done.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   Okay.  Best practices at a particular
 06             point in time?
 07                  A.   Best practices.
 08                  Q.   Preferred processes?
 09                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   Have you ever heard of preferred
 12             processes?
 13                  A.   No, I guess I haven't.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  You've heard of best practices?
 15                  A.   Yes.
 16                  Q.   And you've heard of state-of-the-art?
 17                  A.   Yes.
 18                  Q.   Okay.  So, state-of-the-art might be best
 19             practices?
 20                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 21                  A.   State-of-the-art might be best practices?
 22             I'm sorry, I'm not making much sense out of that
 23             one.
 24                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 25                  Q.   Okay.  Well, when you say that you're at
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 01             the forefront of scientific and technological
 02             activities, are scientific and technological two
 03             different things?
 04                  A.   Most people will separate things into one
 05             of those buckets.  I don't think it's always
 06             accurate to do so, but people like to do that.
 07                  Q.   Technological means what?
 08                  A.   Technological would be the engineering
 09             side of it and the scientific would be the science
 10             part of it.  Engineer as opposed to a scientist.
 11                  Q.   So, as the -- when we're talking about
 12             forefront in technological activities -- let's
 13             see, you started doing engineering, aeronautical
 14             engineering what year?
 15                  A.   1969.
 16                  Q.   In 1969 did you have any CAD drawings?
 17                  A.   No.
 18                  Q.   When you left McDonald Douglas in 1997,
 19             were you doing CAD drawings?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   Were you involved in using CAD drawings?
 22                  A.   Yes.
 23                  Q.   So, would the forefront -- would CAD
 24             drawings be at the forefront of technological
 25             activities in 1997?
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 01                  A.   Certainly in 1997 -- repeat the question,
 02             please.
 03                  Q.   Would CAD drawings be at the forefront of
 04             scientific and technological activities in 1997?
 05                  A.   I would say no.
 06                  Q.   When -- was CAD at the forefront at some
 07             point in time?
 08                  A.   Let me retract that.  In 1997, CAD was
 09             state -- becoming state-of-the-art.
 10                  Q.   Okay.  When did --
 11                  A.   Put it that way.
 12                  Q.   When did CAD become state-of-the-art, as
 13             you recall?
 14                  A.   It depends on who you talk to.
 15                  Q.   I'm talking to you.  I'm talking to you.
 16             When did CAD come --
 17                  A.   I would say in 1997 it hadn't fully
 18             matured to the point it was commonly used.
 19                  Q.   Okay.
 20                  A.   People were still trying to use it.
 21                  Q.   And CAD means, is an acronym meaning
 22             computer-assisted drawing or design?
 23                  A.   Computer-aided design.  I've heard
 24             computer-assisted design.
 25                  Q.   Okay.  And are you familiar with
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 01             something called CAM?
 02                  A.   No.
 03                  Q.   Never heard of CAM?
 04                  A.   I think I've heard of it, but I couldn't
 05             tell you what the acronym was.
 06                  Q.   Are you familiar with computer-aided or
 07             assisted manufacturing?
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                  Q.   Okay.  Was -- was -- has computer-aided
 10             or assisted manufacturing become state-of-the-art?
 11                  A.   Again, it depends on what -- how you want
 12             to define state-of-the-art.  It's being used, but
 13             it isn't being used universally.
 14                  Q.   And when did -- when did CAM, or
 15             computer-assisted manufacturing, begin to be used?
 16                  A.   You'd need a manufacturing historian for
 17             that one. People were probably dabbling with that
 18             way, way back when.
 19                  Q.   Was it being used by McDonald Douglas
 20             when you left McDonald Douglas?
 21                  A.   We were dabbling in it.
 22                  Q.   Do you know if it was being used by
 23             Boeing at the time you left McDonald Douglas?
 24                  A.   I couldn't speak for Boeing.
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   That's why I asked do you know.  Do you
 03             know what -- are you familiar with CAI, C-A-I?
 04                  A.   No.
 05                  Q.   Computer-assisted inspection.  Familiar
 06             with CMM machines?
 07                  A.   I am familiar.  I know of them.
 08                  Q.   Have you ever done any CAD drawing?  Have
 09             you ever actually used CAD to draw?
 10                  A.   Not for a production drawing.
 11                  Q.   What have you used CAD for?
 12                  A.   I took a course and did a simple course
 13             problem and designed a simple part.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  But in terms of actually designing
 15             a part for an airplane, you've never done that
 16             with CAD?
 17                  A.   No.
 18                  Q.   And actually you were a structural
 19             analyst and so have you ever blueprint, you know,
 20             pen and ink drawn a part?
 21                  A.   I did that early, very earlier in my
 22             career.
 23                  Q.   Okay.  And so have you -- have you ever
 24             utilized any particular -- have you used -- are
 25             you familiar with CATIA?
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 01                  A.   I know of it.
 02                  Q.   And CATIA is -- is one of the CAD
 03             systems?
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                  Q.   Do you know whether CATIA was used -- was
 06             required by Boeing to be used in the manufacture
 07             of its parts in this case?
 08                  A.   Do I know if it was required?  No.
 09                  Q.   Do you know if any particular format of a
 10             computerized model was required by Boeing to be
 11             used in the manufacture of its parts in this case?
 12                  A.   No.
 13                  Q.   Have you ever -- have you ever been
 14             involved in the computerized operation of
 15             machines?
 16                  A.   Only as a engineer responsible for
 17             structure that was being manufactured.  We had
 18             automated hole drilling on the C-17 aircraft on
 19             parts that my group was responsible for.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  So, what did you do in relation to
 21             the use of these automated hole drillers, hole
 22             drilling machines?
 23                  A.   Nothing.
 24                  Q.   Did you ever operate one?
 25                  A.   No.
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 01                  Q.   Did you design a program for such a
 02             machine?
 03                  A.   No.
 04                  Q.   You don't have any computer design
 05             capability?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever been involved in --
 08             in the computerized inspection of parts?
 09                  A.   No.
 10                  Q.   Have you ever seen a CMM machine be used?
 11                  A.   Yes.
 12                  Q.   Often?
 13                  A.   No.
 14                  Q.   How many times have you seen a
 15             computerized machine being used?
 16                  A.   Three times, maybe.
 17                  Q.   Have you --
 18                  A.   A handful.
 19                  Q.   Have you -- have you attempted to operate
 20             one?
 21                  A.   No.
 22                  Q.   Have you ever analyzed the efficacy of
 23             computerized inspection of parts?
 24                  A.   No.
 25                  Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
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 01             the efficacy of computerized manufacturing of
 02             parts?
 03                  A.   No.
 04                  Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
 05             the efficacy of computerized design of parts?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   Now, are you aware of any -- any studies
 08             or any analysis of the effect of computerized
 09             design on the usefulness of parts?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form as vague.
 11                  A.   Repeat that.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   That was probably not a very good -- let
 14             me try and restate that question.  Probably not a
 15             very good question.
 16             Are you familiar with any studies about the impact
 17             of computerized design on the design of parts, you
 18             know, what computerized design has accomplished or
 19             achieved in the design of parts?
 20                  A.   Studies, when you say studies, I'm not
 21             sure what is studies.  What are studies?
 22                  Q.   Studies or papers, analysis, any
 23             quantitative analysis of improvements to the
 24             design because of the use of computers, some --
 25             some professional discussion or analysis of the
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 01             use of computerized design.
 02                  A.   Okay.
 03                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
 04                  A.   You're going to have to get a little more
 05             specific.  You threw too many things in there.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   Are you familiar with any studies by
 08             others in your field of the use of computerized
 09             design and how it has impacted the aviation
 10             industry?
 11                  A.   No.
 12                  Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with any
 13             papers that have discussed that subject?
 14                  A.   How it has impacted the industry, no.
 15                  Q.   Have you seen papers that have discussed
 16             how it will impact or may impact the industry?
 17                  A.   I have seen presentations from
 18             manufacturing engineering to indicate the
 19             possibilities that computer-aided design could
 20             have in the manufacturing arena.
 21                  Q.   Is there a generally accepted view within
 22             the industry of what the impact of computer-aided
 23             design will have?
 24                  A.   Repeat that.
 25                       THE REPORTER:  "Is there a generally
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 01             accepted view within the industry of what the
 02             impact of computer-aided design will have?"
 03                  A.   I don't know of one.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   Do you have a personal view as to what
 06             the impact of computer-aided design will be?
 07                       MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and
 08             instruct the witness not to answer.  This is
 09             beyond the Touhy designation of this witness.
 10             We're here to talk about his Declaration, and that
 11             is solely what you limited your Touhy notice to
 12             and I'm not going to let you go this far afield.
 13             You are instructed not to answer the question.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   Are you familiar with any studies about
 16             computer-aided manufacturing techniques and how
 17             they've impacted the aircraft industry?
 18                  A.   No.
 19                  Q.   Is there a generally accepted view or
 20             general view within the industry as to the impact
 21             of computer-aided manufacturing on the manufacture
 22             of airplane parts?
 23                  A.   Not that I know of.
 24                  Q.   Now, what are your responsibilities as a
 25             CSTA?
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 01                  A.   I give advice and guidance on requests in
 02             my subject area.
 03                  Q.   Can you give us an example of the kind of
 04             requests and advice that you give issues?
 05                  A.   I get inquiries about service problems
 06             that occur, and based on what has been found at an
 07             engineering evaluation, many times it gets back to
 08             the question of is there an unsafe condition,
 09             should there be AD action.
 10                  Q.   Okay.  From whom do you get inquiries?
 11                  A.   I get inquiries from certification
 12             offices, as well as directorates.
 13                  Q.   So, these are all people within the FAA?
 14                  A.   Yes, these are FAA people.
 15                  Q.   Do you get inquiries from industry?
 16                  A.   I don't -- I can't think of an example
 17             like that from industry.
 18                  Q.   Have you ever performed the role of a
 19             liaison engineer?
 20                  A.   No.
 21                  Q.   Have you ever dispositioned parts on an
 22             MRB?
 23                  A.   As far as signing off the part
 24             personally, no.
 25                  Q.   Are you familiar with MRB procedures?
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 01                  A.   Yes.
 02                  Q.   How do you -- how are MRB procedures
 03             defined?
 04                  A.   MRB procedures are defined with operating
 05             procedures within each company.  They all have
 06             different systems to handle MRB.
 07                  Q.   For the proper disposition of an MRB, is
 08             a liaison engineer required to follow the -- the
 09             stated MRB procedure?
 10                  A.   Yes.
 11                  Q.   Did you review the MRB procedures for
 12             Boeing in your work in this case?
 13                  A.   No.
 14                  Q.   Did you perform any MRB analysis in this
 15             case?
 16                  A.   No.
 17                  Q.   Do you consider yourself qualified to
 18             perform an MRB analysis?
 19                  A.   Yes.
 20                  Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed
 21             by anybody else relating to your Declaration in
 22             this case?
 23                  A.   In my career?
 24                  Q.   No, relating to your Declaration in this
 25             case.
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Let me just object to the form.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed
 04             by anyone else relating to your Declaration in
 05             this case?
 06                       MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as
 07             well.
 08                  A.   I have not seen an MRB analysis
 09             performed.  I have not watched anybody do an MRB
 10             analysis, no.
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   Have you seen a report of an MRB analysis
 13             from anyone else relating to your Declaration in
 14             this case?
 15                  A.   No.
 16                       MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.  It's
 17             vague as between MRB and NCR or non-conformance
 18             report.  I think there's a terminology confusion.
 19                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, you can clear that
 20             up on your cross-examination, can't you, because
 21             your objection should be as to form.
 22                       MR. KOH:  I'm making my objection as to
 23             the form of that question.
 24                       MR. SKEPNEK:   No, you went beyond that.
 25                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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 01                  Q.   So, have you -- have you evaluated any
 02             MRB analyses by others relating to your
 03             Declaration in this case?
 04                  A.   No.
 05                  Q.   Have you seen an evaluation of MRB
 06             analyses by anyone else done in this case?
 07                  A.   No.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  As a CSTA, how do you keep
 09             up to speed on the forefront of technological
 10             activities, scientific and technological
 11             activities?
 12                  A.   I work -- I work with OEMs on issues.  I
 13             work with the ACOs on new type design programs and
 14             see, relative to designs, what the latest design
 15             concepts are and where we're moving and the
 16             materials that are being used.  I also attend
 17             conferences and hear presentations on where the
 18             industry is at, where we might be going relative
 19             to designs and materials.
 20                  Q.   Are you familiar with the concept
 21             statistical process control?
 22                  A.   Yes.
 23                  Q.   What is meant by process control?
 24                  A.   You're monitoring the processes that
 25             proceeds in real time and measuring, say, a point
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 01             that's supposed to be achieved and seeing how you
 02             vary about that point during the process.
 03                  Q.   Have you -- have you discussed
 04             statistical process control with OEMs?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   What OEMs have you discussed statistical
 07             process control with?
 08                  A.   Specifically there was a company called
 09             Eclipse that was building a small aircraft and
 10             they had some automated processes that they were
 11             using statistical process control on.
 12                  Q.   Have you discussed statistical process
 13             control with any other OEMs?
 14                  A.   No.
 15                  Q.   Have you done any -- have you published
 16             any papers on statistical process control?
 17                  A.   No.
 18                  Q.   Have you done any research into
 19             statistical process control or presented any
 20             presentations to groups about statistical process
 21             control?
 22                  A.   No.
 23                  Q.   Do you have any particular views about
 24             the efficacy of statistical process control?
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
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 01             foundation.  Outside the scope of the designation.
 02                  A.   I'm -- I'm -- I'll waive that one.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   You don't know.  I'm asking --
 05                  A.   Particular views, I mean --
 06                  Q.   Well, do you think it's a useful --
 07                  A.   Specific to what?
 08                  Q.   Statistical process control, do you think
 09             it's a useful process or not?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Object, foundation.
 12             Outside the designation.
 13                  A.   Is it a useful tool?
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   Right.
 16                  A.   Yes, it's a useful tool.  It's about the
 17             only tool that exists to watch what the process is
 18             doing.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  How often do you visit aircraft
 20             manufacturers?
 21                  A.   On average, I'd say over the course of
 22             the last 13 years, maybe a couple times a year.
 23                  Q.   And do you have a particular purpose in
 24             visiting -- I mean, is this a part of a routine --
 25             strike that.  Let me ask it again.
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 01             Do you routinely visit aircraft manufacturers?
 02                  A.   No.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  Is it a part of your job to view
 04             -- to visit aircraft manufacturers and review
 05             their processes and how they are actually doing
 06             the job of manufacturing aircraft?
 07                  A.   No.
 08                  Q.   Do you -- is it a part of your job to
 09             routinely visit any -- any of the suppliers of
 10             detail parts for aircraft?
 11                  A.   No.
 12                  Q.   Do you have any -- do you have any
 13             training in quality systems?
 14                  A.   No.
 15                  Q.   Have you ever visited Boeing or any
 16             Boeing plants to review or evaluate their
 17             manufacturing processes?
 18                  A.   No.
 19                  Q.   Have you ever gone to the AHF-Ducommun
 20             manufacturing facility or one of the AHF-Ducommun
 21             manufacturing facilities?
 22                  A.   No.
 23                  Q.   Do you know anybody at AHF-Ducommun?
 24                  A.   Not until just now.
 25                  Q.   Do you have any -- any particular contact
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 01             points or focals with whom you interact at Boeing
 02             in their design community?
 03                  A.   Occasionally.
 04                  Q.   Do you have any particular interaction
 05             with Boeing's production or quality community?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   Have you spoken with -- with the people
 08             you know at Boeing about the design of 737NG
 09             parts?
 10                  A.   No.
 11                  Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with the
 12             difference between the design of the 737 Classic
 13             -- let me strike that and start again.
 14             Are you familiar with the differences between the
 15             design of the 737 Classic fuselage and the 737NG
 16             fuselage?
 17                       MR. ROBISON:  Object.  Assumes facts not
 18             in evidence.
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.
 20                  A.   I am familiar with some of the
 21             differences.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   What differences are you familiar with?
 24                  A.   I do know that they increased skin gauges
 25             between the Classic and the NG on the fuselage
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 01             skins in some areas.
 02                  Q.   Are there any other differences that
 03             you're familiar with?
 04                  A.   Not any that come to mind.  I know there
 05             are differences.
 06                  Q.   How would we go about determining the
 07             differences between the design of the Classic and
 08             the design of the NG?
 09                  A.   Pull out the engineering drawings.
 10                  Q.   And those engineering drawings are in the
 11             possession of the FAA?
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 13             foundation.
 14                  A.   I suppose they would be up in Renton as
 15             part of the certification data package.
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   In doing any of the work that you did in
 18             this case, did you -- did you pull the engineering
 19             drawings for the NGs and the Classics to compare
 20             them?
 21                  A.   No.
 22                  Q.   Did you pull any of the drawings for the
 23             NGs to look at the requirements of the -- of the
 24             engineering drawings for the NGs?
 25                  A.   No.
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 01                  Q.   Were you given any drawings of 737NGs to
 02             review?
 03                  A.   To review, no.
 04                  Q.   So, did you actually review any drawings
 05             for 737NGs as part of your work in this case?
 06                  A.   Only the information that Mr. Koh
 07             presented at our meeting.  He showed some
 08             information off of drawings.
 09                  Q.   Let's -- let's get -- while we're there,
 10             let's go ahead and make sure we -- if I can find
 11             that exhibit.  That was -- oh, here it is.  It's
 12             right in front of me.  That's why I couldn't find
 13             it.  It was the one right on top of my pile.
 14             And what you're talking about now would be, well
 15             let's see, Exhibit 679.  Is that right?
 16                  A.   Yeah.
 17                  Q.   And beginning with the -- with the Power
 18             Point presentation that was given on April 22nd,
 19             2010?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
 22                       (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)
 23                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
 24                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 25                  Q.   Okay.  Now, we're looking at Exhibit 678?
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 01                  A.   Correct.
 02                  Q.   679.
 03                  A.   679.
 04                  Q.   679, and the drawings that you saw were
 05             presented to you by Mr. Koh?
 06                  A.   Yes.
 07                  Q.   And those were on April 22nd, 2010 as
 08             part of the Power Point?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   And moving this around, it's all right
 11             there, that's TBC 247916, right?  247916, right?
 12                  A.   Yes.
 13                  Q.   Okay.  Now, you -- you had flipped back
 14             to some pages in that Power Point, and what I want
 15             you to do is tell me what pages you're looking at?
 16                  A.   Well, there's -- there's a number of
 17             pages in here that actually have bits of drawings
 18             on them, starting with, let's see, the first one
 19             that shows up just talking about -- I mean, there
 20             may even be pages that had drawing notes before
 21             this, but on page 20 there's a excerpt from a
 22             drawing showing assembly location, and then
 23             there's -- 21 has some drawing information, and 22
 24             and 23, and then back into the discussion section
 25             there's more drawing information.
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 01                  Q.   Now, when -- when you were given these
 02             drawings, I've got the one from page 20 up on the
 03             screen shows how a chord goes into an assembly,
 04             right?
 05                  A.   Uh-huh.
 06                  Q.   Into a stick figure of the fuselage?
 07                  A.   Right.
 08                  Q.   Did you actually -- did you actually --
 09             were you actually given a copy of any of these
 10             drawings?
 11                  A.   No.
 12                  Q.   Did you actually see anything more than
 13             that up on a screen in front of you in a room?
 14                  A.   No.
 15                  Q.   Were you -- were you asked to look at
 16             drawings relating to any of these things?
 17                  A.   No.
 18                  Q.   Did you ask -- did you ask for drawings?
 19                  A.   No.
 20                  Q.   So as you're sitting here today, have you
 21             actually looked at any of the drawings for any of
 22             the parts of these aircraft other than just up on
 23             a screen with a Power Point?
 24                  A.   No.
 25                  Q.   Do you know what a parts list is?
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 01                  A.   Yes.
 02                  Q.   What is a parts list?
 03                  A.   A parts list usually is on an assembly
 04             drawing.  It lists all the parts that come into
 05             the assembly.
 06                  Q.   And are those part of the drawings, a
 07             considered part of the drawings?
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                  Q.   Have you looked at any parts lists for
 10             any of the -- any of the parts in this case?
 11                  A.   A parts list as part of an assembly
 12             drawing?
 13                  Q.   Well, like -- would you like to see a
 14             parts list?  Because I've been given parts lists
 15             by Boeing in this case.
 16                  A.   I've seen lists of parts, but they didn't
 17             look like they came from the assembly drawing that
 18             brings in the parts.
 19                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Give me 604, Exhibit 604.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   I want to make sure I'm using the right
 22             terminology because we've, you know, we've had
 23             witnesses testify about drawings and parts lists
 24             and I seem to be confusing you and I want to make
 25             sure that we're working on the same page.
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 01                  A.   Okay.
 02                  Q.   While they're digging up Exhibit 604, are
 03             you familiar with the -- with the custom in the
 04             industry of having a blueprint drawing and then
 05             having a document that's associated with that
 06             drawing that describes details or specifications
 07             about the drawing?
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 09             foundation.  Outside the scope.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   And if you're not, just tell us what I
 12             said makes no sense to you.
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
 14                  A.   Repeat it.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Well, I'll just show you something.
 17             Let's do this. I'll show you what has been marked
 18             in this case as Exhibit 604. Can you tell us, are
 19             you familiar with what that is?
 20                  A.   I have never worked with the Boeing
 21             drawing system, and everybody's drawing systems
 22             are different.
 23                  Q.   Okay.
 24                  A.   So  -
 25                  Q.   What I'm particularly concerned about is
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 01             whether you were shown any documents like Exhibit
 02             604 relating to this case?
 03                  A.   No.
 04                  Q.   Relating to your Declaration in this
 05             case?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   Testimony of Boeing witnesses has been
 08             that this -- that Exhibit 604 is part of the
 09             drawing or the drawings in this -- for Boeing.
 10             I'm going to -- guess I'm going to get a storm of
 11             objections about that, but I think that's what
 12             their testimony has been.
 13                       MR. KOH:  Just object to the extent it
 14             mischaracterizes the testimony, since I want to
 15             meet your expectation.
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   And I just want to make sure that in
 19             doing the work that you did, I want to know
 20             whether you saw anything that described the
 21             specifications or the details or the requirements
 22             of the -- of the drawings?
 23                  A.   Nothing other than what Mr. Koh presented
 24             at our meeting.
 25                  Q.   Okay.
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 01                  A.   Yeah.  And I don't recall.  If I saw it,
 02             I didn't know what I was looking at.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  Now, so I can understand about
 04             CSTAs, is that -- is a CSTA, are you at all
 05             involved in making type certification decisions?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   So, do you -- are they -- you called upon
 08             to review type data to determine whether it meets
 09             requirements?
 10                  A.   On occasion I am asked to give my advice
 11             relative to a data submittal, but at the end of
 12             the day it's not my responsibility to make an
 13             approval.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  So, you're not one of the --
 15             you're not the person that signs off?
 16                  A.   I do not approve anything.
 17                  Q.   Are you at all involved in reviewing
 18             production certificates?
 19                  A.   No.
 20                  Q.   Are you familiar with 14 C.F.R. Part 21?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 22             foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
 23                  A.   A little bit.
 24                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 25                  Q.   Okay.  What I want to know is whether
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 01             you're familiar with the type certificate
 02             requirements under -- under Part 21 of Title 14 of
 03             the Code of Federal Regulations?
 04                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.  Sorry,
 05             sir.  You can answer.
 06                  A.   I am aware that they -- there are
 07             requirements, and I could not recite them.  I
 08             don't work with Part 21.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Well, are you aware that the applicant is
 11             required to submit type design test reports and
 12             computations necessary to show that the product to
 13             be certified meets its applicable airworthiness
 14             requirements?
 15                  A.   Yes.
 16                  Q.   Are you aware that part of it is that the
 17             drawings and specifications and a listing of those
 18             drawings and specifications necessary to define
 19             the configuration and the design features of the
 20             product must be shown to the FAA?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 22             foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Are you aware of that?
 25                  A.   Yes.
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 01                  Q.   And are you aware that the applicant is
 02             -- is required to make inspections and tests
 03             necessary to determine that the materials and
 04             products conform to the specifications and the
 05             type design?
 06                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 07             foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
 08                  A.   I guess I am aware that that goes on.  If
 09             you would have asked me is that specifically
 10             written down in those terms, I'm not that familiar
 11             with Part 21.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   But are you aware that the applicant is
 14             required to make inspections and tests necessary
 15             to determine that the manufacturing processes,
 16             construction and assembly conform to those
 17             specified in the type design?
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 19             foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation
 20             and asked and answered.
 21                  A.   I'm just -- I'll abstain on that one.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   You just don't know?
 24                  A.   Yeah.
 25                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, why don't you
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 01             get that big book back, that same book that you've
 02             already put away.  I want 603.
 03                  Q.   Are you aware -- strike that.  Before I
 04             -- if I'm looking at a drawing part, blueprint
 05             drawing -- well, let me just get one and show it
 06             to you.  I show you what's been marked as Exhibit
 07             603.
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  Counsel, I'm going
 09             to need copies.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   Can you tell us -- tell us what that is?
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 13             foundation.
 14                  A.   It's -- says it's a fail-safe chord
 15             detail Section 43.
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   All right.  And actually, in part of the
 18             Power Point we saw -- we saw a graphic of
 19             something like this curve right here that we see
 20             in the upper right-hand corner of this drawing.
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,
 22             foundation.  Sir, you have to give me time to
 23             object.
 24                       THE REPORTER:  I didn't hear the answer.
 25             I'm sorry, can you repeat it?
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 01                  A.   Yes, we saw it.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   And I -- and I -- and you haven't seen
 04             this before, correct?
 05                  A.   I can't tell you if I've seen anything
 06             off of that specific, you know, part number.  This
 07             could have been the drawing that Steve was showing
 08             us.  I don't know.
 09                  Q.   But -- but as we've been talking about
 10             drawings as being part of the type design data for
 11             the aircraft, is this the kind of thing that
 12             you're talking about?
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  Are there parts of -- is there
 15             some of the information on this drawing that is
 16             important in that it defines the -- it's data that
 17             you use in defining the design of the aircraft and
 18             some of it that's not important?
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 20             foundation. It's outside the scope of his
 21             designation.  He's not the type certificate person
 22             and I instruct him not to answer.  It calls for an
 23             opinion and it's outside the Touhy designation.
 24                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 25                  Q.   Well, in determining whether or not these
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 01             parts in these aircraft conform to type design,
 02             what did you do to determine conformity?  Did you
 03             make a determination that the parts in question
 04             conformed to the type design of the aircraft?
 05                  A.   No.
 06                  Q.   Did you make a determination as to
 07             whether any of these parts were approved?
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  Go ahead.
 09                  A.   No.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   As you sit here today, can you tell us
 12             whether these parts conform to the type design
 13             data of the aircraft?
 14                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 15                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
 16                  A.   Can I tell you --
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  Do you know,
 18             sir?
 19                  A.   Well, I don't have the data sitting here
 20             that bounces the parts off the drawing.  So, with
 21             respect to that, I can tell you I believe they
 22             conform.  But if you say where is the data, I
 23             don't have the data.  I just have to -- as we said
 24             before, there is a lot of data that supports
 25             conformance that a lot of people have had a part
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 01             of.  Based on that, I believe they conform.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Okay.  So, you believe that they conform
 04             because they've been certified at various steps
 05             along the way and that those certifications would
 06             authenticate their conformity?
 07                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form.  You can answer.
 08                  A.   That, yes.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Okay.  And in terms of -- in terms of
 11             making an actual conformity determination
 12             yourself, you haven't done that?
 13                  A.   I have not measured physical parts.  I
 14             have not gone any place and taken any measurements
 15             and compared them to the drawing.
 16                  Q.   Nor have you compared any of the
 17             manufacturing documentation to the engineering
 18             drawings to determine whether the manufacturing
 19             documentation conforms to the engineering
 20             drawings?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation,
 22                  A.   No.  I can say no to that.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   All right.  And you say that there is
 25             data that you don't have here, but -- but I want
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 01             to make it clear you haven't actually looked at
 02             any of that, have you?
 03                  A.   No.
 04                  Q.   There's data out there that somebody else
 05             could look at, but you've not been asked to look
 06             at that data?
 07                  A.   Correct.
 08                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague as to data.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   I'll make it clear.  The data -- the data
 11             of these drawings, the data of the manufacturing
 12             processes, the data of the design requirements,
 13             you haven't looked at any of that data?
 14                       MR. KOH:  Objection, overbroad.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Go ahead.
 17                  A.   I have looked at -- in Steve's
 18             presentation there is data.
 19                  Q.   Okay.
 20                  A.   I have looked at data.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  So, the only data that you've
 22             looked at was in Mr. Koh's presentation?
 23                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 24             foundation.
 25                       MR. KOH:  Mischaracterizes his testimony.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   I -- I'm not trying to mischaracter --
 03             I'm trying to get the universe of the data that
 04             you've utilized  - that you've reviewed.  And
 05             you've testified that you've reviewed the data
 06             that was in Mr. Koh's presentation, right?
 07                       MR. KOH:  Let me just object.
 08                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 09                  Q.   I want to go beyond that.
 10                       MR. KOH:  He testified as to a large
 11             volume of materials that he received.  He
 12             testified to that.
 13                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Is that an
 14             objection as to form?
 15                       MR. KOH:  Yes.
 16                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay, thank you.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Now, did you understand from Mr. Koh that
 19             you're supposed to say now that there's a large
 20             volume of data that you've received?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, argumentative.
 22                       MR. KOH:  Objection.
 23                       MS. BENTLEY:  This witness is a third
 24             party.  I won't tolerate this.  I want both of you
 25             to behave, and I mean that.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Now, my question is, I'm just trying to
 03             get the universe of data that you've received and
 04             reviewed.  And you've testified that part of the
 05             data that you considered is the data that was in
 06             Mr. Koh's Power Point presentation, correct?  I'm
 07             talking about data about type design --
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                  Q.   -- and conformity to type design, right?
 10                  A.   Yes.  There is -- there is what I would
 11             call data in here.  There are dimensions and there
 12             are hole sizes and that's data.
 13                  Q.   Right.  And -- but now you were shown
 14             that on a screen. You never actually analyzed --
 15                  A.   No.
 16                  Q.   -- that data?
 17                  A.   No.
 18                  Q.   Okay.
 19                  A.   No.
 20                  Q.   Mr. -- Mr. Koh was analyzing that data to
 21             you, correct?
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 23             foundation.
 24                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 25                  A.   I wouldn't characterize it as an
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 01             analysis, no.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Was anybody analyzing that data for you
 04             when Mr. Koh did his Power Point presentation?
 05                  A.   I would not characterize it as an
 06             analysis.  It was being presented as information.
 07                  Q.   Okay.
 08                  A.   As far as when I think of an analysis, I
 09             think of a critical review of some sort.  There
 10             was nothing like that that was going on.
 11                  Q.   Okay.  Now, other than -- other than the
 12             information you saw on the screen that was not
 13             analyzed by you or anyone else during that
 14             presentation, what other data about type design
 15             and conformance to type design did you receive and
 16             review?
 17                  A.   I would say when I say data, I didn't
 18             look at any other data.  I looked at a lot of
 19             information.  But as far as what I would call
 20             data, like hard dimensions, hole locations, hole
 21             sizes, material call-outs, what I saw was
 22             basically confined to what was in Mr. Koh's
 23             presentation.
 24                  Q.   Which is Exhibit -- which is part of
 25             Exhibit 679?
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 01                  A.   Yeah.  Yeah.
 02                  Q.   Now, when you -- when you met with Mr.
 03             Koh, did you understand that he was a lawyer?
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                  Q.   And did you understand that he
 06             represented a party to litigation?
 07                  A.   Yes.
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, take your hand away
 09             from your mouth.
 10                       THE WITNESS:  Sorry.
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   And did you understand that as a lawyer
 13             representing a party to information, that Mr. Koh
 14             was an advocate?
 15                  A.   Yes.
 16                  Q.   Did Mr. Koh tell you that he was an
 17             advocate, or was that just something you already
 18             knew about lawyers?
 19                  A.   I don't recall if he said those exact
 20             words.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  Now, when you met with him, at
 22             that point in time had you reviewed the Second
 23             Amended Complaint that was filed in this case?
 24                  A.   I don't know.
 25                       MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.
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 01             Without showing it to him, it's difficult to
 02             answer.
 03                  A.   I don't recall.  I'd have to go back and
 04             look at my records.  I don't recall.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   You recall having seen a Second Amended
 07             Complaint?
 08                  A.   I went through the Second Amended
 09             Complaint.
 10                  Q.   Right.  That's in your Declaration?
 11                  A.   Yeah.  Yeah, I have been through that.  I
 12             don't know if it was before or after we sat down.
 13                  Q.   Did you understand that the Relators in
 14             the Second Amended Complaint were also represented
 15             by lawyers?
 16                  A.   Repeat that.
 17                  Q.   Did you understand that the Relators who
 18             -- who filed the Second Amended Complaint were
 19             also represented by lawyers?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   And you know that I'm one of those
 22             lawyers?
 23                  A.   Yes.
 24                  Q.   Did you -- did you ask to meet with any
 25             of the lawyers who represented Relators?
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 01                  A.   No.
 02                  Q.   Did -- did you believe, after meeting
 03             with Mr. Koh, that you had been -- that Mr. Koh
 04             had made available to you all of the information
 05             and data that had been developed by the Relators
 06             in the course of discovery in this case?
 07                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 08                  A.   You're going to have to repeat that.
 09                       THE REPORTER:  "Did you believe, after
 10             meeting with Mr. Koh, that Mr. Koh had made
 11             available to you all of the information and data
 12             that had been developed by the Relators in the
 13             course of discovery in this case?"
 14                  A.   I never -- I never even questioned
 15             whether or not he had presented all the material.
 16             That wasn't -- that wasn't a question in my mind
 17             because it was clearly not the intent.
 18                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 19                  Q.   What was the intent?
 20                  A.   For me -- for me, it was an informational
 21             session to understand what the parts were, where
 22             they were located in the airplane, what some of
 23             the physical characteristics were.  It was more of
 24             -- to me, it was more of an orientation kind of a
 25             meeting, what's the, you know, what is this that
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 01             we're talking about.
 02                  Q.   Okay.  So, did you express any opinions
 03             to Mr. Koh at that meeting?
 04                  A.   I believe I did express some opinions
 05             based on what he -- he presented.
 06                  Q.   And what opinions did you express to him?
 07                  A.   Oh, I -- I'd have to go back and look at
 08             my own notes.
 09                  Q.   Well, if you turn to Exhibit 678.
 10                  A.   Okay.
 11                  Q.   That's your -- this is your Declaration?
 12                  A.   Oh, Declaration, okay.  Where are we at?
 13                  Q.   I want you to -- I want to take you to
 14             paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and 14.
 15                  A.   Okay.
 16                  Q.   At the -- at the time that you met with
 17             Mr. Koh on April the 22nd, had you formulated any
 18             of your opinions?
 19                  A.   Like in paragraph 11?
 20                  Q.   Yeah.
 21                  A.   No.
 22                  Q.   Okay.  How about in paragraph 12?
 23                  A.   I don't -- I don't know.
 24                  Q.   Are you suspecting that you did formulate
 25             some of those opinions in paragraph 12?
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 01                  A.   No, I can't remember if -- when I went
 02             through the material Mr. Smyth gave me, I can't
 03             remember if that was before or after I met with
 04             Mr. Koh, and these opinions are based on going
 05             through Dean Smythe's material.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  Now, Dean Smythe's material, do
 07             you believe that you received that sometime
 08             perhaps in December or January of 2009, 2010?
 09                  A.   Again, I'd have to go back and look.  I
 10             know it came into the office, I told them I would
 11             look at it, but my schedule was such I did not
 12             immediately look at it.  It sat for a while.
 13                  Q.   When you -- after reviewing the materials
 14             from Mr. Smyth, did you tell Mr. Smyth that those
 15             materials were not sufficient for you to reach a
 16             conclusion?
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  To the extent
 18             he had discussions with Mr. Smyth, those are
 19             within the work product and attorney/client
 20             privilege doctrine and I'm going to instruct the
 21             witness not to answer.  We have been trying to
 22             come across a line here of how to handle the fact
 23             that the materials are provided as part of the
 24             investigation.  I'm happy to talk to counsel off
 25             the record at some point about coming to a
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 01             stipulation because I don't -- about how to handle
 02             this, but I cannot disclose the entirety of the
 03             DOJ investigation.
 04                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's -- here's the
 05             problem.  Off the record, at one of our breaks,
 06             Mr. Anderson informed us that opinions formulated
 07             by Mr. Eastin become facts that become
 08             discoverable, did I get that right?  And so,
 09             therefore, when in his Declaration or when in this
 10             correspondence, e-mail correspondence with Mr.
 11             Koh, that Mr. Koh is just going to ask him about
 12             facts or information, that those facts or
 13             information can include opinions that had been
 14             formulated by Mr. Eastin.  Now, I just want to
 15             know if -- if I got that right.  Mr. Anderson, did
 16             I get that right?
 17                       MR. ANDERSON:  That's correct.  When an
 18             FAA employee has stated opinions, documented
 19             opinions in the past, the Office of Chief Counsel
 20             position is that it is not expressing an opinion
 21             to state what that opinion expressed in the past
 22             was.
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  So, expressing an
 24             opinion with in-house or with out-house?  In other
 25             words, if that -- if that -- because if we're
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 01             going -- if Mr. Eastin is going to express his
 02             opinions as facts, then I'm going to have to go
 03             and explore the basis for those opinions.
 04                       MS. BENTLEY:  You are not attempting to
 05             explore the basis for the opinions.  You're trying
 06             to get to the substance of counsel between --
 07             substance of communication between a federal
 08             investigator and a federal employee, and I'm not
 09             going to permit it to happen.  Maybe we can come
 10             to some agreement.  I think there's an easy way
 11             for us to work this out, but I'm not going to do
 12             it on the record and I don't think it's a good use
 13             of the time here in this deposition.
 14                       MR. KOH:  Bill, let me make a suggestion,
 15             take it or leave it.  One of the documents that
 16             was just provided to us actually provides
 17             something of a time line of the work that he did,
 18             including reference to a conclusion that he
 19             reached prior to April 22nd, and that may clarify
 20             the sequence, at least.
 21                       MR. SKEPNEK:   What time is it right now?
 22                       MR. KOH:  11:45.
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask a few more
 24             questions and maybe we'll take a break for lunch,
 25             and at lunch I can look at that and maybe we can
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 01             -- we can also talk perhaps at lunch.
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:   Yeah, 'cause I think I
 03             have a way to deal with this.  I'm not trying to
 04             keep you from finding out the basis of his
 05             opinions.  What I'm trying to keep is the
 06             government's investigation which is somewhat
 07             separate than the work he did separate.
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's the conundrum for
 09             me; that if -- if the opinion, as Mr. Anderson
 10             says, the opinion that was expressed becomes a
 11             fact, well, as far as I'm aware, the only
 12             expression of that opinion was to the government
 13             agents, to the --
 14                       MS. BENTLEY:  That's not true.
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Well, then --
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   Other than to Mr. -- prior to your
 18             meeting with Mr. Koh, other than to Mr. Smyth, to
 19             whom did you express the opinions that you had
 20             reached before your meeting with Mr. Koh, other
 21             than to Mr. Smyth?
 22                  A.   Before the meeting with Mr. Koh?
 23                  Q.   Right.
 24                  A.   Maybe Mr. Khaled because we discussed
 25             this issue.
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 01                  Q.   Okay.
 02                  A.   That's probably would be it.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  And did Mr. Khaled, to your
 04             knowledge, did Mr. Khaled express that opinion to
 05             anybody other than you or to Mr. Smyth?
 06                  A.   You'd have to ask Mr. Khaled that.
 07                  Q.   To your knowledge.
 08                  A.   I just don't know.
 09                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than to Mr.
 10             Khaled and to Mr. Smyth, had you expressed any
 11             opinions about this matter before your meeting
 12             with Mr. Koh?
 13                  A.   Not that I recall at this -- at this
 14             moment.
 15                  Q.   Now, the expression of the opinion to Mr.
 16             Khaled, was that in writing or was that an oral
 17             thing?
 18                  A.   Verbal.
 19                  Q.   Verbal.  Verbal meaning it was by mouth?
 20                  A.   (Nods head up and down.)
 21                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and to Mr. Smyth, was that
 22             a written opinion that you gave to Mr. Smyth?
 23                  A.   I believe I sent him an e-mail.
 24                  Q.   Okay.  Now, did you send that e-mail to
 25             anybody other than Mr. Smyth?
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 01                  A.   I think I copied Mr. Khaled.
 02                  Q.   Okay.  Let's just ask a couple more
 03             questions about this and then we can take maybe a
 04             lunch break and maybe solve some of these problems
 05             at lunch.
 06             So, you think you may have formulated some of the
 07             opinions in paragraph 12 before you met with Mr.
 08             Koh?
 09                  A.   Again, I would have to check my notes.  I
 10             did write down a time line.  I don't have that
 11             with me as the key events that I remember as they
 12             occurred.
 13                  Q.   Okay.  Now, paragraph 13, could you read
 14             that out loud?
 15                  A.   Sure. "In the review, I also looked for
 16             any evidence of in-service findings; for example,
 17             corroded, cracked, failed or otherwise distressed
 18             parts.  I found none."
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Had you done that before your
 20             meeting with Mr. Koh?
 21                  A.   I don't believe so.
 22                  Q.   So, you believe you did that after your
 23             meeting with Mr. Koh?
 24                  A.   I believe so.
 25                  Q.   And what -- what did you do to research
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 01             in-service findings?
 02                  A.   I looked -- I looked for any evidence in
 03             the material that Mr. Smyth had sent me.
 04                  Q.   Oh, okay.
 05                  A.   My -- for clarification, my review is
 06             based on -- limited to the data that Mr. Smyth
 07             gave to me.  That was it, except for the
 08             additional information from Mr. Koh's presentation
 09             and the presentation that was made to Peggy
 10             Gilligan by yourselves, I believe.
 11                  Q.   That was the Power Point?
 12                  A.   So, there's basically three buckets of
 13             information and there is nothing beyond that.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  But, now, so, so, who told you
 15             that there were no in-service findings?
 16                  A.   In the material -- well --
 17                  Q.   Oh, so -- you saw an absence of it in the
 18             materials?
 19                  A.   I looked for any evidence of in-service
 20             findings.  I found none.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  But, but that would be -- you
 22             looked for evidence of in-service finding in those
 23             three buckets?
 24                  A.   Correct.
 25                  Q.   You didn't do any independent research on
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 01             that?
 02                  A.   No.
 03                  Q.   For instance, the -- what's it called,
 04             SDR?
 05                  A.   Service Difficulty Reports.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  That's a Boeing -- I mean, that's
 07             not a Boeing, that's a -- that's an FAA system,
 08             correct?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   And so do you have access to the
 11             information in the SDR system?
 12                  A.   I believe I could gain access.  I have
 13             never accessed it.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever asked others to do
 15             searches in the SDR system for you?
 16                  A.   No.  It's been done -- it's been done for
 17             me, but not requested by me.
 18                  Q.   So, others within the FAA have researched
 19             SDRs and then provided that information to you?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  But on this, you didn't request
 22             anybody search the SDR system?
 23                  A.   I very, very rarely make a request
 24             because my -- basically, I respond on request and
 25             people bring me data to look at.
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 01                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Maybe one more question then we can take
 04             a break.
 05             Did Mr. Koh, when he gave his presentation, did
 06             Mr. Koh tell you that there were no in-service
 07             difficulties?
 08                  A.   Not that I recall.
 09                  Q.   And did anybody else tell you there were
 10             no in-service difficulties?
 11                  A.   Not that I recall.
 12                  Q.   Now, paragraph 13 in your -- in your
 13             statement, was that actually prepared by Mr. Koh?
 14                  A.   I would have to look at the first draft,
 15             but I think I might have put this in specifically
 16             to clarify my thinking and my position in what I
 17             did.
 18                  Q.   Okay.  And we're going to find that in
 19             the draft?
 20                  A.   Yeah, we would have to look at the draft
 21             and then we could compare the draft and this
 22             product.
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We can take a break
 24             here.
 25                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.  End
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 01             of tape 2, 11:52:05.
 02                       (THEREUPON, a lunch recess was taken.)
 03                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
 04             This is the beginning of tape No. 3.  The time is
 05             1:15:58.
 06                       MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  Before we start, I
 07             previously instructed the witness not to answer a
 08             question about his initial opinion given to
 09             Special Agent Dean Smyth of DCIS.  I am still
 10             optimistic that we might be able to work something
 11             out.  What I am willing to do, since everybody's
 12             here in Long Beach, which is not where we're all
 13             native, except for Mr. Eastin, is to if people
 14             will agree that by disclosing this opinion in this
 15             deposition, that that disclosure does not work a
 16             further waiver, to the extent any previous waiver
 17             has occurred.  I will allow him to answer the
 18             question subject to that agreement, if people are
 19             willing to live with that, and that would still
 20             permit people to argue that they believe that
 21             there was a prior waiver based on the government's
 22             -- the interaction of the government, FAA
 23             personnel and DCIS personnel, but it would not
 24             allow anyone to use this deposition as evidence of
 25             the waiver.
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm fine with that.
 02                       MR. KOH:  Boeing agrees to that.
 03                       MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun agrees.
 04                       MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  So, we've all
 05             stipulated no one's going to -- then you can go
 06             back and reask your question however you see fit
 07             to ask it.
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  And additionally, during
 10             the break, you indicated to me that you believe
 11             that there was additional materials that the
 12             Relators had that I knew of that had not been
 13             provided to Mr. Eastin.  Well, I deny that I know
 14             that.  If there are things that you want to
 15             provide to Mr. Eastin either in this deposition or
 16             later, we will -- you know, I will arrange for
 17             them to be provided to him for his review.
 18                       MR. SKEPNEK:   In our conversation out
 19             here?
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  Yes.
 21                       MR. SKEPNEK:   No, what I said to you in
 22             our conversation out there was that since last --
 23             last winter, I had repeatedly asked you and Mr.
 24             Smyth for an opportunity to meet with the FAA
 25             person who Mr. Smyth had been talking to, who was
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 01             not named to me.  I asked you to identify the name
 02             of that person and you refused to do it, and so
 03             did Mr. Smyth.  We didn't find out about Mr.
 04             Eastin's existence until we received an affidavit
 05             from Boeing, and I simply asked you the question
 06             why you would disclose his identity and give
 07             Boeing access to him when you would not disclose
 08             his identity to us and give us access to him.
 09             That's what I raised outside in the hallway.
 10                       MS. BENTLEY:  But You also said that
 11             there were additional materials that you felt I
 12             had not provided to him.  If there are such
 13             materials, I'm giving you an opportunity either in
 14             this deposition or after the deposition to provide
 15             them either to me or directly through FAA counsel
 16             to the witness, and that remains -- that option
 17             remains open.
 18                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We'll see how far
 19             we get today.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Before getting to that, the opinion that
 22             you gave Mr. Smyth, I just want to finish up one
 23             little thing on paragraph 13 on -- on your
 24             statement.
 25                  A.   Uh-huh.
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 01                  Q.   That's the one in which you say, "In the
 02             review I also looked for any evidence of
 03             in-service findings."
 04                  A.   Uh-huh.
 05                  Q.   "I found none."
 06                  A.   Yeah.
 07                  Q.   And that was -- the only thing we talked
 08             about were SDRs in relation to that, correct?  Do
 09             you remember the conversation you and I had about
 10             that?
 11                  A.   As SDRs being a potential source of
 12             findings?
 13                  Q.   Right.  Right.  And I wanted to know
 14             where else you would look for in-service findings
 15             other than SDRs?
 16                  A.   Again, I confined my data-mining to the
 17             information that Mr. Smyth sent.
 18                  Q.   I'm sorry, my question was not very well
 19             put.
 20             I'm not asking where you did look, because I think
 21             your testimony is that you limited yourself to the
 22             materials that were given to you by Mr. Smyth and
 23             by Mr. Koh, correct?
 24                  A.   Uh-huh.
 25                  Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude.
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 01                  A.   No, that's fine.
 02                  Q.   No, you need to answer yes.
 03                  A.   Yes.
 04                  Q.   Okay.
 05                       MS. BENTLEY:  Or no.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   Well, I mean, the reason I said you need
 08             to answer yes is that I took it that was an yes?
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  That was an attempt at
 10             humor and it failed miserably, sorry.
 11                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it wasn't quite that
 12             funny, but it was --
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  It was a failure, I
 14             understand.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   But I just want to know what other places
 17             you could look if you were to look for that
 18             information?
 19                  A.   SDRs are the official source.  Lots of
 20             times things come in from operators that an SDR
 21             may not even get generated on, but a big source is
 22             operator findings.
 23                  Q.   And the source of the information for you
 24             was Mr. Smyth and Mr. Koh, and neither of them
 25             showed you any SDRs?
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 01                  A.   I did not see any SDR data.
 02                  Q.   Now, could you also look at service
 03             bulletins to determine whether or not any of the
 04             areas of the aircraft or any of these parts had
 05             been -- might have been involved in service
 06             bulletins?
 07                  A.   That would be a place you could look for
 08             service bulletins against those parts.
 09                  Q.   Right.
 10                  A.   I did not do that.
 11                  Q.   And another place you could look would be
 12             airworthiness directives?
 13                  A.   That would be another place.
 14                  Q.   Right.  And if you found cracks or
 15             corrosion to parts in the air frame in the areas
 16             that these parts were located, those might lead
 17             you to further information about the -- of
 18             in-service findings?
 19                  A.   Not necessarily.  That would depend on
 20             the proximity and the behavior of the parts under
 21             consideration relative to the areas where the
 22             concerns are.
 23                  Q.   Absolutely.  I didn't say would, I said
 24             could.
 25                  A.   Could.
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 01                  Q.   Right.  Okay.  And -- but you didn't --
 02             you didn't look at any ADs either?
 03                  A.   Nothing other than the AD that was part
 04             of Dean Smythe's on the intercostal cracking above
 05             the air stair.
 06                  Q.   And that would --
 07                  A.   There was an AD out on that, and that was
 08             contained in the information and I did peruse
 09             that.
 10                  Q.   Okay.  Now, a moment ago as we came back
 11             from lunch, Miss Bentley indicated to us that I
 12             could ask you what opinion you expressed to Mr.
 13             Smyth, so I'm going to ask you some questions
 14             about that.
 15             When did you first express an opinion to Mr.
 16             Smyth?
 17                  A.   I would -- it was -- it was probably in
 18             the March, April time frame.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  And now, at that point in time,
 20             you talked about different buckets of information.
 21             I take it that you had -- I'm sorry.  In the
 22             March, April time frame, I guess this -- I guess
 23             you expressed your opinion to Mr. Smyth earlier
 24             than April because it had to be earlier than April
 25             2nd?
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 01                  A.   Because April 2nd was?
 02                  Q.   Was the day that Mr. -- Mr. Koh sent his
 03             e-mail, right?
 04                  A.   Yes, it was earlier than that.
 05                  Q.   So, it's earlier than April 2nd and --
 06             and so because it was before you had the bucket of
 07             stuff from Mr. Koh, right?
 08                  A.   That's correct.  All I had was the bucket
 09             of stuff from Mr. Smyth.
 10                  Q.   Right.  Right.  And you didn't have a
 11             bucket of anything from us?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Objection, misstates --
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   We're going to get into that.  You didn't
 16             -- you made no contact with us, right?
 17                  A.   I made no contact with you.
 18                  Q.   Right.
 19                  A.   But in Mr. Smythe's information that he
 20             sent me there were many letters from you.
 21                  Q.   Right.
 22                  A.   And e-mails.
 23                  Q.   We submitted stuff to Mr. Smyth over a
 24             period of time. Did you recognize that?
 25                  A.   Yes.
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 01                  Q.   Okay.  And did you understand from your
 02             conversations with Mr. Smyth that the discovery in
 03             the case was ongoing, or did you know?
 04                  A.   I didn't even know.
 05                  Q.   You didn't know.  And so did Mr. Smyth
 06             tell you anything about the extent to which the
 07             discovery in the case had completed?
 08                  A.   No.
 09                  Q.   Did he tell you anything about the -- the
 10             depositions that had been taken, the documents
 11             that had been produced up to that point in time?
 12                  A.   No.
 13                  Q.   Now, when you expressed your opinion to
 14             Mr. Smyth, you had reviewed the materials in the
 15             Smyth bucket?
 16                  A.   Yes.
 17                  Q.   And how much time had you spent reviewing
 18             those materials?
 19                  A.   I had probably -- I had probably spent
 20             about a week.
 21                  Q.   So, a week solid?
 22                  A.   A week -- probably three days solid,
 23             something like that.
 24                  Q.   So, 24 hours?  I mean, I don't --
 25                  A.   No -- well, yeah.
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 01                  Q.   30 hours?
 02                  A.   Around 24 hours.  24 hours.  Yeah, 24
 03             hours maybe.
 04                  Q.   So three eight-hour days?  I don't know
 05             what your work schedule is.
 06                  A.   The equivalents of three eight-hour days.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  And what particular materials do
 08             you recall reviewing before expressing an opinion
 09             to Mr. Smyth?
 10                  A.   I pretty much flipped through everything
 11             I had --
 12                  Q.   Okay.
 13                  A.   -- in that -- in that box.
 14                  Q.   And what I want to do is I want to try
 15             and find out, as you sit here right now, what it
 16             is you recall.  What do you recall being of
 17             significance to you from flipping through the
 18             materials in the box?
 19                  A.   That there wasn't any data.
 20                  Q.   No data.  Were there any materials that
 21             you reviewed that -- that you paused and had to
 22             spend some time looking at or that you thought
 23             about?
 24                  A.   The only thing that I would say I paused
 25             on was the note, the point that there were, I
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 01             think it was, 186 discrepant parts.  93 discrepant
 02             parts went on line No. 624, or I forget what it
 03             was, and there is no record of any MRB action
 04             addressing those discrepancies.  That caused me to
 05             dig a little deeper into that and see, well, maybe
 06             there's something here that there is a little
 07             smoke.
 08                  Q.   So, what did -- what did -- what digging
 09             did you do?
 10                  A.   I looked for -- I looked for some
 11             connection between discrepancies or squawks and
 12             actual MRB tags, and I didn't find anything that I
 13             recognized as correlating squawks and their
 14             quantification, and then an MRB engineer taking
 15             that and doing an engineering evaluation and
 16             either saying, you know, yes or no.
 17                  Q.   What's a squawk?
 18                  A.   I would call a squawk a discrepancy
 19             report that someone writes up out in quality as,
 20             you know, typically if it -- if it doesn't exactly
 21             conform to what the people that wrote the planning
 22             paper said should be checked to make sure we're on
 23             track with producing this part correctly and
 24             you're not exactly on the money, then someone will
 25             say, okay, we didn't -- we didn't hit this exactly
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 01             right, we're outside of tolerance on this, we
 02             didn't pass conductivity, something like that.
 03             That would just be a squawk that there has been no
 04             further action on.
 05                  Q.   So, is a squawk different from an NCR?
 06             Are you describing an NCR or are you talking about
 07             something different?
 08                  A.   Whatever you want to call it.  What I
 09             would call it is it's the first level
 10             documentation of something looks like it's amiss.
 11                  Q.   On a particular part?
 12                  A.   On a particular part.
 13                  Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what an NCR is?
 14                  A.   A non-compliance record.
 15                  Q.   Okay.  And so is this squawk something
 16             different from an NCR?  Is the -- is the NCR the
 17             first level document --
 18                  A.   You know, I'm just not that familiar with
 19             the term NCR. We used different kinds of paper at
 20             -- at McDonald Douglas.
 21                  Q.   Well, and what I need to know is you
 22             talked about you were looking for discrepancy
 23             squawks.
 24                  A.   No.
 25                  Q.   Okay.  Then I wrote that down wrong.
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 01                  A.   Well, what I was -- what I was looking
 02             for is evidence of an unsafe condition.  Now,
 03             something that might lead you to believe there
 04             might be some evidence is something like a squawk.
 05             Many squawks never get to the MRB point because
 06             they get dispositioned with in-house equivalent of
 07             SRMs from manufacturing.
 08                  Q.   What's an SRM?
 09                  A.   There is lots of squawks that basically
 10             get taken care of and don't even get advanced to
 11             the MRB world.
 12                  Q.   What's an SRM?
 13                  A.   An SRM is a standard -- is a structural
 14             repair manual, and it's something that's created
 15             by the OEM for operators to use to fix problems on
 16             the airplane without having to go back to OEM
 17             engineering.  It's already like we've already
 18             thought about this deficiency and we've considered
 19             it and -- and you can -- you can rectify it like
 20             this.  In the manufacturing world you usually have
 21             a similar mechanism so that certain squawks below
 22             a certain noise level automatically get
 23             dispositioned based on authority that's already
 24             been created by engineering and the equivalent of
 25             an SRM.  Different people call that different
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 01             stuff, use different nomenclature.
 02                  Q.   Okay.  So, there's squawk -- and now, the
 03             document that ends up being MRB'd, Material Review
 04             Boarded, right?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   Do you understand that that's an NCR, or
 07             do you know that?
 08                  A.   I don't -- I don't know that.  I know --
 09                  Q.   So, you didn't -- when you -- when you
 10             met with Mr. Koh, did you ask Mr. Koh how the MRB
 11             process worked?
 12                  A.   No.
 13                  Q.   So, do you know, as you sit here today,
 14             whether an NCR is what results in an MRB?  Do you
 15             know?
 16                  A.   No.
 17                  Q.   Okay.  And do you know if Boeing has
 18             anything in its quality system that is before MR
 19             -- you know, the NCR/MRB step? Do you know if
 20             there is another thing that they call a squawk or
 21             that is a squawk?  Do you know if that exists?
 22                  A.   I don't know.
 23                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and so when you -- you
 24             learned that there were 186 discrepant parts on a
 25             particular line unit, is that what you said?
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 01                  A.   No.  I said the point -- the point in
 02             there was confusing and I couldn't quite make
 03             sense out of it, but it was something like it
 04             said, you know, there were 186 discrepant parts,
 05             and out of these there is 93 part numbers that got
 06             on to line No. 624, or whatever it was.  I think
 07             it was a Navy airplane.  And there is no record of
 08             an MRB tag addressing the discrepancies associated
 09             with those 93 parts.  That was a statement that
 10             was made; however, I could not see -- I couldn't
 11             find any information that corroborated that.
 12                  Q.   Okay.  And where you looked for that
 13             information was within the bucket supplied to you
 14             by Mr. --
 15                  A.   Smyth.
 16                  Q.   -- Smyth?  Okay.  And then after you
 17             couldn't find that in the bucket provided to you
 18             by Mr. Smyth, did you make any other effort to
 19             research that issue?
 20                  A.   No.
 21                  Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't ask Mr. Koh
 22             about it?
 23                  A.   No.
 24                  Q.   And you didn't contact us or ask us about
 25             it?
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 01                  A.   No.
 02                  Q.   Did you know that we were trying to find
 03             you?
 04                  A.   No.
 05                  Q.   You didn't know that?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   Did anybody ever come to you and say, ask
 08             whether your name could be given to us?
 09                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 10             foundation.
 11                  A.   I don't recall.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than that thing,
 14             was there anything else that, you know, that you
 15             recall of -- I'm sorry, before we get to that, one
 16             other question.
 17             The structural repair manual --
 18                  A.   I'm using that as an analogy for someone
 19             who understands what a structural repair manual
 20             is.
 21                  Q.   I do, but the structural repair manual is
 22             typically used by the operator in his maintenance
 23             of the aircraft?
 24                  A.   Right.  Correct.
 25                  Q.   And what you're saying is that the --
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 01             your understanding of the manufacturing system is
 02             that the parts suppliers have something equivalent
 03             to a structural repair manual?
 04                  A.   At McDonald Douglas, and it's kind of a
 05             standard business practice, manufacturing
 06             typically does not want to have to go back to
 07             engineering with every single squawk.  They would
 08             like to be able to handle them on their own.  So,
 09             usually what happens early in the manufacturing
 10             program is that there is a document created that
 11             engineering basically has generated that says even
 12             though the drawing says this, there are certain
 13             things in here that if you're within -- you might
 14             be out of tolerance with the drawing, but if
 15             you're within these tolerances we've already
 16             looked at those discrepancies and you have our
 17             authority to disposition those and you don't have
 18             to come back to us for engineering sign-on.
 19                  Q.   Do you know if there was such a document
 20             that was created by Boeing engineering?
 21                  A.   No.
 22                  Q.   You haven't seen it?
 23                  A.   No.
 24                  Q.   Are you familiar with -- with the term
 25             green-line?
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 01                  A.   No.
 02                  Q.   So, you're not familiar with any
 03             green-lines that Boeing used to -- to disposition
 04             discrepant parts?
 05                  A.   No, I'm not familiar with that term.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than this issue
 07             about 186, or whatever the number was, discrepant
 08             parts on line unit 624, or whatever that number
 09             was, was there anything else that stood out to you
 10             from your review of the documents in that three
 11             days or so of time that you spent on it?
 12                  A.   Not -- not relative to what I was looking
 13             for, and that was to answer is there a safety
 14             issue.  Do you -- if you -- basically the question
 15             I got from Dean was would you look at this bucket
 16             of data and tell us if you see any safety issues
 17             here, even though he posed some questions that I
 18             didn't feel related to safety.  So, I said, Dean,
 19             this is what I'm going -- I'm going to give you a
 20             call on safety.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  Now, at the -- at the -- there
 22             were three buckets.  The first bucket was from Mr.
 23             Smyth, another bucket was from Mr. Koh, but
 24             actually there was a third bucket and that was a
 25             Power Point presentation that was given to Miss
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 01             Gilligan?
 02                  A.   Yeah.
 03                  Q.   You weren't -- you weren't at that
 04             presentation?
 05                  A.   No.
 06                  Q.   And --
 07                  A.   No.
 08                  Q.   And was -- other than the Power Point
 09             itself, were you given any other materials in that
 10             bucket?
 11                  A.   No.  I was just sent that presentation.
 12                  Q.   Did you -- were you sent any accompanying
 13             materials that explained it or expanded upon the
 14             issues in it?
 15                  A.   No.
 16                  Q.   Did you do any investigation of that
 17             Power Point?
 18                  A.   No.
 19                  Q.   So, how much time did you spend reviewing
 20             the Power Point?
 21                  A.   About as long as it took to look through
 22             it, which was maybe 30 minutes.
 23                  Q.   And did it raise any questions in your
 24             mind?
 25                  A.   No.
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 01                  Q.   Now, the third bucket would be Mr. Koh's
 02             materials?
 03                  A.   (Nods head up and down.)
 04                  Q.   And -- and those are part of Exhibit --
 05             what number is that?
 06                  A.   679.
 07                  Q.   How much time did you spend reviewing --
 08             well, strike that.  Did -- Exhibit 679 is really
 09             composed of two different kinds of information.
 10             The first are a series of e-mails, and I take it
 11             you didn't spend any time reviewing the e-mails of
 12             substance?
 13                  A.   No.
 14                  Q.   Right?
 15                  A.   No.
 16                  Q.   And then the second part of it is the --
 17             well, there is a draft of the report, of your
 18             Declaration, and then finally there's the Power
 19             Point that Mr. Koh presented.  Now, did you
 20             receive that Power Point prior to your meeting
 21             with Mr. Koh?
 22                  A.   No.
 23                  Q.   Who was at that meeting with Mr. Koh?
 24                  A.   Myself, Mr. Koh, Terry Khaled, Doug.
 25                       MR. ANDERSON:   By telephone.
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 01                  A.   By telephone.  Ted, I don't recall his
 02             last name, and Dean was on --
 03                       MR. ANDERSON:   Telephone.
 04                  A.   -- the telephone.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   Dean Smyth?
 07                  A.   Smyth was on the telephone.
 08                  Q.   So, Dean Smyth was on the phone, Mr.
 09             Anderson was on the phone?
 10                  A.   Uh-huh.
 11                  Q.   Khaled was in person?
 12                  A.   Yes.
 13                  Q.   Who's Cole?
 14                  A.   Steve.
 15                  Q.   Oh, I'm sorry, Koh.  I thought it was Nat
 16             King Cole.  That was an attempt at humor.  It was
 17             not any better than yours.
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Actually it was sounding
 19             like Kohl's, the department store, to me, but
 20             that's just a shopping reference.
 21                       MR. SKEPNEK:   And I'm musical, buy
 22             records.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   And then Ted, who did you understand Ted
 25             to be?
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 01                  A.   A manufacturing -- well, somebody who
 02             knew all about ATA.
 03                  Q.   Knew all about ATA.  And you understood
 04             him to be an engineer?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   Was he physically here?
 07                  A.   Yes.
 08                  Q.   So, so Mr. Koh and Ted came here?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   Did Ted present his credentials to you?
 11                  A.   For example?
 12                  Q.   For example, I'm the senior scientific
 13             officer, you know, you've got -- it's impressive,
 14             I mean, you know, what are you -- I'm forgetting
 15             what you call yourself.  You're the Chief
 16             Scientific and Technical Advisor For Fatigue and
 17             Damage Tolerance.  That's credentials.  I want to
 18             know what his credentials were?
 19                  A.   I don't recall his title.
 20                  Q.   Other than engineer?
 21                  A.   He -- he discussed some of his background
 22             and what he had done, but I don't recall his
 23             title.
 24                  Q.   Was he an employee of Boeing?
 25                  A.   There was an issue of he -- I remember it
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 01             was -- he was either going to retire or he had
 02             retired and he had come back, I don't recall.
 03                  Q.   How does Gladhill sound to you?  Was it
 04             Mr. Gladhill?
 05                  A.   I don't recall.
 06                  Q.   Happy Mountain?
 07                  A.   I don't recall.
 08                  Q.   That was another attempt at a joke, but
 09             it was Mr. Gladhill's joke, not mine.  So, what
 10             did Mr. Gladhill tell you about ATA?  I'm sorry,
 11             not Mr. Gladhill.  I'm assuming that.  It may not
 12             be true.  What did Ted tell you about ATA?
 13                  A.   He basically walked -- walked us through
 14             the slides and explained ATA as a assembly
 15             philosophy and, you know, how it worked.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  Did -- did he tell you that Boeing
 17             actually had documents that described ATA?
 18                  A.   I don't recall.
 19                  Q.   Would it surprise you to learn that
 20             Boeing has documents that describe ATA?
 21                  A.   Not at all.
 22                  Q.   You'd expect Boeing to have documents
 23             that describe ATA, would you not?
 24                  A.   Yes, I would.
 25                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Would you get me 602?
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Well, let's find out what Mr. Gladhill --
 03             did you think Mr. Gladhill was being candid with
 04             you about ATA and what it meant?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   You believed him?
 07                  A.   Yes.
 08                  Q.   And in fact, the reason it was relevant
 09             to know what ATA meant, what ATA is, is because if
 10             you look at Exhibit 603, you look over here and it
 11             says this drawing contains Advanced Technology
 12             Assembly locations?
 13                  A.   Correct.
 14                  Q.   Right.  And so you understood that since
 15             that's on the drawing, that's important?
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form and
 17             foundation.
 18                       MR. KOH:  Object.
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   Right?
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.
 22                  A.   Yes.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Right.  It's part of the drawing.  And
 25             so, you need to know, to know what ATA -- what
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 01             that means, you have to know what Boeing means by
 02             ATA, or Advanced Technology Assembly?
 03                  A.   Correct.
 04                  Q.   Now, what did he tell you Advanced
 05             Technology Assembly means?
 06                  A.   It's a -- I'm paraphrasing him.  I can't
 07             remember his exact words, but I came away, my
 08             conclusion was, based on what he said, that ATA
 09             was a manufacturing assembly philosophy.
 10                  Q.   Did he --
 11                  A.   It's a way -- it's a way to bring parts
 12             together.
 13                  Q.   So, does -- now, manufacturing assembly,
 14             is assembly the only aspect of manufacturing or
 15             are there others?
 16                  A.   There's others.
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 18                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 19                  Q.   Right.  What are the other aspects of
 20             manufacturing other than assembly?
 21                  A.   Fabrication.
 22                  Q.   Okay.  What about design?
 23                  A.   No.
 24                  Q.   Okay.  So, fabrication and assembly would
 25             both be aspects of manufacturing?
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 01                  A.   Yes.
 02                  Q.   Now, did -- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted tell
 03             you that ATA applied only to assembly?
 04                  A.   I don't recall if he said those exact
 05             words, but that certainly would be my observation.
 06             And based on my past experience, ATA is all about
 07             assembly.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  So, so, you reached the conclusion
 09             from your conversation or your meeting with Mr.
 10             Koh and Ted that ATA did not have to do with
 11             fabrication?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Objection.
 13                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Form?
 14                       MR. KOH:  It misstates what he just said.
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, then, okay, form.
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 17                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
 18                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 19                  Q.   I just want to know if Mr. -- Mr. -- or
 20             Ted and Mr. Koh, in their meeting, left you with
 21             the impression that ATA did not have anything to
 22             do with fabrication?
 23                  A.   What do you mean when you say do not have
 24             anything to do with?
 25                  Q.   Well, that -- okay.  You had said that
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 01             ATA was a manufacturing assembly process, correct?
 02                  A.   It's a philosophy.
 03                  Q.   Philosophy.  Is that a -- is it -- is it
 04             a process?
 05                  A.   I would say at the highest level it is a
 06             philosophy, as opposed to hard tooling, other ways
 07             to bring parts together.  It is a way, but not the
 08             only way.
 09                  Q.   A way.  A way of what?
 10                  A.   Of bringing parts together, of assembling
 11             parts.
 12                  Q.   Okay.  So, it is a manufacturing assembly
 13             philosophy?
 14                  A.   That's what I would call it.
 15                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and then I asked you
 16             whether manufacturing includes something, anything
 17             other than assembly, and you said that there's
 18             another aspect of manufacturing and that would be
 19             fabrication?
 20                  A.   In my mind, when I say fabrication, I
 21             reserve, and everybody may not do this, I reserve
 22             that for individual part creation is fabrication,
 23             and then assembly is when you bring more than --
 24             well, two or more parts together, and then
 25             manufacturing would be kind of all of that stuff.
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 01                  Q.   Right.  Both the --
 02                  A.   Just to get an understanding of
 03             semantics.
 04                  Q.   Right, and that's what I'm trying --
 05             that's what I'm trying to get to.  And I think we
 06             understand each other because I think I understand
 07             that in your conception of manufacturing,
 08             manufacturing contemplates both fabrication and
 09             assembly?
 10                  A.   Right.
 11                  Q.   And -- and you are limiting ATA, as I
 12             understand, to the assembly aspect of
 13             manufacturing?
 14                  A.   I'm not sure what you mean when you say
 15             limiting.
 16                  Q.   Well, I mean that ATA does not -- ATA is
 17             not concerned with fabrication?
 18                  A.   Let me clarify my thoughts.
 19                  Q.   Okay.
 20                  A.   If you're going to follow an ATA
 21             philosophy, which I would say, simply stated, is
 22             you're going to assemble parts by using key
 23             characteristics on those parts, like holes in this
 24             specific case.  If that's the approach you're
 25             going to use, then you have to put the holes in
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 01             the right places at the fab level when you fab the
 02             parts that are going to come together later on.
 03             So, in that sense you could say ATA has an impact
 04             on the engineering drawings because those holes
 05             need to be there for assembly, but they don't need
 06             to be there for anything other than that.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  And so -- and so to make -- to
 08             make it clear, my question is whether you
 09             understood, from your conversation with Ted,
 10             whether you understood that ATA required any
 11             particular fabrication processes?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.  I objected
 13             that it was asked and already answered.
 14                       MS. BENTLEY:  You can still answer the
 15             question, but you got to take your hand away from
 16             your mouth.
 17                  A.   Other than you need -- if manufacturing
 18             needs these key characteristics to assemble the
 19             part, then those things need to be put on the
 20             part, whether they're holes or notches or whatever
 21             they happen to be, and people use different key
 22             characteristics to bring parts together.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   There can be key characteristics of angle
 25             to the part?
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   Do you know?
 05                  A.   You can -- you can -- I have seen people
 06             leverage inherent key characteristics to
 07             facilitate ATA.
 08                  Q.   Well, you used -- you used the phrase key
 09             characteristics is something that is used in ATA
 10             to put the holes in the right places.  Using key
 11             characteristics --
 12                  A.   The holes, the holes would be the key
 13             characteristics.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  So, the only key characteristics
 15             for ATA would be the holes?
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   If I'm getting you right.  I'm trying to
 19             understand.
 20                  A.   For these -- for these particular parts,
 21             what I -- my observation is that the things that
 22             are important to get these parts assembled and
 23             what manufacturing is relying on is these holes,
 24             which I would call key characteristics that
 25             facilitate ATA assembly.
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 01                  Q.   Okay.  So, when you say key
 02             characteristics, you're talking about the holes?
 03                  A.   Yeah.
 04                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and your understanding of
 05             the holes as being the key characteristics is
 06             based upon what Ted told you?  And if there's
 07             more, that's what I'm trying to get to.
 08                  A.   I've seen -- I've seen ATA before I even
 09             talked to Ted. When I talk to people about this
 10             and people ask me what is ATA, I said have you
 11             ever assembled a piece of Ikea furniture?
 12                  Q.   Okay.  So, it's Ikea furniture to you?
 13                       MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer.
 14                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm sorry, I thought he
 15             had.  I'm not -- I think the record is going to
 16             show that I was not being --
 17                  A.   When I'm trying to explain it to a layman
 18             on what -- it's very simple.  You're not -- you're
 19             not having to build a hard jig to hold parts.  You
 20             pre-drill the parts, so when you assemble them you
 21             just line up the holes, peg it together, and then
 22             finish whatever processes you need to -- you need
 23             to finish up.  So, it's -- you know, that's the --
 24             that's the simplistic analogy that I would use to
 25             explain.  When people say what's the ATA
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 01             philosophy that you're talking about to assemble
 02             stuff, I say, well, you see it in a lot of -- in
 03             a lot of cases.  It's -- it's not anything that's
 04             magical and new.  The basic philosophy has been
 05             very common for years.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   Okay.  So, so, based on your -- based
 08             upon your experience and on what Ted told you,
 09             your conclusion was that ATA was the use of key
 10             characteristic holes to put parts together?
 11                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   Tell me where I'm wrong.  Tell me where
 14             I'm wrong. Obviously I -- obviously I didn't pass
 15             the Koh test, so tell me where I'm wrong.
 16                       MR. KOH:  No, my objection is that you
 17             didn't exhaust all the sources of his information.
 18                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I'm getting there.
 19                       MR. KOH:  It sounded like that was
 20             implicit in your question.
 21                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 22                  Q.   No, no, no, no.  I want to know all of
 23             your sources of information about ATA, and I've
 24             got two sources of information so far about ATA
 25             and I want to exhaust them.  I've got -- I've got
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 01             Mr. Koh and his engineer, Ted.  That's one source.
 02             Your experience, your general experience in the
 03             industry is another source, and I want to run
 04             through them all.  Give us all of them.
 05                  A.   Okay.  The term ATA was not familiar to
 06             me.  We used a philosophy on some assemblies on
 07             some parts to bring parts together based on key
 08             characteristics.  When Mr. Koh and Ted told us
 09             what ATA is, it was, okay, I've seen this before.
 10             It wasn't called ATA, but I understand what you're
 11             doing.
 12                  Q.   Okay.  So, that's your prior experience,
 13             and I'm trying to get beyond Mr. Koh and Ted and
 14             prior experience.  What else was there that
 15             informed you about ATA?
 16                       MR. KOH:  I just have a  - I have an
 17             objection that in the room we have a huge stack of
 18             documents that he said he reviewed.
 19                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, and I'm going to get
 20             to that in a minute.  I'm trying to get to what he
 21             remembered, and I think you understand -- I mean,
 22             you're trying to tell him that he should refer to
 23             something else.
 24                       MR. KOH:  I am not.
 25                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Do you want to just go
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 01             ahead and tell him?
 02                       MR. KOH:  No.  I'm objecting that I think
 03             it's misleading to the witness.
 04                       MS. BENTLEY:  I think for everyone this
 05             will go a lot faster if we limit the speaking
 06             objections.
 07                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 08                  Q.   Okay.  So, so, Mr. Koh is trying to
 09             suggest to you that there's a stack of stuff over
 10             here that you should look in, in answer to my
 11             question.  And if that's true, that's where I was
 12             going next.  I was going to have you look through
 13             the stack and tell us what else in the stack might
 14             have informed you about ATA. But as you sit here
 15             today, having done a Declaration about a month,
 16             two months ago now about this, I'm trying to find
 17             out what you know, as you sit here today, about
 18             ATA and your sources of it?
 19                  A.   Okay.  Another -- in -- in Smyth's bucket
 20             of data --
 21                  Q.   Uh-huh.
 22                  A.   -- there was also some Boeing documents
 23             that talked about ATA.
 24                  Q.   Right.
 25                  A.   Which I read through.
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 01                  Q.   So, you read through -- you read through
 02             -- and I think I've seen there.  I think there's a
 03             thing in there called the ATA Design Guide, the
 04             Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide for
 05             New/Emerging Programs.  Did you see that?
 06                  A.   Yes.
 07                  Q.   And you read that?
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                  Q.   And you carefully considered it?
 10                  A.   Yes.
 11                  Q.   And you incorporated it into your
 12             opinion?
 13                  A.   Not the opinion about unsafe condition.
 14                  Q.   What -- what opinion did you incorporate
 15             it into?
 16                  A.   Into -- in the Declaration, I made some
 17             statements about the ATA process.
 18                  Q.   And -- and what -- what -- what
 19             statements about the ATA process did you make that
 20             you incorporated that into?
 21                  A.   Okay.  Well, I'll give you the paragraph.
 22                  Q.   It's paragraph 11, I think.
 23                  A.   Yes.  So, based on my past experience,
 24             the meeting with Steve Koh and Ted, and the Boeing
 25             information that I had from -- from Dean Smyth's
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 01             bucket of information, it just continued to
 02             reinforce my observation that, well, look at the
 03             acronym, ATA assembly.  It's all about assembly.
 04             And when I read the Boeing documents, the whole
 05             thrust was assembly.  Now, the parts do need stuff
 06             to facilitate this, but ATA is all about assembly.
 07             That's what I came away with.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  And you reached the conclusion
 09             from your review of the Boeing documents and Mr.
 10             Koh and Ted and your prior experience that the
 11             only key characteristics were holes, right?
 12                  A.   For these particular parts.
 13                  Q.   And you're talking about the parts
 14             involved in our case?
 15                  A.   Well, this one right here, for example.
 16                  Q.   Well, for instance, on Exhibit 603, which
 17             is in front of you, does Exhibit 603 call out any
 18             key characteristics?
 19                  A.   It locates the holes.
 20                  Q.   Well, is there actually something on
 21             there that says key characteristics?
 22                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  The document speaks
 23             for itself.
 24                       MR. SKEPNEK:  You're right, it does, and
 25             I'm asking him whether it speaks to key
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 01             characteristics.
 02                  A.   I don't know if it uses those terms.
 03             That's my term.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   And -- and your term is based on what?
 06             Was it based on what Ted and Mr. Koh told you?
 07                  A.   That's what we used to call those things
 08             that you used to bring parts together.
 09                  Q.   Well, look over here.  Do you see key
 10             characteristics?
 11                  A.   Uh-huh.
 12                  Q.   That would be a yes?  Is that yes?
 13                  A.   I don't -- I wouldn't -- I don't know if
 14             that's in the same context or not.
 15                  Q.   Let me first ask, before we get to
 16             context, let's first ask whether the drawing says
 17             key characteristics?
 18                  A.   Yes, it does say key characteristic.
 19                  Q.   And it has three of them, right?
 20                  A.   Yeah.
 21                  Q.   So, that would be plural, key
 22             characteristics.  There are three key
 23             characteristic, right?
 24                  A.   Okay.
 25                  Q.   And this is -- we're looking at Kuss
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 01             Exhibit No. 603.  Do you see that?
 02                  A.   Uh-huh.
 03                  Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude, yes?
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                  Q.   And -- and -- and so is today the first
 06             day that you've noticed that this drawing, 603, or
 07             any of the part drawings say key characteristics?
 08                  A.   Yes, I think it is.
 09                  Q.   Do you know whether all of the part
 10             drawings contain a box that identifies key
 11             characteristics?
 12                  A.   No.
 13                       MR. KOH:  Do you mind if I take a look at
 14             that?
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.
 16                       MR. KOH:  Thank you.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Now -- now, from your review of the
 19             materials, did you -- did you reach the conclusion
 20             that for Boeing, ATA was viewed as a comprehensive
 21             overhaul to the current manufacturing processes at
 22             Boeing?  Did you know that?
 23                       MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,
 24             foundation.
 25                  A.   I have heard people say that, but did I
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 01             know that?  That's a claim.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   How would you determine whether it's a
 04             claim that's true or not?
 05                  A.   When you get to the point that that's the
 06             only way that you assemble aircraft from front
 07             bulkhead to aft bulkhead, then I think you could
 08             say that is a complete overhaul.  But if you're
 09             only doing it with parts of the airplane and other
 10             parts you're not using ATA, then I wouldn't call
 11             it an overhaul.
 12                  Q.   Did you -- did you research Boeing's own
 13             engineering documents to determine whether Boeing
 14             engineers described it as a fabrication process
 15             variability control?
 16                  A.   No.
 17                  Q.   Do you know what a process variability
 18             control is?
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 20                  A.   I believe I do.
 21                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 22                  Q.   Do you know what HVC is?
 23                  A.   I'm not familiar with that acronym.
 24                  Q.   Hardware variability control, are you
 25             familiar with that?
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 01                  A.   Not -- no, I can't say that I am.
 02                  Q.   Did you -- did you -- were you given the
 03             Boeing document, the Boeing process, HVC process
 04             documentation document that is described as
 05             D681654, were you given that?
 06                  A.   I don't recall.  Don't recall.
 07                  Q.   Were you told that the Boeing process,
 08             HVC process capability document was applicable to
 09             the Renton final assembly and all of its
 10             supporting organizations, including Boeing
 11             suppliers for the 737NG aircraft?  Were you told
 12             that?
 13                  A.   No.
 14                  Q.   Do you know what the requirements of HVC
 15             are?
 16                  A.   No.
 17                  Q.   Do you know -- were you told by Boeing or
 18             by Mr. Koh or by Ted that the foundation to ATA is
 19             hardware variability control, HVC?  Were you told
 20             that --
 21                  A.   No.
 22                  Q.   Were you told by Mr. Koh or by Ted that
 23             tolerance analysis is required to determine the
 24             feasibility and requirements for ATA details and
 25             assemblies?
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 01                  A.   No.
 02                  Q.   Were you told that a tolerance analysis
 03             must be based on documented preferred
 04             manufacturing processes and capabilities?  Were
 05             you told that?
 06                  A.   I don't recall.
 07                  Q.   Were you told that the design fabrication
 08             and assembly using ATA manufacturing methods
 09             require that process capabilities be understood
 10             and that some processes must be under statistical
 11             process control?  Were you told that?
 12                  A.   I don't recall.
 13                  Q.   Would that be significant to you?
 14                  A.   No.
 15                  Q.   It wouldn't be.  Were you told that the
 16             ATA Design Guide -- did you actually review it?
 17             Did you actually read it?
 18                  A.   I -- I did go through it.  I picked stuff
 19             out.
 20                  Q.   What stuff did you pick out?
 21                  A.   I picked the stuff out that tried -- the
 22             definition of ATA, I picked out that, when they
 23             were trying to -- what is this beast that -- I
 24             picked that out.  Okay, I tried to understand, you
 25             know, what is this thing they called ATA.
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 01                  Q.   Okay.  Well, let's -- I know that's in
 02             here and let's find it.  Just take us a second
 03             because I know that a minute ago when I was
 04             looking through here I saw that.
 05             Going through the stack of materials that we were
 06             given just a minute ago, that would be among the
 07             things that you reviewed, and here I found it.
 08             It's -- it's actually in a letter -- it's in an
 09             envelope from me to Mr. Smyth dated -- I don't
 10             have a date on it. I can't see a date, but I'll
 11             hand you that.  Is that your handwritten note on
 12             there?
 13                  A.   No.
 14                  Q.   Let's move it up here.  It's a sticky.
 15             Now --
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  That is mine identifying a
 17             letter that was taken out of the packet.
 18                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Do you want it -- do
 19             you want it back?
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  No, I want -- but you
 21             didn't know what the date is.  That is the date.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   Okay, so, so this is a -- counsel has
 24             indicated that this came together with a letter
 25             from me dated December 14th, 2009.  Do you recall
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 01             seeing the letter --
 02                  A.   Yes.
 03                  Q.   -- from me?
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                  Q.   So you knew who I was?
 06                  A.   Yes.
 07                  Q.   You knew my address and phone number and
 08             e-mail?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   Okay.  Now, what is that document that
 11             you're looking at?
 12                  A.   Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide
 13             for New/Emerging Programs.
 14                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Would you get Exhibit 590?
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Did you look at that?
 17                  A.   I flipped through it.
 18                  Q.   Well, what did you -- what did you see
 19             when you flipped through it?
 20                  A.   I didn't see anything relative to
 21             evidence of an unsafe condition.
 22                  Q.   Well --
 23                  A.   It did give me a better knowledge of what
 24             ATA was all about.
 25                  Q.   Well, why don't you tell us what you
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 01             looked at in there that gave you knowledge of what
 02             ATA was about?  And here's what I'm -- I just want
 03             to make sure that we're looking at the same thing.
 04             This has been previously marked as an exhibit in
 05             this case, Exhibit 590.  Am I showing you Exhibit
 06             590?  Is that the same thing that you looked at?
 07                  A.   Looks like it.
 08                  Q.   Okay.
 09                  A.   Looks like it.
 10                  Q.   So, as you look at Exhibit 590 --
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Counsel, when the -- when
 12             the court reporter prepares the booklet, will the
 13             exhibits be attached?
 14                       MR. SKEPNEK:  We can talk about that
 15             later.  I don't know.
 16                       MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yes.
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  We will have to
 18             have those.  Thank you.
 19                  A.   What I got out of this were these --
 20             these were things  you had to think about if you
 21             were going to be successful with ATA and the
 22             design of individual parts.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   What were the things you had to think
 25             about?
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 01                  A.   Well, the shape and the dimensions and
 02             where you located these things to bring parts
 03             together, et cetera, et cetera.
 04                  Q.   What's an abstract?  What's an abstract?
 05                  A.   What's an abstract?
 06                  Q.   Right.
 07                  A.   Would be just --
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
 09                  A.   -- a quick overview of the document.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   Okay.  Well, go to -- before you go to
 12             the abstract of that document, let me show you
 13             Exhibit 602.  Were you shown Exhibit 602?
 14                  A.   I don't recall it.
 15                  Q.   It says, "Advanced Technology Assembly is
 16             marketed as a strategic plan for aircraft
 17             manufacturing at Wichita Division."  This is a
 18             Boeing document.  Do you see that -- do you see
 19             that stamp down and the BTL 1084.  That means that
 20             when we went and looked at the Boeing Technical
 21             Library, this is a document that we pulled out of
 22             the Boeing Technical Library.
 23             So, did-- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted show you this
 24             document which is Boeing's own description of ATA?
 25                  A.   I don't recall seeing this; however, this
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 01             reinforces my feelings.
 02                  Q.   Okay.
 03                  A.   Because everything about it, shim
 04             elimination, simplified tooling, flow production,
 05             this is all about assembly.
 06                  Q.   What about -- what about the last bullet
 07             -- what does it say assembly, fabrication process
 08             variability control?
 09                  A.   It says the big thing is assembly.
 10             That's where the bang for the buck is here is
 11             assembly, assembly, assembly.
 12                  Q.   So, what about where it says fabrication
 13             process variability control, are you ignoring
 14             that?
 15                  A.   I'm not ignoring that, but that's just,
 16             to me, to me, that's a -- just an empowering thing
 17             that you need to do to really get at the crux of
 18             the issue, which is assembly.  Assembly flow,
 19             tooling and things like that.
 20                  Q.   Well, how does HVC apply to the assembly?
 21                  A.   I don't have a clue.
 22                  Q.   Well, it says, it says, "The foundation
 23             to ATA is hardware variability control."  Is that
 24             what it says?
 25                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
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 01                  A.   I am -- I am trying to tell you my
 02             opinion and how I arrived at my opinion.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   Is -- are you familiar with the Latin
 05             term ipse dixit?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   That it is so because I say it's so; are
 08             you familiar with that at all?
 09                  A.   I've heard that in English, yes.
 10                  Q.   Okay.  So, it's so because I say it's so.
 11             Now --
 12                       MR. ROBISON:  I object.  Argumentative.
 13                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it's kind of hard to
 14             be argumentative until I get it out.  I'll give
 15             you a chance to say it again.
 16                       MR. ROBISON:  I'm ready.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   So, your opinion about -- about ATA, is
 19             your opinion based upon the documents from Boeing
 20             that describe ATA, or is that opinion based upon
 21             because you say it's so?
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form and
 23             foundation.
 24                       MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
 25                       MR. ROBISON:   And argumentative.
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 01                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join in the argumentative.
 02                  A.   It's based on my interpretation of what I
 03             have read, including Boeing documents.  You know,
 04             what's the bottom line? What are people trying to
 05             accomplish?  It's all about assembling airplanes
 06             any more efficient, fast, less expensive process.
 07                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 08                  Q.   Let's go to the abstract on page 2 of the
 09             Boeing design guide.  Why don't you read that?
 10                  A.   This further reinforces --
 11                  Q.   Good, read it.
 12                  A.   -- my feeling because it says,
 13             "Successful ATA is dependent on the accuracy of
 14             the detail parts key features." They're two
 15             different things.  There's the parts that come in
 16             and then there's the ATA.  So, in my mind, ATA is
 17             assembly, and you need to do certain things to the
 18             parts to be successful at it. But if you want to
 19             know what ATA is, it's all about assembly.
 20                  Q.   Well, go ahead and read the rest of that?
 21             What does it say?
 22                  A.   "A tolerance analysis is required" --
 23                  Q.   No, let's read the whole paragraph.
 24             "Successful ATA," go ahead from there. "Successful
 25             ATA is" --
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 01                  A.   "Dependent on the accuracy of the detail
 02             parts key features."
 03                  Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what a key
 04             feature is?
 05                  A.   I think I do.
 06                  Q.   What's a key feature?
 07                  A.   I would say these holes in these parts
 08             are an example of a key feature.
 09                  Q.   But are there other key features?
 10                  A.   There could be.
 11                  Q.   Do you know what they might be?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Object.  Lack of foundation.
 13                  A.   I won't speculate.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   But you've given opinions about what ATA
 16             means, and I want to know what you think that
 17             means when it says "dependent on the accuracy of
 18             the detail parts key features."  You've said holes
 19             are key features.  I want to know if there are
 20             other key features other than holes?
 21                       MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
 22                  A.   Yeah, I think I answered that.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Well, are key features and key
 25             characteristics the same thing?  Because if you
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 01             have, then you've answered the question already.
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 03             foundation, argumentative.
 04                  A.   These things that we're talking about
 05             that it says have to be accurate, whatever it is
 06             that the ATA process is dependent upon, those
 07             things have to be right, whatever you want to call
 08             them.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Okay.  So, those might be -- those might
 11             be the surface of the part?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
 13                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 14                  Q.   You don't know?
 15                  A.   Perhaps.  It depends on -- it depends on
 16             the part.
 17                  Q.   And to know that, you would have to look
 18             at the drawing for the part, right?
 19                  A.   Exactly.
 20                  Q.   Right.  So, the drawing for the part says
 21             what are the key features or key characteristics?
 22                  A.   I don't know enough about these
 23             particular parts to be able to say exactly what it
 24             is that has to be exactly right to have a
 25             successful ATA.
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 01                  Q.   The next sentence reads:  "A tolerance
 02             analysis is required to determine the feasibility
 03             and requirements for ATA details and assemblies."
 04             What does that mean?
 05                  A.   I'm not sure.
 06                  Q.   The next sentence says, "The tolerance
 07             analysis shall be based upon documented preferred
 08             manufacturing processes and capabilities."  Do you
 09             know what that means?
 10                  A.   No.
 11                  Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing process
 12             is?
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing
 15             capability is?
 16                  A.   Yes.
 17                  Q.   How would you assess -- how would you
 18             assess manufacturing processes and capabilities?
 19                  A.   What I don't know is what does documented
 20             preferred imply.  I don't know what that means.
 21                  Q.   When you read the -- this ATA Design
 22             Guide as you were -- as you were -- this -- was
 23             this during the 24 hours or so that you spent
 24             studying this before you gave an opinion to Mr. --
 25                  A.   Uh-huh.
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 01                  Q.   -- Smyth?
 02                  A.   Yes.
 03                  Q.   Well, when you -- when you did that, did
 04             you -- did you try and determine what that means?
 05                  A.   No.
 06                  Q.   It says "design, fabrication and assembly
 07             using ATA manufacturing methods."  Did I read that
 08             right?
 09                  A.   I guess, yeah, you read the words right.
 10                  Q.   "Require that process capabilities be
 11             understood and some processes must be under
 12             statistical process control."  Did I read that
 13             right?
 14                  A.   You got the words right.
 15                  Q.   Can you tell us what that means?
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 17                       MR. KOH:   Join.  Lack of foundation.
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.
 19                  A.   It means you need to control the process
 20             and make sure these things that need to be right
 21             are right.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   Now, you -- you've expressed the opinion
 24             that ATA does not require machine tooling or
 25             computerized tooling.  You've expressed that
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 01             opinion.
 02                  A.   I don't think I said that.
 03                  Q.   What did you say?
 04                  A.   I said that ATA is a approach to assembly
 05             parts that can minimize the need for rigid tools
 06             and fixtures and, therefore, reduce -- potentially
 07             reduce time and costs and et cetera, et cetera.
 08                  Q.   Well, are you -- are you telling us -- do
 09             you know whether ATA requires computerized
 10             machining of the parts?  Can you tell us?
 11                  A.   In my opinion -- can I give an opinion?
 12             ATA would not require computerized fabrication of
 13             the parts.
 14                  Q.   And the basis for that opinion is what?
 15                  A.   As long as you locate these things that
 16             are important to be successful at ATA, in my
 17             opinion, it wouldn't matter how you created them
 18             as long as they're right.
 19                  Q.   Does it matter what the engineers who
 20             drew -- who drew the drawings, made the drawings
 21             and what they put on the drawings, does it matter
 22             what they say?
 23                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can
 25             answer.
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 01                  A.   Does it matter what they say?
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Yeah.
 04                  A.   Maybe.
 05                  Q.   Does it matter what the drawings say?
 06                  A.   It matters what the drawings say.
 07                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 08                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 09                  Q.   Right.  So, what they say after the fact
 10             about the drawings is not what's important, it
 11             matters what the drawings say?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:   Foundation.
 14                       MR. ROBISON:  Argumentative.
 15                  A.   Most drawings make allowances so that
 16             manufacturing planning can choose what they feel
 17             is the most optimum way to manufacture parts.
 18             It's not the purview of design engineering to make
 19             the call on how things are fabbed or assembled.
 20             That's my experience.
 21                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 22                  Q.   Do you see right here?  Can you look in
 23             this box right here?  Do you see an S-3?
 24                  A.   Yeah.
 25                  Q.   Do you know what that means?
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 01                  A.   No.  I couldn't say I know what that
 02             means.
 03                  Q.   Can you see it better that way?
 04                  A.   Yes, I see the S-3, yes.
 05                  Q.   So that's a flag note.  Do you know what
 06             a flag note is?
 07                  A.   It's a note in a flag.
 08                  Q.   Well, when there's a flag note on a
 09             drawing, what does that mean?
 10                  A.   It's part of the drawing.
 11                  Q.   So, so, do we need to know what that flag
 12             note means before we start interpreting the
 13             drawing?
 14                  A.   Certainly manufacturing would need to
 15             understand what that meant so they can put
 16             together the build paper to build the part.
 17                  Q.   Right.  Do you need to know what that
 18             means for you to understand what the engineering
 19             requirements are?
 20                  A.   Do I need to know it?
 21                  Q.   Yeah.
 22                  A.   Not necessarily.
 23                  Q.   Well --
 24                  A.   For me --
 25                  Q.   Where would you go to find out what --
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 01                       MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer,
 02             Bill.
 03                       MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I actually think he
 04             jumped in on me, but fine, you know.  This is, by
 05             the way, being videotaped.  So if you're going to
 06             try and make a record that I'm being abusive to
 07             the witness, then you're going to fail in it
 08             because I'm not.
 09                       MR. ROBISON:  Real simple.  Let him
 10             finish.  Don't step on him.
 11                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I didn't step on him.
 12             Okay.  Now, what was the last question?
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:   Mr. Eastin, you have to
 14             let counsel finish his question and he will afford
 15             you the same courtesy.
 16                       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
 17                       THE REPORTER:   The last question was:
 18             "Where would you go to find out what" --
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   Where would we go to find out what S-3
 21             means?  Where would you look?
 22                  A.   I'm not -- I don't know with Boeing's
 23             drawing system.
 24                  Q.   Well, did Mr. Koh or Ted tell you where
 25             you'd look to find out what S-3 means?
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 01                  A.   I don't recall.
 02                  Q.   Well, this says ATA on the drawing,
 03             right?
 04                  A.   Yeah, it's an advanced assembly piece of
 05             -- it's an advanced assembly part.  It's basically
 06             telling the world that we are going to assemble
 07             this part with the ATA philosophy, so there are
 08             things in here that need to be right.
 09                  Q.   Right.  So, so, might you -- might you
 10             not look at Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide?
 11             You think there might be some help for you in
 12             that?
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 14             foundation.
 15                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 16                  A.   Certainly the designer who's laying this
 17             thing out needs to be cognizant of this.
 18                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 19                  Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out
 20             need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
 21                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
 22                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 23                  Q.   Is that what you said?
 24                       MR. KOH:  Lack of foundation.
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out
 03             need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
 04                  A.   I would say it would be a good idea.
 05                  Q.   Would the liaison engineers who
 06             disposition parts on Material Review Board, should
 07             they be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.
 09                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 10                  A.   Let me think about that.  I would say not
 11             necessarily.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   What if the MRB -- what if there is a
 14             statistical tolerancing approach for MRB
 15             evaluation that's discussed in the ATA Design
 16             Guide?
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Same objections.
 18                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 19                  A.   In my experience, when you get -- when
 20             you get to the -- at the end of the day when you
 21             have to make a decision on whether this part that
 22             has a discrepancy can be, you know, how to
 23             disposition it, it basically becomes an issue of
 24             quantitatively defining what the part is, what the
 25             dimensions are, holes, whatever it is, and what
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 01             those mean relative to the type design
 02             requirements.  And however this part got made, I
 03             would say might be interesting, but at the end of
 04             the day it's what's the physical condition of the
 05             part.
 06                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 07                  Q.   Well, let's --
 08                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  One minute on tape.
 09                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay, take a break.
 10                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
 11                       {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
 12                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
 13             The time is 2:20:43.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   Okay.  Now, we've been looking at FS-3,
 16             flag note 3?
 17                  A.   Uh-huh, okay.
 18                  Q.   And -- and then if you go to page 8, in
 19             Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide, do you find
 20             FLS-3?
 21                  A.   Uh-huh.
 22                  Q.   Flag note S-3.  It says, "Features
 23             identified as statistically toleranced shall be
 24             produced with statistical process controls."  Do
 25             you see that?
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 01                  A.   Uh-huh.
 02                  Q.   What does that mean?
 03                       MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  That's an
 04             incomplete reading of the flag note.
 05                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form foundation.
 06                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm not finished with it.
 07             I'm going sentence-by-sentence.  I'm going to go
 08             through every word of it.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   What does that first sentence mean?
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 12                  A.   Well, just what it said.  It's talking
 13             about statistical process controls.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   So, does that mean that this part, this
 16             part that's described by Exhibit 603, is to be
 17             produced with statistical process controls?
 18                       MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.
 19             Object to the form.
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
 21                  A.   I'm not -- I don't know -- I don't know
 22             the Boeing drawings enough to be able to answer
 23             this line of questions. You're going to a level of
 24             detail that I'm just going to have to basically
 25             say I don't know.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Well, now, I don't want Mr. Koh to be
 03             throwing rocks at me if I don't go through the
 04             next -- the rest of flag note S-3 --
 05                  A.   You can go through every note you want
 06             and I'm going to just have to say I don't know.
 07                  Q.   So, in your understanding and
 08             interpretation of ATA, you don't know what flag
 09             note S-3 means?
 10                  A.   No.
 11                  Q.   On page 8, page 8 of the ATA Design
 12             Guide, Exhibit 590. Is that what we're looking at?
 13                  A.   Yeah.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  Get 643.  I'll hand you what's
 15             already been marked and identified by Mr. Paul
 16             Wolfe in a deposition a few weeks ago, less than a
 17             few weeks ago, up in Seattle as Exhibit 643.  Were
 18             you shown Exhibit 643?
 19                  A.   Not that I recall.
 20                  Q.   What's it called, HVC Process
 21             Documentation.  Do you see that?
 22                  A.   Yes.
 23                  Q.   Do you recognize it as a Boeing document?
 24                  A.   Yes.
 25                  Q.   It's actually signed off by Mr. Wolfe.
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 01             Do you see that two lines up from the bottom?
 02                  A.   Uh-huh.
 03                  Q.   And --
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                  Q.   Now, going back to the ATA Design Guide,
 06             actually I want -- what happened to Exhibit 602 --
 07             602, is that one page?  Right there, there it is.
 08             Exhibit 602 says the foundation -- the foundation
 09             of -- it says foundation -- my bifocals are
 10             getting me right there.  I can't quite read it.
 11             Could you read that?
 12                  A.   "The foundation of ATA is hardware
 13             variability control."
 14                  Q.   And then we're looking at Exhibit 643,
 15             and -- and will these documents typically have a
 16             definition of the scope of the document?  In other
 17             words, what it applies to?
 18                  A.   Uh-huh.
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Go to page 8 of Exhibit 643.  See a scope
 22             provision there?
 23                  A.   Uh-huh.
 24                  Q.   It says what?
 25                  A.   "This document is applicable to the
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 01             Renton final Assembly," with a Big A, assembly,
 02             "and all of its supporting organizations,
 03             including Boeing suppliers."
 04                  Q.   It supports references 1 through 3 and
 05             provides concepts, methods and responsibilities
 06             required to implement and sustain hardware
 07             variability control, correct?
 08                  A.   Right, yeah.
 09                  Q.   And do you understand that the final
 10             assembly of the 737NG aircraft is in Renton?
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
 12                  A.   Yes.
 13                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 14                  Q.   And then when you look at -- when you
 15             look at the ATA Design Guide, Exhibit 590, do you
 16             see the key words, do you see HVC?
 17                  A.   Yes.
 18                  Q.   Now, would you want to know what Boeing
 19             says about the meaning of hardware variability
 20             control in understanding ATA?
 21                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 23                  A.   To the level I wanted to understand what
 24             it was they were talking about when they said ATA,
 25             no.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Well, would you want to know what
 03             Boeing's requirements for product acceptance to
 04             statistical tolerance were?
 05                  A.   No.
 06                  Q.   So, you wouldn't want to know about
 07             document or drawing No. 800-10438, Exhibit No.
 08             625?
 09                       MR. KOH:  Object --
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   You wouldn't care about that?
 12                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   You wouldn't care about that?
 16                  A.   No.
 17                  Q.   Would you want to know how Boeing made
 18             its own supplier ATA capability assessments?
 19                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.  Know for
 20             what purpose?
 21                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 22                  Q.   For expressing your opinion,
 23             understanding ATA?
 24                       MR. KOH:  That's two different things.
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's the opinion
 02             we're talking about.
 03                       MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as
 04             well because his opinion is within his
 05             Declaration.  You're way off base on that and I
 06             object to continued questions on things outside
 07             his Declaration.
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I just love being directed
 09             back to his Declaration.  Let's go back there.
 10                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 11                  Q.   What you say here in your Declaration is,
 12             "based on my understanding of ATA."
 13                  A.   There you go.
 14                  Q.   Right.  And so we're trying to -- we're
 15             trying to know what your understanding of ATA is
 16             and what the basis for that understanding is.  And
 17             my question is, whether knowledge of Boeing's own
 18             supplier ATA capability acceptance document would
 19             be important to you in understanding ATA?
 20                  A.   Not to the level I felt I needed to
 21             understand it.
 22                  Q.   Well, and that, by the way, is Exhibit
 23             587.  You weren't shown that either, were you?
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 25             foundation.
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 01                  A.   I don't recall.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   If it's not in the documents, I guess you
 04             weren't shown it?
 05                  A.   If it was in the Dean Smyth package, I
 06             may have flipped through it.
 07                  Q.   Were you given the -- were you given the
 08             -- I'll go ahead and show it to you, Exhibit 587.
 09             Have you seen it?
 10                  A.   Not that I recall.
 11                  Q.   So, if it says that -- if -- if it says
 12             that ATA capability is based upon machine tooling,
 13             you couldn't -- you wouldn't know one way or
 14             another about that?
 15                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Go to page 1.  What does it say in the
 19             second paragraph?
 20                  A.   Well, I haven't seen this before, but
 21             it's -- to me it's interesting.  It says -- I go
 22             back to, for me, ATA is an assembly philosophy at
 23             the high level.  Now, all the things you need to
 24             do to be successful at that, and I paraphrase
 25             what's in this Boeing document, it includes part
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 01             fabrication and it says there are alternatives
 02             available to the supplier to establish an ATA
 03             process.  Now, I would say the process gets into
 04             the nitty-gritty details of how you're going to
 05             implement this ATA approach to assembly, and it
 06             says certainly the preferred process would be one
 07             in which the supplier uses CATIA for their CAD
 08             system and CNC mill for establishing part geometry
 09             and hole placement, blah, blah blah.  None of
 10             these is a requirement, however, in place of
 11             CATIA.  So, there's provisions made, precision
 12             jigs may and in some instances should replace the
 13             CNC mill.  There is -- there's ways to get to a
 14             successful ATA assembly.  For me, ATA does not
 15             connotate you must absolutely have to, under any
 16             circumstances, produce the parts with computer
 17             controlled equipment, do CNN, statistically
 18             control your processes.  It doesn't say that.  I
 19             don't see anything in -- in any of this stuff.  In
 20             fact, it's the other way around.  There is more
 21             than one way to skin the cat and accomplish a
 22             successful ATA.
 23                  Q.   Are you done?
 24                  A.   No.
 25                  Q.   Okay.  Go on.
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 01                  A.   Yes, I'm done.
 02                  Q.   Well, I want you to go back to page 1.
 03                  A.   Page 1.
 04                  Q.   Did you -- did you just read page 1 to
 05             us?
 06                  A.   No, I read -- I read Section 2, Process
 07             Validation.
 08                  Q.   Well, let's -- let's go to Section 1,
 09             Advanced Technology Assembly.
 10                  A.   This means you are not required to have a
 11             CNN -- CMM.
 12                  Q.   CMM.  We're going to go back to the CMM.
 13                  A.   But I just read a paragraph here which
 14             basically, to me, supports my position that ATA is
 15             an assembly philosophy, not necessarily contingent
 16             on statistical process control, CNN, CATIA, all of
 17             those things.  Those are just ways to accomplish
 18             the end, which is ATA.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Now, let's go back to page 1.
 20             What does it say? What's the heading?
 21                  A.   Advanced Technology Assembly.
 22                  Q.   What does it say under paragraph 2?
 23             Would you read paragraph 2?
 24                  A.   Now, this is how Boeing has chosen to go
 25             about and do this.
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 01                  Q.   What does it say?
 02                  A.   Although, in here, they say --
 03                       MS. BENTLEY:  Sir --
 04                  A.   -- some of these things are not required.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   What does it say?
 07                  A.   I just read what it said.
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, just answer his
 09             question or we'll be here until --
 10                       THE WITNESS:  Sorry.
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   What does it say, paragraph 2, read it,
 13             please.
 14                  A.   "In order for ATA to be successfully
 15             implemented, several tools and processes are
 16             required.  Amongst them was critical or digitally
 17             engineered models as a controlling drawing used in
 18             conjunction with CNC machine tools."
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Now, stop there for a second.
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   I'm perfectly willing to read on, but
 22             what is a CNC machine tool?
 23                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation
 24             as to this document.  He's testified he's never
 25             seen it before.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   What is a CNC machine tool?
 03                  A.   It's a computer controlled machine.
 04                  Q.   So, it says -- it says that's required,
 05             doesn't it?
 06                       MR. KOH:  The document speaks for itself.
 07                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 08                  Q.   Well, I mean, if it doesn't say that,
 09             tell us it doesn't say that because I'm going to
 10             go to page 2, which is where you wanted to read,
 11             and we're going to talk about that.
 12             What is a -- what is -- what is a CNC machine
 13             tool?
 14                  A.   It doesn't -- to me, this doesn't say the
 15             CNC machine tool is required.  It doesn't say that
 16             to me.
 17                  Q.   It says, it says, "In order for ATA to be
 18             successfully implemented, several tools and
 19             processes are required."
 20                  A.   Yeah.
 21                  Q.   It says, "Among the most critical are a
 22             digitally engineered model as the controlling
 23             drawing used in conjunction with CNC machine
 24             tools," and it's your testimony that does not
 25             require CNC machine tools?
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 01                  A.   That's not the way I read the sentence,
 02             no.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  On down it says, it talks about
 04             CMMs, right?
 05                  A.   Uh-huh.
 06                  Q.   "The final element" -- well, I don't want
 07             to skip anything.  The next sentence is:  "This
 08             marriage allows us to ensure accurate first
 09             generation engineering to drive reliable accurate
 10             production methods."  Then it goes on, "The final
 11             element is the acceptance of the product and the
 12             assurance of product integrity.  While not
 13             required for ATA, coordinate measuring machines
 14             have proven to be invaluable."  Isn't that what a
 15             CMM is?
 16                  A.   Yeah.
 17                  Q.   Okay.  Now, you wanted to read from the
 18             second page. Now, I'd like you to read from the
 19             second page because that talks about CMM machines,
 20             doesn't it?
 21                  A.   Let me read from the first page:  While
 22             not required for ATA production, coordinate
 23             measuring machines have proven to be invaluable in
 24             performing blah, blah, blah, but that right there
 25             says not required.
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 01                  Q.   Well, wasn't my question about
 02             computerized CNC machine tools?  I was asking if
 03             CNC machine tools were being -- were required.
 04             Are CNC machine tools and CMM measuring machines,
 05             are those the same thing?
 06                  A.   No.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  So, it says CNC machine tools are
 08             required?
 09                  A.   No, it doesn't.  I'm sorry, I interrupted
 10             you.
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Yes, you did.
 12                  A.   Go back.
 13                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 14                  Q.   It says CNC machine tools are required;
 15             it says CMMs measuring machines are an option?
 16                       MR. KOH:  Objection, argumentative,
 17             misstates the document, asked and answered.
 18                  A.   I'm sorry, I do not see in here that CNC
 19             machine tools are required.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Nor do you see that in Exhibit 590,
 22             right?
 23                       MS. BENTLEY:  Which one is 590?
 24                       MR. SKEPNEK:   That's the ATA Design
 25             Guide.  That's that one that we've been talking
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 01             about.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Right?
 04                  A.   Yes.  If you are going to use CNC
 05             machines, you must have a digital description of
 06             the part or it just stands to reason, you know, if
 07             you're going to use CNC, you've got to have a
 08             digital -- the database.  But just because you
 09             have a digital database, doesn't mean you have to
 10             use -- it's illogical because I can get the data
 11             from the CATIA digital database, I can get that
 12             data and get enough information to hand-build a
 13             part if I want to.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   Now, when you --
 16                  A.   It's not -- it's -- you know, if you're
 17             going to CNC machine, you've got to have the
 18             digital database.  But if you've got a --if you
 19             got the digital database, it doesn't mean you have
 20             to CNC machine.  Why would you have to?
 21                  Q.   And that's your interpretation of the
 22             Boeing ATA documents that we've just reviewed?
 23                  A.   That's based on my experience with not
 24             CATIA, but Unigraphics databases for parts that I
 25             was responsible for where we actually had a
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 01             digital description of the part, but we didn't use
 02             CNC to make the parts.
 03                  Q.   All right.  So, based -- your opinion is
 04             based upon your experience in doing work in the
 05             past, right?
 06                  A.   Correct.
 07                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and is that opinion also
 11             based upon your interpretation of these Boeing
 12             documents I've just shown you?
 13                  A.   For me --
 14                       MR. KOH:  I'm going to object to the
 15             form.
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   Yeah, I mean, are --
 18                       MR. KOH:  How can his opinion expressed
 19             be based on what you just showed him?
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   No, no.  Is that opinion supported by
 22             these documents I've just shown you?
 23                  A.   I would say the point that you're raising
 24             is very arguable.
 25                  Q.   Meaning that it's not clear from the
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 01             documents that computerized machining is required?
 02                  A.   No.
 03                       MR. KOH:   Object to the form.
 04                  A.   Not to me.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   Meaning what?  What's arguable?
 07                  A.   That statement.
 08                  Q.   Right.  Okay, so, you're saying it's --
 09             it's arguable that computerized machining is
 10             required?  You're saying that's arguable, right?
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,
 12             foundation.
 13                       MR. ROBISON:  Misstates his testimony.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   Are you saying that's not arguable?
 16                  A.   I'm saying based on what I've seen, I
 17             think that's a questionable position.
 18                  Q.   Okay.
 19                  A.   And to me, it's not logical either from
 20             an engineering perspective.  There's no logic to
 21             support that.
 22                  Q.   Right.  And -- and -- and your testimony
 23             is that based upon the materials I've just -- I've
 24             just shown you, because counsel earlier asked me
 25             to show you documents, and based on the documents
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 01             I just shown you, you believe that that position
 02             is not logical?
 03                  A.   Even more so.
 04                  Q.   Right.  So, so your view is that these
 05             documents do not support the proposition that
 06             computerized machining is required for these ATA
 07             parts?
 08                  A.   That's where I'm at right now.
 09                  Q.   Okay.  Now, in paragraph 11 of your -- of
 10             your statement -- I think it's right here --
 11             something called -- let's go through paragraph 11
 12             because this is the ATA paragraph.
 13                  A.   Uh-huh.
 14                  Q.   It says something called Advanced
 15             Technology Assembly was required.  Based on my
 16             understanding of ATA, it was an assembly approach
 17             that uses certain holes in individual parts to
 18             facilitate -- facilitate assembly of these parts.
 19             And that -- that, you believe, is supported by
 20             Exhibit 590, Exhibit 602, and Exhibit 643?
 21                  A.   I don't recall what those numbers were.
 22                  Q.   Well, we're going to have to do for the
 23             record, will everyone stipulate that those are the
 24             ones we've been looking at? If not, we're going to
 25             have to go back and do it.
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 01                       MS. BENTLEY:  I have to know what
 02             exhibits they are because I don't have copies.
 03                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm going to do it.  I'm
 04             going to do it.  Right here.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   You believe that that opinion is -- is
 07             supported by Exhibit 602?
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.
 09                  A.   Where I say based on my understanding --
 10             well, when I wrote this Declaration, I hadn't seen
 11             some of this stuff.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   Right, but what you say in this
 14             Declaration, you still believe today after having
 15             seen these documents?
 16                  A.   Oh, even more so.
 17                  Q.   Even more so, right.  So, so, what I'm
 18             asking you is whether your opinion as expressed in
 19             paragraph 11 is supported by Exhibit 602?
 20                  A.   I believe it is.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  Is your opinion supported by
 22             Exhibit 590?
 23                  A.   What little bit I've looked at, yes.
 24                  Q.   Is your opinion supported by Exhibit 587?
 25                  A.   I -- I believe -- it certainly isn't
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 01             negated.
 02                  Q.   And is your opinion supported by Exhibit
 03             643?
 04                  A.   Same thing.  I see no reason to change my
 05             Declaration based on what I've seen.
 06                  Q.   Right.  And would you agree with me that
 07             these four documents that I've shown you are
 08             relevant to a consideration and understanding of
 09             ATA?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:   Object to form,
 12             foundation.
 13                  A.   It depends on the level of understanding
 14             that one is trying to get to.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Are you aware of any other documents that
 17             relate or relate to ATA or describe it or define
 18             it, other than these four documents?
 19                  A.   From Boeing?
 20                  Q.   Yes.
 21                  A.   No, although I did -- yes, I did see
 22             something else, but I didn't see it in here that
 23             basically was what I thought was a very good
 24             high-level definition of ATA.
 25                  Q.   Okay.  Is it among the documents that you
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 01             reviewed?
 02                  A.   It was in the Dean Smyth information.  I
 03             would have to go dig that up.
 04                  Q.   I'm going to need -- I'm going to need to
 05             see it.  What we can do is we can take a break
 06             and on the break you can look for it, because I
 07             need to know what it is you're talking about
 08             because I'm not aware of it.  So, let's take a
 09             break.
 10                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
 11                       (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;
 12             WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 680,
 13             No 681, No 682, No 683, No 684 and No 685 were
 14             marked for identification by the reporter.)
 15                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
 16             The time is 14:58:28.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Okay.  Just for clarity of the record,
 19             we've been talking about Exhibit 590, which we
 20             have another copy here someplace, but what we were
 21             talking about was actually the copy that was in
 22             your files that was given to us a little bit
 23             earlier with Miss Bentley's sticky on it with the
 24             date of the letter, and I've put an exhibit
 25             sticker on that so that we know exactly what we've
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 01             been looking at, and that's Exhibit -- my eyes
 02             aren't good enough to tell me.
 03                  A.   684.
 04                  Q.   684.
 05                       MR. KOH:  For the record, that's --that's
 06             one of the attachments to a letter that you sent
 07             to the government dated December 14th, 2009,
 08             because there are others that are below that which
 09             I don't think you're including as part of the
 10             exhibit.
 11                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.  Right.  And which
 12             I'm sure you can do if you choose, but and I'm not
 13             sure -- I mean, that's what Miss Bentley has told
 14             us.  I'm not stipulating to that.  It may well be
 15             true, I just don't have a copy of my own records
 16             on that.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Okay.  What I want you to do is I want
 19             you to go into Exhibit, what is it, 5 --
 20                  A.   684.
 21                  Q.   684.  Would you -- would you tell us all
 22             of the parts -- all of the underlines or notes or
 23             comments that you made in that document when you
 24             reviewed it?  I didn't see any, but if I missed
 25             them, I want to know if you highlighted anything
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 01             or --
 02                  A.   Is this -- did this -- is this the
 03             document that came out of the Dean Smyth's
 04             submittal.
 05                  Q.   It is.
 06                  A.   Then -- then I didn't do anything to it.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  Well, the other stuff that we were
 08             given just at the beginning of the last -- at the
 09             end of the last break or the beginning of the last
 10             segment were -- are here on the floor next to you.
 11             And what I want you to do is I want you to find
 12             all of the documents that you got in there in
 13             which you made some comment or made some note in
 14             the documents.
 15                  A.   I don't believe I made any in those
 16             documents.
 17                  Q.   Okay.  Did you make any comments or notes
 18             in any documents?
 19                  A.   I made -- I made a number of notes in the
 20             -- there is a three-ring binder that Dean Smyth
 21             put together that had letters and various things
 22             that I would call like a top level binder, if you
 23             will.  And then if the -- if the references
 24             supporting any of that was too voluminous to get
 25             into the three-ring binder, then it was in one of
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 01             the packages.  So, where my notes and comments and
 02             tabbed pages, et cetera, et cetera, were in the
 03             three-ring binder that Dean gave me and I left the
 04             other stuff clean.  At least that was my intent.
 05             My intent was not to mark that stuff and I put all
 06             of my marks, either my separate notes or I marked
 07             and commented on the three-ring binder stuff.
 08                  Q.   Then I guess I'm confused.  I thought
 09             that Exhibit 684 came out of the Smyth bucket?
 10                  A.   It came out of the Smyth bucket, but
 11             there's two buckets.  There's sub-buckets within
 12             the Smyth bucket.  There's a blue three-ring
 13             binder where he very nicely tabbed all the letters
 14             and a lot of e-mails and stuff that were, I would
 15             say, high-level stuff.  And then if there was
 16             backup reference stuff, for example, he had one of
 17             your letters in -- in one of those as an item, and
 18             then all the exhibits that supported that letter
 19             were in a reference package.  And so what I did is
 20             I took the three-ring binder and that's where I
 21             put all my stuff.
 22                  Q.   Okay.
 23                  A.   And I left this stuff clean.
 24                       MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to
 25             interrupt, but I need to make a record on
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 01             something and I'd like -- this might be just the
 02             right opportunity --
 03                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask one more
 04             question and then make your record.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   So, then Exhibit 684, there would also be
 07             a parallel Exhibit 684 in those binders?
 08                  A.   There would be something that pointed to
 09             the package. Like he numbered these 1 through 7, I
 10             think.  There would be -- there would be -- in his
 11             three-ring binder there would be a page  -- or
 12             pages.  And if in those pages it referenced this,
 13             then he sent me to the package that this was in.
 14                  Q.   Right.  What I'm trying to understand is
 15             in the three-ring binder would we find the ATA
 16             Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs?
 17                  A.   Not necessarily because he -- because the
 18             binder wasn't that thick.  So, he basically put a
 19             top-level document that might have referred to
 20             that, but then he sent me to, you know --
 21                  Q.   So, then when you reviewed this ATA
 22             Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs, which
 23             we've now marked as Exhibit 684, any comments you
 24             had about it you would have made in the blue
 25             binder?
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 01                  A.   Yes.
 02                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Go ahead.
 03                       MR. KOH:  So, for the record, Relators
 04             noted this deposition and have requested that the
 05             government provide the documents that the witness
 06             reviewed prior to issuing his Declaration, and
 07             Boeing made its position clear in some prior
 08             e-mail correspondence that it thought that it
 09             would be unfair and prejudicial to ask this
 10             witness to provide the documents he reviewed, but
 11             to withhold from that correspondence or other
 12             materials that the Relators provided to the
 13             government.  We've had in the deposition several
 14             examples come up already in which, counsel, you've
 15             elicited testimony about information contained in
 16             correspondence written by Relators' counsel, to
 17             include just before the break a reference to a
 18             letter in which there's a description of ATA.
 19             Previously there was a discussion of a claim of
 20             185 parts on line No. 684, he mentioned a line
 21             number, that was claimed to be discrepant.  And in
 22             one of the documents that we were provided this
 23             morning that describes the contents of packages
 24             supplied by Dean Smyth, there's a reference to a
 25             Clausen Miller letter to Alicia of 9-29-2006,
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 01             which describes these 93 part numbers and 185
 02             parts and a line number.
 03                  Most recently, we've had some testimony with
 04             respect to notes written on what I understand to
 05             be correspondence that Relators's counsel
 06             generated.  There may be other materials.  For all
 07             those reasons, it's Boeing's position that for any
 08             examination of this witness, and particularly for
 09             the implied criticism with regard to what the
 10             witness has reviewed, I mean, implied criticism by
 11             Relators' counsel, we need to have those
 12             materials.
 13                  My proposal is that we would agree, just as
 14             we agreed shortly after lunch regarding the
 15             conversation with Dean Smyth, it would be Boeing's
 16             position that provision by the government of
 17             Relators' correspondence and other materials that
 18             were provided to Mr. Eastin can be provided
 19             without any waiver of privilege beyond those
 20             documents themselves.
 21                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I don't know what
 22             documents are at issue here because --
 23                       MR. KOH:  We have a log.
 24                       MR. SKEPNEK:  No, let me just --let me
 25             just finish.
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Okay.
 02                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know precisely what
 03             documents are at issue because even though we have
 04             a log, entries on a log don't tell me the
 05             substance of the documents, and I would need to
 06             see the substance of the documents before I --
 07             before I could assess that part of the issue.
 08                  The rest of the issue is this: It is a --
 09             there is a joint representation privilege that,
 10             obviously, is -- was to some extent waived, I
 11             believe.  I don't know if it was properly waived,
 12             but it appears to have been waived by Miss Bentley
 13             when she told you about Mr. Eastin and his
 14             opinions.  Now, I may need to take your deposition
 15             about that to find out how -- what you learned
 16             about those opinions and how you learned about
 17             those opinions because that's how we ended up here
 18             today was that you were enabled to meet with him
 19             and obtain a Declaration from him apart from us, I
 20             think also in violation of Touhy.  But, I mean,
 21             that can be resolved at a later time and a later
 22             place.  You made your record, I'm going to make
 23             mine.  Okay.
 24                  Now, in order for us to -- obviously, Miss
 25             Bentley and the government are in control of their
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 01             own documents.  I can't -- I can't stop her from
 02             giving you whatever she chooses to give you. I can
 03             object to it, which I have.  I objected to her
 04             giving anything to you.  I would have objected to
 05             her giving to you the opinion of Mr. Eastin on my
 06             documents, which she apparently gave you and which
 07             you got from Mr. -- or Mr. Anderson, I don't know
 08             who gave it to you, but somebody gave it to you.
 09             And so it's going to be up to the government, Miss
 10             Bentley, to make a decision as to what she wants
 11             to do about it.  I have -- we have never waived
 12             any -- any privilege insofar as we have the power
 13             to do it.  You gave us a Declaration that you had
 14             from Mr. Eastin.  We had no choice but to depose
 15             Mr. Eastin on the basis of that Declaration.  We
 16             -- we are not waiving anything, and we have not
 17             waived anything.
 18                       MR. KOH:  And I'm asking you for a
 19             stipulation that we may --
 20                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Won't give it to you.
 21             Won't give it to you because we can't unring the
 22             bell.  If I give you -- if I give you my
 23             correspondence, then you know my correspondence,
 24             you know my thought processes.  I think you
 25             already have a great deal of information about
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 01             that that you never had a right to and I don't
 02             know how and why you got it, but you've gotten it,
 03             but I don't think -- I'm not going to offer or
 04             agree to a stipulation relating to the disclosure
 05             of my -- my correspondence that I sent on a
 06             confidential basis to the government.
 07                       MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  I'm sorry, it's my
 08             turn, gentlemen.  First of all, I made a privilege
 09             log last night after reviewing Mr. Eastin's
 10             documents.  I made my best efforts to do that
 11             properly and expeditiously.  The government at
 12             this point, we have never provided Boeing with any
 13             copies of the materials. However, we have received
 14             materials that have suggested to us that there
 15             were significant safety issues involved with these
 16             parts.  Because I am not an engineer, nor is
 17             anyone in my office an engineer, we've gone to
 18             both the FAA and other agencies of the federal
 19             government and in their investigatory and
 20             administrative capacities and provided them with
 21             these materials.  We have not done it for
 22             litigation purposes.  The government has twice
 23             declined this case.  And we did it because, quite
 24             frankly, I was concerned that if the allegations
 25             were correct that people at Justice would be
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 01             accused of ignoring the safety issue and be
 02             responsible possibly for the deaths of people on a
 03             commercial airliner that if it failed based on the
 04             allegations you made.  I had no choice.
 05                  At this point, we continue to assert the
 06             privilege.  I'm not sure what would happen if a
 07             motion is filed.  I'm not sure whether, you know,
 08             what my official office -- my office's official
 09             position will be, but I will vet it through the
 10             chain like I would anything else.
 11                  As for disclosures of witnesses, I believe
 12             that you asked me who was supporting us in our
 13             investigation, which related to an investigation.
 14             We would never give that information out.  I
 15             believe that I was asked by counsel who was most
 16             knowledgeable, and I don't know if the question
 17             was directed to me or to Mr. Smyth about these
 18             parts.  I really don't know because, quite
 19             frankly, I have other cases and this case doesn't
 20             really even make my radar screen on a routine
 21             basis.
 22                  That being said, I have no doubt that someone
 23             in the government identified to Mr. Koh, whether
 24             it was me or Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, I don't
 25             know, nor I take full responsibility for the
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 01             disclosure that was made, whether it was by me,
 02             Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, of Mr. Eastin and his
 03             name.  And you know, there was no -- there was no
 04             bad intent.  But if you feel there was, I direct
 05             you to the Office of Professional Responsibility
 06             of the Department of Justice and have them start
 07             an investigation of me because there is nothing
 08             else I can do here.  I have done everything in
 09             accordance with the DOJ rules.  If you want to
 10             make a personal attack on me, that's certainly
 11             fine.  You won't be the first, and in this career
 12             you will not be the last.
 13                       MR. KOH:  If I could just make a couple
 14             comments in response to what you said, Bill.
 15             First of all, the -- the -- Mr. Anderson or the
 16             FAA provided you a list of the correspondence that
 17             you and your co-counsel had submitted to the FAA
 18             -- to the government and asked you whether those
 19             documents should be provided to us.  So, I don't
 20             think it's fair to say that you have no idea what
 21             those materials are.  You've been told about what
 22             those materials are for quite some time.
 23                  Secondly, this is our opportunity with the
 24             witness as well.  And if you're not going to agree
 25             to allow us to have access to letters and
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 01             information which you are questioning the witness
 02             on, you are eliciting his testimony about things
 03             in your own letters and not give us an opportunity
 04             to review those materials and potentially question
 05             the witness on them, then we're going to have a
 06             very good position with the court to exclude your
 07             criticisms of this witness.
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
 09                       MR. KOH:  So I give you one last
 10             opportunity.  Will you agree to stipulate to --
 11                       MR. SKEPNEK:  No.
 12                       MR. KOH:  -- us reviewing those
 13             materials?  And we will agree that it is not a
 14             waiver of other privileged information that you
 15             may have.
 16                       MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I won't.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Now, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, have you
 19             testified about any of the letters that you
 20             received from me?
 21                  A.   Testified?
 22                  Q.   You didn't receive any letters from me.
 23             Have you testified about any of the letters that
 24             you had written by me that went to Mr. Smyth or
 25             Miss Bentley?  Have you testified about any of
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 01             those letters?
 02                  A.   What does testify mean in that context?
 03                  Q.   Well --
 04                  A.   In the deposition?
 05                       MR. KOH:  Today's deposition, he's
 06             asking.
 07                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you going to give me a
 08             chance here?
 09                       MR. KOH:  I'm just trying to help.
 10                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, no, you're not.
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   Have you -- have you -- have you, in
 13             answer to any of my questions, testified on the
 14             basis of any letters that I wrote?
 15                  A.   Okay.  Well, I can -- I'll give you an
 16             example and you can tell me what the answer is.
 17                  Q.   No, we first need to know --
 18                       MR. KOH:  Don't cut him off.
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   We first need to know yes or no.
 21                       MR. KOH:  Bill, don't cut him off.  He's
 22             explaining.
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I mean, I don't want
 24             --
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Can you answer the question
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 01             yes or no?
 02                  A.   I don't think I can answer it yes or no.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   Well, then --
 05                  A.   Because I don't understand -- I don't
 06             understand -- let me give you an example.
 07                  Q.   No.  No.  No.  That's a problem because I
 08             don't want -- I don't want the substance of a
 09             letter disclosed until first we've identified
 10             whether or not some of your testimony that you've
 11             given so far has been based upon some letter that
 12             I wrote.
 13                       MS. BENTLEY:  Can you give him an example
 14             without disclosing the substance of the
 15             communication?
 16                       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, okay.
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  And if you get close to it,
 18             I will shut him down.
 19                  A.   Okay.  This is precisely to the point
 20             that we were talking about just before we took a
 21             break.  I said I read something someplace that
 22             affected the way I was thinking and you said you
 23             need to show me that.
 24                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 25                  Q.   Okay.
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 01                  A.   And your letter of November 30th --
 02                       MR. SKEPNEK:  See, he's going to read it.
 03                  A.   No, I'm not.
 04                       MS. BENTLEY:   He's not going to read the
 05             substance, he's going to give you the date and the
 06             page cite.  Right, sir?
 07                  A.   In your letter of November 30, 2009 to
 08             Miss Bentley, on the second and third page --
 09                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 10                  Q.   Okay.  Let's go get that letter.  I want
 11             to look at -- I want to look at the letter, I want
 12             to look at the letter together with Miss Bentley
 13             and make a decision as to whether or not it's
 14             appropriate that that letter should be disclosed.
 15                  A.   Do you want me to tell you what was in
 16             there?
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  We can go off the record
 18             and you and me and him can go out in the hall
 19             without these people.  I know you're going to
 20             object to this, but it's the only way I can see to
 21             resolve the issue for this, and you can fight it
 22             out later.  At this point, I have no choice.
 23                  A.   I think I can --
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  No, let's go off the
 25             record.
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Real quick before we do.
 02             What I'd like to do is while we're off the record,
 03             I'd like to have him get all such letters where he
 04             believes that he may have given testimony today on
 05             the -- where his opinions or his testimony was
 06             based upon some letter written by one of us and
 07             given to -- I mean, sent to Miss Bentley.
 08                       MR. KOH:  Before you go off the record, I
 09             mean, he's testified as to his review of all of
 10             the materials.  So in my view, that includes those
 11             letters.  He said he read them.  So, my position
 12             would be that we're entitled to see all of that
 13             material.
 14                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I disagree, but let's
 15             go and --
 16                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  The
 17             time is 15:16:14.
 18                       {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
 19                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
 20             The time is 15:35:29.
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  During the break, we had
 22             some discussions concerning these documents
 23             between the government and Relators's counsel.
 24             It's our position that if you work something out
 25             with the defendants, we will agree to whatever you
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 01             want with the defendants; however, absent some
 02             sort of deal between counsel for the defense and
 03             counsel for the Relator, the government will not
 04             voluntarily provide the materials that were given
 05             to Mr. Eastin by Mr. Smyth.  And by the materials,
 06             I mean the narrative letters from counsel for the
 07             Relator, as well as the internal government
 08             documents from the Krumlauf investigation and the
 09             Smyth investigation.  I believe some of those were
 10             actually FOIA'd out in redacted form.  These are
 11             unredacted ones.  But in any event, we are not
 12             going to produce those voluntarily.
 13                  In the event a court of competent
 14             jurisdiction orders us to do so and, you know, our
 15             office does not appeal it or any of that sort of
 16             stuff, we will obviously comply with all, you
 17             know, applicable court orders.  I'm not asking
 18             anyone to file a motion, I'm not saying I'll join
 19             a motion, I am not saying that our office will
 20             oppose a motion.  I don't know what our official
 21             position will be on that.  But as I sit here now,
 22             we are not voluntarily producing these materials.
 23             And in fact, previously when a document that had
 24             been given to the NTSB from Relator to me to the
 25             NTSB ultimately ended up in the possession of
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 01             Boeing, we clawed that document back and Boeing
 02             counsel did return it.
 03             So, that's -- that's the extent of our position on
 04             these documents.  There is an index or some notes
 05             that Mr. Eastin has prepared that have been
 06             distributed today, and I think that those should
 07             be used in lieu of going to the original source
 08             documents.
 09                       MR. KOH:  So, Miss Bentley, just for the
 10             record, Boeing is interested in a stipulation with
 11             the plaintiffs with respect to correspondence and
 12             other materials that they provided to the
 13             government, which in turn were provided to Mr.
 14             Eastin for his review.  I stated one version of
 15             that.  We are open to other possibilities.  The
 16             concern we obviously have is that we feel we're
 17             entitled to that information and the day is
 18             getting late and we're not going to have an
 19             opportunity to review them and to question the
 20             witness about them.  So, we would ask again that
 21             we reach that stipulation as soon as possible.
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Well, the other thing that
 23             needs to be pointed out here is that those
 24             materials were not provided to Mr. Eastin for the
 25             purpose of preparing either for his deposition,
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 01             which was not even contemplated at the time, or
 02             for preparing the Declaration.  They were provided
 03             to him as part of the government's evaluation of
 04             any safety implications in materials given to the
 05             Department of Justice and DCIS by the Relators.
 06             So, this is not a situation where the witness has
 07             used these materials in order to prep for his
 08             deposition or to provide a Declaration based on
 09             them and, therefore, intentionally waive the
 10             privilege.
 11                       MR. KOH:  And I understand that.  My
 12             point was simply that the witness has already
 13             testified as to those materials.  And in addition,
 14             the Relators in their notice and in their request
 15             for this deposition specifically asked to have the
 16             witness provide the documents that he reviewed
 17             prior to giving his Declaration.
 18                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Which they have not been
 19             given, by the way, but the -- the -- I don't
 20             believe that the record supports your statement
 21             that the witness has testified from those
 22             documents or on the basis of those documents.
 23                       MR. KOH:  If I have an opportunity today,
 24             I'll try to make a record of that because I think
 25             it's quite clear from the documents provided that
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 01             he has spoken to the letters that you -- that you
 02             had provided to the government.
 03                       MS. BENTLEY:   On the issue of the
 04             letters, we have not produced them in this
 05             setting, and I believe we notified counsel for the
 06             Relator that if they were produced pursuant to the
 07             FOIA request that had been issued that once
 08             something has been FOIA'd, even if it's FOIA'd
 09             back to its original author, the document has no
 10             privilege under the applicable FOIA regulations.
 11             Therefore, I believe the FOIA request was narrowed
 12             to not to include those documents.
 13                       MR. KOH:  We did not receive a copy of
 14             any response to Mr. Henderson's inquiry.  Was
 15             there one?
 16                       MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, who is Mr.
 17             Henderson?
 18                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know who Mr.
 19             Henderson is.
 20                       MR. KOH:  Oh, I thought you were
 21             referring to --
 22                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, Mr. Anderson.
 23                       MR. KOH:  Mr. Anderson's e-mail in which
 24             he identified the correspondence and said that if
 25             you request this in FOIA, then it's going to be
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 01             waiving any privilege.  We stated our position in
 02             a response to everybody.  I did not see a response
 03             from the Relators.  If there was one, it wasn't
 04             provided to me.
 05                       MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving
 06             privilege.
 07                       MR. KOH:  Did you respond to Mr.
 08             Anderson?
 09                       MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving
 10             privilege.
 11                       MR. KOH:  That's not an answer.
 12                       MR. SKEPNEK:  We go?
 13                       MR. KOH:  Sure.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what has been
 16             marked as Exhibit -- well, if you take that apart,
 17             we risk that we're going to get all that separated
 18             -- Exhibit 682.  This was given to me earlier
 19             today by Miss Bentley.  Can you tell us what it
 20             is?
 21                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Can you move your mic
 22             back up, please?
 23                       THE WITNESS:   Oh, higher?
 24                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Please.  Thank you.
 25                       THE WITNESS:   Okay.
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 01                  A.   This is the index that Dean Smyth
 02             provided.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   It's the first two pages?
 05                  A.   It's the first two pages, he provided
 06             those.
 07                  Q.   And then the next few pages are a copy of
 08             the --
 09                  A.   A draft report from a tooling audit.
 10             Those go back, I don't know, you want me to count
 11             through these pages?
 12                  Q.   No, but then the next thing is a copy of
 13             the C.F.R.s?
 14                  A.   A copy of 121.704, 121.705, 707.  Then
 15             there is part number nomenclature, and then it
 16             looks like there's an e-mail string, a transcript
 17             of Exley, and then looks like a organizational
 18             chart for Ducommun, some declarations from Air
 19             Force and Navy -- Air Force and Air Force.  Looks
 20             like they didn't get the Navy one in here.  Oh,
 21             two Air Force ones, okay, Suhr and Butler, and
 22             then a FA audit closure action, and my
 23             Declaration.  And then I've got a summary of the
 24             review, two pages that specifically address
 25             thoughts on the primary conclusion, and then
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 01             there's four pages that is basically a compilation
 02             of all the notes that I made when I went through
 03             this.  And then there is a -- yeah, there's a copy
 04             I get off the Internet of a 2006 Washington Post
 05             article.  And then I've got some pages that have
 06             different parts and part numbers and locations and
 07             stations, and then aircraft.  And then -- then
 08             I've put together just enough to jog my memory
 09             about what was in each of the packages that Dean
 10             Smyth supplied as reference material to the
 11             three-ring binder that he created.  And then I've
 12             got a -- out of all that material, I found a good
 13             cross-section of the fuselage showing one of the
 14             parts, and then a cross-section of a frame showing
 15             one of the parts.  And then I've got a copy out of
 16             the Second Amended Complaint, I guess it is, from
 17             package 1, and then a copy -- or excerpt of
 18             basically I pulled this out to have 39.5, F.A.R.
 19             39.5 requirements for when FAA issues an
 20             airworthiness directive.  And then there's some
 21             stuff from package No. 2 which talks about some
 22             discrepancies, and then there's a supplier defect
 23             information that I pulled out that's got some,
 24             what I would call, squawks or discrepancies
 25             listed.
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 01                  Q.   So, what does this group of documents
 02             represent; do you know?
 03                  A.   This -- for me, what this group of
 04             documents was stuff that, well, I'm not sure why,
 05             yeah, I'm not -- I'm not sure why some of this
 06             stuff is in here.  I don't know.
 07                  Q.   I don't know either.  It's just what we
 08             got a little while ago.
 09                  A.   Now, some of this information I pulled
 10             together, as I was going through this, just for
 11             quick reference.  And if we start at the back,
 12             those back two pages of squawks I pulled out as an
 13             -- of an -- as an example I found in the Smyth
 14             information, as an example of what I did find with
 15             respect to discrepancies, that was, you know, an
 16             example.  I did see stuff like this, yeah, there
 17             were some discrepancies in the second to the last
 18             page.  And then the 39.5 was something that I
 19             pulled out to remind myself what AD writing is all
 20             about.  And then I also made the copy of the
 21             Second Amended Complaint page because I wanted
 22             that -- I had like a binder that I used for quick
 23             reference to go to and jog my memory, and then the
 24             pictures of the structure I wanted that handy.
 25             And then you got my notes.  I created that for the
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 01             reason stated.  And then the aircraft affected was
 02             something I wanted handy.  And these pages with
 03             all these part numbers, that wasn't part of my
 04             ready reference.  The Washington Post article was.
 05             And my notes, of course, were part of my reference
 06             package, and then -- and, of course, I had my
 07             Declaration with part of my ready reference.
 08             These pages from the Air Force, I don't know why
 09             these are in here.  And then this Exley
 10             transcript, I don't know why that's in here.
 11                  Q.   Okay.  So, is this a packet of materials
 12             that you gave to Miss Bentley?
 13                  A.   I think -- I think this might have been
 14             pulled out of the three-ring binder, perhaps.
 15                  Q.   This three-ring binder that we're talking
 16             about, that's -- just show that on the camera --
 17             that's a, what, a two-inch or so three-ring
 18             binder.  And that's the three-ring binder that we
 19             talked about earlier that has all of the
 20             correspondence and -- and reports between you and
 21             Mr. Smyth and the letters?
 22                  A.   No, this -- this is what came direct --
 23             this is what Dean Smyth put together for me.  I
 24             got a box.  It had the three-ring binder in it all
 25             tabbed with information in each tab and it had an
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 01             index.  You've got a copy of that.  That's the
 02             first two pages.  This is Dean Smyth's index of
 03             what was in here. And then -- and then for some of
 04             these if you look at the index, like No. 11, there
 05             was a letter and then there were a whole bunch of
 06             exhibits that he didn't try to stuff in the binder
 07             and he put in envelope No. 1.
 08                  Q.   So, is everything that's in Exhibit 682
 09             in the binder?
 10                  A.   No.
 11                  Q.   Some of Exhibit 682 is from the binder
 12             and some of it is not?
 13                  A.   Some of it is from this blue binder, some
 14             of it is from a binder I created for myself which
 15             was a ready reference for myself.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  And that ready reference binder
 17             would be some of these other materials?
 18                  A.   Yes.
 19                  Q.   That you talked about?
 20                  A.   Right.
 21                  Q.   And would that -- would that ready --
 22             would all of that ready reference binder be in
 23             Exhibit 682?
 24                  A.   Yes.
 25                  Q.   Okay.
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 01                  A.   I don't recall anything else that I just
 02             copied for quick reference that's not in here.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  What it looks like to me is maybe
 04             I've got -- I've got two groups of documents here
 05             in one clip because that's how they were given to
 06             me.  The first part of the clip goes from this
 07             page 1 thing back through the deposition of Exley
 08             and the -- there's a September 11th, 2000 letter.
 09             Is that that?  Do you see that's the first?
 10                  A.   Yeah, I --
 11                  Q.   Is that from the binder?  Is that from
 12             the blue binder?
 13                  A.   I believe we will find it in the blue
 14             binder.
 15                  Q.   In other words, what I'm trying to do is
 16             I'm trying to figure out what -- is the second
 17             part, which is a bunch of separately stapled
 18             stuff, is that the stuff that's not in the blue
 19             binder?
 20                  A.   Well, the only way I can tell you for
 21             sure is to go through it.
 22                  Q.   That's what we're going -- that's what
 23             we're going to have to do that because if -- if
 24             the first half of it is what's out of the binder
 25             and the second half of it is your second binder,
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 01             we need to know that.  So, do you want to take a
 02             few minutes and figure that out?
 03                  A.   We can do it right here.
 04                  Q.   Okay.
 05                  A.   Okay.  First two pages --
 06                  Q.   No.  No.  Let's do this.  Let's go off
 07             the record and not burden this with the record.
 08             What I'd like you to do is I'd you to you get to
 09             an answer to that question.  And when you feel --
 10             and you can meet with counsel and do that, but
 11             once you meet -- I mean, figure out what is from
 12             the blue binder and what is not from the blue
 13             binder and what comes from that other binder.
 14                  A.   I think it's going to turn out that these
 15             came, as you pointed out don't take them apart,
 16             but I think if you take them apart, what you've
 17             got is that's out of the blue binder, this is out
 18             of my ready reference.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Do you feel good enough about that
 20             to have that be your testimony, or do you want to
 21             confirm that?
 22                  A.   I feel 80 percent certain.  How's that?
 23                  Q.   Let's get to -- let's get to at least 95.
 24                  A.   Okay.
 25                  Q.   So let's take a break and do that.
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 01                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
 02                       {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
 03                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
 04             The time is 15:57:21.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   Okay.  Mr. Eastin, we went off the record
 07             for a break. And during that break, you -- you
 08             separated 682 into two documents.  The first part
 09             is what was in your blue file that we've looked
 10             at, right?
 11                  A.   Correct.
 12                  Q.   And that's Exhibit 682?
 13                  A.   The source of it is the blue file.
 14                  Q.   Is the blue file.  And then Exhibit 685
 15             comes from that -- that other file that you
 16             created as a reference?
 17                  A.   Personal notes and personal reference
 18             material.
 19                  Q.   And -- and would 685 be the totality of
 20             that other reference file?
 21                  A.   That's documented, yes.
 22                  Q.   I just want to know if this is the whole
 23             file?
 24                  A.   That's documented, yes.
 25                  Q.   Is there some other part of the file
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 01             that's not documented?
 02                  A.   It's up here (indicating).  It's on the
 03             hard drive.
 04                  Q.   Okay.  Now, so, I want to go through -- I
 05             want to talk about 682 for just a moment.  In 682,
 06             the third page starts with a -- an audit document?
 07                  A.   Uh-huh.
 08                  Q.   Did you -- did you make any notes or
 09             comments when you reviewed that document?
 10                  A.   I did.
 11                  Q.   Okay.  What did you --
 12                  A.   I highlighted a sentence in the document
 13             that struck me as interesting.  And whenever I
 14             stumble against interesting comments, I note them
 15             maybe for future reference, and so this is one I
 16             stumbled on.
 17                  Q.   Is that paragraph 2.3?
 18                  A.   Yeah.
 19                  Q.   And what I'd like you to do on the -- on
 20             the exhibit is to go ahead and mark, highlight the
 21             sentence that you highlighted in your file?
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  Is that empty?
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Pretty empty.
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  I'll take it.
 25                  A.   (Indicating.)
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me borrow that back
 02             and I'll give you the same thing here in a second,
 03             Steve.  The use of?
 04                       MR. ROBISON:  Can you read the Bates
 05             number into the record, Bill?
 06                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.  It is TBC 17456.
 07                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 08                  Q.   And -- and what I've -- and is that the
 09             only thing that you highlighted?
 10                  A.   Yes, that was it.
 11                  Q.   And this is the August 21st, 2000 report
 12             of the Boeing internal auditors?
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   And -- and you highlighted one sentence
 15             that's on page 6 of the document, which is TBC
 16             17456?
 17                  A.   Right.
 18                  Q.   What sentence did you highlight?
 19                  A.   It's the sentence that says, "The use of
 20             steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts
 21             changes the molecular structure."
 22                  Q.   Why did you -- why did you highlight
 23             that?
 24                  A.   That's kind of an incredulous statement.
 25                  Q.   An incredulous statement?
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 01                  A.   Yeah.
 02                  Q.   What do you mean by --
 03                  A.   There is no scientific basis for that.
 04                  Q.   Okay.  So, that's just wrong?
 05                  A.   It's just wrong.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  So, that steel ball-peen hammers
 07             against steel parts changes the -- okay.  So, it's
 08             the steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts.
 09             Did you understand that the parts being made by
 10             Ducommun were aluminum?
 11                  A.   It didn't have anything to do with my
 12             highlighting it. It was just a very interesting
 13             statement that I --
 14                  Q.   If --
 15                  A.   -- would not expect anyone to make that
 16             knew what they were doing.
 17                  Q.   If it's a typographical error and if it's
 18             meant that the use of steel ball-peen hammers
 19             against aluminum parts changes the molecular
 20             structure, how would you -- what would you say
 21             about that?
 22                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 23                       MS. BENLEY:  Go ahead.  You can answer.
 24                  A.   Bogus as well.
 25                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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 01                  Q.   Okay.  So, that would be -- that would be
 02             incorrect?
 03                  A.   Absolutely incorrect.
 04                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Is there anything -- okay.
 05                  A.   Trust me.
 06                  Q.   The next document is this 121.704, 14
 07             C.F.R. Chapter 1. Do you see that?
 08                  A.   Yeah.
 09                  Q.   Now, this came out of the --
 10                  A.   Smyth, the Smyth book, the Smyth blue
 11             book.
 12                  Q.   And there's a star next to 121.704?
 13                  A.   Yeah.
 14                  Q.   Whose star is that?
 15                  A.   I have no idea.
 16                  Q.   Do you know how this got in the blue
 17             book?
 18                  A.   Dean put it there.
 19                  Q.   Did Dean ask you to -- and then up at the
 20             top it has his name and phone number handwritten?
 21                  A.   Uh-huh.
 22                  Q.   Is that his handwriting?
 23                  A.   I don't know.
 24                  Q.   Is that your handwriting?
 25                  A.   No.
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 01                  Q.   The 171 -- 121.704 reference is to
 02             Service Difficulty Reports structural?
 03                  A.   Uh-huh.
 04                  Q.   Is that what we talked about earlier
 05             today, the SDRs?
 06                  A.   Yes.
 07                  Q.   Was he asking you to check into the SDRs?
 08                  A.   No.
 09                  Q.   Do you know why he included this in the
 10             book?
 11                  A.   No.  It was just part of the body of
 12             information that he had.
 13                  Q.   But to your knowledge, no one ever
 14             inquired into the SDRs?
 15                  A.   Not to my knowledge, no.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  A couple pages later, we have a
 17             part number nomenclature?
 18                  A.   Uh-huh.
 19                  Q.   Do you know what that's about?
 20                  A.   Well, it's Boeing's part number
 21             nomenclature guide, it looks like, for the 37 and
 22             others.  It's just like their format and their
 23             system for part -- part of their part
 24             identification system.  Why it was in the book, I
 25             didn't do anything with it.  It didn't affect my
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 01             conclusions.
 02                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  The next page is a series
 03             of e-mails.  Did you make any notes on that?
 04                  A.   No.
 05                  Q.   Did you -- was there any significance to
 06             you?
 07                  A.   No.
 08                       MR. KOH:  Let me just object to this
 09             series of questions.  You're asking him why these
 10             things were included. They appear to be
 11             attachments to letters that Relators' counsel sent
 12             to the government.  There are references to
 13             attachments in the corners of some of these
 14             documents.
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:  May or may not be.
 16                       MR. KOH:  We're entitled to know.  I made
 17             my record on that.
 18                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 19                  Q.   Now, the transcript of Exley, did you
 20             make any notes on the transcript of Exley?
 21                  A.   No.
 22                  Q.   Did you read it?
 23                  A.   Yes, until I got tired.
 24                  Q.   Did you attach any significance to it?
 25                  A.   No.
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 01                  Q.   Do you know what Mr. Exley said?
 02                  A.   You know, some things -- there wasn't
 03             anything in here that affected my final call,
 04             certainly.  It was -- it was interesting, but I
 05             didn't find anything that was of substance that
 06             affected, you know, my conclusions.
 07                  Q.   Going back to the Boeing Internal Audit
 08             Report --
 09                  A.   Uh-huh.
 10                  Q.   -- going to the executive summary on the
 11             second page of the document, TBC 17452, did you
 12             read that?
 13                  A.   I believe I did.
 14                  Q.   Did the executive summary cause you any
 15             concern?
 16                       MR. KOH:  Can I just object, Bill, to the
 17             form of the question.
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 19             foundation.
 20                       MR. KOH:  And you know why.
 21                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 22                  Q.   Okay.  Did the -- did the executive
 23             summary cause you any concern about what happened
 24             out there?
 25                  A.   Not -- not really from, you know, from a
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 01             safety perspective.  I mean, this is the sort of
 02             thing that, in my experience, is you see
 03             especially at the beginning of a manufacturing
 04             program until you get all the wrinkles worked out.
 05                  Q.   Okay.  And go to page 5.  Did you read
 06             the --
 07                  A.   Page 5 of the audit?
 08                  Q.   Yes.  Paragraph 2.2 says Evaluation of
 09             Tooling?
 10                  A.   Uh-huh.
 11                  Q.   Did you read that?
 12                  A.   Yeah.
 13                  Q.   Did that concern you?
 14                  A.   No.
 15                  Q.   Paragraph 2.3, further on down the page,
 16             two sets of planning documents were found to
 17             exist?
 18                  A.   Uh-huh.
 19                  Q.   Did you read that?
 20                  A.   Yeah.
 21                  Q.   Did that cause you any concern?
 22                  A.   No.
 23                  Q.   2.4, Delegation of Authority - Product
 24             Acceptance, did you read that?
 25                  A.   I'm not sure.  You know, I think I did.
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 01             I think I did read through that.  I know at some
 02             point I did -- I did stop reading this stuff with,
 03             you know, management action, da-da, da-da, da-da.
 04                  Q.   Well, did 2.4 cause you any concern?
 05                  A.   There was nothing -- there was nothing in
 06             this that gave me a big concern relative to, you
 07             know, establishing there was an unsafe condition.
 08             I didn't see anything in here that, you know,
 09             affected my final conclusion.  It did look like
 10             there were issues with, you know, tooling and --
 11             and, you know, quality, and Boeing recognized it
 12             and Boeing went in and did an audit.  And like I
 13             said, that's kind of routine stuff that you don't
 14             like to see happen, but it happens.
 15                  Q.   Did you believe, on the basis of reading
 16             this, that Boeing had actually gone in and
 17             resolved the problems identified by this audit?
 18                  A.   Again, I would say at the end of the day
 19             to -- what I was doing is I was mining for data
 20             that would be evidence of an unsafe condition that
 21             would be likely to occur on other aircraft, and
 22             basically I didn't find any.  There was none here.
 23                  Q.   There is --
 24                  A.   You certainly, with this kind of thing,
 25             you would be so far away from making a
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 01             determination of an unsafe condition there would
 02             be many, many, many steps you would have to go
 03             through from here just with -- just with this
 04             snapshot of what's going on with respect to
 05             tooling and that sort of thing, I mean, you are so
 06             far away from saying I got evidence of an unsafe
 07             condition because, you know, to get there you're
 08             going to have to identify parts, identify
 09             quantitatively what their physical condition is
 10             and then do an engineering evaluation with the
 11             correct loads and say what is the impact on that
 12             to this particular airplane.  At this stage of the
 13             game, you are so far away from that it's -- it's
 14             interesting, but it's really not relevant to me.
 15                  Q.   Did you -- did you inquire as to whether
 16             Boeing engineers reviewed the findings in this
 17             audit and did any sort of an engineering analysis
 18             to determine the nature and extent of any
 19             problems?
 20                  A.   No.  I looked for that in the package.
 21             In fact, when I saw this, what I thought might be
 22             in the package would be, in fact, this caused
 23             these physical non-conformities, we did an
 24             engineering evaluation of those and we see that we
 25             do not meet requirements because of that.  That's
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 01             what I was looking for.  You know, when I saw this
 02             kind of stuff, it's like, oh, okay. Well, let's --
 03             let's see the next step, and the next step, and
 04             the next step, and the next step, but it's like
 05             things kind of stalled out here.
 06                  Q.   Why would you be looking for an
 07             engineering evaluation?
 08                  A.   That's the final determination -- well,
 09             the engineers are the ones who have the knowledge
 10             and data to determine if there's a, I'll say a
 11             suspected unsafe condition.  Once they complete
 12             their work, that usually gets reviewed and
 13             determined if -- and the FAA are the ones that
 14             would make the final decision is that based on the
 15             data collected and the engineering evaluation, we
 16             do have an unsafe condition.
 17                  Q.   So --
 18                  A.   In my mind, if you don't have an
 19             engineering evaluation of the parts as they appear
 20             on the airplane, then you don't -- you don't have
 21             it.  It's not there.  You know, that's what you
 22             have to have when the FAA writes an AD, it's not I
 23             think or maybe, it is basically smoking gun kind
 24             of stuff.  We have the engineering data that shows
 25             that we are not going to -- we are not meeting the
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 01             type design requirement, specifically strength. Or
 02             if it's in the fatigue area, then we may not have
 03             the airworthiness limitations items that we need
 04             to manage the fatigue on the aircraft.  So, it --
 05             it takes -- it takes a lot of quantitative
 06             information to get to that point, and the person
 07             who makes the final call would be the directorate
 08             manager.  He would be the one that would actually
 09             sign out the AD and release it, as a rule, and
 10             those do not get signed out unless all the data is
 11             there.
 12                  Q.   Do you know what a DAR is?
 13                  A.   Designated airworthiness representative.
 14                  Q.   That's a delegated representative by the
 15             FAA?
 16                  A.   They are delegated to do certain things,
 17             yeah.
 18                  Q.   And do you know what an ODAR, O-D-A-R,
 19             organizational DAR?
 20                  A.   Not really.  That's not my area.  I know
 21             they get to do certain things, but I'm not
 22             familiar with it.
 23                  Q.   Would you expect that with some of the
 24             issues raised by the -- this Internal Audit
 25             Report, that there would be a review of it by the
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 01             organizational DAR for Boeing?
 02                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation,
 03             calls for speculation.
 04                  A.   I don't know.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   How -- how would -- strike that.
 07             Okay.  So, the next step that you'd want to see
 08             would be an engineering analysis of the problems,
 09             correct?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his
 11             testimony.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   If I misstated it, correct me.
 14                  A.   Let me tell you the way things usually
 15             work when I'm asked to make a determination or
 16             give advice.  I don't make a determination, I give
 17             advice.  People come to me with engineering
 18             analyses of the situation and then I'm asked to
 19             review the analysis to see if what they've done is
 20             correct technically.  You know, usually if -- if
 21             this is -- no one comes to me with stuff like this
 22             and asks me about -- within the FAA, no one would
 23             even come to me with this and ask me about an
 24             unsafe condition because we're so far away from
 25             the point of anybody being able to make that
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 01             determination with this kind of information.
 02             Usually what they come to me is that we've got
 03             these parts, they should be one inch, they're only
 04             half an inch; they should be aluminum, they're
 05             copper; they should have this detail here and this
 06             detail here, and they got this detail here and
 07             this detail here.  Then someone takes that and
 08             they take the type design data, the loads and does
 09             stress evaluations and they do crack growth and
 10             fatigue evaluations and then they come up with a
 11             quantified impact, either we think we meet type
 12             design, we don't need anymore ALIs, or we do.  And
 13             that's usually the pack -- the package that I'm
 14             used to looking at is quite comprehensive in an
 15             engineering data package.
 16                  Q.   And -- and what Mr. Smyth gave you was
 17             simply not sufficient information for you to make
 18             that determination?
 19                  A.   Well, let me put it this way.  I was
 20             mining for data that would -- that would provide
 21             evidence that there was an unsafe condition.  I
 22             was looking for quantified discrepancies.  I mean,
 23             tell me not just the hole is mislocated, but say
 24             how much, where.  Not just it flunked
 25             conductivity, but by how much and so on and so
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 01             forth.  And then besides that, tell me what you
 02             think this means to the part not meeting
 03             requirement.  I mean, that's the kind of thing I
 04             was looking for, and basically, I mean, to be
 05             perfectly blunt, the mine was empty.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  Did you tell Mr. Smyth what you --
 07             what you needed, what you wanted in order to have
 08             enough information to make a decision?
 09                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his
 10             testimony.
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 12                  A.   Mr. Smyth asked me to look at the bucket
 13             of data that he supplied and tell me what I
 14             thought, and what I told him is reflected almost
 15             verbatim in the Declaration.  I find no evidence
 16             to support that there is an unsafe condition.
 17                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 18                  Q.   Okay.
 19                  A.   And I didn't ask him to feed me more
 20             information because that wasn't part of my task.
 21             My task was to look at this bucket and tell me
 22             what you think, and so that's what I did.
 23                  Q.   Okay.
 24                  A.   I said there is no evidence here --
 25                  Q.   Okay.
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 01                  A.   -- that would support a finding of an
 02             unsafe condition.
 03                  Q.   Okay.  And -- and you believe that he got
 04             that information from us, from the Relators or did
 05             you not?
 06                  A.   It wasn't -- it wasn't -- it didn't
 07             matter.
 08                  Q.   Okay.
 09                  A.   I mean, as I went through it, I could see
 10             where different information came from.  I could
 11             see there was Boeing data and there was -- there
 12             were, you know, transcripts of depositions and
 13             there were all kinds of information.  Now, exactly
 14             where it came from was kind of irrelevant, you
 15             know.  The task was take this data, tell us what
 16             you think.
 17                  Q.   Okay.  And when Mr. Koh, when you met
 18             with Mr. Koh and -- and Ted -- Ted?
 19                  A.   Ted.
 20                  Q.   When you met with Mr. Koh and Ted, did
 21             you ask them for this data?
 22                  A.   No.
 23                  Q.   Did they tell you that no such data
 24             existed?
 25                  A.   I didn't ask them for it.
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 01                  Q.   Did it come up in the conversation?
 02                  A.   No.
 03                  Q.   And do you know Jeannine Prewitt back
 04             there?
 05                  A.   We met, yes.
 06                  Q.   Did you know -- you saw the amended --
 07             the Second Amended Complaint.  You saw her name on
 08             that?
 09                  A.   Yes.
 10                  Q.   Did you think to call her and find out
 11             whether she had data?
 12                  A.   As far as I was concerned, that was not
 13             part of my tasking.  My tasking was to look at the
 14             data I was provided, period.
 15                  Q.   So, you're -- your -- your opinions are
 16             based upon and limited to the data provided to you
 17             by Mr. Smyth?
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
 19             foundation.
 20                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 21                  A.   I believe I've stated that several times
 22             over the course of the day, correct.
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   Okay.  And then -- and then that -- those
 25             -- that testimony or those opinions were supported
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 01             by the presentation that Mr. -- Mr. Koh and Ted
 02             made to you?  I'm trying to figure out how that
 03             worked together.
 04                  A.   The present -- for me, the value of the
 05             presentation that Mr. Koh and Ted provided was to
 06             clarify in my mind what the heck this thing called
 07             ATA was all about.  That's really -- it didn't --
 08             for me, it didn't have anything to do with the
 09             unsafe condition, it was just to inform me -- I
 10             mean, that's what I got out of it.  If you want to
 11             know what I got out of it, what I got out of it
 12             was what the heck is ATA.
 13                  Q.   Okay.  And that didn't really affect your
 14             opinion about the safety issue because you can't
 15             make a safety determination without some data to
 16             suggest that an unsafe condition exists?
 17                  A.   Correct.
 18                  Q.   Okay.
 19                  A.   And the reason --
 20                  Q.   And Mr. --
 21                  A.   Let me --
 22                  Q.   Go ahead.
 23                  A.   Let me qualify that.  That's correct.
 24             Because to make a finding of an unsafe condition,
 25             it doesn't matter how the parts were made.  It
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 01             doesn't matter.  Now, if you find an unsafe
 02             condition, part of the corrective action may be to
 03             go and figure out maybe it was because of the
 04             parts, but just -- if an engineer is asked to
 05             determine is there an unsafe condition on a
 06             particular aircraft, he doesn't get involved in
 07             how these parts were made.  He gets basically
 08             involved with physically what are they and what
 09             impact does that have on the requirements.
 10                  Q.   Now, did anyone limit the scope of your
 11             work or was that a decision that you made?
 12                  A.   It was based on the request from Dean to
 13             look at the data -- he called me up and he said
 14             I'd like you -- to send you some day today and you
 15             give me your read on it.
 16                  Q.   Okay.
 17                  A.   Okay.  So that's what he did, and I
 18             performed as I understood I was requested to
 19             perform.
 20                  Q.   Okay.  Now, looking at your -- looking at
 21             the second document, which is --
 22                  A.   The second one in here?
 23                  Q.   -- 685, I want to go through that with
 24             you a little bit.  The first part is a -- it looks
 25             like another copy of your -- of your statement.
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 01             Is that correct?
 02                  A.   Well, I --
 03                  Q.   It doesn't look like it's a signed copy,
 04             but it looks like a copy of your Declaration?
 05                  A.   Which?  This one here?
 06                  Q.   Yes, sir.
 07                  A.   Okay.  The first -- the first sheet in
 08             685?
 09                  Q.   Right.  The first few sheets, actually.
 10                  A.   Got it.  Got it.
 11                  Q.   And -- and there -- looks like there is
 12             some handwriting on here?
 13                  A.   Yeah.
 14                  Q.   Is that your handwriting?
 15                  A.   Yes.
 16                  Q.   And when did you make this -- when did
 17             you do this handwriting?
 18                  A.   I think I did this handwriting last week
 19             as I got prepared for the deposition and I was
 20             going back through material.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  And you say, "Supplied by Dean
 22             Smyth" on page 3. Do you see that?
 23                  A.   Yes.  Yes.
 24                  Q.   And what is that -- what does that
 25             reference?
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 01                  A.   That was just -- that was just saying all
 02             these government files, Complaint, correspondence,
 03             certain Boeing engineering drawings, quality
 04             system drawings, audit records, you know, it's
 05             like this -- this whole big thing includes the
 06             data supplied by Dean Smyth, and then there was a
 07             presentation and I said, okay, that's the Peggy
 08             Gilligan thing.  So, you know, this was like the
 09             stuff I looked at.  I reviewed the materials and I
 10             was just making a note to myself, okay, yeah, that
 11             was the source of that, that was the source of
 12             that.
 13                  Q.   Did you actually talk with Peggy Gilligan
 14             about what was presented to her?
 15                  A.   No.  No.
 16                  Q.   And how did the -- how did the Peggy
 17             Gilligan materials affect your opinions?
 18                  A.   Not at all.
 19                  Q.   On -- on page 5 you say, "I found no
 20             evidence of any such," that seems to be underlined
 21             or highlighted?
 22                  A.   I circled it.
 23                  Q.   And then it's a check mark with a what?
 24                  A.   I put check on because when I went back
 25             through this in preparation last week, I said, you
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 01             know, I need to go back through that stuff one
 02             more time because maybe I'm missing something with
 03             this, you know, discrep -- I was particularly --
 04             like I told you before, I saw this point that
 05             there was 86 discrepant parts, 93 got on ship No.
 06             6 whatever, there is no record of MRB and it's
 07             like, well, if I could find evidence of that, then
 08             that would certainly change the statement that I
 09             had made before.  So, I went back and plowed
 10             through that and I said I would hold to that
 11             statement.  So, that was basically a note to
 12             myself go back and check on that and make sure
 13             that I still believe that's the case.
 14                  Q.   So, the check on that was to look through
 15             the Dean Smyth bucket?
 16                  A.   Yeah, and see if there was something
 17             there that I missed.
 18                  Q.   So, you didn't check outside the bucket,
 19             that was check within the bucket.
 20                  A.   Nope.
 21                  Q.   Okay.  Now, then, a couple pages later
 22             we have RGE up in the right-hand corner?
 23                  A.   Yeah.
 24                  Q.   7-21-10, what's that?
 25                  A.   This is a summary that I put together for
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 01             myself or, you know, anyone else, if they wanted
 02             to try to understand my thinking in arriving at my
 03             conclusion.  And so I said here is the question
 04             that I focused in on, however myopic it might be,
 05             that's what I drilled in on, there is my
 06             conclusion.  And if you want to know the key
 07             points that led me to that conclusion, you know,
 08             here they are and I -- and I bulletized all those
 09             and then I also added some additional thoughts.
 10             Now, these were ancillary to the other points.
 11             The major supporting information is there on page
 12             1, and then page 2 was, and, oh, by the way, here
 13             is some other miscellaneous thoughts.
 14                  Q.   Now, when you had the -- when you went
 15             back in and drilled down in on it, did you -- did
 16             you think to contact us as the lawyers for the
 17             Relators to find out whether we had any additional
 18             information?
 19                  A.   I'll repeat it again.  My tasking was to
 20             look at the data I was provided.  Dean did not say
 21             go ask other people, get their opinions, go
 22             anyplace else, look at SDRs.  He said look at the
 23             information I'm going to give you.
 24                  Q.   Well, and --
 25                  A.   That was -- that was the task I was
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 01             given, so that was the task that I did.
 02                  Q.   And here is why I'm asking.  You did meet
 03             with Mr. Koh and Ted; and having met with Mr. Koh
 04             and Ted and understanding that Mr. Koh is an
 05             advocate, did you think that it might help balance
 06             your opinion or balance your conclusions to meet
 07             with the advocate for the other side or to meet
 08             with the client for the other side, like Miss
 09             Prewitt down there?
 10                  A.   That was beyond --
 11                       MS. BENTLEY:  Object to the form.
 12             Foundation.  You can answer.
 13                  A.   Beyond the scope of my task.
 14                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 15                  Q.   And was this -- did the -- did the scope
 16             of your task include meeting with Mr. Koh and with
 17             Ted?
 18                  A.   Not necessarily.  That was a -- that was
 19             a meeting that was suggested, and I said, yeah, I
 20             can do that.  And so, we sat down and I got
 21             informed.
 22                  Q.   Suggested by who?
 23                  A.   I guess it came from Doug, maybe, was the
 24             first, you know.
 25                  Q.   That was Mr. Anderson?
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 01                  A.   Mr. Anderson.  I didn't have any
 02             objection to it, but I didn't seek it out.  I
 03             didn't call up Mr. Anderson and say I want to talk
 04             to Boeing people about this, I would like to talk
 05             to, you know, their lawyer.  As far as I was
 06             concerned, I was going to look at the data that
 07             Dean gave me.  This -- this opportunity came up to
 08             speak with some Boeing people and basically, as
 09             far as I was concerned, it was an informational
 10             meeting about what the heck is ATA.
 11                  Q.   Okay.  Mr. Anderson is a -- is an FAA
 12             lawyer.  Is that right?
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  And so the only -- the only
 15             contact suggested to you by the FAA lawyer was a
 16             contact with Boeing?
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection to the form.
 18                       MR. KOH:  Object to form.
 19                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with
 22             us?
 23                  A.   No.
 24                  Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with
 25             anyone else other than Boeing?
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 01                  A.   No.
 02                  Q.   Now, this -- this two-page document
 03             that's RGE and with 7-21-10 underneath it, I take
 04             it that RGE is you?
 05                  A.   Yes.
 06                  Q.   And 7-21-10 is the date that you did
 07             this?
 08                  A.   Yes.
 09                  Q.   How long -- how much time did you spend
 10             doing this on the 21st?
 11                  A.   Oh, I -- I had notes, I had handwritten
 12             notes to myself that I had developed over the
 13             course of all of this, and I basically just said,
 14             you know, I need to type all this up and put it in
 15             one place and that's what I did.  And it took me,
 16             because I already had this stuff pretty much
 17             written up, it was a matter of getting it into
 18             words.  So, in answer to your question how long
 19             did this take, I don't know, maybe -- maybe two
 20             hours.
 21                  Q.   Now, going through your bullets
 22             Supporting Information, the first bullet is no
 23             quantitative engineering evaluation.  I think
 24             we've talked about that?
 25                  A.   Uh-huh.
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 01                  Q.   Anything more you'd like to say about
 02             that?
 03                  A.   No.
 04                  Q.   The second bullet is:  "Relators's
 05             counsel acknowledges in his letter of December
 06             11th, 2009," is that me?
 07                  A.   That's you.
 08                  Q.   -- "that the allegation that the
 09             airplanes are dangerous is an opinion when he
 10             states, quote, we did not state any matters of
 11             opinion except that these aircraft are dangerous,"
 12             close quote?
 13                  A.   Uh-huh.
 14                  Q.   What's the significance of that to you?
 15                  A.   Well, one thing that puzzled me as I went
 16             through Dean's data was this lack of quantitative
 17             engineering evaluation material, like what I would
 18             call hard data, and -- and I felt like, well, I've
 19             heard this claim that aircraft are dangerous and
 20             should be grounded as a common theme, but there is
 21             no data that supports that.  And then when I saw
 22             that in your letter you weren't claiming that as
 23             any kind of fact, you were, in fact, saying this
 24             is just an opinion, then I said, oh, okay, now, I
 25             understand, you know, this lack of data.  No one's
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 01             saying there is any data, no one is really
 02             claiming there has been any engineering
 03             evaluations done.  This idea of these airplanes
 04             are dangerous and should be grounded is, in fact,
 05             just an opinion.  So, that was significant to me;
 06             that you weren't making a claim that that was a
 07             fact, you were saying, in your opinion, they are
 08             dangerous and should be grounded.
 09                       MR. KOH:  Bill, having asked the witness
 10             about your December 11th, 2009 letter, will you
 11             now agree to provide us a copy?
 12                       MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  I'm asking him about
 13             this note in a document that was produced by the
 14             government in this case without my consent or
 15             knowledge.  It was just produced.  So, I'm asking
 16             him about this which you already have.
 17                       MR. KOH:  I asked you a question and
 18             you've answered it.
 19                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.
 20                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 21                  Q.   Now, is dangerous an opinion?
 22                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 23                  A.   To me -- to me, when you say dangerous,
 24             these airplanes should be grounded, I basically
 25             say that's an unsafe condition likely to occur in
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 01             other aircraft.  You go to 39.5 that's AD
 02             material.  So, to me, when I -- when I take your
 03             statement and translate it, that means you are
 04             saying there should be an AD written.
 05                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   My question was, is -- is the conclusion
 07             that something is safe or dangerous, is that an
 08             opinion?
 09                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 10                  A.   No, it's not an opinion.  You need
 11             engineering data. You need -- like I said, go
 12             through it again, you need to quantify the
 13             discrepancy, engineering needs to evaluate its
 14             impact on the aircraft relative to structural
 15             integrity, strength, fatigue, damage tolerance.
 16             And then based on that body of engineering
 17             information, you draw a conclusion I got an unsafe
 18             condition.  And the other thing is you may have an
 19             unsafe condition, but if it's not likely to occur
 20             on other aircraft, you don't write an AD.
 21                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 22                  Q.   Okay.  So, you draw a conclusion and
 23             that's what I'm -- you look at the data and you
 24             draw a conclusion, right?
 25                  A.   You -- you look at the data and based on
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 01             the data you make a call.
 02                  Q.   Right.  You make -- you draw a
 03             conclusion?
 04                  A.   A conclusion.
 05                  Q.   Right?
 06                  A.   Yeah.
 07                  Q.   And that conclusion, is that same
 08             conclusion going to be reached by every
 09             aeronautical engineer?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for
 11             speculation.
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 13                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 14                  Q.   In other words, the conclusion that --
 15                  A.   It's -- it's a pretty rigorous process
 16             that we typically go through before we produce
 17             that AD.  It's -- it's got to be pretty much of a
 18             consensus of the people involved, including
 19             management, that, yes, indeed, we have a -- we
 20             have a smoking gun.  We may not -- we may not have
 21             -- hopefully we don't have a catastrophic event,
 22             but we have a near miss and we've got all the data
 23             that says, by gosh, take it to the bank, we've had
 24             a near miss and the engineering data supports it.
 25                  Q.   I'm trying to get to the difference
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 01             between a conclusion drawn from the data and an
 02             opinion based on the data?
 03                  A.   Okay.  I think it's a question of
 04             semantics.
 05                  Q.   Okay.
 06                  A.   And me, and me, I would say this, and we
 07             can, you know, argue about this, but an opinion to
 08             me would be an unsubstantiated conclusion.
 09                  Q.   Okay.
 10                  A.   To me, an opinion would have connotations
 11             of you came to that conclusion, but you really
 12             didn't have substantiating information or very
 13             little.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  So, so, to you, the word opinion
 15             is really sort of a soft word, a bad word in
 16             relation to data?
 17                  A.   It's not a bad word, but to me if someone
 18             says, well, I have an opinion on that, there is
 19             probably -- to me, at least, that would mean,
 20             well, they probably don't have much data behind
 21             it.
 22                  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, the next paragraph is
 23             Rolf Hamerquist?
 24                  A.   Yes.
 25                  Q.   Structures DER.  Do you know Mr.
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 01             Hamerquist?
 02                  A.   Yes.
 03                  Q.   Is he a -- is he a good engineer; do you
 04             know?
 05                  A.   I'll refrain from answering that
 06             question.
 07                  Q.   Okay.  And you saw a letter written by
 08             him in March of 2005?
 09                  A.   Uh-huh.
 10                  Q.   That's over five years ago?
 11                  A.   Uh-huh.
 12                  Q.   I'm sorry to correct you on this.
 13                  A.   Yes.
 14                  Q.   Yes.  And -- and what -- do you know what
 15             Mr. Hamerquist, what information Mr. Hamerquist
 16             had available to him in March of 2005?
 17                  A.   I have no idea.
 18                  Q.   Okay.  What significance do you take from
 19             the quote that you make from Mr. Hamerquist?
 20                  A.   The significance -- the significance I
 21             took from that quote is, my gosh, we both arrived
 22             at the same point because he's also saying he
 23             doesn't have enough data to make any call on these
 24             airplanes.
 25                  Q.   So, you interpret Mr. Hamerquist's
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 01             statement as saying he believes the airplanes are
 02             airworthy?
 03                  A.   No, I -- I interpret his statement to say
 04             that he does not have enough engineering data to
 05             make a call on we have an unsafe condition, these
 06             airplanes should be grounded, we should write an
 07             AD.  To me, he's basically said that because, you
 08             know, my conclusion was if he did have the
 09             information to be able to do that, then he
 10             certainly would have done it.
 11                  Q.   Okay.  Now, what he says is:  "I cannot
 12             make an estimate, using accepted engineering
 13             principles, of the fitness of any of these parts.
 14             I cannot make a determination of the airworthiness
 15             of any of these parts or the aircraft that were
 16             built with them."  Is that what you quoted?
 17                  A.   Yes, those are his -- that's straight out
 18             of his letter.
 19                  Q.   Right.  And did you take it that he was
 20             saying that being unable, using accepted
 21             engineering principles, to make an estimate of the
 22             fitness of these parts, being unable to make a
 23             determination of the airworthiness, he did not
 24             think that they were airworthy.  Did you make that
 25             -- did you reach that conclusion?
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Object to form.
 02                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 03                  Q.   Were you in doubt as to their
 04             airworthiness?
 05                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 06                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 07                  A.   I believe he had a doubt relative to
 08             their safety.  I'm going to use the word safety
 09             because you get talk -- get talking about
 10             airworthiness and there is other things that go
 11             on.  It's -- you write an AD if you find an unsafe
 12             condition likely to occur on other aircraft.  If
 13             you read 39.5, it doesn't say you write an AD if
 14             you find the airplane to be not airworthy.
 15                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 16                  Q.   Are airworthy and -- are airworthiness
 17             and safety, are those synonymous?
 18                  A.   No.
 19                  Q.   What's the difference between the two?
 20                  A.   I'm not even going to try to get into
 21             that.
 22                  Q.   Do you not know?
 23                  A.   I don't -- I've heard all kinds of
 24             discussions on that and I just -- I use the word
 25             safety and make a determination of an unsafe -- I
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 01             work in the 39.5 that says if you find an unsafe
 02             condition likely to occur on other aircraft,
 03             that's when you go for an AD.
 04                  Q.   Okay.  So, so, you can't, as we sit here
 05             today, you can't tell us based upon your knowledge
 06             and experience what the distinction is, if there
 07             is one, between airworthiness and safety?
 08                  A.   I -- I wouldn't even try because I've
 09             heard so many discussions on that subject, and I
 10             would say it's -- it's an arguable discussion and
 11             it's really not relevant in the end to determine
 12             -- to determine unsafe condition.
 13                  Q.   Now, you understand that Mr. Hamerquist
 14             is a DER?
 15                  A.   Yes.
 16                  Q.   And -- and that means he's a designated
 17             airworthy -- I mean, engineering representative of
 18             the FAA?
 19                  A.   Yes.
 20                  Q.   And do you understand that there -- he
 21             has an advisor within the DER hierarchy?
 22                  A.   Yes.
 23                  Q.   Do you know who that is?
 24                  A.   No.
 25                  Q.   Did you make any effort to investigate
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 01             this matter and talk to Mr. Hamerquist about it?
 02                  A.   I confined my investigation to the
 03             material that Dean Smyth provided.
 04                  Q.   Okay.  And among the material Mr. Smyth
 05             provided was the letter from Mr. Hamerquist?
 06                  A.   Correct.
 07                  Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't call Mr.
 08             Hamerquist?
 09                  A.   No.
 10                  Q.   "No failures noted in the complaint,"
 11             that means there were no -- none of these SDRs or
 12             crashes or anything like that?
 13                  A.   I was looking for -- we -- we do see
 14             operator reports crack found in part, operator
 15             reports distressed fasteners found, operator
 16             reports a failed part.  That's the kind of thing I
 17             was looking for was some problem with an airplane.
 18                  Q.   Okay.
 19                  A.   Primarily, the people who find these are
 20             operators, and they usually find them as part of
 21             their normal maintenance they discover these sort
 22             of things or when they are accessing areas they
 23             find them.  That's what I was looking for.
 24                  Q.   Now, fail-safe chords, how long are those
 25             supposed to last?
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form, lack of
 02             foundation.
 03                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join on foundation.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   Are those lifetime parts?
 06                       MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.
 07                  A.   Let's see, you've got to understand the
 08             requirements.  There is -- there is no requirement
 09             on how long those parts have to last.  How is
 10             that?
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   So, when I ask is -- are there -- when I
 13             say lifetime parts, are there parts on the air --
 14             well, strike that.
 15             Does lifetime parts have a meaning to you,
 16             lifetime parts?
 17                  A.   No.
 18                  Q.   Are there -- are there some parts of the
 19             airplane that are designed to be replaced
 20             periodically?
 21                  A.   Typically, no.
 22                  Q.   Tires, tires, are they replaced
 23             periodically?
 24                  A.   Parts, I almost don't consider tires a
 25             part, but strictly speaking they are a part, they
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 01             have a part number.  There are -- there are
 02             certain parts that are replaced, like windshields
 03             and transparencies.  Little, if any, of the actual
 04             air frame is designed to be swapped out over the
 05             expected operational life.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  So, if -- if you looked into the
 07             SDRs and you found that there were cracks or
 08             corrosion relating to fail-safe chords, would --
 09             on the airplane, would that cause you concern?
 10                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Assumes facts not
 11             in evidence.
 12                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can still
 13             answer the question.
 14                  A.   It would -- it would cause an
 15             investigation of that: Why did it happen and
 16             what's the effect of that on the safety of the
 17             aircraft?  But it would depend on the outcome of
 18             the evaluation what the action was.
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   Okay.  What if you -- what if you looked
 21             and you found one fail-safe chord had suffered
 22             crack and -- cracking and corrosion and needed to
 23             be replaced, would that have any significance to
 24             you?
 25                  A.   One?
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 01                  Q.   One, yeah.
 02                       MR. ROBISON:  Foundation.
 03                       MR. KOH:  Incomplete hypothetical as
 04             well.
 05                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's a complete
 06             hypothetical.
 07                  A.   Yeah, it depends.  I mean, you do a
 08             failure investigation and try to understand, you
 09             know, why this one did that and there is no others
 10             out there that did it.  And I have seen cases
 11             where, in the end it was, you know, this is unique
 12             to this tail number.  It -- it could result in an
 13             unsafe condition, but we are not going to write an
 14             AD because we have decided it's unique to this
 15             tail number.
 16                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 17                  Q.   You would try to decide whether it was
 18             normal or anomalous fatigue?
 19                  A.   Yes.  You must have read my paper.
 20                  Q.   I do, and I've got it here.  I mean it's
 21             all -- it's all marked up and highlighted.  In
 22             fact, in fact, a little bit ago, it was commented
 23             that we hadn't gotten to Exhibit 683.
 24                  A.   Oh, okay.
 25                  Q.   And this is Strategies For Ensuring
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 01             Rotorcraft Structural Integrity, which we are not
 02             talking about a rotorcraft here, but in terms of
 03             the concepts of normal and -- normal and anomalous
 04             fatigue, is there a difference -- I mean, are the
 05             concepts of normal and anomalous fatigue relevant
 06             to aircraft like the 737?
 07                  A.   Absolutely.
 08                  Q.   Okay.  And so what's the difference
 09             between normal and anomalous fatigue?
 10                  A.   A case -- if you -- well, one way -- one
 11             way would be to explain it is the outcome.  By
 12             definition, if you have a case of fatigue and you
 13             determine it's normal fatigue and it could lead to
 14             not meeting requirements, then you would have
 15             grounds to write an AD.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  Now --
 17                  A.   Because when it's normal, you're saying
 18             every other aircraft could end up looking the same
 19             way.  On the other hand, if it's anomalous, that
 20             would say you've done enough -- you've done enough
 21             analysis to determine that this particular
 22             incident is unique to this aircraft because of
 23             something someone did to this tail number, that
 24             would not be an AD.
 25                  Q.   Okay.  Look -- just so that we have it
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 01             identified for the record, I've marked as Exhibit
 02             683 a paper that you wrote, gosh, when did you
 03             write it, 2005?
 04                  A.   No, it's -- this was -- this was 1999 was
 05             when the conference was held on this one.
 06                  Q.   And the title of the paper is Strategies
 07             For Ensuring Rotorcraft Structural Integrity?
 08                  A.   Yeah.  Yes.
 09                  Q.   And -- and in this you discuss normal
 10             fatigue and anomalous fatigue?
 11                  A.   Yes.
 12                  Q.   And these concepts, you know, threats to
 13             structural integrity and normal and anomalous
 14             fatigue would be applicable to -- what would you
 15             call a 737?  Is that a fixed wing?
 16                  A.   Fixed wing, fixed wing aircraft.  Much --
 17             there are some things in here that are unique to
 18             rotorcraft because the rotorcraft rules are
 19             interestingly different, but the basic
 20             philosophies in here are generally applicable.
 21                  Q.   To fixed wing aircraft?
 22                  A.   Fixed wing, rotorcraft, engines, go
 23             carts, automobiles.
 24                  Q.   Now, what are -- what are the causes of
 25             anomalous fatigue?
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 01                  A.   The one example that I like to use, if
 02             you are familiar with the U.S. Air Force F-111
 03             incident where they -- are you familiar with the
 04             F-111?
 05                  Q.   The one where it broke in half?
 06                  A.   Well, a wing came off.
 07                  Q.   Wing came off.
 08                  A.   Wing came off.  And that was -- that was
 09             due to a defect in the wing carry-through forging.
 10             It was a very high-strength steel.  It caused a
 11             wing separation at 100 hours of service when the
 12             airplane was designed to fly for 6,000 hours, and
 13             they never saw that ever again on any F-111.  That
 14             would be an example of an anomalous event.
 15                  Q.   Okay.  And the causes of anomalous
 16             fatigue you have on page 2 of your paper?
 17                  A.   Uh-huh.
 18                  Q.   You say design oversights/errors is the
 19             first bullet on the second page.  Do you see that?
 20                  A.   Yeah.
 21                  Q.   And then the second one is manufacturing
 22             errors.
 23                  A.   Uh-huh.
 24                  Q.   And the third one is operational and
 25             service anomalies?
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 01                  A.   Uh-huh.
 02                  Q.   Now, on that one, the F-111, was that a
 03             design, a manufacturing or an operational anomaly?
 04                  A.   It was not an operational anomaly, but
 05             you could -- you know, in hindsight you could say
 06             they picked a very unforgiving material.  So you
 07             could say, you know, design, if they had it to do
 08             over again probably wouldn't have picked that
 09             material.  And certainly there was a fabrication.
 10             The defect got built in when the billet was made
 11             to start the part way back in the beginning of the
 12             birth of the part, if you will.  So -- (paused)
 13                  Q.   Now, the manufacturing errors slash
 14             mistakes is what you say here and then you have
 15             two sub-bullets under it:  Omission of critical
 16             processes or introduction of defects is the two --
 17                  A.   Uh-huh.
 18                  Q.   -- possible explanations for
 19             manufacturing error or mistake?
 20                  A.   Uh-huh.
 21                  Q.   What is the omission of a critical
 22             process?  What do you mean by that?
 23                  A.   Should be heat treated.  There -- an
 24             example of that is many years ago there were quite
 25             a bit of aluminum that was produced by, I think,
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 01             Alcoa that was, in fact, built into a number of
 02             aircraft.  And after the airplanes were out there
 03             flying, Alcoa realized that that particular
 04             product didn't get the heat treat it should have
 05             gotten, and so there had to be an investigation
 06             done of those -- of the airplanes that got that
 07             material, and I would -- you know, that wasn't a
 08             fatigue.  It didn't end up being a fatigue
 09             problem, but it could have been an under-strength
 10             issue, and that was -- that's what I would call an
 11             anomaly where there was something that was
 12             supposed to get done, it didn't get done, and it
 13             didn't get done on a specific number of aircraft.
 14             It wasn't a fleet-wide issue.
 15                  Q.   What if you've had the omission of a
 16             critical process for a prolonged period of time on
 17             a fleet-wide issue, would that be anomalous?
 18                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for
 19             speculation.
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
 21                  A.   Let me -- let me explain.  I'm talking
 22             about anomalous fatigue and potential sources of
 23             that.  So, you may have a discrepancy, but if it
 24             doesn't create a fatigue problem, there is no
 25             anomalous fatigue to talk about.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   Right.  So, what got us into this issue
 03             was hypothetically we were talking about one -- if
 04             you found one fail-safe chord that had corrosion,
 05             one of the things you probably would be looking at
 06             would be to determine whether or not it was a
 07             isolated instance of, you know, for whatever
 08             reason, a bad chord that got incorporated in the
 09             aircraft, or whether there was -- whether this
 10             indicated a larger, deeper problem.  Isn't that
 11             one of the things you would be interested in?
 12                  A.   Following your example, you might find
 13             when you looked into it that you did have some
 14             parts that didn't get the corrosion protection
 15             treatment that they needed to have as a part of
 16             their fabrication process.  It got into an
 17             airplane, that airplane had a corrosion problem.
 18             You looked back and you say, okay, we've -- we've
 19             got six parts that went through the system like
 20             that and we probably need to go out there and look
 21             at those.  And if you could -- if you can really
 22             -- lots of times you don't have -- I mean, that's
 23             the good outcome is to be able to say there is
 24             only a few of the aircraft that are like this, we
 25             don't need to write an AD.  We basically take
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 01             corrective action in the process, but then you
 02             also -- the airplanes that actually have those
 03             parts, somebody has to make a determination what
 04             that means to those tail numbers and then you're
 05             going to have to deal with those particular tail
 06             numbers.
 07                       MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to derail
 08             you, but I just have a quick question that's
 09             actually addressed to Miss Bentley.  We are at
 10             4:55.  Do you have a position as to the
 11             availability of the witness beyond 5 p.m.?  We can
 12             discuss off the record as well.  I'm concerned, we
 13             have some questions and it's obviously getting
 14             late in the day.
 15                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Let me -- let me finish
 16             this line and we can take a break and we can talk
 17             about it.
 18                       MR. KOH:  That would be fine.
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   The -- but as you -- if you -- if on the
 21             other hand you, I don't know, what number would be
 22             significant, if you had 10, 15, 20, 30, you had --
 23             if you had a large number of reports of a
 24             particular problem with a particular part, like a
 25             corrosion, a cracking on a fail-safe chord, at
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 01             what point in time does it get to the level you
 02             start to become concerned?  How many?
 03                  A.   If you can't isolate it, then usually
 04             conservatively, you'd conservatively say this is
 05             systematic, I've got to go after the whole fleet.
 06                  Q.   Okay.  But what's the number that you
 07             would have -- I mean is there a number that you
 08             have in mind?
 09                  A.   No.  No.
 10                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   10?
 13                  A.   No, there is no -- it depends on --
 14                       MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, you have to give me a
 15             chance to object.  Objection, form and foundation.
 16                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 17                       MS. BENTLEY:  Now you can answer the
 18             question.
 19                  A.   It depends on the -- it depends on the
 20             criticality of the part; it depends on the
 21             situation; it depends on, you know, well, just
 22             this condition by itself does not make it not meet
 23             type design -- meet the type design requirements,
 24             but, you know, if -- if a certain chain of events
 25             occurs, we could get there.  And if you're way
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 01             down the food chain in that, it's different from
 02             if you say, you know, when this occurs we are
 03             almost at the edge of the cliff.  So, it depends.
 04             It depends on the criticality of the part,
 05             criticality of the situation, the impact on the --
 06             on the requirements.  But in the end, if you
 07             cannot -- if you can -- if you can honest to gosh
 08             limit it to these tail numbers, even if it's 100
 09             tail numbers, you can go out there and target just
 10             those tail numbers.
 11                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 12                  Q.   Well, if -- if -- you know, we are
 13             talking hypothetically about numbers, but we are
 14             not hypothetical about the part.  I mean, I was
 15             talking about a fail-safe chord.  If -- if we --
 16             which is primary structure of the aircraft,
 17             correct?
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form and
 19             foundation.
 20                       MR. KOH:  Join.
 21                  A.   You're -- what does primary structure
 22             mean?
 23                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 24                  Q.   I'm -- I'm -- I'm not the engineer, you
 25             are.
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 01                  A.   I don't --
 02                  Q.   What does primary structure mean?
 03                  A.   I don't -- I don't hardly ever use the
 04             term.
 05                  Q.   So, you don't know what primary structure
 06             of the aircraft is?
 07                  A.   I get down to what does the structure do
 08             in the aircraft, what is its importance to the
 09             aircraft, and then you do your evaluation of the
 10             discrepancy based on what that part does. You can
 11             call it -- you can call it a primary structure or
 12             an element of primary structure or a PSE or an --
 13             it doesn't really matter.
 14                  Q.   So --
 15                  A.   They are just words.  The bottom line is
 16             what's the importance of that to the structure;
 17             and this discrepancy that we found, how does it
 18             impact its performance?
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Now, did you look at the
 20             particular parts involved in this case to
 21             determine how those parts would impact on what, on
 22             the flight?  On the safety?  What's the critical
 23             thing?  How they would impact on what?
 24                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.
 25                  A.   Well, first -- I'm sorry.
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 01                       MS. BENTLEY:  You just have to wait until
 02             he finishes his question and give me a second.
 03             Thank you.
 04                  A.   Ask your question again.
 05             BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 06                  Q.   You said it's -- these are just words and
 07             you've got to get down to the basic issue which is
 08             what?  How do they impact the aircraft?
 09                  A.   What is it -- what does it do in the
 10             structure?  Why is it there?  What does it do?
 11             And then its discrepancy that it has, its
 12             documented discrepancy, how does it impact its
 13             function?  If it -- if it still will function the
 14             way it's supposed to function, then the
 15             discrepancy is okay.  If it impacts its function,
 16             then the discrepancy may not be okay and we may
 17             need to take the part out, we may need to impose
 18             an inspection and monitor the part.  I mean, there
 19             is different remedies if you get to the point that
 20             you say this part does not perform like it's
 21             supposed to perform.
 22                  Q.   Okay.  So, if the -- if the -- if the
 23             solution is to replace the part, you know, the
 24             engineer who reviews the part has become
 25             sufficiently concerned about it that he orders a
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 01             replacement of the part, what does that mean?
 02                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 03                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 04                  Q.   In this analysis that we are talking
 05             about.
 06                  A.   What does it mean?  I mean --
 07                  Q.   I have seemed to confused you.
 08                  A.   Yeah, you have.  You would do the
 09             evaluation to make the determination if the part
 10             comes out or not.  I mean, you wouldn't say you've
 11             got to take the part out until you had made a
 12             determination that the way it is, it doesn't
 13             function the way it's supposed to.
 14                  Q.   Okay.  So, I take it if the -- if the
 15             engineer -- this would be a DER, right, on a
 16             repair -- like let's say there was an SDR and --
 17                  A.   You're getting out of the AD world now.
 18             Do you want to do that?
 19                  Q.   Well, I actually do for a moment because
 20             it starts outside the AD world.  It starts with a
 21             particular problem on a particular airplane and a
 22             -- and a particular solution to that particular
 23             problem, correct?
 24                       MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
 25                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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 01                  Q.   In other words, there is a particular
 02             part that's been found to have failed or not be
 03             functioning as it's designed, and then an engineer
 04             looks at it and makes a decision and then that
 05             decision is implemented to repair the aircraft.
 06             That's the way it starts, isn't it?
 07                  A.   There is -- there is as many scenarios as
 08             -- as there are people in the world probably.
 09                  Q.   Is that one of them?
 10                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,
 11             foundation.
 12                  A.   One of them would be that you -- I'll
 13             give you an example of one of them.  One of them
 14             would be as an operator finds a crack, he goes to
 15             the SRM, which we have talked about. The SRM
 16             covers that kind of a crack.  He takes the repair
 17             and the SRM, he does the repair and nobody knows
 18             about it.  Everybody is -- everybody is happy.
 19                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 20                  Q.   And in that circumstance, would there be
 21             an SDR that would be generated?
 22                  A.   Possibly not.
 23                  Q.   For there to be an SDR generated, does it
 24             have to go over a certain threshold for an SDR to
 25             be generated?
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 01                       MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
 03                  A.   I am not an expert on when SDRs get
 04             triggered and when they don't get triggered. I
 05             have heard, you know, discussions that if you can
 06             fix it with the SRM, you don't write an SDR.
 07                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 08                  Q.   By SDR, we are talking about that
 09             document that's part of Exhibit 682, aren't we?
 10             That's --
 11                  A.   That's out of the F.A.R.s.  There is some
 12             -- I think it's 121 has some stuff in it about --
 13             yeah, 121-704 SDRs.
 14                  Q.   All right.  So, for it to raise to the
 15             level of an SDR, I mean, you might have a problem
 16             with a particular part that is -- what's that
 17             acronym that you used?
 18                  A.   SRM, structural repair manual.
 19                  Q.   Structural repair manual; that the
 20             operator makes reference to the structural repair
 21             manual, fixes it and doesn't even make a report,
 22             right?
 23                  A.   That happens.
 24                       MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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 01                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 02                  Q.   That happens?
 03                  A.   That happens.  To qualify my point, I
 04             think that is okay.  If you can -- if you can take
 05             care of the repair with the SRM, which is
 06             developed by Boeing, by their engineers, they have
 07             basically said in that report we have looked at
 08             these kinds of discrepancies in the structure, we
 09             have already come up with a repair for that.  So,
 10             if you find it and it's within these bounds and
 11             you repair it with -- these are approved through
 12             engineering and FAA -- you can go do this.  You
 13             don't have to come back to Boeing.  If you have
 14             the capability, you're in-house or with someone
 15             else, to put this SRM repair on, you can basically
 16             do that and be done with it and go on with life.
 17                  Q.   Without a report?
 18                  A.   Without an SDR.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  Now, but if we have a report, an
 20             SDR report, under 14 C.F.R. what chapter, Chapter
 21             1, 121.704, does anybody at the FAA monitor those
 22             SDRs to determine if a pattern has developed
 23             concerning a particular part on the airplane?
 24                  A.   I know of -- I know of FAA people who
 25             have done SDR searches.  I don't know that there
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     01            is an organization that that's their sole purpose.
     02            I don't know.
     03                 Q.   Who's responsibility would that be within
     04            the FAA?
     05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
     06                 A.   I don't know.
     07                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Two minutes to tape.
     08                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
     09                 Q.   Does anybody -- is Boeing expected to
     10            monitor these SDR reports to -- to evaluate its
     11            own parts and to reach conclusions about patterns
     12            from the SDRs?
     13                 A.   I don't know.
     14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
     15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
     16                 Q.   Do you know whether Boeing does that,
     17            whether Boeing monitors the SDRs?
     18                 A.   No, I don't.
     19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Take a break.
     20                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
     21            17
     01:35.
     22                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
     23                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
     24            The time is 17:23:20.
     25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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 01                  Q.   Okay.  We got on this -- on this talking
 02             about the SDRs basically out of your article,
 03             which is Exhibit 683, and talking about the
 04             difference between anomalous fatigue and normal
 05             fatigue.
 06                  A.   Yes.
 07                  Q.   And -- and if we -- and we were talking
 08             about the causes for anomalous fatigue being the
 09             omission of critical processes or the introduction
 10             of defects, and I didn't get to the introduction
 11             of defects part.  Could you tell us what you mean
 12             by that?
 13                  A.   Yes.  The introduction of defects would
 14             be like that F-111 example I gave you.  That would
 15             be a defect that was introduced into the billet
 16             and went all the way through the airplane.
 17                  Q.   Okay.  Now, the problem -- can you
 18             explain these two graphs that you have at the top
 19             of page 2 of Exhibit 683?
 20                  A.   I'll give it a shot.  The Figure 1 was
 21             meant to graphically illustrate normal fatigue
 22             over time, reducing the strength of the part and
 23             these curves out here represent the cumulative
 24             probability of the strength dropping down to
 25             either ultimate capability or limit capability.
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 01             The point of this figure was that normal fatigue
 02             is predictable if you have the right data.
 03                  Q.   Okay.
 04                  A.   Fatigue life follows a random
 05             distribution, and if you have enough data you can
 06             predict when it's going to occur statistically.
 07             It's statistically modeled.  Anomalous --
 08                  Q.   Before we get to anomalous, just about
 09             normal, what is the data that you need to have to
 10             predict normal fatigue?
 11                  A.   You need fatigue test data.
 12                  Q.   And so that would be the fatigue tests
 13             that were done during the type certification
 14             process?
 15                  A.   Normally, although people run fatigue
 16             tests after airplanes are in the air to further
 17             understand particular issues that might have
 18             cropped up.
 19                  Q.   Now, those -- the fatigue testing that is
 20             done before type certification, that is fatigue
 21             testing of structures that were built according to
 22             type design, correct?
 23                  A.   It can be -- it can be -- it can range
 24             anywhere from coupons, just to characterize
 25             material, to what I would call full-scale
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 01             components that are production representative and
 02             everything in between.
 03                  Q.   Right, but --
 04                  A.   Depending on what  - what you're trying
 05             to go after.
 06                  Q.   But the fatigue testing that we get to
 07             make predictable -- make the predictable failure
 08             occur, is a -- is testing on the airplane as
 09             described and the type design data?
 10                  A.   Not necessarily.  People take a very
 11             basic coupon test data and will make predictions
 12             of air frame structure and will extrapolate
 13             analytically to account for the differences
 14             between the coupons and the full scale article.
 15                  Q.   Right, and -- but they have mathematical
 16             computations available to make those calculations.
 17             I mean, they can -- they can -- they can take that
 18             coupon test and they can extrapolate that into the
 19             type designed airplane, correct?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   So, they can extrapolate it in to the
 22             type design data?
 23                  A.   You said type design data.  I got a --
 24             there is -- there is no requirement to do a -- up
 25             until recently, there has been no requirement to
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 01             run a fatigue test.  So, if you look at the
 02             compliance data packages, you would find for the
 03             737s, all the way through the NG, you will not
 04             find a fatigue analysis report submitted as part
 05             of the data, as part of the compliance data
 06             package.  This is getting into some details of the
 07             rules, but that's --
 08                  Q.   Well, we got into this because you said
 09             you determined normal fatigue on the basis of the
 10             fatigue test?
 11                  A.   If you -- if you want to make a
 12             prediction of when you would expect cracks to
 13             occur, normal fatigue is something that you can
 14             predict, how far out you would expect that to
 15             happen.
 16                  Q.   But if we want that fatigue testing to
 17             apply to a real airplane in the sky, then we are
 18             going to try to come up with tests of what we
 19             think that airplane is, right?
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 21             foundation.
 22                  A.   To get -- to get the most credible answer
 23             without having to get into discussions about
 24             assumptions and mathematical ways to extrapolate,
 25             the best way is to go to a full-scale structure,
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 01             but that's not the only way.  People do get by
 02             with less than that and there is no requirement to
 03             do either.
 04                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 05                  Q.   But if you don't have that testing, then
 06             you're not going to be able to predict normal
 07             fatigue, right?
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
 09                  A.   That would be true.  You do need some
 10             sort of a test basis to make a credible estimate
 11             of fatigue life.
 12                  BY MR. SKEPNEK:
 13                  Q.   Okay.  Now, you're getting into the
 14             second figure.  You are going to -- you are going
 15             to explain the second figure.
 16                  A.   The second figure was meant to -- the
 17             point here was that anomalies occur.  By
 18             definition, they are not predictable. Their
 19             seriousness is not predictable.  They may be
 20             benign, they may be -- cause catastrophic results.
 21             They can occur very early in the life of the
 22             aircraft.  Here is, you know, No. 6 is a bad
 23             anomaly that caused the strength to degrade very
 24             early in the life, and they can range all the way
 25             up to not so -- a more benign anomaly is depicted
�0280
 01             in 2, and 1 is the reference, that would be
 02             something that was predictable.  But the point of
 03             figure 2 was anomalies are very, very difficult to
 04             deal with.
 05                  Q.   Why -- why are anomalies hard to predict?
 06                  A.   Because anomalies by definition are
 07             escapes.  They are things that you -- you design
 08             -- try to design around, manufacture around and
 09             your maintenance program is trying to prevent.
 10             The -- the example of the F-111, they did
 11             everything they could with the billet inspections
 12             to try to make sure that they didn't have defects
 13             in the first place, but things happen.  You know,
 14             we are human, there is escapes, things don't work
 15             exactly like we planned on, and it's -- it's like
 16             predicting you're going to get into a car accident
 17             tomorrow.
 18                  Q.   Now, that would be the introduction of
 19             defects example with the particular bad billet on
 20             one part that failed.  But on the omission of
 21             critical processes, you -- why would -- why would
 22             the -- why would it be hard to predict anomalous
 23             fatigue with the omission of critical processes?
 24                  A.   Well, if you -- if you've got -- if
 25             you've got a process and -- like a heat treat
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 01             process, and they are typically on the engineering
 02             drawing, if there has to be any post-fab heat
 03             treat to get to the heat final heat treat that you
 04             want.  It's on the engineering drawing.  They are
 05             supposed to be quality checks to make sure that
 06             gets done.  And if everybody does their job and
 07             the system works, it's going to get heat treated
 08             right.  Every now and then the system doesn't
 09             quite work and we will, like this soft aluminum
 10             example I gave, through nobody's intent the system
 11             didn't work and we ended up with a few parts out
 12             there that didn't have the strength that everybody
 13             thought they should have. That, to my -- that to
 14             my -- that would, to me, qualify as an anomaly.
 15             It wasn't predictable.  No one could have looked
 16             into their crystal ball and said Alcoa is going to
 17             forget to heat treat these particular extrusions
 18             that are going to go into these airplanes.
 19                  Q.   No, no.  My question is why can't you
 20             predict when the -- when those parts fail?  Why
 21             can't --
 22                  A.   Because you don't know the severity of
 23             the anomaly.  You can't predict how bad bad is
 24             going to be.  It could be -- you know, it could be
 25             a very benign escape or it could be a very severe
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 01             escape and there is no way to predict that.  Now,
 02             if you tell me what the escape is, if you say I
 03             want you to predict the life if this is what
 04             happens, then one could develop the data for that
 05             particular specified escape, but we don't -- we
 06             don't -- we don't design airplanes to tolerate
 07             every imaginable escape that might ever occur or
 08             has ever occurred, otherwise they wouldn't fly.
 09                  Q.   So, the predictability would come from
 10             build records that show conformity to the design
 11             records?  That's where predictability comes from?
 12                  A.   Well, you have to have -- you have to
 13             have some certainty.  When you -- when you are
 14             dealing with normal fatigue, I think I mentioned
 15             in there normal fatigue is manufacture with no
 16             surprises, operated as planned and maintained as
 17             intended.  So, the system is working.  If the
 18             system is working, you've got -- you've got a
 19             fighting chance to start predicting when you would
 20             expect the airplane to start cracking.  If the
 21             system breaks down, all bets are off and you
 22             better have some other way to, you know, to
 23             tolerate that defect, and hopefully you have
 24             bounded the defects that crop up in the future,
 25             but sometimes we don't.
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  I'll interrupt my --
 02             so the agreement is that I'm going to interrupt
 03             mine, you're going to ask a few questions, five,
 04             10, I don't care how long, about that -- about
 05             those two particular issues relating to the
 06             production of documents from the government.
 07                       MR. KOH:  And the resumption of the
 08             deposition.  There were two topical areas I wanted
 09             to cover.
 10                       MR. SKEPNEK:  And the resumption of the
 11             --
 12                       MR. KOH:  The fact that we are coming
 13             back and what's going to be involved with that.
 14             I'll ask the questions.
 15                       MR. RAUCHWERGER:  You mean about his
 16             availability?
 17                       MR. KOH:  Let me just ask the questions.
 18                       MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  We are letting the
 19             witness go at six o'clock.  Is that understood?
 20                       MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yeah.
 21                       MR. KOH:  So, let me just state for the
 22             record --
 23                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Because my only agreement
 24             is if we -- if we are interrupting it to deal with
 25             these sort of procedural things.
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 01                       MR. ROBISON:  Right.  Nobody is saying
 02             your examination is over.
 03                  CROSS-EXAMINATION
 04                  BY MR. KOH:
 05                  Q.   So, for the record, Steve Koh for Boeing.
 06             I actually have a number of areas I would like to
 07             ask the witness on, but our agreement is only to
 08             cover a couple of topical areas.
 09             First topical area is I want to talk a little more
 10             about the information provided by Relators'
 11             counsel and correspondence as reflected in
 12             documents.  So in Exhibit 685, which you testified
 13             was your sort of working file documents?
 14                  A.   Is that this one?
 15                  Q.   If you flip to the third page of your
 16             review notes?
 17                  A.   Okay.  Uh-huh.
 18                  Q.   There is a page with a large number of
 19             bullet points is your page 3?
 20                  A.   Yes.
 21                  Q.   Does -- and it continues on to the next
 22             page as well.  Does this list of quoted items
 23             include quotations from letters or e-mails from
 24             Relators' counsel or their experts to the
 25             government?
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 01                  A.   It goes back to the material in the blue
 02             binder, the three-ring binder.  And in fact, these
 03             numbers in parenthesis -- let's take the first one
 04             we talked about.
 05                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you talking about the
 06             page 3?
 07                       MR. KOH:  Yes.
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
 09                  A.   The first one, that quote right there,
 10             you can go back to the blue binder that Dean Smyth
 11             provided me, go to the first tab No. 1, that's his
 12             tab, and go into that document and you can find
 13             that.  And the same on all of these.  You can go
 14             into Dean's tab 11 and find, you know, this quote,
 15             and so on and so forth.
 16                  BY MR. KOH:
 17                  Q.   I think I understand, but let's just go
 18             through a couple of examples so it's clear.  The
 19             second bullet point on this page states, quote,
 20             when improper or uncalibrated tools are used, the
 21             resulting parts do not conform to type design and
 22             are, thus, non-conforming, end quote, and it
 23             references 11?
 24                  A.   Yeah.
 25                  Q.   If we turn to Exhibit 682, which is the
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 01             index to the blue notebook, does that indicate to
 02             you that the quotation is from a letter from
 03             Clausen Miller to the Justice Department?
 04                  A.   Yes.
 05                       MS. BENTLEY:  Let him answer.
 06                  BY MR. KOH:
 07                  Q.   To take another example, if you'd flip to
 08             this next page?
 09                  A.   I'm sorry.
 10                  Q.   If you'd flip to the flex page of Exhibit
 11             685, the second bullet point talks about a July
 12             14, 2009 incident involving the rupture of the
 13             skin and sudden decompression of a Southwest
 14             Airlines aircraft.
 15                  A.   Uh-huh.
 16                  Q.   And at the end of that quotation there is
 17             a reference to 69?
 18                  A.   Yes.
 19                  Q.   Again, if we reference Exhibit 682, does
 20             that indicate that the quotation is from a letter
 21             from Sherwood Harper to the Justice Department?
 22                  A.   Let me look.
 23                       MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Koh, what line are you
 24             on in his exhibit.  Am I on the wrong page?  I'm
 25             sorry.  Okay.
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 01                  A.   That's out of a letter.
 02                  BY MR. KOH:
 03                  Q.   Okay.  And as you testified before, as
 04             this Exhibit 685 reflects, these were all
 05             materials that you reviewed in the course of your
 06             work on this matter?
 07                  A.   Correct.
 08                  Q.   If we flip further into page -- sorry,
 09             Exhibit 685, there is another document that you
 10             describe -- it's titled Summary of Contents of
 11             Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth?
 12                  A.   Which one are we on now?  Are we on the
 13             same four pages?
 14                  Q.   Same one, if you go back --
 15                  A.   Go back.
 16                  Q.   I'm sorry, forward.  After the list of
 17             the subject aircraft?
 18                  A.   After the list of the subject aircraft.
 19             Okay.  Oh, yeah.
 20                       MS. BENTLEY:  Give me a second.  That
 21             one.
 22                  BY MR. KOH:
 23                  Q.   And I was going to characterize what you
 24             said about it, but now frankly I'm not exactly
 25             sure.  So what is this page?
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 01                  A.   This -- this was my memory jogger for
 02             what was to make me remember a little bit about
 03             what was in each package, and this is by no means
 04             complete.  For example, on package 3 I wrote
 05             enough down there to jog my memory about what was
 06             in there, but that doesn't mean that's all that's
 07             in there.  And I -- I got -- I got lazy toward
 08             the end on package 7.  I just -- at that point
 09             there is a lot of other stuff in there and I just
 10             put enough down so I could say, oh, yeah, I kind
 11             of remember what was in package 7.
 12                  Q.   Okay.  The -- this document titled
 13             Summary of Contents of Packages Supplied by Dean
 14             Smyth references seven packages.  Is there a
 15             relationship to Exhibit 682, the index that
 16             references envelopes?
 17                  A.   Yeah, same thing.  Synonymous, envelope,
 18             package, synonymous.
 19                  Q.   Okay.  On your Summary of Contents of
 20             Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth on package 1, what
 21             you've written is Clausen Miller letter to an
 22             Alicia of 9-29-2006.  Do you see that?
 23                  A.   Yes.
 24                  Q.   And then there's a reference to, I'll
 25             just read the first couple bullet points. "Claims
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 01             93 P/Ns installed on LN 684 that were documented
 02             as discrepant were not included on list of NCRs
 03             for LN 684."  Second bullet, "Claims 185 parts
 04             documented as defective - proof of no MRB action?"
 05                  Does the information contained therein come
 06             from the Clausen Miller letter?
 07                  A.   Yeah, that was -- those were just bullet
 08             reminders to me what some of -- some of what I saw
 09             in that letter, and they were -- I mean, there is
 10             a lot more in there, but these were things that
 11             kind of stuck out to me that I saw in that letter
 12             just so, you know, when I look back at this, okay,
 13             now, what exactly was the point of some of the
 14             points in that letter.  Well, those were some of
 15             the points.
 16                  Q.   Okay.  The second paragraph talks about
 17             package No. 2 and a Clausen Miller letter to Dean,
 18             I presume, Smyth of January 19th, 2007.  The first
 19             bullet says, "Contains answers to questions
 20             submitted by e-mail to Dean."  Does that mean that
 21             the letter from Clausen Miller included answers to
 22             questions that Dean Smyth had e-mailed?
 23                  A.   As I recall, yes, I think that that was
 24             -- oh, oh, I'm not -- I'm not using my own system.
 25             Okay.  Yeah, so that would be package 2 supports
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 01             tab 12 and tab 12 is -- is specifically responding
 02             to questions that were posed by Dean Smyth and the
 03             letter is question 1, here is our response;
 04             question 2, here is our response; question 3, here
 05             is our response.
 06                  Q.   And then in your Summary of Contents of
 07             Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth in Exhibit 685,
 08             the next bullet on package 2 states:  "Contains a
 09             bit more explanation of the 93, quote, defective,
 10             end quote, parts on LN 684 A/P with no record of
 11             any MRB action.  (I.e., 93 parts not included in
 12             list of MRB parts on A/P.)"  That's, again, a
 13             reference to some information contained in that
 14             Clausen Miller letter to Dean Smyth of January 19,
 15             2007?
 16                  A.   Correct.
 17                  Q.   "Package 4 - various consultant reports"?
 18                  A.   Uh-huh.
 19                  Q.   Those would be reports of consultants to
 20             the Relators?
 21                  A.   Uh-huh.
 22                  Q.   Yes?  I'm sorry.
 23                  A.   Yes.  I'm sorry.
 24                       (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
 25             No 686 was marked for identification by the
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 01             reporter.)
 02                  BY MR. KOH:
 03                  Q.   Thank you.  Mr. Eastin, I'm handing you
 04             what's been marked Exhibit 686, which is the
 05             privilege log that DOJ counsel provided to the
 06             parties this morning.  I just knew I was going to
 07             do that.
 08                       MR. ARMSTRONG:  You marked yours?
 09                       MR. KOH:  Yes.
 10                  BY MR. KOH:
 11                  Q.   Trying again.  Showing you 686.  I just
 12             had a couple of questions for you.  If you turn to
 13             the last page, there is an entry that, and I'll
 14             just read across what it says.  It's the very last
 15             one, "6-17-09, Terry Khaled, FAA.  SA Dean Smyth,
 16             DCIS.  Work product protection attorney/client
 17             privilege.  Memorandum.  FAA analysis of Relators'
 18             allegation."  First question I have for you is, to
 19             the best of your recollection, is this the correct
 20             date?
 21                  A.   I don't know.  I don't even know what
 22             that is at this moment.  I would have to --
 23                  Q.   From this description?
 24                  A.   From this description, I'm not -- several
 25             things come to mind and I would have to go check
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 01             and see which one that is.
 02                       MS. BENTLEY:  For the record, I think
 03             that might be an error by government counsel.  I
 04             think the date is wrong.  I also think there were
 05             two authors, and I think my -- it is a memorandum,
 06             but I think my statement that it's an FAA analysis
 07             of Relators' allegations is incorrect.  I think
 08             that's too broad and I would like to have an
 09             opportunity to submit a revised privilege log.
 10             For everyone, I did this last night in my hotel
 11             room between the hours of 11 and 1 a.m. based on
 12             handwritten notes that I had taken from the stuff
 13             we removed from the binders that privilege was
 14             being asserted to.  I really did the best I could.
 15                       MR. KOH:  And that's perfectly fine.  I'm
 16             just going to ask a couple of questions of the
 17             witness to try to understand what this is.
 18                  BY MR. KOH:
 19                  Q.   Doctor Eastin, did you -- did you
 20             co-author a memorandum relating to the allegations
 21             made by the Relators in this case?
 22                  A.   Yes.
 23                  Q.   And I mean separate, not the Declaration
 24             you've submitted, but a --
 25                  A.   A separate, separate from the
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 01             Declaration.
 02                  Q.   Okay.  And was that addressed to Agent
 03             Smyth?
 04                  A.   That -- that memorandum was.  Now, if
 05             this is -- if this is that memorandum, I can't say
 06             for sure, but there is a memorandum that I
 07             co-authored with Doctor Khaled that was addressed
 08             to Dean Smyth and answered two quest -- two or
 09             three questions that he posed.
 10                  Q.   And I was exactly going there.  So, try
 11             to piece that together with what we discussed
 12             earlier, you had -- we all reached an agreement
 13             that you would be permitted to convey what it was
 14             that you conveyed to Agent Smyth as your
 15             conclusion, and could you tell us what that
 16             conclusion was?
 17                       MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  Now, now we're -- I'm
 18             not done with my examination in this area and I
 19             don't think that this is properly within our
 20             agreement.
 21                       MS. BENTLEY:  And I'm going to object and
 22             instruct the witness not to answer because at this
 23             point the government is still taking the position
 24             that that material was not any of the stuff that
 25             was called for, but was rather a separate part of
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 01             the investigation.  So, I'm not going to let him
 02             answer the question.
 03                       MR. KOH:  Then I misunderstood what our
 04             agreement was earlier what it was -- because I
 05             don't think Mr. Skepnek actually asked him what
 06             you allowed him to speak to.
 07                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I -- I had -- I did ask him
 08             that question.
 09                       MR. KOH:  Then I forgot.
 10                       MS. BENTLEY:  This is a different
 11             document.
 12                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I asked him the -- I asked
 13             him the -- Alicia, for clarity of the record, I
 14             did not ask him about a document.  I asked him
 15             about the opinion that he gave to Mr. Smyth.
 16                       MR. KOH:  Okay.
 17                       MR. SKEPNEK:  That's what I asked him.
 18                       MR. KOH:  I'm trying to do what I need to
 19             do in order to have a record of what these
 20             materials may be so that we can decide whether to
 21             move on them, but --
 22                       MS. BENTLEY:  And for that, counsel, I
 23             will -- I will submit an Amended Privilege Log.
 24             Additionally, I did not include the Peggy Gilligan
 25             Power Point on that primarily because I've never
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 01             seen it.
 02                       MR. KOH:  Okay.  All right.
 03                  BY MR. KOH:
 04                  Q.   The second topic I wanted to briefly
 05             address with you is we talked about coming back
 06             and resuming your deposition.  I want to ask a
 07             couple questions related to that.
 08             So, you testified in response to Relators'
 09             questions about various materials that were
 10             provided by Agent Smyth for your review.  Was it
 11             your understanding that the materials that you
 12             reviewed were all of the evidence that Relators
 13             had of non-conforming parts on Boeing Aircraft?
 14                       MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
 15             foundation.  You can answer.
 16                  A.   I didn't even consider if it was all or
 17             some.  Again, I go back to the request was here is
 18             the information, what do you think.
 19                  BY MR. KOH:
 20                  Q.   Well, did you expect that if there was
 21             evidence of non-conforming parts on aircraft, that
 22             that would be part of what would be provided to
 23             you?  Was that your expectation?
 24                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Object to form.
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
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 01                  A.   I didn't really have any expectations
 02             when I first talked to Dean Smyth.
 03                  BY MR. KOH:
 04                  Q.   Then let me ask you just a couple more
 05             questions.
 06                  Your counsel, Miss Bentley, stated on the
 07             record earlier today that to the extent that
 08             Relators' counsel had anything that they wanted to
 09             share that they felt was important for -- well, I
 10             don't want to characterize it, but to share
 11             information that they were invited to do so.
 12             And I want to ask you, to the extent the Relators
 13             have any evidence of non-conforming parts on
 14             Boeing Aircraft that they failed to provide to the
 15             government, would you like to see that material?
 16                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Now, now, wait a minute.  I
 17             -- this -- this goes beyond our agreement.  No, it
 18             does.  I agreed -- I agreed to step aside -- no,
 19             I'm going to go forward with my deposition now.  I
 20             agreed, I agreed to give you an opportunity to
 21             make your record about this privilege stuff, and
 22             now you're getting into the substance and I'm not
 23             finished with my examination on that area and I
 24             object to this.
 25                       MR. KOH:  Well, Mr. Skepnek --
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 01                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Counsel, and --
 02                       MR. KOH:  There may have been a
 03             misunderstanding, but this is the second topic
 04             that I wanted to --
 05                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, this -- but, no, this
 06             is not the -- I did not agree to this.
 07                       MR. KOH:  Well --
 08                       MR. SKEPNEK:  Show me on the record where
 09             I agreed to this.
 10                       MR. KOH:  I'm not saying you did.  You
 11             may have misunderstood what I intended.  So let me
 12             --
 13                       MR. SKEPNEK:  I object.  I object.
 14                       MR. ROBISON:  I'm going to -- we -- we
 15             agreed to this as a courtesy.  It is now seven
 16             minutes to six.  I'm not going to sit here and
 17             listen to the two of you argue.  It's after 5 p.m.
 18             I'm taking my witness and going home.
 19                       MR. KOH:  Miss Bentley, could I just say
 20             one more thing for the record.  To the extent this
 21             witness can be provided with information of
 22             non-conforming parts prior to the resumption of
 23             our deposition, can we all agree that it would be
 24             a good idea?
 25                       MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you put that in a
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 01             letter, sir. This is not appropriate to waste the
 02             witness's time with.  We are done.
 03                       MR. KOH:  Well, I object to the closure
 04             of the deposition.
 05                       MS. BENTLEY:  I didn't close the
 06             deposition --
 07                       MR. KOH:  I'm sorry, the --
 08                       MS. BENTLEY:  -- I ended the day.
 09                       MR. KOH:  -- the termination for the day.
 10                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  It's
 11             17:51:16.  End of this tape.
 12                       (THEREUPON, the deposition was
 13             adjourned.)
 14             .
 15             .
 16             .
 17             .
 18             .
 19             .
 20             .
 21             .
 22             .
 23             .
 24             .
 25             .
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 01                                      SIGNATURE
 02             .
 03                       The deposition of ROBERT EASTIN was taken
 04             in the matter, on the date, and at the time and
 05             place set out on the title page hereof.
 06             .
 07                       It was requested that the deposition be
 08             taken by the reporter and that same be reduced to
 09             typewritten form.
 10             .
 11                       It was agreed by and between counsel and
 12             the parties that the deponent will read and sign
 13             the transcript of said deposition.
 14             .
 15             .
 16             .
 17             .
 18             .
 19             .
 20             .
 21             .
 22             .
 23             .
 24             .
 25             .
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 01                                      AFFIDAVIT
 02             .
 03             STATE OF __________________________:
 04             COUNTY/CITY OF ____________________:
 05             .
 06                       Before me, this day, personally appeared,
 07             ROBERT EASTIN, who, being duly sworn, states that the
 08             foregoing transcript of his/her Deposition, taken in
 09             the matter, on the date, and at the time and place set
 10             out on the title page hereof, constitutes a true and
 11             accurate transcript of said deposition, along with the
 12             attached Errata Sheet, if changes or corrections were
 13             made.
 14             .
 15                          __________________________________
 16                                    ROBERT EASTIN
 17             .
 18                  SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this __________
 19             day of ________________________, 2010 in the
 20             jurisdiction aforesaid.
 21             .
 22             ______________________        _______________________
 23             My Commission Expires                Notary Public
 24             .
 25             .
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        01                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the videotaped
        02            deposition of Robert Eastin taken by the plaintiff
        03            in the matter of United States of America, ex rel
        04            Taylor Smith, Jeannine Prewitt and James Ailes vs.
        05            The Boeing Company and Ducommun, Inc., f/k/a
        06            AHF-Ducommun, in the United States District Court
        07            for the District of Kansas, Case No. 05-1073-WEB.
        08            This deposition is being held at Aircraft
        09            Certification Office, 3960 Paramount Boulevard,
        10            Lakewood, California, on July 27th, 2010.  My name
        11            is David Tackla from the firm of Tackla &
        12            Associates with offices at 1020 Ohio Savings
        13            Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio.  I am the videographer.
        14            The reporter is Lora Appino from Appino & Biggs
        15            with offices located at 5111 Southwest 21st
        16            Street, Topeka, Kansas.
        17                 We are going on the record at 9:27, and will
        18            counsel now state their appearances for the
        19            record.
        20                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Bill Skepnek, Dean
        21            Rauchwerger and Corlin Pratt for the plaintiffs,
        22            and Jeannine Prewitt is here personally and with
        23            us is Pat Duggins.
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Alicia Bentley for the
        25            United States Department of Justice for the
�  00008
        01            witness.  Doug Anderson with the FAA for the
        02            deponent.
        03                      MR. KOH:  Steve Koh and Jim Armstrong for
        04            The Boeing Company.
        05                      MR. ROBISON:  And Steve Robison for
        06            Ducommun.
        07                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Can we go off the
        08            record for one second, please.
        09                      (THEREUPON, a discussion was had off the
        10            record.)
        11                                   ROBERT EASTIN,
        12            called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiffs,
        13            was sworn and testified as follows:
        14                 DIRECT-EXAMINATION
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Good morning, Mr. Eastin.
        17                 A.   Good morning.
        18                 Q.   After all this.
        19                 A.   Yes.
        20                 Q.   My name is Bill Skepnek, and I represent
        21            the plaintiffs who are Relators in an action
        22            pending in the United States District Court for
        23            the District of Kansas that's captioned U.S., ex
        24            rel Prewitt, et al., vs. The Boeing Company and
        25            AHF-Ducommun.  Have you been made aware of that
�  00009
        01            case?
        02                 A.   Yes.
        03                 Q.   You understand that we're here to take
        04            your deposition today in that case and find out
        05            what you know.  We've been given a Declaration
        06            that you prepared or that was prepared and that
        07            you signed, I guess, at the end of May in this
        08            year?
        09                 A.   Correct.
        10                 Q.   We'll have it -- I mean, the exact date
        11            we'll have in just a second, but I -- we're here
        12            to talk to you about -- about that Declaration and
        13            about your qualifications to give it and about the
        14            information that you utilized in making it.
        15                 A.   Okay.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  In looking through your resume, I
        17            notice that you worked for McDonald Douglas?
        18                 A.   Yes.
        19                 Q.   For how long?
        20                 A.   I was there a total of 21 years, I
        21            believe.
        22                 Q.   And we are -- we are here near the Boeing
        23            Long Beach facility and that was formerly the
        24            McDonald Douglas facility?
        25                 A.   Correct, yes.
�  00010
        01                 Q.   Were you stationed out here?
        02                 A.   Yes, I was in Long Beach.
        03                 Q.   So, when you left McDonald Douglas in
        04            1997, were you in Long Beach then?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   So, you just stayed in Long Beach?
        07                 A.   Yes.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  And was that at the time that
        09            Boeing acquired McDonald Douglas?
        10                 A.   It was before.
        11                 Q.   How long before?
        12                 A.   Probably, as I recall, it was something
        13            maybe a year before.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  And you were a design engineer for
        15            McDonald Douglas?
        16                 A.   No, I was an analyst.  I was a structures
        17            analyst.  I guess I'd characterize my job as a
        18            structures analyst, strength and fatigue and
        19            damage tolerance.
        20                 Q.   So, you didn't -- you're an engineer?
        21                 A.   Yes.
        22                 Q.   Are you an aeronautical engineer?
        23                 A.   Yes, I have an aerospace degree.
        24                 Q.   And so, as a structures analyst, were you
        25            actually involved in designing aircraft for
�  00011
        01            McDonald Douglas?
        02                 A.   I worked with designers.
        03                 Q.   And the work that you did with designers,
        04            was that to evaluate the structures that the
        05            designers designed?
        06                 A.   It was to work with them to come up with
        07            a design; and then once the design was set, to
        08            evaluate the design.  So, there was a period of
        09            interaction to actually size the structure, then
        10            the designers went ahead and put it on paper, then
        11            we did the evaluation.
        12                 Q.   Right.  And what was the purpose for your
        13            evaluation of the structure?  Why did you do that?
        14                 A.   To show that it met the requirements that
        15            were set for us.
        16                 Q.   By whom?
        17                 A.   I worked both military and commercial.
        18            And depending on who the customer was, they had
        19            their own sets of requirements.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  So, the service requirements, is
        21            this what you're talking about?
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Have you given a deposition before?
        25                 A.   No.
�  00012
        01                 Q.   Okay.  I'm guilty of jumping in too fast.
        02            A couple of rules that -- that I need to -- need
        03            to apprise you of.  First, is that one of -- one
        04            or more of the other lawyers may make objections.
        05            And when they make objections, those are for the
        06            record and for the court to rule upon at a later
        07            date.
        08            Now, your lawyer, who's Miss Bentley, if your
        09            lawyer makes the objection where she says for some
        10            reason that you are not to answer the question,
        11            under those circumstances you don't answer the
        12            question.
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  And you won't be confused
        14            about when that happens.
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not in doubt at all
        16            about that.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   But otherwise, unless -- unless she tells
        19            you not to answer the question, if somebody
        20            objects to a question, that's for the judge to
        21            rule on at a later time, but then we expect you to
        22            go ahead and answer the question.
        23            The other -- the other little rule that I need to
        24            tell you about is one that seems awfully rude
        25            while we're doing it, and that is in ordinary
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        01            conversation, as you're nodding to me right now, I
        02            understand that you're -- you're telling me that
        03            you understand what I'm saying.  The court
        04            reporter can't take a nod.  So, if from time to
        05            time one of us says to you please, Mr. Eastin,
        06            answer audibly, answer verbally, we are not being
        07            rude, we simply have to do that.
        08                 A.   Sure, okay.
        09                 Q.   And then finally maybe a third, and that
        10            is we're going to be talking engineering and we're
        11            dumb lawyers and you're the smart engineer.  So,
        12            if I ask you a dumb lawyer question about
        13            engineering that makes no sense, I'd like you to
        14            tell me it makes no sense.  You won't be rude to
        15            me if you're telling me that it makes no sense?
        16                 A.   Okay.
        17                 Q.   So, if I'm unclear about a question or if
        18            you're unclear about what I mean by a question,
        19            please let us know.
        20                 A.   Okay.
        21                 Q.   Okay.
        22                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Now, what was -- what was
        23            that last question before the -- it was objected
        24            to?
        25                      THE REPORTER:  "So, the service
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        01            requirements, this is what you're talking about?"
        02            Do you want me to read the question before that?
        03                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I'll go back and I'll
        04            reask it.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   You testified that as a structural
        07            analyst working together with the design
        08            engineers, your purpose was to help design an
        09            aircraft that met requirements?
        10                 A.   Uh-huh.
        11                 Q.   And the requirements that we're talking
        12            about are the requirements of the customer?
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  And I guess my question, maybe not
        15            very artfully phrased, was those would be the
        16            service parameters, the -- what the -- what the
        17            customer wanted to do with the aircraft?
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  You can
        19            answer.
        20                 A.   That's -- I'm not sure what you're
        21            asking.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   Well, then, what are the requirements?
        24                 A.   Okay.  We have documented strength
        25            requirements.
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        01                 Q.   Okay.
        02                 A.   They have -- they have -- the structure
        03            has to meet certain -- be able to carry certain
        04            loads and they're specified by the customer in the
        05            military case.  For the FAA, they're specified by
        06            the FAA in our F.A.R.s.  And then for the
        07            military, they have specific fatigue and damage
        08            tolerance requirements that you have to meet.
        09            They're explicit; you have to meet them.  On the
        10            FAA side, there are no explicit fatigue or damage
        11            tolerance requirements.
        12                 Q.   Okay.  So, the -- so the requirements
        13            that you're talking about would be the -- would be
        14            the strength requirements required by the
        15            particular governmental agency involved, either
        16            the military or the FAA?
        17                 A.   Uh-huh.
        18                 Q.   And that would be a yes?
        19                 A.   That's a yes.  Sorry.
        20                 Q.   And -- and then would the work that you
        21            do, would that be documented in some way?
        22                 A.   Yes.  It would be documented in reports.
        23                 Q.   What would -- what would those reports be
        24            called?
        25                 A.   Stress analysis reports, damage tolerance
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        01            evaluation reports, fatigue reports, damage
        02            tolerance analysis reports.  I'm thinking -- the
        03            reports -- the sum total of reports that would go
        04            to military or FAA.
        05                 Q.   And why would they go to -- let's talk
        06            about the FAA in particular.  Did you work on
        07            commercial aircraft?
        08                 A.   Yes, I did.  Early in my career, I worked
        09            on commercial aircraft.
        10                 Q.   And those -- those stress analyses that
        11            went to the FAA, why would they go to the FAA?
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        14                 Q.   If you know, because -- because what we
        15            want is your own direct personal knowledge.
        16                 A.   Okay.
        17                 Q.   Do you know why those -- and so if you
        18            don't know the answer to a question, please say I
        19            don't know.  But my question is, do you know why
        20            those stress analyses were given to the FAA?
        21                 A.   Yes.
        22                 Q.   What's -- why were they given to the FAA?
        23                 A.   The OEM is responsible for showing
        24            compliance and the FAA is responsible for finding
        25            compliance.  And in order to find compliance, you
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        01            need the data.  So, the data is submitted to the
        02            FAA and the FAA makes a determination.
        03                 Q.   Now, are these materials that are -- that
        04            are given to the FAA in connection with type
        05            certification?
        06                 A.   Yes.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  So, would your stress analyses
        08            become a part of the type certification data?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   And would type certification data then be
        11            a part of the type design of the aircraft?
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        13                 A.   You're getting into an area that I'm not
        14            super comfortable with because I don't find
        15            compliance in my position.
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   What's your understanding?
        18                 A.   My understanding is it is part of type
        19            design.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and by type design -- we'll
        21            get into this in a little more detail later, but
        22            just so that while we're at it, type design,
        23            what's the definition that you understand for that
        24            phrase or that word, term type design?
        25                 A.   I believe, I don't know, we may have a
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        01            definition for it, but the drawings set a standard
        02            for the design, and so that defines what the
        03            airplane is supposed to end up looking like
        04            ideally.
        05                 Q.   Uh-huh.  And those drawings would be the
        06            blueprints?
        07                 A.   The blueprints or any -- any data that
        08            defines the design.
        09                 Q.   And which would, you believe, include
        10            your stress analyses?
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
        12            ahead.
        13                 A.   The stress reports, as I understand, are
        14            part of the data package that's submitted, along
        15            with anything else that supports the definition of
        16            the design.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Now, back -- back when you were with
        19            McDonald Douglas and you submitted these packages
        20            to the FAA, would -- would the FAA then accept or
        21            reject, approve or reject those packages?  Is that
        22            how it worked?
        23                 A.   When I was with the FAA, I was in a
        24            position that my reports --
        25                 Q.   No, no, I'm talking about when you were
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        01            with McDonald Douglas.
        02                 A.   I'm sorry.  When I was with McDonald
        03            Douglas, I was in a position when I was done with
        04            my report, it went to the certification office who
        05            dealt with the FAA and went to the FAA, and I
        06            personally didn't really get involved with it
        07            after that.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and -- and what -- there
        09            are delegated responsibilities that OEMs have from
        10            the FAA.  Is that correct?
        11                 A.   Correct.
        12                 Q.   Now, is the -- is the approval of a type
        13            certificate a delegated authority that goes from
        14            the FAA to an OEM?
        15                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        16            Calls for a legal conclusion.  You can answer.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   And again, sir, I'm talking about your
        19            understanding.  Does -- by your understanding --
        20            let's talk about delegation.  Let me maybe back up
        21            a couple of steps.  Maybe I went too fast.
        22            By delegated authority, the FAA delegates to -- to
        23            companies and to private individuals authority of
        24            the FAA to do certain things?
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Is that true?
        03                 A.   As I understand.
        04                 Q.   And, for instance, a DER or a DAR, those
        05            would be delegated authority, people with
        06            delegated authority from the FAA?
        07                 A.   Yes.
        08                 Q.   You are involved in the DER program, are
        09            you not, sir?
        10                 A.   No.
        11                 Q.   You're not.  DER, what is a DER?
        12                 A.   Designated engineering representative.
        13                 Q.   And what is a DER?  What's the function
        14            of a DER?
        15                 A.   As I understand, they have certain
        16            authorities to make approvals on behalf of the
        17            FAA.
        18                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and a DER, that would be an
        19            engineer, correct, DER?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   And then a DAR, what is a DAR?
        22                 A.   I'm not -- I know of them.  I couldn't
        23            give you the acronym.
        24                 Q.   Designated airworthiness representative?
        25                 A.   Okay.
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        01                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   If you don't know --
        04                 A.   No.
        05                 Q.   Okay.  Now, does the OEM, and that's the
        06            original equipment manufacturer, OEM?
        07                 A.   OEM, original equipment manufacturer,
        08            yes.
        09                 Q.   Does the OEM have designated authority
        10            from the FAA?
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You
        12            can answer.
        13                 A.   For certain things, as I understand, but
        14            not for everything.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Right.  What -- as you understand it,
        17            what are the -- what are the delegated -- what's
        18            the delegated authority of an OEM?
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        20                 A.   I don't know.  I wouldn't even want to go
        21            there, that's not my area.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   Okay.  Can an OEM certify a -- a part as
        24            airworthy?
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
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        01            ahead.
        02                 A.   I don't know if that's an authority that
        03            we delegate.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   Can an OEM certify an aircraft as
        06            airworthy?
        07                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection, foundation.
        08                 A.   I don't know for sure.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know whether an OEM
        11            can, without -- can utilize in its delegated
        12            authority from the FAA, whether an OEM can certify
        13            a type design?  Can issue a type certificate; do
        14            you know?
        15                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        16                 A.   No.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   You don't know?
        19                 A.   I don't know for sure.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  What do you think?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  I'm
        22            not going to allow the witness to speculate.  He's
        23            not here as an expert, he's not here as the FAA's
        24            representative for all purposes, his testimony is
        25            limited to the topics in the Touhy letter, and I
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        01            don't believe this topic was designated.
        02                      MR. SKEPNEK:   So you're directing him
        03            not to answer?
        04                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm enforcing the Touhy
        05            regulations the way they were -- absolutely, I am
        06            directing him not to answer because you are not
        07            following the applicable F.A.R.s.
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Now, you've been -- strike that.
        11            You've been involved in aviation for how many
        12            years now?
        13                 A.   40 plus.
        14                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Do we have Exhibit
        15            stickers?
        16                      (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
        17            No 677 was marked for identification by the
        18            reporter.)
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   First, with a -- first, you were with
        21            McDonald Douglas and then since '97, so I guess
        22            for 13 years now with the FAA?
        23                 A.   Yes.
        24                 Q.   And your official title with the FAA is
        25            what?  It is Chief Scientific and Technical
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        01            Advisor for Fatigue and Damage Tolerance?
        02                 A.   Correct.
        03                 Q.   Have you had that same title your whole
        04            time with the FAA?
        05                 A.   Yes.  Well, let me clarify.
        06                 Q.   Okay.
        07                 A.   When I first started, the official title
        08            was Chief Scientific Technical Advisor, but it was
        09            for fracture mechanics and later changed to
        10            fatigue and damage tolerance.
        11                 Q.   And is -- and is your position within --
        12            is there a -- is there an organization within the
        13            FAA that is responsible for safety?
        14                 A.   The whole FAA is responsible for safety.
        15                 Q.   And is there within -- within the FAA, is
        16            there a particular organization which is
        17            designated as responsible for safety?
        18                 A.   Not that I know of.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  What -- what is -- what is meant
        20            by safety?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You
        22            can answer.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Well, you said that -- you said that the
        25            whole FAA is responsible for safety.
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        01                 A.   Yes.
        02                 Q.   What do you mean by that?  What do you
        03            mean by safety?  When you say the FAA is
        04            responsible for safety, what do you mean by that?
        05                 A.   No -- no failures during the operation of
        06            the life of any aircraft.
        07                 Q.   So, that would be no failures due to
        08            structural failure?
        09                 A.   Anything.
        10                 Q.   Well, on the structure side, it would be
        11            no failure due to a structural failure?
        12                 A.   Correct.
        13                 Q.   Then I guess the FAA also has an
        14            operations end and there would be an operational
        15            safety part of the FAA?
        16                 A.   Correct.
        17                 Q.   Like pilots and maintenance and all that
        18            stuff?
        19                 A.   Correct.
        20                 Q.   I flew a 737-900 last night in from -- in
        21            from Houston. I stole the card from it.  I hope --
        22            since I'm here at the FAA, if that was a crime,
        23            then you can -- you can cuff me right here and I
        24            -- but one of these yellow cards that say
        25            B737-800, -900.  I think they told me it was a 900
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        01            when they announced it.  Can you tell us whether
        02            that airplane was safe?
        03                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        04            Calls for opinion testimony.  It's beyond the
        05            scope of the designation.  Give me a second.
        06                      MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun joins the
        07            objection.  Lack of foundation.
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  This is beyond the scope of
        09            what was designated for this witness.  It's an
        10            improper question.  I'm going to instruct him not
        11            to answer.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   Now, safety -- I'll hand you what I've
        14            marked as Eastin Exhibit -- here's the way I'm
        15            going to do this.  We're going to show these on
        16            the -- on the -- is that the way I need to do it?
        17                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  Where are you going to
        18            show it?
        19                      MR. SKEPNEK:   It's showing right here.
        20            I'm going to give it to you in a second.  Don't
        21            worry about it.
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, it's for the computer,
        23            it's for the tape.  Okay.  I understand.
        24                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, I want to go
        25            off the record just for a second so we can handle
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        01            some technical things.
        02                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
        03                      (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)
        04                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
        05            The time is 9:35:29.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what I've
        08            marked as Exhibit 677, which is a Appendix A AIR
        09            Data, AIR Mission Statement, Aviation Safety
        10            Begins With Safe Aircraft.  Are you familiar with
        11            this?
        12                 A.   I don't think I've ever seen this
        13            particular document, no.
        14                 Q.   I found it because on -- back on page 6
        15            of it, it has your name?
        16                 A.   Yes, I see that.
        17                 Q.   And -- and I notice the second page is a
        18            map, which actually tracks with the map on the
        19            wall at the other end of the room?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   Have you had a chance to look at this,
        22            look at the -- this first page, which is the only
        23            page that really says anything?
        24                 A.   Yes.
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Take a moment and look at
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        01            it, sir.  They're going to ask you questions about
        02            it.
        03                 A.   Yes.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   Okay.  What is AIR?
        06                 A.   That's the -- I think of it as the
        07            engineering side of the house, as opposed to the
        08            inspection side of the house.
        09                 Q.   AIR is an acronym?
        10                 A.   It's an acronym.
        11                 Q.   Do you know what the acronym stands for?
        12                 A.   No.
        13                 Q.   But are you part of AIR?
        14                 A.   I'm part of AIR.
        15                 Q.   And -- and the title of this document is
        16            Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft.  I
        17            think that's kind of what you said that the FAA's
        18            mission is safety?
        19                 A.   Yes.
        20                 Q.   And then it says the Aircraft
        21            Certification Service, ACS.  Is ACS an
        22            organization within the FAA?
        23                 A.   Aircraft Certification Service, in my
        24            understanding, is AIR.
        25                 Q.   Is AIR.  Okay.  And so, you're part of
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        01            ACS?
        02                 A.   Yes.
        03                 Q.   Which is part of AIR?
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                 Q.   And so one of your jobs or one of the
        06            jobs of your organization is responsibility for
        07            safety?
        08                 A.   Correct.
        09                 Q.   It says, "The inherent safety of an
        10            aircraft is a function of its design integrity and
        11            its manufacturing quality."   What is meant by
        12            design integrity?
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        14                      MR. KOH:  Let me also just object, Bill.
        15            This is, obviously by its title, a part of some
        16            larger document, and to the extent there are other
        17            portions that relate to this that would need to be
        18            in front of the witness, we object for that
        19            reason.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Okay.  What is meant by design integrity?
        22                 A.   The goodness of the design itself.
        23                 Q.   Goodness?
        24                 A.   Which would be -- goodness would be
        25            meeting requirements.
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        01                 Q.   So, those would be --
        02                 A.   Working like it should.
        03                 Q.   So, those would be those F.A.R.
        04            requirements that you talked about earlier?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   So, the -- so, the integrity of design
        07            and its manufacturing quality, what's meant by
        08            manufacturing quality?
        09                 A.   What happens in the shop.
        10                 Q.   How do we know what happens in the shop?
        11                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Lack of foundation.  If you
        13            know.
        14                 A.   Not my area.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Well, do you know that there are records
        17            that are kept in the shop?
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        19                 A.   Yes, I knew that.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Do you know what the purpose of the
        22            records that are kept in the shop is?
        23                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague and overbroad
        24            as to records.
        25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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        01                 A.   We'll get more specific, but do you know
        02            what the purpose of the record keeping is?
        03                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        04                 A.   It's to keep track of the manufacturing
        05            process.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   So that we have verifiable data
        08            concerning what happened during the manufacturing
        09            process?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Same objection.
        11                      MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun also objects to
        12            the form.  It's vague.
        13                 A.   You want a record of what went on in
        14            manufacturing.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   And -- and when I use the phrase
        17            verifiable data, is that a phrase with which you
        18            are familiar?
        19                 A.   I've heard it used before, yes.
        20                 Q.   The process of designing and
        21            manufacturing an airplane involves data, correct?
        22                 A.   Correct.
        23                 Q.   And, in fact, the type certification
        24            process involves the submission of data to the FAA
        25            that is used to approve the design?
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        01                 A.   Correct.
        02                 Q.   Now, so when we're talking about
        03            verifiable data, we're  talking about -- what are
        04            we saying in addition to data?  When we attach
        05            verifiable to it, what do we mean?
        06                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        07                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        08                 A.   In my opinion, having a credible source.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Okay.  Going back to my question about
        11            the safety of that airplane I flew last night, we,
        12            as a system, system-wise, we trust that that
        13            aircraft is safe for operation based upon a lot of
        14            data from a lot of people over a long period of
        15            time, correct?
        16                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        18            foundation.  I'm going to instruct the witness not
        19            to answer.  He's not to opine about the safety of
        20            any particular aircraft.  It was not in the Touhy
        21            designation.
        22                      MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not -- I'm not asking
        23            for clarification of the record, I'm not asking
        24            about the safety of a particular aircraft, I'm
        25            asking system-wide how our safety system works and
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        01            my question, I'll rephrase it and see if this
        02            helps.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   My question is, the foundation of our
        05            safety system is a -- is a reliance upon layers of
        06            data that goes -- that commence with the beginning
        07            of the design of the aircraft, and the manufacture
        08            of the aircraft, all the way up through the
        09            completed aircraft, and then the maintenance of
        10            the aircraft.  We have a system that relies upon
        11            verifiable data.  Is that true?
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, that's a speech, not a
        13            question.  The witness was not designated as an
        14            expert on behalf of the FAA.  The entire Touhy
        15            designation focused on a Declaration that he had
        16            written and the research and the materials that
        17            went into this.  You are beyond the scope of your
        18            designation of what you want to depose this
        19            witness for, and the purpose of the Touhy
        20            regulation is to allow the government to designate
        21            the appropriate witness to talk about these
        22            things.
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, now, the witness, in
        24            his -- in his -- in his Declaration, gave an
        25            opinion that these aircraft are not unsafe and
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        01            that these aircraft are -- let's see.  "There is
        02            an absence of evidence that would support the
        03            plaintiff's fundamental allegation that affected
        04            airplanes are not safe and should be grounded."
        05            So, I'm asking him about the basis for his
        06            determination that they are not not safe.  I don't
        07            know how else to do it, other than to talk about
        08            what safety means.  And when I'm -- I'm sorry,
        09            she's not going to want you to talk until she and
        10            I are finished with this colloquy.  And so I'm
        11            looking at his conclusions in paragraph 14 at page
        12            5 of his Declaration.  And if we're going to
        13            withdraw his opinion that they are not not safe,
        14            then I can understand it, but right now --
        15                      MS. BENTLEY:  I need -- you need to
        16            tailor your questions more to the statements in
        17            the Declaration as opposed to the generalized
        18            function of the FAA, which is what you seem to be
        19            focusing on.
        20                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well he says, "I see no
        21            need for the FAA to take any actions," so that's
        22            the last sentence of paragraph 14.  I'm trying to
        23            understand what the -- what the obligations are of
        24            the FAA.  Again, if he's --
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you --
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:  -- if we are going to
        02            withdraw the last sentence, because what he says
        03            in the last sentence of paragraph 14 is, "I see no
        04            need for the FAA to take any actions related to
        05            the safety of the affected airplanes, including
        06            issuance of any airworthiness directives."  I'm
        07            trying to -- I'm trying to get at the foundation
        08            of safety and that's what this document, Exhibit
        09            677 is.
        10                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can ask him what the
        11            basis of his statement is.  Document 677 is a
        12            document he's never seen before and you're asking
        13            him to opine about the general functions of the
        14            FAA.  That is not why the witness is here.
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:   So -- well, I'll proceed.
        16            I'm not sure where we are.  What was my last
        17            question, Lora?
        18                      THE REPORTER:  "Going back to my question
        19            about the safety of that airplane I flew last
        20            night, we, as a system, system-wise, we trust that
        21            that aircraft is safe for operation based upon a
        22            lot of data from a lot of people over a long
        23            period of time, correct?"
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.  Same
        25            instruction.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Paragraph 14 of your Declaration you
        03            stated, "Based on my review, there is an absence
        04            of evidence that would support the plaintiff's
        05            fundamental allegation that affected aircraft are
        06            not safe and should be grounded."  Did I read that
        07            correctly?
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  Can he have a copy of his
        10            Declaration in order to look at it?
        11                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, we can mark it,
        13            we can do it however you want.  But I don't want
        14            him being asked if he said something and not have
        15            the Declaration.
        16                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.  Happy to.  Happy
        17            to.  I think everybody's got a copy of it.  Let's
        18            make this 678.
        19                      (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
        20            No 678 was marked for identification by the
        21            reporter.)
        22                      MR. KOH:  Bill, before you go on, I'm a
        23            little concerned about the way the video
        24            transcript is going to come out.  Whenever you
        25            have that on there, that just remains as the
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        01            primary picture throughout your questioning or
        02            when did you shift off of that.
        03                      MR. SKEPNEK:   That's going to be a
        04            matter for later editing.
        05                      MS. BENTLEY:  We are getting video of the
        06            witness.
        07                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Right.  Yeah, video of the
        08            witness never stops.
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.
        10                      MR. SKEPNEK:   That's why we've got two
        11            cameras.
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, okay.
        13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        14                 Q.   Okay.  Do you want me to read that again
        15            or did I get it right the first time?
        16                 A.   You got it right.
        17                 Q.   Okay.  You have 678 is your -- is your
        18            Declaration that's in front of you, and you said
        19            airplanes are not safe.  What standard were you
        20            using for safe?
        21                 A.   My statement, basically, I did not see
        22            anything that would indicate that there was the
        23            potential for a catastrophic failure during the
        24            operational life of the aircraft.
        25                 Q.   So, potential for a catastrophic failure
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        01            is your definition of safe?
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation,
        03            form.
        04                      MR. KOH:  Misstates his testimony.
        05                 A.   That's not my definition of safe.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   That's what I'm trying to get to.
        08                 A.   You said what did I think about when I
        09            said this, and that's what I was looking for was
        10            evidence that would point to the potential for a
        11            catastrophic failure during operational life.
        12                 Q.   I'm sorry, I must have misled you.  I
        13            thought what I told you was or what I asked you
        14            was for your definition of safe, what definition
        15            of safe are you using?  Is that your definition of
        16            safe?
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        18            foundation.
        19                 A.   I don't have a -- I don't have a precise
        20            definition of safe.  It entails a lot of things
        21            and it depends on the situation, and every case is
        22            unique.  So, you have to really apply a different
        23            standard depending on the situation.  The bottom
        24            line is you don't want to have an incident, and
        25            certainly not a catastrophic failure.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you -- when you -- in
        03            paragraph 14, are talking about safety?  Are you
        04            using a Robert Eastin definition of safety or are
        05            you using an FAA definition of safety?
        06                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
        07                 A.   I go back to the requirements for
        08            strength and fatigue and damage tolerance.  And if
        09            there's an indication that there is an issue with
        10            respect to meeting those basic type design
        11            requirements, that's when my flag goes up.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   Okay.
        14                 A.   So, my baseline are those requirements.
        15                 Q.   The requirements for strength, fatigue
        16            and damage tolerance?
        17                 A.   Yes.
        18                 Q.   Correct?
        19                 A.   Yes.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  Now, how do you know whether a
        21            particular part meets the requirements for
        22            strength, fatigue and damage tolerance?
        23                 A.   You have to quantify the parts and you
        24            have to quantify what those parts are supposed to
        25            do and then you have to make a determination can
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        01            those parts in their defined state do what they're
        02            supposed to do.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  So, quantify parts, quantify what
        04            they're supposed to do in their defined state?
        05                 A.   (Nods head up and down.)
        06                 Q.   Yes?
        07                 A.   Correct.
        08                 Q.   So, how do we quantify parts?  What do
        09            you mean by quantify parts?  Is that just numbers
        10            of parts?
        11                 A.   No, that would be -- that would be
        12            defining quantitatively the physical state of the
        13            parts, the size, the material, the things that
        14            basically define the design.
        15                 Q.   Okay.  And then supposed to do in their
        16            defined state, what do you mean by defined state?
        17                 A.   Whatever state that you are -- whatever
        18            line you're drawing.  If it's -- if it's in the
        19            as-designed condition, then you'd look at the
        20            engineering drawings, take the physical
        21            information from those.  If you are assessing a
        22            part that was in an airplane, then you would have
        23            to quantify that particular part in its physical
        24            state.  Without that, you can't move forward with
        25            any kind of determination at all.
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        01                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you expressed the
        02            conclusion that these parts are not not safe, that
        03            I see no need for the FAA to take any action
        04            related to the safety of the affected airplanes,
        05            including issuance of any airworthiness
        06            directives, were you quantitatively analyzing the
        07            parts as designed or of particular parts?
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.  I'm
        09            sorry, sir.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   If I got that wrong, let me know --
        12                      MR. KOH:  And let me just object.  That
        13            it mischaracterizes paragraph 14 in which his
        14            Declaration states that he saw no evidence, no
        15            evidence was presented to him of any safety issue.
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   Okay.  Did you understand the question?
        18                 A.   Yes.
        19                 Q.   Yeah.  So, are we talking about as
        20            designed or are we talking about an analysis of
        21            particular parts?
        22                 A.   I was -- I was -- when I looked at the
        23            evidence, I was looking for quantification of
        24            condition and an engineering evaluation of the
        25            parts.  I found neither.  So, based on the
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        01            evidence I reviewed, there was not enough
        02            information or there was not any data to make a
        03            determination that there was an unsafe condition.
        04            So, there was a lack of evidence to support that
        05            there was an unsafe condition.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  Now, if you're going to -- if
        07            you're going to evaluate parts, do you start with
        08            the design of the parts?
        09                      MR. ROBISON:  Form, foundation.
        10                 A.   If I'm going to evaluate parts at what
        11            stage?
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   At any stage.  Do you need to know --
        14                 A.   For type certification, I use the
        15            drawings.
        16                 Q.   Okay.
        17                 A.   For evaluating an in-service situation, I
        18            use the parts that are in service that I need to
        19            understand.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  So, if you've got parts in service
        21            that you're evaluating, what is the standard
        22            against which you evaluate them?
        23                 A.   The type design requirements.
        24                 Q.   Okay.  So, that would be the drawings?
        25                 A.   No, you're back to the F.A.R.s.  You take
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        01            the parts and say do these parts, as they exist,
        02            as I have documented and quantified that they
        03            exist, do they still meet the F.A.R. requirements
        04            for strength and fatigue and do they function like
        05            they're supposed to, et cetera.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  Now, the F.A.R. requirements are
        07            what was met in the type certification process,
        08            correct?
        09                 A.   Correct.
        10                 Q.   So, if we're going to determine whether a
        11            particular part meets the F.A.R. requirements, do
        12            we look at the type certification data?
        13                 A.   You start there.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  So, if I've got a part in service
        15            and I'm trying to evaluate that part, do I look at
        16            the type certification data as a baseline for
        17            determining the safety of the part?
        18                 A.   Someone has always -- already done that,
        19            so there's probably no need to do that, but
        20            sometimes people do go back and replow that
        21            ground.  But the basic, the basic type design was
        22            evaluated and the data was given to the FAA and a
        23            finding of compliance is already done if it's got
        24            a type certificate.
        25                 Q.   Okay.  There is -- there is a finding of
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        01            compliance in the type certificate, so that the
        02            design of the parts by the type certificate is
        03            deemed to be satisfactory for the requirements of
        04            the F.A.R.s, right?
        05                 A.   Correct.
        06                 Q.   And then there is an airworthiness
        07            certificate that says that the airplane as built
        08            met its type design, correct?
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        10            foundation.
        11                 A.   I don't get involved in airworthiness
        12            certificates, so I'd be just giving you an opinion
        13            on the airworthiness.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   How do we know that the actual
        16            fabrication of the parts and the manufacture of
        17            the airplane met the type design?  How do we know
        18            that?
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        20                 A.   Engineering is responsible for defining
        21            the design with the engineering drawings.
        22            Manufacturing takes those and it's their
        23            responsibility to come up with a means of
        24            manufacture that creates parts that meet those
        25            drawings.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   So, when you're talking about a part in
        03            service, you said someone has already done that.
        04            What you meant was -- by that was that there has
        05            already been an engineering determination about
        06            the design of the parts and there has already been
        07            a manufacturing determination about the conformity
        08            of those parts to the design?
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        10                 A.   For clarification of my answer, I guess,
        11            if you have a service problem, if you have a
        12            service problem on a particular airplane, say you
        13            found a part that's cracked and you need to
        14            evaluate that situation and determine if indeed
        15            you do have an unsafe condition, then you usually
        16            zero in on that particular case.  You don't go
        17            back and redo the original certification analysis.
        18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        19                 Q.   You don't redo the type certification
        20            analysis and you don't redo the conformity
        21            analysis and you don't redo the airworthiness
        22            certificate analysis, right?  You don't redo any
        23            of that.  You go from -- you go from a baseline
        24            that this airplane in operation has been certified
        25            and it's safe?
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        01                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        02                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        03                 A.   You may go -- on occasion, you may go
        04            back and make sure that what was done originally
        05            was the right stuff.  And in some cases you find
        06            that even though it got a type certificate,
        07            someone may have made an error and then you fix
        08            that.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   An error in design?
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        12                      MR. KOH:  Object to the hypothetical
        13            nature of these questions.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   I want to know what you mean by an error.
        16                 A.   Could be in design.
        17                 Q.   Could be in manufacture?
        18                 A.   Could be in manufacture.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Have you -- have you ever, in the
        20            course of your career with the FAA, gone back and
        21            found an error in design in an aircraft?  Been
        22            involved in going back, as you say, in finding an
        23            error?
        24                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object to vague as
        25            to error, if you're referring to airworthiness
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        01            directives.
        02                      MR. SKEPNEK:  You are trying to instruct
        03            the witness.
        04                      MR. KOH:  I am not trying to instruct the
        05            witness.
        06                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Yeah.  You are because you
        07            understand what the rules are.  He's not even your
        08            witness.  You understand that the rules are that
        09            you make an objection as to form.  That's the
        10            rules.
        11                      MR. KOH:  And that is my objection.
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  If you can answer the
        13            question.
        14                 A.   I'm thinking about the question because
        15            --
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  If you can -- if there's
        17            anything confidential that you can't disclose for
        18            ongoing investigations, that's fine, but otherwise
        19            you do need to answer the question, if you know.
        20                 A.   You could -- you could say there's an
        21            argument to say that any AD that gets written is
        22            an indication that we didn't get everything right.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Okay.  And what I'm trying to do is to
        25            distinguish -- I understand that and I think
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        01            that's a fair answer, and -- but I'm trying to --
        02            I'm trying to understand whether, in doing one of
        03            those ADs, airworthiness directives, you've gone
        04            back and you've  been able to distinguish between
        05            a design error and a manufacturing error, if
        06            you've ever done that?
        07                 A.   I haven't done it with the FAA.  I have
        08            done it with -- in the military world.
        09                 Q.   Have you found instances where an AD was
        10            caused by a manufacturing error?
        11                 A.   On rare occasion.
        12                 Q.   So, on this issue of safe, trying to get
        13            to this definition of safe, when you -- when you
        14            evaluate these parts, are you making any
        15            assumptions about the parts?
        16                      MR. KOH:  Vague.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   I just want to know if you are.
        19                 A.   I don't -- I try not to make any
        20            assumptions.  I try to work with data.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you say there was an
        22            absence of evidence to support the fundamental
        23            allegation, you start out with -- you start out
        24            with a presumption that the aircraft, a documented
        25            aircraft from the ground up certified all the way
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        01            along, that it is -- that it's airworthy and
        02            you're looking for some evidence to suggest it's
        03            not airworthy?
        04                 A.   That would be correct.
        05                 Q.   Okay.  So, there's a -- there's a -- and
        06            it may not be assumption, there's a presumption,
        07            based upon the certification process, that the
        08            aircraft is airworthy and you're looking for
        09            evidence to show that it's not airworthy or data,
        10            correct?
        11                 A.   Correct.
        12                 Q.   Okay.  And that -- and that presumption
        13            of airworthiness is based upon a lot of verified
        14            data over a long period of time?
        15                 A.   Might not be over a long period of time.
        16                 Q.   That's a good -- you're right.  It would
        17            be a lot of verified data over the life of that
        18            aircraft?
        19                 A.   No.
        20                 Q.   No?
        21                 A.   For a brand new type design, like a 787,
        22            it wouldn't be data over a long period of time.
        23            It would be the data that was generated to support
        24            type certification.
        25                 Q.   That's why I pulled out my long period of
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        01            time out of the question because you were right,
        02            it's not over a long period of time.  When we're
        03            looking at, as you are here at these 737NGs,
        04            you're giving them a presumption of airworthiness
        05            based upon verified data over the life of the
        06            program and the aircraft?
        07                 A.   In this particular case, there is service
        08            information, so that plays into the -- would play
        09            into the considerations.
        10                 Q.   Right.  Right.  And -- but this
        11            verifiable data that I'm talking about would be --
        12            there would be -- there would be verifiable design
        13            data that went into the type certification
        14            process, correct?
        15                 A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.
        16                 Q.   I'm sorry.
        17                 A.   Sorry, yes.
        18                 Q.   I feel rude doing it.  And -- and then
        19            there would be verifiable data during the
        20            manufacturing process?
        21                 A.   Yes.
        22                 Q.   And then there would be verifiable
        23            maintenance data?
        24                 A.   Yes.
        25                 Q.   Those would be the in-service stuff that
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        01            you're talking about, correct?
        02                 A.   Including inspection findings.
        03                 Q.   Sure.
        04                 A.   All of that.
        05                 Q.   Sure.
        06                 A.   Yeah.
        07                 Q.   And so that verifiable data that you're
        08            relying upon gives a presumption of airworthiness,
        09            and what you were looking for was evidence to
        10            support or data to support the allegation that the
        11            airplanes are not safe and you didn't find any?
        12                 A.   Correct.
        13                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, what I want to do is I
        14            want to go back to the very beginning of your --
        15            of your statement, I guess your Declaration , and
        16            I -- let me give you another -- let's go off the
        17            record just for a second.
        18                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
        19                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;
        20            WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 679 was
        21            marked for identification by the reporter.)
        22                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
        23            The time is 10:20:27.
        24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        25                 Q.   Mr. Eastin, we took a short break.  Have
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        01            you ever spoken with Mr. Koh alone?
        02                 A.   Alone, no.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever spoken with him
        04            together with other people?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   When was the last time?
        07                 A.   We had a meeting here a couple months
        08            ago.
        09                 Q.   Okay.  And that was the -- that was the
        10            meeting during which he made a Power Point
        11            presentation to you?
        12                 A.   Correct.
        13                 Q.   And if you look at Exhibit 679 that's in
        14            front of you and you flip about, oh, maybe a third
        15            of the way into the document, maybe 40 percent,
        16            TBC 247916, is that the Power Point?  I think it's
        17            to the end.
        18                 A.   It looks like it, yes.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  We'll go through that in some
        20            detail, but -- and then the front -- the front
        21            part of Exhibit 679, I will go ahead and put that
        22            on the screen for us, Exhibit 679 is a -- is a
        23            series of e-mails between you and -- and Mr. Koh
        24            and Mr. Anderson, your counsel, correct?  And take
        25            your time.  I don't want to hurry you through
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        01            this.
        02                 A.   Yes, this is one from me and I was copied
        03            on some as well.
        04                 Q.   Right. The -- if you go -- if you go to
        05            the lower right-hand corner of each of these
        06            documents, do you see it says TBC and then there
        07            is a number?
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                 Q.   You know, right here on the document and
        10            in the lower right-hand corner, and if you go to
        11            TBC 247896, I think you'll see -- is that right?
        12                 A.   896?
        13                 Q.   Yeah.  You've got it right there, the
        14            first page.  I haven't conformed mine yet.  That's
        15            my problem.  247896 is -- is an e-mail from Mr.
        16            Koh to Mr. Anderson in which he states, "Mr.
        17            Robert Eastin may have information relevant to a
        18            lawsuit."  Now, before you were contacted by Mr.
        19            Koh, had you made any contact with anybody with
        20            Boeing about information you may have that was
        21            relevant to a lawsuit?
        22                 A.   No.
        23                 Q.   Okay.  This is April 2nd of 2010 is the
        24            date of this e-mail.  And in looking back at that,
        25            at that Power Point presentation, that was April
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        01            22nd.  So, was this -- was around April the 2nd,
        02            the first week of April, the first contact you had
        03            from Mr. Koh about this matter?
        04                 A.   The first time I met Mr. Koh was at the
        05            meeting here.
        06                 Q.   And if -- if that's the date on the Power
        07            Point, that would be the date?
        08                 A.   That would be the date.
        09                 Q.   Okay.  So, do you recall a couple, three
        10            weeks before that meeting with Mr. Koh is when you
        11            had your first contact from anybody about it,
        12            about meeting with Mr. Koh?
        13                 A.   That's probably correct.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know how Mr. Koh came
        15            to know that you had information relevant to a
        16            lawsuit that he was -- in which he was counsel for
        17            Boeing?
        18                 A.   No.
        19                 Q.   If you go to the next page, which is TBC
        20            247897, Mr. Anderson wrote you and Doctor Khaled
        21            or Khaled?
        22                 A.   Khaled.
        23                 Q.   Khaled?
        24                 A.   I get it wrong, too.
        25                 Q.   Doctor Khaled, who is a metallurgist?
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        01                 A.   Correct.
        02                 Q.   And in this one he says, "He's asking
        03            that we provide a brief telecon to determine
        04            whether you both have knowledge of the facts
        05            involved.  He's assured me that he does not intend
        06            to seek opinions from you."  Do you see that?
        07                 A.   Yes.
        08                 Q.   Now, knowledge of the facts, were you at
        09            all involved in any of the design of the 737NG?
        10                 A.   No.
        11                 Q.   See, on the first page of your
        12            Declaration, it says you have personal knowledge
        13            of the facts. "Except as otherwise stated, I have
        14            personal knowledge of the facts stated herein."
        15            And what I want to know is what personal knowledge
        16            -- first of all, what do you understand personal
        17            knowledge to mean when you signed this?  What did
        18            you understand you meant by that?
        19                 A.   What I looked at personally.  What I
        20            actually reviewed myself in coming up with this
        21            Declaration.
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, you have to let
        23            him finish his question first.  It's not a
        24            conversation.
        25                      THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   So, personal knowledge, now, did you --
        03            did you draft that language?
        04                 A.   As -- as I recall, the first draft came
        05            from Mr. Koh. And when I reviewed it, I believe I
        06            did not change that.  I did make changes, but I
        07            didn't change that, as I recall.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  And I think we in here we have
        09            that first draft from Mr. Koh.  We've been looking
        10            at -- at the second page of Exhibit 679, and
        11            that's TBC 247897, and here it says -- that's the
        12            place where it says that -- that he wants to
        13            determine whether you both have knowledge of the
        14            facts involved. "He's assured me he does not
        15            intend to seek opinions from you."  Do you see
        16            that?
        17                 A.   Yes.
        18                 Q.   I want to know what your understanding of
        19            the difference is between facts and opinions?
        20                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  This is
        21            not his e-mail.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   Well, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, this was an
        24            e-mail sent to you, right?
        25                 A.   Yes.
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        01                 Q.   You received this e-mail.  You read it?
        02                 A.   Yes.
        03                 Q.   What did you understand the distinction
        04            was between knowledge of facts and opinions was?
        05            What was your understanding?
        06                 A.   The facts would be factual information.
        07            Opinions would be not necessarily based on fact,
        08            but just conjecture, possibly.
        09                 Q.   The conclusions you reached from looking
        10            at the facts?
        11                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   That would be opinion?
        14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   I just want to know what opinions means
        17            to you?
        18                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  He can answer.
        20                 A.   To me, to me, it would be a derived
        21            position based on information that you had looked
        22            at.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Okay.  So, the facts -- give us an
        25            example of facts that you know.  What are some
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        01            facts that you know, just as an example, so I know
        02            what you mean by facts?
        03                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        04                 A.   Fact:  No data was included in any of the
        05            material I looked at.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   Okay.
        08                 A.   Fact:  No quantified -- no quantification
        09            of anything that I could find, that was a fact.
        10                 Q.   Okay.  So, what you were really doing was
        11            you were judging, and this gets us back to
        12            paragraph 13 of your Declaration, which was
        13            Exhibit 678.  The copy that we've -- this is out
        14            of order.  I've got to fix this.  My co-counsel
        15            gave me a Declaration with the pages out of order,
        16            and it's all his fault that I'm confused right
        17            now.
        18                 So, when we get to paragraph 13, when you say
        19            that -- when you say, "Based upon my review, there
        20            is an absence of evidence," what you're really
        21            doing is you're judging the quality of the
        22            plaintiff's case on the basis of the information
        23            that was given to you?
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        25            foundation.
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Same objection.  And just for
        02            the record, that's paragraph 14.
        03                      MR. SKEPNEK:   14.  You're right, it is
        04            14.  I meant to say 14.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   Now let's go ahead and show it.  You're
        07            judging -- you're judging the -- "Based on my
        08            review, there is an absence of evidence that would
        09            support the plaintiff's fundamental allegation
        10            that affected airplanes are not safe and should be
        11            grounded."  What you're doing is you're really
        12            judging the quality of the evidence based upon the
        13            information that was given to you?
        14                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Correct?
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.  You can answer.
        18                 A.   No.
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   Well, then, what are you doing?
        21                 A.   I'm not judging the quality of anything.
        22            I'm just saying there is a void, it's devoid of
        23            quantifiable data that anyone can make a finding
        24            of an unsafe condition on.
        25                 Q.   Right, based on what was given to you?
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        01                 A.   Based on the -- well, that's all I had to
        02            look at was what was given to me.
        03                 Q.   Right.  And what I want to do is I want
        04            to figure out who gave you what so I can
        05            understand the basis for this conclusion.  Who
        06            gave you information?
        07                 A.   Dean Smyth, DCIS, sent me a box of
        08            information.
        09                 Q.   And when was that?
        10                 A.   When was that?  I'd have to check my
        11            records.  I've had it for several months, at
        12            least.
        13                 Q.   Okay.  So, it was -- it was within the
        14            last year?
        15                 A.   Yes.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  Now, prior to receiving the box
        17            from Mr. Smyth, did you -- did you know anything
        18            about this case?
        19                 A.   Mr. Smyth called me on the phone.
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and
        21            instruct the witness not to disclose anything he
        22            learned in the course and scope of the
        23            investigation.
        24                 Additionally, we have a small group of
        25            documents, I should have given them to you at the
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        01            beginning of the deposition - we can deal with
        02            that whenever you want - that are not privileged.
        03                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.
        04                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let's go ahead.  Perfect
        05            time to take a break and let me see what you've
        06            got.
        07                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record,
        08            10:32:42.
        09                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
        10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
        11            The time is 10:46:33, tape 2.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   You are a chief scientific and technical
        14            advisor?
        15                 A.   Correct.
        16                 Q.   To the FAA?
        17                 A.   Correct.
        18                 Q.   CSTA, is there a cadre of CSTAs?
        19                 A.   Yes, there are.
        20                 Q.   And what are the CSTAs?
        21                 A.   As far as their function goes?
        22                 Q.   Uh-huh.
        23                 A.   We are, I would say, analogous to
        24            consultants on staff. So, we give advice and
        25            consult as requested from primarily the agency,
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        01            but our job scope is also includes industry, if
        02            they want advice or opinion or guidance.
        03                 Q.   In your Declaration you, Exhibit 678, you
        04            make some statements about the role of CSTAs on
        05            page 2 of it.
        06                 A.   Page 2, okay.
        07                 Q.   Do you see that, under 13?  Do you see
        08            that?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   And I think you say somewhere in there
        11            about being at the forefront of scientific and
        12            technological activities?
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   The forefront of scientific and
        15            technological activities, does -- does the
        16            state-of-the-art change?
        17                 A.   Yes.
        18                 Q.   And so when we say state-of-the-art,
        19            we're talking about a state at some point in time,
        20            right?
        21                 A.   At any given time, the state is -- it is
        22            what it is and it changes hopefully for the
        23            better.
        24                 Q.   Right.  And so if -- if we were to say
        25            state-of-the-art at any given point in time, what
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        01            would we be meaning by that?
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
        03                 A.   How things are done.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   Okay.  Best practices at a particular
        06            point in time?
        07                 A.   Best practices.
        08                 Q.   Preferred processes?
        09                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   Have you ever heard of preferred
        12            processes?
        13                 A.   No, I guess I haven't.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  You've heard of best practices?
        15                 A.   Yes.
        16                 Q.   And you've heard of state-of-the-art?
        17                 A.   Yes.
        18                 Q.   Okay.  So, state-of-the-art might be best
        19            practices?
        20                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        21                 A.   State-of-the-art might be best practices?
        22            I'm sorry, I'm not making much sense out of that
        23            one.
        24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        25                 Q.   Okay.  Well, when you say that you're at
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        01            the forefront of scientific and technological
        02            activities, are scientific and technological two
        03            different things?
        04                 A.   Most people will separate things into one
        05            of those buckets.  I don't think it's always
        06            accurate to do so, but people like to do that.
        07                 Q.   Technological means what?
        08                 A.   Technological would be the engineering
        09            side of it and the scientific would be the science
        10            part of it.  Engineer as opposed to a scientist.
        11                 Q.   So, as the -- when we're talking about
        12            forefront in technological activities -- let's
        13            see, you started doing engineering, aeronautical
        14            engineering what year?
        15                 A.   1969.
        16                 Q.   In 1969 did you have any CAD drawings?
        17                 A.   No.
        18                 Q.   When you left McDonald Douglas in 1997,
        19            were you doing CAD drawings?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   Were you involved in using CAD drawings?
        22                 A.   Yes.
        23                 Q.   So, would the forefront -- would CAD
        24            drawings be at the forefront of technological
        25            activities in 1997?
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        01                 A.   Certainly in 1997 -- repeat the question,
        02            please.
        03                 Q.   Would CAD drawings be at the forefront of
        04            scientific and technological activities in 1997?
        05                 A.   I would say no.
        06                 Q.   When -- was CAD at the forefront at some
        07            point in time?
        08                 A.   Let me retract that.  In 1997, CAD was
        09            state -- becoming state-of-the-art.
        10                 Q.   Okay.  When did --
        11                 A.   Put it that way.
        12                 Q.   When did CAD become state-of-the-art, as
        13            you recall?
        14                 A.   It depends on who you talk to.
        15                 Q.   I'm talking to you.  I'm talking to you.
        16            When did CAD come --
        17                 A.   I would say in 1997 it hadn't fully
        18            matured to the point it was commonly used.
        19                 Q.   Okay.
        20                 A.   People were still trying to use it.
        21                 Q.   And CAD means, is an acronym meaning
        22            computer-assisted drawing or design?
        23                 A.   Computer-aided design.  I've heard
        24            computer-assisted design.
        25                 Q.   Okay.  And are you familiar with
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        01            something called CAM?
        02                 A.   No.
        03                 Q.   Never heard of CAM?
        04                 A.   I think I've heard of it, but I couldn't
        05            tell you what the acronym was.
        06                 Q.   Are you familiar with computer-aided or
        07            assisted manufacturing?
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                 Q.   Okay.  Was -- was -- has computer-aided
        10            or assisted manufacturing become state-of-the-art?
        11                 A.   Again, it depends on what -- how you want
        12            to define state-of-the-art.  It's being used, but
        13            it isn't being used universally.
        14                 Q.   And when did -- when did CAM, or
        15            computer-assisted manufacturing, begin to be used?
        16                 A.   You'd need a manufacturing historian for
        17            that one. People were probably dabbling with that
        18            way, way back when.
        19                 Q.   Was it being used by McDonald Douglas
        20            when you left McDonald Douglas?
        21                 A.   We were dabbling in it.
        22                 Q.   Do you know if it was being used by
        23            Boeing at the time you left McDonald Douglas?
        24                 A.   I couldn't speak for Boeing.
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   That's why I asked do you know.  Do you
        03            know what -- are you familiar with CAI, C-A-I?
        04                 A.   No.
        05                 Q.   Computer-assisted inspection.  Familiar
        06            with CMM machines?
        07                 A.   I am familiar.  I know of them.
        08                 Q.   Have you ever done any CAD drawing?  Have
        09            you ever actually used CAD to draw?
        10                 A.   Not for a production drawing.
        11                 Q.   What have you used CAD for?
        12                 A.   I took a course and did a simple course
        13            problem and designed a simple part.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  But in terms of actually designing
        15            a part for an airplane, you've never done that
        16            with CAD?
        17                 A.   No.
        18                 Q.   And actually you were a structural
        19            analyst and so have you ever blueprint, you know,
        20            pen and ink drawn a part?
        21                 A.   I did that early, very earlier in my
        22            career.
        23                 Q.   Okay.  And so have you -- have you ever
        24            utilized any particular -- have you used -- are
        25            you familiar with CATIA?
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        01                 A.   I know of it.
        02                 Q.   And CATIA is -- is one of the CAD
        03            systems?
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                 Q.   Do you know whether CATIA was used -- was
        06            required by Boeing to be used in the manufacture
        07            of its parts in this case?
        08                 A.   Do I know if it was required?  No.
        09                 Q.   Do you know if any particular format of a
        10            computerized model was required by Boeing to be
        11            used in the manufacture of its parts in this case?
        12                 A.   No.
        13                 Q.   Have you ever -- have you ever been
        14            involved in the computerized operation of
        15            machines?
        16                 A.   Only as a engineer responsible for
        17            structure that was being manufactured.  We had
        18            automated hole drilling on the C-17 aircraft on
        19            parts that my group was responsible for.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  So, what did you do in relation to
        21            the use of these automated hole drillers, hole
        22            drilling machines?
        23                 A.   Nothing.
        24                 Q.   Did you ever operate one?
        25                 A.   No.
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        01                 Q.   Did you design a program for such a
        02            machine?
        03                 A.   No.
        04                 Q.   You don't have any computer design
        05            capability?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever been involved in --
        08            in the computerized inspection of parts?
        09                 A.   No.
        10                 Q.   Have you ever seen a CMM machine be used?
        11                 A.   Yes.
        12                 Q.   Often?
        13                 A.   No.
        14                 Q.   How many times have you seen a
        15            computerized machine being used?
        16                 A.   Three times, maybe.
        17                 Q.   Have you --
        18                 A.   A handful.
        19                 Q.   Have you -- have you attempted to operate
        20            one?
        21                 A.   No.
        22                 Q.   Have you ever analyzed the efficacy of
        23            computerized inspection of parts?
        24                 A.   No.
        25                 Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
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        01            the efficacy of computerized manufacturing of
        02            parts?
        03                 A.   No.
        04                 Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
        05            the efficacy of computerized design of parts?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   Now, are you aware of any -- any studies
        08            or any analysis of the effect of computerized
        09            design on the usefulness of parts?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form as vague.
        11                 A.   Repeat that.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   That was probably not a very good -- let
        14            me try and restate that question.  Probably not a
        15            very good question.
        16            Are you familiar with any studies about the impact
        17            of computerized design on the design of parts, you
        18            know, what computerized design has accomplished or
        19            achieved in the design of parts?
        20                 A.   Studies, when you say studies, I'm not
        21            sure what is studies.  What are studies?
        22                 Q.   Studies or papers, analysis, any
        23            quantitative analysis of improvements to the
        24            design because of the use of computers, some --
        25            some professional discussion or analysis of the
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        01            use of computerized design.
        02                 A.   Okay.
        03                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
        04                 A.   You're going to have to get a little more
        05            specific.  You threw too many things in there.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   Are you familiar with any studies by
        08            others in your field of the use of computerized
        09            design and how it has impacted the aviation
        10            industry?
        11                 A.   No.
        12                 Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with any
        13            papers that have discussed that subject?
        14                 A.   How it has impacted the industry, no.
        15                 Q.   Have you seen papers that have discussed
        16            how it will impact or may impact the industry?
        17                 A.   I have seen presentations from
        18            manufacturing engineering to indicate the
        19            possibilities that computer-aided design could
        20            have in the manufacturing arena.
        21                 Q.   Is there a generally accepted view within
        22            the industry of what the impact of computer-aided
        23            design will have?
        24                 A.   Repeat that.
        25                      THE REPORTER:  "Is there a generally
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        01            accepted view within the industry of what the
        02            impact of computer-aided design will have?"
        03                 A.   I don't know of one.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   Do you have a personal view as to what
        06            the impact of computer-aided design will be?
        07                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and
        08            instruct the witness not to answer.  This is
        09            beyond the Touhy designation of this witness.
        10            We're here to talk about his Declaration, and that
        11            is solely what you limited your Touhy notice to
        12            and I'm not going to let you go this far afield.
        13            You are instructed not to answer the question.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   Are you familiar with any studies about
        16            computer-aided manufacturing techniques and how
        17            they've impacted the aircraft industry?
        18                 A.   No.
        19                 Q.   Is there a generally accepted view or
        20            general view within the industry as to the impact
        21            of computer-aided manufacturing on the manufacture
        22            of airplane parts?
        23                 A.   Not that I know of.
        24                 Q.   Now, what are your responsibilities as a
        25            CSTA?
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        01                 A.   I give advice and guidance on requests in
        02            my subject area.
        03                 Q.   Can you give us an example of the kind of
        04            requests and advice that you give issues?
        05                 A.   I get inquiries about service problems
        06            that occur, and based on what has been found at an
        07            engineering evaluation, many times it gets back to
        08            the question of is there an unsafe condition,
        09            should there be AD action.
        10                 Q.   Okay.  From whom do you get inquiries?
        11                 A.   I get inquiries from certification
        12            offices, as well as directorates.
        13                 Q.   So, these are all people within the FAA?
        14                 A.   Yes, these are FAA people.
        15                 Q.   Do you get inquiries from industry?
        16                 A.   I don't -- I can't think of an example
        17            like that from industry.
        18                 Q.   Have you ever performed the role of a
        19            liaison engineer?
        20                 A.   No.
        21                 Q.   Have you ever dispositioned parts on an
        22            MRB?
        23                 A.   As far as signing off the part
        24            personally, no.
        25                 Q.   Are you familiar with MRB procedures?
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        01                 A.   Yes.
        02                 Q.   How do you -- how are MRB procedures
        03            defined?
        04                 A.   MRB procedures are defined with operating
        05            procedures within each company.  They all have
        06            different systems to handle MRB.
        07                 Q.   For the proper disposition of an MRB, is
        08            a liaison engineer required to follow the -- the
        09            stated MRB procedure?
        10                 A.   Yes.
        11                 Q.   Did you review the MRB procedures for
        12            Boeing in your work in this case?
        13                 A.   No.
        14                 Q.   Did you perform any MRB analysis in this
        15            case?
        16                 A.   No.
        17                 Q.   Do you consider yourself qualified to
        18            perform an MRB analysis?
        19                 A.   Yes.
        20                 Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed
        21            by anybody else relating to your Declaration in
        22            this case?
        23                 A.   In my career?
        24                 Q.   No, relating to your Declaration in this
        25            case.
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object to the form.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed
        04            by anyone else relating to your Declaration in
        05            this case?
        06                      MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as
        07            well.
        08                 A.   I have not seen an MRB analysis
        09            performed.  I have not watched anybody do an MRB
        10            analysis, no.
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   Have you seen a report of an MRB analysis
        13            from anyone else relating to your Declaration in
        14            this case?
        15                 A.   No.
        16                      MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.  It's
        17            vague as between MRB and NCR or non-conformance
        18            report.  I think there's a terminology confusion.
        19                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, you can clear that
        20            up on your cross-examination, can't you, because
        21            your objection should be as to form.
        22                      MR. KOH:  I'm making my objection as to
        23            the form of that question.
        24                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, you went beyond that.
        25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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        01                 Q.   So, have you -- have you evaluated any
        02            MRB analyses by others relating to your
        03            Declaration in this case?
        04                 A.   No.
        05                 Q.   Have you seen an evaluation of MRB
        06            analyses by anyone else done in this case?
        07                 A.   No.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  As a CSTA, how do you keep
        09            up to speed on the forefront of technological
        10            activities, scientific and technological
        11            activities?
        12                 A.   I work -- I work with OEMs on issues.  I
        13            work with the ACOs on new type design programs and
        14            see, relative to designs, what the latest design
        15            concepts are and where we're moving and the
        16            materials that are being used.  I also attend
        17            conferences and hear presentations on where the
        18            industry is at, where we might be going relative
        19            to designs and materials.
        20                 Q.   Are you familiar with the concept
        21            statistical process control?
        22                 A.   Yes.
        23                 Q.   What is meant by process control?
        24                 A.   You're monitoring the processes that
        25            proceeds in real time and measuring, say, a point
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        01            that's supposed to be achieved and seeing how you
        02            vary about that point during the process.
        03                 Q.   Have you -- have you discussed
        04            statistical process control with OEMs?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   What OEMs have you discussed statistical
        07            process control with?
        08                 A.   Specifically there was a company called
        09            Eclipse that was building a small aircraft and
        10            they had some automated processes that they were
        11            using statistical process control on.
        12                 Q.   Have you discussed statistical process
        13            control with any other OEMs?
        14                 A.   No.
        15                 Q.   Have you done any -- have you published
        16            any papers on statistical process control?
        17                 A.   No.
        18                 Q.   Have you done any research into
        19            statistical process control or presented any
        20            presentations to groups about statistical process
        21            control?
        22                 A.   No.
        23                 Q.   Do you have any particular views about
        24            the efficacy of statistical process control?
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
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        01            foundation.  Outside the scope of the designation.
        02                 A.   I'm -- I'm -- I'll waive that one.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   You don't know.  I'm asking --
        05                 A.   Particular views, I mean --
        06                 Q.   Well, do you think it's a useful --
        07                 A.   Specific to what?
        08                 Q.   Statistical process control, do you think
        09            it's a useful process or not?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object, foundation.
        12            Outside the designation.
        13                 A.   Is it a useful tool?
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   Right.
        16                 A.   Yes, it's a useful tool.  It's about the
        17            only tool that exists to watch what the process is
        18            doing.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  How often do you visit aircraft
        20            manufacturers?
        21                 A.   On average, I'd say over the course of
        22            the last 13 years, maybe a couple times a year.
        23                 Q.   And do you have a particular purpose in
        24            visiting -- I mean, is this a part of a routine --
        25            strike that.  Let me ask it again.
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        01            Do you routinely visit aircraft manufacturers?
        02                 A.   No.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  Is it a part of your job to view
        04            -- to visit aircraft manufacturers and review
        05            their processes and how they are actually doing
        06            the job of manufacturing aircraft?
        07                 A.   No.
        08                 Q.   Do you -- is it a part of your job to
        09            routinely visit any -- any of the suppliers of
        10            detail parts for aircraft?
        11                 A.   No.
        12                 Q.   Do you have any -- do you have any
        13            training in quality systems?
        14                 A.   No.
        15                 Q.   Have you ever visited Boeing or any
        16            Boeing plants to review or evaluate their
        17            manufacturing processes?
        18                 A.   No.
        19                 Q.   Have you ever gone to the AHF-Ducommun
        20            manufacturing facility or one of the AHF-Ducommun
        21            manufacturing facilities?
        22                 A.   No.
        23                 Q.   Do you know anybody at AHF-Ducommun?
        24                 A.   Not until just now.
        25                 Q.   Do you have any -- any particular contact
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        01            points or focals with whom you interact at Boeing
        02            in their design community?
        03                 A.   Occasionally.
        04                 Q.   Do you have any particular interaction
        05            with Boeing's production or quality community?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   Have you spoken with -- with the people
        08            you know at Boeing about the design of 737NG
        09            parts?
        10                 A.   No.
        11                 Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with the
        12            difference between the design of the 737 Classic
        13            -- let me strike that and start again.
        14            Are you familiar with the differences between the
        15            design of the 737 Classic fuselage and the 737NG
        16            fuselage?
        17                      MR. ROBISON:  Object.  Assumes facts not
        18            in evidence.
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.
        20                 A.   I am familiar with some of the
        21            differences.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   What differences are you familiar with?
        24                 A.   I do know that they increased skin gauges
        25            between the Classic and the NG on the fuselage
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        01            skins in some areas.
        02                 Q.   Are there any other differences that
        03            you're familiar with?
        04                 A.   Not any that come to mind.  I know there
        05            are differences.
        06                 Q.   How would we go about determining the
        07            differences between the design of the Classic and
        08            the design of the NG?
        09                 A.   Pull out the engineering drawings.
        10                 Q.   And those engineering drawings are in the
        11            possession of the FAA?
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        13            foundation.
        14                 A.   I suppose they would be up in Renton as
        15            part of the certification data package.
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   In doing any of the work that you did in
        18            this case, did you -- did you pull the engineering
        19            drawings for the NGs and the Classics to compare
        20            them?
        21                 A.   No.
        22                 Q.   Did you pull any of the drawings for the
        23            NGs to look at the requirements of the -- of the
        24            engineering drawings for the NGs?
        25                 A.   No.
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        01                 Q.   Were you given any drawings of 737NGs to
        02            review?
        03                 A.   To review, no.
        04                 Q.   So, did you actually review any drawings
        05            for 737NGs as part of your work in this case?
        06                 A.   Only the information that Mr. Koh
        07            presented at our meeting.  He showed some
        08            information off of drawings.
        09                 Q.   Let's -- let's get -- while we're there,
        10            let's go ahead and make sure we -- if I can find
        11            that exhibit.  That was -- oh, here it is.  It's
        12            right in front of me.  That's why I couldn't find
        13            it.  It was the one right on top of my pile.
        14            And what you're talking about now would be, well
        15            let's see, Exhibit 679.  Is that right?
        16                 A.   Yeah.
        17                 Q.   And beginning with the -- with the Power
        18            Point presentation that was given on April 22nd,
        19            2010?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
        22                      (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)
        23                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
        24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        25                 Q.   Okay.  Now, we're looking at Exhibit 678?
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        01                 A.   Correct.
        02                 Q.   679.
        03                 A.   679.
        04                 Q.   679, and the drawings that you saw were
        05            presented to you by Mr. Koh?
        06                 A.   Yes.
        07                 Q.   And those were on April 22nd, 2010 as
        08            part of the Power Point?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   And moving this around, it's all right
        11            there, that's TBC 247916, right?  247916, right?
        12                 A.   Yes.
        13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, you -- you had flipped back
        14            to some pages in that Power Point, and what I want
        15            you to do is tell me what pages you're looking at?
        16                 A.   Well, there's -- there's a number of
        17            pages in here that actually have bits of drawings
        18            on them, starting with, let's see, the first one
        19            that shows up just talking about -- I mean, there
        20            may even be pages that had drawing notes before
        21            this, but on page 20 there's a excerpt from a
        22            drawing showing assembly location, and then
        23            there's -- 21 has some drawing information, and 22
        24            and 23, and then back into the discussion section
        25            there's more drawing information.
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        01                 Q.   Now, when -- when you were given these
        02            drawings, I've got the one from page 20 up on the
        03            screen shows how a chord goes into an assembly,
        04            right?
        05                 A.   Uh-huh.
        06                 Q.   Into a stick figure of the fuselage?
        07                 A.   Right.
        08                 Q.   Did you actually -- did you actually --
        09            were you actually given a copy of any of these
        10            drawings?
        11                 A.   No.
        12                 Q.   Did you actually see anything more than
        13            that up on a screen in front of you in a room?
        14                 A.   No.
        15                 Q.   Were you -- were you asked to look at
        16            drawings relating to any of these things?
        17                 A.   No.
        18                 Q.   Did you ask -- did you ask for drawings?
        19                 A.   No.
        20                 Q.   So as you're sitting here today, have you
        21            actually looked at any of the drawings for any of
        22            the parts of these aircraft other than just up on
        23            a screen with a Power Point?
        24                 A.   No.
        25                 Q.   Do you know what a parts list is?
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        01                 A.   Yes.
        02                 Q.   What is a parts list?
        03                 A.   A parts list usually is on an assembly
        04            drawing.  It lists all the parts that come into
        05            the assembly.
        06                 Q.   And are those part of the drawings, a
        07            considered part of the drawings?
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                 Q.   Have you looked at any parts lists for
        10            any of the -- any of the parts in this case?
        11                 A.   A parts list as part of an assembly
        12            drawing?
        13                 Q.   Well, like -- would you like to see a
        14            parts list?  Because I've been given parts lists
        15            by Boeing in this case.
        16                 A.   I've seen lists of parts, but they didn't
        17            look like they came from the assembly drawing that
        18            brings in the parts.
        19                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Give me 604, Exhibit 604.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   I want to make sure I'm using the right
        22            terminology because we've, you know, we've had
        23            witnesses testify about drawings and parts lists
        24            and I seem to be confusing you and I want to make
        25            sure that we're working on the same page.
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        01                 A.   Okay.
        02                 Q.   While they're digging up Exhibit 604, are
        03            you familiar with the -- with the custom in the
        04            industry of having a blueprint drawing and then
        05            having a document that's associated with that
        06            drawing that describes details or specifications
        07            about the drawing?
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        09            foundation.  Outside the scope.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   And if you're not, just tell us what I
        12            said makes no sense to you.
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
        14                 A.   Repeat it.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Well, I'll just show you something.
        17            Let's do this. I'll show you what has been marked
        18            in this case as Exhibit 604. Can you tell us, are
        19            you familiar with what that is?
        20                 A.   I have never worked with the Boeing
        21            drawing system, and everybody's drawing systems
        22            are different.
        23                 Q.   Okay.
        24                 A.   So  -
        25                 Q.   What I'm particularly concerned about is
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        01            whether you were shown any documents like Exhibit
        02            604 relating to this case?
        03                 A.   No.
        04                 Q.   Relating to your Declaration in this
        05            case?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   Testimony of Boeing witnesses has been
        08            that this -- that Exhibit 604 is part of the
        09            drawing or the drawings in this -- for Boeing.
        10            I'm going to -- guess I'm going to get a storm of
        11            objections about that, but I think that's what
        12            their testimony has been.
        13                      MR. KOH:  Just object to the extent it
        14            mischaracterizes the testimony, since I want to
        15            meet your expectation.
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   And I just want to make sure that in
        19            doing the work that you did, I want to know
        20            whether you saw anything that described the
        21            specifications or the details or the requirements
        22            of the -- of the drawings?
        23                 A.   Nothing other than what Mr. Koh presented
        24            at our meeting.
        25                 Q.   Okay.
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        01                 A.   Yeah.  And I don't recall.  If I saw it,
        02            I didn't know what I was looking at.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  Now, so I can understand about
        04            CSTAs, is that -- is a CSTA, are you at all
        05            involved in making type certification decisions?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   So, do you -- are they -- you called upon
        08            to review type data to determine whether it meets
        09            requirements?
        10                 A.   On occasion I am asked to give my advice
        11            relative to a data submittal, but at the end of
        12            the day it's not my responsibility to make an
        13            approval.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  So, you're not one of the --
        15            you're not the person that signs off?
        16                 A.   I do not approve anything.
        17                 Q.   Are you at all involved in reviewing
        18            production certificates?
        19                 A.   No.
        20                 Q.   Are you familiar with 14 C.F.R. Part 21?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        22            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
        23                 A.   A little bit.
        24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        25                 Q.   Okay.  What I want to know is whether
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        01            you're familiar with the type certificate
        02            requirements under -- under Part 21 of Title 14 of
        03            the Code of Federal Regulations?
        04                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.  Sorry,
        05            sir.  You can answer.
        06                 A.   I am aware that they -- there are
        07            requirements, and I could not recite them.  I
        08            don't work with Part 21.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Well, are you aware that the applicant is
        11            required to submit type design test reports and
        12            computations necessary to show that the product to
        13            be certified meets its applicable airworthiness
        14            requirements?
        15                 A.   Yes.
        16                 Q.   Are you aware that part of it is that the
        17            drawings and specifications and a listing of those
        18            drawings and specifications necessary to define
        19            the configuration and the design features of the
        20            product must be shown to the FAA?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        22            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Are you aware of that?
        25                 A.   Yes.
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        01                 Q.   And are you aware that the applicant is
        02            -- is required to make inspections and tests
        03            necessary to determine that the materials and
        04            products conform to the specifications and the
        05            type design?
        06                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        07            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
        08                 A.   I guess I am aware that that goes on.  If
        09            you would have asked me is that specifically
        10            written down in those terms, I'm not that familiar
        11            with Part 21.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   But are you aware that the applicant is
        14            required to make inspections and tests necessary
        15            to determine that the manufacturing processes,
        16            construction and assembly conform to those
        17            specified in the type design?
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        19            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation
        20            and asked and answered.
        21                 A.   I'm just -- I'll abstain on that one.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   You just don't know?
        24                 A.   Yeah.
        25                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, why don't you
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        01            get that big book back, that same book that you've
        02            already put away.  I want 603.
        03                 Q.   Are you aware -- strike that.  Before I
        04            -- if I'm looking at a drawing part, blueprint
        05            drawing -- well, let me just get one and show it
        06            to you.  I show you what's been marked as Exhibit
        07            603.
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  Counsel, I'm going
        09            to need copies.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   Can you tell us -- tell us what that is?
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        13            foundation.
        14                 A.   It's -- says it's a fail-safe chord
        15            detail Section 43.
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   All right.  And actually, in part of the
        18            Power Point we saw -- we saw a graphic of
        19            something like this curve right here that we see
        20            in the upper right-hand corner of this drawing.
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,
        22            foundation.  Sir, you have to give me time to
        23            object.
        24                      THE REPORTER:  I didn't hear the answer.
        25            I'm sorry, can you repeat it?
�  00092
        01                 A.   Yes, we saw it.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   And I -- and I -- and you haven't seen
        04            this before, correct?
        05                 A.   I can't tell you if I've seen anything
        06            off of that specific, you know, part number.  This
        07            could have been the drawing that Steve was showing
        08            us.  I don't know.
        09                 Q.   But -- but as we've been talking about
        10            drawings as being part of the type design data for
        11            the aircraft, is this the kind of thing that
        12            you're talking about?
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  Are there parts of -- is there
        15            some of the information on this drawing that is
        16            important in that it defines the -- it's data that
        17            you use in defining the design of the aircraft and
        18            some of it that's not important?
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        20            foundation. It's outside the scope of his
        21            designation.  He's not the type certificate person
        22            and I instruct him not to answer.  It calls for an
        23            opinion and it's outside the Touhy designation.
        24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        25                 Q.   Well, in determining whether or not these
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        01            parts in these aircraft conform to type design,
        02            what did you do to determine conformity?  Did you
        03            make a determination that the parts in question
        04            conformed to the type design of the aircraft?
        05                 A.   No.
        06                 Q.   Did you make a determination as to
        07            whether any of these parts were approved?
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  Go ahead.
        09                 A.   No.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   As you sit here today, can you tell us
        12            whether these parts conform to the type design
        13            data of the aircraft?
        14                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        15                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
        16                 A.   Can I tell you --
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  Do you know,
        18            sir?
        19                 A.   Well, I don't have the data sitting here
        20            that bounces the parts off the drawing.  So, with
        21            respect to that, I can tell you I believe they
        22            conform.  But if you say where is the data, I
        23            don't have the data.  I just have to -- as we said
        24            before, there is a lot of data that supports
        25            conformance that a lot of people have had a part
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        01            of.  Based on that, I believe they conform.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Okay.  So, you believe that they conform
        04            because they've been certified at various steps
        05            along the way and that those certifications would
        06            authenticate their conformity?
        07                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.  You can answer.
        08                 A.   That, yes.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Okay.  And in terms of -- in terms of
        11            making an actual conformity determination
        12            yourself, you haven't done that?
        13                 A.   I have not measured physical parts.  I
        14            have not gone any place and taken any measurements
        15            and compared them to the drawing.
        16                 Q.   Nor have you compared any of the
        17            manufacturing documentation to the engineering
        18            drawings to determine whether the manufacturing
        19            documentation conforms to the engineering
        20            drawings?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation,
        22                 A.   No.  I can say no to that.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   All right.  And you say that there is
        25            data that you don't have here, but -- but I want
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        01            to make it clear you haven't actually looked at
        02            any of that, have you?
        03                 A.   No.
        04                 Q.   There's data out there that somebody else
        05            could look at, but you've not been asked to look
        06            at that data?
        07                 A.   Correct.
        08                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague as to data.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   I'll make it clear.  The data -- the data
        11            of these drawings, the data of the manufacturing
        12            processes, the data of the design requirements,
        13            you haven't looked at any of that data?
        14                      MR. KOH:  Objection, overbroad.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Go ahead.
        17                 A.   I have looked at -- in Steve's
        18            presentation there is data.
        19                 Q.   Okay.
        20                 A.   I have looked at data.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  So, the only data that you've
        22            looked at was in Mr. Koh's presentation?
        23                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        24            foundation.
        25                      MR. KOH:  Mischaracterizes his testimony.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   I -- I'm not trying to mischaracter --
        03            I'm trying to get the universe of the data that
        04            you've utilized  - that you've reviewed.  And
        05            you've testified that you've reviewed the data
        06            that was in Mr. Koh's presentation, right?
        07                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object.
        08                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        09                 Q.   I want to go beyond that.
        10                      MR. KOH:  He testified as to a large
        11            volume of materials that he received.  He
        12            testified to that.
        13                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Is that an
        14            objection as to form?
        15                      MR. KOH:  Yes.
        16                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay, thank you.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Now, did you understand from Mr. Koh that
        19            you're supposed to say now that there's a large
        20            volume of data that you've received?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, argumentative.
        22                      MR. KOH:  Objection.
        23                      MS. BENTLEY:  This witness is a third
        24            party.  I won't tolerate this.  I want both of you
        25            to behave, and I mean that.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Now, my question is, I'm just trying to
        03            get the universe of data that you've received and
        04            reviewed.  And you've testified that part of the
        05            data that you considered is the data that was in
        06            Mr. Koh's Power Point presentation, correct?  I'm
        07            talking about data about type design --
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                 Q.   -- and conformity to type design, right?
        10                 A.   Yes.  There is -- there is what I would
        11            call data in here.  There are dimensions and there
        12            are hole sizes and that's data.
        13                 Q.   Right.  And -- but now you were shown
        14            that on a screen. You never actually analyzed --
        15                 A.   No.
        16                 Q.   -- that data?
        17                 A.   No.
        18                 Q.   Okay.
        19                 A.   No.
        20                 Q.   Mr. -- Mr. Koh was analyzing that data to
        21            you, correct?
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        23            foundation.
        24                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        25                 A.   I wouldn't characterize it as an
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        01            analysis, no.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Was anybody analyzing that data for you
        04            when Mr. Koh did his Power Point presentation?
        05                 A.   I would not characterize it as an
        06            analysis.  It was being presented as information.
        07                 Q.   Okay.
        08                 A.   As far as when I think of an analysis, I
        09            think of a critical review of some sort.  There
        10            was nothing like that that was going on.
        11                 Q.   Okay.  Now, other than -- other than the
        12            information you saw on the screen that was not
        13            analyzed by you or anyone else during that
        14            presentation, what other data about type design
        15            and conformance to type design did you receive and
        16            review?
        17                 A.   I would say when I say data, I didn't
        18            look at any other data.  I looked at a lot of
        19            information.  But as far as what I would call
        20            data, like hard dimensions, hole locations, hole
        21            sizes, material call-outs, what I saw was
        22            basically confined to what was in Mr. Koh's
        23            presentation.
        24                 Q.   Which is Exhibit -- which is part of
        25            Exhibit 679?
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        01                 A.   Yeah.  Yeah.
        02                 Q.   Now, when you -- when you met with Mr.
        03            Koh, did you understand that he was a lawyer?
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                 Q.   And did you understand that he
        06            represented a party to litigation?
        07                 A.   Yes.
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, take your hand away
        09            from your mouth.
        10                      THE WITNESS:  Sorry.
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   And did you understand that as a lawyer
        13            representing a party to information, that Mr. Koh
        14            was an advocate?
        15                 A.   Yes.
        16                 Q.   Did Mr. Koh tell you that he was an
        17            advocate, or was that just something you already
        18            knew about lawyers?
        19                 A.   I don't recall if he said those exact
        20            words.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  Now, when you met with him, at
        22            that point in time had you reviewed the Second
        23            Amended Complaint that was filed in this case?
        24                 A.   I don't know.
        25                      MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.
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        01            Without showing it to him, it's difficult to
        02            answer.
        03                 A.   I don't recall.  I'd have to go back and
        04            look at my records.  I don't recall.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   You recall having seen a Second Amended
        07            Complaint?
        08                 A.   I went through the Second Amended
        09            Complaint.
        10                 Q.   Right.  That's in your Declaration?
        11                 A.   Yeah.  Yeah, I have been through that.  I
        12            don't know if it was before or after we sat down.
        13                 Q.   Did you understand that the Relators in
        14            the Second Amended Complaint were also represented
        15            by lawyers?
        16                 A.   Repeat that.
        17                 Q.   Did you understand that the Relators who
        18            -- who filed the Second Amended Complaint were
        19            also represented by lawyers?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   And you know that I'm one of those
        22            lawyers?
        23                 A.   Yes.
        24                 Q.   Did you -- did you ask to meet with any
        25            of the lawyers who represented Relators?
�  00101
        01                 A.   No.
        02                 Q.   Did -- did you believe, after meeting
        03            with Mr. Koh, that you had been -- that Mr. Koh
        04            had made available to you all of the information
        05            and data that had been developed by the Relators
        06            in the course of discovery in this case?
        07                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        08                 A.   You're going to have to repeat that.
        09                      THE REPORTER:  "Did you believe, after
        10            meeting with Mr. Koh, that Mr. Koh had made
        11            available to you all of the information and data
        12            that had been developed by the Relators in the
        13            course of discovery in this case?"
        14                 A.   I never -- I never even questioned
        15            whether or not he had presented all the material.
        16            That wasn't -- that wasn't a question in my mind
        17            because it was clearly not the intent.
        18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        19                 Q.   What was the intent?
        20                 A.   For me -- for me, it was an informational
        21            session to understand what the parts were, where
        22            they were located in the airplane, what some of
        23            the physical characteristics were.  It was more of
        24            -- to me, it was more of an orientation kind of a
        25            meeting, what's the, you know, what is this that
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        01            we're talking about.
        02                 Q.   Okay.  So, did you express any opinions
        03            to Mr. Koh at that meeting?
        04                 A.   I believe I did express some opinions
        05            based on what he -- he presented.
        06                 Q.   And what opinions did you express to him?
        07                 A.   Oh, I -- I'd have to go back and look at
        08            my own notes.
        09                 Q.   Well, if you turn to Exhibit 678.
        10                 A.   Okay.
        11                 Q.   That's your -- this is your Declaration?
        12                 A.   Oh, Declaration, okay.  Where are we at?
        13                 Q.   I want you to -- I want to take you to
        14            paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and 14.
        15                 A.   Okay.
        16                 Q.   At the -- at the time that you met with
        17            Mr. Koh on April the 22nd, had you formulated any
        18            of your opinions?
        19                 A.   Like in paragraph 11?
        20                 Q.   Yeah.
        21                 A.   No.
        22                 Q.   Okay.  How about in paragraph 12?
        23                 A.   I don't -- I don't know.
        24                 Q.   Are you suspecting that you did formulate
        25            some of those opinions in paragraph 12?
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        01                 A.   No, I can't remember if -- when I went
        02            through the material Mr. Smyth gave me, I can't
        03            remember if that was before or after I met with
        04            Mr. Koh, and these opinions are based on going
        05            through Dean Smythe's material.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  Now, Dean Smythe's material, do
        07            you believe that you received that sometime
        08            perhaps in December or January of 2009, 2010?
        09                 A.   Again, I'd have to go back and look.  I
        10            know it came into the office, I told them I would
        11            look at it, but my schedule was such I did not
        12            immediately look at it.  It sat for a while.
        13                 Q.   When you -- after reviewing the materials
        14            from Mr. Smyth, did you tell Mr. Smyth that those
        15            materials were not sufficient for you to reach a
        16            conclusion?
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  To the extent
        18            he had discussions with Mr. Smyth, those are
        19            within the work product and attorney/client
        20            privilege doctrine and I'm going to instruct the
        21            witness not to answer.  We have been trying to
        22            come across a line here of how to handle the fact
        23            that the materials are provided as part of the
        24            investigation.  I'm happy to talk to counsel off
        25            the record at some point about coming to a
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        01            stipulation because I don't -- about how to handle
        02            this, but I cannot disclose the entirety of the
        03            DOJ investigation.
        04                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's -- here's the
        05            problem.  Off the record, at one of our breaks,
        06            Mr. Anderson informed us that opinions formulated
        07            by Mr. Eastin become facts that become
        08            discoverable, did I get that right?  And so,
        09            therefore, when in his Declaration or when in this
        10            correspondence, e-mail correspondence with Mr.
        11            Koh, that Mr. Koh is just going to ask him about
        12            facts or information, that those facts or
        13            information can include opinions that had been
        14            formulated by Mr. Eastin.  Now, I just want to
        15            know if -- if I got that right.  Mr. Anderson, did
        16            I get that right?
        17                      MR. ANDERSON:  That's correct.  When an
        18            FAA employee has stated opinions, documented
        19            opinions in the past, the Office of Chief Counsel
        20            position is that it is not expressing an opinion
        21            to state what that opinion expressed in the past
        22            was.
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  So, expressing an
        24            opinion with in-house or with out-house?  In other
        25            words, if that -- if that -- because if we're
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        01            going -- if Mr. Eastin is going to express his
        02            opinions as facts, then I'm going to have to go
        03            and explore the basis for those opinions.
        04                      MS. BENTLEY:  You are not attempting to
        05            explore the basis for the opinions.  You're trying
        06            to get to the substance of counsel between --
        07            substance of communication between a federal
        08            investigator and a federal employee, and I'm not
        09            going to permit it to happen.  Maybe we can come
        10            to some agreement.  I think there's an easy way
        11            for us to work this out, but I'm not going to do
        12            it on the record and I don't think it's a good use
        13            of the time here in this deposition.
        14                      MR. KOH:  Bill, let me make a suggestion,
        15            take it or leave it.  One of the documents that
        16            was just provided to us actually provides
        17            something of a time line of the work that he did,
        18            including reference to a conclusion that he
        19            reached prior to April 22nd, and that may clarify
        20            the sequence, at least.
        21                      MR. SKEPNEK:   What time is it right now?
        22                      MR. KOH:  11:45.
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask a few more
        24            questions and maybe we'll take a break for lunch,
        25            and at lunch I can look at that and maybe we can
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        01            -- we can also talk perhaps at lunch.
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:   Yeah, 'cause I think I
        03            have a way to deal with this.  I'm not trying to
        04            keep you from finding out the basis of his
        05            opinions.  What I'm trying to keep is the
        06            government's investigation which is somewhat
        07            separate than the work he did separate.
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's the conundrum for
        09            me; that if -- if the opinion, as Mr. Anderson
        10            says, the opinion that was expressed becomes a
        11            fact, well, as far as I'm aware, the only
        12            expression of that opinion was to the government
        13            agents, to the --
        14                      MS. BENTLEY:  That's not true.
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Well, then --
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   Other than to Mr. -- prior to your
        18            meeting with Mr. Koh, other than to Mr. Smyth, to
        19            whom did you express the opinions that you had
        20            reached before your meeting with Mr. Koh, other
        21            than to Mr. Smyth?
        22                 A.   Before the meeting with Mr. Koh?
        23                 Q.   Right.
        24                 A.   Maybe Mr. Khaled because we discussed
        25            this issue.
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        01                 Q.   Okay.
        02                 A.   That's probably would be it.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  And did Mr. Khaled, to your
        04            knowledge, did Mr. Khaled express that opinion to
        05            anybody other than you or to Mr. Smyth?
        06                 A.   You'd have to ask Mr. Khaled that.
        07                 Q.   To your knowledge.
        08                 A.   I just don't know.
        09                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than to Mr.
        10            Khaled and to Mr. Smyth, had you expressed any
        11            opinions about this matter before your meeting
        12            with Mr. Koh?
        13                 A.   Not that I recall at this -- at this
        14            moment.
        15                 Q.   Now, the expression of the opinion to Mr.
        16            Khaled, was that in writing or was that an oral
        17            thing?
        18                 A.   Verbal.
        19                 Q.   Verbal.  Verbal meaning it was by mouth?
        20                 A.   (Nods head up and down.)
        21                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and to Mr. Smyth, was that
        22            a written opinion that you gave to Mr. Smyth?
        23                 A.   I believe I sent him an e-mail.
        24                 Q.   Okay.  Now, did you send that e-mail to
        25            anybody other than Mr. Smyth?
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        01                 A.   I think I copied Mr. Khaled.
        02                 Q.   Okay.  Let's just ask a couple more
        03            questions about this and then we can take maybe a
        04            lunch break and maybe solve some of these problems
        05            at lunch.
        06            So, you think you may have formulated some of the
        07            opinions in paragraph 12 before you met with Mr.
        08            Koh?
        09                 A.   Again, I would have to check my notes.  I
        10            did write down a time line.  I don't have that
        11            with me as the key events that I remember as they
        12            occurred.
        13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, paragraph 13, could you read
        14            that out loud?
        15                 A.   Sure. "In the review, I also looked for
        16            any evidence of in-service findings; for example,
        17            corroded, cracked, failed or otherwise distressed
        18            parts.  I found none."
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Had you done that before your
        20            meeting with Mr. Koh?
        21                 A.   I don't believe so.
        22                 Q.   So, you believe you did that after your
        23            meeting with Mr. Koh?
        24                 A.   I believe so.
        25                 Q.   And what -- what did you do to research
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        01            in-service findings?
        02                 A.   I looked -- I looked for any evidence in
        03            the material that Mr. Smyth had sent me.
        04                 Q.   Oh, okay.
        05                 A.   My -- for clarification, my review is
        06            based on -- limited to the data that Mr. Smyth
        07            gave to me.  That was it, except for the
        08            additional information from Mr. Koh's presentation
        09            and the presentation that was made to Peggy
        10            Gilligan by yourselves, I believe.
        11                 Q.   That was the Power Point?
        12                 A.   So, there's basically three buckets of
        13            information and there is nothing beyond that.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  But, now, so, so, who told you
        15            that there were no in-service findings?
        16                 A.   In the material -- well --
        17                 Q.   Oh, so -- you saw an absence of it in the
        18            materials?
        19                 A.   I looked for any evidence of in-service
        20            findings.  I found none.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  But, but that would be -- you
        22            looked for evidence of in-service finding in those
        23            three buckets?
        24                 A.   Correct.
        25                 Q.   You didn't do any independent research on
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        01            that?
        02                 A.   No.
        03                 Q.   For instance, the -- what's it called,
        04            SDR?
        05                 A.   Service Difficulty Reports.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  That's a Boeing -- I mean, that's
        07            not a Boeing, that's a -- that's an FAA system,
        08            correct?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   And so do you have access to the
        11            information in the SDR system?
        12                 A.   I believe I could gain access.  I have
        13            never accessed it.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever asked others to do
        15            searches in the SDR system for you?
        16                 A.   No.  It's been done -- it's been done for
        17            me, but not requested by me.
        18                 Q.   So, others within the FAA have researched
        19            SDRs and then provided that information to you?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  But on this, you didn't request
        22            anybody search the SDR system?
        23                 A.   I very, very rarely make a request
        24            because my -- basically, I respond on request and
        25            people bring me data to look at.
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        01                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Maybe one more question then we can take
        04            a break.
        05            Did Mr. Koh, when he gave his presentation, did
        06            Mr. Koh tell you that there were no in-service
        07            difficulties?
        08                 A.   Not that I recall.
        09                 Q.   And did anybody else tell you there were
        10            no in-service difficulties?
        11                 A.   Not that I recall.
        12                 Q.   Now, paragraph 13 in your -- in your
        13            statement, was that actually prepared by Mr. Koh?
        14                 A.   I would have to look at the first draft,
        15            but I think I might have put this in specifically
        16            to clarify my thinking and my position in what I
        17            did.
        18                 Q.   Okay.  And we're going to find that in
        19            the draft?
        20                 A.   Yeah, we would have to look at the draft
        21            and then we could compare the draft and this
        22            product.
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We can take a break
        24            here.
        25                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.  End
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        01            of tape 2, 11:52:05.
        02                      (THEREUPON, a lunch recess was taken.)
        03                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
        04            This is the beginning of tape No. 3.  The time is
        05            1:15:58.
        06                      MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  Before we start, I
        07            previously instructed the witness not to answer a
        08            question about his initial opinion given to
        09            Special Agent Dean Smyth of DCIS.  I am still
        10            optimistic that we might be able to work something
        11            out.  What I am willing to do, since everybody's
        12            here in Long Beach, which is not where we're all
        13            native, except for Mr. Eastin, is to if people
        14            will agree that by disclosing this opinion in this
        15            deposition, that that disclosure does not work a
        16            further waiver, to the extent any previous waiver
        17            has occurred.  I will allow him to answer the
        18            question subject to that agreement, if people are
        19            willing to live with that, and that would still
        20            permit people to argue that they believe that
        21            there was a prior waiver based on the government's
        22            -- the interaction of the government, FAA
        23            personnel and DCIS personnel, but it would not
        24            allow anyone to use this deposition as evidence of
        25            the waiver.
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm fine with that.
        02                      MR. KOH:  Boeing agrees to that.
        03                      MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun agrees.
        04                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  So, we've all
        05            stipulated no one's going to -- then you can go
        06            back and reask your question however you see fit
        07            to ask it.
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  And additionally, during
        10            the break, you indicated to me that you believe
        11            that there was additional materials that the
        12            Relators had that I knew of that had not been
        13            provided to Mr. Eastin.  Well, I deny that I know
        14            that.  If there are things that you want to
        15            provide to Mr. Eastin either in this deposition or
        16            later, we will -- you know, I will arrange for
        17            them to be provided to him for his review.
        18                      MR. SKEPNEK:   In our conversation out
        19            here?
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Yes.
        21                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, what I said to you in
        22            our conversation out there was that since last --
        23            last winter, I had repeatedly asked you and Mr.
        24            Smyth for an opportunity to meet with the FAA
        25            person who Mr. Smyth had been talking to, who was
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        01            not named to me.  I asked you to identify the name
        02            of that person and you refused to do it, and so
        03            did Mr. Smyth.  We didn't find out about Mr.
        04            Eastin's existence until we received an affidavit
        05            from Boeing, and I simply asked you the question
        06            why you would disclose his identity and give
        07            Boeing access to him when you would not disclose
        08            his identity to us and give us access to him.
        09            That's what I raised outside in the hallway.
        10                      MS. BENTLEY:  But You also said that
        11            there were additional materials that you felt I
        12            had not provided to him.  If there are such
        13            materials, I'm giving you an opportunity either in
        14            this deposition or after the deposition to provide
        15            them either to me or directly through FAA counsel
        16            to the witness, and that remains -- that option
        17            remains open.
        18                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We'll see how far
        19            we get today.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Before getting to that, the opinion that
        22            you gave Mr. Smyth, I just want to finish up one
        23            little thing on paragraph 13 on -- on your
        24            statement.
        25                 A.   Uh-huh.
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        01                 Q.   That's the one in which you say, "In the
        02            review I also looked for any evidence of
        03            in-service findings."
        04                 A.   Uh-huh.
        05                 Q.   "I found none."
        06                 A.   Yeah.
        07                 Q.   And that was -- the only thing we talked
        08            about were SDRs in relation to that, correct?  Do
        09            you remember the conversation you and I had about
        10            that?
        11                 A.   As SDRs being a potential source of
        12            findings?
        13                 Q.   Right.  Right.  And I wanted to know
        14            where else you would look for in-service findings
        15            other than SDRs?
        16                 A.   Again, I confined my data-mining to the
        17            information that Mr. Smyth sent.
        18                 Q.   I'm sorry, my question was not very well
        19            put.
        20            I'm not asking where you did look, because I think
        21            your testimony is that you limited yourself to the
        22            materials that were given to you by Mr. Smyth and
        23            by Mr. Koh, correct?
        24                 A.   Uh-huh.
        25                 Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude.
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        01                 A.   No, that's fine.
        02                 Q.   No, you need to answer yes.
        03                 A.   Yes.
        04                 Q.   Okay.
        05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Or no.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   Well, I mean, the reason I said you need
        08            to answer yes is that I took it that was an yes?
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  That was an attempt at
        10            humor and it failed miserably, sorry.
        11                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it wasn't quite that
        12            funny, but it was --
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  It was a failure, I
        14            understand.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   But I just want to know what other places
        17            you could look if you were to look for that
        18            information?
        19                 A.   SDRs are the official source.  Lots of
        20            times things come in from operators that an SDR
        21            may not even get generated on, but a big source is
        22            operator findings.
        23                 Q.   And the source of the information for you
        24            was Mr. Smyth and Mr. Koh, and neither of them
        25            showed you any SDRs?
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        01                 A.   I did not see any SDR data.
        02                 Q.   Now, could you also look at service
        03            bulletins to determine whether or not any of the
        04            areas of the aircraft or any of these parts had
        05            been -- might have been involved in service
        06            bulletins?
        07                 A.   That would be a place you could look for
        08            service bulletins against those parts.
        09                 Q.   Right.
        10                 A.   I did not do that.
        11                 Q.   And another place you could look would be
        12            airworthiness directives?
        13                 A.   That would be another place.
        14                 Q.   Right.  And if you found cracks or
        15            corrosion to parts in the air frame in the areas
        16            that these parts were located, those might lead
        17            you to further information about the -- of
        18            in-service findings?
        19                 A.   Not necessarily.  That would depend on
        20            the proximity and the behavior of the parts under
        21            consideration relative to the areas where the
        22            concerns are.
        23                 Q.   Absolutely.  I didn't say would, I said
        24            could.
        25                 A.   Could.
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        01                 Q.   Right.  Okay.  And -- but you didn't --
        02            you didn't look at any ADs either?
        03                 A.   Nothing other than the AD that was part
        04            of Dean Smythe's on the intercostal cracking above
        05            the air stair.
        06                 Q.   And that would --
        07                 A.   There was an AD out on that, and that was
        08            contained in the information and I did peruse
        09            that.
        10                 Q.   Okay.  Now, a moment ago as we came back
        11            from lunch, Miss Bentley indicated to us that I
        12            could ask you what opinion you expressed to Mr.
        13            Smyth, so I'm going to ask you some questions
        14            about that.
        15            When did you first express an opinion to Mr.
        16            Smyth?
        17                 A.   I would -- it was -- it was probably in
        18            the March, April time frame.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  And now, at that point in time,
        20            you talked about different buckets of information.
        21            I take it that you had -- I'm sorry.  In the
        22            March, April time frame, I guess this -- I guess
        23            you expressed your opinion to Mr. Smyth earlier
        24            than April because it had to be earlier than April
        25            2nd?
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        01                 A.   Because April 2nd was?
        02                 Q.   Was the day that Mr. -- Mr. Koh sent his
        03            e-mail, right?
        04                 A.   Yes, it was earlier than that.
        05                 Q.   So, it's earlier than April 2nd and --
        06            and so because it was before you had the bucket of
        07            stuff from Mr. Koh, right?
        08                 A.   That's correct.  All I had was the bucket
        09            of stuff from Mr. Smyth.
        10                 Q.   Right.  Right.  And you didn't have a
        11            bucket of anything from us?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Objection, misstates --
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   We're going to get into that.  You didn't
        16            -- you made no contact with us, right?
        17                 A.   I made no contact with you.
        18                 Q.   Right.
        19                 A.   But in Mr. Smythe's information that he
        20            sent me there were many letters from you.
        21                 Q.   Right.
        22                 A.   And e-mails.
        23                 Q.   We submitted stuff to Mr. Smyth over a
        24            period of time. Did you recognize that?
        25                 A.   Yes.
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        01                 Q.   Okay.  And did you understand from your
        02            conversations with Mr. Smyth that the discovery in
        03            the case was ongoing, or did you know?
        04                 A.   I didn't even know.
        05                 Q.   You didn't know.  And so did Mr. Smyth
        06            tell you anything about the extent to which the
        07            discovery in the case had completed?
        08                 A.   No.
        09                 Q.   Did he tell you anything about the -- the
        10            depositions that had been taken, the documents
        11            that had been produced up to that point in time?
        12                 A.   No.
        13                 Q.   Now, when you expressed your opinion to
        14            Mr. Smyth, you had reviewed the materials in the
        15            Smyth bucket?
        16                 A.   Yes.
        17                 Q.   And how much time had you spent reviewing
        18            those materials?
        19                 A.   I had probably -- I had probably spent
        20            about a week.
        21                 Q.   So, a week solid?
        22                 A.   A week -- probably three days solid,
        23            something like that.
        24                 Q.   So, 24 hours?  I mean, I don't --
        25                 A.   No -- well, yeah.
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        01                 Q.   30 hours?
        02                 A.   Around 24 hours.  24 hours.  Yeah, 24
        03            hours maybe.
        04                 Q.   So three eight-hour days?  I don't know
        05            what your work schedule is.
        06                 A.   The equivalents of three eight-hour days.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  And what particular materials do
        08            you recall reviewing before expressing an opinion
        09            to Mr. Smyth?
        10                 A.   I pretty much flipped through everything
        11            I had --
        12                 Q.   Okay.
        13                 A.   -- in that -- in that box.
        14                 Q.   And what I want to do is I want to try
        15            and find out, as you sit here right now, what it
        16            is you recall.  What do you recall being of
        17            significance to you from flipping through the
        18            materials in the box?
        19                 A.   That there wasn't any data.
        20                 Q.   No data.  Were there any materials that
        21            you reviewed that -- that you paused and had to
        22            spend some time looking at or that you thought
        23            about?
        24                 A.   The only thing that I would say I paused
        25            on was the note, the point that there were, I
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        01            think it was, 186 discrepant parts.  93 discrepant
        02            parts went on line No. 624, or I forget what it
        03            was, and there is no record of any MRB action
        04            addressing those discrepancies.  That caused me to
        05            dig a little deeper into that and see, well, maybe
        06            there's something here that there is a little
        07            smoke.
        08                 Q.   So, what did -- what did -- what digging
        09            did you do?
        10                 A.   I looked for -- I looked for some
        11            connection between discrepancies or squawks and
        12            actual MRB tags, and I didn't find anything that I
        13            recognized as correlating squawks and their
        14            quantification, and then an MRB engineer taking
        15            that and doing an engineering evaluation and
        16            either saying, you know, yes or no.
        17                 Q.   What's a squawk?
        18                 A.   I would call a squawk a discrepancy
        19            report that someone writes up out in quality as,
        20            you know, typically if it -- if it doesn't exactly
        21            conform to what the people that wrote the planning
        22            paper said should be checked to make sure we're on
        23            track with producing this part correctly and
        24            you're not exactly on the money, then someone will
        25            say, okay, we didn't -- we didn't hit this exactly
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        01            right, we're outside of tolerance on this, we
        02            didn't pass conductivity, something like that.
        03            That would just be a squawk that there has been no
        04            further action on.
        05                 Q.   So, is a squawk different from an NCR?
        06            Are you describing an NCR or are you talking about
        07            something different?
        08                 A.   Whatever you want to call it.  What I
        09            would call it is it's the first level
        10            documentation of something looks like it's amiss.
        11                 Q.   On a particular part?
        12                 A.   On a particular part.
        13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what an NCR is?
        14                 A.   A non-compliance record.
        15                 Q.   Okay.  And so is this squawk something
        16            different from an NCR?  Is the -- is the NCR the
        17            first level document --
        18                 A.   You know, I'm just not that familiar with
        19            the term NCR. We used different kinds of paper at
        20            -- at McDonald Douglas.
        21                 Q.   Well, and what I need to know is you
        22            talked about you were looking for discrepancy
        23            squawks.
        24                 A.   No.
        25                 Q.   Okay.  Then I wrote that down wrong.
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        01                 A.   Well, what I was -- what I was looking
        02            for is evidence of an unsafe condition.  Now,
        03            something that might lead you to believe there
        04            might be some evidence is something like a squawk.
        05            Many squawks never get to the MRB point because
        06            they get dispositioned with in-house equivalent of
        07            SRMs from manufacturing.
        08                 Q.   What's an SRM?
        09                 A.   There is lots of squawks that basically
        10            get taken care of and don't even get advanced to
        11            the MRB world.
        12                 Q.   What's an SRM?
        13                 A.   An SRM is a standard -- is a structural
        14            repair manual, and it's something that's created
        15            by the OEM for operators to use to fix problems on
        16            the airplane without having to go back to OEM
        17            engineering.  It's already like we've already
        18            thought about this deficiency and we've considered
        19            it and -- and you can -- you can rectify it like
        20            this.  In the manufacturing world you usually have
        21            a similar mechanism so that certain squawks below
        22            a certain noise level automatically get
        23            dispositioned based on authority that's already
        24            been created by engineering and the equivalent of
        25            an SRM.  Different people call that different
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        01            stuff, use different nomenclature.
        02                 Q.   Okay.  So, there's squawk -- and now, the
        03            document that ends up being MRB'd, Material Review
        04            Boarded, right?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   Do you understand that that's an NCR, or
        07            do you know that?
        08                 A.   I don't -- I don't know that.  I know --
        09                 Q.   So, you didn't -- when you -- when you
        10            met with Mr. Koh, did you ask Mr. Koh how the MRB
        11            process worked?
        12                 A.   No.
        13                 Q.   So, do you know, as you sit here today,
        14            whether an NCR is what results in an MRB?  Do you
        15            know?
        16                 A.   No.
        17                 Q.   Okay.  And do you know if Boeing has
        18            anything in its quality system that is before MR
        19            -- you know, the NCR/MRB step? Do you know if
        20            there is another thing that they call a squawk or
        21            that is a squawk?  Do you know if that exists?
        22                 A.   I don't know.
        23                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and so when you -- you
        24            learned that there were 186 discrepant parts on a
        25            particular line unit, is that what you said?
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        01                 A.   No.  I said the point -- the point in
        02            there was confusing and I couldn't quite make
        03            sense out of it, but it was something like it
        04            said, you know, there were 186 discrepant parts,
        05            and out of these there is 93 part numbers that got
        06            on to line No. 624, or whatever it was.  I think
        07            it was a Navy airplane.  And there is no record of
        08            an MRB tag addressing the discrepancies associated
        09            with those 93 parts.  That was a statement that
        10            was made; however, I could not see -- I couldn't
        11            find any information that corroborated that.
        12                 Q.   Okay.  And where you looked for that
        13            information was within the bucket supplied to you
        14            by Mr. --
        15                 A.   Smyth.
        16                 Q.   -- Smyth?  Okay.  And then after you
        17            couldn't find that in the bucket provided to you
        18            by Mr. Smyth, did you make any other effort to
        19            research that issue?
        20                 A.   No.
        21                 Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't ask Mr. Koh
        22            about it?
        23                 A.   No.
        24                 Q.   And you didn't contact us or ask us about
        25            it?
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        01                 A.   No.
        02                 Q.   Did you know that we were trying to find
        03            you?
        04                 A.   No.
        05                 Q.   You didn't know that?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   Did anybody ever come to you and say, ask
        08            whether your name could be given to us?
        09                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        10            foundation.
        11                 A.   I don't recall.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than that thing,
        14            was there anything else that, you know, that you
        15            recall of -- I'm sorry, before we get to that, one
        16            other question.
        17            The structural repair manual --
        18                 A.   I'm using that as an analogy for someone
        19            who understands what a structural repair manual
        20            is.
        21                 Q.   I do, but the structural repair manual is
        22            typically used by the operator in his maintenance
        23            of the aircraft?
        24                 A.   Right.  Correct.
        25                 Q.   And what you're saying is that the --
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        01            your understanding of the manufacturing system is
        02            that the parts suppliers have something equivalent
        03            to a structural repair manual?
        04                 A.   At McDonald Douglas, and it's kind of a
        05            standard business practice, manufacturing
        06            typically does not want to have to go back to
        07            engineering with every single squawk.  They would
        08            like to be able to handle them on their own.  So,
        09            usually what happens early in the manufacturing
        10            program is that there is a document created that
        11            engineering basically has generated that says even
        12            though the drawing says this, there are certain
        13            things in here that if you're within -- you might
        14            be out of tolerance with the drawing, but if
        15            you're within these tolerances we've already
        16            looked at those discrepancies and you have our
        17            authority to disposition those and you don't have
        18            to come back to us for engineering sign-on.
        19                 Q.   Do you know if there was such a document
        20            that was created by Boeing engineering?
        21                 A.   No.
        22                 Q.   You haven't seen it?
        23                 A.   No.
        24                 Q.   Are you familiar with -- with the term
        25            green-line?
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        01                 A.   No.
        02                 Q.   So, you're not familiar with any
        03            green-lines that Boeing used to -- to disposition
        04            discrepant parts?
        05                 A.   No, I'm not familiar with that term.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than this issue
        07            about 186, or whatever the number was, discrepant
        08            parts on line unit 624, or whatever that number
        09            was, was there anything else that stood out to you
        10            from your review of the documents in that three
        11            days or so of time that you spent on it?
        12                 A.   Not -- not relative to what I was looking
        13            for, and that was to answer is there a safety
        14            issue.  Do you -- if you -- basically the question
        15            I got from Dean was would you look at this bucket
        16            of data and tell us if you see any safety issues
        17            here, even though he posed some questions that I
        18            didn't feel related to safety.  So, I said, Dean,
        19            this is what I'm going -- I'm going to give you a
        20            call on safety.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  Now, at the -- at the -- there
        22            were three buckets.  The first bucket was from Mr.
        23            Smyth, another bucket was from Mr. Koh, but
        24            actually there was a third bucket and that was a
        25            Power Point presentation that was given to Miss
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        01            Gilligan?
        02                 A.   Yeah.
        03                 Q.   You weren't -- you weren't at that
        04            presentation?
        05                 A.   No.
        06                 Q.   And --
        07                 A.   No.
        08                 Q.   And was -- other than the Power Point
        09            itself, were you given any other materials in that
        10            bucket?
        11                 A.   No.  I was just sent that presentation.
        12                 Q.   Did you -- were you sent any accompanying
        13            materials that explained it or expanded upon the
        14            issues in it?
        15                 A.   No.
        16                 Q.   Did you do any investigation of that
        17            Power Point?
        18                 A.   No.
        19                 Q.   So, how much time did you spend reviewing
        20            the Power Point?
        21                 A.   About as long as it took to look through
        22            it, which was maybe 30 minutes.
        23                 Q.   And did it raise any questions in your
        24            mind?
        25                 A.   No.
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        01                 Q.   Now, the third bucket would be Mr. Koh's
        02            materials?
        03                 A.   (Nods head up and down.)
        04                 Q.   And -- and those are part of Exhibit --
        05            what number is that?
        06                 A.   679.
        07                 Q.   How much time did you spend reviewing --
        08            well, strike that.  Did -- Exhibit 679 is really
        09            composed of two different kinds of information.
        10            The first are a series of e-mails, and I take it
        11            you didn't spend any time reviewing the e-mails of
        12            substance?
        13                 A.   No.
        14                 Q.   Right?
        15                 A.   No.
        16                 Q.   And then the second part of it is the --
        17            well, there is a draft of the report, of your
        18            Declaration, and then finally there's the Power
        19            Point that Mr. Koh presented.  Now, did you
        20            receive that Power Point prior to your meeting
        21            with Mr. Koh?
        22                 A.   No.
        23                 Q.   Who was at that meeting with Mr. Koh?
        24                 A.   Myself, Mr. Koh, Terry Khaled, Doug.
        25                      MR. ANDERSON:   By telephone.
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        01                 A.   By telephone.  Ted, I don't recall his
        02            last name, and Dean was on --
        03                      MR. ANDERSON:   Telephone.
        04                 A.   -- the telephone.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   Dean Smyth?
        07                 A.   Smyth was on the telephone.
        08                 Q.   So, Dean Smyth was on the phone, Mr.
        09            Anderson was on the phone?
        10                 A.   Uh-huh.
        11                 Q.   Khaled was in person?
        12                 A.   Yes.
        13                 Q.   Who's Cole?
        14                 A.   Steve.
        15                 Q.   Oh, I'm sorry, Koh.  I thought it was Nat
        16            King Cole.  That was an attempt at humor.  It was
        17            not any better than yours.
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Actually it was sounding
        19            like Kohl's, the department store, to me, but
        20            that's just a shopping reference.
        21                      MR. SKEPNEK:   And I'm musical, buy
        22            records.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   And then Ted, who did you understand Ted
        25            to be?
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        01                 A.   A manufacturing -- well, somebody who
        02            knew all about ATA.
        03                 Q.   Knew all about ATA.  And you understood
        04            him to be an engineer?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   Was he physically here?
        07                 A.   Yes.
        08                 Q.   So, so Mr. Koh and Ted came here?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   Did Ted present his credentials to you?
        11                 A.   For example?
        12                 Q.   For example, I'm the senior scientific
        13            officer, you know, you've got -- it's impressive,
        14            I mean, you know, what are you -- I'm forgetting
        15            what you call yourself.  You're the Chief
        16            Scientific and Technical Advisor For Fatigue and
        17            Damage Tolerance.  That's credentials.  I want to
        18            know what his credentials were?
        19                 A.   I don't recall his title.
        20                 Q.   Other than engineer?
        21                 A.   He -- he discussed some of his background
        22            and what he had done, but I don't recall his
        23            title.
        24                 Q.   Was he an employee of Boeing?
        25                 A.   There was an issue of he -- I remember it
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        01            was -- he was either going to retire or he had
        02            retired and he had come back, I don't recall.
        03                 Q.   How does Gladhill sound to you?  Was it
        04            Mr. Gladhill?
        05                 A.   I don't recall.
        06                 Q.   Happy Mountain?
        07                 A.   I don't recall.
        08                 Q.   That was another attempt at a joke, but
        09            it was Mr. Gladhill's joke, not mine.  So, what
        10            did Mr. Gladhill tell you about ATA?  I'm sorry,
        11            not Mr. Gladhill.  I'm assuming that.  It may not
        12            be true.  What did Ted tell you about ATA?
        13                 A.   He basically walked -- walked us through
        14            the slides and explained ATA as a assembly
        15            philosophy and, you know, how it worked.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  Did -- did he tell you that Boeing
        17            actually had documents that described ATA?
        18                 A.   I don't recall.
        19                 Q.   Would it surprise you to learn that
        20            Boeing has documents that describe ATA?
        21                 A.   Not at all.
        22                 Q.   You'd expect Boeing to have documents
        23            that describe ATA, would you not?
        24                 A.   Yes, I would.
        25                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Would you get me 602?
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Well, let's find out what Mr. Gladhill --
        03            did you think Mr. Gladhill was being candid with
        04            you about ATA and what it meant?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   You believed him?
        07                 A.   Yes.
        08                 Q.   And in fact, the reason it was relevant
        09            to know what ATA meant, what ATA is, is because if
        10            you look at Exhibit 603, you look over here and it
        11            says this drawing contains Advanced Technology
        12            Assembly locations?
        13                 A.   Correct.
        14                 Q.   Right.  And so you understood that since
        15            that's on the drawing, that's important?
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form and
        17            foundation.
        18                      MR. KOH:  Object.
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   Right?
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.
        22                 A.   Yes.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Right.  It's part of the drawing.  And
        25            so, you need to know, to know what ATA -- what
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        01            that means, you have to know what Boeing means by
        02            ATA, or Advanced Technology Assembly?
        03                 A.   Correct.
        04                 Q.   Now, what did he tell you Advanced
        05            Technology Assembly means?
        06                 A.   It's a -- I'm paraphrasing him.  I can't
        07            remember his exact words, but I came away, my
        08            conclusion was, based on what he said, that ATA
        09            was a manufacturing assembly philosophy.
        10                 Q.   Did he --
        11                 A.   It's a way -- it's a way to bring parts
        12            together.
        13                 Q.   So, does -- now, manufacturing assembly,
        14            is assembly the only aspect of manufacturing or
        15            are there others?
        16                 A.   There's others.
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        19                 Q.   Right.  What are the other aspects of
        20            manufacturing other than assembly?
        21                 A.   Fabrication.
        22                 Q.   Okay.  What about design?
        23                 A.   No.
        24                 Q.   Okay.  So, fabrication and assembly would
        25            both be aspects of manufacturing?
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        01                 A.   Yes.
        02                 Q.   Now, did -- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted tell
        03            you that ATA applied only to assembly?
        04                 A.   I don't recall if he said those exact
        05            words, but that certainly would be my observation.
        06            And based on my past experience, ATA is all about
        07            assembly.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, you reached the conclusion
        09            from your conversation or your meeting with Mr.
        10            Koh and Ted that ATA did not have to do with
        11            fabrication?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Objection.
        13                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Form?
        14                      MR. KOH:  It misstates what he just said.
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, then, okay, form.
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        17                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
        18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        19                 Q.   I just want to know if Mr. -- Mr. -- or
        20            Ted and Mr. Koh, in their meeting, left you with
        21            the impression that ATA did not have anything to
        22            do with fabrication?
        23                 A.   What do you mean when you say do not have
        24            anything to do with?
        25                 Q.   Well, that -- okay.  You had said that
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        01            ATA was a manufacturing assembly process, correct?
        02                 A.   It's a philosophy.
        03                 Q.   Philosophy.  Is that a -- is it -- is it
        04            a process?
        05                 A.   I would say at the highest level it is a
        06            philosophy, as opposed to hard tooling, other ways
        07            to bring parts together.  It is a way, but not the
        08            only way.
        09                 Q.   A way.  A way of what?
        10                 A.   Of bringing parts together, of assembling
        11            parts.
        12                 Q.   Okay.  So, it is a manufacturing assembly
        13            philosophy?
        14                 A.   That's what I would call it.
        15                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and then I asked you
        16            whether manufacturing includes something, anything
        17            other than assembly, and you said that there's
        18            another aspect of manufacturing and that would be
        19            fabrication?
        20                 A.   In my mind, when I say fabrication, I
        21            reserve, and everybody may not do this, I reserve
        22            that for individual part creation is fabrication,
        23            and then assembly is when you bring more than --
        24            well, two or more parts together, and then
        25            manufacturing would be kind of all of that stuff.
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        01                 Q.   Right.  Both the --
        02                 A.   Just to get an understanding of
        03            semantics.
        04                 Q.   Right, and that's what I'm trying --
        05            that's what I'm trying to get to.  And I think we
        06            understand each other because I think I understand
        07            that in your conception of manufacturing,
        08            manufacturing contemplates both fabrication and
        09            assembly?
        10                 A.   Right.
        11                 Q.   And -- and you are limiting ATA, as I
        12            understand, to the assembly aspect of
        13            manufacturing?
        14                 A.   I'm not sure what you mean when you say
        15            limiting.
        16                 Q.   Well, I mean that ATA does not -- ATA is
        17            not concerned with fabrication?
        18                 A.   Let me clarify my thoughts.
        19                 Q.   Okay.
        20                 A.   If you're going to follow an ATA
        21            philosophy, which I would say, simply stated, is
        22            you're going to assemble parts by using key
        23            characteristics on those parts, like holes in this
        24            specific case.  If that's the approach you're
        25            going to use, then you have to put the holes in
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        01            the right places at the fab level when you fab the
        02            parts that are going to come together later on.
        03            So, in that sense you could say ATA has an impact
        04            on the engineering drawings because those holes
        05            need to be there for assembly, but they don't need
        06            to be there for anything other than that.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  And so -- and so to make -- to
        08            make it clear, my question is whether you
        09            understood, from your conversation with Ted,
        10            whether you understood that ATA required any
        11            particular fabrication processes?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.  I objected
        13            that it was asked and already answered.
        14                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can still answer the
        15            question, but you got to take your hand away from
        16            your mouth.
        17                 A.   Other than you need -- if manufacturing
        18            needs these key characteristics to assemble the
        19            part, then those things need to be put on the
        20            part, whether they're holes or notches or whatever
        21            they happen to be, and people use different key
        22            characteristics to bring parts together.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   There can be key characteristics of angle
        25            to the part?
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   Do you know?
        05                 A.   You can -- you can -- I have seen people
        06            leverage inherent key characteristics to
        07            facilitate ATA.
        08                 Q.   Well, you used -- you used the phrase key
        09            characteristics is something that is used in ATA
        10            to put the holes in the right places.  Using key
        11            characteristics --
        12                 A.   The holes, the holes would be the key
        13            characteristics.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  So, the only key characteristics
        15            for ATA would be the holes?
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   If I'm getting you right.  I'm trying to
        19            understand.
        20                 A.   For these -- for these particular parts,
        21            what I -- my observation is that the things that
        22            are important to get these parts assembled and
        23            what manufacturing is relying on is these holes,
        24            which I would call key characteristics that
        25            facilitate ATA assembly.
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        01                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you say key
        02            characteristics, you're talking about the holes?
        03                 A.   Yeah.
        04                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and your understanding of
        05            the holes as being the key characteristics is
        06            based upon what Ted told you?  And if there's
        07            more, that's what I'm trying to get to.
        08                 A.   I've seen -- I've seen ATA before I even
        09            talked to Ted. When I talk to people about this
        10            and people ask me what is ATA, I said have you
        11            ever assembled a piece of Ikea furniture?
        12                 Q.   Okay.  So, it's Ikea furniture to you?
        13                      MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer.
        14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm sorry, I thought he
        15            had.  I'm not -- I think the record is going to
        16            show that I was not being --
        17                 A.   When I'm trying to explain it to a layman
        18            on what -- it's very simple.  You're not -- you're
        19            not having to build a hard jig to hold parts.  You
        20            pre-drill the parts, so when you assemble them you
        21            just line up the holes, peg it together, and then
        22            finish whatever processes you need to -- you need
        23            to finish up.  So, it's -- you know, that's the --
        24            that's the simplistic analogy that I would use to
        25            explain.  When people say what's the ATA
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        01            philosophy that you're talking about to assemble
        02            stuff, I say, well, you see it in a lot of -- in
        03            a lot of cases.  It's -- it's not anything that's
        04            magical and new.  The basic philosophy has been
        05            very common for years.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, based on your -- based
        08            upon your experience and on what Ted told you,
        09            your conclusion was that ATA was the use of key
        10            characteristic holes to put parts together?
        11                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   Tell me where I'm wrong.  Tell me where
        14            I'm wrong. Obviously I -- obviously I didn't pass
        15            the Koh test, so tell me where I'm wrong.
        16                      MR. KOH:  No, my objection is that you
        17            didn't exhaust all the sources of his information.
        18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I'm getting there.
        19                      MR. KOH:  It sounded like that was
        20            implicit in your question.
        21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        22                 Q.   No, no, no, no.  I want to know all of
        23            your sources of information about ATA, and I've
        24            got two sources of information so far about ATA
        25            and I want to exhaust them.  I've got -- I've got
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        01            Mr. Koh and his engineer, Ted.  That's one source.
        02            Your experience, your general experience in the
        03            industry is another source, and I want to run
        04            through them all.  Give us all of them.
        05                 A.   Okay.  The term ATA was not familiar to
        06            me.  We used a philosophy on some assemblies on
        07            some parts to bring parts together based on key
        08            characteristics.  When Mr. Koh and Ted told us
        09            what ATA is, it was, okay, I've seen this before.
        10            It wasn't called ATA, but I understand what you're
        11            doing.
        12                 Q.   Okay.  So, that's your prior experience,
        13            and I'm trying to get beyond Mr. Koh and Ted and
        14            prior experience.  What else was there that
        15            informed you about ATA?
        16                      MR. KOH:  I just have a  - I have an
        17            objection that in the room we have a huge stack of
        18            documents that he said he reviewed.
        19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, and I'm going to get
        20            to that in a minute.  I'm trying to get to what he
        21            remembered, and I think you understand -- I mean,
        22            you're trying to tell him that he should refer to
        23            something else.
        24                      MR. KOH:  I am not.
        25                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Do you want to just go
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        01            ahead and tell him?
        02                      MR. KOH:  No.  I'm objecting that I think
        03            it's misleading to the witness.
        04                      MS. BENTLEY:  I think for everyone this
        05            will go a lot faster if we limit the speaking
        06            objections.
        07                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        08                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, Mr. Koh is trying to
        09            suggest to you that there's a stack of stuff over
        10            here that you should look in, in answer to my
        11            question.  And if that's true, that's where I was
        12            going next.  I was going to have you look through
        13            the stack and tell us what else in the stack might
        14            have informed you about ATA. But as you sit here
        15            today, having done a Declaration about a month,
        16            two months ago now about this, I'm trying to find
        17            out what you know, as you sit here today, about
        18            ATA and your sources of it?
        19                 A.   Okay.  Another -- in -- in Smyth's bucket
        20            of data --
        21                 Q.   Uh-huh.
        22                 A.   -- there was also some Boeing documents
        23            that talked about ATA.
        24                 Q.   Right.
        25                 A.   Which I read through.
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        01                 Q.   So, you read through -- you read through
        02            -- and I think I've seen there.  I think there's a
        03            thing in there called the ATA Design Guide, the
        04            Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide for
        05            New/Emerging Programs.  Did you see that?
        06                 A.   Yes.
        07                 Q.   And you read that?
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                 Q.   And you carefully considered it?
        10                 A.   Yes.
        11                 Q.   And you incorporated it into your
        12            opinion?
        13                 A.   Not the opinion about unsafe condition.
        14                 Q.   What -- what opinion did you incorporate
        15            it into?
        16                 A.   Into -- in the Declaration, I made some
        17            statements about the ATA process.
        18                 Q.   And -- and what -- what -- what
        19            statements about the ATA process did you make that
        20            you incorporated that into?
        21                 A.   Okay.  Well, I'll give you the paragraph.
        22                 Q.   It's paragraph 11, I think.
        23                 A.   Yes.  So, based on my past experience,
        24            the meeting with Steve Koh and Ted, and the Boeing
        25            information that I had from -- from Dean Smyth's
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        01            bucket of information, it just continued to
        02            reinforce my observation that, well, look at the
        03            acronym, ATA assembly.  It's all about assembly.
        04            And when I read the Boeing documents, the whole
        05            thrust was assembly.  Now, the parts do need stuff
        06            to facilitate this, but ATA is all about assembly.
        07            That's what I came away with.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  And you reached the conclusion
        09            from your review of the Boeing documents and Mr.
        10            Koh and Ted and your prior experience that the
        11            only key characteristics were holes, right?
        12                 A.   For these particular parts.
        13                 Q.   And you're talking about the parts
        14            involved in our case?
        15                 A.   Well, this one right here, for example.
        16                 Q.   Well, for instance, on Exhibit 603, which
        17            is in front of you, does Exhibit 603 call out any
        18            key characteristics?
        19                 A.   It locates the holes.
        20                 Q.   Well, is there actually something on
        21            there that says key characteristics?
        22                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  The document speaks
        23            for itself.
        24                      MR. SKEPNEK:  You're right, it does, and
        25            I'm asking him whether it speaks to key
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        01            characteristics.
        02                 A.   I don't know if it uses those terms.
        03            That's my term.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   And -- and your term is based on what?
        06            Was it based on what Ted and Mr. Koh told you?
        07                 A.   That's what we used to call those things
        08            that you used to bring parts together.
        09                 Q.   Well, look over here.  Do you see key
        10            characteristics?
        11                 A.   Uh-huh.
        12                 Q.   That would be a yes?  Is that yes?
        13                 A.   I don't -- I wouldn't -- I don't know if
        14            that's in the same context or not.
        15                 Q.   Let me first ask, before we get to
        16            context, let's first ask whether the drawing says
        17            key characteristics?
        18                 A.   Yes, it does say key characteristic.
        19                 Q.   And it has three of them, right?
        20                 A.   Yeah.
        21                 Q.   So, that would be plural, key
        22            characteristics.  There are three key
        23            characteristic, right?
        24                 A.   Okay.
        25                 Q.   And this is -- we're looking at Kuss
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        01            Exhibit No. 603.  Do you see that?
        02                 A.   Uh-huh.
        03                 Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude, yes?
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                 Q.   And -- and -- and so is today the first
        06            day that you've noticed that this drawing, 603, or
        07            any of the part drawings say key characteristics?
        08                 A.   Yes, I think it is.
        09                 Q.   Do you know whether all of the part
        10            drawings contain a box that identifies key
        11            characteristics?
        12                 A.   No.
        13                      MR. KOH:  Do you mind if I take a look at
        14            that?
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.
        16                      MR. KOH:  Thank you.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Now -- now, from your review of the
        19            materials, did you -- did you reach the conclusion
        20            that for Boeing, ATA was viewed as a comprehensive
        21            overhaul to the current manufacturing processes at
        22            Boeing?  Did you know that?
        23                      MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,
        24            foundation.
        25                 A.   I have heard people say that, but did I
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        01            know that?  That's a claim.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   How would you determine whether it's a
        04            claim that's true or not?
        05                 A.   When you get to the point that that's the
        06            only way that you assemble aircraft from front
        07            bulkhead to aft bulkhead, then I think you could
        08            say that is a complete overhaul.  But if you're
        09            only doing it with parts of the airplane and other
        10            parts you're not using ATA, then I wouldn't call
        11            it an overhaul.
        12                 Q.   Did you -- did you research Boeing's own
        13            engineering documents to determine whether Boeing
        14            engineers described it as a fabrication process
        15            variability control?
        16                 A.   No.
        17                 Q.   Do you know what a process variability
        18            control is?
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        20                 A.   I believe I do.
        21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        22                 Q.   Do you know what HVC is?
        23                 A.   I'm not familiar with that acronym.
        24                 Q.   Hardware variability control, are you
        25            familiar with that?
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        01                 A.   Not -- no, I can't say that I am.
        02                 Q.   Did you -- did you -- were you given the
        03            Boeing document, the Boeing process, HVC process
        04            documentation document that is described as
        05            D681654, were you given that?
        06                 A.   I don't recall.  Don't recall.
        07                 Q.   Were you told that the Boeing process,
        08            HVC process capability document was applicable to
        09            the Renton final assembly and all of its
        10            supporting organizations, including Boeing
        11            suppliers for the 737NG aircraft?  Were you told
        12            that?
        13                 A.   No.
        14                 Q.   Do you know what the requirements of HVC
        15            are?
        16                 A.   No.
        17                 Q.   Do you know -- were you told by Boeing or
        18            by Mr. Koh or by Ted that the foundation to ATA is
        19            hardware variability control, HVC?  Were you told
        20            that --
        21                 A.   No.
        22                 Q.   Were you told by Mr. Koh or by Ted that
        23            tolerance analysis is required to determine the
        24            feasibility and requirements for ATA details and
        25            assemblies?
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        01                 A.   No.
        02                 Q.   Were you told that a tolerance analysis
        03            must be based on documented preferred
        04            manufacturing processes and capabilities?  Were
        05            you told that?
        06                 A.   I don't recall.
        07                 Q.   Were you told that the design fabrication
        08            and assembly using ATA manufacturing methods
        09            require that process capabilities be understood
        10            and that some processes must be under statistical
        11            process control?  Were you told that?
        12                 A.   I don't recall.
        13                 Q.   Would that be significant to you?
        14                 A.   No.
        15                 Q.   It wouldn't be.  Were you told that the
        16            ATA Design Guide -- did you actually review it?
        17            Did you actually read it?
        18                 A.   I -- I did go through it.  I picked stuff
        19            out.
        20                 Q.   What stuff did you pick out?
        21                 A.   I picked the stuff out that tried -- the
        22            definition of ATA, I picked out that, when they
        23            were trying to -- what is this beast that -- I
        24            picked that out.  Okay, I tried to understand, you
        25            know, what is this thing they called ATA.
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        01                 Q.   Okay.  Well, let's -- I know that's in
        02            here and let's find it.  Just take us a second
        03            because I know that a minute ago when I was
        04            looking through here I saw that.
        05            Going through the stack of materials that we were
        06            given just a minute ago, that would be among the
        07            things that you reviewed, and here I found it.
        08            It's -- it's actually in a letter -- it's in an
        09            envelope from me to Mr. Smyth dated -- I don't
        10            have a date on it. I can't see a date, but I'll
        11            hand you that.  Is that your handwritten note on
        12            there?
        13                 A.   No.
        14                 Q.   Let's move it up here.  It's a sticky.
        15            Now --
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  That is mine identifying a
        17            letter that was taken out of the packet.
        18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Do you want it -- do
        19            you want it back?
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  No, I want -- but you
        21            didn't know what the date is.  That is the date.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   Okay, so, so this is a -- counsel has
        24            indicated that this came together with a letter
        25            from me dated December 14th, 2009.  Do you recall
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        01            seeing the letter --
        02                 A.   Yes.
        03                 Q.   -- from me?
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                 Q.   So you knew who I was?
        06                 A.   Yes.
        07                 Q.   You knew my address and phone number and
        08            e-mail?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   Okay.  Now, what is that document that
        11            you're looking at?
        12                 A.   Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide
        13            for New/Emerging Programs.
        14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Would you get Exhibit 590?
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Did you look at that?
        17                 A.   I flipped through it.
        18                 Q.   Well, what did you -- what did you see
        19            when you flipped through it?
        20                 A.   I didn't see anything relative to
        21            evidence of an unsafe condition.
        22                 Q.   Well --
        23                 A.   It did give me a better knowledge of what
        24            ATA was all about.
        25                 Q.   Well, why don't you tell us what you
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        01            looked at in there that gave you knowledge of what
        02            ATA was about?  And here's what I'm -- I just want
        03            to make sure that we're looking at the same thing.
        04            This has been previously marked as an exhibit in
        05            this case, Exhibit 590.  Am I showing you Exhibit
        06            590?  Is that the same thing that you looked at?
        07                 A.   Looks like it.
        08                 Q.   Okay.
        09                 A.   Looks like it.
        10                 Q.   So, as you look at Exhibit 590 --
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Counsel, when the -- when
        12            the court reporter prepares the booklet, will the
        13            exhibits be attached?
        14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  We can talk about that
        15            later.  I don't know.
        16                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yes.
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  We will have to
        18            have those.  Thank you.
        19                 A.   What I got out of this were these --
        20            these were things  you had to think about if you
        21            were going to be successful with ATA and the
        22            design of individual parts.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   What were the things you had to think
        25            about?
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        01                 A.   Well, the shape and the dimensions and
        02            where you located these things to bring parts
        03            together, et cetera, et cetera.
        04                 Q.   What's an abstract?  What's an abstract?
        05                 A.   What's an abstract?
        06                 Q.   Right.
        07                 A.   Would be just --
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
        09                 A.   -- a quick overview of the document.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   Okay.  Well, go to -- before you go to
        12            the abstract of that document, let me show you
        13            Exhibit 602.  Were you shown Exhibit 602?
        14                 A.   I don't recall it.
        15                 Q.   It says, "Advanced Technology Assembly is
        16            marketed as a strategic plan for aircraft
        17            manufacturing at Wichita Division."  This is a
        18            Boeing document.  Do you see that -- do you see
        19            that stamp down and the BTL 1084.  That means that
        20            when we went and looked at the Boeing Technical
        21            Library, this is a document that we pulled out of
        22            the Boeing Technical Library.
        23            So, did-- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted show you this
        24            document which is Boeing's own description of ATA?
        25                 A.   I don't recall seeing this; however, this
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        01            reinforces my feelings.
        02                 Q.   Okay.
        03                 A.   Because everything about it, shim
        04            elimination, simplified tooling, flow production,
        05            this is all about assembly.
        06                 Q.   What about -- what about the last bullet
        07            -- what does it say assembly, fabrication process
        08            variability control?
        09                 A.   It says the big thing is assembly.
        10            That's where the bang for the buck is here is
        11            assembly, assembly, assembly.
        12                 Q.   So, what about where it says fabrication
        13            process variability control, are you ignoring
        14            that?
        15                 A.   I'm not ignoring that, but that's just,
        16            to me, to me, that's a -- just an empowering thing
        17            that you need to do to really get at the crux of
        18            the issue, which is assembly.  Assembly flow,
        19            tooling and things like that.
        20                 Q.   Well, how does HVC apply to the assembly?
        21                 A.   I don't have a clue.
        22                 Q.   Well, it says, it says, "The foundation
        23            to ATA is hardware variability control."  Is that
        24            what it says?
        25                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
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        01                 A.   I am -- I am trying to tell you my
        02            opinion and how I arrived at my opinion.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   Is -- are you familiar with the Latin
        05            term ipse dixit?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   That it is so because I say it's so; are
        08            you familiar with that at all?
        09                 A.   I've heard that in English, yes.
        10                 Q.   Okay.  So, it's so because I say it's so.
        11            Now --
        12                      MR. ROBISON:  I object.  Argumentative.
        13                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it's kind of hard to
        14            be argumentative until I get it out.  I'll give
        15            you a chance to say it again.
        16                      MR. ROBISON:  I'm ready.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   So, your opinion about -- about ATA, is
        19            your opinion based upon the documents from Boeing
        20            that describe ATA, or is that opinion based upon
        21            because you say it's so?
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form and
        23            foundation.
        24                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
        25                      MR. ROBISON:   And argumentative.
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        01                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join in the argumentative.
        02                 A.   It's based on my interpretation of what I
        03            have read, including Boeing documents.  You know,
        04            what's the bottom line? What are people trying to
        05            accomplish?  It's all about assembling airplanes
        06            any more efficient, fast, less expensive process.
        07                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        08                 Q.   Let's go to the abstract on page 2 of the
        09            Boeing design guide.  Why don't you read that?
        10                 A.   This further reinforces --
        11                 Q.   Good, read it.
        12                 A.   -- my feeling because it says,
        13            "Successful ATA is dependent on the accuracy of
        14            the detail parts key features." They're two
        15            different things.  There's the parts that come in
        16            and then there's the ATA.  So, in my mind, ATA is
        17            assembly, and you need to do certain things to the
        18            parts to be successful at it. But if you want to
        19            know what ATA is, it's all about assembly.
        20                 Q.   Well, go ahead and read the rest of that?
        21            What does it say?
        22                 A.   "A tolerance analysis is required" --
        23                 Q.   No, let's read the whole paragraph.
        24            "Successful ATA," go ahead from there. "Successful
        25            ATA is" --
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        01                 A.   "Dependent on the accuracy of the detail
        02            parts key features."
        03                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what a key
        04            feature is?
        05                 A.   I think I do.
        06                 Q.   What's a key feature?
        07                 A.   I would say these holes in these parts
        08            are an example of a key feature.
        09                 Q.   But are there other key features?
        10                 A.   There could be.
        11                 Q.   Do you know what they might be?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Object.  Lack of foundation.
        13                 A.   I won't speculate.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   But you've given opinions about what ATA
        16            means, and I want to know what you think that
        17            means when it says "dependent on the accuracy of
        18            the detail parts key features."  You've said holes
        19            are key features.  I want to know if there are
        20            other key features other than holes?
        21                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
        22                 A.   Yeah, I think I answered that.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Well, are key features and key
        25            characteristics the same thing?  Because if you
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        01            have, then you've answered the question already.
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        03            foundation, argumentative.
        04                 A.   These things that we're talking about
        05            that it says have to be accurate, whatever it is
        06            that the ATA process is dependent upon, those
        07            things have to be right, whatever you want to call
        08            them.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Okay.  So, those might be -- those might
        11            be the surface of the part?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
        13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        14                 Q.   You don't know?
        15                 A.   Perhaps.  It depends on -- it depends on
        16            the part.
        17                 Q.   And to know that, you would have to look
        18            at the drawing for the part, right?
        19                 A.   Exactly.
        20                 Q.   Right.  So, the drawing for the part says
        21            what are the key features or key characteristics?
        22                 A.   I don't know enough about these
        23            particular parts to be able to say exactly what it
        24            is that has to be exactly right to have a
        25            successful ATA.
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        01                 Q.   The next sentence reads:  "A tolerance
        02            analysis is required to determine the feasibility
        03            and requirements for ATA details and assemblies."
        04            What does that mean?
        05                 A.   I'm not sure.
        06                 Q.   The next sentence says, "The tolerance
        07            analysis shall be based upon documented preferred
        08            manufacturing processes and capabilities."  Do you
        09            know what that means?
        10                 A.   No.
        11                 Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing process
        12            is?
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing
        15            capability is?
        16                 A.   Yes.
        17                 Q.   How would you assess -- how would you
        18            assess manufacturing processes and capabilities?
        19                 A.   What I don't know is what does documented
        20            preferred imply.  I don't know what that means.
        21                 Q.   When you read the -- this ATA Design
        22            Guide as you were -- as you were -- this -- was
        23            this during the 24 hours or so that you spent
        24            studying this before you gave an opinion to Mr. --
        25                 A.   Uh-huh.
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        01                 Q.   -- Smyth?
        02                 A.   Yes.
        03                 Q.   Well, when you -- when you did that, did
        04            you -- did you try and determine what that means?
        05                 A.   No.
        06                 Q.   It says "design, fabrication and assembly
        07            using ATA manufacturing methods."  Did I read that
        08            right?
        09                 A.   I guess, yeah, you read the words right.
        10                 Q.   "Require that process capabilities be
        11            understood and some processes must be under
        12            statistical process control."  Did I read that
        13            right?
        14                 A.   You got the words right.
        15                 Q.   Can you tell us what that means?
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        17                      MR. KOH:   Join.  Lack of foundation.
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.
        19                 A.   It means you need to control the process
        20            and make sure these things that need to be right
        21            are right.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   Now, you -- you've expressed the opinion
        24            that ATA does not require machine tooling or
        25            computerized tooling.  You've expressed that
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        01            opinion.
        02                 A.   I don't think I said that.
        03                 Q.   What did you say?
        04                 A.   I said that ATA is a approach to assembly
        05            parts that can minimize the need for rigid tools
        06            and fixtures and, therefore, reduce -- potentially
        07            reduce time and costs and et cetera, et cetera.
        08                 Q.   Well, are you -- are you telling us -- do
        09            you know whether ATA requires computerized
        10            machining of the parts?  Can you tell us?
        11                 A.   In my opinion -- can I give an opinion?
        12            ATA would not require computerized fabrication of
        13            the parts.
        14                 Q.   And the basis for that opinion is what?
        15                 A.   As long as you locate these things that
        16            are important to be successful at ATA, in my
        17            opinion, it wouldn't matter how you created them
        18            as long as they're right.
        19                 Q.   Does it matter what the engineers who
        20            drew -- who drew the drawings, made the drawings
        21            and what they put on the drawings, does it matter
        22            what they say?
        23                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can
        25            answer.
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        01                 A.   Does it matter what they say?
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Yeah.
        04                 A.   Maybe.
        05                 Q.   Does it matter what the drawings say?
        06                 A.   It matters what the drawings say.
        07                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        08                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        09                 Q.   Right.  So, what they say after the fact
        10            about the drawings is not what's important, it
        11            matters what the drawings say?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:   Foundation.
        14                      MR. ROBISON:  Argumentative.
        15                 A.   Most drawings make allowances so that
        16            manufacturing planning can choose what they feel
        17            is the most optimum way to manufacture parts.
        18            It's not the purview of design engineering to make
        19            the call on how things are fabbed or assembled.
        20            That's my experience.
        21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        22                 Q.   Do you see right here?  Can you look in
        23            this box right here?  Do you see an S-3?
        24                 A.   Yeah.
        25                 Q.   Do you know what that means?
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        01                 A.   No.  I couldn't say I know what that
        02            means.
        03                 Q.   Can you see it better that way?
        04                 A.   Yes, I see the S-3, yes.
        05                 Q.   So that's a flag note.  Do you know what
        06            a flag note is?
        07                 A.   It's a note in a flag.
        08                 Q.   Well, when there's a flag note on a
        09            drawing, what does that mean?
        10                 A.   It's part of the drawing.
        11                 Q.   So, so, do we need to know what that flag
        12            note means before we start interpreting the
        13            drawing?
        14                 A.   Certainly manufacturing would need to
        15            understand what that meant so they can put
        16            together the build paper to build the part.
        17                 Q.   Right.  Do you need to know what that
        18            means for you to understand what the engineering
        19            requirements are?
        20                 A.   Do I need to know it?
        21                 Q.   Yeah.
        22                 A.   Not necessarily.
        23                 Q.   Well --
        24                 A.   For me --
        25                 Q.   Where would you go to find out what --
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        01                      MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer,
        02            Bill.
        03                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I actually think he
        04            jumped in on me, but fine, you know.  This is, by
        05            the way, being videotaped.  So if you're going to
        06            try and make a record that I'm being abusive to
        07            the witness, then you're going to fail in it
        08            because I'm not.
        09                      MR. ROBISON:  Real simple.  Let him
        10            finish.  Don't step on him.
        11                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I didn't step on him.
        12            Okay.  Now, what was the last question?
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:   Mr. Eastin, you have to
        14            let counsel finish his question and he will afford
        15            you the same courtesy.
        16                      THE WITNESS:  Okay.
        17                      THE REPORTER:   The last question was:
        18            "Where would you go to find out what" --
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   Where would we go to find out what S-3
        21            means?  Where would you look?
        22                 A.   I'm not -- I don't know with Boeing's
        23            drawing system.
        24                 Q.   Well, did Mr. Koh or Ted tell you where
        25            you'd look to find out what S-3 means?
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        01                 A.   I don't recall.
        02                 Q.   Well, this says ATA on the drawing,
        03            right?
        04                 A.   Yeah, it's an advanced assembly piece of
        05            -- it's an advanced assembly part.  It's basically
        06            telling the world that we are going to assemble
        07            this part with the ATA philosophy, so there are
        08            things in here that need to be right.
        09                 Q.   Right.  So, so, might you -- might you
        10            not look at Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide?
        11            You think there might be some help for you in
        12            that?
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        14            foundation.
        15                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        16                 A.   Certainly the designer who's laying this
        17            thing out needs to be cognizant of this.
        18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        19                 Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out
        20            need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
        21                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
        22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        23                 Q.   Is that what you said?
        24                      MR. KOH:  Lack of foundation.
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out
        03            need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
        04                 A.   I would say it would be a good idea.
        05                 Q.   Would the liaison engineers who
        06            disposition parts on Material Review Board, should
        07            they be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.
        09                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        10                 A.   Let me think about that.  I would say not
        11            necessarily.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   What if the MRB -- what if there is a
        14            statistical tolerancing approach for MRB
        15            evaluation that's discussed in the ATA Design
        16            Guide?
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objections.
        18                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        19                 A.   In my experience, when you get -- when
        20            you get to the -- at the end of the day when you
        21            have to make a decision on whether this part that
        22            has a discrepancy can be, you know, how to
        23            disposition it, it basically becomes an issue of
        24            quantitatively defining what the part is, what the
        25            dimensions are, holes, whatever it is, and what
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        01            those mean relative to the type design
        02            requirements.  And however this part got made, I
        03            would say might be interesting, but at the end of
        04            the day it's what's the physical condition of the
        05            part.
        06                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        07                 Q.   Well, let's --
        08                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  One minute on tape.
        09                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay, take a break.
        10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
        11                      {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
        12                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
        13            The time is 2:20:43.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   Okay.  Now, we've been looking at FS-3,
        16            flag note 3?
        17                 A.   Uh-huh, okay.
        18                 Q.   And -- and then if you go to page 8, in
        19            Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide, do you find
        20            FLS-3?
        21                 A.   Uh-huh.
        22                 Q.   Flag note S-3.  It says, "Features
        23            identified as statistically toleranced shall be
        24            produced with statistical process controls."  Do
        25            you see that?
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        01                 A.   Uh-huh.
        02                 Q.   What does that mean?
        03                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  That's an
        04            incomplete reading of the flag note.
        05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form foundation.
        06                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm not finished with it.
        07            I'm going sentence-by-sentence.  I'm going to go
        08            through every word of it.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   What does that first sentence mean?
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        12                 A.   Well, just what it said.  It's talking
        13            about statistical process controls.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   So, does that mean that this part, this
        16            part that's described by Exhibit 603, is to be
        17            produced with statistical process controls?
        18                      MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.
        19            Object to the form.
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
        21                 A.   I'm not -- I don't know -- I don't know
        22            the Boeing drawings enough to be able to answer
        23            this line of questions. You're going to a level of
        24            detail that I'm just going to have to basically
        25            say I don't know.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Well, now, I don't want Mr. Koh to be
        03            throwing rocks at me if I don't go through the
        04            next -- the rest of flag note S-3 --
        05                 A.   You can go through every note you want
        06            and I'm going to just have to say I don't know.
        07                 Q.   So, in your understanding and
        08            interpretation of ATA, you don't know what flag
        09            note S-3 means?
        10                 A.   No.
        11                 Q.   On page 8, page 8 of the ATA Design
        12            Guide, Exhibit 590. Is that what we're looking at?
        13                 A.   Yeah.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  Get 643.  I'll hand you what's
        15            already been marked and identified by Mr. Paul
        16            Wolfe in a deposition a few weeks ago, less than a
        17            few weeks ago, up in Seattle as Exhibit 643.  Were
        18            you shown Exhibit 643?
        19                 A.   Not that I recall.
        20                 Q.   What's it called, HVC Process
        21            Documentation.  Do you see that?
        22                 A.   Yes.
        23                 Q.   Do you recognize it as a Boeing document?
        24                 A.   Yes.
        25                 Q.   It's actually signed off by Mr. Wolfe.
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        01            Do you see that two lines up from the bottom?
        02                 A.   Uh-huh.
        03                 Q.   And --
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                 Q.   Now, going back to the ATA Design Guide,
        06            actually I want -- what happened to Exhibit 602 --
        07            602, is that one page?  Right there, there it is.
        08            Exhibit 602 says the foundation -- the foundation
        09            of -- it says foundation -- my bifocals are
        10            getting me right there.  I can't quite read it.
        11            Could you read that?
        12                 A.   "The foundation of ATA is hardware
        13            variability control."
        14                 Q.   And then we're looking at Exhibit 643,
        15            and -- and will these documents typically have a
        16            definition of the scope of the document?  In other
        17            words, what it applies to?
        18                 A.   Uh-huh.
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Go to page 8 of Exhibit 643.  See a scope
        22            provision there?
        23                 A.   Uh-huh.
        24                 Q.   It says what?
        25                 A.   "This document is applicable to the
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        01            Renton final Assembly," with a Big A, assembly,
        02            "and all of its supporting organizations,
        03            including Boeing suppliers."
        04                 Q.   It supports references 1 through 3 and
        05            provides concepts, methods and responsibilities
        06            required to implement and sustain hardware
        07            variability control, correct?
        08                 A.   Right, yeah.
        09                 Q.   And do you understand that the final
        10            assembly of the 737NG aircraft is in Renton?
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        12                 A.   Yes.
        13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        14                 Q.   And then when you look at -- when you
        15            look at the ATA Design Guide, Exhibit 590, do you
        16            see the key words, do you see HVC?
        17                 A.   Yes.
        18                 Q.   Now, would you want to know what Boeing
        19            says about the meaning of hardware variability
        20            control in understanding ATA?
        21                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        23                 A.   To the level I wanted to understand what
        24            it was they were talking about when they said ATA,
        25            no.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Well, would you want to know what
        03            Boeing's requirements for product acceptance to
        04            statistical tolerance were?
        05                 A.   No.
        06                 Q.   So, you wouldn't want to know about
        07            document or drawing No. 800-10438, Exhibit No.
        08            625?
        09                      MR. KOH:  Object --
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   You wouldn't care about that?
        12                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   You wouldn't care about that?
        16                 A.   No.
        17                 Q.   Would you want to know how Boeing made
        18            its own supplier ATA capability assessments?
        19                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.  Know for
        20            what purpose?
        21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        22                 Q.   For expressing your opinion,
        23            understanding ATA?
        24                      MR. KOH:  That's two different things.
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's the opinion
        02            we're talking about.
        03                      MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as
        04            well because his opinion is within his
        05            Declaration.  You're way off base on that and I
        06            object to continued questions on things outside
        07            his Declaration.
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I just love being directed
        09            back to his Declaration.  Let's go back there.
        10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        11                 Q.   What you say here in your Declaration is,
        12            "based on my understanding of ATA."
        13                 A.   There you go.
        14                 Q.   Right.  And so we're trying to -- we're
        15            trying to know what your understanding of ATA is
        16            and what the basis for that understanding is.  And
        17            my question is, whether knowledge of Boeing's own
        18            supplier ATA capability acceptance document would
        19            be important to you in understanding ATA?
        20                 A.   Not to the level I felt I needed to
        21            understand it.
        22                 Q.   Well, and that, by the way, is Exhibit
        23            587.  You weren't shown that either, were you?
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        25            foundation.
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        01                 A.   I don't recall.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   If it's not in the documents, I guess you
        04            weren't shown it?
        05                 A.   If it was in the Dean Smyth package, I
        06            may have flipped through it.
        07                 Q.   Were you given the -- were you given the
        08            -- I'll go ahead and show it to you, Exhibit 587.
        09            Have you seen it?
        10                 A.   Not that I recall.
        11                 Q.   So, if it says that -- if -- if it says
        12            that ATA capability is based upon machine tooling,
        13            you couldn't -- you wouldn't know one way or
        14            another about that?
        15                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Go to page 1.  What does it say in the
        19            second paragraph?
        20                 A.   Well, I haven't seen this before, but
        21            it's -- to me it's interesting.  It says -- I go
        22            back to, for me, ATA is an assembly philosophy at
        23            the high level.  Now, all the things you need to
        24            do to be successful at that, and I paraphrase
        25            what's in this Boeing document, it includes part
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        01            fabrication and it says there are alternatives
        02            available to the supplier to establish an ATA
        03            process.  Now, I would say the process gets into
        04            the nitty-gritty details of how you're going to
        05            implement this ATA approach to assembly, and it
        06            says certainly the preferred process would be one
        07            in which the supplier uses CATIA for their CAD
        08            system and CNC mill for establishing part geometry
        09            and hole placement, blah, blah blah.  None of
        10            these is a requirement, however, in place of
        11            CATIA.  So, there's provisions made, precision
        12            jigs may and in some instances should replace the
        13            CNC mill.  There is -- there's ways to get to a
        14            successful ATA assembly.  For me, ATA does not
        15            connotate you must absolutely have to, under any
        16            circumstances, produce the parts with computer
        17            controlled equipment, do CNN, statistically
        18            control your processes.  It doesn't say that.  I
        19            don't see anything in -- in any of this stuff.  In
        20            fact, it's the other way around.  There is more
        21            than one way to skin the cat and accomplish a
        22            successful ATA.
        23                 Q.   Are you done?
        24                 A.   No.
        25                 Q.   Okay.  Go on.
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        01                 A.   Yes, I'm done.
        02                 Q.   Well, I want you to go back to page 1.
        03                 A.   Page 1.
        04                 Q.   Did you -- did you just read page 1 to
        05            us?
        06                 A.   No, I read -- I read Section 2, Process
        07            Validation.
        08                 Q.   Well, let's -- let's go to Section 1,
        09            Advanced Technology Assembly.
        10                 A.   This means you are not required to have a
        11            CNN -- CMM.
        12                 Q.   CMM.  We're going to go back to the CMM.
        13                 A.   But I just read a paragraph here which
        14            basically, to me, supports my position that ATA is
        15            an assembly philosophy, not necessarily contingent
        16            on statistical process control, CNN, CATIA, all of
        17            those things.  Those are just ways to accomplish
        18            the end, which is ATA.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, let's go back to page 1.
        20            What does it say? What's the heading?
        21                 A.   Advanced Technology Assembly.
        22                 Q.   What does it say under paragraph 2?
        23            Would you read paragraph 2?
        24                 A.   Now, this is how Boeing has chosen to go
        25            about and do this.
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        01                 Q.   What does it say?
        02                 A.   Although, in here, they say --
        03                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir --
        04                 A.   -- some of these things are not required.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   What does it say?
        07                 A.   I just read what it said.
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, just answer his
        09            question or we'll be here until --
        10                      THE WITNESS:  Sorry.
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   What does it say, paragraph 2, read it,
        13            please.
        14                 A.   "In order for ATA to be successfully
        15            implemented, several tools and processes are
        16            required.  Amongst them was critical or digitally
        17            engineered models as a controlling drawing used in
        18            conjunction with CNC machine tools."
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, stop there for a second.
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   I'm perfectly willing to read on, but
        22            what is a CNC machine tool?
        23                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation
        24            as to this document.  He's testified he's never
        25            seen it before.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   What is a CNC machine tool?
        03                 A.   It's a computer controlled machine.
        04                 Q.   So, it says -- it says that's required,
        05            doesn't it?
        06                      MR. KOH:  The document speaks for itself.
        07                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        08                 Q.   Well, I mean, if it doesn't say that,
        09            tell us it doesn't say that because I'm going to
        10            go to page 2, which is where you wanted to read,
        11            and we're going to talk about that.
        12            What is a -- what is -- what is a CNC machine
        13            tool?
        14                 A.   It doesn't -- to me, this doesn't say the
        15            CNC machine tool is required.  It doesn't say that
        16            to me.
        17                 Q.   It says, it says, "In order for ATA to be
        18            successfully implemented, several tools and
        19            processes are required."
        20                 A.   Yeah.
        21                 Q.   It says, "Among the most critical are a
        22            digitally engineered model as the controlling
        23            drawing used in conjunction with CNC machine
        24            tools," and it's your testimony that does not
        25            require CNC machine tools?
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        01                 A.   That's not the way I read the sentence,
        02            no.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  On down it says, it talks about
        04            CMMs, right?
        05                 A.   Uh-huh.
        06                 Q.   "The final element" -- well, I don't want
        07            to skip anything.  The next sentence is:  "This
        08            marriage allows us to ensure accurate first
        09            generation engineering to drive reliable accurate
        10            production methods."  Then it goes on, "The final
        11            element is the acceptance of the product and the
        12            assurance of product integrity.  While not
        13            required for ATA, coordinate measuring machines
        14            have proven to be invaluable."  Isn't that what a
        15            CMM is?
        16                 A.   Yeah.
        17                 Q.   Okay.  Now, you wanted to read from the
        18            second page. Now, I'd like you to read from the
        19            second page because that talks about CMM machines,
        20            doesn't it?
        21                 A.   Let me read from the first page:  While
        22            not required for ATA production, coordinate
        23            measuring machines have proven to be invaluable in
        24            performing blah, blah, blah, but that right there
        25            says not required.
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        01                 Q.   Well, wasn't my question about
        02            computerized CNC machine tools?  I was asking if
        03            CNC machine tools were being -- were required.
        04            Are CNC machine tools and CMM measuring machines,
        05            are those the same thing?
        06                 A.   No.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  So, it says CNC machine tools are
        08            required?
        09                 A.   No, it doesn't.  I'm sorry, I interrupted
        10            you.
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Yes, you did.
        12                 A.   Go back.
        13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        14                 Q.   It says CNC machine tools are required;
        15            it says CMMs measuring machines are an option?
        16                      MR. KOH:  Objection, argumentative,
        17            misstates the document, asked and answered.
        18                 A.   I'm sorry, I do not see in here that CNC
        19            machine tools are required.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Nor do you see that in Exhibit 590,
        22            right?
        23                      MS. BENTLEY:  Which one is 590?
        24                      MR. SKEPNEK:   That's the ATA Design
        25            Guide.  That's that one that we've been talking
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        01            about.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Right?
        04                 A.   Yes.  If you are going to use CNC
        05            machines, you must have a digital description of
        06            the part or it just stands to reason, you know, if
        07            you're going to use CNC, you've got to have a
        08            digital -- the database.  But just because you
        09            have a digital database, doesn't mean you have to
        10            use -- it's illogical because I can get the data
        11            from the CATIA digital database, I can get that
        12            data and get enough information to hand-build a
        13            part if I want to.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   Now, when you --
        16                 A.   It's not -- it's -- you know, if you're
        17            going to CNC machine, you've got to have the
        18            digital database.  But if you've got a --if you
        19            got the digital database, it doesn't mean you have
        20            to CNC machine.  Why would you have to?
        21                 Q.   And that's your interpretation of the
        22            Boeing ATA documents that we've just reviewed?
        23                 A.   That's based on my experience with not
        24            CATIA, but Unigraphics databases for parts that I
        25            was responsible for where we actually had a
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        01            digital description of the part, but we didn't use
        02            CNC to make the parts.
        03                 Q.   All right.  So, based -- your opinion is
        04            based upon your experience in doing work in the
        05            past, right?
        06                 A.   Correct.
        07                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and is that opinion also
        11            based upon your interpretation of these Boeing
        12            documents I've just shown you?
        13                 A.   For me --
        14                      MR. KOH:  I'm going to object to the
        15            form.
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   Yeah, I mean, are --
        18                      MR. KOH:  How can his opinion expressed
        19            be based on what you just showed him?
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   No, no.  Is that opinion supported by
        22            these documents I've just shown you?
        23                 A.   I would say the point that you're raising
        24            is very arguable.
        25                 Q.   Meaning that it's not clear from the
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        01            documents that computerized machining is required?
        02                 A.   No.
        03                      MR. KOH:   Object to the form.
        04                 A.   Not to me.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   Meaning what?  What's arguable?
        07                 A.   That statement.
        08                 Q.   Right.  Okay, so, you're saying it's --
        09            it's arguable that computerized machining is
        10            required?  You're saying that's arguable, right?
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,
        12            foundation.
        13                      MR. ROBISON:  Misstates his testimony.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   Are you saying that's not arguable?
        16                 A.   I'm saying based on what I've seen, I
        17            think that's a questionable position.
        18                 Q.   Okay.
        19                 A.   And to me, it's not logical either from
        20            an engineering perspective.  There's no logic to
        21            support that.
        22                 Q.   Right.  And -- and -- and your testimony
        23            is that based upon the materials I've just -- I've
        24            just shown you, because counsel earlier asked me
        25            to show you documents, and based on the documents
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        01            I just shown you, you believe that that position
        02            is not logical?
        03                 A.   Even more so.
        04                 Q.   Right.  So, so your view is that these
        05            documents do not support the proposition that
        06            computerized machining is required for these ATA
        07            parts?
        08                 A.   That's where I'm at right now.
        09                 Q.   Okay.  Now, in paragraph 11 of your -- of
        10            your statement -- I think it's right here --
        11            something called -- let's go through paragraph 11
        12            because this is the ATA paragraph.
        13                 A.   Uh-huh.
        14                 Q.   It says something called Advanced
        15            Technology Assembly was required.  Based on my
        16            understanding of ATA, it was an assembly approach
        17            that uses certain holes in individual parts to
        18            facilitate -- facilitate assembly of these parts.
        19            And that -- that, you believe, is supported by
        20            Exhibit 590, Exhibit 602, and Exhibit 643?
        21                 A.   I don't recall what those numbers were.
        22                 Q.   Well, we're going to have to do for the
        23            record, will everyone stipulate that those are the
        24            ones we've been looking at? If not, we're going to
        25            have to go back and do it.
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        01                      MS. BENTLEY:  I have to know what
        02            exhibits they are because I don't have copies.
        03                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm going to do it.  I'm
        04            going to do it.  Right here.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   You believe that that opinion is -- is
        07            supported by Exhibit 602?
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.
        09                 A.   Where I say based on my understanding --
        10            well, when I wrote this Declaration, I hadn't seen
        11            some of this stuff.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   Right, but what you say in this
        14            Declaration, you still believe today after having
        15            seen these documents?
        16                 A.   Oh, even more so.
        17                 Q.   Even more so, right.  So, so, what I'm
        18            asking you is whether your opinion as expressed in
        19            paragraph 11 is supported by Exhibit 602?
        20                 A.   I believe it is.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  Is your opinion supported by
        22            Exhibit 590?
        23                 A.   What little bit I've looked at, yes.
        24                 Q.   Is your opinion supported by Exhibit 587?
        25                 A.   I -- I believe -- it certainly isn't
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        01            negated.
        02                 Q.   And is your opinion supported by Exhibit
        03            643?
        04                 A.   Same thing.  I see no reason to change my
        05            Declaration based on what I've seen.
        06                 Q.   Right.  And would you agree with me that
        07            these four documents that I've shown you are
        08            relevant to a consideration and understanding of
        09            ATA?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:   Object to form,
        12            foundation.
        13                 A.   It depends on the level of understanding
        14            that one is trying to get to.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Are you aware of any other documents that
        17            relate or relate to ATA or describe it or define
        18            it, other than these four documents?
        19                 A.   From Boeing?
        20                 Q.   Yes.
        21                 A.   No, although I did -- yes, I did see
        22            something else, but I didn't see it in here that
        23            basically was what I thought was a very good
        24            high-level definition of ATA.
        25                 Q.   Okay.  Is it among the documents that you
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        01            reviewed?
        02                 A.   It was in the Dean Smyth information.  I
        03            would have to go dig that up.
        04                 Q.   I'm going to need -- I'm going to need to
        05            see it.  What we can do is we can take a break
        06            and on the break you can look for it, because I
        07            need to know what it is you're talking about
        08            because I'm not aware of it.  So, let's take a
        09            break.
        10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
        11                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;
        12            WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 680,
        13            No 681, No 682, No 683, No 684 and No 685 were
        14            marked for identification by the reporter.)
        15                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
        16            The time is 14:58:28.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Okay.  Just for clarity of the record,
        19            we've been talking about Exhibit 590, which we
        20            have another copy here someplace, but what we were
        21            talking about was actually the copy that was in
        22            your files that was given to us a little bit
        23            earlier with Miss Bentley's sticky on it with the
        24            date of the letter, and I've put an exhibit
        25            sticker on that so that we know exactly what we've
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        01            been looking at, and that's Exhibit -- my eyes
        02            aren't good enough to tell me.
        03                 A.   684.
        04                 Q.   684.
        05                      MR. KOH:  For the record, that's --that's
        06            one of the attachments to a letter that you sent
        07            to the government dated December 14th, 2009,
        08            because there are others that are below that which
        09            I don't think you're including as part of the
        10            exhibit.
        11                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.  Right.  And which
        12            I'm sure you can do if you choose, but and I'm not
        13            sure -- I mean, that's what Miss Bentley has told
        14            us.  I'm not stipulating to that.  It may well be
        15            true, I just don't have a copy of my own records
        16            on that.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Okay.  What I want you to do is I want
        19            you to go into Exhibit, what is it, 5 --
        20                 A.   684.
        21                 Q.   684.  Would you -- would you tell us all
        22            of the parts -- all of the underlines or notes or
        23            comments that you made in that document when you
        24            reviewed it?  I didn't see any, but if I missed
        25            them, I want to know if you highlighted anything
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        01            or --
        02                 A.   Is this -- did this -- is this the
        03            document that came out of the Dean Smyth's
        04            submittal.
        05                 Q.   It is.
        06                 A.   Then -- then I didn't do anything to it.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  Well, the other stuff that we were
        08            given just at the beginning of the last -- at the
        09            end of the last break or the beginning of the last
        10            segment were -- are here on the floor next to you.
        11            And what I want you to do is I want you to find
        12            all of the documents that you got in there in
        13            which you made some comment or made some note in
        14            the documents.
        15                 A.   I don't believe I made any in those
        16            documents.
        17                 Q.   Okay.  Did you make any comments or notes
        18            in any documents?
        19                 A.   I made -- I made a number of notes in the
        20            -- there is a three-ring binder that Dean Smyth
        21            put together that had letters and various things
        22            that I would call like a top level binder, if you
        23            will.  And then if the -- if the references
        24            supporting any of that was too voluminous to get
        25            into the three-ring binder, then it was in one of
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        01            the packages.  So, where my notes and comments and
        02            tabbed pages, et cetera, et cetera, were in the
        03            three-ring binder that Dean gave me and I left the
        04            other stuff clean.  At least that was my intent.
        05            My intent was not to mark that stuff and I put all
        06            of my marks, either my separate notes or I marked
        07            and commented on the three-ring binder stuff.
        08                 Q.   Then I guess I'm confused.  I thought
        09            that Exhibit 684 came out of the Smyth bucket?
        10                 A.   It came out of the Smyth bucket, but
        11            there's two buckets.  There's sub-buckets within
        12            the Smyth bucket.  There's a blue three-ring
        13            binder where he very nicely tabbed all the letters
        14            and a lot of e-mails and stuff that were, I would
        15            say, high-level stuff.  And then if there was
        16            backup reference stuff, for example, he had one of
        17            your letters in -- in one of those as an item, and
        18            then all the exhibits that supported that letter
        19            were in a reference package.  And so what I did is
        20            I took the three-ring binder and that's where I
        21            put all my stuff.
        22                 Q.   Okay.
        23                 A.   And I left this stuff clean.
        24                      MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to
        25            interrupt, but I need to make a record on
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        01            something and I'd like -- this might be just the
        02            right opportunity --
        03                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask one more
        04            question and then make your record.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   So, then Exhibit 684, there would also be
        07            a parallel Exhibit 684 in those binders?
        08                 A.   There would be something that pointed to
        09            the package. Like he numbered these 1 through 7, I
        10            think.  There would be -- there would be -- in his
        11            three-ring binder there would be a page  -- or
        12            pages.  And if in those pages it referenced this,
        13            then he sent me to the package that this was in.
        14                 Q.   Right.  What I'm trying to understand is
        15            in the three-ring binder would we find the ATA
        16            Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs?
        17                 A.   Not necessarily because he -- because the
        18            binder wasn't that thick.  So, he basically put a
        19            top-level document that might have referred to
        20            that, but then he sent me to, you know --
        21                 Q.   So, then when you reviewed this ATA
        22            Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs, which
        23            we've now marked as Exhibit 684, any comments you
        24            had about it you would have made in the blue
        25            binder?
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        01                 A.   Yes.
        02                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Go ahead.
        03                      MR. KOH:  So, for the record, Relators
        04            noted this deposition and have requested that the
        05            government provide the documents that the witness
        06            reviewed prior to issuing his Declaration, and
        07            Boeing made its position clear in some prior
        08            e-mail correspondence that it thought that it
        09            would be unfair and prejudicial to ask this
        10            witness to provide the documents he reviewed, but
        11            to withhold from that correspondence or other
        12            materials that the Relators provided to the
        13            government.  We've had in the deposition several
        14            examples come up already in which, counsel, you've
        15            elicited testimony about information contained in
        16            correspondence written by Relators' counsel, to
        17            include just before the break a reference to a
        18            letter in which there's a description of ATA.
        19            Previously there was a discussion of a claim of
        20            185 parts on line No. 684, he mentioned a line
        21            number, that was claimed to be discrepant.  And in
        22            one of the documents that we were provided this
        23            morning that describes the contents of packages
        24            supplied by Dean Smyth, there's a reference to a
        25            Clausen Miller letter to Alicia of 9-29-2006,
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        01            which describes these 93 part numbers and 185
        02            parts and a line number.
        03                 Most recently, we've had some testimony with
        04            respect to notes written on what I understand to
        05            be correspondence that Relators's counsel
        06            generated.  There may be other materials.  For all
        07            those reasons, it's Boeing's position that for any
        08            examination of this witness, and particularly for
        09            the implied criticism with regard to what the
        10            witness has reviewed, I mean, implied criticism by
        11            Relators' counsel, we need to have those
        12            materials.
        13                 My proposal is that we would agree, just as
        14            we agreed shortly after lunch regarding the
        15            conversation with Dean Smyth, it would be Boeing's
        16            position that provision by the government of
        17            Relators' correspondence and other materials that
        18            were provided to Mr. Eastin can be provided
        19            without any waiver of privilege beyond those
        20            documents themselves.
        21                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I don't know what
        22            documents are at issue here because --
        23                      MR. KOH:  We have a log.
        24                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No, let me just --let me
        25            just finish.
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Okay.
        02                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know precisely what
        03            documents are at issue because even though we have
        04            a log, entries on a log don't tell me the
        05            substance of the documents, and I would need to
        06            see the substance of the documents before I --
        07            before I could assess that part of the issue.
        08                 The rest of the issue is this: It is a --
        09            there is a joint representation privilege that,
        10            obviously, is -- was to some extent waived, I
        11            believe.  I don't know if it was properly waived,
        12            but it appears to have been waived by Miss Bentley
        13            when she told you about Mr. Eastin and his
        14            opinions.  Now, I may need to take your deposition
        15            about that to find out how -- what you learned
        16            about those opinions and how you learned about
        17            those opinions because that's how we ended up here
        18            today was that you were enabled to meet with him
        19            and obtain a Declaration from him apart from us, I
        20            think also in violation of Touhy.  But, I mean,
        21            that can be resolved at a later time and a later
        22            place.  You made your record, I'm going to make
        23            mine.  Okay.
        24                 Now, in order for us to -- obviously, Miss
        25            Bentley and the government are in control of their
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        01            own documents.  I can't -- I can't stop her from
        02            giving you whatever she chooses to give you. I can
        03            object to it, which I have.  I objected to her
        04            giving anything to you.  I would have objected to
        05            her giving to you the opinion of Mr. Eastin on my
        06            documents, which she apparently gave you and which
        07            you got from Mr. -- or Mr. Anderson, I don't know
        08            who gave it to you, but somebody gave it to you.
        09            And so it's going to be up to the government, Miss
        10            Bentley, to make a decision as to what she wants
        11            to do about it.  I have -- we have never waived
        12            any -- any privilege insofar as we have the power
        13            to do it.  You gave us a Declaration that you had
        14            from Mr. Eastin.  We had no choice but to depose
        15            Mr. Eastin on the basis of that Declaration.  We
        16            -- we are not waiving anything, and we have not
        17            waived anything.
        18                      MR. KOH:  And I'm asking you for a
        19            stipulation that we may --
        20                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Won't give it to you.
        21            Won't give it to you because we can't unring the
        22            bell.  If I give you -- if I give you my
        23            correspondence, then you know my correspondence,
        24            you know my thought processes.  I think you
        25            already have a great deal of information about
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        01            that that you never had a right to and I don't
        02            know how and why you got it, but you've gotten it,
        03            but I don't think -- I'm not going to offer or
        04            agree to a stipulation relating to the disclosure
        05            of my -- my correspondence that I sent on a
        06            confidential basis to the government.
        07                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  I'm sorry, it's my
        08            turn, gentlemen.  First of all, I made a privilege
        09            log last night after reviewing Mr. Eastin's
        10            documents.  I made my best efforts to do that
        11            properly and expeditiously.  The government at
        12            this point, we have never provided Boeing with any
        13            copies of the materials. However, we have received
        14            materials that have suggested to us that there
        15            were significant safety issues involved with these
        16            parts.  Because I am not an engineer, nor is
        17            anyone in my office an engineer, we've gone to
        18            both the FAA and other agencies of the federal
        19            government and in their investigatory and
        20            administrative capacities and provided them with
        21            these materials.  We have not done it for
        22            litigation purposes.  The government has twice
        23            declined this case.  And we did it because, quite
        24            frankly, I was concerned that if the allegations
        25            were correct that people at Justice would be
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        01            accused of ignoring the safety issue and be
        02            responsible possibly for the deaths of people on a
        03            commercial airliner that if it failed based on the
        04            allegations you made.  I had no choice.
        05                 At this point, we continue to assert the
        06            privilege.  I'm not sure what would happen if a
        07            motion is filed.  I'm not sure whether, you know,
        08            what my official office -- my office's official
        09            position will be, but I will vet it through the
        10            chain like I would anything else.
        11                 As for disclosures of witnesses, I believe
        12            that you asked me who was supporting us in our
        13            investigation, which related to an investigation.
        14            We would never give that information out.  I
        15            believe that I was asked by counsel who was most
        16            knowledgeable, and I don't know if the question
        17            was directed to me or to Mr. Smyth about these
        18            parts.  I really don't know because, quite
        19            frankly, I have other cases and this case doesn't
        20            really even make my radar screen on a routine
        21            basis.
        22                 That being said, I have no doubt that someone
        23            in the government identified to Mr. Koh, whether
        24            it was me or Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, I don't
        25            know, nor I take full responsibility for the
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        01            disclosure that was made, whether it was by me,
        02            Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, of Mr. Eastin and his
        03            name.  And you know, there was no -- there was no
        04            bad intent.  But if you feel there was, I direct
        05            you to the Office of Professional Responsibility
        06            of the Department of Justice and have them start
        07            an investigation of me because there is nothing
        08            else I can do here.  I have done everything in
        09            accordance with the DOJ rules.  If you want to
        10            make a personal attack on me, that's certainly
        11            fine.  You won't be the first, and in this career
        12            you will not be the last.
        13                      MR. KOH:  If I could just make a couple
        14            comments in response to what you said, Bill.
        15            First of all, the -- the -- Mr. Anderson or the
        16            FAA provided you a list of the correspondence that
        17            you and your co-counsel had submitted to the FAA
        18            -- to the government and asked you whether those
        19            documents should be provided to us.  So, I don't
        20            think it's fair to say that you have no idea what
        21            those materials are.  You've been told about what
        22            those materials are for quite some time.
        23                 Secondly, this is our opportunity with the
        24            witness as well.  And if you're not going to agree
        25            to allow us to have access to letters and
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        01            information which you are questioning the witness
        02            on, you are eliciting his testimony about things
        03            in your own letters and not give us an opportunity
        04            to review those materials and potentially question
        05            the witness on them, then we're going to have a
        06            very good position with the court to exclude your
        07            criticisms of this witness.
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
        09                      MR. KOH:  So I give you one last
        10            opportunity.  Will you agree to stipulate to --
        11                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No.
        12                      MR. KOH:  -- us reviewing those
        13            materials?  And we will agree that it is not a
        14            waiver of other privileged information that you
        15            may have.
        16                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I won't.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Now, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, have you
        19            testified about any of the letters that you
        20            received from me?
        21                 A.   Testified?
        22                 Q.   You didn't receive any letters from me.
        23            Have you testified about any of the letters that
        24            you had written by me that went to Mr. Smyth or
        25            Miss Bentley?  Have you testified about any of
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        01            those letters?
        02                 A.   What does testify mean in that context?
        03                 Q.   Well --
        04                 A.   In the deposition?
        05                      MR. KOH:  Today's deposition, he's
        06            asking.
        07                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you going to give me a
        08            chance here?
        09                      MR. KOH:  I'm just trying to help.
        10                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, no, you're not.
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   Have you -- have you -- have you, in
        13            answer to any of my questions, testified on the
        14            basis of any letters that I wrote?
        15                 A.   Okay.  Well, I can -- I'll give you an
        16            example and you can tell me what the answer is.
        17                 Q.   No, we first need to know --
        18                      MR. KOH:  Don't cut him off.
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   We first need to know yes or no.
        21                      MR. KOH:  Bill, don't cut him off.  He's
        22            explaining.
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I mean, I don't want
        24            --
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Can you answer the question
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        01            yes or no?
        02                 A.   I don't think I can answer it yes or no.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   Well, then --
        05                 A.   Because I don't understand -- I don't
        06            understand -- let me give you an example.
        07                 Q.   No.  No.  No.  That's a problem because I
        08            don't want -- I don't want the substance of a
        09            letter disclosed until first we've identified
        10            whether or not some of your testimony that you've
        11            given so far has been based upon some letter that
        12            I wrote.
        13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Can you give him an example
        14            without disclosing the substance of the
        15            communication?
        16                      THE WITNESS:  Yeah, okay.
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  And if you get close to it,
        18            I will shut him down.
        19                 A.   Okay.  This is precisely to the point
        20            that we were talking about just before we took a
        21            break.  I said I read something someplace that
        22            affected the way I was thinking and you said you
        23            need to show me that.
        24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        25                 Q.   Okay.
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        01                 A.   And your letter of November 30th --
        02                      MR. SKEPNEK:  See, he's going to read it.
        03                 A.   No, I'm not.
        04                      MS. BENTLEY:   He's not going to read the
        05            substance, he's going to give you the date and the
        06            page cite.  Right, sir?
        07                 A.   In your letter of November 30, 2009 to
        08            Miss Bentley, on the second and third page --
        09                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        10                 Q.   Okay.  Let's go get that letter.  I want
        11            to look at -- I want to look at the letter, I want
        12            to look at the letter together with Miss Bentley
        13            and make a decision as to whether or not it's
        14            appropriate that that letter should be disclosed.
        15                 A.   Do you want me to tell you what was in
        16            there?
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  We can go off the record
        18            and you and me and him can go out in the hall
        19            without these people.  I know you're going to
        20            object to this, but it's the only way I can see to
        21            resolve the issue for this, and you can fight it
        22            out later.  At this point, I have no choice.
        23                 A.   I think I can --
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  No, let's go off the
        25            record.
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Real quick before we do.
        02            What I'd like to do is while we're off the record,
        03            I'd like to have him get all such letters where he
        04            believes that he may have given testimony today on
        05            the -- where his opinions or his testimony was
        06            based upon some letter written by one of us and
        07            given to -- I mean, sent to Miss Bentley.
        08                      MR. KOH:  Before you go off the record, I
        09            mean, he's testified as to his review of all of
        10            the materials.  So in my view, that includes those
        11            letters.  He said he read them.  So, my position
        12            would be that we're entitled to see all of that
        13            material.
        14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I disagree, but let's
        15            go and --
        16                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  The
        17            time is 15:16:14.
        18                      {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
        19                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
        20            The time is 15:35:29.
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  During the break, we had
        22            some discussions concerning these documents
        23            between the government and Relators's counsel.
        24            It's our position that if you work something out
        25            with the defendants, we will agree to whatever you
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        01            want with the defendants; however, absent some
        02            sort of deal between counsel for the defense and
        03            counsel for the Relator, the government will not
        04            voluntarily provide the materials that were given
        05            to Mr. Eastin by Mr. Smyth.  And by the materials,
        06            I mean the narrative letters from counsel for the
        07            Relator, as well as the internal government
        08            documents from the Krumlauf investigation and the
        09            Smyth investigation.  I believe some of those were
        10            actually FOIA'd out in redacted form.  These are
        11            unredacted ones.  But in any event, we are not
        12            going to produce those voluntarily.
        13                 In the event a court of competent
        14            jurisdiction orders us to do so and, you know, our
        15            office does not appeal it or any of that sort of
        16            stuff, we will obviously comply with all, you
        17            know, applicable court orders.  I'm not asking
        18            anyone to file a motion, I'm not saying I'll join
        19            a motion, I am not saying that our office will
        20            oppose a motion.  I don't know what our official
        21            position will be on that.  But as I sit here now,
        22            we are not voluntarily producing these materials.
        23            And in fact, previously when a document that had
        24            been given to the NTSB from Relator to me to the
        25            NTSB ultimately ended up in the possession of
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        01            Boeing, we clawed that document back and Boeing
        02            counsel did return it.
        03            So, that's -- that's the extent of our position on
        04            these documents.  There is an index or some notes
        05            that Mr. Eastin has prepared that have been
        06            distributed today, and I think that those should
        07            be used in lieu of going to the original source
        08            documents.
        09                      MR. KOH:  So, Miss Bentley, just for the
        10            record, Boeing is interested in a stipulation with
        11            the plaintiffs with respect to correspondence and
        12            other materials that they provided to the
        13            government, which in turn were provided to Mr.
        14            Eastin for his review.  I stated one version of
        15            that.  We are open to other possibilities.  The
        16            concern we obviously have is that we feel we're
        17            entitled to that information and the day is
        18            getting late and we're not going to have an
        19            opportunity to review them and to question the
        20            witness about them.  So, we would ask again that
        21            we reach that stipulation as soon as possible.
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Well, the other thing that
        23            needs to be pointed out here is that those
        24            materials were not provided to Mr. Eastin for the
        25            purpose of preparing either for his deposition,
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        01            which was not even contemplated at the time, or
        02            for preparing the Declaration.  They were provided
        03            to him as part of the government's evaluation of
        04            any safety implications in materials given to the
        05            Department of Justice and DCIS by the Relators.
        06            So, this is not a situation where the witness has
        07            used these materials in order to prep for his
        08            deposition or to provide a Declaration based on
        09            them and, therefore, intentionally waive the
        10            privilege.
        11                      MR. KOH:  And I understand that.  My
        12            point was simply that the witness has already
        13            testified as to those materials.  And in addition,
        14            the Relators in their notice and in their request
        15            for this deposition specifically asked to have the
        16            witness provide the documents that he reviewed
        17            prior to giving his Declaration.
        18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Which they have not been
        19            given, by the way, but the -- the -- I don't
        20            believe that the record supports your statement
        21            that the witness has testified from those
        22            documents or on the basis of those documents.
        23                      MR. KOH:  If I have an opportunity today,
        24            I'll try to make a record of that because I think
        25            it's quite clear from the documents provided that
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        01            he has spoken to the letters that you -- that you
        02            had provided to the government.
        03                      MS. BENTLEY:   On the issue of the
        04            letters, we have not produced them in this
        05            setting, and I believe we notified counsel for the
        06            Relator that if they were produced pursuant to the
        07            FOIA request that had been issued that once
        08            something has been FOIA'd, even if it's FOIA'd
        09            back to its original author, the document has no
        10            privilege under the applicable FOIA regulations.
        11            Therefore, I believe the FOIA request was narrowed
        12            to not to include those documents.
        13                      MR. KOH:  We did not receive a copy of
        14            any response to Mr. Henderson's inquiry.  Was
        15            there one?
        16                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, who is Mr.
        17            Henderson?
        18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know who Mr.
        19            Henderson is.
        20                      MR. KOH:  Oh, I thought you were
        21            referring to --
        22                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, Mr. Anderson.
        23                      MR. KOH:  Mr. Anderson's e-mail in which
        24            he identified the correspondence and said that if
        25            you request this in FOIA, then it's going to be
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        01            waiving any privilege.  We stated our position in
        02            a response to everybody.  I did not see a response
        03            from the Relators.  If there was one, it wasn't
        04            provided to me.
        05                      MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving
        06            privilege.
        07                      MR. KOH:  Did you respond to Mr.
        08            Anderson?
        09                      MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving
        10            privilege.
        11                      MR. KOH:  That's not an answer.
        12                      MR. SKEPNEK:  We go?
        13                      MR. KOH:  Sure.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what has been
        16            marked as Exhibit -- well, if you take that apart,
        17            we risk that we're going to get all that separated
        18            -- Exhibit 682.  This was given to me earlier
        19            today by Miss Bentley.  Can you tell us what it
        20            is?
        21                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Can you move your mic
        22            back up, please?
        23                      THE WITNESS:   Oh, higher?
        24                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Please.  Thank you.
        25                      THE WITNESS:   Okay.
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        01                 A.   This is the index that Dean Smyth
        02            provided.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   It's the first two pages?
        05                 A.   It's the first two pages, he provided
        06            those.
        07                 Q.   And then the next few pages are a copy of
        08            the --
        09                 A.   A draft report from a tooling audit.
        10            Those go back, I don't know, you want me to count
        11            through these pages?
        12                 Q.   No, but then the next thing is a copy of
        13            the C.F.R.s?
        14                 A.   A copy of 121.704, 121.705, 707.  Then
        15            there is part number nomenclature, and then it
        16            looks like there's an e-mail string, a transcript
        17            of Exley, and then looks like a organizational
        18            chart for Ducommun, some declarations from Air
        19            Force and Navy -- Air Force and Air Force.  Looks
        20            like they didn't get the Navy one in here.  Oh,
        21            two Air Force ones, okay, Suhr and Butler, and
        22            then a FA audit closure action, and my
        23            Declaration.  And then I've got a summary of the
        24            review, two pages that specifically address
        25            thoughts on the primary conclusion, and then
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        01            there's four pages that is basically a compilation
        02            of all the notes that I made when I went through
        03            this.  And then there is a -- yeah, there's a copy
        04            I get off the Internet of a 2006 Washington Post
        05            article.  And then I've got some pages that have
        06            different parts and part numbers and locations and
        07            stations, and then aircraft.  And then -- then
        08            I've put together just enough to jog my memory
        09            about what was in each of the packages that Dean
        10            Smyth supplied as reference material to the
        11            three-ring binder that he created.  And then I've
        12            got a -- out of all that material, I found a good
        13            cross-section of the fuselage showing one of the
        14            parts, and then a cross-section of a frame showing
        15            one of the parts.  And then I've got a copy out of
        16            the Second Amended Complaint, I guess it is, from
        17            package 1, and then a copy -- or excerpt of
        18            basically I pulled this out to have 39.5, F.A.R.
        19            39.5 requirements for when FAA issues an
        20            airworthiness directive.  And then there's some
        21            stuff from package No. 2 which talks about some
        22            discrepancies, and then there's a supplier defect
        23            information that I pulled out that's got some,
        24            what I would call, squawks or discrepancies
        25            listed.
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        01                 Q.   So, what does this group of documents
        02            represent; do you know?
        03                 A.   This -- for me, what this group of
        04            documents was stuff that, well, I'm not sure why,
        05            yeah, I'm not -- I'm not sure why some of this
        06            stuff is in here.  I don't know.
        07                 Q.   I don't know either.  It's just what we
        08            got a little while ago.
        09                 A.   Now, some of this information I pulled
        10            together, as I was going through this, just for
        11            quick reference.  And if we start at the back,
        12            those back two pages of squawks I pulled out as an
        13            -- of an -- as an example I found in the Smyth
        14            information, as an example of what I did find with
        15            respect to discrepancies, that was, you know, an
        16            example.  I did see stuff like this, yeah, there
        17            were some discrepancies in the second to the last
        18            page.  And then the 39.5 was something that I
        19            pulled out to remind myself what AD writing is all
        20            about.  And then I also made the copy of the
        21            Second Amended Complaint page because I wanted
        22            that -- I had like a binder that I used for quick
        23            reference to go to and jog my memory, and then the
        24            pictures of the structure I wanted that handy.
        25            And then you got my notes.  I created that for the
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        01            reason stated.  And then the aircraft affected was
        02            something I wanted handy.  And these pages with
        03            all these part numbers, that wasn't part of my
        04            ready reference.  The Washington Post article was.
        05            And my notes, of course, were part of my reference
        06            package, and then -- and, of course, I had my
        07            Declaration with part of my ready reference.
        08            These pages from the Air Force, I don't know why
        09            these are in here.  And then this Exley
        10            transcript, I don't know why that's in here.
        11                 Q.   Okay.  So, is this a packet of materials
        12            that you gave to Miss Bentley?
        13                 A.   I think -- I think this might have been
        14            pulled out of the three-ring binder, perhaps.
        15                 Q.   This three-ring binder that we're talking
        16            about, that's -- just show that on the camera --
        17            that's a, what, a two-inch or so three-ring
        18            binder.  And that's the three-ring binder that we
        19            talked about earlier that has all of the
        20            correspondence and -- and reports between you and
        21            Mr. Smyth and the letters?
        22                 A.   No, this -- this is what came direct --
        23            this is what Dean Smyth put together for me.  I
        24            got a box.  It had the three-ring binder in it all
        25            tabbed with information in each tab and it had an
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        01            index.  You've got a copy of that.  That's the
        02            first two pages.  This is Dean Smyth's index of
        03            what was in here. And then -- and then for some of
        04            these if you look at the index, like No. 11, there
        05            was a letter and then there were a whole bunch of
        06            exhibits that he didn't try to stuff in the binder
        07            and he put in envelope No. 1.
        08                 Q.   So, is everything that's in Exhibit 682
        09            in the binder?
        10                 A.   No.
        11                 Q.   Some of Exhibit 682 is from the binder
        12            and some of it is not?
        13                 A.   Some of it is from this blue binder, some
        14            of it is from a binder I created for myself which
        15            was a ready reference for myself.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  And that ready reference binder
        17            would be some of these other materials?
        18                 A.   Yes.
        19                 Q.   That you talked about?
        20                 A.   Right.
        21                 Q.   And would that -- would that ready --
        22            would all of that ready reference binder be in
        23            Exhibit 682?
        24                 A.   Yes.
        25                 Q.   Okay.
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        01                 A.   I don't recall anything else that I just
        02            copied for quick reference that's not in here.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  What it looks like to me is maybe
        04            I've got -- I've got two groups of documents here
        05            in one clip because that's how they were given to
        06            me.  The first part of the clip goes from this
        07            page 1 thing back through the deposition of Exley
        08            and the -- there's a September 11th, 2000 letter.
        09            Is that that?  Do you see that's the first?
        10                 A.   Yeah, I --
        11                 Q.   Is that from the binder?  Is that from
        12            the blue binder?
        13                 A.   I believe we will find it in the blue
        14            binder.
        15                 Q.   In other words, what I'm trying to do is
        16            I'm trying to figure out what -- is the second
        17            part, which is a bunch of separately stapled
        18            stuff, is that the stuff that's not in the blue
        19            binder?
        20                 A.   Well, the only way I can tell you for
        21            sure is to go through it.
        22                 Q.   That's what we're going -- that's what
        23            we're going to have to do that because if -- if
        24            the first half of it is what's out of the binder
        25            and the second half of it is your second binder,
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        01            we need to know that.  So, do you want to take a
        02            few minutes and figure that out?
        03                 A.   We can do it right here.
        04                 Q.   Okay.
        05                 A.   Okay.  First two pages --
        06                 Q.   No.  No.  Let's do this.  Let's go off
        07            the record and not burden this with the record.
        08            What I'd like you to do is I'd you to you get to
        09            an answer to that question.  And when you feel --
        10            and you can meet with counsel and do that, but
        11            once you meet -- I mean, figure out what is from
        12            the blue binder and what is not from the blue
        13            binder and what comes from that other binder.
        14                 A.   I think it's going to turn out that these
        15            came, as you pointed out don't take them apart,
        16            but I think if you take them apart, what you've
        17            got is that's out of the blue binder, this is out
        18            of my ready reference.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Do you feel good enough about that
        20            to have that be your testimony, or do you want to
        21            confirm that?
        22                 A.   I feel 80 percent certain.  How's that?
        23                 Q.   Let's get to -- let's get to at least 95.
        24                 A.   Okay.
        25                 Q.   So let's take a break and do that.
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        01                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
        02                      {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
        03                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
        04            The time is 15:57:21.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   Okay.  Mr. Eastin, we went off the record
        07            for a break. And during that break, you -- you
        08            separated 682 into two documents.  The first part
        09            is what was in your blue file that we've looked
        10            at, right?
        11                 A.   Correct.
        12                 Q.   And that's Exhibit 682?
        13                 A.   The source of it is the blue file.
        14                 Q.   Is the blue file.  And then Exhibit 685
        15            comes from that -- that other file that you
        16            created as a reference?
        17                 A.   Personal notes and personal reference
        18            material.
        19                 Q.   And -- and would 685 be the totality of
        20            that other reference file?
        21                 A.   That's documented, yes.
        22                 Q.   I just want to know if this is the whole
        23            file?
        24                 A.   That's documented, yes.
        25                 Q.   Is there some other part of the file
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        01            that's not documented?
        02                 A.   It's up here (indicating).  It's on the
        03            hard drive.
        04                 Q.   Okay.  Now, so, I want to go through -- I
        05            want to talk about 682 for just a moment.  In 682,
        06            the third page starts with a -- an audit document?
        07                 A.   Uh-huh.
        08                 Q.   Did you -- did you make any notes or
        09            comments when you reviewed that document?
        10                 A.   I did.
        11                 Q.   Okay.  What did you --
        12                 A.   I highlighted a sentence in the document
        13            that struck me as interesting.  And whenever I
        14            stumble against interesting comments, I note them
        15            maybe for future reference, and so this is one I
        16            stumbled on.
        17                 Q.   Is that paragraph 2.3?
        18                 A.   Yeah.
        19                 Q.   And what I'd like you to do on the -- on
        20            the exhibit is to go ahead and mark, highlight the
        21            sentence that you highlighted in your file?
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Is that empty?
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Pretty empty.
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'll take it.
        25                 A.   (Indicating.)
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me borrow that back
        02            and I'll give you the same thing here in a second,
        03            Steve.  The use of?
        04                      MR. ROBISON:  Can you read the Bates
        05            number into the record, Bill?
        06                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.  It is TBC 17456.
        07                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        08                 Q.   And -- and what I've -- and is that the
        09            only thing that you highlighted?
        10                 A.   Yes, that was it.
        11                 Q.   And this is the August 21st, 2000 report
        12            of the Boeing internal auditors?
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   And -- and you highlighted one sentence
        15            that's on page 6 of the document, which is TBC
        16            17456?
        17                 A.   Right.
        18                 Q.   What sentence did you highlight?
        19                 A.   It's the sentence that says, "The use of
        20            steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts
        21            changes the molecular structure."
        22                 Q.   Why did you -- why did you highlight
        23            that?
        24                 A.   That's kind of an incredulous statement.
        25                 Q.   An incredulous statement?
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        01                 A.   Yeah.
        02                 Q.   What do you mean by --
        03                 A.   There is no scientific basis for that.
        04                 Q.   Okay.  So, that's just wrong?
        05                 A.   It's just wrong.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  So, that steel ball-peen hammers
        07            against steel parts changes the -- okay.  So, it's
        08            the steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts.
        09            Did you understand that the parts being made by
        10            Ducommun were aluminum?
        11                 A.   It didn't have anything to do with my
        12            highlighting it. It was just a very interesting
        13            statement that I --
        14                 Q.   If --
        15                 A.   -- would not expect anyone to make that
        16            knew what they were doing.
        17                 Q.   If it's a typographical error and if it's
        18            meant that the use of steel ball-peen hammers
        19            against aluminum parts changes the molecular
        20            structure, how would you -- what would you say
        21            about that?
        22                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        23                      MS. BENLEY:  Go ahead.  You can answer.
        24                 A.   Bogus as well.
        25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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        01                 Q.   Okay.  So, that would be -- that would be
        02            incorrect?
        03                 A.   Absolutely incorrect.
        04                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Is there anything -- okay.
        05                 A.   Trust me.
        06                 Q.   The next document is this 121.704, 14
        07            C.F.R. Chapter 1. Do you see that?
        08                 A.   Yeah.
        09                 Q.   Now, this came out of the --
        10                 A.   Smyth, the Smyth book, the Smyth blue
        11            book.
        12                 Q.   And there's a star next to 121.704?
        13                 A.   Yeah.
        14                 Q.   Whose star is that?
        15                 A.   I have no idea.
        16                 Q.   Do you know how this got in the blue
        17            book?
        18                 A.   Dean put it there.
        19                 Q.   Did Dean ask you to -- and then up at the
        20            top it has his name and phone number handwritten?
        21                 A.   Uh-huh.
        22                 Q.   Is that his handwriting?
        23                 A.   I don't know.
        24                 Q.   Is that your handwriting?
        25                 A.   No.
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        01                 Q.   The 171 -- 121.704 reference is to
        02            Service Difficulty Reports structural?
        03                 A.   Uh-huh.
        04                 Q.   Is that what we talked about earlier
        05            today, the SDRs?
        06                 A.   Yes.
        07                 Q.   Was he asking you to check into the SDRs?
        08                 A.   No.
        09                 Q.   Do you know why he included this in the
        10            book?
        11                 A.   No.  It was just part of the body of
        12            information that he had.
        13                 Q.   But to your knowledge, no one ever
        14            inquired into the SDRs?
        15                 A.   Not to my knowledge, no.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  A couple pages later, we have a
        17            part number nomenclature?
        18                 A.   Uh-huh.
        19                 Q.   Do you know what that's about?
        20                 A.   Well, it's Boeing's part number
        21            nomenclature guide, it looks like, for the 37 and
        22            others.  It's just like their format and their
        23            system for part -- part of their part
        24            identification system.  Why it was in the book, I
        25            didn't do anything with it.  It didn't affect my
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        01            conclusions.
        02                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  The next page is a series
        03            of e-mails.  Did you make any notes on that?
        04                 A.   No.
        05                 Q.   Did you -- was there any significance to
        06            you?
        07                 A.   No.
        08                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object to this
        09            series of questions.  You're asking him why these
        10            things were included. They appear to be
        11            attachments to letters that Relators' counsel sent
        12            to the government.  There are references to
        13            attachments in the corners of some of these
        14            documents.
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  May or may not be.
        16                      MR. KOH:  We're entitled to know.  I made
        17            my record on that.
        18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        19                 Q.   Now, the transcript of Exley, did you
        20            make any notes on the transcript of Exley?
        21                 A.   No.
        22                 Q.   Did you read it?
        23                 A.   Yes, until I got tired.
        24                 Q.   Did you attach any significance to it?
        25                 A.   No.
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        01                 Q.   Do you know what Mr. Exley said?
        02                 A.   You know, some things -- there wasn't
        03            anything in here that affected my final call,
        04            certainly.  It was -- it was interesting, but I
        05            didn't find anything that was of substance that
        06            affected, you know, my conclusions.
        07                 Q.   Going back to the Boeing Internal Audit
        08            Report --
        09                 A.   Uh-huh.
        10                 Q.   -- going to the executive summary on the
        11            second page of the document, TBC 17452, did you
        12            read that?
        13                 A.   I believe I did.
        14                 Q.   Did the executive summary cause you any
        15            concern?
        16                      MR. KOH:  Can I just object, Bill, to the
        17            form of the question.
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        19            foundation.
        20                      MR. KOH:  And you know why.
        21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        22                 Q.   Okay.  Did the -- did the executive
        23            summary cause you any concern about what happened
        24            out there?
        25                 A.   Not -- not really from, you know, from a
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        01            safety perspective.  I mean, this is the sort of
        02            thing that, in my experience, is you see
        03            especially at the beginning of a manufacturing
        04            program until you get all the wrinkles worked out.
        05                 Q.   Okay.  And go to page 5.  Did you read
        06            the --
        07                 A.   Page 5 of the audit?
        08                 Q.   Yes.  Paragraph 2.2 says Evaluation of
        09            Tooling?
        10                 A.   Uh-huh.
        11                 Q.   Did you read that?
        12                 A.   Yeah.
        13                 Q.   Did that concern you?
        14                 A.   No.
        15                 Q.   Paragraph 2.3, further on down the page,
        16            two sets of planning documents were found to
        17            exist?
        18                 A.   Uh-huh.
        19                 Q.   Did you read that?
        20                 A.   Yeah.
        21                 Q.   Did that cause you any concern?
        22                 A.   No.
        23                 Q.   2.4, Delegation of Authority - Product
        24            Acceptance, did you read that?
        25                 A.   I'm not sure.  You know, I think I did.
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        01            I think I did read through that.  I know at some
        02            point I did -- I did stop reading this stuff with,
        03            you know, management action, da-da, da-da, da-da.
        04                 Q.   Well, did 2.4 cause you any concern?
        05                 A.   There was nothing -- there was nothing in
        06            this that gave me a big concern relative to, you
        07            know, establishing there was an unsafe condition.
        08            I didn't see anything in here that, you know,
        09            affected my final conclusion.  It did look like
        10            there were issues with, you know, tooling and --
        11            and, you know, quality, and Boeing recognized it
        12            and Boeing went in and did an audit.  And like I
        13            said, that's kind of routine stuff that you don't
        14            like to see happen, but it happens.
        15                 Q.   Did you believe, on the basis of reading
        16            this, that Boeing had actually gone in and
        17            resolved the problems identified by this audit?
        18                 A.   Again, I would say at the end of the day
        19            to -- what I was doing is I was mining for data
        20            that would be evidence of an unsafe condition that
        21            would be likely to occur on other aircraft, and
        22            basically I didn't find any.  There was none here.
        23                 Q.   There is --
        24                 A.   You certainly, with this kind of thing,
        25            you would be so far away from making a
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        01            determination of an unsafe condition there would
        02            be many, many, many steps you would have to go
        03            through from here just with -- just with this
        04            snapshot of what's going on with respect to
        05            tooling and that sort of thing, I mean, you are so
        06            far away from saying I got evidence of an unsafe
        07            condition because, you know, to get there you're
        08            going to have to identify parts, identify
        09            quantitatively what their physical condition is
        10            and then do an engineering evaluation with the
        11            correct loads and say what is the impact on that
        12            to this particular airplane.  At this stage of the
        13            game, you are so far away from that it's -- it's
        14            interesting, but it's really not relevant to me.
        15                 Q.   Did you -- did you inquire as to whether
        16            Boeing engineers reviewed the findings in this
        17            audit and did any sort of an engineering analysis
        18            to determine the nature and extent of any
        19            problems?
        20                 A.   No.  I looked for that in the package.
        21            In fact, when I saw this, what I thought might be
        22            in the package would be, in fact, this caused
        23            these physical non-conformities, we did an
        24            engineering evaluation of those and we see that we
        25            do not meet requirements because of that.  That's
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        01            what I was looking for.  You know, when I saw this
        02            kind of stuff, it's like, oh, okay. Well, let's --
        03            let's see the next step, and the next step, and
        04            the next step, and the next step, but it's like
        05            things kind of stalled out here.
        06                 Q.   Why would you be looking for an
        07            engineering evaluation?
        08                 A.   That's the final determination -- well,
        09            the engineers are the ones who have the knowledge
        10            and data to determine if there's a, I'll say a
        11            suspected unsafe condition.  Once they complete
        12            their work, that usually gets reviewed and
        13            determined if -- and the FAA are the ones that
        14            would make the final decision is that based on the
        15            data collected and the engineering evaluation, we
        16            do have an unsafe condition.
        17                 Q.   So --
        18                 A.   In my mind, if you don't have an
        19            engineering evaluation of the parts as they appear
        20            on the airplane, then you don't -- you don't have
        21            it.  It's not there.  You know, that's what you
        22            have to have when the FAA writes an AD, it's not I
        23            think or maybe, it is basically smoking gun kind
        24            of stuff.  We have the engineering data that shows
        25            that we are not going to -- we are not meeting the
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        01            type design requirement, specifically strength. Or
        02            if it's in the fatigue area, then we may not have
        03            the airworthiness limitations items that we need
        04            to manage the fatigue on the aircraft.  So, it --
        05            it takes -- it takes a lot of quantitative
        06            information to get to that point, and the person
        07            who makes the final call would be the directorate
        08            manager.  He would be the one that would actually
        09            sign out the AD and release it, as a rule, and
        10            those do not get signed out unless all the data is
        11            there.
        12                 Q.   Do you know what a DAR is?
        13                 A.   Designated airworthiness representative.
        14                 Q.   That's a delegated representative by the
        15            FAA?
        16                 A.   They are delegated to do certain things,
        17            yeah.
        18                 Q.   And do you know what an ODAR, O-D-A-R,
        19            organizational DAR?
        20                 A.   Not really.  That's not my area.  I know
        21            they get to do certain things, but I'm not
        22            familiar with it.
        23                 Q.   Would you expect that with some of the
        24            issues raised by the -- this Internal Audit
        25            Report, that there would be a review of it by the
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        01            organizational DAR for Boeing?
        02                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation,
        03            calls for speculation.
        04                 A.   I don't know.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   How -- how would -- strike that.
        07            Okay.  So, the next step that you'd want to see
        08            would be an engineering analysis of the problems,
        09            correct?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his
        11            testimony.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   If I misstated it, correct me.
        14                 A.   Let me tell you the way things usually
        15            work when I'm asked to make a determination or
        16            give advice.  I don't make a determination, I give
        17            advice.  People come to me with engineering
        18            analyses of the situation and then I'm asked to
        19            review the analysis to see if what they've done is
        20            correct technically.  You know, usually if -- if
        21            this is -- no one comes to me with stuff like this
        22            and asks me about -- within the FAA, no one would
        23            even come to me with this and ask me about an
        24            unsafe condition because we're so far away from
        25            the point of anybody being able to make that
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        01            determination with this kind of information.
        02            Usually what they come to me is that we've got
        03            these parts, they should be one inch, they're only
        04            half an inch; they should be aluminum, they're
        05            copper; they should have this detail here and this
        06            detail here, and they got this detail here and
        07            this detail here.  Then someone takes that and
        08            they take the type design data, the loads and does
        09            stress evaluations and they do crack growth and
        10            fatigue evaluations and then they come up with a
        11            quantified impact, either we think we meet type
        12            design, we don't need anymore ALIs, or we do.  And
        13            that's usually the pack -- the package that I'm
        14            used to looking at is quite comprehensive in an
        15            engineering data package.
        16                 Q.   And -- and what Mr. Smyth gave you was
        17            simply not sufficient information for you to make
        18            that determination?
        19                 A.   Well, let me put it this way.  I was
        20            mining for data that would -- that would provide
        21            evidence that there was an unsafe condition.  I
        22            was looking for quantified discrepancies.  I mean,
        23            tell me not just the hole is mislocated, but say
        24            how much, where.  Not just it flunked
        25            conductivity, but by how much and so on and so
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        01            forth.  And then besides that, tell me what you
        02            think this means to the part not meeting
        03            requirement.  I mean, that's the kind of thing I
        04            was looking for, and basically, I mean, to be
        05            perfectly blunt, the mine was empty.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  Did you tell Mr. Smyth what you --
        07            what you needed, what you wanted in order to have
        08            enough information to make a decision?
        09                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his
        10            testimony.
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        12                 A.   Mr. Smyth asked me to look at the bucket
        13            of data that he supplied and tell me what I
        14            thought, and what I told him is reflected almost
        15            verbatim in the Declaration.  I find no evidence
        16            to support that there is an unsafe condition.
        17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        18                 Q.   Okay.
        19                 A.   And I didn't ask him to feed me more
        20            information because that wasn't part of my task.
        21            My task was to look at this bucket and tell me
        22            what you think, and so that's what I did.
        23                 Q.   Okay.
        24                 A.   I said there is no evidence here --
        25                 Q.   Okay.
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        01                 A.   -- that would support a finding of an
        02            unsafe condition.
        03                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and you believe that he got
        04            that information from us, from the Relators or did
        05            you not?
        06                 A.   It wasn't -- it wasn't -- it didn't
        07            matter.
        08                 Q.   Okay.
        09                 A.   I mean, as I went through it, I could see
        10            where different information came from.  I could
        11            see there was Boeing data and there was -- there
        12            were, you know, transcripts of depositions and
        13            there were all kinds of information.  Now, exactly
        14            where it came from was kind of irrelevant, you
        15            know.  The task was take this data, tell us what
        16            you think.
        17                 Q.   Okay.  And when Mr. Koh, when you met
        18            with Mr. Koh and -- and Ted -- Ted?
        19                 A.   Ted.
        20                 Q.   When you met with Mr. Koh and Ted, did
        21            you ask them for this data?
        22                 A.   No.
        23                 Q.   Did they tell you that no such data
        24            existed?
        25                 A.   I didn't ask them for it.
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        01                 Q.   Did it come up in the conversation?
        02                 A.   No.
        03                 Q.   And do you know Jeannine Prewitt back
        04            there?
        05                 A.   We met, yes.
        06                 Q.   Did you know -- you saw the amended --
        07            the Second Amended Complaint.  You saw her name on
        08            that?
        09                 A.   Yes.
        10                 Q.   Did you think to call her and find out
        11            whether she had data?
        12                 A.   As far as I was concerned, that was not
        13            part of my tasking.  My tasking was to look at the
        14            data I was provided, period.
        15                 Q.   So, you're -- your -- your opinions are
        16            based upon and limited to the data provided to you
        17            by Mr. Smyth?
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
        19            foundation.
        20                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        21                 A.   I believe I've stated that several times
        22            over the course of the day, correct.
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   Okay.  And then -- and then that -- those
        25            -- that testimony or those opinions were supported
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        01            by the presentation that Mr. -- Mr. Koh and Ted
        02            made to you?  I'm trying to figure out how that
        03            worked together.
        04                 A.   The present -- for me, the value of the
        05            presentation that Mr. Koh and Ted provided was to
        06            clarify in my mind what the heck this thing called
        07            ATA was all about.  That's really -- it didn't --
        08            for me, it didn't have anything to do with the
        09            unsafe condition, it was just to inform me -- I
        10            mean, that's what I got out of it.  If you want to
        11            know what I got out of it, what I got out of it
        12            was what the heck is ATA.
        13                 Q.   Okay.  And that didn't really affect your
        14            opinion about the safety issue because you can't
        15            make a safety determination without some data to
        16            suggest that an unsafe condition exists?
        17                 A.   Correct.
        18                 Q.   Okay.
        19                 A.   And the reason --
        20                 Q.   And Mr. --
        21                 A.   Let me --
        22                 Q.   Go ahead.
        23                 A.   Let me qualify that.  That's correct.
        24            Because to make a finding of an unsafe condition,
        25            it doesn't matter how the parts were made.  It
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        01            doesn't matter.  Now, if you find an unsafe
        02            condition, part of the corrective action may be to
        03            go and figure out maybe it was because of the
        04            parts, but just -- if an engineer is asked to
        05            determine is there an unsafe condition on a
        06            particular aircraft, he doesn't get involved in
        07            how these parts were made.  He gets basically
        08            involved with physically what are they and what
        09            impact does that have on the requirements.
        10                 Q.   Now, did anyone limit the scope of your
        11            work or was that a decision that you made?
        12                 A.   It was based on the request from Dean to
        13            look at the data -- he called me up and he said
        14            I'd like you -- to send you some day today and you
        15            give me your read on it.
        16                 Q.   Okay.
        17                 A.   Okay.  So that's what he did, and I
        18            performed as I understood I was requested to
        19            perform.
        20                 Q.   Okay.  Now, looking at your -- looking at
        21            the second document, which is --
        22                 A.   The second one in here?
        23                 Q.   -- 685, I want to go through that with
        24            you a little bit.  The first part is a -- it looks
        25            like another copy of your -- of your statement.
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        01            Is that correct?
        02                 A.   Well, I --
        03                 Q.   It doesn't look like it's a signed copy,
        04            but it looks like a copy of your Declaration?
        05                 A.   Which?  This one here?
        06                 Q.   Yes, sir.
        07                 A.   Okay.  The first -- the first sheet in
        08            685?
        09                 Q.   Right.  The first few sheets, actually.
        10                 A.   Got it.  Got it.
        11                 Q.   And -- and there -- looks like there is
        12            some handwriting on here?
        13                 A.   Yeah.
        14                 Q.   Is that your handwriting?
        15                 A.   Yes.
        16                 Q.   And when did you make this -- when did
        17            you do this handwriting?
        18                 A.   I think I did this handwriting last week
        19            as I got prepared for the deposition and I was
        20            going back through material.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  And you say, "Supplied by Dean
        22            Smyth" on page 3. Do you see that?
        23                 A.   Yes.  Yes.
        24                 Q.   And what is that -- what does that
        25            reference?
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        01                 A.   That was just -- that was just saying all
        02            these government files, Complaint, correspondence,
        03            certain Boeing engineering drawings, quality
        04            system drawings, audit records, you know, it's
        05            like this -- this whole big thing includes the
        06            data supplied by Dean Smyth, and then there was a
        07            presentation and I said, okay, that's the Peggy
        08            Gilligan thing.  So, you know, this was like the
        09            stuff I looked at.  I reviewed the materials and I
        10            was just making a note to myself, okay, yeah, that
        11            was the source of that, that was the source of
        12            that.
        13                 Q.   Did you actually talk with Peggy Gilligan
        14            about what was presented to her?
        15                 A.   No.  No.
        16                 Q.   And how did the -- how did the Peggy
        17            Gilligan materials affect your opinions?
        18                 A.   Not at all.
        19                 Q.   On -- on page 5 you say, "I found no
        20            evidence of any such," that seems to be underlined
        21            or highlighted?
        22                 A.   I circled it.
        23                 Q.   And then it's a check mark with a what?
        24                 A.   I put check on because when I went back
        25            through this in preparation last week, I said, you
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        01            know, I need to go back through that stuff one
        02            more time because maybe I'm missing something with
        03            this, you know, discrep -- I was particularly --
        04            like I told you before, I saw this point that
        05            there was 86 discrepant parts, 93 got on ship No.
        06            6 whatever, there is no record of MRB and it's
        07            like, well, if I could find evidence of that, then
        08            that would certainly change the statement that I
        09            had made before.  So, I went back and plowed
        10            through that and I said I would hold to that
        11            statement.  So, that was basically a note to
        12            myself go back and check on that and make sure
        13            that I still believe that's the case.
        14                 Q.   So, the check on that was to look through
        15            the Dean Smyth bucket?
        16                 A.   Yeah, and see if there was something
        17            there that I missed.
        18                 Q.   So, you didn't check outside the bucket,
        19            that was check within the bucket.
        20                 A.   Nope.
        21                 Q.   Okay.  Now, then, a couple pages later
        22            we have RGE up in the right-hand corner?
        23                 A.   Yeah.
        24                 Q.   7-21-10, what's that?
        25                 A.   This is a summary that I put together for
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        01            myself or, you know, anyone else, if they wanted
        02            to try to understand my thinking in arriving at my
        03            conclusion.  And so I said here is the question
        04            that I focused in on, however myopic it might be,
        05            that's what I drilled in on, there is my
        06            conclusion.  And if you want to know the key
        07            points that led me to that conclusion, you know,
        08            here they are and I -- and I bulletized all those
        09            and then I also added some additional thoughts.
        10            Now, these were ancillary to the other points.
        11            The major supporting information is there on page
        12            1, and then page 2 was, and, oh, by the way, here
        13            is some other miscellaneous thoughts.
        14                 Q.   Now, when you had the -- when you went
        15            back in and drilled down in on it, did you -- did
        16            you think to contact us as the lawyers for the
        17            Relators to find out whether we had any additional
        18            information?
        19                 A.   I'll repeat it again.  My tasking was to
        20            look at the data I was provided.  Dean did not say
        21            go ask other people, get their opinions, go
        22            anyplace else, look at SDRs.  He said look at the
        23            information I'm going to give you.
        24                 Q.   Well, and --
        25                 A.   That was -- that was the task I was
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        01            given, so that was the task that I did.
        02                 Q.   And here is why I'm asking.  You did meet
        03            with Mr. Koh and Ted; and having met with Mr. Koh
        04            and Ted and understanding that Mr. Koh is an
        05            advocate, did you think that it might help balance
        06            your opinion or balance your conclusions to meet
        07            with the advocate for the other side or to meet
        08            with the client for the other side, like Miss
        09            Prewitt down there?
        10                 A.   That was beyond --
        11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object to the form.
        12            Foundation.  You can answer.
        13                 A.   Beyond the scope of my task.
        14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        15                 Q.   And was this -- did the -- did the scope
        16            of your task include meeting with Mr. Koh and with
        17            Ted?
        18                 A.   Not necessarily.  That was a -- that was
        19            a meeting that was suggested, and I said, yeah, I
        20            can do that.  And so, we sat down and I got
        21            informed.
        22                 Q.   Suggested by who?
        23                 A.   I guess it came from Doug, maybe, was the
        24            first, you know.
        25                 Q.   That was Mr. Anderson?
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        01                 A.   Mr. Anderson.  I didn't have any
        02            objection to it, but I didn't seek it out.  I
        03            didn't call up Mr. Anderson and say I want to talk
        04            to Boeing people about this, I would like to talk
        05            to, you know, their lawyer.  As far as I was
        06            concerned, I was going to look at the data that
        07            Dean gave me.  This -- this opportunity came up to
        08            speak with some Boeing people and basically, as
        09            far as I was concerned, it was an informational
        10            meeting about what the heck is ATA.
        11                 Q.   Okay.  Mr. Anderson is a -- is an FAA
        12            lawyer.  Is that right?
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  And so the only -- the only
        15            contact suggested to you by the FAA lawyer was a
        16            contact with Boeing?
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection to the form.
        18                      MR. KOH:  Object to form.
        19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with
        22            us?
        23                 A.   No.
        24                 Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with
        25            anyone else other than Boeing?
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        01                 A.   No.
        02                 Q.   Now, this -- this two-page document
        03            that's RGE and with 7-21-10 underneath it, I take
        04            it that RGE is you?
        05                 A.   Yes.
        06                 Q.   And 7-21-10 is the date that you did
        07            this?
        08                 A.   Yes.
        09                 Q.   How long -- how much time did you spend
        10            doing this on the 21st?
        11                 A.   Oh, I -- I had notes, I had handwritten
        12            notes to myself that I had developed over the
        13            course of all of this, and I basically just said,
        14            you know, I need to type all this up and put it in
        15            one place and that's what I did.  And it took me,
        16            because I already had this stuff pretty much
        17            written up, it was a matter of getting it into
        18            words.  So, in answer to your question how long
        19            did this take, I don't know, maybe -- maybe two
        20            hours.
        21                 Q.   Now, going through your bullets
        22            Supporting Information, the first bullet is no
        23            quantitative engineering evaluation.  I think
        24            we've talked about that?
        25                 A.   Uh-huh.
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        01                 Q.   Anything more you'd like to say about
        02            that?
        03                 A.   No.
        04                 Q.   The second bullet is:  "Relators's
        05            counsel acknowledges in his letter of December
        06            11th, 2009," is that me?
        07                 A.   That's you.
        08                 Q.   -- "that the allegation that the
        09            airplanes are dangerous is an opinion when he
        10            states, quote, we did not state any matters of
        11            opinion except that these aircraft are dangerous,"
        12            close quote?
        13                 A.   Uh-huh.
        14                 Q.   What's the significance of that to you?
        15                 A.   Well, one thing that puzzled me as I went
        16            through Dean's data was this lack of quantitative
        17            engineering evaluation material, like what I would
        18            call hard data, and -- and I felt like, well, I've
        19            heard this claim that aircraft are dangerous and
        20            should be grounded as a common theme, but there is
        21            no data that supports that.  And then when I saw
        22            that in your letter you weren't claiming that as
        23            any kind of fact, you were, in fact, saying this
        24            is just an opinion, then I said, oh, okay, now, I
        25            understand, you know, this lack of data.  No one's
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        01            saying there is any data, no one is really
        02            claiming there has been any engineering
        03            evaluations done.  This idea of these airplanes
        04            are dangerous and should be grounded is, in fact,
        05            just an opinion.  So, that was significant to me;
        06            that you weren't making a claim that that was a
        07            fact, you were saying, in your opinion, they are
        08            dangerous and should be grounded.
        09                      MR. KOH:  Bill, having asked the witness
        10            about your December 11th, 2009 letter, will you
        11            now agree to provide us a copy?
        12                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  I'm asking him about
        13            this note in a document that was produced by the
        14            government in this case without my consent or
        15            knowledge.  It was just produced.  So, I'm asking
        16            him about this which you already have.
        17                      MR. KOH:  I asked you a question and
        18            you've answered it.
        19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.
        20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        21                 Q.   Now, is dangerous an opinion?
        22                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        23                 A.   To me -- to me, when you say dangerous,
        24            these airplanes should be grounded, I basically
        25            say that's an unsafe condition likely to occur in
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        01            other aircraft.  You go to 39.5 that's AD
        02            material.  So, to me, when I -- when I take your
        03            statement and translate it, that means you are
        04            saying there should be an AD written.
        05                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   My question was, is -- is the conclusion
        07            that something is safe or dangerous, is that an
        08            opinion?
        09                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        10                 A.   No, it's not an opinion.  You need
        11            engineering data. You need -- like I said, go
        12            through it again, you need to quantify the
        13            discrepancy, engineering needs to evaluate its
        14            impact on the aircraft relative to structural
        15            integrity, strength, fatigue, damage tolerance.
        16            And then based on that body of engineering
        17            information, you draw a conclusion I got an unsafe
        18            condition.  And the other thing is you may have an
        19            unsafe condition, but if it's not likely to occur
        20            on other aircraft, you don't write an AD.
        21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        22                 Q.   Okay.  So, you draw a conclusion and
        23            that's what I'm -- you look at the data and you
        24            draw a conclusion, right?
        25                 A.   You -- you look at the data and based on
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        01            the data you make a call.
        02                 Q.   Right.  You make -- you draw a
        03            conclusion?
        04                 A.   A conclusion.
        05                 Q.   Right?
        06                 A.   Yeah.
        07                 Q.   And that conclusion, is that same
        08            conclusion going to be reached by every
        09            aeronautical engineer?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for
        11            speculation.
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        14                 Q.   In other words, the conclusion that --
        15                 A.   It's -- it's a pretty rigorous process
        16            that we typically go through before we produce
        17            that AD.  It's -- it's got to be pretty much of a
        18            consensus of the people involved, including
        19            management, that, yes, indeed, we have a -- we
        20            have a smoking gun.  We may not -- we may not have
        21            -- hopefully we don't have a catastrophic event,
        22            but we have a near miss and we've got all the data
        23            that says, by gosh, take it to the bank, we've had
        24            a near miss and the engineering data supports it.
        25                 Q.   I'm trying to get to the difference
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        01            between a conclusion drawn from the data and an
        02            opinion based on the data?
        03                 A.   Okay.  I think it's a question of
        04            semantics.
        05                 Q.   Okay.
        06                 A.   And me, and me, I would say this, and we
        07            can, you know, argue about this, but an opinion to
        08            me would be an unsubstantiated conclusion.
        09                 Q.   Okay.
        10                 A.   To me, an opinion would have connotations
        11            of you came to that conclusion, but you really
        12            didn't have substantiating information or very
        13            little.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, to you, the word opinion
        15            is really sort of a soft word, a bad word in
        16            relation to data?
        17                 A.   It's not a bad word, but to me if someone
        18            says, well, I have an opinion on that, there is
        19            probably -- to me, at least, that would mean,
        20            well, they probably don't have much data behind
        21            it.
        22                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, the next paragraph is
        23            Rolf Hamerquist?
        24                 A.   Yes.
        25                 Q.   Structures DER.  Do you know Mr.
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        01            Hamerquist?
        02                 A.   Yes.
        03                 Q.   Is he a -- is he a good engineer; do you
        04            know?
        05                 A.   I'll refrain from answering that
        06            question.
        07                 Q.   Okay.  And you saw a letter written by
        08            him in March of 2005?
        09                 A.   Uh-huh.
        10                 Q.   That's over five years ago?
        11                 A.   Uh-huh.
        12                 Q.   I'm sorry to correct you on this.
        13                 A.   Yes.
        14                 Q.   Yes.  And -- and what -- do you know what
        15            Mr. Hamerquist, what information Mr. Hamerquist
        16            had available to him in March of 2005?
        17                 A.   I have no idea.
        18                 Q.   Okay.  What significance do you take from
        19            the quote that you make from Mr. Hamerquist?
        20                 A.   The significance -- the significance I
        21            took from that quote is, my gosh, we both arrived
        22            at the same point because he's also saying he
        23            doesn't have enough data to make any call on these
        24            airplanes.
        25                 Q.   So, you interpret Mr. Hamerquist's
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        01            statement as saying he believes the airplanes are
        02            airworthy?
        03                 A.   No, I -- I interpret his statement to say
        04            that he does not have enough engineering data to
        05            make a call on we have an unsafe condition, these
        06            airplanes should be grounded, we should write an
        07            AD.  To me, he's basically said that because, you
        08            know, my conclusion was if he did have the
        09            information to be able to do that, then he
        10            certainly would have done it.
        11                 Q.   Okay.  Now, what he says is:  "I cannot
        12            make an estimate, using accepted engineering
        13            principles, of the fitness of any of these parts.
        14            I cannot make a determination of the airworthiness
        15            of any of these parts or the aircraft that were
        16            built with them."  Is that what you quoted?
        17                 A.   Yes, those are his -- that's straight out
        18            of his letter.
        19                 Q.   Right.  And did you take it that he was
        20            saying that being unable, using accepted
        21            engineering principles, to make an estimate of the
        22            fitness of these parts, being unable to make a
        23            determination of the airworthiness, he did not
        24            think that they were airworthy.  Did you make that
        25            -- did you reach that conclusion?
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Object to form.
        02                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        03                 Q.   Were you in doubt as to their
        04            airworthiness?
        05                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        06                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        07                 A.   I believe he had a doubt relative to
        08            their safety.  I'm going to use the word safety
        09            because you get talk -- get talking about
        10            airworthiness and there is other things that go
        11            on.  It's -- you write an AD if you find an unsafe
        12            condition likely to occur on other aircraft.  If
        13            you read 39.5, it doesn't say you write an AD if
        14            you find the airplane to be not airworthy.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Are airworthy and -- are airworthiness
        17            and safety, are those synonymous?
        18                 A.   No.
        19                 Q.   What's the difference between the two?
        20                 A.   I'm not even going to try to get into
        21            that.
        22                 Q.   Do you not know?
        23                 A.   I don't -- I've heard all kinds of
        24            discussions on that and I just -- I use the word
        25            safety and make a determination of an unsafe -- I
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        01            work in the 39.5 that says if you find an unsafe
        02            condition likely to occur on other aircraft,
        03            that's when you go for an AD.
        04                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, you can't, as we sit here
        05            today, you can't tell us based upon your knowledge
        06            and experience what the distinction is, if there
        07            is one, between airworthiness and safety?
        08                 A.   I -- I wouldn't even try because I've
        09            heard so many discussions on that subject, and I
        10            would say it's -- it's an arguable discussion and
        11            it's really not relevant in the end to determine
        12            -- to determine unsafe condition.
        13                 Q.   Now, you understand that Mr. Hamerquist
        14            is a DER?
        15                 A.   Yes.
        16                 Q.   And -- and that means he's a designated
        17            airworthy -- I mean, engineering representative of
        18            the FAA?
        19                 A.   Yes.
        20                 Q.   And do you understand that there -- he
        21            has an advisor within the DER hierarchy?
        22                 A.   Yes.
        23                 Q.   Do you know who that is?
        24                 A.   No.
        25                 Q.   Did you make any effort to investigate
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        01            this matter and talk to Mr. Hamerquist about it?
        02                 A.   I confined my investigation to the
        03            material that Dean Smyth provided.
        04                 Q.   Okay.  And among the material Mr. Smyth
        05            provided was the letter from Mr. Hamerquist?
        06                 A.   Correct.
        07                 Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't call Mr.
        08            Hamerquist?
        09                 A.   No.
        10                 Q.   "No failures noted in the complaint,"
        11            that means there were no -- none of these SDRs or
        12            crashes or anything like that?
        13                 A.   I was looking for -- we -- we do see
        14            operator reports crack found in part, operator
        15            reports distressed fasteners found, operator
        16            reports a failed part.  That's the kind of thing I
        17            was looking for was some problem with an airplane.
        18                 Q.   Okay.
        19                 A.   Primarily, the people who find these are
        20            operators, and they usually find them as part of
        21            their normal maintenance they discover these sort
        22            of things or when they are accessing areas they
        23            find them.  That's what I was looking for.
        24                 Q.   Now, fail-safe chords, how long are those
        25            supposed to last?
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form, lack of
        02            foundation.
        03                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join on foundation.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   Are those lifetime parts?
        06                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.
        07                 A.   Let's see, you've got to understand the
        08            requirements.  There is -- there is no requirement
        09            on how long those parts have to last.  How is
        10            that?
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   So, when I ask is -- are there -- when I
        13            say lifetime parts, are there parts on the air --
        14            well, strike that.
        15            Does lifetime parts have a meaning to you,
        16            lifetime parts?
        17                 A.   No.
        18                 Q.   Are there -- are there some parts of the
        19            airplane that are designed to be replaced
        20            periodically?
        21                 A.   Typically, no.
        22                 Q.   Tires, tires, are they replaced
        23            periodically?
        24                 A.   Parts, I almost don't consider tires a
        25            part, but strictly speaking they are a part, they
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        01            have a part number.  There are -- there are
        02            certain parts that are replaced, like windshields
        03            and transparencies.  Little, if any, of the actual
        04            air frame is designed to be swapped out over the
        05            expected operational life.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  So, if -- if you looked into the
        07            SDRs and you found that there were cracks or
        08            corrosion relating to fail-safe chords, would --
        09            on the airplane, would that cause you concern?
        10                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Assumes facts not
        11            in evidence.
        12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can still
        13            answer the question.
        14                 A.   It would -- it would cause an
        15            investigation of that: Why did it happen and
        16            what's the effect of that on the safety of the
        17            aircraft?  But it would depend on the outcome of
        18            the evaluation what the action was.
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   Okay.  What if you -- what if you looked
        21            and you found one fail-safe chord had suffered
        22            crack and -- cracking and corrosion and needed to
        23            be replaced, would that have any significance to
        24            you?
        25                 A.   One?
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        01                 Q.   One, yeah.
        02                      MR. ROBISON:  Foundation.
        03                      MR. KOH:  Incomplete hypothetical as
        04            well.
        05                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's a complete
        06            hypothetical.
        07                 A.   Yeah, it depends.  I mean, you do a
        08            failure investigation and try to understand, you
        09            know, why this one did that and there is no others
        10            out there that did it.  And I have seen cases
        11            where, in the end it was, you know, this is unique
        12            to this tail number.  It -- it could result in an
        13            unsafe condition, but we are not going to write an
        14            AD because we have decided it's unique to this
        15            tail number.
        16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        17                 Q.   You would try to decide whether it was
        18            normal or anomalous fatigue?
        19                 A.   Yes.  You must have read my paper.
        20                 Q.   I do, and I've got it here.  I mean it's
        21            all -- it's all marked up and highlighted.  In
        22            fact, in fact, a little bit ago, it was commented
        23            that we hadn't gotten to Exhibit 683.
        24                 A.   Oh, okay.
        25                 Q.   And this is Strategies For Ensuring
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        01            Rotorcraft Structural Integrity, which we are not
        02            talking about a rotorcraft here, but in terms of
        03            the concepts of normal and -- normal and anomalous
        04            fatigue, is there a difference -- I mean, are the
        05            concepts of normal and anomalous fatigue relevant
        06            to aircraft like the 737?
        07                 A.   Absolutely.
        08                 Q.   Okay.  And so what's the difference
        09            between normal and anomalous fatigue?
        10                 A.   A case -- if you -- well, one way -- one
        11            way would be to explain it is the outcome.  By
        12            definition, if you have a case of fatigue and you
        13            determine it's normal fatigue and it could lead to
        14            not meeting requirements, then you would have
        15            grounds to write an AD.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  Now --
        17                 A.   Because when it's normal, you're saying
        18            every other aircraft could end up looking the same
        19            way.  On the other hand, if it's anomalous, that
        20            would say you've done enough -- you've done enough
        21            analysis to determine that this particular
        22            incident is unique to this aircraft because of
        23            something someone did to this tail number, that
        24            would not be an AD.
        25                 Q.   Okay.  Look -- just so that we have it
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        01            identified for the record, I've marked as Exhibit
        02            683 a paper that you wrote, gosh, when did you
        03            write it, 2005?
        04                 A.   No, it's -- this was -- this was 1999 was
        05            when the conference was held on this one.
        06                 Q.   And the title of the paper is Strategies
        07            For Ensuring Rotorcraft Structural Integrity?
        08                 A.   Yeah.  Yes.
        09                 Q.   And -- and in this you discuss normal
        10            fatigue and anomalous fatigue?
        11                 A.   Yes.
        12                 Q.   And these concepts, you know, threats to
        13            structural integrity and normal and anomalous
        14            fatigue would be applicable to -- what would you
        15            call a 737?  Is that a fixed wing?
        16                 A.   Fixed wing, fixed wing aircraft.  Much --
        17            there are some things in here that are unique to
        18            rotorcraft because the rotorcraft rules are
        19            interestingly different, but the basic
        20            philosophies in here are generally applicable.
        21                 Q.   To fixed wing aircraft?
        22                 A.   Fixed wing, rotorcraft, engines, go
        23            carts, automobiles.
        24                 Q.   Now, what are -- what are the causes of
        25            anomalous fatigue?
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        01                 A.   The one example that I like to use, if
        02            you are familiar with the U.S. Air Force F-111
        03            incident where they -- are you familiar with the
        04            F-111?
        05                 Q.   The one where it broke in half?
        06                 A.   Well, a wing came off.
        07                 Q.   Wing came off.
        08                 A.   Wing came off.  And that was -- that was
        09            due to a defect in the wing carry-through forging.
        10            It was a very high-strength steel.  It caused a
        11            wing separation at 100 hours of service when the
        12            airplane was designed to fly for 6,000 hours, and
        13            they never saw that ever again on any F-111.  That
        14            would be an example of an anomalous event.
        15                 Q.   Okay.  And the causes of anomalous
        16            fatigue you have on page 2 of your paper?
        17                 A.   Uh-huh.
        18                 Q.   You say design oversights/errors is the
        19            first bullet on the second page.  Do you see that?
        20                 A.   Yeah.
        21                 Q.   And then the second one is manufacturing
        22            errors.
        23                 A.   Uh-huh.
        24                 Q.   And the third one is operational and
        25            service anomalies?
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        01                 A.   Uh-huh.
        02                 Q.   Now, on that one, the F-111, was that a
        03            design, a manufacturing or an operational anomaly?
        04                 A.   It was not an operational anomaly, but
        05            you could -- you know, in hindsight you could say
        06            they picked a very unforgiving material.  So you
        07            could say, you know, design, if they had it to do
        08            over again probably wouldn't have picked that
        09            material.  And certainly there was a fabrication.
        10            The defect got built in when the billet was made
        11            to start the part way back in the beginning of the
        12            birth of the part, if you will.  So -- (paused)
        13                 Q.   Now, the manufacturing errors slash
        14            mistakes is what you say here and then you have
        15            two sub-bullets under it:  Omission of critical
        16            processes or introduction of defects is the two --
        17                 A.   Uh-huh.
        18                 Q.   -- possible explanations for
        19            manufacturing error or mistake?
        20                 A.   Uh-huh.
        21                 Q.   What is the omission of a critical
        22            process?  What do you mean by that?
        23                 A.   Should be heat treated.  There -- an
        24            example of that is many years ago there were quite
        25            a bit of aluminum that was produced by, I think,
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        01            Alcoa that was, in fact, built into a number of
        02            aircraft.  And after the airplanes were out there
        03            flying, Alcoa realized that that particular
        04            product didn't get the heat treat it should have
        05            gotten, and so there had to be an investigation
        06            done of those -- of the airplanes that got that
        07            material, and I would -- you know, that wasn't a
        08            fatigue.  It didn't end up being a fatigue
        09            problem, but it could have been an under-strength
        10            issue, and that was -- that's what I would call an
        11            anomaly where there was something that was
        12            supposed to get done, it didn't get done, and it
        13            didn't get done on a specific number of aircraft.
        14            It wasn't a fleet-wide issue.
        15                 Q.   What if you've had the omission of a
        16            critical process for a prolonged period of time on
        17            a fleet-wide issue, would that be anomalous?
        18                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for
        19            speculation.
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
        21                 A.   Let me -- let me explain.  I'm talking
        22            about anomalous fatigue and potential sources of
        23            that.  So, you may have a discrepancy, but if it
        24            doesn't create a fatigue problem, there is no
        25            anomalous fatigue to talk about.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   Right.  So, what got us into this issue
        03            was hypothetically we were talking about one -- if
        04            you found one fail-safe chord that had corrosion,
        05            one of the things you probably would be looking at
        06            would be to determine whether or not it was a
        07            isolated instance of, you know, for whatever
        08            reason, a bad chord that got incorporated in the
        09            aircraft, or whether there was -- whether this
        10            indicated a larger, deeper problem.  Isn't that
        11            one of the things you would be interested in?
        12                 A.   Following your example, you might find
        13            when you looked into it that you did have some
        14            parts that didn't get the corrosion protection
        15            treatment that they needed to have as a part of
        16            their fabrication process.  It got into an
        17            airplane, that airplane had a corrosion problem.
        18            You looked back and you say, okay, we've -- we've
        19            got six parts that went through the system like
        20            that and we probably need to go out there and look
        21            at those.  And if you could -- if you can really
        22            -- lots of times you don't have -- I mean, that's
        23            the good outcome is to be able to say there is
        24            only a few of the aircraft that are like this, we
        25            don't need to write an AD.  We basically take
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        01            corrective action in the process, but then you
        02            also -- the airplanes that actually have those
        03            parts, somebody has to make a determination what
        04            that means to those tail numbers and then you're
        05            going to have to deal with those particular tail
        06            numbers.
        07                      MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to derail
        08            you, but I just have a quick question that's
        09            actually addressed to Miss Bentley.  We are at
        10            4:55.  Do you have a position as to the
        11            availability of the witness beyond 5 p.m.?  We can
        12            discuss off the record as well.  I'm concerned, we
        13            have some questions and it's obviously getting
        14            late in the day.
        15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Let me -- let me finish
        16            this line and we can take a break and we can talk
        17            about it.
        18                      MR. KOH:  That would be fine.
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   The -- but as you -- if you -- if on the
        21            other hand you, I don't know, what number would be
        22            significant, if you had 10, 15, 20, 30, you had --
        23            if you had a large number of reports of a
        24            particular problem with a particular part, like a
        25            corrosion, a cracking on a fail-safe chord, at
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        01            what point in time does it get to the level you
        02            start to become concerned?  How many?
        03                 A.   If you can't isolate it, then usually
        04            conservatively, you'd conservatively say this is
        05            systematic, I've got to go after the whole fleet.
        06                 Q.   Okay.  But what's the number that you
        07            would have -- I mean is there a number that you
        08            have in mind?
        09                 A.   No.  No.
        10                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   10?
        13                 A.   No, there is no -- it depends on --
        14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, you have to give me a
        15            chance to object.  Objection, form and foundation.
        16                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Now you can answer the
        18            question.
        19                 A.   It depends on the -- it depends on the
        20            criticality of the part; it depends on the
        21            situation; it depends on, you know, well, just
        22            this condition by itself does not make it not meet
        23            type design -- meet the type design requirements,
        24            but, you know, if -- if a certain chain of events
        25            occurs, we could get there.  And if you're way
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        01            down the food chain in that, it's different from
        02            if you say, you know, when this occurs we are
        03            almost at the edge of the cliff.  So, it depends.
        04            It depends on the criticality of the part,
        05            criticality of the situation, the impact on the --
        06            on the requirements.  But in the end, if you
        07            cannot -- if you can -- if you can honest to gosh
        08            limit it to these tail numbers, even if it's 100
        09            tail numbers, you can go out there and target just
        10            those tail numbers.
        11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        12                 Q.   Well, if -- if -- you know, we are
        13            talking hypothetically about numbers, but we are
        14            not hypothetical about the part.  I mean, I was
        15            talking about a fail-safe chord.  If -- if we --
        16            which is primary structure of the aircraft,
        17            correct?
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form and
        19            foundation.
        20                      MR. KOH:  Join.
        21                 A.   You're -- what does primary structure
        22            mean?
        23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        24                 Q.   I'm -- I'm -- I'm not the engineer, you
        25            are.
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        01                 A.   I don't --
        02                 Q.   What does primary structure mean?
        03                 A.   I don't -- I don't hardly ever use the
        04            term.
        05                 Q.   So, you don't know what primary structure
        06            of the aircraft is?
        07                 A.   I get down to what does the structure do
        08            in the aircraft, what is its importance to the
        09            aircraft, and then you do your evaluation of the
        10            discrepancy based on what that part does. You can
        11            call it -- you can call it a primary structure or
        12            an element of primary structure or a PSE or an --
        13            it doesn't really matter.
        14                 Q.   So --
        15                 A.   They are just words.  The bottom line is
        16            what's the importance of that to the structure;
        17            and this discrepancy that we found, how does it
        18            impact its performance?
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, did you look at the
        20            particular parts involved in this case to
        21            determine how those parts would impact on what, on
        22            the flight?  On the safety?  What's the critical
        23            thing?  How they would impact on what?
        24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.
        25                 A.   Well, first -- I'm sorry.
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        01                      MS. BENTLEY:  You just have to wait until
        02            he finishes his question and give me a second.
        03            Thank you.
        04                 A.   Ask your question again.
        05            BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        06                 Q.   You said it's -- these are just words and
        07            you've got to get down to the basic issue which is
        08            what?  How do they impact the aircraft?
        09                 A.   What is it -- what does it do in the
        10            structure?  Why is it there?  What does it do?
        11            And then its discrepancy that it has, its
        12            documented discrepancy, how does it impact its
        13            function?  If it -- if it still will function the
        14            way it's supposed to function, then the
        15            discrepancy is okay.  If it impacts its function,
        16            then the discrepancy may not be okay and we may
        17            need to take the part out, we may need to impose
        18            an inspection and monitor the part.  I mean, there
        19            is different remedies if you get to the point that
        20            you say this part does not perform like it's
        21            supposed to perform.
        22                 Q.   Okay.  So, if the -- if the -- if the
        23            solution is to replace the part, you know, the
        24            engineer who reviews the part has become
        25            sufficiently concerned about it that he orders a
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        01            replacement of the part, what does that mean?
        02                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        03                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        04                 Q.   In this analysis that we are talking
        05            about.
        06                 A.   What does it mean?  I mean --
        07                 Q.   I have seemed to confused you.
        08                 A.   Yeah, you have.  You would do the
        09            evaluation to make the determination if the part
        10            comes out or not.  I mean, you wouldn't say you've
        11            got to take the part out until you had made a
        12            determination that the way it is, it doesn't
        13            function the way it's supposed to.
        14                 Q.   Okay.  So, I take it if the -- if the
        15            engineer -- this would be a DER, right, on a
        16            repair -- like let's say there was an SDR and --
        17                 A.   You're getting out of the AD world now.
        18            Do you want to do that?
        19                 Q.   Well, I actually do for a moment because
        20            it starts outside the AD world.  It starts with a
        21            particular problem on a particular airplane and a
        22            -- and a particular solution to that particular
        23            problem, correct?
        24                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
        25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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        01                 Q.   In other words, there is a particular
        02            part that's been found to have failed or not be
        03            functioning as it's designed, and then an engineer
        04            looks at it and makes a decision and then that
        05            decision is implemented to repair the aircraft.
        06            That's the way it starts, isn't it?
        07                 A.   There is -- there is as many scenarios as
        08            -- as there are people in the world probably.
        09                 Q.   Is that one of them?
        10                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,
        11            foundation.
        12                 A.   One of them would be that you -- I'll
        13            give you an example of one of them.  One of them
        14            would be as an operator finds a crack, he goes to
        15            the SRM, which we have talked about. The SRM
        16            covers that kind of a crack.  He takes the repair
        17            and the SRM, he does the repair and nobody knows
        18            about it.  Everybody is -- everybody is happy.
        19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        20                 Q.   And in that circumstance, would there be
        21            an SDR that would be generated?
        22                 A.   Possibly not.
        23                 Q.   For there to be an SDR generated, does it
        24            have to go over a certain threshold for an SDR to
        25            be generated?
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        01                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
        03                 A.   I am not an expert on when SDRs get
        04            triggered and when they don't get triggered. I
        05            have heard, you know, discussions that if you can
        06            fix it with the SRM, you don't write an SDR.
        07                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        08                 Q.   By SDR, we are talking about that
        09            document that's part of Exhibit 682, aren't we?
        10            That's --
        11                 A.   That's out of the F.A.R.s.  There is some
        12            -- I think it's 121 has some stuff in it about --
        13            yeah, 121-704 SDRs.
        14                 Q.   All right.  So, for it to raise to the
        15            level of an SDR, I mean, you might have a problem
        16            with a particular part that is -- what's that
        17            acronym that you used?
        18                 A.   SRM, structural repair manual.
        19                 Q.   Structural repair manual; that the
        20            operator makes reference to the structural repair
        21            manual, fixes it and doesn't even make a report,
        22            right?
        23                 A.   That happens.
        24                      MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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        01                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        02                 Q.   That happens?
        03                 A.   That happens.  To qualify my point, I
        04            think that is okay.  If you can -- if you can take
        05            care of the repair with the SRM, which is
        06            developed by Boeing, by their engineers, they have
        07            basically said in that report we have looked at
        08            these kinds of discrepancies in the structure, we
        09            have already come up with a repair for that.  So,
        10            if you find it and it's within these bounds and
        11            you repair it with -- these are approved through
        12            engineering and FAA -- you can go do this.  You
        13            don't have to come back to Boeing.  If you have
        14            the capability, you're in-house or with someone
        15            else, to put this SRM repair on, you can basically
        16            do that and be done with it and go on with life.
        17                 Q.   Without a report?
        18                 A.   Without an SDR.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, but if we have a report, an
        20            SDR report, under 14 C.F.R. what chapter, Chapter
        21            1, 121.704, does anybody at the FAA monitor those
        22            SDRs to determine if a pattern has developed
        23            concerning a particular part on the airplane?
        24                 A.   I know of -- I know of FAA people who
        25            have done SDR searches.  I don't know that there
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        01            is an organization that that's their sole purpose.
        02            I don't know.
        03                 Q.   Who's responsibility would that be within
        04            the FAA?
        05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
        06                 A.   I don't know.
        07                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Two minutes to tape.
        08                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        09                 Q.   Does anybody -- is Boeing expected to
        10            monitor these SDR reports to -- to evaluate its
        11            own parts and to reach conclusions about patterns
        12            from the SDRs?
        13                 A.   I don't know.
        14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        16                 Q.   Do you know whether Boeing does that,
        17            whether Boeing monitors the SDRs?
        18                 A.   No, I don't.
        19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Take a break.
        20                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
        21            17
        01:35.
        22                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
        23                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
        24            The time is 17:23:20.
        25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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        01                 Q.   Okay.  We got on this -- on this talking
        02            about the SDRs basically out of your article,
        03            which is Exhibit 683, and talking about the
        04            difference between anomalous fatigue and normal
        05            fatigue.
        06                 A.   Yes.
        07                 Q.   And -- and if we -- and we were talking
        08            about the causes for anomalous fatigue being the
        09            omission of critical processes or the introduction
        10            of defects, and I didn't get to the introduction
        11            of defects part.  Could you tell us what you mean
        12            by that?
        13                 A.   Yes.  The introduction of defects would
        14            be like that F-111 example I gave you.  That would
        15            be a defect that was introduced into the billet
        16            and went all the way through the airplane.
        17                 Q.   Okay.  Now, the problem -- can you
        18            explain these two graphs that you have at the top
        19            of page 2 of Exhibit 683?
        20                 A.   I'll give it a shot.  The Figure 1 was
        21            meant to graphically illustrate normal fatigue
        22            over time, reducing the strength of the part and
        23            these curves out here represent the cumulative
        24            probability of the strength dropping down to
        25            either ultimate capability or limit capability.
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        01            The point of this figure was that normal fatigue
        02            is predictable if you have the right data.
        03                 Q.   Okay.
        04                 A.   Fatigue life follows a random
        05            distribution, and if you have enough data you can
        06            predict when it's going to occur statistically.
        07            It's statistically modeled.  Anomalous --
        08                 Q.   Before we get to anomalous, just about
        09            normal, what is the data that you need to have to
        10            predict normal fatigue?
        11                 A.   You need fatigue test data.
        12                 Q.   And so that would be the fatigue tests
        13            that were done during the type certification
        14            process?
        15                 A.   Normally, although people run fatigue
        16            tests after airplanes are in the air to further
        17            understand particular issues that might have
        18            cropped up.
        19                 Q.   Now, those -- the fatigue testing that is
        20            done before type certification, that is fatigue
        21            testing of structures that were built according to
        22            type design, correct?
        23                 A.   It can be -- it can be -- it can range
        24            anywhere from coupons, just to characterize
        25            material, to what I would call full-scale
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        01            components that are production representative and
        02            everything in between.
        03                 Q.   Right, but --
        04                 A.   Depending on what  - what you're trying
        05            to go after.
        06                 Q.   But the fatigue testing that we get to
        07            make predictable -- make the predictable failure
        08            occur, is a -- is testing on the airplane as
        09            described and the type design data?
        10                 A.   Not necessarily.  People take a very
        11            basic coupon test data and will make predictions
        12            of air frame structure and will extrapolate
        13            analytically to account for the differences
        14            between the coupons and the full scale article.
        15                 Q.   Right, and -- but they have mathematical
        16            computations available to make those calculations.
        17            I mean, they can -- they can -- they can take that
        18            coupon test and they can extrapolate that into the
        19            type designed airplane, correct?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   So, they can extrapolate it in to the
        22            type design data?
        23                 A.   You said type design data.  I got a --
        24            there is -- there is no requirement to do a -- up
        25            until recently, there has been no requirement to
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        01            run a fatigue test.  So, if you look at the
        02            compliance data packages, you would find for the
        03            737s, all the way through the NG, you will not
        04            find a fatigue analysis report submitted as part
        05            of the data, as part of the compliance data
        06            package.  This is getting into some details of the
        07            rules, but that's --
        08                 Q.   Well, we got into this because you said
        09            you determined normal fatigue on the basis of the
        10            fatigue test?
        11                 A.   If you -- if you want to make a
        12            prediction of when you would expect cracks to
        13            occur, normal fatigue is something that you can
        14            predict, how far out you would expect that to
        15            happen.
        16                 Q.   But if we want that fatigue testing to
        17            apply to a real airplane in the sky, then we are
        18            going to try to come up with tests of what we
        19            think that airplane is, right?
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        21            foundation.
        22                 A.   To get -- to get the most credible answer
        23            without having to get into discussions about
        24            assumptions and mathematical ways to extrapolate,
        25            the best way is to go to a full-scale structure,
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        01            but that's not the only way.  People do get by
        02            with less than that and there is no requirement to
        03            do either.
        04                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        05                 Q.   But if you don't have that testing, then
        06            you're not going to be able to predict normal
        07            fatigue, right?
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
        09                 A.   That would be true.  You do need some
        10            sort of a test basis to make a credible estimate
        11            of fatigue life.
        12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
        13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, you're getting into the
        14            second figure.  You are going to -- you are going
        15            to explain the second figure.
        16                 A.   The second figure was meant to -- the
        17            point here was that anomalies occur.  By
        18            definition, they are not predictable. Their
        19            seriousness is not predictable.  They may be
        20            benign, they may be -- cause catastrophic results.
        21            They can occur very early in the life of the
        22            aircraft.  Here is, you know, No. 6 is a bad
        23            anomaly that caused the strength to degrade very
        24            early in the life, and they can range all the way
        25            up to not so -- a more benign anomaly is depicted
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        01            in 2, and 1 is the reference, that would be
        02            something that was predictable.  But the point of
        03            figure 2 was anomalies are very, very difficult to
        04            deal with.
        05                 Q.   Why -- why are anomalies hard to predict?
        06                 A.   Because anomalies by definition are
        07            escapes.  They are things that you -- you design
        08            -- try to design around, manufacture around and
        09            your maintenance program is trying to prevent.
        10            The -- the example of the F-111, they did
        11            everything they could with the billet inspections
        12            to try to make sure that they didn't have defects
        13            in the first place, but things happen.  You know,
        14            we are human, there is escapes, things don't work
        15            exactly like we planned on, and it's -- it's like
        16            predicting you're going to get into a car accident
        17            tomorrow.
        18                 Q.   Now, that would be the introduction of
        19            defects example with the particular bad billet on
        20            one part that failed.  But on the omission of
        21            critical processes, you -- why would -- why would
        22            the -- why would it be hard to predict anomalous
        23            fatigue with the omission of critical processes?
        24                 A.   Well, if you -- if you've got -- if
        25            you've got a process and -- like a heat treat
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        01            process, and they are typically on the engineering
        02            drawing, if there has to be any post-fab heat
        03            treat to get to the heat final heat treat that you
        04            want.  It's on the engineering drawing.  They are
        05            supposed to be quality checks to make sure that
        06            gets done.  And if everybody does their job and
        07            the system works, it's going to get heat treated
        08            right.  Every now and then the system doesn't
        09            quite work and we will, like this soft aluminum
        10            example I gave, through nobody's intent the system
        11            didn't work and we ended up with a few parts out
        12            there that didn't have the strength that everybody
        13            thought they should have. That, to my -- that to
        14            my -- that would, to me, qualify as an anomaly.
        15            It wasn't predictable.  No one could have looked
        16            into their crystal ball and said Alcoa is going to
        17            forget to heat treat these particular extrusions
        18            that are going to go into these airplanes.
        19                 Q.   No, no.  My question is why can't you
        20            predict when the -- when those parts fail?  Why
        21            can't --
        22                 A.   Because you don't know the severity of
        23            the anomaly.  You can't predict how bad bad is
        24            going to be.  It could be -- you know, it could be
        25            a very benign escape or it could be a very severe
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        01            escape and there is no way to predict that.  Now,
        02            if you tell me what the escape is, if you say I
        03            want you to predict the life if this is what
        04            happens, then one could develop the data for that
        05            particular specified escape, but we don't -- we
        06            don't -- we don't design airplanes to tolerate
        07            every imaginable escape that might ever occur or
        08            has ever occurred, otherwise they wouldn't fly.
        09                 Q.   So, the predictability would come from
        10            build records that show conformity to the design
        11            records?  That's where predictability comes from?
        12                 A.   Well, you have to have -- you have to
        13            have some certainty.  When you -- when you are
        14            dealing with normal fatigue, I think I mentioned
        15            in there normal fatigue is manufacture with no
        16            surprises, operated as planned and maintained as
        17            intended.  So, the system is working.  If the
        18            system is working, you've got -- you've got a
        19            fighting chance to start predicting when you would
        20            expect the airplane to start cracking.  If the
        21            system breaks down, all bets are off and you
        22            better have some other way to, you know, to
        23            tolerate that defect, and hopefully you have
        24            bounded the defects that crop up in the future,
        25            but sometimes we don't.
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  I'll interrupt my --
        02            so the agreement is that I'm going to interrupt
        03            mine, you're going to ask a few questions, five,
        04            10, I don't care how long, about that -- about
        05            those two particular issues relating to the
        06            production of documents from the government.
        07                      MR. KOH:  And the resumption of the
        08            deposition.  There were two topical areas I wanted
        09            to cover.
        10                      MR. SKEPNEK:  And the resumption of the
        11            --
        12                      MR. KOH:  The fact that we are coming
        13            back and what's going to be involved with that.
        14            I'll ask the questions.
        15                      MR. RAUCHWERGER:  You mean about his
        16            availability?
        17                      MR. KOH:  Let me just ask the questions.
        18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  We are letting the
        19            witness go at six o'clock.  Is that understood?
        20                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yeah.
        21                      MR. KOH:  So, let me just state for the
        22            record --
        23                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Because my only agreement
        24            is if we -- if we are interrupting it to deal with
        25            these sort of procedural things.
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        01                      MR. ROBISON:  Right.  Nobody is saying
        02            your examination is over.
        03                 CROSS-EXAMINATION
        04                 BY MR. KOH:
        05                 Q.   So, for the record, Steve Koh for Boeing.
        06            I actually have a number of areas I would like to
        07            ask the witness on, but our agreement is only to
        08            cover a couple of topical areas.
        09            First topical area is I want to talk a little more
        10            about the information provided by Relators'
        11            counsel and correspondence as reflected in
        12            documents.  So in Exhibit 685, which you testified
        13            was your sort of working file documents?
        14                 A.   Is that this one?
        15                 Q.   If you flip to the third page of your
        16            review notes?
        17                 A.   Okay.  Uh-huh.
        18                 Q.   There is a page with a large number of
        19            bullet points is your page 3?
        20                 A.   Yes.
        21                 Q.   Does -- and it continues on to the next
        22            page as well.  Does this list of quoted items
        23            include quotations from letters or e-mails from
        24            Relators' counsel or their experts to the
        25            government?
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        01                 A.   It goes back to the material in the blue
        02            binder, the three-ring binder.  And in fact, these
        03            numbers in parenthesis -- let's take the first one
        04            we talked about.
        05                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you talking about the
        06            page 3?
        07                      MR. KOH:  Yes.
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
        09                 A.   The first one, that quote right there,
        10            you can go back to the blue binder that Dean Smyth
        11            provided me, go to the first tab No. 1, that's his
        12            tab, and go into that document and you can find
        13            that.  And the same on all of these.  You can go
        14            into Dean's tab 11 and find, you know, this quote,
        15            and so on and so forth.
        16                 BY MR. KOH:
        17                 Q.   I think I understand, but let's just go
        18            through a couple of examples so it's clear.  The
        19            second bullet point on this page states, quote,
        20            when improper or uncalibrated tools are used, the
        21            resulting parts do not conform to type design and
        22            are, thus, non-conforming, end quote, and it
        23            references 11?
        24                 A.   Yeah.
        25                 Q.   If we turn to Exhibit 682, which is the
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        01            index to the blue notebook, does that indicate to
        02            you that the quotation is from a letter from
        03            Clausen Miller to the Justice Department?
        04                 A.   Yes.
        05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Let him answer.
        06                 BY MR. KOH:
        07                 Q.   To take another example, if you'd flip to
        08            this next page?
        09                 A.   I'm sorry.
        10                 Q.   If you'd flip to the flex page of Exhibit
        11            685, the second bullet point talks about a July
        12            14, 2009 incident involving the rupture of the
        13            skin and sudden decompression of a Southwest
        14            Airlines aircraft.
        15                 A.   Uh-huh.
        16                 Q.   And at the end of that quotation there is
        17            a reference to 69?
        18                 A.   Yes.
        19                 Q.   Again, if we reference Exhibit 682, does
        20            that indicate that the quotation is from a letter
        21            from Sherwood Harper to the Justice Department?
        22                 A.   Let me look.
        23                      MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Koh, what line are you
        24            on in his exhibit.  Am I on the wrong page?  I'm
        25            sorry.  Okay.
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        01                 A.   That's out of a letter.
        02                 BY MR. KOH:
        03                 Q.   Okay.  And as you testified before, as
        04            this Exhibit 685 reflects, these were all
        05            materials that you reviewed in the course of your
        06            work on this matter?
        07                 A.   Correct.
        08                 Q.   If we flip further into page -- sorry,
        09            Exhibit 685, there is another document that you
        10            describe -- it's titled Summary of Contents of
        11            Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth?
        12                 A.   Which one are we on now?  Are we on the
        13            same four pages?
        14                 Q.   Same one, if you go back --
        15                 A.   Go back.
        16                 Q.   I'm sorry, forward.  After the list of
        17            the subject aircraft?
        18                 A.   After the list of the subject aircraft.
        19            Okay.  Oh, yeah.
        20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Give me a second.  That
        21            one.
        22                 BY MR. KOH:
        23                 Q.   And I was going to characterize what you
        24            said about it, but now frankly I'm not exactly
        25            sure.  So what is this page?
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        01                 A.   This -- this was my memory jogger for
        02            what was to make me remember a little bit about
        03            what was in each package, and this is by no means
        04            complete.  For example, on package 3 I wrote
        05            enough down there to jog my memory about what was
        06            in there, but that doesn't mean that's all that's
        07            in there.  And I -- I got -- I got lazy toward
        08            the end on package 7.  I just -- at that point
        09            there is a lot of other stuff in there and I just
        10            put enough down so I could say, oh, yeah, I kind
        11            of remember what was in package 7.
        12                 Q.   Okay.  The -- this document titled
        13            Summary of Contents of Packages Supplied by Dean
        14            Smyth references seven packages.  Is there a
        15            relationship to Exhibit 682, the index that
        16            references envelopes?
        17                 A.   Yeah, same thing.  Synonymous, envelope,
        18            package, synonymous.
        19                 Q.   Okay.  On your Summary of Contents of
        20            Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth on package 1, what
        21            you've written is Clausen Miller letter to an
        22            Alicia of 9-29-2006.  Do you see that?
        23                 A.   Yes.
        24                 Q.   And then there's a reference to, I'll
        25            just read the first couple bullet points. "Claims
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        01            93 P/Ns installed on LN 684 that were documented
        02            as discrepant were not included on list of NCRs
        03            for LN 684."  Second bullet, "Claims 185 parts
        04            documented as defective - proof of no MRB action?"
        05                 Does the information contained therein come
        06            from the Clausen Miller letter?
        07                 A.   Yeah, that was -- those were just bullet
        08            reminders to me what some of -- some of what I saw
        09            in that letter, and they were -- I mean, there is
        10            a lot more in there, but these were things that
        11            kind of stuck out to me that I saw in that letter
        12            just so, you know, when I look back at this, okay,
        13            now, what exactly was the point of some of the
        14            points in that letter.  Well, those were some of
        15            the points.
        16                 Q.   Okay.  The second paragraph talks about
        17            package No. 2 and a Clausen Miller letter to Dean,
        18            I presume, Smyth of January 19th, 2007.  The first
        19            bullet says, "Contains answers to questions
        20            submitted by e-mail to Dean."  Does that mean that
        21            the letter from Clausen Miller included answers to
        22            questions that Dean Smyth had e-mailed?
        23                 A.   As I recall, yes, I think that that was
        24            -- oh, oh, I'm not -- I'm not using my own system.
        25            Okay.  Yeah, so that would be package 2 supports
�  00290
        01            tab 12 and tab 12 is -- is specifically responding
        02            to questions that were posed by Dean Smyth and the
        03            letter is question 1, here is our response;
        04            question 2, here is our response; question 3, here
        05            is our response.
        06                 Q.   And then in your Summary of Contents of
        07            Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth in Exhibit 685,
        08            the next bullet on package 2 states:  "Contains a
        09            bit more explanation of the 93, quote, defective,
        10            end quote, parts on LN 684 A/P with no record of
        11            any MRB action.  (I.e., 93 parts not included in
        12            list of MRB parts on A/P.)"  That's, again, a
        13            reference to some information contained in that
        14            Clausen Miller letter to Dean Smyth of January 19,
        15            2007?
        16                 A.   Correct.
        17                 Q.   "Package 4 - various consultant reports"?
        18                 A.   Uh-huh.
        19                 Q.   Those would be reports of consultants to
        20            the Relators?
        21                 A.   Uh-huh.
        22                 Q.   Yes?  I'm sorry.
        23                 A.   Yes.  I'm sorry.
        24                      (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
        25            No 686 was marked for identification by the
�  00291
        01            reporter.)
        02                 BY MR. KOH:
        03                 Q.   Thank you.  Mr. Eastin, I'm handing you
        04            what's been marked Exhibit 686, which is the
        05            privilege log that DOJ counsel provided to the
        06            parties this morning.  I just knew I was going to
        07            do that.
        08                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  You marked yours?
        09                      MR. KOH:  Yes.
        10                 BY MR. KOH:
        11                 Q.   Trying again.  Showing you 686.  I just
        12            had a couple of questions for you.  If you turn to
        13            the last page, there is an entry that, and I'll
        14            just read across what it says.  It's the very last
        15            one, "6-17-09, Terry Khaled, FAA.  SA Dean Smyth,
        16            DCIS.  Work product protection attorney/client
        17            privilege.  Memorandum.  FAA analysis of Relators'
        18            allegation."  First question I have for you is, to
        19            the best of your recollection, is this the correct
        20            date?
        21                 A.   I don't know.  I don't even know what
        22            that is at this moment.  I would have to --
        23                 Q.   From this description?
        24                 A.   From this description, I'm not -- several
        25            things come to mind and I would have to go check
�  00292
        01            and see which one that is.
        02                      MS. BENTLEY:  For the record, I think
        03            that might be an error by government counsel.  I
        04            think the date is wrong.  I also think there were
        05            two authors, and I think my -- it is a memorandum,
        06            but I think my statement that it's an FAA analysis
        07            of Relators' allegations is incorrect.  I think
        08            that's too broad and I would like to have an
        09            opportunity to submit a revised privilege log.
        10            For everyone, I did this last night in my hotel
        11            room between the hours of 11 and 1 a.m. based on
        12            handwritten notes that I had taken from the stuff
        13            we removed from the binders that privilege was
        14            being asserted to.  I really did the best I could.
        15                      MR. KOH:  And that's perfectly fine.  I'm
        16            just going to ask a couple of questions of the
        17            witness to try to understand what this is.
        18                 BY MR. KOH:
        19                 Q.   Doctor Eastin, did you -- did you
        20            co-author a memorandum relating to the allegations
        21            made by the Relators in this case?
        22                 A.   Yes.
        23                 Q.   And I mean separate, not the Declaration
        24            you've submitted, but a --
        25                 A.   A separate, separate from the
�  00293
        01            Declaration.
        02                 Q.   Okay.  And was that addressed to Agent
        03            Smyth?
        04                 A.   That -- that memorandum was.  Now, if
        05            this is -- if this is that memorandum, I can't say
        06            for sure, but there is a memorandum that I
        07            co-authored with Doctor Khaled that was addressed
        08            to Dean Smyth and answered two quest -- two or
        09            three questions that he posed.
        10                 Q.   And I was exactly going there.  So, try
        11            to piece that together with what we discussed
        12            earlier, you had -- we all reached an agreement
        13            that you would be permitted to convey what it was
        14            that you conveyed to Agent Smyth as your
        15            conclusion, and could you tell us what that
        16            conclusion was?
        17                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  Now, now we're -- I'm
        18            not done with my examination in this area and I
        19            don't think that this is properly within our
        20            agreement.
        21                      MS. BENTLEY:  And I'm going to object and
        22            instruct the witness not to answer because at this
        23            point the government is still taking the position
        24            that that material was not any of the stuff that
        25            was called for, but was rather a separate part of
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        01            the investigation.  So, I'm not going to let him
        02            answer the question.
        03                      MR. KOH:  Then I misunderstood what our
        04            agreement was earlier what it was -- because I
        05            don't think Mr. Skepnek actually asked him what
        06            you allowed him to speak to.
        07                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I -- I had -- I did ask him
        08            that question.
        09                      MR. KOH:  Then I forgot.
        10                      MS. BENTLEY:  This is a different
        11            document.
        12                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I asked him the -- I asked
        13            him the -- Alicia, for clarity of the record, I
        14            did not ask him about a document.  I asked him
        15            about the opinion that he gave to Mr. Smyth.
        16                      MR. KOH:  Okay.
        17                      MR. SKEPNEK:  That's what I asked him.
        18                      MR. KOH:  I'm trying to do what I need to
        19            do in order to have a record of what these
        20            materials may be so that we can decide whether to
        21            move on them, but --
        22                      MS. BENTLEY:  And for that, counsel, I
        23            will -- I will submit an Amended Privilege Log.
        24            Additionally, I did not include the Peggy Gilligan
        25            Power Point on that primarily because I've never
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        01            seen it.
        02                      MR. KOH:  Okay.  All right.
        03                 BY MR. KOH:
        04                 Q.   The second topic I wanted to briefly
        05            address with you is we talked about coming back
        06            and resuming your deposition.  I want to ask a
        07            couple questions related to that.
        08            So, you testified in response to Relators'
        09            questions about various materials that were
        10            provided by Agent Smyth for your review.  Was it
        11            your understanding that the materials that you
        12            reviewed were all of the evidence that Relators
        13            had of non-conforming parts on Boeing Aircraft?
        14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
        15            foundation.  You can answer.
        16                 A.   I didn't even consider if it was all or
        17            some.  Again, I go back to the request was here is
        18            the information, what do you think.
        19                 BY MR. KOH:
        20                 Q.   Well, did you expect that if there was
        21            evidence of non-conforming parts on aircraft, that
        22            that would be part of what would be provided to
        23            you?  Was that your expectation?
        24                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Object to form.
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
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        01                 A.   I didn't really have any expectations
        02            when I first talked to Dean Smyth.
        03                 BY MR. KOH:
        04                 Q.   Then let me ask you just a couple more
        05            questions.
        06                 Your counsel, Miss Bentley, stated on the
        07            record earlier today that to the extent that
        08            Relators' counsel had anything that they wanted to
        09            share that they felt was important for -- well, I
        10            don't want to characterize it, but to share
        11            information that they were invited to do so.
        12            And I want to ask you, to the extent the Relators
        13            have any evidence of non-conforming parts on
        14            Boeing Aircraft that they failed to provide to the
        15            government, would you like to see that material?
        16                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Now, now, wait a minute.  I
        17            -- this -- this goes beyond our agreement.  No, it
        18            does.  I agreed -- I agreed to step aside -- no,
        19            I'm going to go forward with my deposition now.  I
        20            agreed, I agreed to give you an opportunity to
        21            make your record about this privilege stuff, and
        22            now you're getting into the substance and I'm not
        23            finished with my examination on that area and I
        24            object to this.
        25                      MR. KOH:  Well, Mr. Skepnek --
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        01                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Counsel, and --
        02                      MR. KOH:  There may have been a
        03            misunderstanding, but this is the second topic
        04            that I wanted to --
        05                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, this -- but, no, this
        06            is not the -- I did not agree to this.
        07                      MR. KOH:  Well --
        08                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Show me on the record where
        09            I agreed to this.
        10                      MR. KOH:  I'm not saying you did.  You
        11            may have misunderstood what I intended.  So let me
        12            --
        13                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I object.  I object.
        14                      MR. ROBISON:  I'm going to -- we -- we
        15            agreed to this as a courtesy.  It is now seven
        16            minutes to six.  I'm not going to sit here and
        17            listen to the two of you argue.  It's after 5 p.m.
        18            I'm taking my witness and going home.
        19                      MR. KOH:  Miss Bentley, could I just say
        20            one more thing for the record.  To the extent this
        21            witness can be provided with information of
        22            non-conforming parts prior to the resumption of
        23            our deposition, can we all agree that it would be
        24            a good idea?
        25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you put that in a
�  00298
        01            letter, sir. This is not appropriate to waste the
        02            witness's time with.  We are done.
        03                      MR. KOH:  Well, I object to the closure
        04            of the deposition.
        05                      MS. BENTLEY:  I didn't close the
        06            deposition --
        07                      MR. KOH:  I'm sorry, the --
        08                      MS. BENTLEY:  -- I ended the day.
        09                      MR. KOH:  -- the termination for the day.
        10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  It's
        11            17:51:16.  End of this tape.
        12                      (THEREUPON, the deposition was
        13            adjourned.)
        14            .
        15            .
        16            .
        17            .
        18            .
        19            .
        20            .
        21            .
        22            .
        23            .
        24            .
        25            .
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        02            .
        03                      The deposition of ROBERT EASTIN was taken
        04            in the matter, on the date, and at the time and
        05            place set out on the title page hereof.
        06            .
        07                      It was requested that the deposition be
        08            taken by the reporter and that same be reduced to
        09            typewritten form.
        10            .
        11                      It was agreed by and between counsel and
        12            the parties that the deponent will read and sign
        13            the transcript of said deposition.
        14            .
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        19            .
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        24            .
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        02            .
        03            STATE OF __________________________:
        04            COUNTY/CITY OF ____________________:
        05            .
        06                      Before me, this day, personally appeared,
        07            ROBERT EASTIN, who, being duly sworn, states that the
        08            foregoing transcript of his/her Deposition, taken in
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        14            .
        15                         __________________________________
        16                                   ROBERT EASTIN
        17            .
        18                 SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this __________
        19            day of ________________________, 2010 in the
        20            jurisdiction aforesaid.
        21            .
        22            ______________________        _______________________
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        24            .
        25            .
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1                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the videotaped
2            deposition of Robert Eastin taken by the plaintiff
3            in the matter of United States of America, ex rel
4            Taylor Smith, Jeannine Prewitt and James Ailes vs.
5            The Boeing Company and Ducommun, Inc., f/k/a
6            AHF-Ducommun, in the United States District Court
7            for the District of Kansas, Case No. 05-1073-WEB.
8            This deposition is being held at Aircraft
9            Certification Office, 3960 Paramount Boulevard,


10            Lakewood, California, on July 27th, 2010.  My name
11            is David Tackla from the firm of Tackla &
12            Associates with offices at 1020 Ohio Savings
13            Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio.  I am the videographer.
14            The reporter is Lora Appino from Appino & Biggs
15            with offices located at 5111 Southwest 21st
16            Street, Topeka, Kansas.
17                 We are going on the record at 9:27, and will
18            counsel now state their appearances for the
19            record.
20                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Bill Skepnek, Dean
21            Rauchwerger and Corlin Pratt for the plaintiffs,
22            and Jeannine Prewitt is here personally and with
23            us is Pat Duggins.
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Alicia Bentley for the
25            United States Department of Justice for the
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1            witness.  Doug Anderson with the FAA for the
2            deponent.
3                      MR. KOH:  Steve Koh and Jim Armstrong for
4            The Boeing Company.
5                      MR. ROBISON:  And Steve Robison for
6            Ducommun.
7                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Can we go off the
8            record for one second, please.
9                      (THEREUPON, a discussion was had off the


10            record.)
11                                   ROBERT EASTIN,
12            called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiffs,
13            was sworn and testified as follows:
14                 DIRECT-EXAMINATION
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Good morning, Mr. Eastin.
17                 A.   Good morning.
18                 Q.   After all this.
19                 A.   Yes.
20                 Q.   My name is Bill Skepnek, and I represent
21            the plaintiffs who are Relators in an action
22            pending in the United States District Court for
23            the District of Kansas that's captioned U.S., ex
24            rel Prewitt, et al., vs. The Boeing Company and
25            AHF-Ducommun.  Have you been made aware of that
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1            case?
2                 A.   Yes.
3                 Q.   You understand that we're here to take
4            your deposition today in that case and find out
5            what you know.  We've been given a Declaration
6            that you prepared or that was prepared and that
7            you signed, I guess, at the end of May in this
8            year?
9                 A.   Correct.
10                 Q.   We'll have it -- I mean, the exact date
11            we'll have in just a second, but I -- we're here
12            to talk to you about -- about that Declaration and
13            about your qualifications to give it and about the
14            information that you utilized in making it.
15                 A.   Okay.
16                 Q.   Okay.  In looking through your resume, I
17            notice that you worked for McDonald Douglas?
18                 A.   Yes.
19                 Q.   For how long?
20                 A.   I was there a total of 21 years, I
21            believe.
22                 Q.   And we are -- we are here near the Boeing
23            Long Beach facility and that was formerly the
24            McDonald Douglas facility?
25                 A.   Correct, yes.
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1                 Q.   Were you stationed out here?
2                 A.   Yes, I was in Long Beach.
3                 Q.   So, when you left McDonald Douglas in
4            1997, were you in Long Beach then?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   So, you just stayed in Long Beach?
7                 A.   Yes.
8                 Q.   Okay.  And was that at the time that
9            Boeing acquired McDonald Douglas?
10                 A.   It was before.
11                 Q.   How long before?
12                 A.   Probably, as I recall, it was something
13            maybe a year before.
14                 Q.   Okay.  And you were a design engineer for
15            McDonald Douglas?
16                 A.   No, I was an analyst.  I was a structures
17            analyst.  I guess I'd characterize my job as a
18            structures analyst, strength and fatigue and
19            damage tolerance.
20                 Q.   So, you didn't -- you're an engineer?
21                 A.   Yes.
22                 Q.   Are you an aeronautical engineer?
23                 A.   Yes, I have an aerospace degree.
24                 Q.   And so, as a structures analyst, were you
25            actually involved in designing aircraft for
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1            McDonald Douglas?
2                 A.   I worked with designers.
3                 Q.   And the work that you did with designers,
4            was that to evaluate the structures that the
5            designers designed?
6                 A.   It was to work with them to come up with
7            a design; and then once the design was set, to
8            evaluate the design.  So, there was a period of
9            interaction to actually size the structure, then


10            the designers went ahead and put it on paper, then
11            we did the evaluation.
12                 Q.   Right.  And what was the purpose for your
13            evaluation of the structure?  Why did you do that?
14                 A.   To show that it met the requirements that
15            were set for us.
16                 Q.   By whom?
17                 A.   I worked both military and commercial.
18            And depending on who the customer was, they had
19            their own sets of requirements.
20                 Q.   Okay.  So, the service requirements, is
21            this what you're talking about?
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Have you given a deposition before?
25                 A.   No.
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1                 Q.   Okay.  I'm guilty of jumping in too fast.
2            A couple of rules that -- that I need to -- need
3            to apprise you of.  First, is that one of -- one
4            or more of the other lawyers may make objections.
5            And when they make objections, those are for the
6            record and for the court to rule upon at a later
7            date.
8            Now, your lawyer, who's Miss Bentley, if your
9            lawyer makes the objection where she says for some


10            reason that you are not to answer the question,
11            under those circumstances you don't answer the
12            question.
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  And you won't be confused
14            about when that happens.
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not in doubt at all
16            about that.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   But otherwise, unless -- unless she tells
19            you not to answer the question, if somebody
20            objects to a question, that's for the judge to
21            rule on at a later time, but then we expect you to
22            go ahead and answer the question.
23            The other -- the other little rule that I need to
24            tell you about is one that seems awfully rude
25            while we're doing it, and that is in ordinary
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1            conversation, as you're nodding to me right now, I
2            understand that you're -- you're telling me that
3            you understand what I'm saying.  The court
4            reporter can't take a nod.  So, if from time to
5            time one of us says to you please, Mr. Eastin,
6            answer audibly, answer verbally, we are not being
7            rude, we simply have to do that.
8                 A.   Sure, okay.
9                 Q.   And then finally maybe a third, and that
10            is we're going to be talking engineering and we're
11            dumb lawyers and you're the smart engineer.  So,
12            if I ask you a dumb lawyer question about
13            engineering that makes no sense, I'd like you to
14            tell me it makes no sense.  You won't be rude to
15            me if you're telling me that it makes no sense?
16                 A.   Okay.
17                 Q.   So, if I'm unclear about a question or if
18            you're unclear about what I mean by a question,
19            please let us know.
20                 A.   Okay.
21                 Q.   Okay.
22                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Now, what was -- what was
23            that last question before the -- it was objected
24            to?
25                      THE REPORTER:  "So, the service
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1            requirements, this is what you're talking about?"
2            Do you want me to read the question before that?
3                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I'll go back and I'll
4            reask it.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   You testified that as a structural
7            analyst working together with the design
8            engineers, your purpose was to help design an
9            aircraft that met requirements?
10                 A.   Uh-huh.
11                 Q.   And the requirements that we're talking
12            about are the requirements of the customer?
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   Okay.  And I guess my question, maybe not
15            very artfully phrased, was those would be the
16            service parameters, the -- what the -- what the
17            customer wanted to do with the aircraft?
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  You can
19            answer.
20                 A.   That's -- I'm not sure what you're
21            asking.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   Well, then, what are the requirements?
24                 A.   Okay.  We have documented strength
25            requirements.
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1                 Q.   Okay.
2                 A.   They have -- they have -- the structure
3            has to meet certain -- be able to carry certain
4            loads and they're specified by the customer in the
5            military case.  For the FAA, they're specified by
6            the FAA in our F.A.R.s.  And then for the
7            military, they have specific fatigue and damage
8            tolerance requirements that you have to meet.
9            They're explicit; you have to meet them.  On the


10            FAA side, there are no explicit fatigue or damage
11            tolerance requirements.
12                 Q.   Okay.  So, the -- so the requirements
13            that you're talking about would be the -- would be
14            the strength requirements required by the
15            particular governmental agency involved, either
16            the military or the FAA?
17                 A.   Uh-huh.
18                 Q.   And that would be a yes?
19                 A.   That's a yes.  Sorry.
20                 Q.   And -- and then would the work that you
21            do, would that be documented in some way?
22                 A.   Yes.  It would be documented in reports.
23                 Q.   What would -- what would those reports be
24            called?
25                 A.   Stress analysis reports, damage tolerance
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1            evaluation reports, fatigue reports, damage
2            tolerance analysis reports.  I'm thinking -- the
3            reports -- the sum total of reports that would go
4            to military or FAA.
5                 Q.   And why would they go to -- let's talk
6            about the FAA in particular.  Did you work on
7            commercial aircraft?
8                 A.   Yes, I did.  Early in my career, I worked
9            on commercial aircraft.


10                 Q.   And those -- those stress analyses that
11            went to the FAA, why would they go to the FAA?
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
14                 Q.   If you know, because -- because what we
15            want is your own direct personal knowledge.
16                 A.   Okay.
17                 Q.   Do you know why those -- and so if you
18            don't know the answer to a question, please say I
19            don't know.  But my question is, do you know why
20            those stress analyses were given to the FAA?
21                 A.   Yes.
22                 Q.   What's -- why were they given to the FAA?
23                 A.   The OEM is responsible for showing
24            compliance and the FAA is responsible for finding
25            compliance.  And in order to find compliance, you
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1            need the data.  So, the data is submitted to the
2            FAA and the FAA makes a determination.
3                 Q.   Now, are these materials that are -- that
4            are given to the FAA in connection with type
5            certification?
6                 A.   Yes.
7                 Q.   Okay.  So, would your stress analyses
8            become a part of the type certification data?
9                 A.   Yes.
10                 Q.   And would type certification data then be
11            a part of the type design of the aircraft?
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
13                 A.   You're getting into an area that I'm not
14            super comfortable with because I don't find
15            compliance in my position.
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   What's your understanding?
18                 A.   My understanding is it is part of type
19            design.
20                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and by type design -- we'll
21            get into this in a little more detail later, but
22            just so that while we're at it, type design,
23            what's the definition that you understand for that
24            phrase or that word, term type design?
25                 A.   I believe, I don't know, we may have a
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1            definition for it, but the drawings set a standard
2            for the design, and so that defines what the
3            airplane is supposed to end up looking like
4            ideally.
5                 Q.   Uh-huh.  And those drawings would be the
6            blueprints?
7                 A.   The blueprints or any -- any data that
8            defines the design.
9                 Q.   And which would, you believe, include
10            your stress analyses?
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
12            ahead.
13                 A.   The stress reports, as I understand, are
14            part of the data package that's submitted, along
15            with anything else that supports the definition of
16            the design.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Now, back -- back when you were with
19            McDonald Douglas and you submitted these packages
20            to the FAA, would -- would the FAA then accept or
21            reject, approve or reject those packages?  Is that
22            how it worked?
23                 A.   When I was with the FAA, I was in a
24            position that my reports --
25                 Q.   No, no, I'm talking about when you were
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1            with McDonald Douglas.
2                 A.   I'm sorry.  When I was with McDonald
3            Douglas, I was in a position when I was done with
4            my report, it went to the certification office who
5            dealt with the FAA and went to the FAA, and I
6            personally didn't really get involved with it
7            after that.
8                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and -- and what -- there
9            are delegated responsibilities that OEMs have from


10            the FAA.  Is that correct?
11                 A.   Correct.
12                 Q.   Now, is the -- is the approval of a type
13            certificate a delegated authority that goes from
14            the FAA to an OEM?
15                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
16            Calls for a legal conclusion.  You can answer.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   And again, sir, I'm talking about your
19            understanding.  Does -- by your understanding --
20            let's talk about delegation.  Let me maybe back up
21            a couple of steps.  Maybe I went too fast.
22            By delegated authority, the FAA delegates to -- to
23            companies and to private individuals authority of
24            the FAA to do certain things?
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Is that true?
3                 A.   As I understand.
4                 Q.   And, for instance, a DER or a DAR, those
5            would be delegated authority, people with
6            delegated authority from the FAA?
7                 A.   Yes.
8                 Q.   You are involved in the DER program, are
9            you not, sir?


10                 A.   No.
11                 Q.   You're not.  DER, what is a DER?
12                 A.   Designated engineering representative.
13                 Q.   And what is a DER?  What's the function
14            of a DER?
15                 A.   As I understand, they have certain
16            authorities to make approvals on behalf of the
17            FAA.
18                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and a DER, that would be an
19            engineer, correct, DER?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   And then a DAR, what is a DAR?
22                 A.   I'm not -- I know of them.  I couldn't
23            give you the acronym.
24                 Q.   Designated airworthiness representative?
25                 A.   Okay.
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1                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   If you don't know --
4                 A.   No.
5                 Q.   Okay.  Now, does the OEM, and that's the
6            original equipment manufacturer, OEM?
7                 A.   OEM, original equipment manufacturer,
8            yes.
9                 Q.   Does the OEM have designated authority
10            from the FAA?
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You
12            can answer.
13                 A.   For certain things, as I understand, but
14            not for everything.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Right.  What -- as you understand it,
17            what are the -- what are the delegated -- what's
18            the delegated authority of an OEM?
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
20                 A.   I don't know.  I wouldn't even want to go
21            there, that's not my area.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   Okay.  Can an OEM certify a -- a part as
24            airworthy?
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  Go
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1            ahead.
2                 A.   I don't know if that's an authority that
3            we delegate.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   Can an OEM certify an aircraft as
6            airworthy?
7                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection, foundation.
8                 A.   I don't know for sure.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know whether an OEM
11            can, without -- can utilize in its delegated
12            authority from the FAA, whether an OEM can certify
13            a type design?  Can issue a type certificate; do
14            you know?
15                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
16                 A.   No.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   You don't know?
19                 A.   I don't know for sure.
20                 Q.   Okay.  What do you think?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  I'm
22            not going to allow the witness to speculate.  He's
23            not here as an expert, he's not here as the FAA's
24            representative for all purposes, his testimony is
25            limited to the topics in the Touhy letter, and I
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1            don't believe this topic was designated.
2                      MR. SKEPNEK:   So you're directing him
3            not to answer?
4                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm enforcing the Touhy
5            regulations the way they were -- absolutely, I am
6            directing him not to answer because you are not
7            following the applicable F.A.R.s.
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:


10                 Q.   Now, you've been -- strike that.
11            You've been involved in aviation for how many
12            years now?
13                 A.   40 plus.
14                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Do we have Exhibit
15            stickers?
16                      (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
17            No 677 was marked for identification by the
18            reporter.)
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   First, with a -- first, you were with
21            McDonald Douglas and then since '97, so I guess
22            for 13 years now with the FAA?
23                 A.   Yes.
24                 Q.   And your official title with the FAA is
25            what?  It is Chief Scientific and Technical
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1            Advisor for Fatigue and Damage Tolerance?
2                 A.   Correct.
3                 Q.   Have you had that same title your whole
4            time with the FAA?
5                 A.   Yes.  Well, let me clarify.
6                 Q.   Okay.
7                 A.   When I first started, the official title
8            was Chief Scientific Technical Advisor, but it was
9            for fracture mechanics and later changed to


10            fatigue and damage tolerance.
11                 Q.   And is -- and is your position within --
12            is there a -- is there an organization within the
13            FAA that is responsible for safety?
14                 A.   The whole FAA is responsible for safety.
15                 Q.   And is there within -- within the FAA, is
16            there a particular organization which is
17            designated as responsible for safety?
18                 A.   Not that I know of.
19                 Q.   Okay.  What -- what is -- what is meant
20            by safety?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.  You
22            can answer.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Well, you said that -- you said that the
25            whole FAA is responsible for safety.
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1                 A.   Yes.
2                 Q.   What do you mean by that?  What do you
3            mean by safety?  When you say the FAA is
4            responsible for safety, what do you mean by that?
5                 A.   No -- no failures during the operation of
6            the life of any aircraft.
7                 Q.   So, that would be no failures due to
8            structural failure?
9                 A.   Anything.
10                 Q.   Well, on the structure side, it would be
11            no failure due to a structural failure?
12                 A.   Correct.
13                 Q.   Then I guess the FAA also has an
14            operations end and there would be an operational
15            safety part of the FAA?
16                 A.   Correct.
17                 Q.   Like pilots and maintenance and all that
18            stuff?
19                 A.   Correct.
20                 Q.   I flew a 737-900 last night in from -- in
21            from Houston. I stole the card from it.  I hope --
22            since I'm here at the FAA, if that was a crime,
23            then you can -- you can cuff me right here and I
24            -- but one of these yellow cards that say
25            B737-800, -900.  I think they told me it was a 900
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1            when they announced it.  Can you tell us whether
2            that airplane was safe?
3                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
4            Calls for opinion testimony.  It's beyond the
5            scope of the designation.  Give me a second.
6                      MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun joins the
7            objection.  Lack of foundation.
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  This is beyond the scope of
9            what was designated for this witness.  It's an
10            improper question.  I'm going to instruct him not
11            to answer.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   Now, safety -- I'll hand you what I've
14            marked as Eastin Exhibit -- here's the way I'm
15            going to do this.  We're going to show these on
16            the -- on the -- is that the way I need to do it?
17                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  Where are you going to
18            show it?
19                      MR. SKEPNEK:   It's showing right here.
20            I'm going to give it to you in a second.  Don't
21            worry about it.
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, it's for the computer,
23            it's for the tape.  Okay.  I understand.
24                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, I want to go
25            off the record just for a second so we can handle
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1            some technical things.
2                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
3                      (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)
4                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
5            The time is 9:35:29.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what I've
8            marked as Exhibit 677, which is a Appendix A AIR
9            Data, AIR Mission Statement, Aviation Safety


10            Begins With Safe Aircraft.  Are you familiar with
11            this?
12                 A.   I don't think I've ever seen this
13            particular document, no.
14                 Q.   I found it because on -- back on page 6
15            of it, it has your name?
16                 A.   Yes, I see that.
17                 Q.   And -- and I notice the second page is a
18            map, which actually tracks with the map on the
19            wall at the other end of the room?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   Have you had a chance to look at this,
22            look at the -- this first page, which is the only
23            page that really says anything?
24                 A.   Yes.
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Take a moment and look at
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1            it, sir.  They're going to ask you questions about
2            it.
3                 A.   Yes.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   Okay.  What is AIR?
6                 A.   That's the -- I think of it as the
7            engineering side of the house, as opposed to the
8            inspection side of the house.
9                 Q.   AIR is an acronym?


10                 A.   It's an acronym.
11                 Q.   Do you know what the acronym stands for?
12                 A.   No.
13                 Q.   But are you part of AIR?
14                 A.   I'm part of AIR.
15                 Q.   And -- and the title of this document is
16            Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft.  I
17            think that's kind of what you said that the FAA's
18            mission is safety?
19                 A.   Yes.
20                 Q.   And then it says the Aircraft
21            Certification Service, ACS.  Is ACS an
22            organization within the FAA?
23                 A.   Aircraft Certification Service, in my
24            understanding, is AIR.
25                 Q.   Is AIR.  Okay.  And so, you're part of
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1            ACS?
2                 A.   Yes.
3                 Q.   Which is part of AIR?
4                 A.   Yes.
5                 Q.   And so one of your jobs or one of the
6            jobs of your organization is responsibility for
7            safety?
8                 A.   Correct.
9                 Q.   It says, "The inherent safety of an
10            aircraft is a function of its design integrity and
11            its manufacturing quality."   What is meant by
12            design integrity?
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
14                      MR. KOH:  Let me also just object, Bill.
15            This is, obviously by its title, a part of some
16            larger document, and to the extent there are other
17            portions that relate to this that would need to be
18            in front of the witness, we object for that
19            reason.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Okay.  What is meant by design integrity?
22                 A.   The goodness of the design itself.
23                 Q.   Goodness?
24                 A.   Which would be -- goodness would be
25            meeting requirements.
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1                 Q.   So, those would be --
2                 A.   Working like it should.
3                 Q.   So, those would be those F.A.R.
4            requirements that you talked about earlier?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   So, the -- so, the integrity of design
7            and its manufacturing quality, what's meant by
8            manufacturing quality?
9                 A.   What happens in the shop.
10                 Q.   How do we know what happens in the shop?
11                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Lack of foundation.  If you
13            know.
14                 A.   Not my area.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Well, do you know that there are records
17            that are kept in the shop?
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
19                 A.   Yes, I knew that.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Do you know what the purpose of the
22            records that are kept in the shop is?
23                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague and overbroad
24            as to records.
25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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1                 A.   We'll get more specific, but do you know
2            what the purpose of the record keeping is?
3                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
4                 A.   It's to keep track of the manufacturing
5            process.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   So that we have verifiable data
8            concerning what happened during the manufacturing
9            process?


10                      MR. KOH:  Same objection.
11                      MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun also objects to
12            the form.  It's vague.
13                 A.   You want a record of what went on in
14            manufacturing.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   And -- and when I use the phrase
17            verifiable data, is that a phrase with which you
18            are familiar?
19                 A.   I've heard it used before, yes.
20                 Q.   The process of designing and
21            manufacturing an airplane involves data, correct?
22                 A.   Correct.
23                 Q.   And, in fact, the type certification
24            process involves the submission of data to the FAA
25            that is used to approve the design?
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1                 A.   Correct.
2                 Q.   Now, so when we're talking about
3            verifiable data, we're  talking about -- what are
4            we saying in addition to data?  When we attach
5            verifiable to it, what do we mean?
6                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
7                      MR. KOH:  Join.
8                 A.   In my opinion, having a credible source.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:


10                 Q.   Okay.  Going back to my question about
11            the safety of that airplane I flew last night, we,
12            as a system, system-wise, we trust that that
13            aircraft is safe for operation based upon a lot of
14            data from a lot of people over a long period of
15            time, correct?
16                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
18            foundation.  I'm going to instruct the witness not
19            to answer.  He's not to opine about the safety of
20            any particular aircraft.  It was not in the Touhy
21            designation.
22                      MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm not -- I'm not asking
23            for clarification of the record, I'm not asking
24            about the safety of a particular aircraft, I'm
25            asking system-wide how our safety system works and
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1            my question, I'll rephrase it and see if this
2            helps.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   My question is, the foundation of our
5            safety system is a -- is a reliance upon layers of
6            data that goes -- that commence with the beginning
7            of the design of the aircraft, and the manufacture
8            of the aircraft, all the way up through the
9            completed aircraft, and then the maintenance of
10            the aircraft.  We have a system that relies upon
11            verifiable data.  Is that true?
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, that's a speech, not a
13            question.  The witness was not designated as an
14            expert on behalf of the FAA.  The entire Touhy
15            designation focused on a Declaration that he had
16            written and the research and the materials that
17            went into this.  You are beyond the scope of your
18            designation of what you want to depose this
19            witness for, and the purpose of the Touhy
20            regulation is to allow the government to designate
21            the appropriate witness to talk about these
22            things.
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, now, the witness, in
24            his -- in his -- in his Declaration, gave an
25            opinion that these aircraft are not unsafe and
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1            that these aircraft are -- let's see.  "There is
2            an absence of evidence that would support the
3            plaintiff's fundamental allegation that affected
4            airplanes are not safe and should be grounded."
5            So, I'm asking him about the basis for his
6            determination that they are not not safe.  I don't
7            know how else to do it, other than to talk about
8            what safety means.  And when I'm -- I'm sorry,
9            she's not going to want you to talk until she and
10            I are finished with this colloquy.  And so I'm
11            looking at his conclusions in paragraph 14 at page
12            5 of his Declaration.  And if we're going to
13            withdraw his opinion that they are not not safe,
14            then I can understand it, but right now --
15                      MS. BENTLEY:  I need -- you need to
16            tailor your questions more to the statements in
17            the Declaration as opposed to the generalized
18            function of the FAA, which is what you seem to be
19            focusing on.
20                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well he says, "I see no
21            need for the FAA to take any actions," so that's
22            the last sentence of paragraph 14.  I'm trying to
23            understand what the -- what the obligations are of
24            the FAA.  Again, if he's --
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you --
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:  -- if we are going to
2            withdraw the last sentence, because what he says
3            in the last sentence of paragraph 14 is, "I see no
4            need for the FAA to take any actions related to
5            the safety of the affected airplanes, including
6            issuance of any airworthiness directives."  I'm
7            trying to -- I'm trying to get at the foundation
8            of safety and that's what this document, Exhibit
9            677 is.


10                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can ask him what the
11            basis of his statement is.  Document 677 is a
12            document he's never seen before and you're asking
13            him to opine about the general functions of the
14            FAA.  That is not why the witness is here.
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:   So -- well, I'll proceed.
16            I'm not sure where we are.  What was my last
17            question, Lora?
18                      THE REPORTER:  "Going back to my question
19            about the safety of that airplane I flew last
20            night, we, as a system, system-wise, we trust that
21            that aircraft is safe for operation based upon a
22            lot of data from a lot of people over a long
23            period of time, correct?"
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.  Same
25            instruction.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Paragraph 14 of your Declaration you
3            stated, "Based on my review, there is an absence
4            of evidence that would support the plaintiff's
5            fundamental allegation that affected aircraft are
6            not safe and should be grounded."  Did I read that
7            correctly?
8                 A.   Yes.
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  Can he have a copy of his


10            Declaration in order to look at it?
11                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, we can mark it,
13            we can do it however you want.  But I don't want
14            him being asked if he said something and not have
15            the Declaration.
16                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Sure.  Happy to.  Happy
17            to.  I think everybody's got a copy of it.  Let's
18            make this 678.
19                      (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
20            No 678 was marked for identification by the
21            reporter.)
22                      MR. KOH:  Bill, before you go on, I'm a
23            little concerned about the way the video
24            transcript is going to come out.  Whenever you
25            have that on there, that just remains as the
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1            primary picture throughout your questioning or
2            when did you shift off of that.
3                      MR. SKEPNEK:   That's going to be a
4            matter for later editing.
5                      MS. BENTLEY:  We are getting video of the
6            witness.
7                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Right.  Yeah, video of the
8            witness never stops.
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.
10                      MR. SKEPNEK:   That's why we've got two
11            cameras.
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Oh, okay.
13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
14                 Q.   Okay.  Do you want me to read that again
15            or did I get it right the first time?
16                 A.   You got it right.
17                 Q.   Okay.  You have 678 is your -- is your
18            Declaration that's in front of you, and you said
19            airplanes are not safe.  What standard were you
20            using for safe?
21                 A.   My statement, basically, I did not see
22            anything that would indicate that there was the
23            potential for a catastrophic failure during the
24            operational life of the aircraft.
25                 Q.   So, potential for a catastrophic failure
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1            is your definition of safe?
2                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation,
3            form.
4                      MR. KOH:  Misstates his testimony.
5                 A.   That's not my definition of safe.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   That's what I'm trying to get to.
8                 A.   You said what did I think about when I
9            said this, and that's what I was looking for was
10            evidence that would point to the potential for a
11            catastrophic failure during operational life.
12                 Q.   I'm sorry, I must have misled you.  I
13            thought what I told you was or what I asked you
14            was for your definition of safe, what definition
15            of safe are you using?  Is that your definition of
16            safe?
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
18            foundation.
19                 A.   I don't have a -- I don't have a precise
20            definition of safe.  It entails a lot of things
21            and it depends on the situation, and every case is
22            unique.  So, you have to really apply a different
23            standard depending on the situation.  The bottom
24            line is you don't want to have an incident, and
25            certainly not a catastrophic failure.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you -- when you -- in
3            paragraph 14, are talking about safety?  Are you
4            using a Robert Eastin definition of safety or are
5            you using an FAA definition of safety?
6                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
7                 A.   I go back to the requirements for
8            strength and fatigue and damage tolerance.  And if
9            there's an indication that there is an issue with


10            respect to meeting those basic type design
11            requirements, that's when my flag goes up.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   Okay.
14                 A.   So, my baseline are those requirements.
15                 Q.   The requirements for strength, fatigue
16            and damage tolerance?
17                 A.   Yes.
18                 Q.   Correct?
19                 A.   Yes.
20                 Q.   Okay.  Now, how do you know whether a
21            particular part meets the requirements for
22            strength, fatigue and damage tolerance?
23                 A.   You have to quantify the parts and you
24            have to quantify what those parts are supposed to
25            do and then you have to make a determination can
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1            those parts in their defined state do what they're
2            supposed to do.
3                 Q.   Okay.  So, quantify parts, quantify what
4            they're supposed to do in their defined state?
5                 A.   (Nods head up and down.)
6                 Q.   Yes?
7                 A.   Correct.
8                 Q.   So, how do we quantify parts?  What do
9            you mean by quantify parts?  Is that just numbers


10            of parts?
11                 A.   No, that would be -- that would be
12            defining quantitatively the physical state of the
13            parts, the size, the material, the things that
14            basically define the design.
15                 Q.   Okay.  And then supposed to do in their
16            defined state, what do you mean by defined state?
17                 A.   Whatever state that you are -- whatever
18            line you're drawing.  If it's -- if it's in the
19            as-designed condition, then you'd look at the
20            engineering drawings, take the physical
21            information from those.  If you are assessing a
22            part that was in an airplane, then you would have
23            to quantify that particular part in its physical
24            state.  Without that, you can't move forward with
25            any kind of determination at all.
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1                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you expressed the
2            conclusion that these parts are not not safe, that
3            I see no need for the FAA to take any action
4            related to the safety of the affected airplanes,
5            including issuance of any airworthiness
6            directives, were you quantitatively analyzing the
7            parts as designed or of particular parts?
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.  I'm
9            sorry, sir.
10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   If I got that wrong, let me know --
12                      MR. KOH:  And let me just object.  That
13            it mischaracterizes paragraph 14 in which his
14            Declaration states that he saw no evidence, no
15            evidence was presented to him of any safety issue.
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   Okay.  Did you understand the question?
18                 A.   Yes.
19                 Q.   Yeah.  So, are we talking about as
20            designed or are we talking about an analysis of
21            particular parts?
22                 A.   I was -- I was -- when I looked at the
23            evidence, I was looking for quantification of
24            condition and an engineering evaluation of the
25            parts.  I found neither.  So, based on the
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1            evidence I reviewed, there was not enough
2            information or there was not any data to make a
3            determination that there was an unsafe condition.
4            So, there was a lack of evidence to support that
5            there was an unsafe condition.
6                 Q.   Okay.  Now, if you're going to -- if
7            you're going to evaluate parts, do you start with
8            the design of the parts?
9                      MR. ROBISON:  Form, foundation.
10                 A.   If I'm going to evaluate parts at what
11            stage?
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   At any stage.  Do you need to know --
14                 A.   For type certification, I use the
15            drawings.
16                 Q.   Okay.
17                 A.   For evaluating an in-service situation, I
18            use the parts that are in service that I need to
19            understand.
20                 Q.   Okay.  So, if you've got parts in service
21            that you're evaluating, what is the standard
22            against which you evaluate them?
23                 A.   The type design requirements.
24                 Q.   Okay.  So, that would be the drawings?
25                 A.   No, you're back to the F.A.R.s.  You take
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1            the parts and say do these parts, as they exist,
2            as I have documented and quantified that they
3            exist, do they still meet the F.A.R. requirements
4            for strength and fatigue and do they function like
5            they're supposed to, et cetera.
6                 Q.   Okay.  Now, the F.A.R. requirements are
7            what was met in the type certification process,
8            correct?
9                 A.   Correct.


10                 Q.   So, if we're going to determine whether a
11            particular part meets the F.A.R. requirements, do
12            we look at the type certification data?
13                 A.   You start there.
14                 Q.   Okay.  So, if I've got a part in service
15            and I'm trying to evaluate that part, do I look at
16            the type certification data as a baseline for
17            determining the safety of the part?
18                 A.   Someone has always -- already done that,
19            so there's probably no need to do that, but
20            sometimes people do go back and replow that
21            ground.  But the basic, the basic type design was
22            evaluated and the data was given to the FAA and a
23            finding of compliance is already done if it's got
24            a type certificate.
25                 Q.   Okay.  There is -- there is a finding of
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1            compliance in the type certificate, so that the
2            design of the parts by the type certificate is
3            deemed to be satisfactory for the requirements of
4            the F.A.R.s, right?
5                 A.   Correct.
6                 Q.   And then there is an airworthiness
7            certificate that says that the airplane as built
8            met its type design, correct?
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and


10            foundation.
11                 A.   I don't get involved in airworthiness
12            certificates, so I'd be just giving you an opinion
13            on the airworthiness.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   How do we know that the actual
16            fabrication of the parts and the manufacture of
17            the airplane met the type design?  How do we know
18            that?
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
20                 A.   Engineering is responsible for defining
21            the design with the engineering drawings.
22            Manufacturing takes those and it's their
23            responsibility to come up with a means of
24            manufacture that creates parts that meet those
25            drawings.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   So, when you're talking about a part in
3            service, you said someone has already done that.
4            What you meant was -- by that was that there has
5            already been an engineering determination about
6            the design of the parts and there has already been
7            a manufacturing determination about the conformity
8            of those parts to the design?
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
10                 A.   For clarification of my answer, I guess,
11            if you have a service problem, if you have a
12            service problem on a particular airplane, say you
13            found a part that's cracked and you need to
14            evaluate that situation and determine if indeed
15            you do have an unsafe condition, then you usually
16            zero in on that particular case.  You don't go
17            back and redo the original certification analysis.
18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
19                 Q.   You don't redo the type certification
20            analysis and you don't redo the conformity
21            analysis and you don't redo the airworthiness
22            certificate analysis, right?  You don't redo any
23            of that.  You go from -- you go from a baseline
24            that this airplane in operation has been certified
25            and it's safe?
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1                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
2                      MR. KOH:  Join.
3                 A.   You may go -- on occasion, you may go
4            back and make sure that what was done originally
5            was the right stuff.  And in some cases you find
6            that even though it got a type certificate,
7            someone may have made an error and then you fix
8            that.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   An error in design?
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
12                      MR. KOH:  Object to the hypothetical
13            nature of these questions.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   I want to know what you mean by an error.
16                 A.   Could be in design.
17                 Q.   Could be in manufacture?
18                 A.   Could be in manufacture.
19                 Q.   Okay.  Have you -- have you ever, in the
20            course of your career with the FAA, gone back and
21            found an error in design in an aircraft?  Been
22            involved in going back, as you say, in finding an
23            error?
24                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object to vague as
25            to error, if you're referring to airworthiness
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1            directives.
2                      MR. SKEPNEK:  You are trying to instruct
3            the witness.
4                      MR. KOH:  I am not trying to instruct the
5            witness.
6                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Yeah.  You are because you
7            understand what the rules are.  He's not even your
8            witness.  You understand that the rules are that
9            you make an objection as to form.  That's the


10            rules.
11                      MR. KOH:  And that is my objection.
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  If you can answer the
13            question.
14                 A.   I'm thinking about the question because
15            --
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  If you can -- if there's
17            anything confidential that you can't disclose for
18            ongoing investigations, that's fine, but otherwise
19            you do need to answer the question, if you know.
20                 A.   You could -- you could say there's an
21            argument to say that any AD that gets written is
22            an indication that we didn't get everything right.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Okay.  And what I'm trying to do is to
25            distinguish -- I understand that and I think
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1            that's a fair answer, and -- but I'm trying to --
2            I'm trying to understand whether, in doing one of
3            those ADs, airworthiness directives, you've gone
4            back and you've  been able to distinguish between
5            a design error and a manufacturing error, if
6            you've ever done that?
7                 A.   I haven't done it with the FAA.  I have
8            done it with -- in the military world.
9                 Q.   Have you found instances where an AD was


10            caused by a manufacturing error?
11                 A.   On rare occasion.
12                 Q.   So, on this issue of safe, trying to get
13            to this definition of safe, when you -- when you
14            evaluate these parts, are you making any
15            assumptions about the parts?
16                      MR. KOH:  Vague.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   I just want to know if you are.
19                 A.   I don't -- I try not to make any
20            assumptions.  I try to work with data.
21                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you say there was an
22            absence of evidence to support the fundamental
23            allegation, you start out with -- you start out
24            with a presumption that the aircraft, a documented
25            aircraft from the ground up certified all the way
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1            along, that it is -- that it's airworthy and
2            you're looking for some evidence to suggest it's
3            not airworthy?
4                 A.   That would be correct.
5                 Q.   Okay.  So, there's a -- there's a -- and
6            it may not be assumption, there's a presumption,
7            based upon the certification process, that the
8            aircraft is airworthy and you're looking for
9            evidence to show that it's not airworthy or data,
10            correct?
11                 A.   Correct.
12                 Q.   Okay.  And that -- and that presumption
13            of airworthiness is based upon a lot of verified
14            data over a long period of time?
15                 A.   Might not be over a long period of time.
16                 Q.   That's a good -- you're right.  It would
17            be a lot of verified data over the life of that
18            aircraft?
19                 A.   No.
20                 Q.   No?
21                 A.   For a brand new type design, like a 787,
22            it wouldn't be data over a long period of time.
23            It would be the data that was generated to support
24            type certification.
25                 Q.   That's why I pulled out my long period of
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1            time out of the question because you were right,
2            it's not over a long period of time.  When we're
3            looking at, as you are here at these 737NGs,
4            you're giving them a presumption of airworthiness
5            based upon verified data over the life of the
6            program and the aircraft?
7                 A.   In this particular case, there is service
8            information, so that plays into the -- would play
9            into the considerations.
10                 Q.   Right.  Right.  And -- but this
11            verifiable data that I'm talking about would be --
12            there would be -- there would be verifiable design
13            data that went into the type certification
14            process, correct?
15                 A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.
16                 Q.   I'm sorry.
17                 A.   Sorry, yes.
18                 Q.   I feel rude doing it.  And -- and then
19            there would be verifiable data during the
20            manufacturing process?
21                 A.   Yes.
22                 Q.   And then there would be verifiable
23            maintenance data?
24                 A.   Yes.
25                 Q.   Those would be the in-service stuff that
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1            you're talking about, correct?
2                 A.   Including inspection findings.
3                 Q.   Sure.
4                 A.   All of that.
5                 Q.   Sure.
6                 A.   Yeah.
7                 Q.   And so that verifiable data that you're
8            relying upon gives a presumption of airworthiness,
9            and what you were looking for was evidence to


10            support or data to support the allegation that the
11            airplanes are not safe and you didn't find any?
12                 A.   Correct.
13                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, what I want to do is I
14            want to go back to the very beginning of your --
15            of your statement, I guess your Declaration , and
16            I -- let me give you another -- let's go off the
17            record just for a second.
18                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
19                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;
20            WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 679 was
21            marked for identification by the reporter.)
22                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
23            The time is 10:20:27.
24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
25                 Q.   Mr. Eastin, we took a short break.  Have
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1            you ever spoken with Mr. Koh alone?
2                 A.   Alone, no.
3                 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever spoken with him
4            together with other people?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   When was the last time?
7                 A.   We had a meeting here a couple months
8            ago.
9                 Q.   Okay.  And that was the -- that was the


10            meeting during which he made a Power Point
11            presentation to you?
12                 A.   Correct.
13                 Q.   And if you look at Exhibit 679 that's in
14            front of you and you flip about, oh, maybe a third
15            of the way into the document, maybe 40 percent,
16            TBC 247916, is that the Power Point?  I think it's
17            to the end.
18                 A.   It looks like it, yes.
19                 Q.   Okay.  We'll go through that in some
20            detail, but -- and then the front -- the front
21            part of Exhibit 679, I will go ahead and put that
22            on the screen for us, Exhibit 679 is a -- is a
23            series of e-mails between you and -- and Mr. Koh
24            and Mr. Anderson, your counsel, correct?  And take
25            your time.  I don't want to hurry you through
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1            this.
2                 A.   Yes, this is one from me and I was copied
3            on some as well.
4                 Q.   Right. The -- if you go -- if you go to
5            the lower right-hand corner of each of these
6            documents, do you see it says TBC and then there
7            is a number?
8                 A.   Yes.
9                 Q.   You know, right here on the document and
10            in the lower right-hand corner, and if you go to
11            TBC 247896, I think you'll see -- is that right?
12                 A.   896?
13                 Q.   Yeah.  You've got it right there, the
14            first page.  I haven't conformed mine yet.  That's
15            my problem.  247896 is -- is an e-mail from Mr.
16            Koh to Mr. Anderson in which he states, "Mr.
17            Robert Eastin may have information relevant to a
18            lawsuit."  Now, before you were contacted by Mr.
19            Koh, had you made any contact with anybody with
20            Boeing about information you may have that was
21            relevant to a lawsuit?
22                 A.   No.
23                 Q.   Okay.  This is April 2nd of 2010 is the
24            date of this e-mail.  And in looking back at that,
25            at that Power Point presentation, that was April
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1            22nd.  So, was this -- was around April the 2nd,
2            the first week of April, the first contact you had
3            from Mr. Koh about this matter?
4                 A.   The first time I met Mr. Koh was at the
5            meeting here.
6                 Q.   And if -- if that's the date on the Power
7            Point, that would be the date?
8                 A.   That would be the date.
9                 Q.   Okay.  So, do you recall a couple, three
10            weeks before that meeting with Mr. Koh is when you
11            had your first contact from anybody about it,
12            about meeting with Mr. Koh?
13                 A.   That's probably correct.
14                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know how Mr. Koh came
15            to know that you had information relevant to a
16            lawsuit that he was -- in which he was counsel for
17            Boeing?
18                 A.   No.
19                 Q.   If you go to the next page, which is TBC
20            247897, Mr. Anderson wrote you and Doctor Khaled
21            or Khaled?
22                 A.   Khaled.
23                 Q.   Khaled?
24                 A.   I get it wrong, too.
25                 Q.   Doctor Khaled, who is a metallurgist?
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1                 A.   Correct.
2                 Q.   And in this one he says, "He's asking
3            that we provide a brief telecon to determine
4            whether you both have knowledge of the facts
5            involved.  He's assured me that he does not intend
6            to seek opinions from you."  Do you see that?
7                 A.   Yes.
8                 Q.   Now, knowledge of the facts, were you at
9            all involved in any of the design of the 737NG?


10                 A.   No.
11                 Q.   See, on the first page of your
12            Declaration, it says you have personal knowledge
13            of the facts. "Except as otherwise stated, I have
14            personal knowledge of the facts stated herein."
15            And what I want to know is what personal knowledge
16            -- first of all, what do you understand personal
17            knowledge to mean when you signed this?  What did
18            you understand you meant by that?
19                 A.   What I looked at personally.  What I
20            actually reviewed myself in coming up with this
21            Declaration.
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, you have to let
23            him finish his question first.  It's not a
24            conversation.
25                      THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   So, personal knowledge, now, did you --
3            did you draft that language?
4                 A.   As -- as I recall, the first draft came
5            from Mr. Koh. And when I reviewed it, I believe I
6            did not change that.  I did make changes, but I
7            didn't change that, as I recall.
8                 Q.   Okay.  And I think we in here we have
9            that first draft from Mr. Koh.  We've been looking


10            at -- at the second page of Exhibit 679, and
11            that's TBC 247897, and here it says -- that's the
12            place where it says that -- that he wants to
13            determine whether you both have knowledge of the
14            facts involved. "He's assured me he does not
15            intend to seek opinions from you."  Do you see
16            that?
17                 A.   Yes.
18                 Q.   I want to know what your understanding of
19            the difference is between facts and opinions?
20                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  This is
21            not his e-mail.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   Well, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, this was an
24            e-mail sent to you, right?
25                 A.   Yes.
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1                 Q.   You received this e-mail.  You read it?
2                 A.   Yes.
3                 Q.   What did you understand the distinction
4            was between knowledge of facts and opinions was?
5            What was your understanding?
6                 A.   The facts would be factual information.
7            Opinions would be not necessarily based on fact,
8            but just conjecture, possibly.
9                 Q.   The conclusions you reached from looking
10            at the facts?
11                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   That would be opinion?
14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   I just want to know what opinions means
17            to you?
18                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  He can answer.
20                 A.   To me, to me, it would be a derived
21            position based on information that you had looked
22            at.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Okay.  So, the facts -- give us an
25            example of facts that you know.  What are some
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1            facts that you know, just as an example, so I know
2            what you mean by facts?
3                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
4                 A.   Fact:  No data was included in any of the
5            material I looked at.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   Okay.
8                 A.   Fact:  No quantified -- no quantification
9            of anything that I could find, that was a fact.
10                 Q.   Okay.  So, what you were really doing was
11            you were judging, and this gets us back to
12            paragraph 13 of your Declaration, which was
13            Exhibit 678.  The copy that we've -- this is out
14            of order.  I've got to fix this.  My co-counsel
15            gave me a Declaration with the pages out of order,
16            and it's all his fault that I'm confused right
17            now.
18                 So, when we get to paragraph 13, when you say
19            that -- when you say, "Based upon my review, there
20            is an absence of evidence," what you're really
21            doing is you're judging the quality of the
22            plaintiff's case on the basis of the information
23            that was given to you?
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
25            foundation.
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1                      MR. KOH:  Same objection.  And just for
2            the record, that's paragraph 14.
3                      MR. SKEPNEK:   14.  You're right, it is
4            14.  I meant to say 14.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   Now let's go ahead and show it.  You're
7            judging -- you're judging the -- "Based on my
8            review, there is an absence of evidence that would
9            support the plaintiff's fundamental allegation


10            that affected airplanes are not safe and should be
11            grounded."  What you're doing is you're really
12            judging the quality of the evidence based upon the
13            information that was given to you?
14                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Correct?
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.  You can answer.
18                 A.   No.
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   Well, then, what are you doing?
21                 A.   I'm not judging the quality of anything.
22            I'm just saying there is a void, it's devoid of
23            quantifiable data that anyone can make a finding
24            of an unsafe condition on.
25                 Q.   Right, based on what was given to you?
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1                 A.   Based on the -- well, that's all I had to
2            look at was what was given to me.
3                 Q.   Right.  And what I want to do is I want
4            to figure out who gave you what so I can
5            understand the basis for this conclusion.  Who
6            gave you information?
7                 A.   Dean Smyth, DCIS, sent me a box of
8            information.
9                 Q.   And when was that?


10                 A.   When was that?  I'd have to check my
11            records.  I've had it for several months, at
12            least.
13                 Q.   Okay.  So, it was -- it was within the
14            last year?
15                 A.   Yes.
16                 Q.   Okay.  Now, prior to receiving the box
17            from Mr. Smyth, did you -- did you know anything
18            about this case?
19                 A.   Mr. Smyth called me on the phone.
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and
21            instruct the witness not to disclose anything he
22            learned in the course and scope of the
23            investigation.
24                 Additionally, we have a small group of
25            documents, I should have given them to you at the
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1            beginning of the deposition - we can deal with
2            that whenever you want - that are not privileged.
3                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.
4                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let's go ahead.  Perfect
5            time to take a break and let me see what you've
6            got.
7                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record,
8            10:32:42.
9                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
11            The time is 10:46:33, tape 2.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   You are a chief scientific and technical
14            advisor?
15                 A.   Correct.
16                 Q.   To the FAA?
17                 A.   Correct.
18                 Q.   CSTA, is there a cadre of CSTAs?
19                 A.   Yes, there are.
20                 Q.   And what are the CSTAs?
21                 A.   As far as their function goes?
22                 Q.   Uh-huh.
23                 A.   We are, I would say, analogous to
24            consultants on staff. So, we give advice and
25            consult as requested from primarily the agency,
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1            but our job scope is also includes industry, if
2            they want advice or opinion or guidance.
3                 Q.   In your Declaration you, Exhibit 678, you
4            make some statements about the role of CSTAs on
5            page 2 of it.
6                 A.   Page 2, okay.
7                 Q.   Do you see that, under 13?  Do you see
8            that?
9                 A.   Yes.
10                 Q.   And I think you say somewhere in there
11            about being at the forefront of scientific and
12            technological activities?
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   The forefront of scientific and
15            technological activities, does -- does the
16            state-of-the-art change?
17                 A.   Yes.
18                 Q.   And so when we say state-of-the-art,
19            we're talking about a state at some point in time,
20            right?
21                 A.   At any given time, the state is -- it is
22            what it is and it changes hopefully for the
23            better.
24                 Q.   Right.  And so if -- if we were to say
25            state-of-the-art at any given point in time, what
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1            would we be meaning by that?
2                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
3                 A.   How things are done.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   Okay.  Best practices at a particular
6            point in time?
7                 A.   Best practices.
8                 Q.   Preferred processes?
9                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.


10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   Have you ever heard of preferred
12            processes?
13                 A.   No, I guess I haven't.
14                 Q.   Okay.  You've heard of best practices?
15                 A.   Yes.
16                 Q.   And you've heard of state-of-the-art?
17                 A.   Yes.
18                 Q.   Okay.  So, state-of-the-art might be best
19            practices?
20                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
21                 A.   State-of-the-art might be best practices?
22            I'm sorry, I'm not making much sense out of that
23            one.
24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
25                 Q.   Okay.  Well, when you say that you're at
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1            the forefront of scientific and technological
2            activities, are scientific and technological two
3            different things?
4                 A.   Most people will separate things into one
5            of those buckets.  I don't think it's always
6            accurate to do so, but people like to do that.
7                 Q.   Technological means what?
8                 A.   Technological would be the engineering
9            side of it and the scientific would be the science


10            part of it.  Engineer as opposed to a scientist.
11                 Q.   So, as the -- when we're talking about
12            forefront in technological activities -- let's
13            see, you started doing engineering, aeronautical
14            engineering what year?
15                 A.   1969.
16                 Q.   In 1969 did you have any CAD drawings?
17                 A.   No.
18                 Q.   When you left McDonald Douglas in 1997,
19            were you doing CAD drawings?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   Were you involved in using CAD drawings?
22                 A.   Yes.
23                 Q.   So, would the forefront -- would CAD
24            drawings be at the forefront of technological
25            activities in 1997?
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1                 A.   Certainly in 1997 -- repeat the question,
2            please.
3                 Q.   Would CAD drawings be at the forefront of
4            scientific and technological activities in 1997?
5                 A.   I would say no.
6                 Q.   When -- was CAD at the forefront at some
7            point in time?
8                 A.   Let me retract that.  In 1997, CAD was
9            state -- becoming state-of-the-art.
10                 Q.   Okay.  When did --
11                 A.   Put it that way.
12                 Q.   When did CAD become state-of-the-art, as
13            you recall?
14                 A.   It depends on who you talk to.
15                 Q.   I'm talking to you.  I'm talking to you.
16            When did CAD come --
17                 A.   I would say in 1997 it hadn't fully
18            matured to the point it was commonly used.
19                 Q.   Okay.
20                 A.   People were still trying to use it.
21                 Q.   And CAD means, is an acronym meaning
22            computer-assisted drawing or design?
23                 A.   Computer-aided design.  I've heard
24            computer-assisted design.
25                 Q.   Okay.  And are you familiar with
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1            something called CAM?
2                 A.   No.
3                 Q.   Never heard of CAM?
4                 A.   I think I've heard of it, but I couldn't
5            tell you what the acronym was.
6                 Q.   Are you familiar with computer-aided or
7            assisted manufacturing?
8                 A.   Yes.
9                 Q.   Okay.  Was -- was -- has computer-aided
10            or assisted manufacturing become state-of-the-art?
11                 A.   Again, it depends on what -- how you want
12            to define state-of-the-art.  It's being used, but
13            it isn't being used universally.
14                 Q.   And when did -- when did CAM, or
15            computer-assisted manufacturing, begin to be used?
16                 A.   You'd need a manufacturing historian for
17            that one. People were probably dabbling with that
18            way, way back when.
19                 Q.   Was it being used by McDonald Douglas
20            when you left McDonald Douglas?
21                 A.   We were dabbling in it.
22                 Q.   Do you know if it was being used by
23            Boeing at the time you left McDonald Douglas?
24                 A.   I couldn't speak for Boeing.
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   That's why I asked do you know.  Do you
3            know what -- are you familiar with CAI, C-A-I?
4                 A.   No.
5                 Q.   Computer-assisted inspection.  Familiar
6            with CMM machines?
7                 A.   I am familiar.  I know of them.
8                 Q.   Have you ever done any CAD drawing?  Have
9            you ever actually used CAD to draw?


10                 A.   Not for a production drawing.
11                 Q.   What have you used CAD for?
12                 A.   I took a course and did a simple course
13            problem and designed a simple part.
14                 Q.   Okay.  But in terms of actually designing
15            a part for an airplane, you've never done that
16            with CAD?
17                 A.   No.
18                 Q.   And actually you were a structural
19            analyst and so have you ever blueprint, you know,
20            pen and ink drawn a part?
21                 A.   I did that early, very earlier in my
22            career.
23                 Q.   Okay.  And so have you -- have you ever
24            utilized any particular -- have you used -- are
25            you familiar with CATIA?
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1                 A.   I know of it.
2                 Q.   And CATIA is -- is one of the CAD
3            systems?
4                 A.   Yes.
5                 Q.   Do you know whether CATIA was used -- was
6            required by Boeing to be used in the manufacture
7            of its parts in this case?
8                 A.   Do I know if it was required?  No.
9                 Q.   Do you know if any particular format of a


10            computerized model was required by Boeing to be
11            used in the manufacture of its parts in this case?
12                 A.   No.
13                 Q.   Have you ever -- have you ever been
14            involved in the computerized operation of
15            machines?
16                 A.   Only as a engineer responsible for
17            structure that was being manufactured.  We had
18            automated hole drilling on the C-17 aircraft on
19            parts that my group was responsible for.
20                 Q.   Okay.  So, what did you do in relation to
21            the use of these automated hole drillers, hole
22            drilling machines?
23                 A.   Nothing.
24                 Q.   Did you ever operate one?
25                 A.   No.
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1                 Q.   Did you design a program for such a
2            machine?
3                 A.   No.
4                 Q.   You don't have any computer design
5            capability?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever been involved in --
8            in the computerized inspection of parts?
9                 A.   No.
10                 Q.   Have you ever seen a CMM machine be used?
11                 A.   Yes.
12                 Q.   Often?
13                 A.   No.
14                 Q.   How many times have you seen a
15            computerized machine being used?
16                 A.   Three times, maybe.
17                 Q.   Have you --
18                 A.   A handful.
19                 Q.   Have you -- have you attempted to operate
20            one?
21                 A.   No.
22                 Q.   Have you ever analyzed the efficacy of
23            computerized inspection of parts?
24                 A.   No.
25                 Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
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1            the efficacy of computerized manufacturing of
2            parts?
3                 A.   No.
4                 Q.   Have you -- have you done any analysis of
5            the efficacy of computerized design of parts?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   Now, are you aware of any -- any studies
8            or any analysis of the effect of computerized
9            design on the usefulness of parts?
10                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form as vague.
11                 A.   Repeat that.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   That was probably not a very good -- let
14            me try and restate that question.  Probably not a
15            very good question.
16            Are you familiar with any studies about the impact
17            of computerized design on the design of parts, you
18            know, what computerized design has accomplished or
19            achieved in the design of parts?
20                 A.   Studies, when you say studies, I'm not
21            sure what is studies.  What are studies?
22                 Q.   Studies or papers, analysis, any
23            quantitative analysis of improvements to the
24            design because of the use of computers, some --
25            some professional discussion or analysis of the
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1            use of computerized design.
2                 A.   Okay.
3                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
4                 A.   You're going to have to get a little more
5            specific.  You threw too many things in there.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   Are you familiar with any studies by
8            others in your field of the use of computerized
9            design and how it has impacted the aviation


10            industry?
11                 A.   No.
12                 Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with any
13            papers that have discussed that subject?
14                 A.   How it has impacted the industry, no.
15                 Q.   Have you seen papers that have discussed
16            how it will impact or may impact the industry?
17                 A.   I have seen presentations from
18            manufacturing engineering to indicate the
19            possibilities that computer-aided design could
20            have in the manufacturing arena.
21                 Q.   Is there a generally accepted view within
22            the industry of what the impact of computer-aided
23            design will have?
24                 A.   Repeat that.
25                      THE REPORTER:  "Is there a generally
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1            accepted view within the industry of what the
2            impact of computer-aided design will have?"
3                 A.   I don't know of one.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   Do you have a personal view as to what
6            the impact of computer-aided design will be?
7                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm going to object and
8            instruct the witness not to answer.  This is
9            beyond the Touhy designation of this witness.


10            We're here to talk about his Declaration, and that
11            is solely what you limited your Touhy notice to
12            and I'm not going to let you go this far afield.
13            You are instructed not to answer the question.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   Are you familiar with any studies about
16            computer-aided manufacturing techniques and how
17            they've impacted the aircraft industry?
18                 A.   No.
19                 Q.   Is there a generally accepted view or
20            general view within the industry as to the impact
21            of computer-aided manufacturing on the manufacture
22            of airplane parts?
23                 A.   Not that I know of.
24                 Q.   Now, what are your responsibilities as a
25            CSTA?
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1                 A.   I give advice and guidance on requests in
2            my subject area.
3                 Q.   Can you give us an example of the kind of
4            requests and advice that you give issues?
5                 A.   I get inquiries about service problems
6            that occur, and based on what has been found at an
7            engineering evaluation, many times it gets back to
8            the question of is there an unsafe condition,
9            should there be AD action.
10                 Q.   Okay.  From whom do you get inquiries?
11                 A.   I get inquiries from certification
12            offices, as well as directorates.
13                 Q.   So, these are all people within the FAA?
14                 A.   Yes, these are FAA people.
15                 Q.   Do you get inquiries from industry?
16                 A.   I don't -- I can't think of an example
17            like that from industry.
18                 Q.   Have you ever performed the role of a
19            liaison engineer?
20                 A.   No.
21                 Q.   Have you ever dispositioned parts on an
22            MRB?
23                 A.   As far as signing off the part
24            personally, no.
25                 Q.   Are you familiar with MRB procedures?
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1                 A.   Yes.
2                 Q.   How do you -- how are MRB procedures
3            defined?
4                 A.   MRB procedures are defined with operating
5            procedures within each company.  They all have
6            different systems to handle MRB.
7                 Q.   For the proper disposition of an MRB, is
8            a liaison engineer required to follow the -- the
9            stated MRB procedure?
10                 A.   Yes.
11                 Q.   Did you review the MRB procedures for
12            Boeing in your work in this case?
13                 A.   No.
14                 Q.   Did you perform any MRB analysis in this
15            case?
16                 A.   No.
17                 Q.   Do you consider yourself qualified to
18            perform an MRB analysis?
19                 A.   Yes.
20                 Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed
21            by anybody else relating to your Declaration in
22            this case?
23                 A.   In my career?
24                 Q.   No, relating to your Declaration in this
25            case.
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1                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object to the form.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Have you seen an MRB analysis performed
4            by anyone else relating to your Declaration in
5            this case?
6                      MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as
7            well.
8                 A.   I have not seen an MRB analysis
9            performed.  I have not watched anybody do an MRB


10            analysis, no.
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   Have you seen a report of an MRB analysis
13            from anyone else relating to your Declaration in
14            this case?
15                 A.   No.
16                      MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.  It's
17            vague as between MRB and NCR or non-conformance
18            report.  I think there's a terminology confusion.
19                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, you can clear that
20            up on your cross-examination, can't you, because
21            your objection should be as to form.
22                      MR. KOH:  I'm making my objection as to
23            the form of that question.
24                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, you went beyond that.
25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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1                 Q.   So, have you -- have you evaluated any
2            MRB analyses by others relating to your
3            Declaration in this case?
4                 A.   No.
5                 Q.   Have you seen an evaluation of MRB
6            analyses by anyone else done in this case?
7                 A.   No.
8                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  As a CSTA, how do you keep
9            up to speed on the forefront of technological


10            activities, scientific and technological
11            activities?
12                 A.   I work -- I work with OEMs on issues.  I
13            work with the ACOs on new type design programs and
14            see, relative to designs, what the latest design
15            concepts are and where we're moving and the
16            materials that are being used.  I also attend
17            conferences and hear presentations on where the
18            industry is at, where we might be going relative
19            to designs and materials.
20                 Q.   Are you familiar with the concept
21            statistical process control?
22                 A.   Yes.
23                 Q.   What is meant by process control?
24                 A.   You're monitoring the processes that
25            proceeds in real time and measuring, say, a point
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1            that's supposed to be achieved and seeing how you
2            vary about that point during the process.
3                 Q.   Have you -- have you discussed
4            statistical process control with OEMs?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   What OEMs have you discussed statistical
7            process control with?
8                 A.   Specifically there was a company called
9            Eclipse that was building a small aircraft and
10            they had some automated processes that they were
11            using statistical process control on.
12                 Q.   Have you discussed statistical process
13            control with any other OEMs?
14                 A.   No.
15                 Q.   Have you done any -- have you published
16            any papers on statistical process control?
17                 A.   No.
18                 Q.   Have you done any research into
19            statistical process control or presented any
20            presentations to groups about statistical process
21            control?
22                 A.   No.
23                 Q.   Do you have any particular views about
24            the efficacy of statistical process control?
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
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1            foundation.  Outside the scope of the designation.
2                 A.   I'm -- I'm -- I'll waive that one.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   You don't know.  I'm asking --
5                 A.   Particular views, I mean --
6                 Q.   Well, do you think it's a useful --
7                 A.   Specific to what?
8                 Q.   Statistical process control, do you think
9            it's a useful process or not?
10                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object, foundation.
12            Outside the designation.
13                 A.   Is it a useful tool?
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   Right.
16                 A.   Yes, it's a useful tool.  It's about the
17            only tool that exists to watch what the process is
18            doing.
19                 Q.   Okay.  How often do you visit aircraft
20            manufacturers?
21                 A.   On average, I'd say over the course of
22            the last 13 years, maybe a couple times a year.
23                 Q.   And do you have a particular purpose in
24            visiting -- I mean, is this a part of a routine --
25            strike that.  Let me ask it again.
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1            Do you routinely visit aircraft manufacturers?
2                 A.   No.
3                 Q.   Okay.  Is it a part of your job to view
4            -- to visit aircraft manufacturers and review
5            their processes and how they are actually doing
6            the job of manufacturing aircraft?
7                 A.   No.
8                 Q.   Do you -- is it a part of your job to
9            routinely visit any -- any of the suppliers of


10            detail parts for aircraft?
11                 A.   No.
12                 Q.   Do you have any -- do you have any
13            training in quality systems?
14                 A.   No.
15                 Q.   Have you ever visited Boeing or any
16            Boeing plants to review or evaluate their
17            manufacturing processes?
18                 A.   No.
19                 Q.   Have you ever gone to the AHF-Ducommun
20            manufacturing facility or one of the AHF-Ducommun
21            manufacturing facilities?
22                 A.   No.
23                 Q.   Do you know anybody at AHF-Ducommun?
24                 A.   Not until just now.
25                 Q.   Do you have any -- any particular contact
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1            points or focals with whom you interact at Boeing
2            in their design community?
3                 A.   Occasionally.
4                 Q.   Do you have any particular interaction
5            with Boeing's production or quality community?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   Have you spoken with -- with the people
8            you know at Boeing about the design of 737NG
9            parts?


10                 A.   No.
11                 Q.   Are you -- are you familiar with the
12            difference between the design of the 737 Classic
13            -- let me strike that and start again.
14            Are you familiar with the differences between the
15            design of the 737 Classic fuselage and the 737NG
16            fuselage?
17                      MR. ROBISON:  Object.  Assumes facts not
18            in evidence.
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.
20                 A.   I am familiar with some of the
21            differences.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   What differences are you familiar with?
24                 A.   I do know that they increased skin gauges
25            between the Classic and the NG on the fuselage
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1            skins in some areas.
2                 Q.   Are there any other differences that
3            you're familiar with?
4                 A.   Not any that come to mind.  I know there
5            are differences.
6                 Q.   How would we go about determining the
7            differences between the design of the Classic and
8            the design of the NG?
9                 A.   Pull out the engineering drawings.
10                 Q.   And those engineering drawings are in the
11            possession of the FAA?
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
13            foundation.
14                 A.   I suppose they would be up in Renton as
15            part of the certification data package.
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   In doing any of the work that you did in
18            this case, did you -- did you pull the engineering
19            drawings for the NGs and the Classics to compare
20            them?
21                 A.   No.
22                 Q.   Did you pull any of the drawings for the
23            NGs to look at the requirements of the -- of the
24            engineering drawings for the NGs?
25                 A.   No.
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1                 Q.   Were you given any drawings of 737NGs to
2            review?
3                 A.   To review, no.
4                 Q.   So, did you actually review any drawings
5            for 737NGs as part of your work in this case?
6                 A.   Only the information that Mr. Koh
7            presented at our meeting.  He showed some
8            information off of drawings.
9                 Q.   Let's -- let's get -- while we're there,
10            let's go ahead and make sure we -- if I can find
11            that exhibit.  That was -- oh, here it is.  It's
12            right in front of me.  That's why I couldn't find
13            it.  It was the one right on top of my pile.
14            And what you're talking about now would be, well
15            let's see, Exhibit 679.  Is that right?
16                 A.   Yeah.
17                 Q.   And beginning with the -- with the Power
18            Point presentation that was given on April 22nd,
19            2010?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.
22                      (THEREUPON, a brief recess was taken.)
23                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
25                 Q.   Okay.  Now, we're looking at Exhibit 678?
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1                 A.   Correct.
2                 Q.   679.
3                 A.   679.
4                 Q.   679, and the drawings that you saw were
5            presented to you by Mr. Koh?
6                 A.   Yes.
7                 Q.   And those were on April 22nd, 2010 as
8            part of the Power Point?
9                 A.   Yes.


10                 Q.   And moving this around, it's all right
11            there, that's TBC 247916, right?  247916, right?
12                 A.   Yes.
13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, you -- you had flipped back
14            to some pages in that Power Point, and what I want
15            you to do is tell me what pages you're looking at?
16                 A.   Well, there's -- there's a number of
17            pages in here that actually have bits of drawings
18            on them, starting with, let's see, the first one
19            that shows up just talking about -- I mean, there
20            may even be pages that had drawing notes before
21            this, but on page 20 there's a excerpt from a
22            drawing showing assembly location, and then
23            there's -- 21 has some drawing information, and 22
24            and 23, and then back into the discussion section
25            there's more drawing information.
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1                 Q.   Now, when -- when you were given these
2            drawings, I've got the one from page 20 up on the
3            screen shows how a chord goes into an assembly,
4            right?
5                 A.   Uh-huh.
6                 Q.   Into a stick figure of the fuselage?
7                 A.   Right.
8                 Q.   Did you actually -- did you actually --
9            were you actually given a copy of any of these


10            drawings?
11                 A.   No.
12                 Q.   Did you actually see anything more than
13            that up on a screen in front of you in a room?
14                 A.   No.
15                 Q.   Were you -- were you asked to look at
16            drawings relating to any of these things?
17                 A.   No.
18                 Q.   Did you ask -- did you ask for drawings?
19                 A.   No.
20                 Q.   So as you're sitting here today, have you
21            actually looked at any of the drawings for any of
22            the parts of these aircraft other than just up on
23            a screen with a Power Point?
24                 A.   No.
25                 Q.   Do you know what a parts list is?
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1                 A.   Yes.
2                 Q.   What is a parts list?
3                 A.   A parts list usually is on an assembly
4            drawing.  It lists all the parts that come into
5            the assembly.
6                 Q.   And are those part of the drawings, a
7            considered part of the drawings?
8                 A.   Yes.
9                 Q.   Have you looked at any parts lists for
10            any of the -- any of the parts in this case?
11                 A.   A parts list as part of an assembly
12            drawing?
13                 Q.   Well, like -- would you like to see a
14            parts list?  Because I've been given parts lists
15            by Boeing in this case.
16                 A.   I've seen lists of parts, but they didn't
17            look like they came from the assembly drawing that
18            brings in the parts.
19                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Give me 604, Exhibit 604.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   I want to make sure I'm using the right
22            terminology because we've, you know, we've had
23            witnesses testify about drawings and parts lists
24            and I seem to be confusing you and I want to make
25            sure that we're working on the same page.
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1                 A.   Okay.
2                 Q.   While they're digging up Exhibit 604, are
3            you familiar with the -- with the custom in the
4            industry of having a blueprint drawing and then
5            having a document that's associated with that
6            drawing that describes details or specifications
7            about the drawing?
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
9            foundation.  Outside the scope.
10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   And if you're not, just tell us what I
12            said makes no sense to you.
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
14                 A.   Repeat it.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Well, I'll just show you something.
17            Let's do this. I'll show you what has been marked
18            in this case as Exhibit 604. Can you tell us, are
19            you familiar with what that is?
20                 A.   I have never worked with the Boeing
21            drawing system, and everybody's drawing systems
22            are different.
23                 Q.   Okay.
24                 A.   So  -
25                 Q.   What I'm particularly concerned about is
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1            whether you were shown any documents like Exhibit
2            604 relating to this case?
3                 A.   No.
4                 Q.   Relating to your Declaration in this
5            case?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   Testimony of Boeing witnesses has been
8            that this -- that Exhibit 604 is part of the
9            drawing or the drawings in this -- for Boeing.


10            I'm going to -- guess I'm going to get a storm of
11            objections about that, but I think that's what
12            their testimony has been.
13                      MR. KOH:  Just object to the extent it
14            mischaracterizes the testimony, since I want to
15            meet your expectation.
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   And I just want to make sure that in
19            doing the work that you did, I want to know
20            whether you saw anything that described the
21            specifications or the details or the requirements
22            of the -- of the drawings?
23                 A.   Nothing other than what Mr. Koh presented
24            at our meeting.
25                 Q.   Okay.
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1                 A.   Yeah.  And I don't recall.  If I saw it,
2            I didn't know what I was looking at.
3                 Q.   Okay.  Now, so I can understand about
4            CSTAs, is that -- is a CSTA, are you at all
5            involved in making type certification decisions?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   So, do you -- are they -- you called upon
8            to review type data to determine whether it meets
9            requirements?


10                 A.   On occasion I am asked to give my advice
11            relative to a data submittal, but at the end of
12            the day it's not my responsibility to make an
13            approval.
14                 Q.   Okay.  So, you're not one of the --
15            you're not the person that signs off?
16                 A.   I do not approve anything.
17                 Q.   Are you at all involved in reviewing
18            production certificates?
19                 A.   No.
20                 Q.   Are you familiar with 14 C.F.R. Part 21?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
22            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
23                 A.   A little bit.
24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
25                 Q.   Okay.  What I want to know is whether
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1            you're familiar with the type certificate
2            requirements under -- under Part 21 of Title 14 of
3            the Code of Federal Regulations?
4                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.  Sorry,
5            sir.  You can answer.
6                 A.   I am aware that they -- there are
7            requirements, and I could not recite them.  I
8            don't work with Part 21.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   Well, are you aware that the applicant is
11            required to submit type design test reports and
12            computations necessary to show that the product to
13            be certified meets its applicable airworthiness
14            requirements?
15                 A.   Yes.
16                 Q.   Are you aware that part of it is that the
17            drawings and specifications and a listing of those
18            drawings and specifications necessary to define
19            the configuration and the design features of the
20            product must be shown to the FAA?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
22            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Are you aware of that?
25                 A.   Yes.
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1                 Q.   And are you aware that the applicant is
2            -- is required to make inspections and tests
3            necessary to determine that the materials and
4            products conform to the specifications and the
5            type design?
6                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
7            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation.
8                 A.   I guess I am aware that that goes on.  If
9            you would have asked me is that specifically
10            written down in those terms, I'm not that familiar
11            with Part 21.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   But are you aware that the applicant is
14            required to make inspections and tests necessary
15            to determine that the manufacturing processes,
16            construction and assembly conform to those
17            specified in the type design?
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
19            foundation.  Outside the scope of his designation
20            and asked and answered.
21                 A.   I'm just -- I'll abstain on that one.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   You just don't know?
24                 A.   Yeah.
25                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Now, why don't you
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1            get that big book back, that same book that you've
2            already put away.  I want 603.
3                 Q.   Are you aware -- strike that.  Before I
4            -- if I'm looking at a drawing part, blueprint
5            drawing -- well, let me just get one and show it
6            to you.  I show you what's been marked as Exhibit
7            603.
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  Counsel, I'm going
9            to need copies.


10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   Can you tell us -- tell us what that is?
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
13            foundation.
14                 A.   It's -- says it's a fail-safe chord
15            detail Section 43.
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   All right.  And actually, in part of the
18            Power Point we saw -- we saw a graphic of
19            something like this curve right here that we see
20            in the upper right-hand corner of this drawing.
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,
22            foundation.  Sir, you have to give me time to
23            object.
24                      THE REPORTER:  I didn't hear the answer.
25            I'm sorry, can you repeat it?
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1                 A.   Yes, we saw it.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   And I -- and I -- and you haven't seen
4            this before, correct?
5                 A.   I can't tell you if I've seen anything
6            off of that specific, you know, part number.  This
7            could have been the drawing that Steve was showing
8            us.  I don't know.
9                 Q.   But -- but as we've been talking about


10            drawings as being part of the type design data for
11            the aircraft, is this the kind of thing that
12            you're talking about?
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   Okay.  Are there parts of -- is there
15            some of the information on this drawing that is
16            important in that it defines the -- it's data that
17            you use in defining the design of the aircraft and
18            some of it that's not important?
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
20            foundation. It's outside the scope of his
21            designation.  He's not the type certificate person
22            and I instruct him not to answer.  It calls for an
23            opinion and it's outside the Touhy designation.
24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
25                 Q.   Well, in determining whether or not these
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1            parts in these aircraft conform to type design,
2            what did you do to determine conformity?  Did you
3            make a determination that the parts in question
4            conformed to the type design of the aircraft?
5                 A.   No.
6                 Q.   Did you make a determination as to
7            whether any of these parts were approved?
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form.  Go ahead.
9                 A.   No.
10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   As you sit here today, can you tell us
12            whether these parts conform to the type design
13            data of the aircraft?
14                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
15                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
16                 A.   Can I tell you --
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  Do you know,
18            sir?
19                 A.   Well, I don't have the data sitting here
20            that bounces the parts off the drawing.  So, with
21            respect to that, I can tell you I believe they
22            conform.  But if you say where is the data, I
23            don't have the data.  I just have to -- as we said
24            before, there is a lot of data that supports
25            conformance that a lot of people have had a part
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1            of.  Based on that, I believe they conform.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Okay.  So, you believe that they conform
4            because they've been certified at various steps
5            along the way and that those certifications would
6            authenticate their conformity?
7                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.  You can answer.
8                 A.   That, yes.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   Okay.  And in terms of -- in terms of
11            making an actual conformity determination
12            yourself, you haven't done that?
13                 A.   I have not measured physical parts.  I
14            have not gone any place and taken any measurements
15            and compared them to the drawing.
16                 Q.   Nor have you compared any of the
17            manufacturing documentation to the engineering
18            drawings to determine whether the manufacturing
19            documentation conforms to the engineering
20            drawings?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation,
22                 A.   No.  I can say no to that.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   All right.  And you say that there is
25            data that you don't have here, but -- but I want
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1            to make it clear you haven't actually looked at
2            any of that, have you?
3                 A.   No.
4                 Q.   There's data out there that somebody else
5            could look at, but you've not been asked to look
6            at that data?
7                 A.   Correct.
8                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Vague as to data.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:


10                 Q.   I'll make it clear.  The data -- the data
11            of these drawings, the data of the manufacturing
12            processes, the data of the design requirements,
13            you haven't looked at any of that data?
14                      MR. KOH:  Objection, overbroad.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Go ahead.
17                 A.   I have looked at -- in Steve's
18            presentation there is data.
19                 Q.   Okay.
20                 A.   I have looked at data.
21                 Q.   Okay.  So, the only data that you've
22            looked at was in Mr. Koh's presentation?
23                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
24            foundation.
25                      MR. KOH:  Mischaracterizes his testimony.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   I -- I'm not trying to mischaracter --
3            I'm trying to get the universe of the data that
4            you've utilized  - that you've reviewed.  And
5            you've testified that you've reviewed the data
6            that was in Mr. Koh's presentation, right?
7                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object.
8                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
9                 Q.   I want to go beyond that.


10                      MR. KOH:  He testified as to a large
11            volume of materials that he received.  He
12            testified to that.
13                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Is that an
14            objection as to form?
15                      MR. KOH:  Yes.
16                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay, thank you.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Now, did you understand from Mr. Koh that
19            you're supposed to say now that there's a large
20            volume of data that you've received?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, argumentative.
22                      MR. KOH:  Objection.
23                      MS. BENTLEY:  This witness is a third
24            party.  I won't tolerate this.  I want both of you
25            to behave, and I mean that.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Now, my question is, I'm just trying to
3            get the universe of data that you've received and
4            reviewed.  And you've testified that part of the
5            data that you considered is the data that was in
6            Mr. Koh's Power Point presentation, correct?  I'm
7            talking about data about type design --
8                 A.   Yes.
9                 Q.   -- and conformity to type design, right?
10                 A.   Yes.  There is -- there is what I would
11            call data in here.  There are dimensions and there
12            are hole sizes and that's data.
13                 Q.   Right.  And -- but now you were shown
14            that on a screen. You never actually analyzed --
15                 A.   No.
16                 Q.   -- that data?
17                 A.   No.
18                 Q.   Okay.
19                 A.   No.
20                 Q.   Mr. -- Mr. Koh was analyzing that data to
21            you, correct?
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
23            foundation.
24                      MR. KOH:  Join.
25                 A.   I wouldn't characterize it as an
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1            analysis, no.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Was anybody analyzing that data for you
4            when Mr. Koh did his Power Point presentation?
5                 A.   I would not characterize it as an
6            analysis.  It was being presented as information.
7                 Q.   Okay.
8                 A.   As far as when I think of an analysis, I
9            think of a critical review of some sort.  There
10            was nothing like that that was going on.
11                 Q.   Okay.  Now, other than -- other than the
12            information you saw on the screen that was not
13            analyzed by you or anyone else during that
14            presentation, what other data about type design
15            and conformance to type design did you receive and
16            review?
17                 A.   I would say when I say data, I didn't
18            look at any other data.  I looked at a lot of
19            information.  But as far as what I would call
20            data, like hard dimensions, hole locations, hole
21            sizes, material call-outs, what I saw was
22            basically confined to what was in Mr. Koh's
23            presentation.
24                 Q.   Which is Exhibit -- which is part of
25            Exhibit 679?
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1                 A.   Yeah.  Yeah.
2                 Q.   Now, when you -- when you met with Mr.
3            Koh, did you understand that he was a lawyer?
4                 A.   Yes.
5                 Q.   And did you understand that he
6            represented a party to litigation?
7                 A.   Yes.
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, take your hand away
9            from your mouth.


10                      THE WITNESS:  Sorry.
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   And did you understand that as a lawyer
13            representing a party to information, that Mr. Koh
14            was an advocate?
15                 A.   Yes.
16                 Q.   Did Mr. Koh tell you that he was an
17            advocate, or was that just something you already
18            knew about lawyers?
19                 A.   I don't recall if he said those exact
20            words.
21                 Q.   Okay.  Now, when you met with him, at
22            that point in time had you reviewed the Second
23            Amended Complaint that was filed in this case?
24                 A.   I don't know.
25                      MR. KOH:  I'm just going to object.
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1            Without showing it to him, it's difficult to
2            answer.
3                 A.   I don't recall.  I'd have to go back and
4            look at my records.  I don't recall.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   You recall having seen a Second Amended
7            Complaint?
8                 A.   I went through the Second Amended
9            Complaint.


10                 Q.   Right.  That's in your Declaration?
11                 A.   Yeah.  Yeah, I have been through that.  I
12            don't know if it was before or after we sat down.
13                 Q.   Did you understand that the Relators in
14            the Second Amended Complaint were also represented
15            by lawyers?
16                 A.   Repeat that.
17                 Q.   Did you understand that the Relators who
18            -- who filed the Second Amended Complaint were
19            also represented by lawyers?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   And you know that I'm one of those
22            lawyers?
23                 A.   Yes.
24                 Q.   Did you -- did you ask to meet with any
25            of the lawyers who represented Relators?
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1                 A.   No.
2                 Q.   Did -- did you believe, after meeting
3            with Mr. Koh, that you had been -- that Mr. Koh
4            had made available to you all of the information
5            and data that had been developed by the Relators
6            in the course of discovery in this case?
7                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
8                 A.   You're going to have to repeat that.
9                      THE REPORTER:  "Did you believe, after
10            meeting with Mr. Koh, that Mr. Koh had made
11            available to you all of the information and data
12            that had been developed by the Relators in the
13            course of discovery in this case?"
14                 A.   I never -- I never even questioned
15            whether or not he had presented all the material.
16            That wasn't -- that wasn't a question in my mind
17            because it was clearly not the intent.
18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
19                 Q.   What was the intent?
20                 A.   For me -- for me, it was an informational
21            session to understand what the parts were, where
22            they were located in the airplane, what some of
23            the physical characteristics were.  It was more of
24            -- to me, it was more of an orientation kind of a
25            meeting, what's the, you know, what is this that
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1            we're talking about.
2                 Q.   Okay.  So, did you express any opinions
3            to Mr. Koh at that meeting?
4                 A.   I believe I did express some opinions
5            based on what he -- he presented.
6                 Q.   And what opinions did you express to him?
7                 A.   Oh, I -- I'd have to go back and look at
8            my own notes.
9                 Q.   Well, if you turn to Exhibit 678.
10                 A.   Okay.
11                 Q.   That's your -- this is your Declaration?
12                 A.   Oh, Declaration, okay.  Where are we at?
13                 Q.   I want you to -- I want to take you to
14            paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and 14.
15                 A.   Okay.
16                 Q.   At the -- at the time that you met with
17            Mr. Koh on April the 22nd, had you formulated any
18            of your opinions?
19                 A.   Like in paragraph 11?
20                 Q.   Yeah.
21                 A.   No.
22                 Q.   Okay.  How about in paragraph 12?
23                 A.   I don't -- I don't know.
24                 Q.   Are you suspecting that you did formulate
25            some of those opinions in paragraph 12?
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1                 A.   No, I can't remember if -- when I went
2            through the material Mr. Smyth gave me, I can't
3            remember if that was before or after I met with
4            Mr. Koh, and these opinions are based on going
5            through Dean Smythe's material.
6                 Q.   Okay.  Now, Dean Smythe's material, do
7            you believe that you received that sometime
8            perhaps in December or January of 2009, 2010?
9                 A.   Again, I'd have to go back and look.  I


10            know it came into the office, I told them I would
11            look at it, but my schedule was such I did not
12            immediately look at it.  It sat for a while.
13                 Q.   When you -- after reviewing the materials
14            from Mr. Smyth, did you tell Mr. Smyth that those
15            materials were not sufficient for you to reach a
16            conclusion?
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  To the extent
18            he had discussions with Mr. Smyth, those are
19            within the work product and attorney/client
20            privilege doctrine and I'm going to instruct the
21            witness not to answer.  We have been trying to
22            come across a line here of how to handle the fact
23            that the materials are provided as part of the
24            investigation.  I'm happy to talk to counsel off
25            the record at some point about coming to a
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1            stipulation because I don't -- about how to handle
2            this, but I cannot disclose the entirety of the
3            DOJ investigation.
4                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's -- here's the
5            problem.  Off the record, at one of our breaks,
6            Mr. Anderson informed us that opinions formulated
7            by Mr. Eastin become facts that become
8            discoverable, did I get that right?  And so,
9            therefore, when in his Declaration or when in this


10            correspondence, e-mail correspondence with Mr.
11            Koh, that Mr. Koh is just going to ask him about
12            facts or information, that those facts or
13            information can include opinions that had been
14            formulated by Mr. Eastin.  Now, I just want to
15            know if -- if I got that right.  Mr. Anderson, did
16            I get that right?
17                      MR. ANDERSON:  That's correct.  When an
18            FAA employee has stated opinions, documented
19            opinions in the past, the Office of Chief Counsel
20            position is that it is not expressing an opinion
21            to state what that opinion expressed in the past
22            was.
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  So, expressing an
24            opinion with in-house or with out-house?  In other
25            words, if that -- if that -- because if we're
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1            going -- if Mr. Eastin is going to express his
2            opinions as facts, then I'm going to have to go
3            and explore the basis for those opinions.
4                      MS. BENTLEY:  You are not attempting to
5            explore the basis for the opinions.  You're trying
6            to get to the substance of counsel between --
7            substance of communication between a federal
8            investigator and a federal employee, and I'm not
9            going to permit it to happen.  Maybe we can come
10            to some agreement.  I think there's an easy way
11            for us to work this out, but I'm not going to do
12            it on the record and I don't think it's a good use
13            of the time here in this deposition.
14                      MR. KOH:  Bill, let me make a suggestion,
15            take it or leave it.  One of the documents that
16            was just provided to us actually provides
17            something of a time line of the work that he did,
18            including reference to a conclusion that he
19            reached prior to April 22nd, and that may clarify
20            the sequence, at least.
21                      MR. SKEPNEK:   What time is it right now?
22                      MR. KOH:  11:45.
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask a few more
24            questions and maybe we'll take a break for lunch,
25            and at lunch I can look at that and maybe we can
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1            -- we can also talk perhaps at lunch.
2                      MS. BENTLEY:   Yeah, 'cause I think I
3            have a way to deal with this.  I'm not trying to
4            keep you from finding out the basis of his
5            opinions.  What I'm trying to keep is the
6            government's investigation which is somewhat
7            separate than the work he did separate.
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Here's the conundrum for
9            me; that if -- if the opinion, as Mr. Anderson
10            says, the opinion that was expressed becomes a
11            fact, well, as far as I'm aware, the only
12            expression of that opinion was to the government
13            agents, to the --
14                      MS. BENTLEY:  That's not true.
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  Well, then --
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   Other than to Mr. -- prior to your
18            meeting with Mr. Koh, other than to Mr. Smyth, to
19            whom did you express the opinions that you had
20            reached before your meeting with Mr. Koh, other
21            than to Mr. Smyth?
22                 A.   Before the meeting with Mr. Koh?
23                 Q.   Right.
24                 A.   Maybe Mr. Khaled because we discussed
25            this issue.
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1                 Q.   Okay.
2                 A.   That's probably would be it.
3                 Q.   Okay.  And did Mr. Khaled, to your
4            knowledge, did Mr. Khaled express that opinion to
5            anybody other than you or to Mr. Smyth?
6                 A.   You'd have to ask Mr. Khaled that.
7                 Q.   To your knowledge.
8                 A.   I just don't know.
9                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than to Mr.


10            Khaled and to Mr. Smyth, had you expressed any
11            opinions about this matter before your meeting
12            with Mr. Koh?
13                 A.   Not that I recall at this -- at this
14            moment.
15                 Q.   Now, the expression of the opinion to Mr.
16            Khaled, was that in writing or was that an oral
17            thing?
18                 A.   Verbal.
19                 Q.   Verbal.  Verbal meaning it was by mouth?
20                 A.   (Nods head up and down.)
21                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and to Mr. Smyth, was that
22            a written opinion that you gave to Mr. Smyth?
23                 A.   I believe I sent him an e-mail.
24                 Q.   Okay.  Now, did you send that e-mail to
25            anybody other than Mr. Smyth?
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1                 A.   I think I copied Mr. Khaled.
2                 Q.   Okay.  Let's just ask a couple more
3            questions about this and then we can take maybe a
4            lunch break and maybe solve some of these problems
5            at lunch.
6            So, you think you may have formulated some of the
7            opinions in paragraph 12 before you met with Mr.
8            Koh?
9                 A.   Again, I would have to check my notes.  I


10            did write down a time line.  I don't have that
11            with me as the key events that I remember as they
12            occurred.
13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, paragraph 13, could you read
14            that out loud?
15                 A.   Sure. "In the review, I also looked for
16            any evidence of in-service findings; for example,
17            corroded, cracked, failed or otherwise distressed
18            parts.  I found none."
19                 Q.   Okay.  Had you done that before your
20            meeting with Mr. Koh?
21                 A.   I don't believe so.
22                 Q.   So, you believe you did that after your
23            meeting with Mr. Koh?
24                 A.   I believe so.
25                 Q.   And what -- what did you do to research
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1            in-service findings?
2                 A.   I looked -- I looked for any evidence in
3            the material that Mr. Smyth had sent me.
4                 Q.   Oh, okay.
5                 A.   My -- for clarification, my review is
6            based on -- limited to the data that Mr. Smyth
7            gave to me.  That was it, except for the
8            additional information from Mr. Koh's presentation
9            and the presentation that was made to Peggy
10            Gilligan by yourselves, I believe.
11                 Q.   That was the Power Point?
12                 A.   So, there's basically three buckets of
13            information and there is nothing beyond that.
14                 Q.   Okay.  But, now, so, so, who told you
15            that there were no in-service findings?
16                 A.   In the material -- well --
17                 Q.   Oh, so -- you saw an absence of it in the
18            materials?
19                 A.   I looked for any evidence of in-service
20            findings.  I found none.
21                 Q.   Okay.  But, but that would be -- you
22            looked for evidence of in-service finding in those
23            three buckets?
24                 A.   Correct.
25                 Q.   You didn't do any independent research on
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1            that?
2                 A.   No.
3                 Q.   For instance, the -- what's it called,
4            SDR?
5                 A.   Service Difficulty Reports.
6                 Q.   Okay.  That's a Boeing -- I mean, that's
7            not a Boeing, that's a -- that's an FAA system,
8            correct?
9                 A.   Yes.
10                 Q.   And so do you have access to the
11            information in the SDR system?
12                 A.   I believe I could gain access.  I have
13            never accessed it.
14                 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever asked others to do
15            searches in the SDR system for you?
16                 A.   No.  It's been done -- it's been done for
17            me, but not requested by me.
18                 Q.   So, others within the FAA have researched
19            SDRs and then provided that information to you?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   Okay.  But on this, you didn't request
22            anybody search the SDR system?
23                 A.   I very, very rarely make a request
24            because my -- basically, I respond on request and
25            people bring me data to look at.
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1                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Two minutes to tape.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Maybe one more question then we can take
4            a break.
5            Did Mr. Koh, when he gave his presentation, did
6            Mr. Koh tell you that there were no in-service
7            difficulties?
8                 A.   Not that I recall.
9                 Q.   And did anybody else tell you there were


10            no in-service difficulties?
11                 A.   Not that I recall.
12                 Q.   Now, paragraph 13 in your -- in your
13            statement, was that actually prepared by Mr. Koh?
14                 A.   I would have to look at the first draft,
15            but I think I might have put this in specifically
16            to clarify my thinking and my position in what I
17            did.
18                 Q.   Okay.  And we're going to find that in
19            the draft?
20                 A.   Yeah, we would have to look at the draft
21            and then we could compare the draft and this
22            product.
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We can take a break
24            here.
25                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Off the record.  End
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1            of tape 2, 11:52:05.
2                      (THEREUPON, a lunch recess was taken.)
3                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   Back on the record.
4            This is the beginning of tape No. 3.  The time is
5            1:15:58.
6                      MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  Before we start, I
7            previously instructed the witness not to answer a
8            question about his initial opinion given to
9            Special Agent Dean Smyth of DCIS.  I am still


10            optimistic that we might be able to work something
11            out.  What I am willing to do, since everybody's
12            here in Long Beach, which is not where we're all
13            native, except for Mr. Eastin, is to if people
14            will agree that by disclosing this opinion in this
15            deposition, that that disclosure does not work a
16            further waiver, to the extent any previous waiver
17            has occurred.  I will allow him to answer the
18            question subject to that agreement, if people are
19            willing to live with that, and that would still
20            permit people to argue that they believe that
21            there was a prior waiver based on the government's
22            -- the interaction of the government, FAA
23            personnel and DCIS personnel, but it would not
24            allow anyone to use this deposition as evidence of
25            the waiver.
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:   I'm fine with that.
2                      MR. KOH:  Boeing agrees to that.
3                      MR. ROBISON:  Ducommun agrees.
4                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  So, we've all
5            stipulated no one's going to -- then you can go
6            back and reask your question however you see fit
7            to ask it.
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  And additionally, during
10            the break, you indicated to me that you believe
11            that there was additional materials that the
12            Relators had that I knew of that had not been
13            provided to Mr. Eastin.  Well, I deny that I know
14            that.  If there are things that you want to
15            provide to Mr. Eastin either in this deposition or
16            later, we will -- you know, I will arrange for
17            them to be provided to him for his review.
18                      MR. SKEPNEK:   In our conversation out
19            here?
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Yes.
21                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, what I said to you in
22            our conversation out there was that since last --
23            last winter, I had repeatedly asked you and Mr.
24            Smyth for an opportunity to meet with the FAA
25            person who Mr. Smyth had been talking to, who was
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1            not named to me.  I asked you to identify the name
2            of that person and you refused to do it, and so
3            did Mr. Smyth.  We didn't find out about Mr.
4            Eastin's existence until we received an affidavit
5            from Boeing, and I simply asked you the question
6            why you would disclose his identity and give
7            Boeing access to him when you would not disclose
8            his identity to us and give us access to him.
9            That's what I raised outside in the hallway.
10                      MS. BENTLEY:  But You also said that
11            there were additional materials that you felt I
12            had not provided to him.  If there are such
13            materials, I'm giving you an opportunity either in
14            this deposition or after the deposition to provide
15            them either to me or directly through FAA counsel
16            to the witness, and that remains -- that option
17            remains open.
18                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Okay.  We'll see how far
19            we get today.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Before getting to that, the opinion that
22            you gave Mr. Smyth, I just want to finish up one
23            little thing on paragraph 13 on -- on your
24            statement.
25                 A.   Uh-huh.
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1                 Q.   That's the one in which you say, "In the
2            review I also looked for any evidence of
3            in-service findings."
4                 A.   Uh-huh.
5                 Q.   "I found none."
6                 A.   Yeah.
7                 Q.   And that was -- the only thing we talked
8            about were SDRs in relation to that, correct?  Do
9            you remember the conversation you and I had about


10            that?
11                 A.   As SDRs being a potential source of
12            findings?
13                 Q.   Right.  Right.  And I wanted to know
14            where else you would look for in-service findings
15            other than SDRs?
16                 A.   Again, I confined my data-mining to the
17            information that Mr. Smyth sent.
18                 Q.   I'm sorry, my question was not very well
19            put.
20            I'm not asking where you did look, because I think
21            your testimony is that you limited yourself to the
22            materials that were given to you by Mr. Smyth and
23            by Mr. Koh, correct?
24                 A.   Uh-huh.
25                 Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude.
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1                 A.   No, that's fine.
2                 Q.   No, you need to answer yes.
3                 A.   Yes.
4                 Q.   Okay.
5                      MS. BENTLEY:  Or no.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   Well, I mean, the reason I said you need
8            to answer yes is that I took it that was an yes?
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  That was an attempt at


10            humor and it failed miserably, sorry.
11                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it wasn't quite that
12            funny, but it was --
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  It was a failure, I
14            understand.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   But I just want to know what other places
17            you could look if you were to look for that
18            information?
19                 A.   SDRs are the official source.  Lots of
20            times things come in from operators that an SDR
21            may not even get generated on, but a big source is
22            operator findings.
23                 Q.   And the source of the information for you
24            was Mr. Smyth and Mr. Koh, and neither of them
25            showed you any SDRs?
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1                 A.   I did not see any SDR data.
2                 Q.   Now, could you also look at service
3            bulletins to determine whether or not any of the
4            areas of the aircraft or any of these parts had
5            been -- might have been involved in service
6            bulletins?
7                 A.   That would be a place you could look for
8            service bulletins against those parts.
9                 Q.   Right.
10                 A.   I did not do that.
11                 Q.   And another place you could look would be
12            airworthiness directives?
13                 A.   That would be another place.
14                 Q.   Right.  And if you found cracks or
15            corrosion to parts in the air frame in the areas
16            that these parts were located, those might lead
17            you to further information about the -- of
18            in-service findings?
19                 A.   Not necessarily.  That would depend on
20            the proximity and the behavior of the parts under
21            consideration relative to the areas where the
22            concerns are.
23                 Q.   Absolutely.  I didn't say would, I said
24            could.
25                 A.   Could.
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1                 Q.   Right.  Okay.  And -- but you didn't --
2            you didn't look at any ADs either?
3                 A.   Nothing other than the AD that was part
4            of Dean Smythe's on the intercostal cracking above
5            the air stair.
6                 Q.   And that would --
7                 A.   There was an AD out on that, and that was
8            contained in the information and I did peruse
9            that.
10                 Q.   Okay.  Now, a moment ago as we came back
11            from lunch, Miss Bentley indicated to us that I
12            could ask you what opinion you expressed to Mr.
13            Smyth, so I'm going to ask you some questions
14            about that.
15            When did you first express an opinion to Mr.
16            Smyth?
17                 A.   I would -- it was -- it was probably in
18            the March, April time frame.
19                 Q.   Okay.  And now, at that point in time,
20            you talked about different buckets of information.
21            I take it that you had -- I'm sorry.  In the
22            March, April time frame, I guess this -- I guess
23            you expressed your opinion to Mr. Smyth earlier
24            than April because it had to be earlier than April
25            2nd?
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1                 A.   Because April 2nd was?
2                 Q.   Was the day that Mr. -- Mr. Koh sent his
3            e-mail, right?
4                 A.   Yes, it was earlier than that.
5                 Q.   So, it's earlier than April 2nd and --
6            and so because it was before you had the bucket of
7            stuff from Mr. Koh, right?
8                 A.   That's correct.  All I had was the bucket
9            of stuff from Mr. Smyth.


10                 Q.   Right.  Right.  And you didn't have a
11            bucket of anything from us?
12                      MR. KOH:  Objection, misstates --
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   We're going to get into that.  You didn't
16            -- you made no contact with us, right?
17                 A.   I made no contact with you.
18                 Q.   Right.
19                 A.   But in Mr. Smythe's information that he
20            sent me there were many letters from you.
21                 Q.   Right.
22                 A.   And e-mails.
23                 Q.   We submitted stuff to Mr. Smyth over a
24            period of time. Did you recognize that?
25                 A.   Yes.
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1                 Q.   Okay.  And did you understand from your
2            conversations with Mr. Smyth that the discovery in
3            the case was ongoing, or did you know?
4                 A.   I didn't even know.
5                 Q.   You didn't know.  And so did Mr. Smyth
6            tell you anything about the extent to which the
7            discovery in the case had completed?
8                 A.   No.
9                 Q.   Did he tell you anything about the -- the


10            depositions that had been taken, the documents
11            that had been produced up to that point in time?
12                 A.   No.
13                 Q.   Now, when you expressed your opinion to
14            Mr. Smyth, you had reviewed the materials in the
15            Smyth bucket?
16                 A.   Yes.
17                 Q.   And how much time had you spent reviewing
18            those materials?
19                 A.   I had probably -- I had probably spent
20            about a week.
21                 Q.   So, a week solid?
22                 A.   A week -- probably three days solid,
23            something like that.
24                 Q.   So, 24 hours?  I mean, I don't --
25                 A.   No -- well, yeah.
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1                 Q.   30 hours?
2                 A.   Around 24 hours.  24 hours.  Yeah, 24
3            hours maybe.
4                 Q.   So three eight-hour days?  I don't know
5            what your work schedule is.
6                 A.   The equivalents of three eight-hour days.
7                 Q.   Okay.  And what particular materials do
8            you recall reviewing before expressing an opinion
9            to Mr. Smyth?
10                 A.   I pretty much flipped through everything
11            I had --
12                 Q.   Okay.
13                 A.   -- in that -- in that box.
14                 Q.   And what I want to do is I want to try
15            and find out, as you sit here right now, what it
16            is you recall.  What do you recall being of
17            significance to you from flipping through the
18            materials in the box?
19                 A.   That there wasn't any data.
20                 Q.   No data.  Were there any materials that
21            you reviewed that -- that you paused and had to
22            spend some time looking at or that you thought
23            about?
24                 A.   The only thing that I would say I paused
25            on was the note, the point that there were, I
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1            think it was, 186 discrepant parts.  93 discrepant
2            parts went on line No. 624, or I forget what it
3            was, and there is no record of any MRB action
4            addressing those discrepancies.  That caused me to
5            dig a little deeper into that and see, well, maybe
6            there's something here that there is a little
7            smoke.
8                 Q.   So, what did -- what did -- what digging
9            did you do?
10                 A.   I looked for -- I looked for some
11            connection between discrepancies or squawks and
12            actual MRB tags, and I didn't find anything that I
13            recognized as correlating squawks and their
14            quantification, and then an MRB engineer taking
15            that and doing an engineering evaluation and
16            either saying, you know, yes or no.
17                 Q.   What's a squawk?
18                 A.   I would call a squawk a discrepancy
19            report that someone writes up out in quality as,
20            you know, typically if it -- if it doesn't exactly
21            conform to what the people that wrote the planning
22            paper said should be checked to make sure we're on
23            track with producing this part correctly and
24            you're not exactly on the money, then someone will
25            say, okay, we didn't -- we didn't hit this exactly
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1            right, we're outside of tolerance on this, we
2            didn't pass conductivity, something like that.
3            That would just be a squawk that there has been no
4            further action on.
5                 Q.   So, is a squawk different from an NCR?
6            Are you describing an NCR or are you talking about
7            something different?
8                 A.   Whatever you want to call it.  What I
9            would call it is it's the first level


10            documentation of something looks like it's amiss.
11                 Q.   On a particular part?
12                 A.   On a particular part.
13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what an NCR is?
14                 A.   A non-compliance record.
15                 Q.   Okay.  And so is this squawk something
16            different from an NCR?  Is the -- is the NCR the
17            first level document --
18                 A.   You know, I'm just not that familiar with
19            the term NCR. We used different kinds of paper at
20            -- at McDonald Douglas.
21                 Q.   Well, and what I need to know is you
22            talked about you were looking for discrepancy
23            squawks.
24                 A.   No.
25                 Q.   Okay.  Then I wrote that down wrong.
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1                 A.   Well, what I was -- what I was looking
2            for is evidence of an unsafe condition.  Now,
3            something that might lead you to believe there
4            might be some evidence is something like a squawk.
5            Many squawks never get to the MRB point because
6            they get dispositioned with in-house equivalent of
7            SRMs from manufacturing.
8                 Q.   What's an SRM?
9                 A.   There is lots of squawks that basically


10            get taken care of and don't even get advanced to
11            the MRB world.
12                 Q.   What's an SRM?
13                 A.   An SRM is a standard -- is a structural
14            repair manual, and it's something that's created
15            by the OEM for operators to use to fix problems on
16            the airplane without having to go back to OEM
17            engineering.  It's already like we've already
18            thought about this deficiency and we've considered
19            it and -- and you can -- you can rectify it like
20            this.  In the manufacturing world you usually have
21            a similar mechanism so that certain squawks below
22            a certain noise level automatically get
23            dispositioned based on authority that's already
24            been created by engineering and the equivalent of
25            an SRM.  Different people call that different
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1            stuff, use different nomenclature.
2                 Q.   Okay.  So, there's squawk -- and now, the
3            document that ends up being MRB'd, Material Review
4            Boarded, right?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   Do you understand that that's an NCR, or
7            do you know that?
8                 A.   I don't -- I don't know that.  I know --
9                 Q.   So, you didn't -- when you -- when you
10            met with Mr. Koh, did you ask Mr. Koh how the MRB
11            process worked?
12                 A.   No.
13                 Q.   So, do you know, as you sit here today,
14            whether an NCR is what results in an MRB?  Do you
15            know?
16                 A.   No.
17                 Q.   Okay.  And do you know if Boeing has
18            anything in its quality system that is before MR
19            -- you know, the NCR/MRB step? Do you know if
20            there is another thing that they call a squawk or
21            that is a squawk?  Do you know if that exists?
22                 A.   I don't know.
23                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and so when you -- you
24            learned that there were 186 discrepant parts on a
25            particular line unit, is that what you said?
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1                 A.   No.  I said the point -- the point in
2            there was confusing and I couldn't quite make
3            sense out of it, but it was something like it
4            said, you know, there were 186 discrepant parts,
5            and out of these there is 93 part numbers that got
6            on to line No. 624, or whatever it was.  I think
7            it was a Navy airplane.  And there is no record of
8            an MRB tag addressing the discrepancies associated
9            with those 93 parts.  That was a statement that
10            was made; however, I could not see -- I couldn't
11            find any information that corroborated that.
12                 Q.   Okay.  And where you looked for that
13            information was within the bucket supplied to you
14            by Mr. --
15                 A.   Smyth.
16                 Q.   -- Smyth?  Okay.  And then after you
17            couldn't find that in the bucket provided to you
18            by Mr. Smyth, did you make any other effort to
19            research that issue?
20                 A.   No.
21                 Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't ask Mr. Koh
22            about it?
23                 A.   No.
24                 Q.   And you didn't contact us or ask us about
25            it?
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1                 A.   No.
2                 Q.   Did you know that we were trying to find
3            you?
4                 A.   No.
5                 Q.   You didn't know that?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   Did anybody ever come to you and say, ask
8            whether your name could be given to us?
9                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,


10            foundation.
11                 A.   I don't recall.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than that thing,
14            was there anything else that, you know, that you
15            recall of -- I'm sorry, before we get to that, one
16            other question.
17            The structural repair manual --
18                 A.   I'm using that as an analogy for someone
19            who understands what a structural repair manual
20            is.
21                 Q.   I do, but the structural repair manual is
22            typically used by the operator in his maintenance
23            of the aircraft?
24                 A.   Right.  Correct.
25                 Q.   And what you're saying is that the --
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1            your understanding of the manufacturing system is
2            that the parts suppliers have something equivalent
3            to a structural repair manual?
4                 A.   At McDonald Douglas, and it's kind of a
5            standard business practice, manufacturing
6            typically does not want to have to go back to
7            engineering with every single squawk.  They would
8            like to be able to handle them on their own.  So,
9            usually what happens early in the manufacturing


10            program is that there is a document created that
11            engineering basically has generated that says even
12            though the drawing says this, there are certain
13            things in here that if you're within -- you might
14            be out of tolerance with the drawing, but if
15            you're within these tolerances we've already
16            looked at those discrepancies and you have our
17            authority to disposition those and you don't have
18            to come back to us for engineering sign-on.
19                 Q.   Do you know if there was such a document
20            that was created by Boeing engineering?
21                 A.   No.
22                 Q.   You haven't seen it?
23                 A.   No.
24                 Q.   Are you familiar with -- with the term
25            green-line?
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1                 A.   No.
2                 Q.   So, you're not familiar with any
3            green-lines that Boeing used to -- to disposition
4            discrepant parts?
5                 A.   No, I'm not familiar with that term.
6                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  So, other than this issue
7            about 186, or whatever the number was, discrepant
8            parts on line unit 624, or whatever that number
9            was, was there anything else that stood out to you
10            from your review of the documents in that three
11            days or so of time that you spent on it?
12                 A.   Not -- not relative to what I was looking
13            for, and that was to answer is there a safety
14            issue.  Do you -- if you -- basically the question
15            I got from Dean was would you look at this bucket
16            of data and tell us if you see any safety issues
17            here, even though he posed some questions that I
18            didn't feel related to safety.  So, I said, Dean,
19            this is what I'm going -- I'm going to give you a
20            call on safety.
21                 Q.   Okay.  Now, at the -- at the -- there
22            were three buckets.  The first bucket was from Mr.
23            Smyth, another bucket was from Mr. Koh, but
24            actually there was a third bucket and that was a
25            Power Point presentation that was given to Miss
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1            Gilligan?
2                 A.   Yeah.
3                 Q.   You weren't -- you weren't at that
4            presentation?
5                 A.   No.
6                 Q.   And --
7                 A.   No.
8                 Q.   And was -- other than the Power Point
9            itself, were you given any other materials in that
10            bucket?
11                 A.   No.  I was just sent that presentation.
12                 Q.   Did you -- were you sent any accompanying
13            materials that explained it or expanded upon the
14            issues in it?
15                 A.   No.
16                 Q.   Did you do any investigation of that
17            Power Point?
18                 A.   No.
19                 Q.   So, how much time did you spend reviewing
20            the Power Point?
21                 A.   About as long as it took to look through
22            it, which was maybe 30 minutes.
23                 Q.   And did it raise any questions in your
24            mind?
25                 A.   No.
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1                 Q.   Now, the third bucket would be Mr. Koh's
2            materials?
3                 A.   (Nods head up and down.)
4                 Q.   And -- and those are part of Exhibit --
5            what number is that?
6                 A.   679.
7                 Q.   How much time did you spend reviewing --
8            well, strike that.  Did -- Exhibit 679 is really
9            composed of two different kinds of information.


10            The first are a series of e-mails, and I take it
11            you didn't spend any time reviewing the e-mails of
12            substance?
13                 A.   No.
14                 Q.   Right?
15                 A.   No.
16                 Q.   And then the second part of it is the --
17            well, there is a draft of the report, of your
18            Declaration, and then finally there's the Power
19            Point that Mr. Koh presented.  Now, did you
20            receive that Power Point prior to your meeting
21            with Mr. Koh?
22                 A.   No.
23                 Q.   Who was at that meeting with Mr. Koh?
24                 A.   Myself, Mr. Koh, Terry Khaled, Doug.
25                      MR. ANDERSON:   By telephone.
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1                 A.   By telephone.  Ted, I don't recall his
2            last name, and Dean was on --
3                      MR. ANDERSON:   Telephone.
4                 A.   -- the telephone.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   Dean Smyth?
7                 A.   Smyth was on the telephone.
8                 Q.   So, Dean Smyth was on the phone, Mr.
9            Anderson was on the phone?


10                 A.   Uh-huh.
11                 Q.   Khaled was in person?
12                 A.   Yes.
13                 Q.   Who's Cole?
14                 A.   Steve.
15                 Q.   Oh, I'm sorry, Koh.  I thought it was Nat
16            King Cole.  That was an attempt at humor.  It was
17            not any better than yours.
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Actually it was sounding
19            like Kohl's, the department store, to me, but
20            that's just a shopping reference.
21                      MR. SKEPNEK:   And I'm musical, buy
22            records.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   And then Ted, who did you understand Ted
25            to be?
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1                 A.   A manufacturing -- well, somebody who
2            knew all about ATA.
3                 Q.   Knew all about ATA.  And you understood
4            him to be an engineer?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   Was he physically here?
7                 A.   Yes.
8                 Q.   So, so Mr. Koh and Ted came here?
9                 A.   Yes.
10                 Q.   Did Ted present his credentials to you?
11                 A.   For example?
12                 Q.   For example, I'm the senior scientific
13            officer, you know, you've got -- it's impressive,
14            I mean, you know, what are you -- I'm forgetting
15            what you call yourself.  You're the Chief
16            Scientific and Technical Advisor For Fatigue and
17            Damage Tolerance.  That's credentials.  I want to
18            know what his credentials were?
19                 A.   I don't recall his title.
20                 Q.   Other than engineer?
21                 A.   He -- he discussed some of his background
22            and what he had done, but I don't recall his
23            title.
24                 Q.   Was he an employee of Boeing?
25                 A.   There was an issue of he -- I remember it
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1            was -- he was either going to retire or he had
2            retired and he had come back, I don't recall.
3                 Q.   How does Gladhill sound to you?  Was it
4            Mr. Gladhill?
5                 A.   I don't recall.
6                 Q.   Happy Mountain?
7                 A.   I don't recall.
8                 Q.   That was another attempt at a joke, but
9            it was Mr. Gladhill's joke, not mine.  So, what
10            did Mr. Gladhill tell you about ATA?  I'm sorry,
11            not Mr. Gladhill.  I'm assuming that.  It may not
12            be true.  What did Ted tell you about ATA?
13                 A.   He basically walked -- walked us through
14            the slides and explained ATA as a assembly
15            philosophy and, you know, how it worked.
16                 Q.   Okay.  Did -- did he tell you that Boeing
17            actually had documents that described ATA?
18                 A.   I don't recall.
19                 Q.   Would it surprise you to learn that
20            Boeing has documents that describe ATA?
21                 A.   Not at all.
22                 Q.   You'd expect Boeing to have documents
23            that describe ATA, would you not?
24                 A.   Yes, I would.
25                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Would you get me 602?
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Well, let's find out what Mr. Gladhill --
3            did you think Mr. Gladhill was being candid with
4            you about ATA and what it meant?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   You believed him?
7                 A.   Yes.
8                 Q.   And in fact, the reason it was relevant
9            to know what ATA meant, what ATA is, is because if


10            you look at Exhibit 603, you look over here and it
11            says this drawing contains Advanced Technology
12            Assembly locations?
13                 A.   Correct.
14                 Q.   Right.  And so you understood that since
15            that's on the drawing, that's important?
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object to form and
17            foundation.
18                      MR. KOH:  Object.
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   Right?
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.
22                 A.   Yes.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Right.  It's part of the drawing.  And
25            so, you need to know, to know what ATA -- what
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1            that means, you have to know what Boeing means by
2            ATA, or Advanced Technology Assembly?
3                 A.   Correct.
4                 Q.   Now, what did he tell you Advanced
5            Technology Assembly means?
6                 A.   It's a -- I'm paraphrasing him.  I can't
7            remember his exact words, but I came away, my
8            conclusion was, based on what he said, that ATA
9            was a manufacturing assembly philosophy.


10                 Q.   Did he --
11                 A.   It's a way -- it's a way to bring parts
12            together.
13                 Q.   So, does -- now, manufacturing assembly,
14            is assembly the only aspect of manufacturing or
15            are there others?
16                 A.   There's others.
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
19                 Q.   Right.  What are the other aspects of
20            manufacturing other than assembly?
21                 A.   Fabrication.
22                 Q.   Okay.  What about design?
23                 A.   No.
24                 Q.   Okay.  So, fabrication and assembly would
25            both be aspects of manufacturing?
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1                 A.   Yes.
2                 Q.   Now, did -- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted tell
3            you that ATA applied only to assembly?
4                 A.   I don't recall if he said those exact
5            words, but that certainly would be my observation.
6            And based on my past experience, ATA is all about
7            assembly.
8                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, you reached the conclusion
9            from your conversation or your meeting with Mr.
10            Koh and Ted that ATA did not have to do with
11            fabrication?
12                      MR. KOH:  Objection.
13                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Form?
14                      MR. KOH:  It misstates what he just said.
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, then, okay, form.
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
17                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
19                 Q.   I just want to know if Mr. -- Mr. -- or
20            Ted and Mr. Koh, in their meeting, left you with
21            the impression that ATA did not have anything to
22            do with fabrication?
23                 A.   What do you mean when you say do not have
24            anything to do with?
25                 Q.   Well, that -- okay.  You had said that
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1            ATA was a manufacturing assembly process, correct?
2                 A.   It's a philosophy.
3                 Q.   Philosophy.  Is that a -- is it -- is it
4            a process?
5                 A.   I would say at the highest level it is a
6            philosophy, as opposed to hard tooling, other ways
7            to bring parts together.  It is a way, but not the
8            only way.
9                 Q.   A way.  A way of what?
10                 A.   Of bringing parts together, of assembling
11            parts.
12                 Q.   Okay.  So, it is a manufacturing assembly
13            philosophy?
14                 A.   That's what I would call it.
15                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and then I asked you
16            whether manufacturing includes something, anything
17            other than assembly, and you said that there's
18            another aspect of manufacturing and that would be
19            fabrication?
20                 A.   In my mind, when I say fabrication, I
21            reserve, and everybody may not do this, I reserve
22            that for individual part creation is fabrication,
23            and then assembly is when you bring more than --
24            well, two or more parts together, and then
25            manufacturing would be kind of all of that stuff.
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1                 Q.   Right.  Both the --
2                 A.   Just to get an understanding of
3            semantics.
4                 Q.   Right, and that's what I'm trying --
5            that's what I'm trying to get to.  And I think we
6            understand each other because I think I understand
7            that in your conception of manufacturing,
8            manufacturing contemplates both fabrication and
9            assembly?


10                 A.   Right.
11                 Q.   And -- and you are limiting ATA, as I
12            understand, to the assembly aspect of
13            manufacturing?
14                 A.   I'm not sure what you mean when you say
15            limiting.
16                 Q.   Well, I mean that ATA does not -- ATA is
17            not concerned with fabrication?
18                 A.   Let me clarify my thoughts.
19                 Q.   Okay.
20                 A.   If you're going to follow an ATA
21            philosophy, which I would say, simply stated, is
22            you're going to assemble parts by using key
23            characteristics on those parts, like holes in this
24            specific case.  If that's the approach you're
25            going to use, then you have to put the holes in
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1            the right places at the fab level when you fab the
2            parts that are going to come together later on.
3            So, in that sense you could say ATA has an impact
4            on the engineering drawings because those holes
5            need to be there for assembly, but they don't need
6            to be there for anything other than that.
7                 Q.   Okay.  And so -- and so to make -- to
8            make it clear, my question is whether you
9            understood, from your conversation with Ted,


10            whether you understood that ATA required any
11            particular fabrication processes?
12                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.  I objected
13            that it was asked and already answered.
14                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can still answer the
15            question, but you got to take your hand away from
16            your mouth.
17                 A.   Other than you need -- if manufacturing
18            needs these key characteristics to assemble the
19            part, then those things need to be put on the
20            part, whether they're holes or notches or whatever
21            they happen to be, and people use different key
22            characteristics to bring parts together.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   There can be key characteristics of angle
25            to the part?
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1                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
2                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   Do you know?
5                 A.   You can -- you can -- I have seen people
6            leverage inherent key characteristics to
7            facilitate ATA.
8                 Q.   Well, you used -- you used the phrase key
9            characteristics is something that is used in ATA
10            to put the holes in the right places.  Using key
11            characteristics --
12                 A.   The holes, the holes would be the key
13            characteristics.
14                 Q.   Okay.  So, the only key characteristics
15            for ATA would be the holes?
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   If I'm getting you right.  I'm trying to
19            understand.
20                 A.   For these -- for these particular parts,
21            what I -- my observation is that the things that
22            are important to get these parts assembled and
23            what manufacturing is relying on is these holes,
24            which I would call key characteristics that
25            facilitate ATA assembly.
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1                 Q.   Okay.  So, when you say key
2            characteristics, you're talking about the holes?
3                 A.   Yeah.
4                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and your understanding of
5            the holes as being the key characteristics is
6            based upon what Ted told you?  And if there's
7            more, that's what I'm trying to get to.
8                 A.   I've seen -- I've seen ATA before I even
9            talked to Ted. When I talk to people about this
10            and people ask me what is ATA, I said have you
11            ever assembled a piece of Ikea furniture?
12                 Q.   Okay.  So, it's Ikea furniture to you?
13                      MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer.
14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm sorry, I thought he
15            had.  I'm not -- I think the record is going to
16            show that I was not being --
17                 A.   When I'm trying to explain it to a layman
18            on what -- it's very simple.  You're not -- you're
19            not having to build a hard jig to hold parts.  You
20            pre-drill the parts, so when you assemble them you
21            just line up the holes, peg it together, and then
22            finish whatever processes you need to -- you need
23            to finish up.  So, it's -- you know, that's the --
24            that's the simplistic analogy that I would use to
25            explain.  When people say what's the ATA
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1            philosophy that you're talking about to assemble
2            stuff, I say, well, you see it in a lot of -- in
3            a lot of cases.  It's -- it's not anything that's
4            magical and new.  The basic philosophy has been
5            very common for years.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, based on your -- based
8            upon your experience and on what Ted told you,
9            your conclusion was that ATA was the use of key


10            characteristic holes to put parts together?
11                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   Tell me where I'm wrong.  Tell me where
14            I'm wrong. Obviously I -- obviously I didn't pass
15            the Koh test, so tell me where I'm wrong.
16                      MR. KOH:  No, my objection is that you
17            didn't exhaust all the sources of his information.
18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I'm getting there.
19                      MR. KOH:  It sounded like that was
20            implicit in your question.
21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
22                 Q.   No, no, no, no.  I want to know all of
23            your sources of information about ATA, and I've
24            got two sources of information so far about ATA
25            and I want to exhaust them.  I've got -- I've got
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1            Mr. Koh and his engineer, Ted.  That's one source.
2            Your experience, your general experience in the
3            industry is another source, and I want to run
4            through them all.  Give us all of them.
5                 A.   Okay.  The term ATA was not familiar to
6            me.  We used a philosophy on some assemblies on
7            some parts to bring parts together based on key
8            characteristics.  When Mr. Koh and Ted told us
9            what ATA is, it was, okay, I've seen this before.


10            It wasn't called ATA, but I understand what you're
11            doing.
12                 Q.   Okay.  So, that's your prior experience,
13            and I'm trying to get beyond Mr. Koh and Ted and
14            prior experience.  What else was there that
15            informed you about ATA?
16                      MR. KOH:  I just have a  - I have an
17            objection that in the room we have a huge stack of
18            documents that he said he reviewed.
19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, and I'm going to get
20            to that in a minute.  I'm trying to get to what he
21            remembered, and I think you understand -- I mean,
22            you're trying to tell him that he should refer to
23            something else.
24                      MR. KOH:  I am not.
25                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Do you want to just go
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1            ahead and tell him?
2                      MR. KOH:  No.  I'm objecting that I think
3            it's misleading to the witness.
4                      MS. BENTLEY:  I think for everyone this
5            will go a lot faster if we limit the speaking
6            objections.
7                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
8                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, Mr. Koh is trying to
9            suggest to you that there's a stack of stuff over
10            here that you should look in, in answer to my
11            question.  And if that's true, that's where I was
12            going next.  I was going to have you look through
13            the stack and tell us what else in the stack might
14            have informed you about ATA. But as you sit here
15            today, having done a Declaration about a month,
16            two months ago now about this, I'm trying to find
17            out what you know, as you sit here today, about
18            ATA and your sources of it?
19                 A.   Okay.  Another -- in -- in Smyth's bucket
20            of data --
21                 Q.   Uh-huh.
22                 A.   -- there was also some Boeing documents
23            that talked about ATA.
24                 Q.   Right.
25                 A.   Which I read through.
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1                 Q.   So, you read through -- you read through
2            -- and I think I've seen there.  I think there's a
3            thing in there called the ATA Design Guide, the
4            Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide for
5            New/Emerging Programs.  Did you see that?
6                 A.   Yes.
7                 Q.   And you read that?
8                 A.   Yes.
9                 Q.   And you carefully considered it?
10                 A.   Yes.
11                 Q.   And you incorporated it into your
12            opinion?
13                 A.   Not the opinion about unsafe condition.
14                 Q.   What -- what opinion did you incorporate
15            it into?
16                 A.   Into -- in the Declaration, I made some
17            statements about the ATA process.
18                 Q.   And -- and what -- what -- what
19            statements about the ATA process did you make that
20            you incorporated that into?
21                 A.   Okay.  Well, I'll give you the paragraph.
22                 Q.   It's paragraph 11, I think.
23                 A.   Yes.  So, based on my past experience,
24            the meeting with Steve Koh and Ted, and the Boeing
25            information that I had from -- from Dean Smyth's
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1            bucket of information, it just continued to
2            reinforce my observation that, well, look at the
3            acronym, ATA assembly.  It's all about assembly.
4            And when I read the Boeing documents, the whole
5            thrust was assembly.  Now, the parts do need stuff
6            to facilitate this, but ATA is all about assembly.
7            That's what I came away with.
8                 Q.   Okay.  And you reached the conclusion
9            from your review of the Boeing documents and Mr.


10            Koh and Ted and your prior experience that the
11            only key characteristics were holes, right?
12                 A.   For these particular parts.
13                 Q.   And you're talking about the parts
14            involved in our case?
15                 A.   Well, this one right here, for example.
16                 Q.   Well, for instance, on Exhibit 603, which
17            is in front of you, does Exhibit 603 call out any
18            key characteristics?
19                 A.   It locates the holes.
20                 Q.   Well, is there actually something on
21            there that says key characteristics?
22                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  The document speaks
23            for itself.
24                      MR. SKEPNEK:  You're right, it does, and
25            I'm asking him whether it speaks to key
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1            characteristics.
2                 A.   I don't know if it uses those terms.
3            That's my term.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   And -- and your term is based on what?
6            Was it based on what Ted and Mr. Koh told you?
7                 A.   That's what we used to call those things
8            that you used to bring parts together.
9                 Q.   Well, look over here.  Do you see key


10            characteristics?
11                 A.   Uh-huh.
12                 Q.   That would be a yes?  Is that yes?
13                 A.   I don't -- I wouldn't -- I don't know if
14            that's in the same context or not.
15                 Q.   Let me first ask, before we get to
16            context, let's first ask whether the drawing says
17            key characteristics?
18                 A.   Yes, it does say key characteristic.
19                 Q.   And it has three of them, right?
20                 A.   Yeah.
21                 Q.   So, that would be plural, key
22            characteristics.  There are three key
23            characteristic, right?
24                 A.   Okay.
25                 Q.   And this is -- we're looking at Kuss
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1            Exhibit No. 603.  Do you see that?
2                 A.   Uh-huh.
3                 Q.   I'm sorry, I don't mean to be rude, yes?
4                 A.   Yes.
5                 Q.   And -- and -- and so is today the first
6            day that you've noticed that this drawing, 603, or
7            any of the part drawings say key characteristics?
8                 A.   Yes, I think it is.
9                 Q.   Do you know whether all of the part
10            drawings contain a box that identifies key
11            characteristics?
12                 A.   No.
13                      MR. KOH:  Do you mind if I take a look at
14            that?
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.
16                      MR. KOH:  Thank you.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Now -- now, from your review of the
19            materials, did you -- did you reach the conclusion
20            that for Boeing, ATA was viewed as a comprehensive
21            overhaul to the current manufacturing processes at
22            Boeing?  Did you know that?
23                      MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,
24            foundation.
25                 A.   I have heard people say that, but did I
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1            know that?  That's a claim.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   How would you determine whether it's a
4            claim that's true or not?
5                 A.   When you get to the point that that's the
6            only way that you assemble aircraft from front
7            bulkhead to aft bulkhead, then I think you could
8            say that is a complete overhaul.  But if you're
9            only doing it with parts of the airplane and other
10            parts you're not using ATA, then I wouldn't call
11            it an overhaul.
12                 Q.   Did you -- did you research Boeing's own
13            engineering documents to determine whether Boeing
14            engineers described it as a fabrication process
15            variability control?
16                 A.   No.
17                 Q.   Do you know what a process variability
18            control is?
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
20                 A.   I believe I do.
21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
22                 Q.   Do you know what HVC is?
23                 A.   I'm not familiar with that acronym.
24                 Q.   Hardware variability control, are you
25            familiar with that?
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1                 A.   Not -- no, I can't say that I am.
2                 Q.   Did you -- did you -- were you given the
3            Boeing document, the Boeing process, HVC process
4            documentation document that is described as
5            D681654, were you given that?
6                 A.   I don't recall.  Don't recall.
7                 Q.   Were you told that the Boeing process,
8            HVC process capability document was applicable to
9            the Renton final assembly and all of its


10            supporting organizations, including Boeing
11            suppliers for the 737NG aircraft?  Were you told
12            that?
13                 A.   No.
14                 Q.   Do you know what the requirements of HVC
15            are?
16                 A.   No.
17                 Q.   Do you know -- were you told by Boeing or
18            by Mr. Koh or by Ted that the foundation to ATA is
19            hardware variability control, HVC?  Were you told
20            that --
21                 A.   No.
22                 Q.   Were you told by Mr. Koh or by Ted that
23            tolerance analysis is required to determine the
24            feasibility and requirements for ATA details and
25            assemblies?
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1                 A.   No.
2                 Q.   Were you told that a tolerance analysis
3            must be based on documented preferred
4            manufacturing processes and capabilities?  Were
5            you told that?
6                 A.   I don't recall.
7                 Q.   Were you told that the design fabrication
8            and assembly using ATA manufacturing methods
9            require that process capabilities be understood


10            and that some processes must be under statistical
11            process control?  Were you told that?
12                 A.   I don't recall.
13                 Q.   Would that be significant to you?
14                 A.   No.
15                 Q.   It wouldn't be.  Were you told that the
16            ATA Design Guide -- did you actually review it?
17            Did you actually read it?
18                 A.   I -- I did go through it.  I picked stuff
19            out.
20                 Q.   What stuff did you pick out?
21                 A.   I picked the stuff out that tried -- the
22            definition of ATA, I picked out that, when they
23            were trying to -- what is this beast that -- I
24            picked that out.  Okay, I tried to understand, you
25            know, what is this thing they called ATA.
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1                 Q.   Okay.  Well, let's -- I know that's in
2            here and let's find it.  Just take us a second
3            because I know that a minute ago when I was
4            looking through here I saw that.
5            Going through the stack of materials that we were
6            given just a minute ago, that would be among the
7            things that you reviewed, and here I found it.
8            It's -- it's actually in a letter -- it's in an
9            envelope from me to Mr. Smyth dated -- I don't
10            have a date on it. I can't see a date, but I'll
11            hand you that.  Is that your handwritten note on
12            there?
13                 A.   No.
14                 Q.   Let's move it up here.  It's a sticky.
15            Now --
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  That is mine identifying a
17            letter that was taken out of the packet.
18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Do you want it -- do
19            you want it back?
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  No, I want -- but you
21            didn't know what the date is.  That is the date.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   Okay, so, so this is a -- counsel has
24            indicated that this came together with a letter
25            from me dated December 14th, 2009.  Do you recall
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1            seeing the letter --
2                 A.   Yes.
3                 Q.   -- from me?
4                 A.   Yes.
5                 Q.   So you knew who I was?
6                 A.   Yes.
7                 Q.   You knew my address and phone number and
8            e-mail?
9                 A.   Yes.
10                 Q.   Okay.  Now, what is that document that
11            you're looking at?
12                 A.   Advanced Technology Assembly Design Guide
13            for New/Emerging Programs.
14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Would you get Exhibit 590?
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Did you look at that?
17                 A.   I flipped through it.
18                 Q.   Well, what did you -- what did you see
19            when you flipped through it?
20                 A.   I didn't see anything relative to
21            evidence of an unsafe condition.
22                 Q.   Well --
23                 A.   It did give me a better knowledge of what
24            ATA was all about.
25                 Q.   Well, why don't you tell us what you
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1            looked at in there that gave you knowledge of what
2            ATA was about?  And here's what I'm -- I just want
3            to make sure that we're looking at the same thing.
4            This has been previously marked as an exhibit in
5            this case, Exhibit 590.  Am I showing you Exhibit
6            590?  Is that the same thing that you looked at?
7                 A.   Looks like it.
8                 Q.   Okay.
9                 A.   Looks like it.


10                 Q.   So, as you look at Exhibit 590 --
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Counsel, when the -- when
12            the court reporter prepares the booklet, will the
13            exhibits be attached?
14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  We can talk about that
15            later.  I don't know.
16                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yes.
17                      MS. BENTLEY:   Okay.  We will have to
18            have those.  Thank you.
19                 A.   What I got out of this were these --
20            these were things  you had to think about if you
21            were going to be successful with ATA and the
22            design of individual parts.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   What were the things you had to think
25            about?
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1                 A.   Well, the shape and the dimensions and
2            where you located these things to bring parts
3            together, et cetera, et cetera.
4                 Q.   What's an abstract?  What's an abstract?
5                 A.   What's an abstract?
6                 Q.   Right.
7                 A.   Would be just --
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
9                 A.   -- a quick overview of the document.


10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   Okay.  Well, go to -- before you go to
12            the abstract of that document, let me show you
13            Exhibit 602.  Were you shown Exhibit 602?
14                 A.   I don't recall it.
15                 Q.   It says, "Advanced Technology Assembly is
16            marketed as a strategic plan for aircraft
17            manufacturing at Wichita Division."  This is a
18            Boeing document.  Do you see that -- do you see
19            that stamp down and the BTL 1084.  That means that
20            when we went and looked at the Boeing Technical
21            Library, this is a document that we pulled out of
22            the Boeing Technical Library.
23            So, did-- did Mr. -- Ted, did Ted show you this
24            document which is Boeing's own description of ATA?
25                 A.   I don't recall seeing this; however, this
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1            reinforces my feelings.
2                 Q.   Okay.
3                 A.   Because everything about it, shim
4            elimination, simplified tooling, flow production,
5            this is all about assembly.
6                 Q.   What about -- what about the last bullet
7            -- what does it say assembly, fabrication process
8            variability control?
9                 A.   It says the big thing is assembly.
10            That's where the bang for the buck is here is
11            assembly, assembly, assembly.
12                 Q.   So, what about where it says fabrication
13            process variability control, are you ignoring
14            that?
15                 A.   I'm not ignoring that, but that's just,
16            to me, to me, that's a -- just an empowering thing
17            that you need to do to really get at the crux of
18            the issue, which is assembly.  Assembly flow,
19            tooling and things like that.
20                 Q.   Well, how does HVC apply to the assembly?
21                 A.   I don't have a clue.
22                 Q.   Well, it says, it says, "The foundation
23            to ATA is hardware variability control."  Is that
24            what it says?
25                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
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1                 A.   I am -- I am trying to tell you my
2            opinion and how I arrived at my opinion.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   Is -- are you familiar with the Latin
5            term ipse dixit?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   That it is so because I say it's so; are
8            you familiar with that at all?
9                 A.   I've heard that in English, yes.
10                 Q.   Okay.  So, it's so because I say it's so.
11            Now --
12                      MR. ROBISON:  I object.  Argumentative.
13                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Well, it's kind of hard to
14            be argumentative until I get it out.  I'll give
15            you a chance to say it again.
16                      MR. ROBISON:  I'm ready.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   So, your opinion about -- about ATA, is
19            your opinion based upon the documents from Boeing
20            that describe ATA, or is that opinion based upon
21            because you say it's so?
22                      MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form and
23            foundation.
24                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
25                      MR. ROBISON:   And argumentative.
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1                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join in the argumentative.
2                 A.   It's based on my interpretation of what I
3            have read, including Boeing documents.  You know,
4            what's the bottom line? What are people trying to
5            accomplish?  It's all about assembling airplanes
6            any more efficient, fast, less expensive process.
7                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
8                 Q.   Let's go to the abstract on page 2 of the
9            Boeing design guide.  Why don't you read that?


10                 A.   This further reinforces --
11                 Q.   Good, read it.
12                 A.   -- my feeling because it says,
13            "Successful ATA is dependent on the accuracy of
14            the detail parts key features." They're two
15            different things.  There's the parts that come in
16            and then there's the ATA.  So, in my mind, ATA is
17            assembly, and you need to do certain things to the
18            parts to be successful at it. But if you want to
19            know what ATA is, it's all about assembly.
20                 Q.   Well, go ahead and read the rest of that?
21            What does it say?
22                 A.   "A tolerance analysis is required" --
23                 Q.   No, let's read the whole paragraph.
24            "Successful ATA," go ahead from there. "Successful
25            ATA is" --
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1                 A.   "Dependent on the accuracy of the detail
2            parts key features."
3                 Q.   Okay.  Now, do you know what a key
4            feature is?
5                 A.   I think I do.
6                 Q.   What's a key feature?
7                 A.   I would say these holes in these parts
8            are an example of a key feature.
9                 Q.   But are there other key features?


10                 A.   There could be.
11                 Q.   Do you know what they might be?
12                      MR. KOH:  Object.  Lack of foundation.
13                 A.   I won't speculate.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   But you've given opinions about what ATA
16            means, and I want to know what you think that
17            means when it says "dependent on the accuracy of
18            the detail parts key features."  You've said holes
19            are key features.  I want to know if there are
20            other key features other than holes?
21                      MR. KOH:  Asked and answered.
22                 A.   Yeah, I think I answered that.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Well, are key features and key
25            characteristics the same thing?  Because if you
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1            have, then you've answered the question already.
2                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
3            foundation, argumentative.
4                 A.   These things that we're talking about
5            that it says have to be accurate, whatever it is
6            that the ATA process is dependent upon, those
7            things have to be right, whatever you want to call
8            them.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   Okay.  So, those might be -- those might
11            be the surface of the part?
12                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
14                 Q.   You don't know?
15                 A.   Perhaps.  It depends on -- it depends on
16            the part.
17                 Q.   And to know that, you would have to look
18            at the drawing for the part, right?
19                 A.   Exactly.
20                 Q.   Right.  So, the drawing for the part says
21            what are the key features or key characteristics?
22                 A.   I don't know enough about these
23            particular parts to be able to say exactly what it
24            is that has to be exactly right to have a
25            successful ATA.
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1                 Q.   The next sentence reads:  "A tolerance
2            analysis is required to determine the feasibility
3            and requirements for ATA details and assemblies."
4            What does that mean?
5                 A.   I'm not sure.
6                 Q.   The next sentence says, "The tolerance
7            analysis shall be based upon documented preferred
8            manufacturing processes and capabilities."  Do you
9            know what that means?
10                 A.   No.
11                 Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing process
12            is?
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   Do you know what a manufacturing
15            capability is?
16                 A.   Yes.
17                 Q.   How would you assess -- how would you
18            assess manufacturing processes and capabilities?
19                 A.   What I don't know is what does documented
20            preferred imply.  I don't know what that means.
21                 Q.   When you read the -- this ATA Design
22            Guide as you were -- as you were -- this -- was
23            this during the 24 hours or so that you spent
24            studying this before you gave an opinion to Mr. --
25                 A.   Uh-huh.
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1                 Q.   -- Smyth?
2                 A.   Yes.
3                 Q.   Well, when you -- when you did that, did
4            you -- did you try and determine what that means?
5                 A.   No.
6                 Q.   It says "design, fabrication and assembly
7            using ATA manufacturing methods."  Did I read that
8            right?
9                 A.   I guess, yeah, you read the words right.


10                 Q.   "Require that process capabilities be
11            understood and some processes must be under
12            statistical process control."  Did I read that
13            right?
14                 A.   You got the words right.
15                 Q.   Can you tell us what that means?
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
17                      MR. KOH:   Join.  Lack of foundation.
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  You can answer.
19                 A.   It means you need to control the process
20            and make sure these things that need to be right
21            are right.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   Now, you -- you've expressed the opinion
24            that ATA does not require machine tooling or
25            computerized tooling.  You've expressed that
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1            opinion.
2                 A.   I don't think I said that.
3                 Q.   What did you say?
4                 A.   I said that ATA is a approach to assembly
5            parts that can minimize the need for rigid tools
6            and fixtures and, therefore, reduce -- potentially
7            reduce time and costs and et cetera, et cetera.
8                 Q.   Well, are you -- are you telling us -- do
9            you know whether ATA requires computerized


10            machining of the parts?  Can you tell us?
11                 A.   In my opinion -- can I give an opinion?
12            ATA would not require computerized fabrication of
13            the parts.
14                 Q.   And the basis for that opinion is what?
15                 A.   As long as you locate these things that
16            are important to be successful at ATA, in my
17            opinion, it wouldn't matter how you created them
18            as long as they're right.
19                 Q.   Does it matter what the engineers who
20            drew -- who drew the drawings, made the drawings
21            and what they put on the drawings, does it matter
22            what they say?
23                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can
25            answer.
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1                 A.   Does it matter what they say?
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Yeah.
4                 A.   Maybe.
5                 Q.   Does it matter what the drawings say?
6                 A.   It matters what the drawings say.
7                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
8                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
9                 Q.   Right.  So, what they say after the fact
10            about the drawings is not what's important, it
11            matters what the drawings say?
12                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
13                      MS. BENTLEY:   Foundation.
14                      MR. ROBISON:  Argumentative.
15                 A.   Most drawings make allowances so that
16            manufacturing planning can choose what they feel
17            is the most optimum way to manufacture parts.
18            It's not the purview of design engineering to make
19            the call on how things are fabbed or assembled.
20            That's my experience.
21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
22                 Q.   Do you see right here?  Can you look in
23            this box right here?  Do you see an S-3?
24                 A.   Yeah.
25                 Q.   Do you know what that means?
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1                 A.   No.  I couldn't say I know what that
2            means.
3                 Q.   Can you see it better that way?
4                 A.   Yes, I see the S-3, yes.
5                 Q.   So that's a flag note.  Do you know what
6            a flag note is?
7                 A.   It's a note in a flag.
8                 Q.   Well, when there's a flag note on a
9            drawing, what does that mean?
10                 A.   It's part of the drawing.
11                 Q.   So, so, do we need to know what that flag
12            note means before we start interpreting the
13            drawing?
14                 A.   Certainly manufacturing would need to
15            understand what that meant so they can put
16            together the build paper to build the part.
17                 Q.   Right.  Do you need to know what that
18            means for you to understand what the engineering
19            requirements are?
20                 A.   Do I need to know it?
21                 Q.   Yeah.
22                 A.   Not necessarily.
23                 Q.   Well --
24                 A.   For me --
25                 Q.   Where would you go to find out what --
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1                      MR. ROBISON:  Let him finish his answer,
2            Bill.
3                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I actually think he
4            jumped in on me, but fine, you know.  This is, by
5            the way, being videotaped.  So if you're going to
6            try and make a record that I'm being abusive to
7            the witness, then you're going to fail in it
8            because I'm not.
9                      MR. ROBISON:  Real simple.  Let him


10            finish.  Don't step on him.
11                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I didn't step on him.
12            Okay.  Now, what was the last question?
13                      MS. BENTLEY:   Mr. Eastin, you have to
14            let counsel finish his question and he will afford
15            you the same courtesy.
16                      THE WITNESS:  Okay.
17                      THE REPORTER:   The last question was:
18            "Where would you go to find out what" --
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   Where would we go to find out what S-3
21            means?  Where would you look?
22                 A.   I'm not -- I don't know with Boeing's
23            drawing system.
24                 Q.   Well, did Mr. Koh or Ted tell you where
25            you'd look to find out what S-3 means?
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1                 A.   I don't recall.
2                 Q.   Well, this says ATA on the drawing,
3            right?
4                 A.   Yeah, it's an advanced assembly piece of
5            -- it's an advanced assembly part.  It's basically
6            telling the world that we are going to assemble
7            this part with the ATA philosophy, so there are
8            things in here that need to be right.
9                 Q.   Right.  So, so, might you -- might you


10            not look at Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide?
11            You think there might be some help for you in
12            that?
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
14            foundation.
15                      MR. KOH:  Join.
16                 A.   Certainly the designer who's laying this
17            thing out needs to be cognizant of this.
18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
19                 Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out
20            need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
21                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
22                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
23                 Q.   Is that what you said?
24                      MR. KOH:  Lack of foundation.
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Would the designer who's laying it out
3            need to be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
4                 A.   I would say it would be a good idea.
5                 Q.   Would the liaison engineers who
6            disposition parts on Material Review Board, should
7            they be cognizant of the ATA Design Guide?
8                      MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.
9                      MR. KOH:  Join.
10                 A.   Let me think about that.  I would say not
11            necessarily.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   What if the MRB -- what if there is a
14            statistical tolerancing approach for MRB
15            evaluation that's discussed in the ATA Design
16            Guide?
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objections.
18                      MR. KOH:  Join.
19                 A.   In my experience, when you get -- when
20            you get to the -- at the end of the day when you
21            have to make a decision on whether this part that
22            has a discrepancy can be, you know, how to
23            disposition it, it basically becomes an issue of
24            quantitatively defining what the part is, what the
25            dimensions are, holes, whatever it is, and what
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1            those mean relative to the type design
2            requirements.  And however this part got made, I
3            would say might be interesting, but at the end of
4            the day it's what's the physical condition of the
5            part.
6                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
7                 Q.   Well, let's --
8                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  One minute on tape.
9                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay, take a break.
10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
11                      {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
12                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
13            The time is 2:20:43.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   Okay.  Now, we've been looking at FS-3,
16            flag note 3?
17                 A.   Uh-huh, okay.
18                 Q.   And -- and then if you go to page 8, in
19            Exhibit 590, the ATA Design Guide, do you find
20            FLS-3?
21                 A.   Uh-huh.
22                 Q.   Flag note S-3.  It says, "Features
23            identified as statistically toleranced shall be
24            produced with statistical process controls."  Do
25            you see that?
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1                 A.   Uh-huh.
2                 Q.   What does that mean?
3                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object.  That's an
4            incomplete reading of the flag note.
5                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form foundation.
6                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm not finished with it.
7            I'm going sentence-by-sentence.  I'm going to go
8            through every word of it.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:


10                 Q.   What does that first sentence mean?
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
12                 A.   Well, just what it said.  It's talking
13            about statistical process controls.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   So, does that mean that this part, this
16            part that's described by Exhibit 603, is to be
17            produced with statistical process controls?
18                      MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.
19            Object to the form.
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
21                 A.   I'm not -- I don't know -- I don't know
22            the Boeing drawings enough to be able to answer
23            this line of questions. You're going to a level of
24            detail that I'm just going to have to basically
25            say I don't know.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Well, now, I don't want Mr. Koh to be
3            throwing rocks at me if I don't go through the
4            next -- the rest of flag note S-3 --
5                 A.   You can go through every note you want
6            and I'm going to just have to say I don't know.
7                 Q.   So, in your understanding and
8            interpretation of ATA, you don't know what flag
9            note S-3 means?


10                 A.   No.
11                 Q.   On page 8, page 8 of the ATA Design
12            Guide, Exhibit 590. Is that what we're looking at?
13                 A.   Yeah.
14                 Q.   Okay.  Get 643.  I'll hand you what's
15            already been marked and identified by Mr. Paul
16            Wolfe in a deposition a few weeks ago, less than a
17            few weeks ago, up in Seattle as Exhibit 643.  Were
18            you shown Exhibit 643?
19                 A.   Not that I recall.
20                 Q.   What's it called, HVC Process
21            Documentation.  Do you see that?
22                 A.   Yes.
23                 Q.   Do you recognize it as a Boeing document?
24                 A.   Yes.
25                 Q.   It's actually signed off by Mr. Wolfe.
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1            Do you see that two lines up from the bottom?
2                 A.   Uh-huh.
3                 Q.   And --
4                 A.   Yes.
5                 Q.   Now, going back to the ATA Design Guide,
6            actually I want -- what happened to Exhibit 602 --
7            602, is that one page?  Right there, there it is.
8            Exhibit 602 says the foundation -- the foundation
9            of -- it says foundation -- my bifocals are
10            getting me right there.  I can't quite read it.
11            Could you read that?
12                 A.   "The foundation of ATA is hardware
13            variability control."
14                 Q.   And then we're looking at Exhibit 643,
15            and -- and will these documents typically have a
16            definition of the scope of the document?  In other
17            words, what it applies to?
18                 A.   Uh-huh.
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Go to page 8 of Exhibit 643.  See a scope
22            provision there?
23                 A.   Uh-huh.
24                 Q.   It says what?
25                 A.   "This document is applicable to the
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1            Renton final Assembly," with a Big A, assembly,
2            "and all of its supporting organizations,
3            including Boeing suppliers."
4                 Q.   It supports references 1 through 3 and
5            provides concepts, methods and responsibilities
6            required to implement and sustain hardware
7            variability control, correct?
8                 A.   Right, yeah.
9                 Q.   And do you understand that the final
10            assembly of the 737NG aircraft is in Renton?
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
12                 A.   Yes.
13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
14                 Q.   And then when you look at -- when you
15            look at the ATA Design Guide, Exhibit 590, do you
16            see the key words, do you see HVC?
17                 A.   Yes.
18                 Q.   Now, would you want to know what Boeing
19            says about the meaning of hardware variability
20            control in understanding ATA?
21                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
23                 A.   To the level I wanted to understand what
24            it was they were talking about when they said ATA,
25            no.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Well, would you want to know what
3            Boeing's requirements for product acceptance to
4            statistical tolerance were?
5                 A.   No.
6                 Q.   So, you wouldn't want to know about
7            document or drawing No. 800-10438, Exhibit No.
8            625?
9                      MR. KOH:  Object --


10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   You wouldn't care about that?
12                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   You wouldn't care about that?
16                 A.   No.
17                 Q.   Would you want to know how Boeing made
18            its own supplier ATA capability assessments?
19                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.  Know for
20            what purpose?
21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
22                 Q.   For expressing your opinion,
23            understanding ATA?
24                      MR. KOH:  That's two different things.
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's the opinion
2            we're talking about.
3                      MR. ROBISON:  I'll object to the form as
4            well because his opinion is within his
5            Declaration.  You're way off base on that and I
6            object to continued questions on things outside
7            his Declaration.
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I just love being directed
9            back to his Declaration.  Let's go back there.


10                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
11                 Q.   What you say here in your Declaration is,
12            "based on my understanding of ATA."
13                 A.   There you go.
14                 Q.   Right.  And so we're trying to -- we're
15            trying to know what your understanding of ATA is
16            and what the basis for that understanding is.  And
17            my question is, whether knowledge of Boeing's own
18            supplier ATA capability acceptance document would
19            be important to you in understanding ATA?
20                 A.   Not to the level I felt I needed to
21            understand it.
22                 Q.   Well, and that, by the way, is Exhibit
23            587.  You weren't shown that either, were you?
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
25            foundation.
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1                 A.   I don't recall.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   If it's not in the documents, I guess you
4            weren't shown it?
5                 A.   If it was in the Dean Smyth package, I
6            may have flipped through it.
7                 Q.   Were you given the -- were you given the
8            -- I'll go ahead and show it to you, Exhibit 587.
9            Have you seen it?
10                 A.   Not that I recall.
11                 Q.   So, if it says that -- if -- if it says
12            that ATA capability is based upon machine tooling,
13            you couldn't -- you wouldn't know one way or
14            another about that?
15                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Go to page 1.  What does it say in the
19            second paragraph?
20                 A.   Well, I haven't seen this before, but
21            it's -- to me it's interesting.  It says -- I go
22            back to, for me, ATA is an assembly philosophy at
23            the high level.  Now, all the things you need to
24            do to be successful at that, and I paraphrase
25            what's in this Boeing document, it includes part
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1            fabrication and it says there are alternatives
2            available to the supplier to establish an ATA
3            process.  Now, I would say the process gets into
4            the nitty-gritty details of how you're going to
5            implement this ATA approach to assembly, and it
6            says certainly the preferred process would be one
7            in which the supplier uses CATIA for their CAD
8            system and CNC mill for establishing part geometry
9            and hole placement, blah, blah blah.  None of
10            these is a requirement, however, in place of
11            CATIA.  So, there's provisions made, precision
12            jigs may and in some instances should replace the
13            CNC mill.  There is -- there's ways to get to a
14            successful ATA assembly.  For me, ATA does not
15            connotate you must absolutely have to, under any
16            circumstances, produce the parts with computer
17            controlled equipment, do CNN, statistically
18            control your processes.  It doesn't say that.  I
19            don't see anything in -- in any of this stuff.  In
20            fact, it's the other way around.  There is more
21            than one way to skin the cat and accomplish a
22            successful ATA.
23                 Q.   Are you done?
24                 A.   No.
25                 Q.   Okay.  Go on.
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1                 A.   Yes, I'm done.
2                 Q.   Well, I want you to go back to page 1.
3                 A.   Page 1.
4                 Q.   Did you -- did you just read page 1 to
5            us?
6                 A.   No, I read -- I read Section 2, Process
7            Validation.
8                 Q.   Well, let's -- let's go to Section 1,
9            Advanced Technology Assembly.


10                 A.   This means you are not required to have a
11            CNN -- CMM.
12                 Q.   CMM.  We're going to go back to the CMM.
13                 A.   But I just read a paragraph here which
14            basically, to me, supports my position that ATA is
15            an assembly philosophy, not necessarily contingent
16            on statistical process control, CNN, CATIA, all of
17            those things.  Those are just ways to accomplish
18            the end, which is ATA.
19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, let's go back to page 1.
20            What does it say? What's the heading?
21                 A.   Advanced Technology Assembly.
22                 Q.   What does it say under paragraph 2?
23            Would you read paragraph 2?
24                 A.   Now, this is how Boeing has chosen to go
25            about and do this.
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1                 Q.   What does it say?
2                 A.   Although, in here, they say --
3                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir --
4                 A.   -- some of these things are not required.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   What does it say?
7                 A.   I just read what it said.
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Eastin, just answer his
9            question or we'll be here until --


10                      THE WITNESS:  Sorry.
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   What does it say, paragraph 2, read it,
13            please.
14                 A.   "In order for ATA to be successfully
15            implemented, several tools and processes are
16            required.  Amongst them was critical or digitally
17            engineered models as a controlling drawing used in
18            conjunction with CNC machine tools."
19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, stop there for a second.
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   I'm perfectly willing to read on, but
22            what is a CNC machine tool?
23                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation
24            as to this document.  He's testified he's never
25            seen it before.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   What is a CNC machine tool?
3                 A.   It's a computer controlled machine.
4                 Q.   So, it says -- it says that's required,
5            doesn't it?
6                      MR. KOH:  The document speaks for itself.
7                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
8                 Q.   Well, I mean, if it doesn't say that,
9            tell us it doesn't say that because I'm going to
10            go to page 2, which is where you wanted to read,
11            and we're going to talk about that.
12            What is a -- what is -- what is a CNC machine
13            tool?
14                 A.   It doesn't -- to me, this doesn't say the
15            CNC machine tool is required.  It doesn't say that
16            to me.
17                 Q.   It says, it says, "In order for ATA to be
18            successfully implemented, several tools and
19            processes are required."
20                 A.   Yeah.
21                 Q.   It says, "Among the most critical are a
22            digitally engineered model as the controlling
23            drawing used in conjunction with CNC machine
24            tools," and it's your testimony that does not
25            require CNC machine tools?
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1                 A.   That's not the way I read the sentence,
2            no.
3                 Q.   Okay.  On down it says, it talks about
4            CMMs, right?
5                 A.   Uh-huh.
6                 Q.   "The final element" -- well, I don't want
7            to skip anything.  The next sentence is:  "This
8            marriage allows us to ensure accurate first
9            generation engineering to drive reliable accurate
10            production methods."  Then it goes on, "The final
11            element is the acceptance of the product and the
12            assurance of product integrity.  While not
13            required for ATA, coordinate measuring machines
14            have proven to be invaluable."  Isn't that what a
15            CMM is?
16                 A.   Yeah.
17                 Q.   Okay.  Now, you wanted to read from the
18            second page. Now, I'd like you to read from the
19            second page because that talks about CMM machines,
20            doesn't it?
21                 A.   Let me read from the first page:  While
22            not required for ATA production, coordinate
23            measuring machines have proven to be invaluable in
24            performing blah, blah, blah, but that right there
25            says not required.
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1                 Q.   Well, wasn't my question about
2            computerized CNC machine tools?  I was asking if
3            CNC machine tools were being -- were required.
4            Are CNC machine tools and CMM measuring machines,
5            are those the same thing?
6                 A.   No.
7                 Q.   Okay.  So, it says CNC machine tools are
8            required?
9                 A.   No, it doesn't.  I'm sorry, I interrupted


10            you.
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Yes, you did.
12                 A.   Go back.
13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
14                 Q.   It says CNC machine tools are required;
15            it says CMMs measuring machines are an option?
16                      MR. KOH:  Objection, argumentative,
17            misstates the document, asked and answered.
18                 A.   I'm sorry, I do not see in here that CNC
19            machine tools are required.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Nor do you see that in Exhibit 590,
22            right?
23                      MS. BENTLEY:  Which one is 590?
24                      MR. SKEPNEK:   That's the ATA Design
25            Guide.  That's that one that we've been talking
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1            about.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Right?
4                 A.   Yes.  If you are going to use CNC
5            machines, you must have a digital description of
6            the part or it just stands to reason, you know, if
7            you're going to use CNC, you've got to have a
8            digital -- the database.  But just because you
9            have a digital database, doesn't mean you have to


10            use -- it's illogical because I can get the data
11            from the CATIA digital database, I can get that
12            data and get enough information to hand-build a
13            part if I want to.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   Now, when you --
16                 A.   It's not -- it's -- you know, if you're
17            going to CNC machine, you've got to have the
18            digital database.  But if you've got a --if you
19            got the digital database, it doesn't mean you have
20            to CNC machine.  Why would you have to?
21                 Q.   And that's your interpretation of the
22            Boeing ATA documents that we've just reviewed?
23                 A.   That's based on my experience with not
24            CATIA, but Unigraphics databases for parts that I
25            was responsible for where we actually had a
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1            digital description of the part, but we didn't use
2            CNC to make the parts.
3                 Q.   All right.  So, based -- your opinion is
4            based upon your experience in doing work in the
5            past, right?
6                 A.   Correct.
7                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form.
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and is that opinion also
11            based upon your interpretation of these Boeing
12            documents I've just shown you?
13                 A.   For me --
14                      MR. KOH:  I'm going to object to the
15            form.
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   Yeah, I mean, are --
18                      MR. KOH:  How can his opinion expressed
19            be based on what you just showed him?
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   No, no.  Is that opinion supported by
22            these documents I've just shown you?
23                 A.   I would say the point that you're raising
24            is very arguable.
25                 Q.   Meaning that it's not clear from the
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1            documents that computerized machining is required?
2                 A.   No.
3                      MR. KOH:   Object to the form.
4                 A.   Not to me.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   Meaning what?  What's arguable?
7                 A.   That statement.
8                 Q.   Right.  Okay, so, you're saying it's --
9            it's arguable that computerized machining is
10            required?  You're saying that's arguable, right?
11                      MS. BENTLEY:   Objection, form,
12            foundation.
13                      MR. ROBISON:  Misstates his testimony.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   Are you saying that's not arguable?
16                 A.   I'm saying based on what I've seen, I
17            think that's a questionable position.
18                 Q.   Okay.
19                 A.   And to me, it's not logical either from
20            an engineering perspective.  There's no logic to
21            support that.
22                 Q.   Right.  And -- and -- and your testimony
23            is that based upon the materials I've just -- I've
24            just shown you, because counsel earlier asked me
25            to show you documents, and based on the documents
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1            I just shown you, you believe that that position
2            is not logical?
3                 A.   Even more so.
4                 Q.   Right.  So, so your view is that these
5            documents do not support the proposition that
6            computerized machining is required for these ATA
7            parts?
8                 A.   That's where I'm at right now.
9                 Q.   Okay.  Now, in paragraph 11 of your -- of


10            your statement -- I think it's right here --
11            something called -- let's go through paragraph 11
12            because this is the ATA paragraph.
13                 A.   Uh-huh.
14                 Q.   It says something called Advanced
15            Technology Assembly was required.  Based on my
16            understanding of ATA, it was an assembly approach
17            that uses certain holes in individual parts to
18            facilitate -- facilitate assembly of these parts.
19            And that -- that, you believe, is supported by
20            Exhibit 590, Exhibit 602, and Exhibit 643?
21                 A.   I don't recall what those numbers were.
22                 Q.   Well, we're going to have to do for the
23            record, will everyone stipulate that those are the
24            ones we've been looking at? If not, we're going to
25            have to go back and do it.
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1                      MS. BENTLEY:  I have to know what
2            exhibits they are because I don't have copies.
3                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I'm going to do it.  I'm
4            going to do it.  Right here.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   You believe that that opinion is -- is
7            supported by Exhibit 602?
8                      MS. BENTLEY:   Form and foundation.
9                 A.   Where I say based on my understanding --


10            well, when I wrote this Declaration, I hadn't seen
11            some of this stuff.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   Right, but what you say in this
14            Declaration, you still believe today after having
15            seen these documents?
16                 A.   Oh, even more so.
17                 Q.   Even more so, right.  So, so, what I'm
18            asking you is whether your opinion as expressed in
19            paragraph 11 is supported by Exhibit 602?
20                 A.   I believe it is.
21                 Q.   Okay.  Is your opinion supported by
22            Exhibit 590?
23                 A.   What little bit I've looked at, yes.
24                 Q.   Is your opinion supported by Exhibit 587?
25                 A.   I -- I believe -- it certainly isn't
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1            negated.
2                 Q.   And is your opinion supported by Exhibit
3            643?
4                 A.   Same thing.  I see no reason to change my
5            Declaration based on what I've seen.
6                 Q.   Right.  And would you agree with me that
7            these four documents that I've shown you are
8            relevant to a consideration and understanding of
9            ATA?
10                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
11                      MS. BENTLEY:   Object to form,
12            foundation.
13                 A.   It depends on the level of understanding
14            that one is trying to get to.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Are you aware of any other documents that
17            relate or relate to ATA or describe it or define
18            it, other than these four documents?
19                 A.   From Boeing?
20                 Q.   Yes.
21                 A.   No, although I did -- yes, I did see
22            something else, but I didn't see it in here that
23            basically was what I thought was a very good
24            high-level definition of ATA.
25                 Q.   Okay.  Is it among the documents that you
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1            reviewed?
2                 A.   It was in the Dean Smyth information.  I
3            would have to go dig that up.
4                 Q.   I'm going to need -- I'm going to need to
5            see it.  What we can do is we can take a break
6            and on the break you can look for it, because I
7            need to know what it is you're talking about
8            because I'm not aware of it.  So, let's take a
9            break.
10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
11                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken;
12            WHEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit No 680,
13            No 681, No 682, No 683, No 684 and No 685 were
14            marked for identification by the reporter.)
15                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
16            The time is 14:58:28.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Okay.  Just for clarity of the record,
19            we've been talking about Exhibit 590, which we
20            have another copy here someplace, but what we were
21            talking about was actually the copy that was in
22            your files that was given to us a little bit
23            earlier with Miss Bentley's sticky on it with the
24            date of the letter, and I've put an exhibit
25            sticker on that so that we know exactly what we've
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1            been looking at, and that's Exhibit -- my eyes
2            aren't good enough to tell me.
3                 A.   684.
4                 Q.   684.
5                      MR. KOH:  For the record, that's --that's
6            one of the attachments to a letter that you sent
7            to the government dated December 14th, 2009,
8            because there are others that are below that which
9            I don't think you're including as part of the


10            exhibit.
11                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.  Right.  And which
12            I'm sure you can do if you choose, but and I'm not
13            sure -- I mean, that's what Miss Bentley has told
14            us.  I'm not stipulating to that.  It may well be
15            true, I just don't have a copy of my own records
16            on that.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Okay.  What I want you to do is I want
19            you to go into Exhibit, what is it, 5 --
20                 A.   684.
21                 Q.   684.  Would you -- would you tell us all
22            of the parts -- all of the underlines or notes or
23            comments that you made in that document when you
24            reviewed it?  I didn't see any, but if I missed
25            them, I want to know if you highlighted anything
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1            or --
2                 A.   Is this -- did this -- is this the
3            document that came out of the Dean Smyth's
4            submittal.
5                 Q.   It is.
6                 A.   Then -- then I didn't do anything to it.
7                 Q.   Okay.  Well, the other stuff that we were
8            given just at the beginning of the last -- at the
9            end of the last break or the beginning of the last


10            segment were -- are here on the floor next to you.
11            And what I want you to do is I want you to find
12            all of the documents that you got in there in
13            which you made some comment or made some note in
14            the documents.
15                 A.   I don't believe I made any in those
16            documents.
17                 Q.   Okay.  Did you make any comments or notes
18            in any documents?
19                 A.   I made -- I made a number of notes in the
20            -- there is a three-ring binder that Dean Smyth
21            put together that had letters and various things
22            that I would call like a top level binder, if you
23            will.  And then if the -- if the references
24            supporting any of that was too voluminous to get
25            into the three-ring binder, then it was in one of
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1            the packages.  So, where my notes and comments and
2            tabbed pages, et cetera, et cetera, were in the
3            three-ring binder that Dean gave me and I left the
4            other stuff clean.  At least that was my intent.
5            My intent was not to mark that stuff and I put all
6            of my marks, either my separate notes or I marked
7            and commented on the three-ring binder stuff.
8                 Q.   Then I guess I'm confused.  I thought
9            that Exhibit 684 came out of the Smyth bucket?
10                 A.   It came out of the Smyth bucket, but
11            there's two buckets.  There's sub-buckets within
12            the Smyth bucket.  There's a blue three-ring
13            binder where he very nicely tabbed all the letters
14            and a lot of e-mails and stuff that were, I would
15            say, high-level stuff.  And then if there was
16            backup reference stuff, for example, he had one of
17            your letters in -- in one of those as an item, and
18            then all the exhibits that supported that letter
19            were in a reference package.  And so what I did is
20            I took the three-ring binder and that's where I
21            put all my stuff.
22                 Q.   Okay.
23                 A.   And I left this stuff clean.
24                      MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to
25            interrupt, but I need to make a record on
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1            something and I'd like -- this might be just the
2            right opportunity --
3                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me ask one more
4            question and then make your record.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   So, then Exhibit 684, there would also be
7            a parallel Exhibit 684 in those binders?
8                 A.   There would be something that pointed to
9            the package. Like he numbered these 1 through 7, I
10            think.  There would be -- there would be -- in his
11            three-ring binder there would be a page  -- or
12            pages.  And if in those pages it referenced this,
13            then he sent me to the package that this was in.
14                 Q.   Right.  What I'm trying to understand is
15            in the three-ring binder would we find the ATA
16            Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs?
17                 A.   Not necessarily because he -- because the
18            binder wasn't that thick.  So, he basically put a
19            top-level document that might have referred to
20            that, but then he sent me to, you know --
21                 Q.   So, then when you reviewed this ATA
22            Design Guide for New/Emerging Programs, which
23            we've now marked as Exhibit 684, any comments you
24            had about it you would have made in the blue
25            binder?
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1                 A.   Yes.
2                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Go ahead.
3                      MR. KOH:  So, for the record, Relators
4            noted this deposition and have requested that the
5            government provide the documents that the witness
6            reviewed prior to issuing his Declaration, and
7            Boeing made its position clear in some prior
8            e-mail correspondence that it thought that it
9            would be unfair and prejudicial to ask this


10            witness to provide the documents he reviewed, but
11            to withhold from that correspondence or other
12            materials that the Relators provided to the
13            government.  We've had in the deposition several
14            examples come up already in which, counsel, you've
15            elicited testimony about information contained in
16            correspondence written by Relators' counsel, to
17            include just before the break a reference to a
18            letter in which there's a description of ATA.
19            Previously there was a discussion of a claim of
20            185 parts on line No. 684, he mentioned a line
21            number, that was claimed to be discrepant.  And in
22            one of the documents that we were provided this
23            morning that describes the contents of packages
24            supplied by Dean Smyth, there's a reference to a
25            Clausen Miller letter to Alicia of 9-29-2006,
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1            which describes these 93 part numbers and 185
2            parts and a line number.
3                 Most recently, we've had some testimony with
4            respect to notes written on what I understand to
5            be correspondence that Relators's counsel
6            generated.  There may be other materials.  For all
7            those reasons, it's Boeing's position that for any
8            examination of this witness, and particularly for
9            the implied criticism with regard to what the


10            witness has reviewed, I mean, implied criticism by
11            Relators' counsel, we need to have those
12            materials.
13                 My proposal is that we would agree, just as
14            we agreed shortly after lunch regarding the
15            conversation with Dean Smyth, it would be Boeing's
16            position that provision by the government of
17            Relators' correspondence and other materials that
18            were provided to Mr. Eastin can be provided
19            without any waiver of privilege beyond those
20            documents themselves.
21                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I don't know what
22            documents are at issue here because --
23                      MR. KOH:  We have a log.
24                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No, let me just --let me
25            just finish.
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1                      MR. KOH:  Okay.
2                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know precisely what
3            documents are at issue because even though we have
4            a log, entries on a log don't tell me the
5            substance of the documents, and I would need to
6            see the substance of the documents before I --
7            before I could assess that part of the issue.
8                 The rest of the issue is this: It is a --
9            there is a joint representation privilege that,
10            obviously, is -- was to some extent waived, I
11            believe.  I don't know if it was properly waived,
12            but it appears to have been waived by Miss Bentley
13            when she told you about Mr. Eastin and his
14            opinions.  Now, I may need to take your deposition
15            about that to find out how -- what you learned
16            about those opinions and how you learned about
17            those opinions because that's how we ended up here
18            today was that you were enabled to meet with him
19            and obtain a Declaration from him apart from us, I
20            think also in violation of Touhy.  But, I mean,
21            that can be resolved at a later time and a later
22            place.  You made your record, I'm going to make
23            mine.  Okay.
24                 Now, in order for us to -- obviously, Miss
25            Bentley and the government are in control of their
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1            own documents.  I can't -- I can't stop her from
2            giving you whatever she chooses to give you. I can
3            object to it, which I have.  I objected to her
4            giving anything to you.  I would have objected to
5            her giving to you the opinion of Mr. Eastin on my
6            documents, which she apparently gave you and which
7            you got from Mr. -- or Mr. Anderson, I don't know
8            who gave it to you, but somebody gave it to you.
9            And so it's going to be up to the government, Miss
10            Bentley, to make a decision as to what she wants
11            to do about it.  I have -- we have never waived
12            any -- any privilege insofar as we have the power
13            to do it.  You gave us a Declaration that you had
14            from Mr. Eastin.  We had no choice but to depose
15            Mr. Eastin on the basis of that Declaration.  We
16            -- we are not waiving anything, and we have not
17            waived anything.
18                      MR. KOH:  And I'm asking you for a
19            stipulation that we may --
20                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Won't give it to you.
21            Won't give it to you because we can't unring the
22            bell.  If I give you -- if I give you my
23            correspondence, then you know my correspondence,
24            you know my thought processes.  I think you
25            already have a great deal of information about
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1            that that you never had a right to and I don't
2            know how and why you got it, but you've gotten it,
3            but I don't think -- I'm not going to offer or
4            agree to a stipulation relating to the disclosure
5            of my -- my correspondence that I sent on a
6            confidential basis to the government.
7                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  I'm sorry, it's my
8            turn, gentlemen.  First of all, I made a privilege
9            log last night after reviewing Mr. Eastin's


10            documents.  I made my best efforts to do that
11            properly and expeditiously.  The government at
12            this point, we have never provided Boeing with any
13            copies of the materials. However, we have received
14            materials that have suggested to us that there
15            were significant safety issues involved with these
16            parts.  Because I am not an engineer, nor is
17            anyone in my office an engineer, we've gone to
18            both the FAA and other agencies of the federal
19            government and in their investigatory and
20            administrative capacities and provided them with
21            these materials.  We have not done it for
22            litigation purposes.  The government has twice
23            declined this case.  And we did it because, quite
24            frankly, I was concerned that if the allegations
25            were correct that people at Justice would be
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1            accused of ignoring the safety issue and be
2            responsible possibly for the deaths of people on a
3            commercial airliner that if it failed based on the
4            allegations you made.  I had no choice.
5                 At this point, we continue to assert the
6            privilege.  I'm not sure what would happen if a
7            motion is filed.  I'm not sure whether, you know,
8            what my official office -- my office's official
9            position will be, but I will vet it through the


10            chain like I would anything else.
11                 As for disclosures of witnesses, I believe
12            that you asked me who was supporting us in our
13            investigation, which related to an investigation.
14            We would never give that information out.  I
15            believe that I was asked by counsel who was most
16            knowledgeable, and I don't know if the question
17            was directed to me or to Mr. Smyth about these
18            parts.  I really don't know because, quite
19            frankly, I have other cases and this case doesn't
20            really even make my radar screen on a routine
21            basis.
22                 That being said, I have no doubt that someone
23            in the government identified to Mr. Koh, whether
24            it was me or Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, I don't
25            know, nor I take full responsibility for the
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1            disclosure that was made, whether it was by me,
2            Mr. Smyth or Mr. Anderson, of Mr. Eastin and his
3            name.  And you know, there was no -- there was no
4            bad intent.  But if you feel there was, I direct
5            you to the Office of Professional Responsibility
6            of the Department of Justice and have them start
7            an investigation of me because there is nothing
8            else I can do here.  I have done everything in
9            accordance with the DOJ rules.  If you want to
10            make a personal attack on me, that's certainly
11            fine.  You won't be the first, and in this career
12            you will not be the last.
13                      MR. KOH:  If I could just make a couple
14            comments in response to what you said, Bill.
15            First of all, the -- the -- Mr. Anderson or the
16            FAA provided you a list of the correspondence that
17            you and your co-counsel had submitted to the FAA
18            -- to the government and asked you whether those
19            documents should be provided to us.  So, I don't
20            think it's fair to say that you have no idea what
21            those materials are.  You've been told about what
22            those materials are for quite some time.
23                 Secondly, this is our opportunity with the
24            witness as well.  And if you're not going to agree
25            to allow us to have access to letters and
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1            information which you are questioning the witness
2            on, you are eliciting his testimony about things
3            in your own letters and not give us an opportunity
4            to review those materials and potentially question
5            the witness on them, then we're going to have a
6            very good position with the court to exclude your
7            criticisms of this witness.
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
9                      MR. KOH:  So I give you one last
10            opportunity.  Will you agree to stipulate to --
11                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No.
12                      MR. KOH:  -- us reviewing those
13            materials?  And we will agree that it is not a
14            waiver of other privileged information that you
15            may have.
16                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No, I won't.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Now, Mr. -- Mr. Eastin, have you
19            testified about any of the letters that you
20            received from me?
21                 A.   Testified?
22                 Q.   You didn't receive any letters from me.
23            Have you testified about any of the letters that
24            you had written by me that went to Mr. Smyth or
25            Miss Bentley?  Have you testified about any of
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1            those letters?
2                 A.   What does testify mean in that context?
3                 Q.   Well --
4                 A.   In the deposition?
5                      MR. KOH:  Today's deposition, he's
6            asking.
7                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you going to give me a
8            chance here?
9                      MR. KOH:  I'm just trying to help.


10                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, no, you're not.
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   Have you -- have you -- have you, in
13            answer to any of my questions, testified on the
14            basis of any letters that I wrote?
15                 A.   Okay.  Well, I can -- I'll give you an
16            example and you can tell me what the answer is.
17                 Q.   No, we first need to know --
18                      MR. KOH:  Don't cut him off.
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   We first need to know yes or no.
21                      MR. KOH:  Bill, don't cut him off.  He's
22            explaining.
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:   No, I mean, I don't want
24            --
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Can you answer the question
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1            yes or no?
2                 A.   I don't think I can answer it yes or no.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   Well, then --
5                 A.   Because I don't understand -- I don't
6            understand -- let me give you an example.
7                 Q.   No.  No.  No.  That's a problem because I
8            don't want -- I don't want the substance of a
9            letter disclosed until first we've identified


10            whether or not some of your testimony that you've
11            given so far has been based upon some letter that
12            I wrote.
13                      MS. BENTLEY:  Can you give him an example
14            without disclosing the substance of the
15            communication?
16                      THE WITNESS:  Yeah, okay.
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  And if you get close to it,
18            I will shut him down.
19                 A.   Okay.  This is precisely to the point
20            that we were talking about just before we took a
21            break.  I said I read something someplace that
22            affected the way I was thinking and you said you
23            need to show me that.
24                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
25                 Q.   Okay.
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1                 A.   And your letter of November 30th --
2                      MR. SKEPNEK:  See, he's going to read it.
3                 A.   No, I'm not.
4                      MS. BENTLEY:   He's not going to read the
5            substance, he's going to give you the date and the
6            page cite.  Right, sir?
7                 A.   In your letter of November 30, 2009 to
8            Miss Bentley, on the second and third page --
9                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
10                 Q.   Okay.  Let's go get that letter.  I want
11            to look at -- I want to look at the letter, I want
12            to look at the letter together with Miss Bentley
13            and make a decision as to whether or not it's
14            appropriate that that letter should be disclosed.
15                 A.   Do you want me to tell you what was in
16            there?
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  We can go off the record
18            and you and me and him can go out in the hall
19            without these people.  I know you're going to
20            object to this, but it's the only way I can see to
21            resolve the issue for this, and you can fight it
22            out later.  At this point, I have no choice.
23                 A.   I think I can --
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  No, let's go off the
25            record.
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Real quick before we do.
2            What I'd like to do is while we're off the record,
3            I'd like to have him get all such letters where he
4            believes that he may have given testimony today on
5            the -- where his opinions or his testimony was
6            based upon some letter written by one of us and
7            given to -- I mean, sent to Miss Bentley.
8                      MR. KOH:  Before you go off the record, I
9            mean, he's testified as to his review of all of
10            the materials.  So in my view, that includes those
11            letters.  He said he read them.  So, my position
12            would be that we're entitled to see all of that
13            material.
14                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, I disagree, but let's
15            go and --
16                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  The
17            time is 15:16:14.
18                      {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
19                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
20            The time is 15:35:29.
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  During the break, we had
22            some discussions concerning these documents
23            between the government and Relators's counsel.
24            It's our position that if you work something out
25            with the defendants, we will agree to whatever you
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1            want with the defendants; however, absent some
2            sort of deal between counsel for the defense and
3            counsel for the Relator, the government will not
4            voluntarily provide the materials that were given
5            to Mr. Eastin by Mr. Smyth.  And by the materials,
6            I mean the narrative letters from counsel for the
7            Relator, as well as the internal government
8            documents from the Krumlauf investigation and the
9            Smyth investigation.  I believe some of those were


10            actually FOIA'd out in redacted form.  These are
11            unredacted ones.  But in any event, we are not
12            going to produce those voluntarily.
13                 In the event a court of competent
14            jurisdiction orders us to do so and, you know, our
15            office does not appeal it or any of that sort of
16            stuff, we will obviously comply with all, you
17            know, applicable court orders.  I'm not asking
18            anyone to file a motion, I'm not saying I'll join
19            a motion, I am not saying that our office will
20            oppose a motion.  I don't know what our official
21            position will be on that.  But as I sit here now,
22            we are not voluntarily producing these materials.
23            And in fact, previously when a document that had
24            been given to the NTSB from Relator to me to the
25            NTSB ultimately ended up in the possession of
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1            Boeing, we clawed that document back and Boeing
2            counsel did return it.
3            So, that's -- that's the extent of our position on
4            these documents.  There is an index or some notes
5            that Mr. Eastin has prepared that have been
6            distributed today, and I think that those should
7            be used in lieu of going to the original source
8            documents.
9                      MR. KOH:  So, Miss Bentley, just for the


10            record, Boeing is interested in a stipulation with
11            the plaintiffs with respect to correspondence and
12            other materials that they provided to the
13            government, which in turn were provided to Mr.
14            Eastin for his review.  I stated one version of
15            that.  We are open to other possibilities.  The
16            concern we obviously have is that we feel we're
17            entitled to that information and the day is
18            getting late and we're not going to have an
19            opportunity to review them and to question the
20            witness about them.  So, we would ask again that
21            we reach that stipulation as soon as possible.
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Well, the other thing that
23            needs to be pointed out here is that those
24            materials were not provided to Mr. Eastin for the
25            purpose of preparing either for his deposition,
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1            which was not even contemplated at the time, or
2            for preparing the Declaration.  They were provided
3            to him as part of the government's evaluation of
4            any safety implications in materials given to the
5            Department of Justice and DCIS by the Relators.
6            So, this is not a situation where the witness has
7            used these materials in order to prep for his
8            deposition or to provide a Declaration based on
9            them and, therefore, intentionally waive the
10            privilege.
11                      MR. KOH:  And I understand that.  My
12            point was simply that the witness has already
13            testified as to those materials.  And in addition,
14            the Relators in their notice and in their request
15            for this deposition specifically asked to have the
16            witness provide the documents that he reviewed
17            prior to giving his Declaration.
18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Which they have not been
19            given, by the way, but the -- the -- I don't
20            believe that the record supports your statement
21            that the witness has testified from those
22            documents or on the basis of those documents.
23                      MR. KOH:  If I have an opportunity today,
24            I'll try to make a record of that because I think
25            it's quite clear from the documents provided that
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1            he has spoken to the letters that you -- that you
2            had provided to the government.
3                      MS. BENTLEY:   On the issue of the
4            letters, we have not produced them in this
5            setting, and I believe we notified counsel for the
6            Relator that if they were produced pursuant to the
7            FOIA request that had been issued that once
8            something has been FOIA'd, even if it's FOIA'd
9            back to its original author, the document has no
10            privilege under the applicable FOIA regulations.
11            Therefore, I believe the FOIA request was narrowed
12            to not to include those documents.
13                      MR. KOH:  We did not receive a copy of
14            any response to Mr. Henderson's inquiry.  Was
15            there one?
16                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, who is Mr.
17            Henderson?
18                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I don't know who Mr.
19            Henderson is.
20                      MR. KOH:  Oh, I thought you were
21            referring to --
22                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Oh, Mr. Anderson.
23                      MR. KOH:  Mr. Anderson's e-mail in which
24            he identified the correspondence and said that if
25            you request this in FOIA, then it's going to be
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1            waiving any privilege.  We stated our position in
2            a response to everybody.  I did not see a response
3            from the Relators.  If there was one, it wasn't
4            provided to me.
5                      MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving
6            privilege.
7                      MR. KOH:  Did you respond to Mr.
8            Anderson?
9                      MR. RAUCHWERGER:  We are not waiving


10            privilege.
11                      MR. KOH:  That's not an answer.
12                      MR. SKEPNEK:  We go?
13                      MR. KOH:  Sure.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   Mr. Eastin, I've handed you what has been
16            marked as Exhibit -- well, if you take that apart,
17            we risk that we're going to get all that separated
18            -- Exhibit 682.  This was given to me earlier
19            today by Miss Bentley.  Can you tell us what it
20            is?
21                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Can you move your mic
22            back up, please?
23                      THE WITNESS:   Oh, higher?
24                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Please.  Thank you.
25                      THE WITNESS:   Okay.
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1                 A.   This is the index that Dean Smyth
2            provided.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   It's the first two pages?
5                 A.   It's the first two pages, he provided
6            those.
7                 Q.   And then the next few pages are a copy of
8            the --
9                 A.   A draft report from a tooling audit.


10            Those go back, I don't know, you want me to count
11            through these pages?
12                 Q.   No, but then the next thing is a copy of
13            the C.F.R.s?
14                 A.   A copy of 121.704, 121.705, 707.  Then
15            there is part number nomenclature, and then it
16            looks like there's an e-mail string, a transcript
17            of Exley, and then looks like a organizational
18            chart for Ducommun, some declarations from Air
19            Force and Navy -- Air Force and Air Force.  Looks
20            like they didn't get the Navy one in here.  Oh,
21            two Air Force ones, okay, Suhr and Butler, and
22            then a FA audit closure action, and my
23            Declaration.  And then I've got a summary of the
24            review, two pages that specifically address
25            thoughts on the primary conclusion, and then
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1            there's four pages that is basically a compilation
2            of all the notes that I made when I went through
3            this.  And then there is a -- yeah, there's a copy
4            I get off the Internet of a 2006 Washington Post
5            article.  And then I've got some pages that have
6            different parts and part numbers and locations and
7            stations, and then aircraft.  And then -- then
8            I've put together just enough to jog my memory
9            about what was in each of the packages that Dean
10            Smyth supplied as reference material to the
11            three-ring binder that he created.  And then I've
12            got a -- out of all that material, I found a good
13            cross-section of the fuselage showing one of the
14            parts, and then a cross-section of a frame showing
15            one of the parts.  And then I've got a copy out of
16            the Second Amended Complaint, I guess it is, from
17            package 1, and then a copy -- or excerpt of
18            basically I pulled this out to have 39.5, F.A.R.
19            39.5 requirements for when FAA issues an
20            airworthiness directive.  And then there's some
21            stuff from package No. 2 which talks about some
22            discrepancies, and then there's a supplier defect
23            information that I pulled out that's got some,
24            what I would call, squawks or discrepancies
25            listed.
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1                 Q.   So, what does this group of documents
2            represent; do you know?
3                 A.   This -- for me, what this group of
4            documents was stuff that, well, I'm not sure why,
5            yeah, I'm not -- I'm not sure why some of this
6            stuff is in here.  I don't know.
7                 Q.   I don't know either.  It's just what we
8            got a little while ago.
9                 A.   Now, some of this information I pulled
10            together, as I was going through this, just for
11            quick reference.  And if we start at the back,
12            those back two pages of squawks I pulled out as an
13            -- of an -- as an example I found in the Smyth
14            information, as an example of what I did find with
15            respect to discrepancies, that was, you know, an
16            example.  I did see stuff like this, yeah, there
17            were some discrepancies in the second to the last
18            page.  And then the 39.5 was something that I
19            pulled out to remind myself what AD writing is all
20            about.  And then I also made the copy of the
21            Second Amended Complaint page because I wanted
22            that -- I had like a binder that I used for quick
23            reference to go to and jog my memory, and then the
24            pictures of the structure I wanted that handy.
25            And then you got my notes.  I created that for the
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1            reason stated.  And then the aircraft affected was
2            something I wanted handy.  And these pages with
3            all these part numbers, that wasn't part of my
4            ready reference.  The Washington Post article was.
5            And my notes, of course, were part of my reference
6            package, and then -- and, of course, I had my
7            Declaration with part of my ready reference.
8            These pages from the Air Force, I don't know why
9            these are in here.  And then this Exley


10            transcript, I don't know why that's in here.
11                 Q.   Okay.  So, is this a packet of materials
12            that you gave to Miss Bentley?
13                 A.   I think -- I think this might have been
14            pulled out of the three-ring binder, perhaps.
15                 Q.   This three-ring binder that we're talking
16            about, that's -- just show that on the camera --
17            that's a, what, a two-inch or so three-ring
18            binder.  And that's the three-ring binder that we
19            talked about earlier that has all of the
20            correspondence and -- and reports between you and
21            Mr. Smyth and the letters?
22                 A.   No, this -- this is what came direct --
23            this is what Dean Smyth put together for me.  I
24            got a box.  It had the three-ring binder in it all
25            tabbed with information in each tab and it had an
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1            index.  You've got a copy of that.  That's the
2            first two pages.  This is Dean Smyth's index of
3            what was in here. And then -- and then for some of
4            these if you look at the index, like No. 11, there
5            was a letter and then there were a whole bunch of
6            exhibits that he didn't try to stuff in the binder
7            and he put in envelope No. 1.
8                 Q.   So, is everything that's in Exhibit 682
9            in the binder?


10                 A.   No.
11                 Q.   Some of Exhibit 682 is from the binder
12            and some of it is not?
13                 A.   Some of it is from this blue binder, some
14            of it is from a binder I created for myself which
15            was a ready reference for myself.
16                 Q.   Okay.  And that ready reference binder
17            would be some of these other materials?
18                 A.   Yes.
19                 Q.   That you talked about?
20                 A.   Right.
21                 Q.   And would that -- would that ready --
22            would all of that ready reference binder be in
23            Exhibit 682?
24                 A.   Yes.
25                 Q.   Okay.
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1                 A.   I don't recall anything else that I just
2            copied for quick reference that's not in here.
3                 Q.   Okay.  What it looks like to me is maybe
4            I've got -- I've got two groups of documents here
5            in one clip because that's how they were given to
6            me.  The first part of the clip goes from this
7            page 1 thing back through the deposition of Exley
8            and the -- there's a September 11th, 2000 letter.
9            Is that that?  Do you see that's the first?
10                 A.   Yeah, I --
11                 Q.   Is that from the binder?  Is that from
12            the blue binder?
13                 A.   I believe we will find it in the blue
14            binder.
15                 Q.   In other words, what I'm trying to do is
16            I'm trying to figure out what -- is the second
17            part, which is a bunch of separately stapled
18            stuff, is that the stuff that's not in the blue
19            binder?
20                 A.   Well, the only way I can tell you for
21            sure is to go through it.
22                 Q.   That's what we're going -- that's what
23            we're going to have to do that because if -- if
24            the first half of it is what's out of the binder
25            and the second half of it is your second binder,
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1            we need to know that.  So, do you want to take a
2            few minutes and figure that out?
3                 A.   We can do it right here.
4                 Q.   Okay.
5                 A.   Okay.  First two pages --
6                 Q.   No.  No.  Let's do this.  Let's go off
7            the record and not burden this with the record.
8            What I'd like you to do is I'd you to you get to
9            an answer to that question.  And when you feel --
10            and you can meet with counsel and do that, but
11            once you meet -- I mean, figure out what is from
12            the blue binder and what is not from the blue
13            binder and what comes from that other binder.
14                 A.   I think it's going to turn out that these
15            came, as you pointed out don't take them apart,
16            but I think if you take them apart, what you've
17            got is that's out of the blue binder, this is out
18            of my ready reference.
19                 Q.   Okay.  Do you feel good enough about that
20            to have that be your testimony, or do you want to
21            confirm that?
22                 A.   I feel 80 percent certain.  How's that?
23                 Q.   Let's get to -- let's get to at least 95.
24                 A.   Okay.
25                 Q.   So let's take a break and do that.
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1                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
2                      {THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
3                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
4            The time is 15:57:21.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   Okay.  Mr. Eastin, we went off the record
7            for a break. And during that break, you -- you
8            separated 682 into two documents.  The first part
9            is what was in your blue file that we've looked


10            at, right?
11                 A.   Correct.
12                 Q.   And that's Exhibit 682?
13                 A.   The source of it is the blue file.
14                 Q.   Is the blue file.  And then Exhibit 685
15            comes from that -- that other file that you
16            created as a reference?
17                 A.   Personal notes and personal reference
18            material.
19                 Q.   And -- and would 685 be the totality of
20            that other reference file?
21                 A.   That's documented, yes.
22                 Q.   I just want to know if this is the whole
23            file?
24                 A.   That's documented, yes.
25                 Q.   Is there some other part of the file
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1            that's not documented?
2                 A.   It's up here (indicating).  It's on the
3            hard drive.
4                 Q.   Okay.  Now, so, I want to go through -- I
5            want to talk about 682 for just a moment.  In 682,
6            the third page starts with a -- an audit document?
7                 A.   Uh-huh.
8                 Q.   Did you -- did you make any notes or
9            comments when you reviewed that document?


10                 A.   I did.
11                 Q.   Okay.  What did you --
12                 A.   I highlighted a sentence in the document
13            that struck me as interesting.  And whenever I
14            stumble against interesting comments, I note them
15            maybe for future reference, and so this is one I
16            stumbled on.
17                 Q.   Is that paragraph 2.3?
18                 A.   Yeah.
19                 Q.   And what I'd like you to do on the -- on
20            the exhibit is to go ahead and mark, highlight the
21            sentence that you highlighted in your file?
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  Is that empty?
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Pretty empty.
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  I'll take it.
25                 A.   (Indicating.)
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:   Let me borrow that back
2            and I'll give you the same thing here in a second,
3            Steve.  The use of?
4                      MR. ROBISON:  Can you read the Bates
5            number into the record, Bill?
6                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Sure.  It is TBC 17456.
7                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
8                 Q.   And -- and what I've -- and is that the
9            only thing that you highlighted?
10                 A.   Yes, that was it.
11                 Q.   And this is the August 21st, 2000 report
12            of the Boeing internal auditors?
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   And -- and you highlighted one sentence
15            that's on page 6 of the document, which is TBC
16            17456?
17                 A.   Right.
18                 Q.   What sentence did you highlight?
19                 A.   It's the sentence that says, "The use of
20            steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts
21            changes the molecular structure."
22                 Q.   Why did you -- why did you highlight
23            that?
24                 A.   That's kind of an incredulous statement.
25                 Q.   An incredulous statement?
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1                 A.   Yeah.
2                 Q.   What do you mean by --
3                 A.   There is no scientific basis for that.
4                 Q.   Okay.  So, that's just wrong?
5                 A.   It's just wrong.
6                 Q.   Okay.  So, that steel ball-peen hammers
7            against steel parts changes the -- okay.  So, it's
8            the steel ball-peen hammers against steel parts.
9            Did you understand that the parts being made by
10            Ducommun were aluminum?
11                 A.   It didn't have anything to do with my
12            highlighting it. It was just a very interesting
13            statement that I --
14                 Q.   If --
15                 A.   -- would not expect anyone to make that
16            knew what they were doing.
17                 Q.   If it's a typographical error and if it's
18            meant that the use of steel ball-peen hammers
19            against aluminum parts changes the molecular
20            structure, how would you -- what would you say
21            about that?
22                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
23                      MS. BENLEY:  Go ahead.  You can answer.
24                 A.   Bogus as well.
25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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1                 Q.   Okay.  So, that would be -- that would be
2            incorrect?
3                 A.   Absolutely incorrect.
4                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Is there anything -- okay.
5                 A.   Trust me.
6                 Q.   The next document is this 121.704, 14
7            C.F.R. Chapter 1. Do you see that?
8                 A.   Yeah.
9                 Q.   Now, this came out of the --


10                 A.   Smyth, the Smyth book, the Smyth blue
11            book.
12                 Q.   And there's a star next to 121.704?
13                 A.   Yeah.
14                 Q.   Whose star is that?
15                 A.   I have no idea.
16                 Q.   Do you know how this got in the blue
17            book?
18                 A.   Dean put it there.
19                 Q.   Did Dean ask you to -- and then up at the
20            top it has his name and phone number handwritten?
21                 A.   Uh-huh.
22                 Q.   Is that his handwriting?
23                 A.   I don't know.
24                 Q.   Is that your handwriting?
25                 A.   No.
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1                 Q.   The 171 -- 121.704 reference is to
2            Service Difficulty Reports structural?
3                 A.   Uh-huh.
4                 Q.   Is that what we talked about earlier
5            today, the SDRs?
6                 A.   Yes.
7                 Q.   Was he asking you to check into the SDRs?
8                 A.   No.
9                 Q.   Do you know why he included this in the


10            book?
11                 A.   No.  It was just part of the body of
12            information that he had.
13                 Q.   But to your knowledge, no one ever
14            inquired into the SDRs?
15                 A.   Not to my knowledge, no.
16                 Q.   Okay.  A couple pages later, we have a
17            part number nomenclature?
18                 A.   Uh-huh.
19                 Q.   Do you know what that's about?
20                 A.   Well, it's Boeing's part number
21            nomenclature guide, it looks like, for the 37 and
22            others.  It's just like their format and their
23            system for part -- part of their part
24            identification system.  Why it was in the book, I
25            didn't do anything with it.  It didn't affect my
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1            conclusions.
2                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  The next page is a series
3            of e-mails.  Did you make any notes on that?
4                 A.   No.
5                 Q.   Did you -- was there any significance to
6            you?
7                 A.   No.
8                      MR. KOH:  Let me just object to this
9            series of questions.  You're asking him why these
10            things were included. They appear to be
11            attachments to letters that Relators' counsel sent
12            to the government.  There are references to
13            attachments in the corners of some of these
14            documents.
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  May or may not be.
16                      MR. KOH:  We're entitled to know.  I made
17            my record on that.
18                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
19                 Q.   Now, the transcript of Exley, did you
20            make any notes on the transcript of Exley?
21                 A.   No.
22                 Q.   Did you read it?
23                 A.   Yes, until I got tired.
24                 Q.   Did you attach any significance to it?
25                 A.   No.
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1                 Q.   Do you know what Mr. Exley said?
2                 A.   You know, some things -- there wasn't
3            anything in here that affected my final call,
4            certainly.  It was -- it was interesting, but I
5            didn't find anything that was of substance that
6            affected, you know, my conclusions.
7                 Q.   Going back to the Boeing Internal Audit
8            Report --
9                 A.   Uh-huh.
10                 Q.   -- going to the executive summary on the
11            second page of the document, TBC 17452, did you
12            read that?
13                 A.   I believe I did.
14                 Q.   Did the executive summary cause you any
15            concern?
16                      MR. KOH:  Can I just object, Bill, to the
17            form of the question.
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
19            foundation.
20                      MR. KOH:  And you know why.
21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
22                 Q.   Okay.  Did the -- did the executive
23            summary cause you any concern about what happened
24            out there?
25                 A.   Not -- not really from, you know, from a
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1            safety perspective.  I mean, this is the sort of
2            thing that, in my experience, is you see
3            especially at the beginning of a manufacturing
4            program until you get all the wrinkles worked out.
5                 Q.   Okay.  And go to page 5.  Did you read
6            the --
7                 A.   Page 5 of the audit?
8                 Q.   Yes.  Paragraph 2.2 says Evaluation of
9            Tooling?


10                 A.   Uh-huh.
11                 Q.   Did you read that?
12                 A.   Yeah.
13                 Q.   Did that concern you?
14                 A.   No.
15                 Q.   Paragraph 2.3, further on down the page,
16            two sets of planning documents were found to
17            exist?
18                 A.   Uh-huh.
19                 Q.   Did you read that?
20                 A.   Yeah.
21                 Q.   Did that cause you any concern?
22                 A.   No.
23                 Q.   2.4, Delegation of Authority - Product
24            Acceptance, did you read that?
25                 A.   I'm not sure.  You know, I think I did.
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1            I think I did read through that.  I know at some
2            point I did -- I did stop reading this stuff with,
3            you know, management action, da-da, da-da, da-da.
4                 Q.   Well, did 2.4 cause you any concern?
5                 A.   There was nothing -- there was nothing in
6            this that gave me a big concern relative to, you
7            know, establishing there was an unsafe condition.
8            I didn't see anything in here that, you know,
9            affected my final conclusion.  It did look like


10            there were issues with, you know, tooling and --
11            and, you know, quality, and Boeing recognized it
12            and Boeing went in and did an audit.  And like I
13            said, that's kind of routine stuff that you don't
14            like to see happen, but it happens.
15                 Q.   Did you believe, on the basis of reading
16            this, that Boeing had actually gone in and
17            resolved the problems identified by this audit?
18                 A.   Again, I would say at the end of the day
19            to -- what I was doing is I was mining for data
20            that would be evidence of an unsafe condition that
21            would be likely to occur on other aircraft, and
22            basically I didn't find any.  There was none here.
23                 Q.   There is --
24                 A.   You certainly, with this kind of thing,
25            you would be so far away from making a
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1            determination of an unsafe condition there would
2            be many, many, many steps you would have to go
3            through from here just with -- just with this
4            snapshot of what's going on with respect to
5            tooling and that sort of thing, I mean, you are so
6            far away from saying I got evidence of an unsafe
7            condition because, you know, to get there you're
8            going to have to identify parts, identify
9            quantitatively what their physical condition is
10            and then do an engineering evaluation with the
11            correct loads and say what is the impact on that
12            to this particular airplane.  At this stage of the
13            game, you are so far away from that it's -- it's
14            interesting, but it's really not relevant to me.
15                 Q.   Did you -- did you inquire as to whether
16            Boeing engineers reviewed the findings in this
17            audit and did any sort of an engineering analysis
18            to determine the nature and extent of any
19            problems?
20                 A.   No.  I looked for that in the package.
21            In fact, when I saw this, what I thought might be
22            in the package would be, in fact, this caused
23            these physical non-conformities, we did an
24            engineering evaluation of those and we see that we
25            do not meet requirements because of that.  That's
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1            what I was looking for.  You know, when I saw this
2            kind of stuff, it's like, oh, okay. Well, let's --
3            let's see the next step, and the next step, and
4            the next step, and the next step, but it's like
5            things kind of stalled out here.
6                 Q.   Why would you be looking for an
7            engineering evaluation?
8                 A.   That's the final determination -- well,
9            the engineers are the ones who have the knowledge
10            and data to determine if there's a, I'll say a
11            suspected unsafe condition.  Once they complete
12            their work, that usually gets reviewed and
13            determined if -- and the FAA are the ones that
14            would make the final decision is that based on the
15            data collected and the engineering evaluation, we
16            do have an unsafe condition.
17                 Q.   So --
18                 A.   In my mind, if you don't have an
19            engineering evaluation of the parts as they appear
20            on the airplane, then you don't -- you don't have
21            it.  It's not there.  You know, that's what you
22            have to have when the FAA writes an AD, it's not I
23            think or maybe, it is basically smoking gun kind
24            of stuff.  We have the engineering data that shows
25            that we are not going to -- we are not meeting the
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1            type design requirement, specifically strength. Or
2            if it's in the fatigue area, then we may not have
3            the airworthiness limitations items that we need
4            to manage the fatigue on the aircraft.  So, it --
5            it takes -- it takes a lot of quantitative
6            information to get to that point, and the person
7            who makes the final call would be the directorate
8            manager.  He would be the one that would actually
9            sign out the AD and release it, as a rule, and


10            those do not get signed out unless all the data is
11            there.
12                 Q.   Do you know what a DAR is?
13                 A.   Designated airworthiness representative.
14                 Q.   That's a delegated representative by the
15            FAA?
16                 A.   They are delegated to do certain things,
17            yeah.
18                 Q.   And do you know what an ODAR, O-D-A-R,
19            organizational DAR?
20                 A.   Not really.  That's not my area.  I know
21            they get to do certain things, but I'm not
22            familiar with it.
23                 Q.   Would you expect that with some of the
24            issues raised by the -- this Internal Audit
25            Report, that there would be a review of it by the
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1            organizational DAR for Boeing?
2                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation,
3            calls for speculation.
4                 A.   I don't know.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   How -- how would -- strike that.
7            Okay.  So, the next step that you'd want to see
8            would be an engineering analysis of the problems,
9            correct?


10                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his
11            testimony.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   If I misstated it, correct me.
14                 A.   Let me tell you the way things usually
15            work when I'm asked to make a determination or
16            give advice.  I don't make a determination, I give
17            advice.  People come to me with engineering
18            analyses of the situation and then I'm asked to
19            review the analysis to see if what they've done is
20            correct technically.  You know, usually if -- if
21            this is -- no one comes to me with stuff like this
22            and asks me about -- within the FAA, no one would
23            even come to me with this and ask me about an
24            unsafe condition because we're so far away from
25            the point of anybody being able to make that
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1            determination with this kind of information.
2            Usually what they come to me is that we've got
3            these parts, they should be one inch, they're only
4            half an inch; they should be aluminum, they're
5            copper; they should have this detail here and this
6            detail here, and they got this detail here and
7            this detail here.  Then someone takes that and
8            they take the type design data, the loads and does
9            stress evaluations and they do crack growth and
10            fatigue evaluations and then they come up with a
11            quantified impact, either we think we meet type
12            design, we don't need anymore ALIs, or we do.  And
13            that's usually the pack -- the package that I'm
14            used to looking at is quite comprehensive in an
15            engineering data package.
16                 Q.   And -- and what Mr. Smyth gave you was
17            simply not sufficient information for you to make
18            that determination?
19                 A.   Well, let me put it this way.  I was
20            mining for data that would -- that would provide
21            evidence that there was an unsafe condition.  I
22            was looking for quantified discrepancies.  I mean,
23            tell me not just the hole is mislocated, but say
24            how much, where.  Not just it flunked
25            conductivity, but by how much and so on and so
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1            forth.  And then besides that, tell me what you
2            think this means to the part not meeting
3            requirement.  I mean, that's the kind of thing I
4            was looking for, and basically, I mean, to be
5            perfectly blunt, the mine was empty.
6                 Q.   Okay.  Did you tell Mr. Smyth what you --
7            what you needed, what you wanted in order to have
8            enough information to make a decision?
9                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Misstates his
10            testimony.
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
12                 A.   Mr. Smyth asked me to look at the bucket
13            of data that he supplied and tell me what I
14            thought, and what I told him is reflected almost
15            verbatim in the Declaration.  I find no evidence
16            to support that there is an unsafe condition.
17                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
18                 Q.   Okay.
19                 A.   And I didn't ask him to feed me more
20            information because that wasn't part of my task.
21            My task was to look at this bucket and tell me
22            what you think, and so that's what I did.
23                 Q.   Okay.
24                 A.   I said there is no evidence here --
25                 Q.   Okay.
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1                 A.   -- that would support a finding of an
2            unsafe condition.
3                 Q.   Okay.  And -- and you believe that he got
4            that information from us, from the Relators or did
5            you not?
6                 A.   It wasn't -- it wasn't -- it didn't
7            matter.
8                 Q.   Okay.
9                 A.   I mean, as I went through it, I could see


10            where different information came from.  I could
11            see there was Boeing data and there was -- there
12            were, you know, transcripts of depositions and
13            there were all kinds of information.  Now, exactly
14            where it came from was kind of irrelevant, you
15            know.  The task was take this data, tell us what
16            you think.
17                 Q.   Okay.  And when Mr. Koh, when you met
18            with Mr. Koh and -- and Ted -- Ted?
19                 A.   Ted.
20                 Q.   When you met with Mr. Koh and Ted, did
21            you ask them for this data?
22                 A.   No.
23                 Q.   Did they tell you that no such data
24            existed?
25                 A.   I didn't ask them for it.
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1                 Q.   Did it come up in the conversation?
2                 A.   No.
3                 Q.   And do you know Jeannine Prewitt back
4            there?
5                 A.   We met, yes.
6                 Q.   Did you know -- you saw the amended --
7            the Second Amended Complaint.  You saw her name on
8            that?
9                 A.   Yes.


10                 Q.   Did you think to call her and find out
11            whether she had data?
12                 A.   As far as I was concerned, that was not
13            part of my tasking.  My tasking was to look at the
14            data I was provided, period.
15                 Q.   So, you're -- your -- your opinions are
16            based upon and limited to the data provided to you
17            by Mr. Smyth?
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form,
19            foundation.
20                      MR. KOH:  Join.
21                 A.   I believe I've stated that several times
22            over the course of the day, correct.
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   Okay.  And then -- and then that -- those
25            -- that testimony or those opinions were supported
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1            by the presentation that Mr. -- Mr. Koh and Ted
2            made to you?  I'm trying to figure out how that
3            worked together.
4                 A.   The present -- for me, the value of the
5            presentation that Mr. Koh and Ted provided was to
6            clarify in my mind what the heck this thing called
7            ATA was all about.  That's really -- it didn't --
8            for me, it didn't have anything to do with the
9            unsafe condition, it was just to inform me -- I
10            mean, that's what I got out of it.  If you want to
11            know what I got out of it, what I got out of it
12            was what the heck is ATA.
13                 Q.   Okay.  And that didn't really affect your
14            opinion about the safety issue because you can't
15            make a safety determination without some data to
16            suggest that an unsafe condition exists?
17                 A.   Correct.
18                 Q.   Okay.
19                 A.   And the reason --
20                 Q.   And Mr. --
21                 A.   Let me --
22                 Q.   Go ahead.
23                 A.   Let me qualify that.  That's correct.
24            Because to make a finding of an unsafe condition,
25            it doesn't matter how the parts were made.  It
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1            doesn't matter.  Now, if you find an unsafe
2            condition, part of the corrective action may be to
3            go and figure out maybe it was because of the
4            parts, but just -- if an engineer is asked to
5            determine is there an unsafe condition on a
6            particular aircraft, he doesn't get involved in
7            how these parts were made.  He gets basically
8            involved with physically what are they and what
9            impact does that have on the requirements.
10                 Q.   Now, did anyone limit the scope of your
11            work or was that a decision that you made?
12                 A.   It was based on the request from Dean to
13            look at the data -- he called me up and he said
14            I'd like you -- to send you some day today and you
15            give me your read on it.
16                 Q.   Okay.
17                 A.   Okay.  So that's what he did, and I
18            performed as I understood I was requested to
19            perform.
20                 Q.   Okay.  Now, looking at your -- looking at
21            the second document, which is --
22                 A.   The second one in here?
23                 Q.   -- 685, I want to go through that with
24            you a little bit.  The first part is a -- it looks
25            like another copy of your -- of your statement.
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1            Is that correct?
2                 A.   Well, I --
3                 Q.   It doesn't look like it's a signed copy,
4            but it looks like a copy of your Declaration?
5                 A.   Which?  This one here?
6                 Q.   Yes, sir.
7                 A.   Okay.  The first -- the first sheet in
8            685?
9                 Q.   Right.  The first few sheets, actually.


10                 A.   Got it.  Got it.
11                 Q.   And -- and there -- looks like there is
12            some handwriting on here?
13                 A.   Yeah.
14                 Q.   Is that your handwriting?
15                 A.   Yes.
16                 Q.   And when did you make this -- when did
17            you do this handwriting?
18                 A.   I think I did this handwriting last week
19            as I got prepared for the deposition and I was
20            going back through material.
21                 Q.   Okay.  And you say, "Supplied by Dean
22            Smyth" on page 3. Do you see that?
23                 A.   Yes.  Yes.
24                 Q.   And what is that -- what does that
25            reference?
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1                 A.   That was just -- that was just saying all
2            these government files, Complaint, correspondence,
3            certain Boeing engineering drawings, quality
4            system drawings, audit records, you know, it's
5            like this -- this whole big thing includes the
6            data supplied by Dean Smyth, and then there was a
7            presentation and I said, okay, that's the Peggy
8            Gilligan thing.  So, you know, this was like the
9            stuff I looked at.  I reviewed the materials and I


10            was just making a note to myself, okay, yeah, that
11            was the source of that, that was the source of
12            that.
13                 Q.   Did you actually talk with Peggy Gilligan
14            about what was presented to her?
15                 A.   No.  No.
16                 Q.   And how did the -- how did the Peggy
17            Gilligan materials affect your opinions?
18                 A.   Not at all.
19                 Q.   On -- on page 5 you say, "I found no
20            evidence of any such," that seems to be underlined
21            or highlighted?
22                 A.   I circled it.
23                 Q.   And then it's a check mark with a what?
24                 A.   I put check on because when I went back
25            through this in preparation last week, I said, you
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1            know, I need to go back through that stuff one
2            more time because maybe I'm missing something with
3            this, you know, discrep -- I was particularly --
4            like I told you before, I saw this point that
5            there was 86 discrepant parts, 93 got on ship No.
6            6 whatever, there is no record of MRB and it's
7            like, well, if I could find evidence of that, then
8            that would certainly change the statement that I
9            had made before.  So, I went back and plowed
10            through that and I said I would hold to that
11            statement.  So, that was basically a note to
12            myself go back and check on that and make sure
13            that I still believe that's the case.
14                 Q.   So, the check on that was to look through
15            the Dean Smyth bucket?
16                 A.   Yeah, and see if there was something
17            there that I missed.
18                 Q.   So, you didn't check outside the bucket,
19            that was check within the bucket.
20                 A.   Nope.
21                 Q.   Okay.  Now, then, a couple pages later
22            we have RGE up in the right-hand corner?
23                 A.   Yeah.
24                 Q.   7-21-10, what's that?
25                 A.   This is a summary that I put together for
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1            myself or, you know, anyone else, if they wanted
2            to try to understand my thinking in arriving at my
3            conclusion.  And so I said here is the question
4            that I focused in on, however myopic it might be,
5            that's what I drilled in on, there is my
6            conclusion.  And if you want to know the key
7            points that led me to that conclusion, you know,
8            here they are and I -- and I bulletized all those
9            and then I also added some additional thoughts.
10            Now, these were ancillary to the other points.
11            The major supporting information is there on page
12            1, and then page 2 was, and, oh, by the way, here
13            is some other miscellaneous thoughts.
14                 Q.   Now, when you had the -- when you went
15            back in and drilled down in on it, did you -- did
16            you think to contact us as the lawyers for the
17            Relators to find out whether we had any additional
18            information?
19                 A.   I'll repeat it again.  My tasking was to
20            look at the data I was provided.  Dean did not say
21            go ask other people, get their opinions, go
22            anyplace else, look at SDRs.  He said look at the
23            information I'm going to give you.
24                 Q.   Well, and --
25                 A.   That was -- that was the task I was
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1            given, so that was the task that I did.
2                 Q.   And here is why I'm asking.  You did meet
3            with Mr. Koh and Ted; and having met with Mr. Koh
4            and Ted and understanding that Mr. Koh is an
5            advocate, did you think that it might help balance
6            your opinion or balance your conclusions to meet
7            with the advocate for the other side or to meet
8            with the client for the other side, like Miss
9            Prewitt down there?


10                 A.   That was beyond --
11                      MS. BENTLEY:  Object to the form.
12            Foundation.  You can answer.
13                 A.   Beyond the scope of my task.
14                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
15                 Q.   And was this -- did the -- did the scope
16            of your task include meeting with Mr. Koh and with
17            Ted?
18                 A.   Not necessarily.  That was a -- that was
19            a meeting that was suggested, and I said, yeah, I
20            can do that.  And so, we sat down and I got
21            informed.
22                 Q.   Suggested by who?
23                 A.   I guess it came from Doug, maybe, was the
24            first, you know.
25                 Q.   That was Mr. Anderson?
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1                 A.   Mr. Anderson.  I didn't have any
2            objection to it, but I didn't seek it out.  I
3            didn't call up Mr. Anderson and say I want to talk
4            to Boeing people about this, I would like to talk
5            to, you know, their lawyer.  As far as I was
6            concerned, I was going to look at the data that
7            Dean gave me.  This -- this opportunity came up to
8            speak with some Boeing people and basically, as
9            far as I was concerned, it was an informational


10            meeting about what the heck is ATA.
11                 Q.   Okay.  Mr. Anderson is a -- is an FAA
12            lawyer.  Is that right?
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   Okay.  And so the only -- the only
15            contact suggested to you by the FAA lawyer was a
16            contact with Boeing?
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection to the form.
18                      MR. KOH:  Object to form.
19                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with
22            us?
23                 A.   No.
24                 Q.   Did Mr. Anderson suggest a contact with
25            anyone else other than Boeing?
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1                 A.   No.
2                 Q.   Now, this -- this two-page document
3            that's RGE and with 7-21-10 underneath it, I take
4            it that RGE is you?
5                 A.   Yes.
6                 Q.   And 7-21-10 is the date that you did
7            this?
8                 A.   Yes.
9                 Q.   How long -- how much time did you spend
10            doing this on the 21st?
11                 A.   Oh, I -- I had notes, I had handwritten
12            notes to myself that I had developed over the
13            course of all of this, and I basically just said,
14            you know, I need to type all this up and put it in
15            one place and that's what I did.  And it took me,
16            because I already had this stuff pretty much
17            written up, it was a matter of getting it into
18            words.  So, in answer to your question how long
19            did this take, I don't know, maybe -- maybe two
20            hours.
21                 Q.   Now, going through your bullets
22            Supporting Information, the first bullet is no
23            quantitative engineering evaluation.  I think
24            we've talked about that?
25                 A.   Uh-huh.
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1                 Q.   Anything more you'd like to say about
2            that?
3                 A.   No.
4                 Q.   The second bullet is:  "Relators's
5            counsel acknowledges in his letter of December
6            11th, 2009," is that me?
7                 A.   That's you.
8                 Q.   -- "that the allegation that the
9            airplanes are dangerous is an opinion when he
10            states, quote, we did not state any matters of
11            opinion except that these aircraft are dangerous,"
12            close quote?
13                 A.   Uh-huh.
14                 Q.   What's the significance of that to you?
15                 A.   Well, one thing that puzzled me as I went
16            through Dean's data was this lack of quantitative
17            engineering evaluation material, like what I would
18            call hard data, and -- and I felt like, well, I've
19            heard this claim that aircraft are dangerous and
20            should be grounded as a common theme, but there is
21            no data that supports that.  And then when I saw
22            that in your letter you weren't claiming that as
23            any kind of fact, you were, in fact, saying this
24            is just an opinion, then I said, oh, okay, now, I
25            understand, you know, this lack of data.  No one's
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1            saying there is any data, no one is really
2            claiming there has been any engineering
3            evaluations done.  This idea of these airplanes
4            are dangerous and should be grounded is, in fact,
5            just an opinion.  So, that was significant to me;
6            that you weren't making a claim that that was a
7            fact, you were saying, in your opinion, they are
8            dangerous and should be grounded.
9                      MR. KOH:  Bill, having asked the witness


10            about your December 11th, 2009 letter, will you
11            now agree to provide us a copy?
12                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  I'm asking him about
13            this note in a document that was produced by the
14            government in this case without my consent or
15            knowledge.  It was just produced.  So, I'm asking
16            him about this which you already have.
17                      MR. KOH:  I asked you a question and
18            you've answered it.
19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Right.
20                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
21                 Q.   Now, is dangerous an opinion?
22                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
23                 A.   To me -- to me, when you say dangerous,
24            these airplanes should be grounded, I basically
25            say that's an unsafe condition likely to occur in
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1            other aircraft.  You go to 39.5 that's AD
2            material.  So, to me, when I -- when I take your
3            statement and translate it, that means you are
4            saying there should be an AD written.
5                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   My question was, is -- is the conclusion
7            that something is safe or dangerous, is that an
8            opinion?
9                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.


10                 A.   No, it's not an opinion.  You need
11            engineering data. You need -- like I said, go
12            through it again, you need to quantify the
13            discrepancy, engineering needs to evaluate its
14            impact on the aircraft relative to structural
15            integrity, strength, fatigue, damage tolerance.
16            And then based on that body of engineering
17            information, you draw a conclusion I got an unsafe
18            condition.  And the other thing is you may have an
19            unsafe condition, but if it's not likely to occur
20            on other aircraft, you don't write an AD.
21                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
22                 Q.   Okay.  So, you draw a conclusion and
23            that's what I'm -- you look at the data and you
24            draw a conclusion, right?
25                 A.   You -- you look at the data and based on
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1            the data you make a call.
2                 Q.   Right.  You make -- you draw a
3            conclusion?
4                 A.   A conclusion.
5                 Q.   Right?
6                 A.   Yeah.
7                 Q.   And that conclusion, is that same
8            conclusion going to be reached by every
9            aeronautical engineer?
10                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for
11            speculation.
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
13                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
14                 Q.   In other words, the conclusion that --
15                 A.   It's -- it's a pretty rigorous process
16            that we typically go through before we produce
17            that AD.  It's -- it's got to be pretty much of a
18            consensus of the people involved, including
19            management, that, yes, indeed, we have a -- we
20            have a smoking gun.  We may not -- we may not have
21            -- hopefully we don't have a catastrophic event,
22            but we have a near miss and we've got all the data
23            that says, by gosh, take it to the bank, we've had
24            a near miss and the engineering data supports it.
25                 Q.   I'm trying to get to the difference
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1            between a conclusion drawn from the data and an
2            opinion based on the data?
3                 A.   Okay.  I think it's a question of
4            semantics.
5                 Q.   Okay.
6                 A.   And me, and me, I would say this, and we
7            can, you know, argue about this, but an opinion to
8            me would be an unsubstantiated conclusion.
9                 Q.   Okay.
10                 A.   To me, an opinion would have connotations
11            of you came to that conclusion, but you really
12            didn't have substantiating information or very
13            little.
14                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, to you, the word opinion
15            is really sort of a soft word, a bad word in
16            relation to data?
17                 A.   It's not a bad word, but to me if someone
18            says, well, I have an opinion on that, there is
19            probably -- to me, at least, that would mean,
20            well, they probably don't have much data behind
21            it.
22                 Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Now, the next paragraph is
23            Rolf Hamerquist?
24                 A.   Yes.
25                 Q.   Structures DER.  Do you know Mr.
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1            Hamerquist?
2                 A.   Yes.
3                 Q.   Is he a -- is he a good engineer; do you
4            know?
5                 A.   I'll refrain from answering that
6            question.
7                 Q.   Okay.  And you saw a letter written by
8            him in March of 2005?
9                 A.   Uh-huh.


10                 Q.   That's over five years ago?
11                 A.   Uh-huh.
12                 Q.   I'm sorry to correct you on this.
13                 A.   Yes.
14                 Q.   Yes.  And -- and what -- do you know what
15            Mr. Hamerquist, what information Mr. Hamerquist
16            had available to him in March of 2005?
17                 A.   I have no idea.
18                 Q.   Okay.  What significance do you take from
19            the quote that you make from Mr. Hamerquist?
20                 A.   The significance -- the significance I
21            took from that quote is, my gosh, we both arrived
22            at the same point because he's also saying he
23            doesn't have enough data to make any call on these
24            airplanes.
25                 Q.   So, you interpret Mr. Hamerquist's
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1            statement as saying he believes the airplanes are
2            airworthy?
3                 A.   No, I -- I interpret his statement to say
4            that he does not have enough engineering data to
5            make a call on we have an unsafe condition, these
6            airplanes should be grounded, we should write an
7            AD.  To me, he's basically said that because, you
8            know, my conclusion was if he did have the
9            information to be able to do that, then he


10            certainly would have done it.
11                 Q.   Okay.  Now, what he says is:  "I cannot
12            make an estimate, using accepted engineering
13            principles, of the fitness of any of these parts.
14            I cannot make a determination of the airworthiness
15            of any of these parts or the aircraft that were
16            built with them."  Is that what you quoted?
17                 A.   Yes, those are his -- that's straight out
18            of his letter.
19                 Q.   Right.  And did you take it that he was
20            saying that being unable, using accepted
21            engineering principles, to make an estimate of the
22            fitness of these parts, being unable to make a
23            determination of the airworthiness, he did not
24            think that they were airworthy.  Did you make that
25            -- did you reach that conclusion?
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1                      MR. KOH:  Object to form.
2                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
3                 Q.   Were you in doubt as to their
4            airworthiness?
5                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
6                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
7                 A.   I believe he had a doubt relative to
8            their safety.  I'm going to use the word safety
9            because you get talk -- get talking about
10            airworthiness and there is other things that go
11            on.  It's -- you write an AD if you find an unsafe
12            condition likely to occur on other aircraft.  If
13            you read 39.5, it doesn't say you write an AD if
14            you find the airplane to be not airworthy.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Are airworthy and -- are airworthiness
17            and safety, are those synonymous?
18                 A.   No.
19                 Q.   What's the difference between the two?
20                 A.   I'm not even going to try to get into
21            that.
22                 Q.   Do you not know?
23                 A.   I don't -- I've heard all kinds of
24            discussions on that and I just -- I use the word
25            safety and make a determination of an unsafe -- I
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1            work in the 39.5 that says if you find an unsafe
2            condition likely to occur on other aircraft,
3            that's when you go for an AD.
4                 Q.   Okay.  So, so, you can't, as we sit here
5            today, you can't tell us based upon your knowledge
6            and experience what the distinction is, if there
7            is one, between airworthiness and safety?
8                 A.   I -- I wouldn't even try because I've
9            heard so many discussions on that subject, and I
10            would say it's -- it's an arguable discussion and
11            it's really not relevant in the end to determine
12            -- to determine unsafe condition.
13                 Q.   Now, you understand that Mr. Hamerquist
14            is a DER?
15                 A.   Yes.
16                 Q.   And -- and that means he's a designated
17            airworthy -- I mean, engineering representative of
18            the FAA?
19                 A.   Yes.
20                 Q.   And do you understand that there -- he
21            has an advisor within the DER hierarchy?
22                 A.   Yes.
23                 Q.   Do you know who that is?
24                 A.   No.
25                 Q.   Did you make any effort to investigate
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1            this matter and talk to Mr. Hamerquist about it?
2                 A.   I confined my investigation to the
3            material that Dean Smyth provided.
4                 Q.   Okay.  And among the material Mr. Smyth
5            provided was the letter from Mr. Hamerquist?
6                 A.   Correct.
7                 Q.   And you didn't -- you didn't call Mr.
8            Hamerquist?
9                 A.   No.


10                 Q.   "No failures noted in the complaint,"
11            that means there were no -- none of these SDRs or
12            crashes or anything like that?
13                 A.   I was looking for -- we -- we do see
14            operator reports crack found in part, operator
15            reports distressed fasteners found, operator
16            reports a failed part.  That's the kind of thing I
17            was looking for was some problem with an airplane.
18                 Q.   Okay.
19                 A.   Primarily, the people who find these are
20            operators, and they usually find them as part of
21            their normal maintenance they discover these sort
22            of things or when they are accessing areas they
23            find them.  That's what I was looking for.
24                 Q.   Now, fail-safe chords, how long are those
25            supposed to last?
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1                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form, lack of
2            foundation.
3                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join on foundation.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   Are those lifetime parts?
6                      MS. BENTLEY:  Same objection.
7                 A.   Let's see, you've got to understand the
8            requirements.  There is -- there is no requirement
9            on how long those parts have to last.  How is


10            that?
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   So, when I ask is -- are there -- when I
13            say lifetime parts, are there parts on the air --
14            well, strike that.
15            Does lifetime parts have a meaning to you,
16            lifetime parts?
17                 A.   No.
18                 Q.   Are there -- are there some parts of the
19            airplane that are designed to be replaced
20            periodically?
21                 A.   Typically, no.
22                 Q.   Tires, tires, are they replaced
23            periodically?
24                 A.   Parts, I almost don't consider tires a
25            part, but strictly speaking they are a part, they
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1            have a part number.  There are -- there are
2            certain parts that are replaced, like windshields
3            and transparencies.  Little, if any, of the actual
4            air frame is designed to be swapped out over the
5            expected operational life.
6                 Q.   Okay.  So, if -- if you looked into the
7            SDRs and you found that there were cracks or
8            corrosion relating to fail-safe chords, would --
9            on the airplane, would that cause you concern?
10                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Assumes facts not
11            in evidence.
12                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.  You can still
13            answer the question.
14                 A.   It would -- it would cause an
15            investigation of that: Why did it happen and
16            what's the effect of that on the safety of the
17            aircraft?  But it would depend on the outcome of
18            the evaluation what the action was.
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   Okay.  What if you -- what if you looked
21            and you found one fail-safe chord had suffered
22            crack and -- cracking and corrosion and needed to
23            be replaced, would that have any significance to
24            you?
25                 A.   One?
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1                 Q.   One, yeah.
2                      MR. ROBISON:  Foundation.
3                      MR. KOH:  Incomplete hypothetical as
4            well.
5                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, it's a complete
6            hypothetical.
7                 A.   Yeah, it depends.  I mean, you do a
8            failure investigation and try to understand, you
9            know, why this one did that and there is no others
10            out there that did it.  And I have seen cases
11            where, in the end it was, you know, this is unique
12            to this tail number.  It -- it could result in an
13            unsafe condition, but we are not going to write an
14            AD because we have decided it's unique to this
15            tail number.
16                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
17                 Q.   You would try to decide whether it was
18            normal or anomalous fatigue?
19                 A.   Yes.  You must have read my paper.
20                 Q.   I do, and I've got it here.  I mean it's
21            all -- it's all marked up and highlighted.  In
22            fact, in fact, a little bit ago, it was commented
23            that we hadn't gotten to Exhibit 683.
24                 A.   Oh, okay.
25                 Q.   And this is Strategies For Ensuring
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1            Rotorcraft Structural Integrity, which we are not
2            talking about a rotorcraft here, but in terms of
3            the concepts of normal and -- normal and anomalous
4            fatigue, is there a difference -- I mean, are the
5            concepts of normal and anomalous fatigue relevant
6            to aircraft like the 737?
7                 A.   Absolutely.
8                 Q.   Okay.  And so what's the difference
9            between normal and anomalous fatigue?


10                 A.   A case -- if you -- well, one way -- one
11            way would be to explain it is the outcome.  By
12            definition, if you have a case of fatigue and you
13            determine it's normal fatigue and it could lead to
14            not meeting requirements, then you would have
15            grounds to write an AD.
16                 Q.   Okay.  Now --
17                 A.   Because when it's normal, you're saying
18            every other aircraft could end up looking the same
19            way.  On the other hand, if it's anomalous, that
20            would say you've done enough -- you've done enough
21            analysis to determine that this particular
22            incident is unique to this aircraft because of
23            something someone did to this tail number, that
24            would not be an AD.
25                 Q.   Okay.  Look -- just so that we have it
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1            identified for the record, I've marked as Exhibit
2            683 a paper that you wrote, gosh, when did you
3            write it, 2005?
4                 A.   No, it's -- this was -- this was 1999 was
5            when the conference was held on this one.
6                 Q.   And the title of the paper is Strategies
7            For Ensuring Rotorcraft Structural Integrity?
8                 A.   Yeah.  Yes.
9                 Q.   And -- and in this you discuss normal


10            fatigue and anomalous fatigue?
11                 A.   Yes.
12                 Q.   And these concepts, you know, threats to
13            structural integrity and normal and anomalous
14            fatigue would be applicable to -- what would you
15            call a 737?  Is that a fixed wing?
16                 A.   Fixed wing, fixed wing aircraft.  Much --
17            there are some things in here that are unique to
18            rotorcraft because the rotorcraft rules are
19            interestingly different, but the basic
20            philosophies in here are generally applicable.
21                 Q.   To fixed wing aircraft?
22                 A.   Fixed wing, rotorcraft, engines, go
23            carts, automobiles.
24                 Q.   Now, what are -- what are the causes of
25            anomalous fatigue?
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1                 A.   The one example that I like to use, if
2            you are familiar with the U.S. Air Force F-111
3            incident where they -- are you familiar with the
4            F-111?
5                 Q.   The one where it broke in half?
6                 A.   Well, a wing came off.
7                 Q.   Wing came off.
8                 A.   Wing came off.  And that was -- that was
9            due to a defect in the wing carry-through forging.
10            It was a very high-strength steel.  It caused a
11            wing separation at 100 hours of service when the
12            airplane was designed to fly for 6,000 hours, and
13            they never saw that ever again on any F-111.  That
14            would be an example of an anomalous event.
15                 Q.   Okay.  And the causes of anomalous
16            fatigue you have on page 2 of your paper?
17                 A.   Uh-huh.
18                 Q.   You say design oversights/errors is the
19            first bullet on the second page.  Do you see that?
20                 A.   Yeah.
21                 Q.   And then the second one is manufacturing
22            errors.
23                 A.   Uh-huh.
24                 Q.   And the third one is operational and
25            service anomalies?
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1                 A.   Uh-huh.
2                 Q.   Now, on that one, the F-111, was that a
3            design, a manufacturing or an operational anomaly?
4                 A.   It was not an operational anomaly, but
5            you could -- you know, in hindsight you could say
6            they picked a very unforgiving material.  So you
7            could say, you know, design, if they had it to do
8            over again probably wouldn't have picked that
9            material.  And certainly there was a fabrication.
10            The defect got built in when the billet was made
11            to start the part way back in the beginning of the
12            birth of the part, if you will.  So -- (paused)
13                 Q.   Now, the manufacturing errors slash
14            mistakes is what you say here and then you have
15            two sub-bullets under it:  Omission of critical
16            processes or introduction of defects is the two --
17                 A.   Uh-huh.
18                 Q.   -- possible explanations for
19            manufacturing error or mistake?
20                 A.   Uh-huh.
21                 Q.   What is the omission of a critical
22            process?  What do you mean by that?
23                 A.   Should be heat treated.  There -- an
24            example of that is many years ago there were quite
25            a bit of aluminum that was produced by, I think,
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1            Alcoa that was, in fact, built into a number of
2            aircraft.  And after the airplanes were out there
3            flying, Alcoa realized that that particular
4            product didn't get the heat treat it should have
5            gotten, and so there had to be an investigation
6            done of those -- of the airplanes that got that
7            material, and I would -- you know, that wasn't a
8            fatigue.  It didn't end up being a fatigue
9            problem, but it could have been an under-strength


10            issue, and that was -- that's what I would call an
11            anomaly where there was something that was
12            supposed to get done, it didn't get done, and it
13            didn't get done on a specific number of aircraft.
14            It wasn't a fleet-wide issue.
15                 Q.   What if you've had the omission of a
16            critical process for a prolonged period of time on
17            a fleet-wide issue, would that be anomalous?
18                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Calls for
19            speculation.
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form, foundation.
21                 A.   Let me -- let me explain.  I'm talking
22            about anomalous fatigue and potential sources of
23            that.  So, you may have a discrepancy, but if it
24            doesn't create a fatigue problem, there is no
25            anomalous fatigue to talk about.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   Right.  So, what got us into this issue
3            was hypothetically we were talking about one -- if
4            you found one fail-safe chord that had corrosion,
5            one of the things you probably would be looking at
6            would be to determine whether or not it was a
7            isolated instance of, you know, for whatever
8            reason, a bad chord that got incorporated in the
9            aircraft, or whether there was -- whether this


10            indicated a larger, deeper problem.  Isn't that
11            one of the things you would be interested in?
12                 A.   Following your example, you might find
13            when you looked into it that you did have some
14            parts that didn't get the corrosion protection
15            treatment that they needed to have as a part of
16            their fabrication process.  It got into an
17            airplane, that airplane had a corrosion problem.
18            You looked back and you say, okay, we've -- we've
19            got six parts that went through the system like
20            that and we probably need to go out there and look
21            at those.  And if you could -- if you can really
22            -- lots of times you don't have -- I mean, that's
23            the good outcome is to be able to say there is
24            only a few of the aircraft that are like this, we
25            don't need to write an AD.  We basically take
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1            corrective action in the process, but then you
2            also -- the airplanes that actually have those
3            parts, somebody has to make a determination what
4            that means to those tail numbers and then you're
5            going to have to deal with those particular tail
6            numbers.
7                      MR. KOH:  Bill, I don't mean to derail
8            you, but I just have a quick question that's
9            actually addressed to Miss Bentley.  We are at
10            4:55.  Do you have a position as to the
11            availability of the witness beyond 5 p.m.?  We can
12            discuss off the record as well.  I'm concerned, we
13            have some questions and it's obviously getting
14            late in the day.
15                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Let me -- let me finish
16            this line and we can take a break and we can talk
17            about it.
18                      MR. KOH:  That would be fine.
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   The -- but as you -- if you -- if on the
21            other hand you, I don't know, what number would be
22            significant, if you had 10, 15, 20, 30, you had --
23            if you had a large number of reports of a
24            particular problem with a particular part, like a
25            corrosion, a cracking on a fail-safe chord, at
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1            what point in time does it get to the level you
2            start to become concerned?  How many?
3                 A.   If you can't isolate it, then usually
4            conservatively, you'd conservatively say this is
5            systematic, I've got to go after the whole fleet.
6                 Q.   Okay.  But what's the number that you
7            would have -- I mean is there a number that you
8            have in mind?
9                 A.   No.  No.
10                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   10?
13                 A.   No, there is no -- it depends on --
14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Sir, you have to give me a
15            chance to object.  Objection, form and foundation.
16                      MR. KOH:  Join.
17                      MS. BENTLEY:  Now you can answer the
18            question.
19                 A.   It depends on the -- it depends on the
20            criticality of the part; it depends on the
21            situation; it depends on, you know, well, just
22            this condition by itself does not make it not meet
23            type design -- meet the type design requirements,
24            but, you know, if -- if a certain chain of events
25            occurs, we could get there.  And if you're way
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1            down the food chain in that, it's different from
2            if you say, you know, when this occurs we are
3            almost at the edge of the cliff.  So, it depends.
4            It depends on the criticality of the part,
5            criticality of the situation, the impact on the --
6            on the requirements.  But in the end, if you
7            cannot -- if you can -- if you can honest to gosh
8            limit it to these tail numbers, even if it's 100
9            tail numbers, you can go out there and target just


10            those tail numbers.
11                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
12                 Q.   Well, if -- if -- you know, we are
13            talking hypothetically about numbers, but we are
14            not hypothetical about the part.  I mean, I was
15            talking about a fail-safe chord.  If -- if we --
16            which is primary structure of the aircraft,
17            correct?
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form and
19            foundation.
20                      MR. KOH:  Join.
21                 A.   You're -- what does primary structure
22            mean?
23                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
24                 Q.   I'm -- I'm -- I'm not the engineer, you
25            are.
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1                 A.   I don't --
2                 Q.   What does primary structure mean?
3                 A.   I don't -- I don't hardly ever use the
4            term.
5                 Q.   So, you don't know what primary structure
6            of the aircraft is?
7                 A.   I get down to what does the structure do
8            in the aircraft, what is its importance to the
9            aircraft, and then you do your evaluation of the


10            discrepancy based on what that part does. You can
11            call it -- you can call it a primary structure or
12            an element of primary structure or a PSE or an --
13            it doesn't really matter.
14                 Q.   So --
15                 A.   They are just words.  The bottom line is
16            what's the importance of that to the structure;
17            and this discrepancy that we found, how does it
18            impact its performance?
19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, did you look at the
20            particular parts involved in this case to
21            determine how those parts would impact on what, on
22            the flight?  On the safety?  What's the critical
23            thing?  How they would impact on what?
24                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.
25                 A.   Well, first -- I'm sorry.
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1                      MS. BENTLEY:  You just have to wait until
2            he finishes his question and give me a second.
3            Thank you.
4                 A.   Ask your question again.
5            BY MR. SKEPNEK:
6                 Q.   You said it's -- these are just words and
7            you've got to get down to the basic issue which is
8            what?  How do they impact the aircraft?
9                 A.   What is it -- what does it do in the
10            structure?  Why is it there?  What does it do?
11            And then its discrepancy that it has, its
12            documented discrepancy, how does it impact its
13            function?  If it -- if it still will function the
14            way it's supposed to function, then the
15            discrepancy is okay.  If it impacts its function,
16            then the discrepancy may not be okay and we may
17            need to take the part out, we may need to impose
18            an inspection and monitor the part.  I mean, there
19            is different remedies if you get to the point that
20            you say this part does not perform like it's
21            supposed to perform.
22                 Q.   Okay.  So, if the -- if the -- if the
23            solution is to replace the part, you know, the
24            engineer who reviews the part has become
25            sufficiently concerned about it that he orders a
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1            replacement of the part, what does that mean?
2                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
3                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
4                 Q.   In this analysis that we are talking
5            about.
6                 A.   What does it mean?  I mean --
7                 Q.   I have seemed to confused you.
8                 A.   Yeah, you have.  You would do the
9            evaluation to make the determination if the part
10            comes out or not.  I mean, you wouldn't say you've
11            got to take the part out until you had made a
12            determination that the way it is, it doesn't
13            function the way it's supposed to.
14                 Q.   Okay.  So, I take it if the -- if the
15            engineer -- this would be a DER, right, on a
16            repair -- like let's say there was an SDR and --
17                 A.   You're getting out of the AD world now.
18            Do you want to do that?
19                 Q.   Well, I actually do for a moment because
20            it starts outside the AD world.  It starts with a
21            particular problem on a particular airplane and a
22            -- and a particular solution to that particular
23            problem, correct?
24                      MR. KOH:  Object to the form.
25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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1                 Q.   In other words, there is a particular
2            part that's been found to have failed or not be
3            functioning as it's designed, and then an engineer
4            looks at it and makes a decision and then that
5            decision is implemented to repair the aircraft.
6            That's the way it starts, isn't it?
7                 A.   There is -- there is as many scenarios as
8            -- as there are people in the world probably.
9                 Q.   Is that one of them?


10                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection.  Form,
11            foundation.
12                 A.   One of them would be that you -- I'll
13            give you an example of one of them.  One of them
14            would be as an operator finds a crack, he goes to
15            the SRM, which we have talked about. The SRM
16            covers that kind of a crack.  He takes the repair
17            and the SRM, he does the repair and nobody knows
18            about it.  Everybody is -- everybody is happy.
19                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
20                 Q.   And in that circumstance, would there be
21            an SDR that would be generated?
22                 A.   Possibly not.
23                 Q.   For there to be an SDR generated, does it
24            have to go over a certain threshold for an SDR to
25            be generated?
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1                      MR. KOH:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.
2                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
3                 A.   I am not an expert on when SDRs get
4            triggered and when they don't get triggered. I
5            have heard, you know, discussions that if you can
6            fix it with the SRM, you don't write an SDR.
7                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
8                 Q.   By SDR, we are talking about that
9            document that's part of Exhibit 682, aren't we?


10            That's --
11                 A.   That's out of the F.A.R.s.  There is some
12            -- I think it's 121 has some stuff in it about --
13            yeah, 121-704 SDRs.
14                 Q.   All right.  So, for it to raise to the
15            level of an SDR, I mean, you might have a problem
16            with a particular part that is -- what's that
17            acronym that you used?
18                 A.   SRM, structural repair manual.
19                 Q.   Structural repair manual; that the
20            operator makes reference to the structural repair
21            manual, fixes it and doesn't even make a report,
22            right?
23                 A.   That happens.
24                      MR. KOH:  Objection, lack of foundation.
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Join.
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1                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
2                 Q.   That happens?
3                 A.   That happens.  To qualify my point, I
4            think that is okay.  If you can -- if you can take
5            care of the repair with the SRM, which is
6            developed by Boeing, by their engineers, they have
7            basically said in that report we have looked at
8            these kinds of discrepancies in the structure, we
9            have already come up with a repair for that.  So,
10            if you find it and it's within these bounds and
11            you repair it with -- these are approved through
12            engineering and FAA -- you can go do this.  You
13            don't have to come back to Boeing.  If you have
14            the capability, you're in-house or with someone
15            else, to put this SRM repair on, you can basically
16            do that and be done with it and go on with life.
17                 Q.   Without a report?
18                 A.   Without an SDR.
19                 Q.   Okay.  Now, but if we have a report, an
20            SDR report, under 14 C.F.R. what chapter, Chapter
21            1, 121.704, does anybody at the FAA monitor those
22            SDRs to determine if a pattern has developed
23            concerning a particular part on the airplane?
24                 A.   I know of -- I know of FAA people who
25            have done SDR searches.  I don't know that there
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01            is an organization that that's their sole purpose.
02            I don't know.
03                 Q.   Who's responsibility would that be within
04            the FAA?
05                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, foundation.
06                 A.   I don't know.
07                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Two minutes to tape.
08                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
09                 Q.   Does anybody -- is Boeing expected to
10            monitor these SDR reports to -- to evaluate its
11            own parts and to reach conclusions about patterns
12            from the SDRs?
13                 A.   I don't know.
14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
15                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
16                 Q.   Do you know whether Boeing does that,
17            whether Boeing monitors the SDRs?
18                 A.   No, I don't.
19                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  Take a break.
20                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.
21            17
01:35.
22                      (THEREUPON, a recess was taken.)
23                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record.
24            The time is 17:23:20.
25                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
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1                 Q.   Okay.  We got on this -- on this talking
2            about the SDRs basically out of your article,
3            which is Exhibit 683, and talking about the
4            difference between anomalous fatigue and normal
5            fatigue.
6                 A.   Yes.
7                 Q.   And -- and if we -- and we were talking
8            about the causes for anomalous fatigue being the
9            omission of critical processes or the introduction


10            of defects, and I didn't get to the introduction
11            of defects part.  Could you tell us what you mean
12            by that?
13                 A.   Yes.  The introduction of defects would
14            be like that F-111 example I gave you.  That would
15            be a defect that was introduced into the billet
16            and went all the way through the airplane.
17                 Q.   Okay.  Now, the problem -- can you
18            explain these two graphs that you have at the top
19            of page 2 of Exhibit 683?
20                 A.   I'll give it a shot.  The Figure 1 was
21            meant to graphically illustrate normal fatigue
22            over time, reducing the strength of the part and
23            these curves out here represent the cumulative
24            probability of the strength dropping down to
25            either ultimate capability or limit capability.
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1            The point of this figure was that normal fatigue
2            is predictable if you have the right data.
3                 Q.   Okay.
4                 A.   Fatigue life follows a random
5            distribution, and if you have enough data you can
6            predict when it's going to occur statistically.
7            It's statistically modeled.  Anomalous --
8                 Q.   Before we get to anomalous, just about
9            normal, what is the data that you need to have to


10            predict normal fatigue?
11                 A.   You need fatigue test data.
12                 Q.   And so that would be the fatigue tests
13            that were done during the type certification
14            process?
15                 A.   Normally, although people run fatigue
16            tests after airplanes are in the air to further
17            understand particular issues that might have
18            cropped up.
19                 Q.   Now, those -- the fatigue testing that is
20            done before type certification, that is fatigue
21            testing of structures that were built according to
22            type design, correct?
23                 A.   It can be -- it can be -- it can range
24            anywhere from coupons, just to characterize
25            material, to what I would call full-scale
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1            components that are production representative and
2            everything in between.
3                 Q.   Right, but --
4                 A.   Depending on what  - what you're trying
5            to go after.
6                 Q.   But the fatigue testing that we get to
7            make predictable -- make the predictable failure
8            occur, is a -- is testing on the airplane as
9            described and the type design data?
10                 A.   Not necessarily.  People take a very
11            basic coupon test data and will make predictions
12            of air frame structure and will extrapolate
13            analytically to account for the differences
14            between the coupons and the full scale article.
15                 Q.   Right, and -- but they have mathematical
16            computations available to make those calculations.
17            I mean, they can -- they can -- they can take that
18            coupon test and they can extrapolate that into the
19            type designed airplane, correct?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   So, they can extrapolate it in to the
22            type design data?
23                 A.   You said type design data.  I got a --
24            there is -- there is no requirement to do a -- up
25            until recently, there has been no requirement to
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1            run a fatigue test.  So, if you look at the
2            compliance data packages, you would find for the
3            737s, all the way through the NG, you will not
4            find a fatigue analysis report submitted as part
5            of the data, as part of the compliance data
6            package.  This is getting into some details of the
7            rules, but that's --
8                 Q.   Well, we got into this because you said
9            you determined normal fatigue on the basis of the
10            fatigue test?
11                 A.   If you -- if you want to make a
12            prediction of when you would expect cracks to
13            occur, normal fatigue is something that you can
14            predict, how far out you would expect that to
15            happen.
16                 Q.   But if we want that fatigue testing to
17            apply to a real airplane in the sky, then we are
18            going to try to come up with tests of what we
19            think that airplane is, right?
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
21            foundation.
22                 A.   To get -- to get the most credible answer
23            without having to get into discussions about
24            assumptions and mathematical ways to extrapolate,
25            the best way is to go to a full-scale structure,
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1            but that's not the only way.  People do get by
2            with less than that and there is no requirement to
3            do either.
4                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
5                 Q.   But if you don't have that testing, then
6            you're not going to be able to predict normal
7            fatigue, right?
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  Foundation.
9                 A.   That would be true.  You do need some


10            sort of a test basis to make a credible estimate
11            of fatigue life.
12                 BY MR. SKEPNEK:
13                 Q.   Okay.  Now, you're getting into the
14            second figure.  You are going to -- you are going
15            to explain the second figure.
16                 A.   The second figure was meant to -- the
17            point here was that anomalies occur.  By
18            definition, they are not predictable. Their
19            seriousness is not predictable.  They may be
20            benign, they may be -- cause catastrophic results.
21            They can occur very early in the life of the
22            aircraft.  Here is, you know, No. 6 is a bad
23            anomaly that caused the strength to degrade very
24            early in the life, and they can range all the way
25            up to not so -- a more benign anomaly is depicted
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1            in 2, and 1 is the reference, that would be
2            something that was predictable.  But the point of
3            figure 2 was anomalies are very, very difficult to
4            deal with.
5                 Q.   Why -- why are anomalies hard to predict?
6                 A.   Because anomalies by definition are
7            escapes.  They are things that you -- you design
8            -- try to design around, manufacture around and
9            your maintenance program is trying to prevent.


10            The -- the example of the F-111, they did
11            everything they could with the billet inspections
12            to try to make sure that they didn't have defects
13            in the first place, but things happen.  You know,
14            we are human, there is escapes, things don't work
15            exactly like we planned on, and it's -- it's like
16            predicting you're going to get into a car accident
17            tomorrow.
18                 Q.   Now, that would be the introduction of
19            defects example with the particular bad billet on
20            one part that failed.  But on the omission of
21            critical processes, you -- why would -- why would
22            the -- why would it be hard to predict anomalous
23            fatigue with the omission of critical processes?
24                 A.   Well, if you -- if you've got -- if
25            you've got a process and -- like a heat treat
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1            process, and they are typically on the engineering
2            drawing, if there has to be any post-fab heat
3            treat to get to the heat final heat treat that you
4            want.  It's on the engineering drawing.  They are
5            supposed to be quality checks to make sure that
6            gets done.  And if everybody does their job and
7            the system works, it's going to get heat treated
8            right.  Every now and then the system doesn't
9            quite work and we will, like this soft aluminum
10            example I gave, through nobody's intent the system
11            didn't work and we ended up with a few parts out
12            there that didn't have the strength that everybody
13            thought they should have. That, to my -- that to
14            my -- that would, to me, qualify as an anomaly.
15            It wasn't predictable.  No one could have looked
16            into their crystal ball and said Alcoa is going to
17            forget to heat treat these particular extrusions
18            that are going to go into these airplanes.
19                 Q.   No, no.  My question is why can't you
20            predict when the -- when those parts fail?  Why
21            can't --
22                 A.   Because you don't know the severity of
23            the anomaly.  You can't predict how bad bad is
24            going to be.  It could be -- you know, it could be
25            a very benign escape or it could be a very severe
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1            escape and there is no way to predict that.  Now,
2            if you tell me what the escape is, if you say I
3            want you to predict the life if this is what
4            happens, then one could develop the data for that
5            particular specified escape, but we don't -- we
6            don't -- we don't design airplanes to tolerate
7            every imaginable escape that might ever occur or
8            has ever occurred, otherwise they wouldn't fly.
9                 Q.   So, the predictability would come from
10            build records that show conformity to the design
11            records?  That's where predictability comes from?
12                 A.   Well, you have to have -- you have to
13            have some certainty.  When you -- when you are
14            dealing with normal fatigue, I think I mentioned
15            in there normal fatigue is manufacture with no
16            surprises, operated as planned and maintained as
17            intended.  So, the system is working.  If the
18            system is working, you've got -- you've got a
19            fighting chance to start predicting when you would
20            expect the airplane to start cracking.  If the
21            system breaks down, all bets are off and you
22            better have some other way to, you know, to
23            tolerate that defect, and hopefully you have
24            bounded the defects that crop up in the future,
25            but sometimes we don't.
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.  I'll interrupt my --
2            so the agreement is that I'm going to interrupt
3            mine, you're going to ask a few questions, five,
4            10, I don't care how long, about that -- about
5            those two particular issues relating to the
6            production of documents from the government.
7                      MR. KOH:  And the resumption of the
8            deposition.  There were two topical areas I wanted
9            to cover.


10                      MR. SKEPNEK:  And the resumption of the
11            --
12                      MR. KOH:  The fact that we are coming
13            back and what's going to be involved with that.
14            I'll ask the questions.
15                      MR. RAUCHWERGER:  You mean about his
16            availability?
17                      MR. KOH:  Let me just ask the questions.
18                      MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  We are letting the
19            witness go at six o'clock.  Is that understood?
20                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  Yeah.
21                      MR. KOH:  So, let me just state for the
22            record --
23                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Because my only agreement
24            is if we -- if we are interrupting it to deal with
25            these sort of procedural things.
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1                      MR. ROBISON:  Right.  Nobody is saying
2            your examination is over.
3                 CROSS-EXAMINATION
4                 BY MR. KOH:
5                 Q.   So, for the record, Steve Koh for Boeing.
6            I actually have a number of areas I would like to
7            ask the witness on, but our agreement is only to
8            cover a couple of topical areas.
9            First topical area is I want to talk a little more


10            about the information provided by Relators'
11            counsel and correspondence as reflected in
12            documents.  So in Exhibit 685, which you testified
13            was your sort of working file documents?
14                 A.   Is that this one?
15                 Q.   If you flip to the third page of your
16            review notes?
17                 A.   Okay.  Uh-huh.
18                 Q.   There is a page with a large number of
19            bullet points is your page 3?
20                 A.   Yes.
21                 Q.   Does -- and it continues on to the next
22            page as well.  Does this list of quoted items
23            include quotations from letters or e-mails from
24            Relators' counsel or their experts to the
25            government?
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1                 A.   It goes back to the material in the blue
2            binder, the three-ring binder.  And in fact, these
3            numbers in parenthesis -- let's take the first one
4            we talked about.
5                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Are you talking about the
6            page 3?
7                      MR. KOH:  Yes.
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Okay.
9                 A.   The first one, that quote right there,
10            you can go back to the blue binder that Dean Smyth
11            provided me, go to the first tab No. 1, that's his
12            tab, and go into that document and you can find
13            that.  And the same on all of these.  You can go
14            into Dean's tab 11 and find, you know, this quote,
15            and so on and so forth.
16                 BY MR. KOH:
17                 Q.   I think I understand, but let's just go
18            through a couple of examples so it's clear.  The
19            second bullet point on this page states, quote,
20            when improper or uncalibrated tools are used, the
21            resulting parts do not conform to type design and
22            are, thus, non-conforming, end quote, and it
23            references 11?
24                 A.   Yeah.
25                 Q.   If we turn to Exhibit 682, which is the
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1            index to the blue notebook, does that indicate to
2            you that the quotation is from a letter from
3            Clausen Miller to the Justice Department?
4                 A.   Yes.
5                      MS. BENTLEY:  Let him answer.
6                 BY MR. KOH:
7                 Q.   To take another example, if you'd flip to
8            this next page?
9                 A.   I'm sorry.
10                 Q.   If you'd flip to the flex page of Exhibit
11            685, the second bullet point talks about a July
12            14, 2009 incident involving the rupture of the
13            skin and sudden decompression of a Southwest
14            Airlines aircraft.
15                 A.   Uh-huh.
16                 Q.   And at the end of that quotation there is
17            a reference to 69?
18                 A.   Yes.
19                 Q.   Again, if we reference Exhibit 682, does
20            that indicate that the quotation is from a letter
21            from Sherwood Harper to the Justice Department?
22                 A.   Let me look.
23                      MS. BENTLEY:  Mr. Koh, what line are you
24            on in his exhibit.  Am I on the wrong page?  I'm
25            sorry.  Okay.
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1                 A.   That's out of a letter.
2                 BY MR. KOH:
3                 Q.   Okay.  And as you testified before, as
4            this Exhibit 685 reflects, these were all
5            materials that you reviewed in the course of your
6            work on this matter?
7                 A.   Correct.
8                 Q.   If we flip further into page -- sorry,
9            Exhibit 685, there is another document that you


10            describe -- it's titled Summary of Contents of
11            Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth?
12                 A.   Which one are we on now?  Are we on the
13            same four pages?
14                 Q.   Same one, if you go back --
15                 A.   Go back.
16                 Q.   I'm sorry, forward.  After the list of
17            the subject aircraft?
18                 A.   After the list of the subject aircraft.
19            Okay.  Oh, yeah.
20                      MS. BENTLEY:  Give me a second.  That
21            one.
22                 BY MR. KOH:
23                 Q.   And I was going to characterize what you
24            said about it, but now frankly I'm not exactly
25            sure.  So what is this page?
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1                 A.   This -- this was my memory jogger for
2            what was to make me remember a little bit about
3            what was in each package, and this is by no means
4            complete.  For example, on package 3 I wrote
5            enough down there to jog my memory about what was
6            in there, but that doesn't mean that's all that's
7            in there.  And I -- I got -- I got lazy toward
8            the end on package 7.  I just -- at that point
9            there is a lot of other stuff in there and I just


10            put enough down so I could say, oh, yeah, I kind
11            of remember what was in package 7.
12                 Q.   Okay.  The -- this document titled
13            Summary of Contents of Packages Supplied by Dean
14            Smyth references seven packages.  Is there a
15            relationship to Exhibit 682, the index that
16            references envelopes?
17                 A.   Yeah, same thing.  Synonymous, envelope,
18            package, synonymous.
19                 Q.   Okay.  On your Summary of Contents of
20            Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth on package 1, what
21            you've written is Clausen Miller letter to an
22            Alicia of 9-29-2006.  Do you see that?
23                 A.   Yes.
24                 Q.   And then there's a reference to, I'll
25            just read the first couple bullet points. "Claims
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1            93 P/Ns installed on LN 684 that were documented
2            as discrepant were not included on list of NCRs
3            for LN 684."  Second bullet, "Claims 185 parts
4            documented as defective - proof of no MRB action?"
5                 Does the information contained therein come
6            from the Clausen Miller letter?
7                 A.   Yeah, that was -- those were just bullet
8            reminders to me what some of -- some of what I saw
9            in that letter, and they were -- I mean, there is
10            a lot more in there, but these were things that
11            kind of stuck out to me that I saw in that letter
12            just so, you know, when I look back at this, okay,
13            now, what exactly was the point of some of the
14            points in that letter.  Well, those were some of
15            the points.
16                 Q.   Okay.  The second paragraph talks about
17            package No. 2 and a Clausen Miller letter to Dean,
18            I presume, Smyth of January 19th, 2007.  The first
19            bullet says, "Contains answers to questions
20            submitted by e-mail to Dean."  Does that mean that
21            the letter from Clausen Miller included answers to
22            questions that Dean Smyth had e-mailed?
23                 A.   As I recall, yes, I think that that was
24            -- oh, oh, I'm not -- I'm not using my own system.
25            Okay.  Yeah, so that would be package 2 supports
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1            tab 12 and tab 12 is -- is specifically responding
2            to questions that were posed by Dean Smyth and the
3            letter is question 1, here is our response;
4            question 2, here is our response; question 3, here
5            is our response.
6                 Q.   And then in your Summary of Contents of
7            Packages Supplied by Dean Smyth in Exhibit 685,
8            the next bullet on package 2 states:  "Contains a
9            bit more explanation of the 93, quote, defective,
10            end quote, parts on LN 684 A/P with no record of
11            any MRB action.  (I.e., 93 parts not included in
12            list of MRB parts on A/P.)"  That's, again, a
13            reference to some information contained in that
14            Clausen Miller letter to Dean Smyth of January 19,
15            2007?
16                 A.   Correct.
17                 Q.   "Package 4 - various consultant reports"?
18                 A.   Uh-huh.
19                 Q.   Those would be reports of consultants to
20            the Relators?
21                 A.   Uh-huh.
22                 Q.   Yes?  I'm sorry.
23                 A.   Yes.  I'm sorry.
24                      (THEREUPON, Eastin Deposition Exhibit
25            No 686 was marked for identification by the
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1            reporter.)
2                 BY MR. KOH:
3                 Q.   Thank you.  Mr. Eastin, I'm handing you
4            what's been marked Exhibit 686, which is the
5            privilege log that DOJ counsel provided to the
6            parties this morning.  I just knew I was going to
7            do that.
8                      MR. ARMSTRONG:  You marked yours?
9                      MR. KOH:  Yes.


10                 BY MR. KOH:
11                 Q.   Trying again.  Showing you 686.  I just
12            had a couple of questions for you.  If you turn to
13            the last page, there is an entry that, and I'll
14            just read across what it says.  It's the very last
15            one, "6-17-09, Terry Khaled, FAA.  SA Dean Smyth,
16            DCIS.  Work product protection attorney/client
17            privilege.  Memorandum.  FAA analysis of Relators'
18            allegation."  First question I have for you is, to
19            the best of your recollection, is this the correct
20            date?
21                 A.   I don't know.  I don't even know what
22            that is at this moment.  I would have to --
23                 Q.   From this description?
24                 A.   From this description, I'm not -- several
25            things come to mind and I would have to go check
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1            and see which one that is.
2                      MS. BENTLEY:  For the record, I think
3            that might be an error by government counsel.  I
4            think the date is wrong.  I also think there were
5            two authors, and I think my -- it is a memorandum,
6            but I think my statement that it's an FAA analysis
7            of Relators' allegations is incorrect.  I think
8            that's too broad and I would like to have an
9            opportunity to submit a revised privilege log.


10            For everyone, I did this last night in my hotel
11            room between the hours of 11 and 1 a.m. based on
12            handwritten notes that I had taken from the stuff
13            we removed from the binders that privilege was
14            being asserted to.  I really did the best I could.
15                      MR. KOH:  And that's perfectly fine.  I'm
16            just going to ask a couple of questions of the
17            witness to try to understand what this is.
18                 BY MR. KOH:
19                 Q.   Doctor Eastin, did you -- did you
20            co-author a memorandum relating to the allegations
21            made by the Relators in this case?
22                 A.   Yes.
23                 Q.   And I mean separate, not the Declaration
24            you've submitted, but a --
25                 A.   A separate, separate from the
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1            Declaration.
2                 Q.   Okay.  And was that addressed to Agent
3            Smyth?
4                 A.   That -- that memorandum was.  Now, if
5            this is -- if this is that memorandum, I can't say
6            for sure, but there is a memorandum that I
7            co-authored with Doctor Khaled that was addressed
8            to Dean Smyth and answered two quest -- two or
9            three questions that he posed.
10                 Q.   And I was exactly going there.  So, try
11            to piece that together with what we discussed
12            earlier, you had -- we all reached an agreement
13            that you would be permitted to convey what it was
14            that you conveyed to Agent Smyth as your
15            conclusion, and could you tell us what that
16            conclusion was?
17                      MR. SKEPNEK:  No.  Now, now we're -- I'm
18            not done with my examination in this area and I
19            don't think that this is properly within our
20            agreement.
21                      MS. BENTLEY:  And I'm going to object and
22            instruct the witness not to answer because at this
23            point the government is still taking the position
24            that that material was not any of the stuff that
25            was called for, but was rather a separate part of
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1            the investigation.  So, I'm not going to let him
2            answer the question.
3                      MR. KOH:  Then I misunderstood what our
4            agreement was earlier what it was -- because I
5            don't think Mr. Skepnek actually asked him what
6            you allowed him to speak to.
7                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I -- I had -- I did ask him
8            that question.
9                      MR. KOH:  Then I forgot.
10                      MS. BENTLEY:  This is a different
11            document.
12                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I asked him the -- I asked
13            him the -- Alicia, for clarity of the record, I
14            did not ask him about a document.  I asked him
15            about the opinion that he gave to Mr. Smyth.
16                      MR. KOH:  Okay.
17                      MR. SKEPNEK:  That's what I asked him.
18                      MR. KOH:  I'm trying to do what I need to
19            do in order to have a record of what these
20            materials may be so that we can decide whether to
21            move on them, but --
22                      MS. BENTLEY:  And for that, counsel, I
23            will -- I will submit an Amended Privilege Log.
24            Additionally, I did not include the Peggy Gilligan
25            Power Point on that primarily because I've never
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1            seen it.
2                      MR. KOH:  Okay.  All right.
3                 BY MR. KOH:
4                 Q.   The second topic I wanted to briefly
5            address with you is we talked about coming back
6            and resuming your deposition.  I want to ask a
7            couple questions related to that.
8            So, you testified in response to Relators'
9            questions about various materials that were


10            provided by Agent Smyth for your review.  Was it
11            your understanding that the materials that you
12            reviewed were all of the evidence that Relators
13            had of non-conforming parts on Boeing Aircraft?
14                      MS. BENTLEY:  Objection, form and
15            foundation.  You can answer.
16                 A.   I didn't even consider if it was all or
17            some.  Again, I go back to the request was here is
18            the information, what do you think.
19                 BY MR. KOH:
20                 Q.   Well, did you expect that if there was
21            evidence of non-conforming parts on aircraft, that
22            that would be part of what would be provided to
23            you?  Was that your expectation?
24                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Object to form.
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Form and foundation.
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1                 A.   I didn't really have any expectations
2            when I first talked to Dean Smyth.
3                 BY MR. KOH:
4                 Q.   Then let me ask you just a couple more
5            questions.
6                 Your counsel, Miss Bentley, stated on the
7            record earlier today that to the extent that
8            Relators' counsel had anything that they wanted to
9            share that they felt was important for -- well, I


10            don't want to characterize it, but to share
11            information that they were invited to do so.
12            And I want to ask you, to the extent the Relators
13            have any evidence of non-conforming parts on
14            Boeing Aircraft that they failed to provide to the
15            government, would you like to see that material?
16                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Now, now, wait a minute.  I
17            -- this -- this goes beyond our agreement.  No, it
18            does.  I agreed -- I agreed to step aside -- no,
19            I'm going to go forward with my deposition now.  I
20            agreed, I agreed to give you an opportunity to
21            make your record about this privilege stuff, and
22            now you're getting into the substance and I'm not
23            finished with my examination on that area and I
24            object to this.
25                      MR. KOH:  Well, Mr. Skepnek --
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1                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Counsel, and --
2                      MR. KOH:  There may have been a
3            misunderstanding, but this is the second topic
4            that I wanted to --
5                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Well, this -- but, no, this
6            is not the -- I did not agree to this.
7                      MR. KOH:  Well --
8                      MR. SKEPNEK:  Show me on the record where
9            I agreed to this.
10                      MR. KOH:  I'm not saying you did.  You
11            may have misunderstood what I intended.  So let me
12            --
13                      MR. SKEPNEK:  I object.  I object.
14                      MR. ROBISON:  I'm going to -- we -- we
15            agreed to this as a courtesy.  It is now seven
16            minutes to six.  I'm not going to sit here and
17            listen to the two of you argue.  It's after 5 p.m.
18            I'm taking my witness and going home.
19                      MR. KOH:  Miss Bentley, could I just say
20            one more thing for the record.  To the extent this
21            witness can be provided with information of
22            non-conforming parts prior to the resumption of
23            our deposition, can we all agree that it would be
24            a good idea?
25                      MS. BENTLEY:  Why don't you put that in a
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1            letter, sir. This is not appropriate to waste the
2            witness's time with.  We are done.
3                      MR. KOH:  Well, I object to the closure
4            of the deposition.
5                      MS. BENTLEY:  I didn't close the
6            deposition --
7                      MR. KOH:  I'm sorry, the --
8                      MS. BENTLEY:  -- I ended the day.
9                      MR. KOH:  -- the termination for the day.
10                      THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.  It's
11            17:51:16.  End of this tape.
12                      (THEREUPON, the deposition was
13            adjourned.)
14            .
15            .
16            .
17            .
18            .
19            .
20            .
21            .
22            .
23            .
24            .
25            .
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60603   (1)
616   (1)
624   (3)
625   (1)
6371   (1)
643   (7)
66044   (1)
67201   (1)
67202   (1)
67206   (1)
677   (5)
678   (8)
679   (13)
680   (2)
681   (2)
682   (14)
683   (6)
684   (14)
685   (11)
686   (4)
69   (1)


< 7 >
7   (7)
704   (1)
707   (1)
7361   (1)
737   (5)
737NG   (5)
737NGs   (3)
737s   (1)
785   (1)
787   (1)


< 8 >
8   (5)
80   (1)
800   (2)
833   (1)
8530   (1)
855   (1)
86   (1)
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896   (1)


< 9 >
9   (5)
900   (4)
9126   (1)
93   (8)
95   (1)
97   (1)
98057   (1)
98101   (1)
9854   (1)


< A >
a.m   (2)
able   (10)
absence   (6)
absent   (1)
absolutely   (5)
abstain   (1)
abstract   (5)
abusive   (1)
accept   (1)
acceptance   (4)
accepted   (5)
access   (5)
accessed   (1)
accessing   (1)
accident   (1)
accompanying   (1)
accomplish   (3)
accomplished   (1)
account   (1)
accuracy   (3)
accurate   (5)
accused   (1)
achieved   (2)
acknowledges   (1)
ACOs   (1)
acquired   (1)
acronym   (9)
ACS   (3)
action   (12)


actions   (2)
activities   (8)
actual   (4)
AD   (22)
added   (1)
addition   (2)
additional   (5)
Additionally   (3)
address   (3)
addressed   (3)
addressing   (2)
adjourned   (1)
administrative   (1)
ADs   (2)
advanced   (12)
advice   (7)
Advisor   (5)
advocate   (4)
aeronautical   (3)
aerospace   (1)
affect   (3)
affidavit   (2)
afford   (1)
afield   (1)
aforesaid   (1)
aft   (1)
agencies   (1)
agency   (2)
Agent   (4)
agents   (1)
ago   (11)
agree   (11)
agreed   (8)
agreement   (9)
agrees   (2)
ahead   (18)
AHF   (7)
aided   (9)
AILES   (2)
AIR   (22)
Aircraft   (89)
airliner   (1)
Airlines   (1)


airplane   (33)
airplanes   (19)
airworthiness   (23)
airworthy   (11)
al   (3)
Alcoa   (3)
Alicia   (5)
alicia.bentley   (1)
ALIs   (1)
allegation   (7)
allegations   (4)
allow   (5)
allowances   (1)
allowed   (1)
allows   (1)
alternatives   (1)
aluminum   (5)
Amended   (10)
AMERICA   (3)
amiss   (1)
analogous   (1)
analogy   (2)
analyses   (7)
Analysis   (38)
analyst   (6)
analytically   (1)
analyzed   (3)
analyzing   (3)
ancillary   (1)
Anderson   (25)
Anderson's   (1)
angle   (1)
ANM   (1)
announced   (1)
anomalies   (5)
anomalous   (18)
anomaly   (7)
answer   (59)
answered   (11)
answering   (1)
answers   (2)
anybody   (14)
anymore   (1)


anyplace   (1)
apart   (4)
apparently   (1)
appeal   (1)
appear   (2)
APPEARANCES 
 (2)
appeared   (1)
appears   (1)
Appendix   (2)
Appino   (4)
applicable   (8)
applicant   (3)
applied   (1)
applies   (1)
apply   (3)
apprise   (1)
approach   (5)
appropriate   (4)
approval   (2)
approvals   (1)
approve   (3)
approved   (2)
April   (14)
area   (9)
areas   (8)
arena   (1)
arguable   (6)
argue   (3)
argument   (1)
argumentative   (8)
Armstrong   (6)
arrange   (1)
arrived   (2)
arriving   (1)
art   (10)
artfully   (1)
article   (4)
aside   (1)
asked   (35)
asking   (20)
asks   (1)
aspect   (3)
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aspects   (2)
assemble   (6)
assembled   (3)
assemblies   (3)
assembling   (2)
assembly   (62)
assert   (1)
asserted   (1)
assess   (3)
assessing   (1)
assessments   (1)
assisted   (6)
associated   (2)
Associates   (1)
Assumes   (2)
assuming   (1)
assumption   (1)
assumptions   (3)
assurance   (1)
assured   (2)
ATA   (128)
attach   (3)
attached   (2)
attachments   (3)
attack   (1)
attempt   (3)
attempted   (1)
attempting   (1)
attend   (1)
attorney   (2)
audibly   (1)
audit   (10)
auditors   (1)
August   (1)
authenticate   (1)
author   (2)
authored   (1)
authorities   (1)
authority   (12)
authorize   (1)
authors   (1)
automated   (3)
automatically   (1)


automobiles   (1)
availability   (2)
available   (5)
Avenue   (2)
average   (1)
aviation   (4)
aware   (13)
awfully   (1)


< B >
B737   (1)
back   (79)
background   (1)
backup   (1)
bad   (8)
balance   (2)
ball   (5)
bang   (1)
bank   (1)
base   (1)
based   (61)
baseline   (3)
basic   (7)
basically   (30)
basis   (18)
Bates   (1)
Beach   (5)
beast   (1)
becoming   (1)
beginning   (10)
Begins   (2)
behalf   (9)
behave   (1)
behavior   (1)
believe   (43)
believed   (1)
believes   (2)
bell   (1)
benign   (3)
BENLEY   (1)
Bentley   (216)
Bentley's   (1)
Best   (9)


bets   (1)
better   (5)
beyond   (13)
bifocals   (1)
big   (6)
Biggs   (2)
Bill   (13)
billet   (4)
binder   (38)
binders   (2)
birth   (1)
bit   (8)
bits   (1)
blah   (6)
blue   (18)
blueprint   (3)
blueprints   (2)
blunt   (1)
Board   (1)
Boarded   (1)
body   (2)
BOEING   (90)
Boeing's   (9)
Bogus   (1)
book   (8)
booklet   (1)
borrow   (1)
bottom   (4)
Boulevard   (2)
bounces   (1)
bounded   (1)
bounds   (1)
box   (7)
brand   (1)
break   (20)
breaks   (2)
brief   (3)
briefly   (1)
bring   (8)
bringing   (1)
brings   (1)
broad   (1)
broke   (1)


bskepbek   (1)
BTL   (1)
buck   (1)
bucket   (22)
buckets   (7)
build   (5)
building   (1)
built   (5)
bulkhead   (2)
bullet   (12)
bulletins   (3)
bulletized   (1)
bullets   (2)
bunch   (2)
burden   (1)
business   (1)
Butler   (1)
buy   (1)


< C >
C.F.R   (3)
C.F.R.s   (1)
CAD   (16)
cadre   (1)
CAI   (1)
calculations   (1)
California   (2)
call   (33)
called   (16)
Calls   (6)
CAM   (3)
camera   (1)
cameras   (1)
candid   (1)
capabilities   (5)
capability   (9)
capacities   (1)
captioned   (2)
car   (1)
card   (1)
cards   (1)
care   (5)
career   (5)
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carefully   (1)
carry   (2)
carts   (1)
Case   (44)
cases   (4)
cat   (1)
catastrophic   (6)
CATIA   (8)
cause   (8)
caused   (5)
causes   (3)
Center   (1)
certain   (17)
certainly   (13)
certainty   (1)
Certificate   (12)
certificates   (2)
Certification   (23)
certifications   (1)
certified   (4)
certify   (3)
cetera   (7)
chain   (3)
chance   (5)
change   (5)
changed   (1)
changes   (7)
Chapter   (3)
characteristic   (3)
characteristics 
 (25)
characterize   (6)
chart   (1)
check   (10)
checked   (1)
checks   (1)
Chicago   (1)
Chief   (5)
choice   (3)
choose   (2)
chooses   (1)
chord   (7)
chords   (2)


chosen   (1)
circled   (1)
circumstance   (1)
circumstances   (2)
cite   (1)
City   (2)
claim   (5)
claimed   (1)
claiming   (2)
Claims   (2)
clarification   (3)
clarify   (5)
clarity   (2)
Classic   (4)
Classics   (1)
Clausen   (8)
clausen.com   (1)
clawed   (1)
clean   (2)
clear   (8)
clearly   (1)
Cleveland   (1)
client   (3)
cliff   (1)
clip   (2)
close   (3)
closure   (2)
clue   (1)
CMM   (8)
CMMs   (2)
CNC   (20)
CNN   (3)
Code   (1)
cognizant   (4)
Coie   (1)
Cole   (2)
collected   (1)
colloquy   (1)
come   (26)
comes   (5)
comfortable   (1)
coming   (4)
commence   (1)


comment   (1)
commented   (2)
comments   (7)
commercial   (4)
Commission   (1)
common   (2)
commonly   (1)
communication 
 (2)
community   (2)
companies   (1)
COMPANY   (8)
compare   (2)
compared   (2)
competent   (1)
compilation   (1)
Complaint   (10)
complete   (4)
completed   (2)
compliance   (9)
comply   (1)
components   (1)
composed   (1)
comprehensive 
 (2)
computations   (2)
computer   (17)
computerized   (19)
computers   (1)
concept   (1)
conception   (1)
concepts   (5)
concern   (8)
concerned   (10)
concerning   (3)
concerns   (1)
conclusion   (31)
conclusions   (6)
condition   (36)
conductivity   (2)
conference   (1)
conferences   (1)
confidential   (2)


configuration   (1)
confined   (3)
confirm   (1)
conform   (9)
conformance   (3)
conformed   (2)
conforming   (5)
conformities   (1)
conformity   (7)
conforms   (1)
confused   (4)
confusing   (2)
confusion   (1)
conjecture   (1)
conjunction   (2)
connection   (2)
connotate   (1)
connotations   (1)
consensus   (1)
consent   (1)
conservatively   (2)
consider   (3)
consideration   (2)
considerations   (1)
considered   (4)
constitutes   (1)
construction   (1)
consult   (1)
consultant   (1)
consultants   (2)
contact   (12)
contacted   (1)
contain   (1)
contained   (4)
contains   (3)
contemplated   (1)
contemplates   (1)
contents   (5)
context   (3)
contingent   (1)
continue   (1)
continued   (2)
continues   (1)
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control   (27)
controlled   (2)
controlling   (2)
controls   (3)
conundrum   (1)
conversation   (9)
conversations   (1)
convey   (1)
conveyed   (1)
coordinate   (2)
copied   (3)
copies   (3)
copper   (1)
copy   (20)
Corlin   (2)
corlin.pratt   (1)
corner   (4)
corners   (1)
Correct   (70)
corrections   (1)
corrective   (2)
correctly   (2)
correlating   (1)
correspondence 
 (16)
corroborated   (1)
corroded   (1)
corrosion   (7)
costs   (1)
Coulson   (1)
Counsel   (38)
count   (1)
COUNTY   (1)
couple   (16)
coupon   (2)
coupons   (2)
course   (12)
COURT   (9)
courtesy   (2)
cover   (2)
covers   (1)
crack   (5)
cracked   (2)


cracking   (4)
cracks   (3)
crashes   (1)
create   (1)
created   (9)
creates   (1)
creation   (1)
credentials   (3)
credible   (3)
crime   (1)
critical   (10)
criticality   (3)
criticism   (2)
criticisms   (1)
crop   (1)
cropped   (1)
Cross   (5)
crux   (1)
crystal   (1)
CSTA   (4)
CSTAs   (4)
cuff   (1)
cumulative   (1)
current   (1)
curve   (1)
curves   (1)
custom   (1)
customer   (4)
cut   (2)


< D >
D.C   (1)
D681654   (1)
da   (6)
dabbling   (2)
Dakan   (1)
damage   (12)
dangerous   (8)
DAR   (6)
Data   (137)
database   (5)
databases   (1)
date   (19)


dated   (3)
Dave   (1)
David   (1)
Davis   (1)
day   (15)
days   (4)
DCIS   (5)
deal   (7)
dealing   (1)
dealt   (1)
Dean   (46)
Dean's   (2)
deaths   (1)
December   (5)
decide   (2)
decided   (1)
decision   (8)
decisions   (1)
Declaration   (54)
declarations   (1)
declined   (1)
decompression 
 (1)
deemed   (1)
deeper   (2)
defect   (5)
defective   (2)
defects   (7)
DEFENDANT   (2)
Defendants   (3)
defense   (1)
deficiency   (1)
define   (4)
defined   (6)
defines   (3)
defining   (4)
definition   (18)
degrade   (1)
degree   (1)
delegate   (1)
delegated   (10)
delegates   (1)
delegation   (2)


deny   (1)
Department   (7)
depend   (2)
dependent   (4)
depending   (3)
depends   (14)
depicted   (1)
DEPO   (1)
deponent   (3)
depose   (2)
DEPOSITION   (44)
depositions   (2)
DER   (12)
derail   (1)
derived   (1)
describe   (5)
described   (6)
describes   (3)
describing   (1)
description   (6)
Design   (122)
designate   (1)
Designated   (9)
designation   (13)
designed   (10)
designer   (3)
designers   (4)
designing   (3)
designs   (2)
detail   (12)
details   (6)
determination   (23)
determine   (25)
determined   (2)
determining   (3)
develop   (1)
developed   (5)
devoid   (1)
difference   (7)
differences   (7)
different   (22)
difficult   (2)
difficulties   (2)
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Difficulty   (2)
dig   (2)
digging   (2)
digital   (7)
digitally   (2)
dimensions   (4)
Direct   (5)
directed   (2)
directing   (2)
directive   (1)
directives   (5)
directly   (1)
directorate   (1)
directorates   (1)
disagree   (1)
disclose   (5)
disclosed   (2)
disclosing   (2)
disclosure   (3)
disclosures   (1)
discover   (1)
discoverable   (1)
discovery   (4)
discrep   (1)
discrepancies   (10)
discrepancy   (11)
discrepant   (9)
discuss   (2)
discussed   (9)
discussion   (5)
discussions   (6)
disposition   (5)
dispositioned   (3)
distinction   (2)
distinguish   (2)
distressed   (2)
distributed   (1)
distribution   (1)
DISTRICT   (6)
Division   (1)
dixit   (1)
Doctor   (4)
doctrine   (1)


document   (53)
documentation   (5)
documented   (15)
Documents   (66)
doing   (20)
DOJ   (3)
doubt   (4)
Doug   (3)
Douglas   (17)
douglas.anderson 
 (1)
Draft   (10)
drauchwerger   (1)
draw   (5)
drawing   (43)
drawings   (52)
drawn   (2)
drew   (2)
drill   (1)
drilled   (2)
drillers   (1)
drilling   (2)
drive   (2)
dropping   (1)
DUCOMMUN   (15)
due   (3)
Duggins   (1)
duly   (1)
dumb   (2)


< E >
earlier   (14)
Early   (5)
EASTIN   (50)
Eastin's   (2)
easy   (1)
Eclipse   (1)
edge   (1)
editing   (1)
effect   (2)
efficacy   (4)
efficient   (1)
effort   (2)


efforts   (1)
eight   (2)
either   (15)
element   (3)
elicited   (1)
eliciting   (1)
elimination   (1)
Emerging   (5)
employee   (3)
empowering   (1)
empty   (3)
enabled   (1)
ended   (4)
ends   (1)
enforcing   (1)
engineer   (22)
engineered   (2)
engineering   (58)
engineers   (7)
engines   (1)
English   (1)
ensure   (1)
Ensuring   (3)
entails   (1)
entered   (1)
entire   (2)
entirety   (1)
entitled   (3)
entries   (1)
entry   (1)
envelope   (3)
envelopes   (1)
Epic   (1)
equipment   (3)
equivalent   (3)
equivalents   (1)
Errata   (3)
error   (12)
errors   (3)
escape   (5)
escapes   (2)
especially   (1)
establish   (1)


establishing   (2)
estimate   (3)
et   (10)
evaluate   (11)
evaluated   (2)
evaluating   (2)
evaluation   (20)
evaluations   (3)
event   (4)
events   (2)
everybody   (6)
everybody's   (3)
evidence   (36)
ex   (3)
exact   (4)
exactly   (12)
Examiation   (1)
Examination   (8)
example   (27)
examples   (2)
excerpt   (2)
exclude   (1)
executive   (3)
exhaust   (2)
EXHIBIT   (96)
EXHIBITS   (5)
exist   (3)
existed   (1)
existence   (1)
exists   (3)
Exley   (6)
expanded   (1)
expect   (8)
expectation   (2)
expectations   (1)
expected   (2)
expeditiously   (1)
expensive   (1)
experience   (14)
expert   (3)
experts   (1)
Expires   (1)
explain   (6)
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explained   (2)
explaining   (1)
explanation   (1)
explanations   (1)
explicit   (2)
explore   (2)
express   (7)
expressed   (11)
expressing   (4)
expression   (2)
extent   (11)
extrapolate   (4)
extrusions   (1)
eyes   (1)


< F >
F.A.R   (5)
F.A.R.s   (5)
FA   (1)
FAA   (84)
faa.gov   (1)
FAA's   (2)
fab   (3)
fabbed   (1)
fabrication   (20)
facilitate   (5)
facilities   (1)
facility   (3)
fact   (22)
facts   (19)
factual   (1)
Fagan   (1)
fail   (9)
failed   (7)
failure   (10)
failures   (3)
fair   (2)
familiar   (36)
far   (17)
fast   (3)
fasteners   (1)
faster   (1)
fatigue   (55)


fault   (1)
feasibility   (2)
feature   (3)
features   (10)
Federal   (4)
feed   (1)
feel   (8)
feeling   (1)
feelings   (1)
felt   (4)
field   (1)
fight   (1)
fighting   (1)
figure   (13)
file   (11)
filed   (3)
files   (2)
final   (11)
finally   (2)
find   (47)
finding   (9)
findings   (11)
finds   (1)
fine   (7)
finish   (10)
finished   (3)
finishes   (1)
firm   (1)
First   (60)
fit   (1)
fitness   (2)
five   (2)
fix   (4)
fixed   (5)
fixes   (1)
fixtures   (1)
flag   (11)
Fleeson   (1)
fleeson.com   (1)
fleet   (3)
flew   (3)
flex   (1)
flight   (1)


flip   (5)
flipped   (5)
flipping   (1)
floor   (1)
flow   (2)
FLS   (1)
flunked   (1)
fly   (2)
flying   (1)
focals   (1)
focused   (2)
focusing   (1)
FOIA   (4)
FOIA'd   (3)
follow   (2)
following   (3)
follows   (2)
food   (1)
Force   (6)
forefront   (9)
foregoing   (1)
forget   (2)
forgetting   (1)
forging   (1)
forgot   (1)
form   (110)
format   (2)
formerly   (1)
formulate   (1)
formulated   (4)
forth   (2)
forward   (3)
Foulston   (1)
foulston.com   (1)
found   (22)
Foundation   (120)
four   (4)
fracture   (1)
frame   (6)
frankly   (3)
front   (9)
FS   (1)
full   (4)


fully   (1)
function   (10)
functioning   (1)
functions   (1)
fundamental   (4)
funny   (1)
furniture   (2)
further   (7)
fuselage   (5)
future   (2)


< G >
gain   (1)
game   (1)
gauges   (1)
general   (3)
generalized   (1)
generally   (4)
generated   (7)
generation   (1)
gentlemen   (1)
geometry   (1)
getting   (13)
Gilligan   (6)
give   (45)
given   (41)
gives   (1)
giving   (7)
Gladhill   (6)
Gladhill's   (1)
go   (124)
goes   (11)
going   (138)
Good   (16)
goodness   (3)
Gooing   (1)
gosh   (4)
gotten   (3)
government   (28)
governmental   (1)
government's   (3)
graphic   (1)
graphically   (1)
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graphs   (1)
great   (1)
green   (2)
gritty   (1)
ground   (2)
grounded   (8)
grounds   (1)
group   (4)
groups   (2)
growth   (1)
guess   (17)
guidance   (2)
Guide   (20)
guilty   (1)
gun   (2)


< H >
half   (4)
hall   (1)
hallway   (1)
Hamerquist   (9)
Hamerquist's   (1)
hammers   (4)
hand   (12)
handed   (2)
handful   (1)
handing   (1)
handle   (5)
handwriting   (6)
handwritten   (4)
handy   (2)
happen   (7)
happened   (3)
happens   (9)
Happy   (5)
hard   (8)
Hardware   (6)
Harper   (2)
head   (3)
heading   (1)
hear   (2)
heard   (13)
heat   (8)


heck   (3)
held   (2)
help   (4)
helps   (1)
Henderson   (2)
Henderson's   (1)
hereof   (2)
hierarchy   (1)
high   (4)
higher   (1)
highest   (1)
highlight   (3)
highlighted   (7)
highlighting   (1)
hindsight   (1)
historian   (1)
hit   (1)
hold   (2)
hole   (8)
holes   (20)
home   (1)
honest   (1)
hope   (1)
hopefully   (3)
hotel   (1)
hour   (2)
hours   (10)
house   (6)
Houston   (1)
How's   (1)
huge   (1)
huh   (42)
human   (1)
humor   (2)
hurry   (1)
HVC   (8)
hypothetical   (4)
hypothetically   (2)


< I >
I.e   (1)
idea   (6)
ideally   (1)


identification   (6)
identified   (7)
identifies   (1)
identify   (3)
identifying   (1)
identity   (2)
ignoring   (3)
Ikea   (2)
Illinois   (1)
illogical   (1)
illustrate   (1)
imaginable   (1)
immediately   (1)
impact   (18)
impacted   (3)
impacts   (1)
implement   (2)
implemented   (3)
implications   (1)
implicit   (1)
implied   (2)
imply   (1)
importance   (2)
important   (8)
impose   (1)
impression   (1)
impressive   (1)
improper   (2)
improvements   (1)
inch   (3)
incident   (4)
include   (7)
included   (6)
includes   (5)
including   (9)
incomplete   (2)
incorporate   (1)
incorporated   (3)
incorrect   (3)
increased   (1)
incredulous   (2)
independent   (1)
INDEX   (10)


indicate   (4)
indicated   (5)
indicating   (2)
indication   (2)
individual   (3)
individuals   (1)
industry   (13)
inform   (1)
information   (80)
informational   (2)
informed   (4)
inherent   (2)
initial   (1)
ink   (1)
inquire   (1)
inquired   (1)
inquiries   (4)
inquiry   (1)
insofar   (1)
inspection   (6)
inspections   (3)
installed   (1)
instance   (4)
instances   (2)
instruct   (9)
instructed   (2)
instruction   (1)
Integrity   (10)
intend   (2)
intended   (2)
intent   (6)
intentionally   (1)
interact   (1)
interaction   (3)
intercostal   (1)
interested   (2)
interesting   (7)
interestingly   (1)
internal   (4)
Internet   (1)
interpret   (2)
interpretation   (4)
interpreting   (1)
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interrupt   (3)
interrupted   (1)
interrupting   (1)
introduced   (1)
introduction   (5)
invaluable   (2)
investigate   (1)
investigation   (15)
investigations   (1)
investigator   (1)
investigatory   (1)
invited   (1)
involved   (23)
involves   (2)
involving   (1)
ipse   (1)
irrelevant   (1)
isolate   (1)
isolated   (1)
issuance   (2)
issue   (24)
issued   (1)
issues   (10)
issuing   (1)
item   (1)
items   (2)
its   (24)


< J >
JAMES   (3)
January   (3)
jarmstrong   (1)
JEANNINE   (5)
jig   (1)
jigs   (1)
Jim   (1)
job   (6)
jobs   (2)
jog   (3)
jogger   (1)
Join   (19)
joins   (1)
joint   (1)


joke   (2)
judge   (1)
judging   (6)
July   (4)
jumped   (1)
jumping   (1)
jurisdiction   (2)
Justice   (7)


< K >
KANSAS   (8)
keep   (4)
keeping   (1)
kept   (2)
key   (41)
Khaled   (16)
kind   (22)
kinds   (5)
King   (1)
Kitch   (1)
knew   (9)
know   (283)
knowledge   (20)
knowledgeable   (1)
knows   (1)
Koh   (254)
Kohl's   (1)
Koh's   (6)
Krumlauf   (1)
Kuss   (1)


< L >
Lack   (18)
Lakewood   (2)
language   (1)
large   (4)
larger   (2)
LaSalle   (1)
late   (2)
latest   (1)
Latin   (1)
Lawrence   (1)
lawsuit   (3)


lawyer   (8)
lawyers   (8)
layers   (1)
laying   (3)
layman   (1)
lazy   (1)
LC   (1)
lead   (3)
learn   (1)
learned   (4)
leave   (1)
led   (1)
left   (7)
legal   (1)
letter   (40)
letters   (19)
letting   (1)
level   (16)
leverage   (1)
liaison   (3)
Library   (2)
lieu   (1)
life   (12)
lifetime   (4)
limit   (4)
limitations   (1)
limited   (5)
limiting   (2)
Lind   (1)
line   (21)
lines   (2)
list   (11)
listed   (1)
listen   (1)
listing   (1)
lists   (5)
litigation   (2)
little   (17)
live   (1)
LLP   (2)
LN   (3)
loads   (3)
locate   (1)


located   (4)
locates   (1)
location   (1)
locations   (3)
Log   (8)
logic   (1)
logical   (2)
long   (22)
look   (74)
looked   (35)
looking   (41)
looks   (13)
Lora   (3)
lot   (17)
Lots   (3)
loud   (1)
love   (1)
lower   (2)
lunch   (8)


< M >
machine   (21)
machines   (9)
machining   (4)
magical   (1)
mail   (14)
mailed   (1)
mails   (8)
Main   (1)
maintained   (1)
maintenance   (6)
major   (1)
making   (9)
manage   (1)
management   (2)
manager   (1)
manual   (8)
manufacture   (11)
manufactured   (1)
manufacturer   (2)
manufacturers   (3)
manufacturing 
 (66)
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map   (2)
March   (4)
mark   (4)
MARKED   (19)
marketed   (1)
marks   (1)
marriage   (1)
Massachusetts   (1)
material   (27)
materials   (53)
mathematical   (2)
matter   (19)
matters   (3)
matured   (1)
McDonald   (16)
mean   (78)
meaning   (7)
means   (30)
meant   (14)
measured   (1)
measurements   (1)
measuring   (5)
mechanics   (1)
mechanism   (1)
meet   (18)
meeting   (30)
meets   (4)
Memorandum   (6)
memory   (4)
mentioned   (2)
met   (16)
metallurgist   (1)
methods   (4)
mic   (1)
military   (6)
mill   (2)
Miller   (8)
mind   (10)
mine   (6)
minimize   (1)
mining   (3)
minute   (5)
minutes   (6)


miscellaneous   (1)
mischaracter   (1)
mischaracterizes 
 (3)
miserably   (1)
misleading   (1)
misled   (1)
mislocated   (1)
missed   (2)
missing   (1)
Mission   (2)
misstated   (1)
Misstates   (7)
mistake   (1)
mistakes   (1)
misunderstanding 
 (1)
misunderstood   (2)
model   (2)
modeled   (1)
models   (1)
molecular   (2)
moment   (6)
money   (1)
monitor   (3)
monitoring   (1)
monitors   (1)
month   (1)
months   (3)
morning   (4)
motion   (4)
Mountain   (1)
mouth   (3)
move   (4)
moving   (2)
MRB   (33)
MRB'd   (1)
musical   (1)
myopic   (1)


< N >
N.W   (1)
name   (10)


named   (1)
narrative   (1)
narrowed   (1)
Nat   (1)
native   (1)
nature   (2)
Navy   (3)
NCR   (10)
NCRs   (1)
near   (3)
necessarily   (8)
necessary   (4)
need   (68)
needed   (4)
needs   (4)
negated   (1)
neither   (2)
never   (17)
New   (8)
NG   (3)
NGs   (3)
nicely   (1)
night   (5)
nitty   (1)
nobody's   (1)
nod   (1)
nodding   (1)
Nods   (3)
noise   (1)
nomenclature   (4)
non   (8)
Nope   (1)
normal   (20)
Normally   (1)
North   (3)
Notary   (1)
notches   (1)
note   (18)
notebook   (1)
noted   (2)
notes   (21)
Notice   (5)
noticed   (1)


notified   (1)
November   (2)
Ns   (1)
NTSB   (2)
number   (27)
numbered   (1)
numbers   (13)


< O >
object   (71)
objected   (4)
objecting   (1)
Objection   (93)
objections   (5)
objects   (2)
obligations   (1)
observation   (3)
obtain   (1)
obviously   (8)
occasion   (3)
Occasionally   (1)
occur   (12)
occurred   (3)
occurs   (2)
o'clock   (1)
ODAR   (1)
OEM   (13)
OEMs   (5)
offer   (1)
Office   (10)
officer   (1)
offices   (3)
office's   (1)
official   (6)
Oh   (24)
Ohio   (2)
Okay   (326)
Omission   (6)
once   (4)
ones   (5)
one's   (2)
ongoing   (2)
open   (2)
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operate   (2)
operated   (1)
operating   (1)
operation   (5)
operational   (7)
operations   (1)
operator   (7)
operators   (3)
opine   (2)
opinion   (69)
opinions   (32)
opportunity   (11)
oppose   (1)
opposed   (4)
optimistic   (1)
optimum   (1)
option   (2)
oral   (1)
order   (10)
orders   (3)
ordinary   (1)
organization   (5)
organizational   (3)
organizations   (2)
orientation   (1)
original   (6)
originally   (1)
outcome   (3)
outs   (1)
Outside   (14)
overbroad   (2)
overhaul   (3)
oversights   (1)
overview   (1)


< P >
p.m   (1)
p.m.   (1)
pack   (1)
package   (24)
packages   (11)
packet   (2)
PAGE   (67)


pages   (23)
paper   (8)
papers   (4)
paragraph   (33)
paragraphs   (1)
parallel   (1)
parameters   (1)
Paramount   (2)
paraphrase   (1)
paraphrasing   (1)
parenthesis   (1)
Parkway   (1)
part   (140)
particular   (50)
particularly   (3)
parties   (2)
parts   (167)
party   (3)
pass   (2)
Pat   (1)
pattern   (1)
patterns   (1)
Paul   (1)
paused   (3)
peen   (4)
peg   (1)
Peggy   (5)
pen   (1)
pending   (1)
people   (40)
percent   (2)
Perfect   (1)
perfectly   (3)
perform   (5)
performance   (1)
performed   (5)
performing   (1)
period   (11)
periodically   (2)
Perkins   (1)
perkinscoie.com 
 (1)
permit   (2)


permitted   (1)
person   (6)
personal   (10)
personally   (5)
personnel   (2)
perspective   (2)
peruse   (1)
philosophies   (1)
philosophy   (13)
phone   (5)
phrase   (4)
phrased   (1)
physical   (8)
physically   (2)
pick   (1)
picked   (6)
picture   (1)
pictures   (1)
piece   (3)
pile   (1)
pilots   (1)
place   (11)
placement   (1)
places   (3)
PLAINTIFF   (2)
Plaintiffs   (7)
plaintiff's   (4)
plan   (1)
planned   (2)
planning   (3)
plants   (1)
play   (1)
plays   (1)
Plaza   (1)
please   (8)
plowed   (1)
plural   (1)
plus   (1)
point   (58)
pointed   (3)
points   (7)
portions   (1)
posed   (3)


position   (22)
possession   (2)
possibilities   (2)
possible   (2)
possibly   (3)
Post   (3)
potential   (5)
potentially   (2)
Power   (20)
practice   (1)
practices   (5)
Pratt   (3)
pre   (1)
precise   (1)
precisely   (2)
precision   (1)
predict   (10)
predictability   (2)
predictable   (7)
predicting   (2)
prediction   (1)
predictions   (1)
Preferred   (6)
prejudicial   (1)
prep   (1)
preparation   (1)
prepared   (5)
prepares   (1)
preparing   (2)
PRESENT   (3)
presentation   (19)
presentations   (3)
presented   (10)
presume   (1)
presumption   (5)
pretty   (5)
prevent   (1)
previous   (1)
previously   (4)
PREWITT   (7)
primarily   (3)
primary   (8)
principles   (2)
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prior   (12)
private   (1)
Privilege   (18)
privileged   (2)
probability   (1)
Probably   (17)
problem   (16)
problems   (6)
procedural   (1)
procedure   (1)
procedures   (5)
proceed   (1)
proceeds   (1)
process   (60)
processes   (24)
produce   (3)
produced   (8)
producing   (2)
product   (10)
production   (8)
products   (1)
professional   (2)
program   (6)
Programs   (6)
prolonged   (1)
proof   (1)
proper   (1)
properly   (3)
proposal   (1)
proposition   (1)
protection   (2)
proven   (2)
provide   (11)
provided   (36)
provides   (2)
provision   (2)
provisions   (1)
proximity   (1)
PSE   (1)
Public   (1)
published   (1)
Pull   (3)
pulled   (8)


purpose   (9)
purposes   (2)
pursuant   (2)
purview   (1)
put   (28)
puzzled   (1)


< Q >
qualifications   (1)
qualified   (1)
qualify   (3)
quality   (13)
quantifiable   (1)
quantification   (3)
quantified   (4)
quantify   (8)
quantitative   (4)
quantitatively   (4)
quest   (1)
question   (79)
questionable   (1)
questioned   (1)
questioning   (2)
questions   (25)
quick   (6)
quite   (10)
quotation   (3)
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